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Abstract approval:

The education (particularly graduate education) of Americans

who were active in astronomical research between 1876 and 1941

is assessed for its effectiveness in preparing the astronomers for

careers in research. This period contains three dynamic changes:

the growth of American astronomy in becoming the world's leading

community of astronomers, the formation and flourishing of the

American model of the graduate school, and the switch of emphasis

of research from classical astronomy to astrophysics. Investigations

are made of the roles of the astronomers' education in the growth

and success of American astronomy and the progressive adoption of

new fields of researchobservational astrophysics, statistical

astronomy, and theoretical astrophysics. Influences on

astronomical education in the US are also assessed. The study used

biographical information on the education and research careers of
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509 scientists who published at least three papers of astronomical

research. The data allowed the study of trends in the education of

the astronomers. Brief case histories of astronomical education at

the most important schools of astronomy, Berkeley-Lick, Chicago-

Yerkes, Harvard, Michigan, and Princeton, complemented data of

the astronomers. The study found that the loss of courses of

elementary astronomy in high schools and colleges due to a report

in 1893 had no discernible effect on the growth of the community

of astrophysicists, yet contributed to the decline of classical

astronomy. Also, the astronomers most responsible for the rise of

astrophysics after 1900 were not educated in conventional graduate

programs of classical astronomy. Lick Observatory, under W. W.

Campbell, reset the prevalent direction of graduate training in the

US from classical astronomy to observational astrophysics.

Princeton's graduate program was the most effective in producing

outstanding astronomers. Its graduates were the only students of

the 1920s and 30s with strong backgrounds in physics. Virtually

every field of astronomical research, except for observational

astrophysics, was imported from Europe via advanced training of

Americans in Europe or European astronomers immigrating to the

US. The European immigrants included a high concentration of

outstanding astronomers.
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EDUCATiON OF AMERICAN RESEARCH ASTRONOMERS,

1876-1941

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION: ON THE INQUIRY INTO

THE EDUCATION OF AMERICAN ASTRONOMERS

SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE DISSERTATION

The story of this dissertation is largely that of advanced

scientific training becoming institutionalized into organized and

supervised programs of graduate education. The development of

the trends and major centers of the education of a community of

American1 scientists, in particular research astronomers, is tracked

from 1876 to 1941.

The year 1876 was an auspicious time for American science

as the first American graduate school was then establishedthe

Johns Hopkins University.2 Though graduate-level departments of

astronomy were not formed in American universities until the

1880s and 1890s, the founding of Johns Hopkins University

1 "American," as used in this study, refers specifically to citizens or long-
term residents of the United States.

2 Walton C. John, "Graduate study in universities and colleges in the United
States," U. S. Office of Education Bulletin: 1934, no. 20 (Washington DC:
Government Printing Office, 1935), p. 12; Robert E. Kohler, "The Ph.D.
Machine: building on the collegiate base," ISIS 81(1990): 639.



remains a pivotal event for it set the standard for advanced

education in the United States.

By 1876, astronomical research was already an established

profession in government and private observatories and was taking

root in American universities.3 Before then, Americans had few

opportunities for specialized training in astronomical research.4

However by 1876, the purpose of astronomical instruction in the

United States, at least at the University of Michigan and the

Harvard College Observatory, had changed from being moral and

intellectual edification to training professional research

astronomers .5

The end of the period of study, 1941, marks a major

disruption to American astronomy and to astronomical education.

World War II severely disrupted astronomical research and

graduate education forcing large reductions in astronomical staff

and numbers of students. Many astronomers and advanced

students became part of the extensive federal research programs

devoted to the war effort. As a result, by 1943 graduate training in

astronomy at some universities had virtually come to a halt.

3 John Lankford, American Astronomy: Community, Careers, and Power,
1859-1940 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997), PP. 17-19.

4 The early, pre-1876 era of education of American astronomers is well
documented in a dissertation by Marc Rothenberg. "The Educational and
Intellectual Background of American Astronomers, 1825-1875," (PhD
Dissertation, Bryn Mawr College, 1974).

Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-
1875," pp. 40, 77-125, 139-44.
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After the war, astronomical research in the United States was

transformed in three ways: First, new vistas of the heavens were

opened through technological advances in instrumentation,

particularly radio telescopes and later x-ray, ultraviolet, infrared,

and gamma-ray telescopes. Second, the federal government

financed on a large scale individual researchers as well as new

observatories. By the 1950s American astronomy was no longer a

privately endowed venture.6 Third, the astronomical community

experienced large influxes of physicists.7

In the interim, from 1876 to 1941, astronomy in America

grew in stature and size from a fledgling science to a world center

of research particularly in observational astrophysics. In the

nineteenth century, German astronomers had been the most

important national group of astronomers. However, by the turn of

the century American astronomers were overtaking the German

community in numbers of astronomical developments and

publications. The American dominance has continued to the

present, making the American astronomers the most important

national group of astronomers of the twentieth century.8

6 Ronald E. Doel, Solar System Astronomy in America: Communities,
Patronage, and Interdisciplinary Research, 1920-1960 (New York: Cambridge,
1996), PP. 2, 194-98.

7 Richard Berendzen and Mary Treinen Moslen, "Manpower and employment
in American astronomy," Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences
198(1972): 50; Ronald Doel, Solar System Astronomy in America, p. xii;
Lankford, American Astronomy: 1859-1940, p. 6.

8 Stephen G. Brush, "The rise of astronomy in America," American Studies
20(1979): 43-48; Dieter B. Herrmann, "Zur Fruhentwicklung der Astrophysik
in Deutschland und in den USA," NTM, Zeitschrift für Geschichte der



Americans were active in constructing large telescopes, interpreting

stellar spectra and classifying stars, determining the size and shape

of our galaxythe Milky Way, and discovering the recession of

galaxies.9

Several factors played important roles in the energetic rise of

American astronomy. Astronomical methods and developments

were imported from Europe. Americans built observatories at

excellent siteshigh altitudes with dry climates. Philanthropists

gave ample money to build observatories housing the world's

largest telescopes with some funds for their research staffs.

American graduate schools gave students advanced training in

astronomy.10

Paralleling the rise of astronomy in the United States,

American graduate schools experienced a remarkable rise in status

as centers of learning and research.1 1 Considering astronomy in

particular, an English astronomer, Norman Lockyer, noted in 1900

that the organized and complete programs of training in American

universities, including opportunities to work in some of the leading

Naturwissenschaften, Technik und Medizin 10(1973): 38-44. For an English
appraisal of America's standing in astronomy, see Sir Norman Lockyer's
"Progress in astronomy during the nineteenth century," Annual Report of
the Smithsonian Institution, 1900 (Washington DC, 1901), pp. 125-26.

9 Bush, "Rise of astronomy in America," pp. 46-47.

1 0 Ibid., pp. 48-55. Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American
Astronomers, 1825-1875," pp. 1, 126. Norman J. Lockyer, "The development of
astronomy in America," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific 12(1900): 114-16.

11 Robert E. Kohier, "The Ph.D. machine," ISIS, 8 1(1990): 639.
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observatories in the world, was one of the greatest strengths of

American astronomy.1 2

Lockyer's view was not universally shared. Simon Newcomb,

one of the leading American astronomers at the beginning of the

twentieth century, stated that innate ability is more important than

schooling. He wondered if the next great American astronomer will

be "a graduate of a university or of the backwoods."13 Did

American graduate schools, contrary to Newcomb's view, confirm

Lockyer' s observation?

In support of Lockyer's view, several factors suggest

American graduate departments of astronomy have had a major

impact on astronomical research in the United States. Near the turn

of the century, graduate schools were becoming the principal

institutions for training astronomers. Being researchers

themselves, the educators in graduate schools probably influenced

the research directions of their students. These mentors provided

the students with opportunities for specific types of research and

inculcated in their students their own ideas of important research

problems. Thus the educators steered the research directions of the

next generation of astronomers.1 4

12 Lockyer, "The development of astronomy in America," pp. 114-16.

13 Simon Newcomb, "The aspects of American astronomy," Popular
Astronomy 5(1897): 365-67.

14 In his "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-1875,"
Rothenberg establishes a correlation between the sources of astronomical
education and the type of astronomical activity in which the person was
engaged. The scientific work of the astronomers usually included the
methods and topics of research of their principal educators. See pages 45-46,



The Newcomb perspective has merit also. Many of America's

innovative advances in astronomy came from both researchers who

lacked advanced training in structured programs at universities, as

Newcomb himself, and amateurs, such as Henry Draper (1837-

1882) a medical doctor who had devoted his career to advancing

stellar photography. This raises the question of what roles

graduate schools played in the advance of American astronomy.

A study of the education of research astronomers from the

origin of the graduate school to the entrance of the United States

into the Second World War gives a perspective of the graduate

schools' function in advancing astronomical research through its

training of astronomers. American astronomers received their

primary training then not just at graduate schools, but also in a

variety of other institutional settings such as liberal arts colleges,

government and private observatories, and European institutions.

A few were self-trained. The relative importance of these sources

of education will be assessed through comparison of the education

of outstanding astronomers of the era.

Thus the objective of this dissertation is to assess the roles

played by the different educational institutions as well as different

levels of schooling in the strong growth of research in the United

States. A particular purpose is to determine the relative impacts of

graduate departments of astronomy in American universities on

105, 140-44. Also in a post World War II study, William Hagstrom in The
Scientific Community (New York: Basic Books, 1965), pp. 124-40, investigates
the relationships of graduate students in the sciences to their advisors and
their integration into research teams.
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the rise and orientation of research. Though this study is of the

education of a national group of scientists, the dissertation is aimed

toward contributing to understanding broader areas of inquirythe

intellectual and institutional history of modern astronomy and the

development and roles of graduate education in the United States.1 5

HISTORIOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

The period of this study is nestled between Marc

Rothenberg's dissertation on the education of American

astronomers from 1825 to 1875 and Richard Berendzen's statistical

analysis of the education of living American astronomers in the late

1960s.16 Berendzen's study included many, if not most, of the

American astronomers who began their careers after 1941 and

several astronomers whose careers had started before.

As will be discussed in the following section, the astronomers

of this study were active researchers. Evidence of their research

came from publications in scientific journals and observatory

1 5 In the case of the latter contribution. We will see in this study the rise of
the research professorship, the powerful impact of the 1893 Report on
secondary education by the Committee of Ten, and relative strengths and
weaknesses of the American graduate schools compared to the "research
schools" of Europe.

1 6 Marc Rothenberg, "The Educational and Intellectual Background of
American Astronomers, 1825-1875," (PhD Dissertation, Bryn Mawr College,
1974); Richard Berendzen, "On the Career Development and Education of
Astronomers in the United States," (PhD Dissertation, Harvard University,
1968).
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bulletins. Publishing was and is an essential part of a modern

scientist's contributions to the developments in the science.1 7

Recently, John Lankford published a comprehensive social

history of the community of American astronomers between 1859

and 1940. The number of astronomers compiled in Lankford's

work (1171) is more than twice the number of people treated in

this dissertation (509).18 The difference in our population sizes is

reasonable in light of my focus on active researchers and

Lankford's broader inclusion of astronomy teachers, observatory

assistants, and prominent amateurs.

Part of Lankford's book overlaps this dissertation in that he

investigates the education of astronomers, including the research

astronomers. Nonetheless, the focus in this study on the research

astronomers and the finer time resolution on changes in their

education provide perspectives not found in Lankford's analysis.

While in several regards the conclusions of this study agree with

Lankford's assessment of American education of astronomers, in

others this study comes to contrary conclusions. In particular,

Lankford underestimates the influence of perceived quality of

research when scientists appraise the work of other scientists.1 9

Also, this study reveals ephemeral events missed in Lankford's

17 Warren Hagstrom, The Scientific Community (New York: Basic Books,
1965), p. 168.

1 8 Lankford, American Astronomy, 1859-1940, pp. 1-6, 8, 76.

1 9 Lankford concluded that success in the scientific community is driven
more by patronage of its leaders than by merit of one's work. Ibid.,
pp. 268-85.



study such as the effect of World War I on the astronomical

community.20 Moreover, Lankford' s numerical interpretation of

trends is often fogged by the large number of marginal people

included in all three of his categories of astronomers: "elite," "rank

and file," and "women."21 Their numbers wash out the patterns of

the researchers themselves.

Other inquiries into a national group of scientists have

focussed on social interactions between scientists as a research field

evolves, such as David Edge and Michael Mulkay's study of radio

astronomers in Britain and Ronald Doel's study of solar system

astronomers in America.22 However, the social network is not an

emphasis of this study. Instead patterns of education and case

histories of institutions provide insights into the development of

astronomy. It remains for a later work to extend this study to an

investigation of social interactions, such as those between mentor

and student, educator and researcher. John Lankford has already

20 Ibid., p. 137.

21 Ibid., p. 5. Lankford included scientists "starred" in Cattell's American
Men of Science as elite astronomers. This criterion for choosing the leading
researchers is problematic as pointed out by Margaret Rossiter in her book,
Women Scientists in America: Struggles and Strategies to 1940 (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1982), p. 289. Also, see footnote 44 of this
chapter.

22 Edge and Mulkey, Astronomy Transformed: The Emergence of Radio
Astronomy in Britain (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1976); Ronald Doel,
Solar System Astronomy in America (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1996). These two works are excellent examples of how sociological and
historical studies can be applied to understanding the development of a
scientific field.
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taken an extensive, social look at the American astronomical

community during the same era as this study.23

Research schools have been a recent topic of historical

interest.24 Such "schools" were groups, including researchers and

advanced students, working under the pervasive influence of a

single mentor, a leader in a field of science. As Lankford points out,

these schools were a characteristically European institution; the

American graduate schools were fundamentally different.25

Though a graduate school may be dominated by a professor, for

example H. N. Russell at Princeton, the structured programs of

courses gave the American students a broader range of influences

than the particular research agenda of an elite scientist. In this

study, we will see graduate programs molded by chairmen and

directors at universities. Yet, these programs all take on a

particular American character of research training affixed to course

instruction, a researchcollegiate hybrid.26 This study corroborates

Mary Jø Nye's claim that science is manifested in national styles.

Not only was American astronomy distinctive but also American

23 Lankford, American Astronomy, 1859-1940 (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1997).

24 See the eighth volume of OSIRIS, second series (1993). It is entirely
devoted to interpretation of research schools and case histories.

25 Lankford, American Astronomy, pp. 123-24.

26 Kohier proposes that American graduate schools essentially formed as a
research ideal grafted to a collegiate education. Kohler, "The Ph.D.
machine," pp. 638-62.
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education.27 Interestingly, while European influence was essential

for the development of American astronomy, efforts to import

European-like research schools failed.

In this study, extensive use was made of private

correspondence among astronomers (housed in various archives,

especially the archives of the Center for History of Physics of the

American Institute of Physics), biographies and bibliographies of

the astronomers, published papers, astronomical journals, annual

catalogs of colleges and universities, as well as historical studies.

The resulting data yield two types of informationstatistical trends

among the astronomers and specific stories of individuals and

departments of astronomy. The two, the general and the specific,

together give more insight into the roles of education in the

development of the science than either could alone. Statistical

analysis of the subjects of the historical study gives a great deal of

valuable information on patterns that are difficult to discern

clearly, if at all, at the level of a case history. On the other hand,

case histories can bring deeper understanding on why the larger

scale changes occur.

Study of the higher education of scientists is a particularly

important part of the puzzle to understanding modern science.

Joseph Ben-David, an influential sociologist, has argued that a key

to comprehending the culture of modern science is to understand

27 Mary Jø Nyc, "National styles? French and English chemistry in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries," OSIRIS, 2nd series, v. 8: 30-49.
John Lankford concurs with the distinctiveness of American astronomy and
education. Lankford, American Astronomy, pp. 371-402.
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the institutionalization of scientists within the modern university.28

While scientists practiced their trade in universities, they also

nurtured future generations of scientists. For American astronomy,

universities and their associated observatories were the sites of

much if not most of the research and most of the training.

Consequently, an understanding of the university and its roles

provides a framework with which to understand better theoretical

and empirical developments in the sciences, and astronomy in

particular.

iDENTIFYING AMERICAN RESEARCH ASTRONOMERS

The community of astronomers encompasses observers at

observatories, theoreticians who work through use of mathematics

and physics, teachers from secondary schools to graduate schools,

and committed amateurs. This inquiry focusses on the practitioners

of scientific researchthose who conducted and published original

research on celestial objects or on development of astronomical

instrumentation. Such "research astronomers" were the ones who

carried the science to its new frontiers of knowledge. They

included professionals and amateurs alike, highly educated and

those with no more than a high school diploma, traditional

astronomers as well as innovative investigators of the heavens.

28 Joseph Ben-David, The Scientists' Role in Society: A Comparative Study
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1971), pp. 155-59. Note Lankford's reference
to Ben-David. Lankford, American Astronomy, 1859-1940, p. 14.
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The people of this study are but a subset of the whole

community. The remainder of the community is excluded, that is

teachers who did not engage in research, assistants and calculators

of observatories and institutes, graduate students who did not

maintain a research career, and the main body of amateurs who did

no more than carry out prescribed observations. They contributed

in training future astronomers, collecting or calculating data, and as

spokespersons to the general population for astronomy, and are

worthy of inquiry.29 However, the context of this study

concentrates on those contributing more directly to advancements

in the science through published research.

The criterion used here for research astronomers is

authorship of at least three papers of their own astronomical

research published in scientific journals. Jointly authored papers

were accepted only if the research work was that of the author in

question.30 The principle researchers of multi-authored papers

29 John Lankford in his book, American Astronomy, 1859-1940, treats the
community of American astronomers from this broader perspective
including the "cultivators" (amateurs), "practitioners" (technicians and
teachers), as well as "researchers" of astronomy. These three categories of
American astronomers come from Nathan Reingold's study of nineteenth-
century American science. See Nathan Reingold, "Definitions and
speculations: The professionalization of science in America in the
nineteenth century," in The Pursuit of Knowledge in the Early American
Republic: American Scientific and Learned Societies from Colonial Times to
the Civil War, eds. A. Oleson and S. C. Brown (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1976), pp. 33-69.

30 Some listed authors of joint papers made no substantial contribution. See
Warren Hagstrom, The Scientific Community, pp. 138-40. As an example,
Commodore R. L. Phythian, Superintendent of the United States Naval
Observatory from 1894 to 1898, by virtue of his position published under his
name research work conducted by the Naval Observatory staff. See
Astronomical Journal 8(1889): 148.
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were determined through explicit statements of research

responsibility in the paper itself, in reports of observatories, or in

private correspondence between astronomers.3 1

Marc Rothenberg in his dissertation on the pre-1876

education of American astronomers and John Lankford in his

extensive historical study of the American community of

astronomers (1859 to 1940) used more flexible criteria for

determining whether one qualified as an astronomer. They used in

particular employment in astronomical institutions (such as

observatories or departments of astronomy), publication of

astronomical works, recognition by other scientists, or distinction as

popularizers of astronomy.32 John Lankford especially strived to

catch in his broad net all Americas who might be called

"astronomers" who were active between 1859 and 1940.

The subjects of this study contributed directly to

advancements in the science through empirical or theoretical

research. Such contributions required dissemination of their

3 1 Several jointly authored papers were rejected because the relative
importance of the authors could not be determined. Nevertheless, the
number of active research astronomers possibly excluded from this study by
these rejections is minimal. The large majority of papers published between
1876 and 1941 were by single authors, as shown by examination of the
volumes of astronomical journals of that period. For example, the percent of
single-authored papers is 92% in the Astronomical Journal from 1886 to 1942,
and 85% in the Astrophysical Journal from 1895 to 1941. In addition, most of
the astronomers who were the principle researchers of multi-authored
papers were also the sole authors of at least three other astronomical papers.
These authors did not need their papers of shared authorship to satisfy the
publication criterion.

32 Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-
1875," pp. 3-4; Lankford, American Astronomy, 1859-1940, p. 8.
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findings to the outside community of astronomers in America and

beyond. The restrictive publication requirement was chosen as a

means of finding those who actively designed and carried out

astronomical research. The minimum number of three research

publications, though arbitrary, was a way of including only those

who had some measure of sustained research activity in

astronomy.33

The publication standard excludes many who made

astronomical observations or calculations. For instance, the

standards exclude most computers and assistants employed at

observatories. Since their work was closely supervised and

prescribed, they rarely published papers as the sole or principal

author. However, some assistants with special aptitudes rose to

become observatory astronomers or research associates and

through their published work are recognized as "research

astronomers."

A significant part of the extended family of astronomers are

the amateurs, those who observed and studied celestial phenomena

as a hobby. Few amateurs satisfy the publication criterion. Of the

few who do, some played a significant role in providing data to

research astronomers by organizing other amateurs in observing

celestial objects, such as variable stars, or observing events, such as

33 Marc Rothenberg also used publication of at least three papers as one of
the criteria for astronomers in his dissertation. "Educational Background of
American Astronomers, 1825-1875," pp. 3-4. John Lankford apparently
applied the same criteria as used by Rothenberg. Lankford, American
Astronomy, p. 8.
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eclipses or occultations. Others included in this study discovered

celestial objects such as asteroids or comets or made systematic

observations of astronomical phenomena such as sunspots or

meteor showers. Finally, a handful of amateurs made innovations

in lenses or instruments that were adopted by professional

astronomers.

The publication criterion, while in a sense restrictive, is in

another sense expansive, for it includes a number of scientists

unaffiliated with astronomical institutions. For example, Harold

Urey, a Nobel Prize winner in chemistry (1934), investigated the

chemistry of meteorites in the 1930s; Frederick A. Saunders, a

Harvard physics professor (1919-1941), contributed to theoretical

studies of stellar spectra during the 1920s; and C. E. Mees, Director

of the Research Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company (1912-

1947), developed plates sensitive to infrared radiation for

astronomical photography.

Membership in astronomical societies was considered as a

possible alternative means of identifying research astronomers.

However, membership in the American Astronomical Society,34

which was and is the principal society of professional astronomers

in America, was rejected as an adequate standard for selecting

researchers. The society began shortly before 1900, thus missing

astronomers whose careers had already ended. In addition, the

34 The society was originally named "the Astronomical and Astrophysical
Society of America" but changed its name to "the American Astronomical
Society" in 1914. Richard Berendzen, "Origins of the American Astronomical
Society," Physics Today (December 1974), p. 32.
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qualification for membership of being "capable of preparing an

acceptable paper" was sometimes loosely applied.35 Amateurs who

had not contributed research were included.36 Also, some active

researchers in astronomy did not join.37 In 1916 in an effort to

accommodate serious amateurs, while maintaining the character as

a scientific society, the organization debated having separate

categories of membership for practicing scientists, amateurs, and

students, but took no action in defining tiers of membership until

after World War 11.38 Because early membership was variable and

too inclusive, the consistent publication standard is preferable for

selecting the body of American research astronomers.

35 Joel Stebbins, "The American Astronomical Society, 1897-1947," Popular
Astronomy 55(1947): 405-6.

36 One-fourth of those attending the first meeting of the Astronomical and
Astrophysical Society of America at Yerkes Observatory in September 1899
did not satisfy the publication criterion of this study. The list of those
present comes from [W. W. Payne], "Astronomical and Astrophysical Society
of America," Popular Astronomy 7(1 899): 444-45.

For example, S. W. Burnham, a prominent double-star observer of Yerkes
Observatory, did not join the society. Donald E. Osterbrock, Yerkes
Observatory, 1892-1950 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), p. 39.

38 Stebbins, "The American Astronomical Society, 1897-1947," pp. 405-6;
membership nomination of the American Astronomical Society, backleaf of
the 1983 AAS Membership Directory. In 1916, the American Astronomical
Society convened a committee to decide how to accommodate amateurs.
Opinions varied from granting membership to any person interested in
astronomy to membership being accepted only for those who had published
an acceptable paper in astronomy. Frank Schlesinger to C. A. Chant, George
C. Comstock, Phillip Fox, William T. Olcott, and Edward Drake Roe, 22 November
1916, and C. A. Chant to Schlesinger, 13 December 1916, microfilm copy of
Frank Schlesinger papers (at the Archives of Industrial Society, University
of Pittsburgh), Sources for the History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr
Library, Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College
Park, Maryland.



To be considered as an "American" astronomer is not as

simple as being born in America or having American citizenship. A

number of astronomers such as Walter Baade and S. Chandrasekhar

were drawn to the United States by research opportunities and

stayed for a substantial part, if not the remainder, of their research

careers. Many eventually became American citizens, but some, as

Bengt Stromgren, returned to their native land after several years

of research productivity in the US. To accommodate astronomers

who made America their home for a prominent part of their

research career, non-citizens who resided in the United States for at

least ten years of their professional career are considered

"Americans." Appendix A presents details of the searches for those

who qualified as research astronomers.

OUTLETS FOR PUBLICATION OF RESEARCH

While Americans had few, if any outlets for publication of

astronomical research early in the nineteenth century, by 1876

they had access to local, national, and foreign journals for their

publications. Between 1876 and 1941, American astronomers

usually published their research in observatory bulletins such as

the Annals of the Harvard College Observatory and the Lick

Observatory Bulletin, or in the two major American journals of

research astronomy, the Astronomical Journal and the

Astrophysical Journal. American astronomers also published in

foreign journals, mainly the Astronomische Nachrichten of
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Germany, and the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical

Society of Great Britain.39

The first American journal of astronomy, the Astronomical

Journal, was founded in 1841 by Benjamin Gould and reestablished

in 1886 by Gould after it had ceased publication in 1861. Since its

re-establishment, the Astronomical Journal has been published

without interruption. Modeled after the German journal

Astronomische Nachrichten, the Astronomical Journal was a

publication of research in traditional astronomy that principally

involved the careful measurement of the positions and motions of

celestial objects.40

The other major American journal of astronomy, the

Astrophysical Journal, became an independent journal for the new

field of astrophysics, particularly spectroscopy, in 1895. It was

born from the split of the three-year old periodical Astronomy and

Astro-Physics into a research periodical, the Astrophysical Journal

and an amateur publication, Popular Astronomy.4 1

Between 1861 and 1886, the hiatus of the publication of

Gould s journal, American astronomers published research papers

mainly in observatory bulletins, in Benjamin Silliman's American

39 Dieter B. Herrmann, "Zur FrUhentwicklung der Astrophysik in
Deutschland und in den USA," pp. 38-44.

40 Dieter B. Herrmann, "B. A. Gould and his Astronomical Journal," Journal
for the History of Astronomy 2(1971): 98-108. After World War II, the
Astronomical Journal began publishing papers of astrophysics and statistical
astronomy.

41 George E. Hale, "The Astrophysical Journal," Astrophysical Journal
1(1895): 80-84.



Journal of Science, or in the Astronomische Nachrichten, which was

the leading astronomical journal at the time.42 After the

Astronomical Journal and the Astrophysical Journal commenced

publication, observatory bulletins and European journals, such as

the Astronomische Nachrichten, became less important outlets for

Americans.43 However, the directors at Lick and Harvard College

Observatories persisted to the 1930s in publishing the research of

their observatories exclusively in their respective bulletins.

MEASURING STATUS: NAS AND MEDALS

Measuring the quality of the astronomers coming from the

different kinds of educational backgrounds is an essential

ingredient to understanding the role of education in the rise of

American astronomy. The primary standards used for assessing

the leading astronomers were elections to honors by established

preeminent scientists. These honors were basically of two sorts

awards of astronomical medals and election into the National

Academy of Sciences.44

42 Charles A. Young, Section A Address, Proceedings of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science 25(1877): 43; Marc Rothenberg,
"Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-1875," PP. 43-44,
101, 258; Dieter B. Herrmann, "Zur Fruhentwicklung der Astrophysik in
Deutschland und in den USA," p. 40.

43 Herrmann, "Zur Fruhentwicklung der Astrophysik," p. 41.

John Lankford, in his book, American Astronomy (pp. 236-50), applied a
different criterion to identify the "elite" astronomers of the American
community. He used Cattell's system of starring scientists in his American
Men of Science. These starred astronomers were selected by leading
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The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) was established by

the United States Congress in 1863. The original intent of the NAS

was to conduct and publish research aided by government

subsidies, spur scientific work, and give advice to the government.

Election into the academy, in principle, was based mainly on

achievement in scientific research.45 Even so, election involved

campaigning by patrons within the NAS.46

Astronomers have enjoyed a disproportionately large

membership in the NAS compared to scientists of other disciplines.

In 1910, 13% of the members of the NAS were astronomers, while

only 5% of the science professors in America were astronomers.47

Election to the NAS required strong support from its

members. This was manifested by trends in favoring candidates

astronomers for the merit of their work. I did not use the system for the
starring was restricted to the years from 1903 to 1943, hence missing both
early and later potentially-starred researchers of this study. Also, the
proportion of scientists "starred" dropped from about 25% in the 1903 edition
of the American Men of Science to 4% in the last edition to include starring
(1943). Thus, early astronomers were heavily favored for selection as starred
scientists. Stephen Sargent Visher, Scientists Starred, 1903-1943, in
"American Men of Science" (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1947), pp. 1-5.

45 Bart Bok, explaining to Otto Struve the basis for Struve's election to the
NAS, wrote that Struve's directorship of the Yerkes Observatory,
chairmanship of the University of Chicago Department of Astronomy, and
editorship of the Astrophysical Journal were minor considerations for his
election. More significant was the importance of Struve's spectroscopic
research. Bart Bok to Struve, 20 February 1938, microfilm copy of Otto Struve
papers (at the University of Chicago Archives, Regenstein Library), Sources
for the History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, Center for
History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

46 Lankford, American Astronomy, pp. 250-65.

47 J. McKeen Cattell, "A statistical study of American men of science,"
American Men of Science 2nd ed. (1910), p. 538.
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from select institutions.48 For the case of astronomy, the

distribution of academy members was weighted toward the two

major observatories on the west coast, Mt. Wilson and Lick

Observatories. In 1933, eight NAS astronomers were from Mt.

Wilson Observatory (funded by the Carnegie Institution of

Washington), five from Lick Observatory (of the University of

California at Berkeley), two from Yerkes Observatory (of the

University of Chicago), two from Yale Observatory, and one each

from Harvard University, Princeton University, the Department of

Astronomy at Berkeley, the University of Michigan, the University

of Virginia, Lowell Observatory in Northern Arizona, the

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (of the Smithsonian

Institution), and the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.49

While NAS membership was not necessarily based solely on the

merits of one's research, it was a position of prestige that required

notable scientific achievement.5 0

Scientific medals were specifically designed to recognize those

who made important scientific discoveries or advances. Of the

astronomical medals, the three most prestigious awarded to

Americans were the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society

48 Visher, Scientists Starred, 1903-1943, p. 4.

49 Membership list of National Academy of Sciences (Astronomy section),
1933, microfilm copy of Henry Norris Russell papers (at Princeton
University Archives, Seeley G. Mudd Library), Sources for the History of
Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics,
American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

50 Visher, Scientists Starred, 1903-1943, p. 4.
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in London (RAS),51 the Bruce Medal of the Astronomical Society of

the Pacific based in California, and the Henry Draper Medal

administered by the NAS itself. The RAS and Bruce Medals were

awarded for outstanding discovery or research in any astronomical

field. The Henry Draper Medal on the other hand was specifically

for astrophysical research.52 All three of these medals were open

to astronomers of any nationality. The two medals based in

America were established by gifts: one established in 1883 in

memory of Henry Draper (1837-1882), a pioneer in astronomical

photography,53 and the other from a wealthy New Yorker, Miss

Catherine Wolfe Bruce.54

Miss Bruce helped finance astronomical research through the

Director of the Harvard College Observatory, E. C. Pickering. Among

the ventures she financed was an award modelled after the RAS

Gold Medal which would be administered by the Astronomical

Society of the Pacific. She donated money for the medal in 1897,

and a year later the first Bruce Medal was awarded to Simon

51 The Royal Astronomical Society was founded in 1820. The RAS awarded its
first Gold Medal to an American in 1865 to George P. Bond, second director of
the Harvard College Observatory, for his careful observations of the Donati
comet. Bessie Zaban Jones and Lyle Gifford Boyd, The Harvard College
Observatory: The First Four Directorships, 1939-1919 (Cambridge, Mass.:
Belknap Press, 1971), PP. 133-35.

52 Report of the National Academy of Sciences, 1889, pp. 50-1.

53 Jones and Boyd, The Harvard College Observatory, pp. 211-18.

Joseph S. Tenn, "A brief history of the Bruce Medal of the A. S. P.,"
Mercury 15(1986): 103-4; Jones and Boyd, pp. 269-71.



Newcomb, the most respected American astronomer of that time.55

The medal has since been awarded nearly every year to an

astronomer with a distinguished scientific career without regard to

nationality.56

The selection process for the Bruce Medal begins with

nominations for the medal made by the directors of six major

observatories: three American observatories (Harvard College

Observatory, Yerkes Observatory, and Lick Observatory) and three

foreign observatories.57 Each director nominates three

astronomers. The directors then reduce the list of nominees by

mutual consent to six or seven. This reduced list is forwarded to

the officers of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, from which

the winner of the medal is selected.5 8

The RAS Gold, Bruce, and Henry Draper medals were

prominent international awards conferred for most, if not all of the

period from 1876. While astronomers won other medals,59 these

55 Jones and Boyd, pp. 269-86.

56 Tenn, "History of the Bruce Medal," pp. 105-8.

57 The foreign observatories have changed through the years. For instance
in 1915, these observatories were the Berlin, the Paris, and Greenwich
Observatories. In 1950, the observatory at Cordoba in Argentina, the
Stockholm Observatory, and the Greenwich Observatory gave their
nominations for the medal. Russell Tracy Crawford, "Astronomy on the
Pacific Coast," Popular Astronomy 23(1915): 257-71; Tenn, "History of the
Bruce Medal," pp. 104-5.

58 Crawford, "Astronomy on the Pacific Coast," pp. 257-71; Tenn, "History of
the Bruce Medal," pp. 103-11.

59 Among other medals awarded to the astronomers were the James C. Watson
Medal of the NAS, primarily for celestial mechanicians, the J. Lawrence
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three were the principal medals for research received by the

astronomers of this study.

In short, NAS membership and medal honors are used to rank

the status of the staff and quality of the students of the major

astronomical institutions.

GROWTH OF THE COMMUNITY

Part of the assessment of the roles of education in American

astronomy requires a sense of the relative growths and declines in

the numbers of new astronomers of various educational

backgrounds entering the community. This in turn requires a

means of determining the time at which each astronomer began his

or her career. The beginning of an astronomer's career is defined

as the year of first employment at an astronomical research

institution or first publication of astronomical research, whichever

came first. These benchmarks for the start of a career provide

distinctive flags for when the new astronomer began to participate

directly in the research process with the community of established

astronomers.

To provide a perspective for the changing fortunes of the

astronomical community and its ability to absorb neophyte

Smith Medal, also of the NAS, for meteoritic studies, and the Eddington Medal
of the RAS. However, use of these medals as indicators of eminent research
astronomers is problematic for various reasons. The latter medal was first
awarded after World War II. The Smith medal is quite narrow in focus of
research. The Watson Medal was conferred for support of research as well as
research itself. Annual Report of the National Academy of Sciences, fiscal
year 1977-78, (Washington DC: Government Printing Office, 1978), p. 200.
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astronomers, the beginning years of the astronomers are tallied and

graphed (see Table 1.1 and Graph 1.1). The influx of new members

into the community went through five distinct periods: 1876-1900,

1901-1915, 1916-1920, 1921-1935, and 1936-1941.

From 1876 to 1900, the community had a steady exponential

growth of 4.3% in the number of new members per year.60 As a

matter of comparison, the US population expanded 2.3% per year

from 1870 to 1900.61 During this time the astronomical community

was enjoying a period of rapid growth. New research observatories

were built, principally the Watson (University of Wisconsin,

founded 1879), Lick (Berkeley, 1887), Lowell (private, 1894), and

Yerkes (Chicago, 1897) Observatories. Also new graduate

departments of astronomy were established, most notably

Berkeley's and Chicago's.

The major employers of this time were research

observatories. Lick, Harvard, Yerkes, and Lowell Observatories

employed approximately 30% of the research astronomers. The

United States government was also a major employer through its

Naval Observatory, Nautical Almanac Office, Coast and Geodetic

Survey, and Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. Twenty

60 A semi-logarithmic best fit of the influx of new astronomers from 1876 to
1900 gives a regression factor, r2 = 0.973 for a doubling time of 16.6 years.

61 The data for the US population came from census records. 1980 Census of
Population: characteristics of the population, Chapter A: Number of
Inhabitants, Part 1: United States summary (Washington DC: US Department
of Commerce, April 1983), pp. 43-5.
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Table 1.1

Influx of New Astronomers into
the Community of American Research Astronomers

Five-year Number of
Interval New

Astronomers

1876-1880 21

1881-1885 25

1886-1890 34

1891-1895 42

1896-1900 46

1901-1905 42

1906-1910 40

1911-1915 43

1916-1920 28

1921-1925 33

1926-1930 49

1931-1935 66

1936-1941 40

Total 509



Graph 1.1

Influx of New Astronomers into
the American Research Community62

percent of the astronomers were government employees.

Universities which were building graduate programs, such as Johns

Hopkins, Yale, Chicago, Princeton, Columbia, Berkeley, and Michigan,

62 The data is of the 509 American research astronomers listed in Table C of
Appendix C. The dashed vertical lines serve to accentuate the distinctive
periods of growth, stagnation, and loss in the rates of assimilation of
astronomers within the sixty-six years from 1876 to 1941.
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employed together about 20% of the astronomers. Another 20%

taught at liberal arts colleges, including women's colleges, technical

institutes, and state and private universities which had programs in

astronomical instruction. The remaining 10% of the astronomers

were amateurs.

The growth in employment during this period was mainly in

three areas. First was the expansion of personnel at established

observatories, especially the Harvard College Observatory. Second

was the building of large research observatories, such as Lick and

Yerkes. Third was the growth of graduate programs in astronomy

and physics, particularly at Johns Hopkins, Yale, Berkeley, Chicago,

Princeton, and Columbia.

From 1901 to 1915, the addition of new astronomers to the

community plateaued at an average of 8.3 per year. While new

research observatories continued to be built in America after 1900,

Mt. Wilson was the only one to become a major research

observatory. Other research institutions formed after 1900 all had

small staffs, particularly Sproul Observatory (founded 1911) at

Swarthmore College, Van Vieck Observatory (1915) at Wesleyan

University, and Steward Observatory (1916) at the University of

Arizona. Also, from 1901 to 1915 no new graduate departments of

astronomy were formed at leading American universities. The

existing departments of astronomy experienced then little growth

in staff. Typically, they peaked at three or fewer professors. Thus,

even though the astronomical community continued to grow, the
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growth was arithmetic, rather than geometric as it had been before

1900.

Nonetheless, during this time new astronomers found good

opportunities for jobs in observatories and colleges as the small

supply of graduates from departments of astronomy did not fully

match the need. The output of doctorates from the largest schools

of astronomy, Michigan, Berkeley, and Chicago, was modest but

began to accelerate in the 1910s. The Berkeley Astronomical

Department had a bumper crop of PhDs in 1913all six readily

securing employment in astronomical research or teaching.63 In

1912, Adriaan van Maanen, a young Dutch PhD (1911), landed a

prize job at the great Mt. Wilson Observatory. Despite being in a

period of linear growth before World War I, the opportunities for

employment in the United States began to attract foreign

astronomers.

The period of war and its aftermath, 1916-1920, interrupted

the education and careers of many potential astronomers, causing a

33% drop in entrant astronomers compared to prewar levels. A few

advanced students of astronomy died during World War I, but the

main loss came from a great reduction in astronomical instruction

to undergraduates and graduates alike. Taking part in the war

effort, the astronomical staff at universities and colleges focussed

on navigational training of seamen and airmen.

63 Harlow Shapley to Russell, 24 June 1913, Henry Norris Russell papers
(Princeton), Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.
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Many students who were in the pipeline for degrees in

astronomy were undoubtedly deflected to other concerns and

careers. Reestablishing a supply of new astronomers required

years of education before the new generation could graduate and

enter the market for astronomical positions.

Despite the major downturn, the American astronomical

community was poised after the war for an exceptional period of

growth. New astronomical positions were created and graduate

education grew strongly. The community grew with an even higher

exponential rate than the strong growth before 1900. From 1916 to

1935, the growth rate in assimilating astronomers averaged 6.1%

per year. Interestingly, this rate matches the annual growth in

college and university enrollment of 6.0% during the same interval.

Meanwhile, the US population was growing at the much lower rate

of 1.3%.64

In the 1920s, several departments of astronomy expanded

their faculties two or three fold. Berkeley and Michigan taught

large numbers of undergraduates as well as graduate students.

Harvard started its graduate program which soon grew to challenge

Berkeley as the largest graduate program in astronomy. The major

observatories, Mt. Wilson, Lick, Yerkes, and Michigan expanded

their staffs.

64 Historical Statistics of the United States: Colonial Times to 1970,
(Washington DC: US Department of Commerce), Part 1, PP. 8, 383; 1980 Census
of Population: characteristics of the population, Chapter A: Number of
Inhabitants, Part 1: United States summary, pp. 43-45.
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The growth in new positions for astronomers was so rapid in

the 1920s that US schools fell well short of supplying enough

graduates to fill all of the positions. As a result, a number of

immigrant astronomers, especially Dutch, easily found employment.

The momentum of the expansion extended well into the 1930s until

the depression financially squeezed the growth to a stop. By the

mid-1930s, the graduate schools were producing more students

than available jobs in astronomy.

The great depression devastated astronomical institutions

after 1935 causing a deep drop of 48% in the community's ability to

absorb new astronomers. Most young Americans fresh from

graduate school could not find jobs in astronomy, resulting in

promising young researchers being willing to work at observatories

for small wages.65 The problem was compounded by the exodus of

refugee astronomers from Europe who competed in the United

States for the few positions available.66

These periods of changing growth were primarily a reflection

of the ability of the American community to assimilate new

members. An important part of this growth came from universities

65 In a series of letters, Raymond Smith Dugan of Princeton University listed
fourteen young astronomers without work. R. S. Dugan to Schlesinger, 15
July 1934, 28 September 1936, 8 February 1937, microfilm copy of Frank
Schlesinger papers (at the Division of Manuscripts and Archives, Yale
University Library), Sources for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr
Library, Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College
Park, Maryland.

66 Robert Dale Hall, "German influence on American astronomy: Migrations
of astronomers and students," unpublished paper presented at the West Coast
History of Science Society meeting, 12 November 1983.
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becoming major sites of employment for research astronomers. Not

only did the formation of new departments of astronomy and

expansion of established departments increase the production of

new astronomers by American universities, it also provided new

jobs as faculty.

During this bumpy road of ups and downs in the fortunes of

the community, the character of astronomical research was

undergoing a major transformation from the dominance of classical

astronomy to that of astrophysics. This metamorphosis necessarily

influenced the education and training of astronomers. The change

in research paradigm raises another question: Was established

astronomical education progressive or conservative in its

contributions to this transformation of astronomical research?

PRINCIPAL FIELDS AND TECHNIQUES OF RESEARCH

In the time of about three generations, the central issue of

astronomical research shifted from traditional, positional astronomy

to astrophysics.67 Astrophysics is fundamentally different from the

classical astronomy of measuring positions and calculating orbits of

celestial objects. Astrophysics is the study of what the celestial

67 Marc Rothenberg, "History of astronomy," in Historical Writing on
American Science: Perspectives and Prospects, OSIRIS, 2nd series, volume 1,
eds. Sally Gregory Koh!stedt and Margaret W. Rossiter (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1985), p. 123.
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objects are, particularly their physical state and composition, while

classical astronomy is the study of where they are.68

America was very much a driving force in the advance of

observational astrophysics. The historian Marc Rothenberg has

credited America's rise to leadership in astrophysical research to:

a) private support in both building the world's finest observatories

and financing astronomical research, and b) the lack of an

institutionally entrenched research tradition with the power to

resist development of the nascent science.69 Whether graduate

training was at the advance or rear of the charge of American

astronomy into new regions of research is a question that needs

investigation.

A brief survey of the evolving changes in research fields and

techniques during the two-thirds of a century following 1876 will

set the stage for the study of the role of graduate education in this

era of change. The principle branches of the research in the 1870s

were astrometry and celestial mechanics. These established

branches of classical astronomy were later supplanted as the main

focus of research by several new areas of observational and

theoretical investigations that took root under the name of

68 Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-
1875," p. 223.

69 Rothenberg, "History of astronomy," in Historical Writing on American
Science, p. 123. Dieter B. Herrmann came to a similar conclusion when
comparing American and German leadership in astrophysics. The Bessellian
tradition of exacting measurements of positions dominated German
observational astronomy but not the younger American astronomy. "Zur
Friihentwicklung der Astrophysik," pp. 43-44.
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"astrophysics."70 These new areas formed a pioneering, dynamic

branch of astronomy with fresh, new subfields developing

throughout the era.71 A third branch, "statistical astronomy,"

evolved in the early twentieth century. Its objective of

understanding the motion of stars in our galaxy was pursued

through interpreting data on large numbers of stars.7 2

The classical field of astrometry, the precise determination of

celestial positions, had been refined by German astronomers using

accurately graduated circles, careful measurements of positions and

times, spherical trigonometry, and the least squares method of

finding the best value from a series of measurements.73 Celestial

mechanics, the mathematical study of the movements of bodies

under the mutual attraction of gravitation, had been developed

mainly by French and German astronomers into a sophisticated

application of mathematics. The most common application of

celestial mechanics was called "theoretical astronomy." It was the

calculation of solar-system orbits such as of planets, asteroids, and

70 This new branch of astronomical research had been called in the last
decades of the nineteenth century "the new astronomy" or "astronomical
physics," as well as "astrophysics." With the establishment of The
Astrophysical Journal, and the American Astronomical and Astrophysical
Society in the 1890s, the term "astrophysics" had become firmly fixed in the
lexicology of American astronomers.

7 1 Otto Struve, "Fifty years of progress in astronomy," Popular Astronomy
51(1943): 478-79.

72 Otto Struve and Velta Zebergs, Astronomy of the 20th Century (New York:
Macmillan, 1962), pp. 411-5, 428-29.

73 Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-
1875," pp. 61-62.



comets using astrometric data of the shifting positions of these

bodies.74

Before 1900, most research observatories of the world were

occupied with the laborious tasks of recording stellar positions and

calculating orbits of comets and asteroidsapplying astrometry and

celestial mechanics. This was the main work of astronomers.75

Up to the late nineteenth century, most astronomical

measurements were done by visual sighting through telescopes.

Nonetheless, a few astronomers were experimenting with

photographing celestial objects. By 1900, photography was

supplanting visual observation at the major research

observatories.76 However, the long focal-length refractors of these

observatories were poorly suited for photography. Chromatic

aberration by the large objective lens limited the ability to focus

74 The expression "theoretical astronomy" was commonly used in the first
decades of the era as the name for university courses of orbital calculations.
However, by the 1930s, the term had almost disappeared to be replaced by
course titles such as "theory of orbits," or simply to be absorbed into courses
of celestial mechanics.

75 Up to sixteen major observatories of the world (including Dudley
Observatory in Albany, New York) shared in the observational work of a
large-scale program organized by the Astronomische Gesellschaft to record
accurately the positions of large numbers of stars. The program which
began in 1871 continued well into the twentieth century. In the meantime,
scores of asteroids were being discovered. To avoid losing these asteroids,
programs were organized to observe frequently their positions and
computationally update their orbits. Computations of the perturbations of
the orbits of the planets and the moon were also a major activity in
astronomy in the latter half of the nineteenth century. See A. Pannekoek, A
History of Astronomy (New York: Interscience Publishers, 1961), pp. 326,
353-56, 359.

76 Otto Struve and Velta Zebergs, pp. 47-51, 113, 190, 363, 436; Lockyer,
"Progress in astronomy during the nineteenth century," pp. 131-34.
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simultaneously all wavelengths of light on a photographic plate. At

the turn of the century, James E. Keeler of Lick Observatory found

the reflecting telescope superior for forming photographic images

as its mirrors do not suffer from chromatic aberration. Moreover,

the primary mirrors of reflectors could be made significantly larger

than objective lenses of refractors and thus capture more light and

detect fainter objects.77

Another instrument rivaled if not surpassed the importance

of the reflector and photography for modern astronomical

researchthe spectroscope. By the 1870s, the instrument was

being used to study the spectrum of the sun in an effort to decipher

the sun's chemical composition.78 In the following decades,

photography paired with spectroscopy through the hybrid

spectrograph.79 To a large part, astrophysics grew around

applications of the spectrograph to the study of stars and sun.

Investigation of the physical nature of stars was not limited

to celestial spectroscopy. Photometry, the science of quantitatively

measuring the brightness of celestial bodies, was soon applied to

77 The objective lenses of telescopes are limited by their tendency to sag
under their own weight which would alter the lenses' imaging quality. Also,
making flawless glass blanks becomes more and more difficult with greater
size. Mirrors, on the other hand, can be placed in a supportive frame
preventing significant sagging. Furthermore, only the polished side of
mirrors needs to be free of blemishes. However, parabolic reflecting
telescopes have the disadvantage of coma aberration which distorts images
formed off the central axis of the primary mirror.

78 Karl Hufbauer, Exploring the Sun: Solar Science since Galileo (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991), pp. 52-80.

Lockyer, "Progress in astronomy during the nineteenth century,"
pp. 129-34.



studying the changing brightness of variable stars. A major

improvement in visual photometry occurred in the 1860s.8° Like

spectroscopy, photometry became wedded to photography by the

1890s.81 A further advancement of photometry came with the

development beginning in the 1910s of photoelectric sensors to

measure stellar brightness. In the late 1920s and 1930s,

astronomers applied photographic and photoelectric photometry to

measure the brightness contours of spectral lines. Through this

"spectrophotometry," astronomers gleaned a great deal of intricate

information on the elemental composition and physical conditions

at the source of the celestial light.82

The study of spectral lines also complemented astrometric

measurements of stellar motion through measuring "radial

velocities" of stars. Stellar speeds of approach or recession are

detected by measuring Doppler shifts in the wavelengths of spectral

80 Johann Zöllner, a German astronomer (1834-1882), developed an accurate
method of measuring stellar brightness by using polarizing filters (nicol
prisms) to match the brightness of a reference light-source. An alternative
method, the meridian photometer developed in 1877 by E. C. Pickering of the
Harvard College Observatory, also used polarizing filters to adjust the
brightnesses of stars on the meridian to match the brightness of Polaris.
This method later was found to be flawed because Polaris was discovered to
vary periodically in brightness. Bessie Zaban Jones and Lyle Gifford Boyd,
The Harvard College Observatory: The First Four Directorships, 1939-1919
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap Press, 1971), pp. 184-89; Struve and
Zebergs, pp. 76-79.

8 1 By measuring the sizes of out-of-focus stellar images for a given exposure
time on photographic plates, one could determine the relative brightness of
stars. This technique also worked well for measuring the brightness of
compact nebulae such as galaxies. Jones and Boyd, pp. 380-1; Struve and
Zebergs, pp. 79-80.

82 Struve and Zebergs, pp. 81-82, 481-95.



lines.83 This technique was also applied to measuring the receding

velocities of galaxies.

Spectroscopic analysis also gave astronomers a means of

measuring the distances to stars beyond the limits of astrometric

parallax measurements. An empirical method, called "spectroscopic

parallax," was devised in 1914 to decipher the distance of stars by

study of the relative intensities of spectral lines which yields the

star's light output. Coupling this information with the observed

brightness of the stars, astronomers calculated their distances.84

American astronomers excelled in developing and applying

these new observational methods, in particular, photographic

spectroscopy and photometry, determination of radial velocities,

photoelectric photometry, and spectrophotometry.

Significant advances were also made in the theory of the

composition and life history of stars. Most of the theoretical

developments before 1935 occurred in Europe. Perhaps the most

important theoretical astrophysicist up to then was A. S. Eddington

who developed theories on the internal structure of stars and found

a relation between the mass and luminosity of stars.85 Other major

developments centered around deciphering the composition and

83 Ibid., pp. 60-62.

84 A Source Book in Astronomy and Astrophysics, 1900-1975, Kenneth R.
Lang and Owen Gingerich, eds., (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1979), pp. 221-4; Struve and Zebergs, p. 201. Walter S.
Adams of Mt. Wilson Observatory and Arnold Kohlschütter, a visiting German
astronomer, were the two astronomers who discovered spectroscopic
parallax.

85 Struve and Zebergs, p. 214.



energy source of stars. This interpretation of spectroscopic and

photometric information depended heavily on theoretical advances

in quantum theory that also occurred in Europe.

Before 1930, America could boast of only one major

theoretical astrophysicist, Henry Norris Russell of Princeton. Russell

contributed to early theories of stellar evolution by attempting to

interpret the pattern of stars in a graph of luminosity versus

temperature, the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. He later worked on

the relative abundances of the elements in the sun through

spectroscopic studies.86

The disparity between the dominance of the United States in

observational astrophysics and its relative weakness in the

corresponding theory raises a further question about the efficacy of

American education in teaching theoretical physics which was the

basis for theoretical investigations in astrophysics.

ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION

The two-thirds of a century between 1876 and 1941 show

prominent features of the development of American astronomy:

episodes of growth and decline, the ascendancy of astrophysics, and

the establishment of the doctoral degree as the preparatory route

for becoming a research astronomer. As the focus is the

educational preparation of astronomers for research, the structure

86 Otto Struve, "Astronomy faces the war," Popular Astronomy 50(1942):
465-72; L. B. (Louis Berman), "Handbuch der Astrophysik, Band III," Popular
Astronomy 39(1931), pp. 302-3.
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of this study builds upon the third feature by investigating

increasingly higher levels of education of the astronomers,

beginning with high school and ending at graduate school. Each

level has a story to tell of the domination of astronomy by

astrophysics and of the periods of strong growth tempered by

periods of war and depression.

General trends and case studies of specific institutions are

discussed for each level of astronomical education. Beginning with

high school, Chapter 2 shows the effect of the loss of astronomy

courses from the secondary-school curriculum. Chapters 3 through

9 cover astronomical preparation at the undergraduate level.

Trends in the bachelor education of the astronomers are looked at

in Chapter 3. Liberal arts colleges were a particularly important

component of undergraduate education and are treated in Chapter

4. The major undergraduate departments of astronomy at

Michigan, California (Berkeley), Chicago, Harvard, and Princeton are

each successively examined in the following five chapters.

The greater part of the dissertation is reserved for study of

the graduate education, beginning with an inquiry into the

relatively minor role of the master's degree in Chapter 10. The

appeal of graduate study in Germany and the origin of the PhD in

America are treated in Chapter 11. The leading graduate

departments of astronomy of the time, again California, Michigan,

Princeton, Chicago, and Harvard, are studied in Chapters 12 through

19. In the cases of California, Chicago, and Harvard, the doctoral

programs were shared with their affiliated observatories, Lick,
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Yerkes, and Harvard College Observatories respectively.

Consequently, chapters are also included on the graduate

instruction and advanced training at these three observatories.

The final chapters, 20 to 24, review the significant trends and

influences of the various levels of astronomical education. Chapter

20 investigates the vigorous growth of the PhD as it rose to become

the standard for a research career in astronomy. Trends in the

fields of doctoral research are explored in Chapter 21. This chapter

appraises the effectiveness of American education, particularly

graduate education, in preparing young men and women for

research in the new frontiers of astronomy. Chapter 22 studies the

European influences on American astronomy through both the

Americans who travelled to Europe to study astronomy and the

Europeans who came to the United States. Chapter 23 assesses the

relative success of the different academic levels and different

institutions in producing leading astronomers. The final, concluding

chapter, 24, assesses both influences which shaped education of the

astronomers and roles of education, especially graduate education,

in the advance of American astronomy and of astrophysics between

1876 and 1941.

Completing this study required gathering a great deal of

biographical information. Details of this information on the

American astronomers are contained in the appendices. Appendix

A describes the bibliographic and biographic sources used to

identify the astronomers and to obtain information on their

educational backgrounds and astronomical careers. Appendix B
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contains a list of recipients of doctoral degrees for astronomical

studies conferred by American universities up to 1941. The

recipients are listed, along with the date and title of their

dissertation under the respective degree-granting institutions.

Some of these doctors are not considered research astronomers

since they did not sustain a career in astronomy.

By far the largest appendix, C, contains a comprehensive table

of the American astronomers whose careers began between 1876

and 1941. For each of the 509 astronomers, condensed information

of his or her advanced education, astronomical training, and career

is given in the adjoining table.



CHAPTER 2

DEMISE OF ASTRONOMY IN HIGH SCHOOLS

AND iTS EFFECTS

In a 1979 article on the rise of astronomy in America,

Stephen G. Brush, a noted historian of science, raised six questions

about how the United States had come to be the dominant center of

astronomical research in the world. For one of the questions, Brush

asks, "Did the removal of astronomy from school curricula around

1900 cause an alternation in the recruitment or support of

American astronomy in the twentieth century?"1

An aspect of the question is whether the dropout of

astronomical education, c. 1900, induced a change in the

populations of amateur and professional astronomers.

Up to the end of the nineteenth century, amateur astronomers

played significant roles in advancing astronomical research,

discovering comets, using new methods of astronomical research,

such as photography and photometry, and making quality

telescopes. In the 1870s and 1880s, amateurs made up

approximately 15% of the newly emerging astronomers in

America.2 But from the 1890s beyond, the number of amateurs

becoming research astronomers fell markedly. Even as increasing

I Stephen G. Brush, "The rise of astronomy in America," American Studies

20(1979): 59.

2 The percentage cited is of the research astronomers in this study.
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sophistication of astronomical research and theory was straining

the ability of amateur astronomers to contribute to the growth of

astronomical research, the continued production of new generations

of amateurs received a blow from the educational establishment:

the loss of astronomical education from the elementary through

college levels.

OF RESEARCH ASTRONOMERS. PROFESSIONALS ECLIPSE AMATEURS

As astronomical research grew in sophistication of research

techniques and in sensitivity of instrumentation, amateur

astronomers found their research of less consequence to the

advancement of knowledge and understanding of the celestial

realm. These factors contributed to the decline of the role of the

amateur community from path breaking discoveries to accruing

data for professional astronomers.3

More and more, the forefront of astronomical research

required higher levels of education, not only in astronomy, but also

in physics. This trend had continued so much so that by the turn of

the century the PhD had become the nameplate needed to secure a

position as a research astronomer.4

3 John Lankford, "Amateurs versus professionals: the controversy over
telescope size in late Victorian science," ISIS 72(1981): 21-3.

4 See Chapter 20 on the rise of the PhD in astronomy.



In instrumentation, the trend in research observatories was

toward large telescopes that were far beyond the financial means of

amateurs.5

Thus, amateurs had to be content with making progressively

less important observations for the advancement of astronomical

knowledge. Despite this handicap, they did find niches for

themselves by carrying out observations in which professional

astronomers did not have the inclination nor time to indulge.

Observations relegated to the serious amateur included searching

for new comets, timing occultations of stars by bodies, such as the

moon, and recording light fluctuations of relatively bright variable

stars.6

FEWER AMATEURS BECOME RESEARCH ASTRONOMERS

After 1900, the average influx of new amateurs7 into the

community of research astronomers in the United States dropped

by more than a half. From 1876 to 1900, the rate averaged eight

new amateurs per decade, collapsing after 1900 to a little more

than three per decade. Spanning 1900, the growth of the

5 Lankford, "Amateurs versus professionals," pp. 11-28.

6 Ibid., pp. 21-2.

7 "New amateurs" refers to those who began their research careers in
astronomy as amateurs or self-employed astronomers, such as amateurs who
made and sold telescopes.
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professional astronomers,8 to the contrary, remained constant up to

World War I and grew rapidly after the war.9 From 1876 to 1895,

one out of eight new astronomers was, on the average, an amateur

astronomer. After 1900, the ratio dropped to typically one out of

25)°

AAVSO. A ROLE FOR AMATEURS

Countering the trend of being totally eclipsed by professional

astronomers, a group of educators and amateurs in 1911 formed

the American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO).' 1

Members recorded large numbers of photometric readings of the

luminosities of stars. Measuring the magnitude of a variable star

was done by comparing the brightness of the star with neighboring

(non-variable) stars of known magnitude. The technique used by

AAVSO members needed no sophisticated photometric

8 "Professional astronomers" are those who where employed as scientists
conducting astronomical or related research. Most of these professionals
worked at observatories or universities. The amateurs, on the other hand,
were not paid to do astronomical research, but engaged in it as a hobby.

9 From 1891 to 1915, the entry rate of new professional astronomers was
nearly constant, averaging 80 per decade. This rate of growth was only
exceeded during the period between 1926 to 1935. The growth of professional
astronomers will be further treated in the section of this chapter, "Did Loss
of Astronomy Education affect the Growth of the Communities of Amateur
and Professional Astronomers?"

10 See Graph 2.1, "The Proportion of Astronomers beginning their Careers
that were Amateurs." Up to 1900, the percents were 14.3%, 13.6%, and 10.2%;

after 1900, they were 3.7%. 4.2%, 4.9%, and 2.8%.

11 [Herbert Couper Wilsoni, "The variable star association," Popular
Astronomy 19(1911): 586-7.
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Proportion of Astronomers
Beginning their Careers as Amateurs1 2
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Year

1 2 The amateurs of this graph are those astronomers of the 509 scientists,
who were not employed to conduct astronomical or related research when
they began their career. They are often listed in Table B of Appendix B as
"self-trained."



instrumentation and no niathematical analysis.13 Their readings

were collated and passed to professional astronomers through the

Harvard College Observatory. Thus, the American amateurs formed

a liaison with professional astronomers which gave the amateurs

purpose and focus in their observations. Yet these amateurs were

no longer setting their own research agenda.1 4

AMATEURS, PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY,
AND ASTRONOMICAL EDUCATION

Up to 1900, nearly all of the amateurs active in research were

proficient in practical astronomy,15 applying their skills toward

searching the heavens for comets, observing planetary or solar

features, or visually measuring the brightness of stars. Experience

in the astronomy courses common in American secondary schools

and colleges gave them an introduction into the techniques of

practical astronomy and perhaps also, the requisite mathematics

1 3 Leslie C. Peltier, Starlight Nights (New York: Harper & Row, 1965), p. 63, 70.

14 As in the US, Britain had a strong community of amateur astronomers, but
by 1900, the gulf between amateurs and professionals had become so vast that
the first president of the amateur British Astronomical Society [founded in
18901, Captain William Noble [1828-19041, recognized the reduced role status
of amateur astronomers and that amateurs must specialize in their types of
observations commensurate with their observing facilities, so that they can
be of service to the professional astronomer by accruing data through
patient observations. Lankford, "Amateurs versus professionals," pp. 21-2.

1 5 "Practical astronomy" refers to the techniques of making careful
measurements with telescopes and translating the immediate data into
information, such as stellar positions. Thus practical astronomy entails the
skills needed by an observational astronomer.
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needed for orbit calculations of comets or asteroids.16 However, the

widespread loss, near the turn of the century, of astronomical

education from the elementary through college levels removed a

major avenue for amateurs to grow into research astronomers.

BUILDING MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL CHARACTER,
ASTRONOMY EDUCATION BEFORE 1900 IN AMERICA

Astronomy had long enjoyed a privileged status in education,

being one of the four subjects of the medieval quadrivium, and it

continued to enjoy a special status in American education through

nearly all of the nineteenth century. Academies, private secondary

schools which thrived for much of the nineteenth century, often

taught astronomy as a separate subject. Astronomy was practical,

had aesthetic appeal, and trained the mind providing mental

discipline. During the nineteenth century publicly financed high

schools succeeded academies in providing secondary education for

Americans. The high schools continued the tradition of teaching

astronomy, often incorporating astronomy into a course that

included physics and meteorology.17 Astronomy was typically

taught by lecture and recitation with occasional demonstrations.

16 For example, see: Charles A. Young's, A Textbook of General Astronomy
for Colleges and Scientific Schools (Boston: Ginn & Co., 1888) which at the
turn of the century was considered the best astronomical text in the English
language. W. W. Payne, "Young's revised General Astronomy," Popular
Astronomy 6(1898): 461-5.

17 Jeanne E. Bishop, "United States astronomy education: past, present, and
future," Science Education 61(1977): 296.
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The texts on astronomy emphasized the reasons for common

celestial phenomena and how astronomers obtained their

knowledge. As elementary teachers often came from the ranks of

the graduates of academies and public high schools, astronomy was

widely taught at elementary and secondary levels during the

nineteenth century.1 8

Early in the nineteenth century, astronomy was part of

natural philosophy and a testimony to the great creation of God and

for these reasons was a staple of every educated person's

upbringing.19 Astronomy was "the most sublime science, uniting

what is grand and astonishing on both moral and physical scales."2°

However, American pragmatism grew as a counter current to

the ideals of classical educationyoung Americans needed

preparation and training for useful vocations. Consequently among

students and educators, the sciences in general found growing favor

because of their utility.2 1

Shifting from ideals to the practical, astronomy's usefulness

helped astronomy retain a favored position in education. For

Denison Olmsted (1791-1859), an excellent and influential teacher

18 Ibid., pp. 296-7.

1 9 Deborah Jean Warner, "Astronomy in Antebellum America," in The
Sciences in the American Context, ed. Nathan Reingold (Washington DC:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1979, p. 57.

20 Bishop, "US astronomy education," p. 296.

21 Stanley M. Guralnick, "The American scientist in higher education: 1820-
1910." in The Sciences in the American Context: New Perspectives, ed. Nathan
Reingold (Washington DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1979), pp. 123, 128.
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of astronomy at Yale University (from 1825 to 1859), studying

astronomy had several advantages for its students: astronomy has

practical importance in navigation and time keeping, intellectually

exercises the mind, gives moral enlightenment, and, not least, is

fun.22

Professor Olmsted and other astronomy teachers in liberal

arts colleges produced new generations of teachers who were to

carry the message of the sublimity and utility of astronomy to their

elementary and secondary pupils. Yet for Antebellum America, the

primary reason for teaching astronomy in colleges remained

character building, not training research astronomers.23 Thus,

educating the young in astronomy was a means of building the

moral character of the American citizen.24

PURPOSE OF ASTRONOMICAL EDUCATION CHANGES

With the increasing knowledge required to carry on scientific

research, increasingly advanced and specialized education became

necessary. Thus, a new purpose of university education grew in the

latter decades of the nineteenth centurytraining of future

22 Marc Rothenberg, "The Educational and Intellectual Background of
American Astronomers, 1825-1875" (PhD dissertation, Bryn Mawr College,
1974), p. 40.

23 Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-
1875," pp. 37-40; Warner, "Astronomy in Antebellum America," p. 57.

24 Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-
1875," pp. 242-4.
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research scientists.25 This, in turn, raised the expectations of the

level of education of the university graduate. By this time,

professionalism had grown to such a dimension that it usurped the

sacred status of learning science as part of one's moral education.26

Students were being educated to be prepared for jobs or for

research, not for being moral citizens. Producing a moral citizenry

was no longer sufficient, in itself, as the basis of higher education.

For each science, the research ethic required advanced knowledge

in the science and creative ability to carry on productive, original

research. Consequently, the PhD in America was born out of the

need to provide an environment that encourages students to test

their wings in substantive, original research.

HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION LACKING QUALITY AND CONSISTENCY

While American colleges and universities were preparing

their students for occupations and further study in graduate

institutions, they had to contend with both highly variable

educational levels and focus of students entering secondary schools.

From one high school to another, a variety of different subjects

were taught. Even for commonly taught subjects, time devoted to

25 Stanley M. Guralnick, "American scientist in higher education: 1820-
1910," pp. 103, 128; Bernard Berelson, Graduate Education in the United States
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960), P. 12.

26 Professionalization of astronomical research was already becoming
established by the 1860s. Marc Rothenberg, "Educational Background of
American Astronomers, 1825-1875," p. 185.



them was diverse.27 And the caliber and style of teaching were

often unsatisfactory.28 In contrast, the German gymnasium and the

French lycée, which were centrally controlled, had uniform goals

and produced students of high academic level as established by

passing the abitur and baccalauréat exams.29

EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY REACTS: THE COMMITTEE OF TEN

Facing the problem, the American educational community

reacted decisively in 1892 to improve the quality of education so

that high schools could send off their graduates with a common,

general education and consistently high standards. The action

required broadly-based, authoritative judgment of American

secondary education, while sensitively respecting the American

value of local control of its schools. Toward this end of overcoming

the uneven preparation in America's secondary schools, the

National Education Association of the United States appointed on 9

27 National Education Association of the United States, Report of the
Committee of Ten on Secondary School Studies (Washington DC: Government
Printing Office 1893), pp. 4-5; Jurgen Herbst, "Diversification in American
higher education" in The Transformation of Higher Learning, 1860-1930, ed.
K. H. Jarausch (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), p. 204.

28 National Education Association, Report of the Committee of Ten
pp. 15-18, 53.

29 On the other hand, the German secondary schools were criticized for
slighting physical exercise, social activity, and personal initiative.
Furthermore violating the egalitarian character of American education, the
German systems were elitist, few children of working class families enrolled
in the gymnasien-level schools. Abraham Flexner, Universities: American,
English, German (New York: Oxford University Press, 1930), p. 306.
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July 1892 a committee of ten representatives of leading

universities, colleges, and secondary schools. Charles W. Eliot

(1834-1926), president of Harvard University, as chairman of the

committee, added considerable stature to the committee and its

task. The committee also included the president of the University

of Michigan, James B. Angell, the presidents of the Universities of

Colorado and Missouri, the president of Vassar College, headmasters

of high schools from the states of New Jersey, New York, and

Massachusetts, and a professor from Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.

The "Committee of Ten" met at Columbia College, New York on

9-11 November 1892 to appoint nine other committees concerned

with specific subject areas of secondary education:

1. Latin,

2. Greek,

3. English,

4. Other Modern Languages,

5. Mathematics,

6. Physics, Astronomy, and Chemistry,

7. Natural History (that is, biology),

8. History, Civil Government, and Political Economy,

9. Geography.

Each of these committees, in turn, consisted of ten leading

educators, secondary and collegiate, from schools representing the

various regions of the United States. Their tasks were "to consider

[for secondary schoolsi the proper limits of its subject, the best
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methods of instruction, and the best methods of testing the pupils'

attainments therein."3 0

Committee No. 6, on Physics, Chemistry, and Astronomy,

reacted quickly to the call of the Committee of Ten, meeting a

month and a half later in Chicago on 28-30 December 1892. Ira

Remsen, Professor of Chemistry at Johns Hopkins University and

one of the leading American chemists, chaired the committee. Of

the remaining nine members, five were professors, coming from the

University of Colorado (Boulder, Colorado), South Dakota

Agricultural College (Brookings, South Dakota), Carleton College

(Northfield, Minnesota), Washington University (St. Louis, Missouri),

and Tulane University (New Orleans, Louisiana); three were

teachers from secondary schools, public and private, in California,

New Hampshire, and Massachusetts; the final member was from

Toledo, Ohio, unaffiliated with an educational institution. Only one

of the members of Committee no. 6 had a notable astronomical

connection: the Professor of Astronomy at Carleton College, William

W. Payne. Prof. Payne was also director of the college's observatory

and within a year would become the first editor of Popular

Astronomy.31

30 National Education Association, Report of the Committee of Ten, p. 3.

3 1 Popular Astronomy became the leading amateur astronomy magazine in
the United States for the next half century. Besides articles about current
celestial phenomena, the magazine included articles on a variety of matters
concerning astronomy in the US, such as telescope making, history of
astronomy, education in astronomy, and research by professional
astronomers. The magazine was at the same time a spokesman for amateurs
and a liaison with the professionals.
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Ironically, two other committees had a stronger

representation of astronomers than did the Committee of Physics,

Chemistry, and Astronomy. On Committee no. 5 (Mathematics) sat

Simon Newcomb (1835-1909) of Johns Hopkins University and the

Nautical Almanac Office, and Thomas H. Stafford, a professor of

astronomy at Williams College, Williams, Massachusetts. Both

worked in theoretical astronomy. Simon Newcomb was among

American's most respected astronomers.32 The other astronomer,

Thomas Stafford, had been a child prodigy in mathematics. Thus,

two of the six professors in the mathematics committee were active

astronomers.

The Geography Committee (no. 9) also had two members

associated with astronomy: Thomas C. Chamberlin (1843-1928) of

the University of Chicago and Mark W. Harrington of the United

States Weather Bureau. Professor Chamberlin was one of America's

leading geologists and was to be the leading proponent of the

planetismal theory of the origin of the solar system, in which a

close encounter with a passing star disrupts the early sun. Mark W.

Harrington (1848-1926), the first civilian head of the United States

Weather Bureau, was a former Professor of Astronomy and Director

of Detroit Observatory at the University of Michigan.

Returning to Committee no. 6 on Physics, Chemistry, and

Astronomy, its members reached unanimous agreement in its

32 Charles A. Young, Section A Address (Buffalo NY, August 1876),
Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
25(1877): 42.



December 1892 meeting on twenty resolutions, with one of the ten

members dissenting on two other resolutions.33

The resolutions treated concerns on physical science schooling

from the elementary through secondary years. Elementary

education would be incomplete without simple natural science

activities, including astronomical observations, to enrich the lives of

the young minds. In secondary schools, active laboratory

experience should make up, at least, half of the instruction time of

physics and chemistry courses. The physics, chemistry, and

astronomy subjects should be taught at the same level for all

students, regardless of whether the students will later attend

college or not. Physics and chemistry should be studied separately

as distinct, full-year courses, not as part of a combined course

treating the two sciences superficially. Chemistry should be taught

the penultimate year of high school and physics the last year.34

Specifically, resolutions 8, 9, and 10 of Committee no. 6 were

to devastate astronomical education:

8. That both Physics and Chemistry be required for
admission to college.

9. That Astronomy be not required for admission to
college.

33 The representative from the University of Colorado, a professor of
chemistry, dissented against chemistry preceding physics in high school.
He argued the order should be reversed. National Education Association,
Report of the Committee of Ten, pp. 117-23.

34 National Education Association, Report of the Committee of Ten, pp. 117-18.
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10. That when the high school course is four years, an
elective in Astronomy be offered. Timefive recitations
per week during a period of twelve weeks.35

After receiving the reports from each of the nine sub-

committees, the Committee of Ten digested their reports and tried

to bring the various recommendations from the different subject

areas into a suggested set of harmonious four-year high-school

curricula. The Committee of Ten noted that the suggested curricula

were flexible guidelines that could be adapted to the particular

strengths and weaknesses of each secondary school.36 In all, the

committee wanted to convey a common standard of high quality

education. To help guide secondary schools in developing their

academic programs, the committee offered four curricular models:

Classical, Latin-scientific, Modern languages, and English.37

The Committee of Ten wanted to avoid being rigidly

prescriptive in proclaiming acceptable high school curricula. Yet

because of the explicit insistence by the Committee on Physics,

Chemistry, and Astronomy that physics and chemistry be required

for entrance into an institution of higher learning, the Committee of

Ten forwarded physics and chemistry as required subjects in all

four curricular models. Thus, all students who have aspirations of

35 11it, p. 118.

36 Ibid., pp. 39-40.

37 Ibid., pp. 44-51.
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collegiate study would have to jump the hurdles of substantial

physics and chemistry courses in high school.38

Nonetheless, the Committee of Ten felt astronomy definitely

had a place as a high school course, though demoted to a half-year

course during the eleventh grade with three classes per week. The

astronomy half-course was placed in three of the four curricula.

(The course was missing in the "classical" curriculum.) Thus, while

astronomy was firmly recommended as a formative part of high

school education, it was not required for admission to colleges.39

The editor of Popular Astronomy, W. W. Payne, as spokesman

for amateur astronomers and member of Committee no. 6

expressed to the amateur community the committee's

recommendations. He noted, without disputing the conclusions of

the committee, the principle argument in favor of the displacement

of astronomy from the core of science curriculummore time was

needed for physics and chemistry instruction and laboratory

experience. Also, he acknowledged that perhaps the traditional

method of teaching astronomy was too mathematical, too difficult

for most students.4°

38 Ibid., pp. 44-51.

39 Ibid., pp. 42, 46-7, 53.

40 W. W. Payne, "The study of astronomy II," Popular Astronomy 8(1900):
75-9; Leah B. Allen, "A more favorable public opinion," Popular Astronomy
24(1916): 538-40.
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REACTION TO THE COMMIITEE'S REPORT.
THE FALL OF ASTRONOMICAL EDUCATiON

Educators reacting to the 1893 Report of the Committee of

Ten on Secondary School Studies had a sudden change of heart,

from astronomy being essential to being superfluous to a young

citizen's education.41 While physics and chemistry courses were

needed to qualify for college admission, high school astronomy

courses were no longer essential. Often high school teachers of

astronomy were unable to obtain funds for astronomical apparatus

because "the subject could not be offered for admission to

College."42 Also, colleges and normal schools no longer felt

compelled to teach astronomy.43 Future teachers would not need

knowledge of astronomy, since they were unlikely to be teaching

astronomy. The educational community focused on the required

physical science courses, and astronomy's position in secondary

education became overshadowed and lost. Counter to the intent of

the Committee of Ten, the ripples of their report washed astronomy

out of schools and colleges.44

41 National Education Association, Report of the Committee of Ten, pp. 10-59.

42 Asaph Hall Jr., "On the teaching of astronomy in the United States,"
Science 12(1900):17.

43 Jonathan T. Rorer, "The need of a revival of interest in astronomy in our
schools and colleges," Popular Astronomy 14(1906): 346-7.

Jeanne E. Bishop, "US astronomy education," pp. 295-305; Jeanne E. Bishop,
"The Committee of 10," Sky & Telescope 57(1979): 212-4.
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Before the report of the Committee of Ten, astronomy had a

status of being a standard part of high school education in America.

The report, in stating that physics and chemistry were more

essential for collegiate preparation than astronomy, destroyed the

privileged position of astronomy in American education. Between

1895 and 1904, the proportion of college-bound students who had

taken astronomy in high school dropped by 90%. By 1915, no high

school in New York taught astronomy.45 Even in California, site of

two of the world's largest telescopes, astronomy was not a part of

the high school curriculum.46 By 1930, only 0.06% of high school

graduates had studied astronomy. In one generation, the US

populace had become effectively illiterate in astronomy. For

astronomical instruction, the consequences of the conclusions of

Committee no. 6 were drastic.47

CONCERN ABO UT THE LOSS OF ASTRONOMY EDUCATION

As enrollments in astronomy classes dropped, teachers of

astronomy and amateurs lamented astronomy's decline and called

for ways to revive the teaching of the most ancient of the sciences.

Various ways of modernizing and better adapting astronomy

45 Frederick Campbell, "An endowed astronomical lectureship," Popular
Astronomy 23(1915): 213-5.

46 Earle G. Linsley, "Astronomy in Education," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 49(1937): 107.

47 Leon Barritt, "What is the matter with astronomy," Popular Astronomy
24(1916): 133; Jeanne E. Bishop, "The Committee of 10," p. 212.
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classes to contemporary developments in astronomy were

suggested. For instance, more astrophysics could be taught in

astronomy labs by using astronomical photographs and

spectrographs.48

Astronomy's tie to building character was not forgotten.

Mary E. Byrd, a respected professor of astronomy at a women's

liberal arts college, Smith College, who retained the ideal of moral

education, urged introducing elementary astronomy in schools to

build self-reliance and resourcefulness.49

Others reasoned that astronomy education is pedagogically

important as it requires the student to develop individually keen

skills in operating instruments, such as telescopes, in observing and

measuring celestial phenomena, in recording and analyzing data; in

all, astronomical instruction was claimed to "bind together scientific

training better than any other of the natural sciences."5 0

On the other hand, astronomy was perceived as no longer

having much practical value. Navigation was only of concern to

sailors. Time-keeping signals were no longer in the hands of local

observatories, but came by way of Western Union telegraph.5 I

48 W. W. Payne, "The study of astronomy III," Popular Astronomy 8(1900):
247-50.

49 Mary E. Byrd, "A plea for elementary astronomy," Popular Astronomy
15(1907): 25-9.

50 Jonathan T. Rorer, "The need of a revival of interest in astronomy in our
schools and colleges," Popular Astronomy 14(1906): 346-7.

5 1 Leah B. Allen, "A more favorable public opinion," Popular Astronomy
24(1916): 538-40.



Teaching of astronomy was largely mathematical, thus abstract and

repellent to most students, and parents wanted their children

educated in subjects of commercial value.52

Recognizing the alienating effect of the mathematical

treatment of astronomy in schools, Sarah F. Whiting of Wellesley

College, another well-known astronomy teacher at a women's

liberal arts college, suggested teaching astronomy with a literary

approach to attract students who lack interest in mathematics.5 3

Thus, the idea of teaching astronomy as a descriptive course, a

literary treatment of astronomy with a minimal use of

mathematics, was gaining ascendancy over the traditional

mathematical orientation of astronomical instruction.

Some amateur astronomers reacted to astronomy's

educational decline by laying blame on city lights for blinding the

young (and old) from the wonders of the universe.54 The

professional astronomers were blamed for being selfishly absorbed

in their own work and not reaching out to promote public education

of astronomy (which some astronomers vigorously denied).55

52 Leon Barritt, "What is the matter with astronomy," Popular Astronomy
24(1916): 133.

53 Sarah F. Whiting, "A pedagogical suggestion for teachers of astronomy,"
Popular Astronomy 20 (1912): 156-60.

54 Leah B. Allen, "A more favorable public opinion," Popular Astronomy
24(1916): 538-40.

55 Edward F. Bigelow, an amateur, blamed professionals in his article, "The
greatest need of astronomy," Popular Astronomy 24(1916): 333-4; J. A.
Brashear retorted on behalf of professional astronomers in "The Allegheny
Observatory," Popular Astronomy 24(1916): 405-6.



Calls to resurrect astronomical education gained new urgency

with the growing popularity of astrology in the 1930s. Not only

would astronomy courses help students develop scientific thinking,

but also would free the students from superstitions.5 6

PROFESSIONAL ASTRONOMERS' REACTION TO THE REPORT

Asaph Hall Jr., Professor of Astronomy and Director of Detroit

Observatory at the University of Michigan and a vice president of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science, agreed

that the traditional astronomy courses need not be required in

either high school or college, but neither, he felt, should elementary

astronomy be neglected in the general curriculum.57

Edward S. Holden, Director of Lick Observatory of the

University of California, assessed the contemporary state of the

teaching of astronomy from primary school to graduate instruction

in universities in the US Government's Education Report of 1897-

98. For teaching of astronomy at the secondary level, Holden noted

that the Committee of Ten's "conclusions have been accepted on

nearly all hands as satisfactory, and in the present state of

56 Earle G. Linsley, "Astronomy in education," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 49(1937): 107; John H. Pitman, "Report of
the conference of teachers of astronomy at Yerkes Observatory," Popular
Astronomy 49(1941): 531-5; Leah B. Allen, "Committee on teaching of
science," Popular Astronomy 59(1951): 53.

57 Asaph Hall Jr., "On the teaching of astronomy in the United States,"
Science 12(1900): 16.



instruction in the country as final."58 Thus, the committee's

proposals had become a near bible for restructuring American high

school. Holden stated:

. . the best disposition of a young student's time is that
which gives him the broadest possible foundation for
his subsequent special studies. He should comprehend
the methods of all the sciences, not merely the method
of his own science. . . Hence if it is known that a pupil
in the high school intends to follow astronomy as a
profession he should be encouraged to study the other
sciences in his high-school course rather than
astronomy. There will be plenty of time for that; and it
is to his best interest to broaden all his sympathies and
to widen his scientific interests. On the other hand, if it
is not known what his future course is to be (as it
generally will not be so early in his career), he should
by all means choose astronomy as one of the group of
scientific studies.59

Ironically, Holden discourages those secondary students, who

aspire to become astronomers, from taking astronomy in high

school. One may then expect that the future astronomer could look

forward to exciting astronomy courses in college. Holden

recommended otherwise:

The very best undergraduate preparation for
graduate work in astronomy is not so much astronomy
itself as a sound and sufficient training in the higher
mathematics and thorough and long-continued work in
the physical laboratory. Astronomy is but a branch of

58 Edward S. Holden, "The teaching of astronomy in the primary and
secondary schools and the university," Report of the Commissioner of
Education for the Year 1897-98, Vol. 1 (Washington, DC: Government
Publication Office, 1899), pp. 869-892.

59 Ibid., pp. 876.
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physics. . . . The manipulations that are learned in the
physical laboratory ought to be the best preparation for
the observations of the practical astronomer.60

Thus, again undergraduate astronomy courses are also at

essential to a budding astronomer. With such a view, professional

astronomers were little worried about the declining primary and

secondary education in astronomy. In the minds of the professional

astronomer, physics was the best subject for learning the methods

of science, and mathematics provides the essential tools.61 Given

the viewpoints about secondary and undergraduate astronomy

education, if the amateur was looking east, the professional was

looking west.

IMPACT ON GROWTH OF THE AMATEUR
AND PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITIES

At about the time in which astronomy was deleted from

secondary education, c. 1900, the rate of new amateurs entering the

60 Ibid., pp. 890.

61 H. N. Russell to W. Kelcher, 23 December 1935, microfilm copy of Henry
Norris Russell papers (at the Princeton University Archives, Seeley G. Mudd
Library), Sources for the History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr
Library, Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College
Park, Maryland.

Frank Schlesinger, then Director of the Allegheny Observatory of the
University of Pittsburgh, considered a background in physics to be as good as
astronomical training for prospective graduate students. F. Schlesinger to
Benjamin Snow, 31 March 1911, microfilm copy of Frank Schlesinger papers
(at the Division of Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library),
Sources for the History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, Center
for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park,
Maryland.



community of research astronomers dropped, especially relative to

the growth rate of the professional community.62 The factors that

played a role in the decline of the research amateurs had their

greatest effect at the turn of the century. If the decline was due

solely to the amateurs falling steadily behind in instrumentation

and scientific training, one would expect the influx of new amateurs

to drop at a steady rate. However, if astronomical education had a

significant role in preparing some students to become amateur

astronomers, the sudden loss of such education would be expected

to show a marked drop in the quantity of new amateur

astronomers. The data implicates the loss of astronomical education

was a major factor in the slumping numbers of new research

amateurs.

The loss of astronomical education did not affect the growth

of professional astronomers in the same way as the amateurs.63 At

first glance, the professional growth rate on both sides of 1900

seems unaffected by any educational factor, since the growth rate

stayed its course on a steady plateau of about 8 per year (41 per

5-year period) from 1896 to 1916. Further analysis shows,

however, a clear exponential growth of 4.8% per year from 1876 to

1900. Near 1900, the exponential growth stopped and the growth

62 Refer back to Graph 2.1, "The Proportion of Astronomers beginning their
Careers that were Amateurs."

63 See Graph 2.2, "The Growth of Professionals entering the Astronomical
Community."
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then held constant until dropping as a result of the first World War

draining the supply of young men away from astronomy, as well as

most other academic fields. (After World War I, exponential

64 The source of the data plotted in the graph is the 509 research
astronomers of this study, who are listed in Appendix B. The subset of
professional astronomers totals 476, the other 33 being amateurs.
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growth of the inflow of new professional astronomers was strong at

6.2% per year. Again war interrupted this skyward growth with

the coming of World War II.)

In sum, outside of war time, the professional community grew

exponentially, except for the twenty years after 1896. Whether the

leveling of the growth then was due to saturation of the capacity of

America to support professional astronomers or due to the drop in

astronomy education taking the wind out of the exponential growth

of the professional community will be considered when analyzing

later the growths of the PhD in astronomy.65

IMPACT ON RESEARCH

A change in educational background could also cause a change

in the types of research astronomers would adopt. Loss of

astronomy education at elementary through collegiate levels, would

be expected to affect more severely the character of research by

amateurs than that by professional astronomers, since professional

astronomers would learn methods of research at their site of

training, such as observatories or graduate schools. To see if the

characteristics of research conducted by the amateur and

professional astronomical communities were affected by the decline

65 See section "Graduate Study: Fall of Classical Astronomy and Rise of
Astrophysics" in Chapter 24, the conclusion, where the question of the
plateau of growth of new astronomers between 1900 and 1915 is reconsidered.
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in astronomical education near 1900, the time of high-school

graduation is correlated with the astronomers' fields of research.66

The typical kinds of astronomical research conducted by

amateurs whose careers began between 1876 and 1900 were

classical astronomy, stellar photometry, or telescope making.67

These three areas of research preferred by amateurs will be

labeled as "conventional astronomy." Secondary education in

astronomy could provide a starting basis for amateur work in these

areas of research. On the other hand, spectroscopy required

telescopes and spectroscopic apparatus beyond the means of most

amateurs and levels of education in physics well beyond that

treated in secondary school.

Considering the amateurs who graduated from high school

before 1905,68 83 percent (20 out of 24) were engaged in

"conventional astronomy." Of those graduating from high school

since 1905, only 33 percent (2 out of 6) were "conventional"

amateur astronomers.69 Non-conventional amateur research

66 The year of graduation from high school was estimated by adding 18 years
to the astronomer's birth year.

67 These types of amateur research were found from biographic and
bibliographic information on the amateurs included in this study who first
published research between 1876 and 1900.

68 Unfortunately, 41 of the 509 astronomers (8%) lack a known birth year.
For the case of the amateurs, 6 out of the 9 amateurs with unknown birth
years clearly graduated either before or after 1905. The remaining three
with unknown birth years are left out of the analysis. The three excluded
are: John E. Mellish, Latimer J. Wilson, and H. C. Bancroft, Jr.

69 Leslie C. Peltier was one of the two "conventional" amateurs. He was
largely self-taught in comet seeking and learned from the AAVSO how to
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included physical theories of stars and planets, study of the

composition and origin of meteorites, and development of new

astronomical instruments, such as the radio telescope. The non-

conventional research required educational backgrounds in physics

or mineralogy and did not require the skills taught in astronomy

classes. The post-1905 high school graduation group is too small, in

itself, to establish confidently a trend. But further inspection shows

a marked weakening of the conventional orientation of the research

amateurs. Table 2.1 shows the movement of amateurs away from

conventional astronomy.

As a matter of comparison, 62% of the professional

astronomers who had graduated before 1905 did research in

classical astronomy, stellar photometry, or optics and telescope

building.70 The percent of professional astronomers engaging in

these fields of research drops to 39% for those graduating from high

school after 1904. As the professional astronomers shifted away

from conventional astronomy, they entered fields of research

beyond the instrumental and educational means of the amateurs

spectroscopic astrophysics and statistical astronomy. Spectroscopy,

especially, was becoming the principal thrust of new astronomical

research in the twentieth century. Amateurs in this century,

measure the changing magnitudes of variable stars. He received no
coherent astronomical instruction in his school years. See Starlight Nights

(New York: Harper & Row, 1965).

70 Two professional astronomers with unknown birth dates, Myrtle Leila
Richmond and George M. Raynsford, were excluded from this survey because
of uncertainty of whether they finished high school before or after 1905.
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Table 2.1

Time of High School Graduation and
Tendency of Research Amateurs

to Practice "Conventional" Astronomy71

Graduation Astronomical Research

Year "Conventional" Other

before 1871 5 1

1871-1880 5 1

1881-1890 3 2

1891-1900 2 0

1901-1910 1 2

beyond 1910 1 1

unable to participate in the increasingly complex spectroscopic

research and without the educational background needed for

conventional areas of research, found little outlet for engaging

independently in astronomical research.

The teaching of astronomy in the high school and colleges had

been traditionally conducive to preparation in classical astronomy

and that preparation in turn would be helpful for making

photometric observations of stars. Thus, loss of the educational

The year of high school graduation was estimated by adding 18 years to
the birth year. The nine amateur astronomers with unknown birth years
are necessarily excluded from this table as the years of their high school
graduation are also unknown.
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background removed preparation that could be applied to the kind

of research in which most amateurs engaged.72

For those becoming professional astronomers, lack of high

school and college courses in astronomy was a far less severe blow

to their preparation for astronomical research, since physics and

mathematicsand not astronomywere the fundamental subjects

needed for study in astrophysics which was becoming the dominant

form of astronomical research in the twentieth century.7 3

Ironically, while the decline of teaching in secondary schools

contributed to the decline of astronomical research by amateurs, its

effect on the growth of the community of professional astronomers

was less drastic. Despite the lack of astronomical instruction in high

school, the latent interest of astronomy was not quenched. The

community of amateur astronomers, though less able to perform

independent research, was still active, as can be seen in the notices

of Popular Astronomy, the principal journal for amateurs. Those

aspiring to become professional astronomers could find thorough

72 School education in astronomy was not necessary for practicing
conventional amateur astronomy. Louis C. Peltier, one of the last
conventional amateurs in this study, was largely self-taught in his
successful search for comets. But he did learn from the AAVSO how to make
simple comparisons of stars to measure the magnitudes of variable stars.
Also, he had no astronomical courses at his one-room schoolhouse. His skills
came from reading and his own ingenuity. See Leslie C. Peltier, Starlight
Nights (New York: Harper & Row, 1965).

73 Otto Struve and Velta Zebergs listed in their historical book on
astronomical research important developments in astronomy from 1900 to
1952. A compilation of these listed events shows oniy 6% were of research in
classical astronomy, 16% in statistical astronomy, and the remaining 78% in
astrophysics. Astronomy of the 20th Century (New York: Macmillan, 1962),
inside cover leafs.
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astronomical instruction at select colleges and universities. The

enchantment of the heavens motivated these students to pursue

study of physics and mathematics through college and graduate

school with the ultimate goal of investigating the celestial realm.
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CHAPTER 3

UNDERGRADUATE ASTRONOMY INSTRUCTION

For the thirty years before 1876, astronomers held a

distinctive place in level of education among American scientists.

The astronomers, on the whole, had less advanced academic

training than other scientists. In particular, over three-quarters of

the astronomers had a bachelor's or master's as their highest

academic degree, and they had the lowest percentage of doctorates

of all the branches of science, only 2.5%.1 Given that the masters

degree at that time was usually unearned and involved little

training beyond the bachelor's education, the young community of

astronomers academically needed no more than an undergraduate

education in astronomy.2

Astronomy had a privileged place in higher education, nearly

all colleges required the students to take an astronomy course,

usually in their senior year.3 Astronomy was often associated with

mathematical instruction; students were taught spherical

1 The percentage of these astronomers who had at least a bachelor's degree
and no degrees beyond the master's degree was 77.5%. Robert V. Bruce, "A
statistical profile of American scientists, 1846-1876," in Nineteenth Century
American Science: A Reappraisal, ed. George H. Daniels (Evanston:
Northwestern University Press, 1972), p. 89.

2 The unearned and earned Masters are further discussed in Chapter 10,
section "Origin of the Master's Degree," and Chapter 23, section "Masters."

Jeanne E. Bishop, "United States astronomy education: past, present, and
future," Science Education 61(1977): 296.
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trigonometry and applied Newton's Universal Law of Gravitation

and Kepler's planetary laws. Some colleges had a telescope through

which the students could gain experience in practical astronomy.

They could learn how to determine the local time and longitude and

perhaps calculate the occurrences of eclipses.4 With the

rudimentary undergraduate training in mathematical and practical

astronomy or apprenticeship at an observatory, one could still

contribute to astronomical research.5

Thus in the 1870s, the bachelor's degree marked a sufficient level

of education needed to become a research astronomer.

Approximately 60% of the American astronomers (with known

educational backgrounds) who finished their education between

1876 and 1885 had earned a bachelor's degree or equivalent as

their highest academic degree.6 However, within two decades as

4 Marc Rothenberg, "The educational and intellectual background of
American astronomers, 1825-1875," (PhD dissertation, Bryn Mawr college,
1974), PP. 40-1.

5 Asaph Hall Jr., son of the discoverer of the two moons of Mars and an
astronomer himself, bluntly noted ". . . technical skill in using instruments
or handling formulas, though necessary, is not a faculty of the highest
order." That is, basic practical astronomy of the time did not require the
research experience and sophistication exemplified in earning the PhD.
Asaph Hall Jr., "On the teaching of astronomy in the United States," Science
12(1900): 19.

6 If the educational attainments of all of these astronomers were known, the
sited percentage could be significantly different. Restricted to those with
known education, the percent of new astronomers, from 1876 to 1885, with
their highest degree being either the bachelor's or the master's degree is
68%, which is comparable to Bruce's result for 1846 to 1876. However, the
percent with PhDs, 18%, is markedly higher than Bruce's result for the
previous 30 years. Bruce, "A statistical profile of American scientists, 1846-
1876," p. 89.



the doctoral degree matured in the United States, the bachelor's

degree, as is shown in the following table and graph, became less

and less sufficient for a career in astronomy. By the decade of 1896

to 1905, only one-eighth of the emerging astronomers finished their

education at the baccalaureate level. Undergraduate instruction

alone was becoming less adequate, in itself, for training research

astronomers.

Corroborating the declining trend of the bachelor degree, a

survey by Richard E. Berendzen of members of the American

Astronomical Society, taken approximately in 1968, asked if one

can have a successful career with only a bachelor's degree in

astronomy. The responses to his question clearly showed, for

theoretical or observational research in astronomy, the bachelor

degree in astronomy was judged inadequate by the astronomers

themselves.7

Berendzen's dissertation also includes a breakdown of the

bachelor degrees of the astronomers by their major field. For

7 Ninety percent of the respondents stated the baccalaureate in astronomy is
insufficient preparation for a career in theoretical research; 60 percent saw
it as also inadequate for a career in observational research. Richard Earl
Berendzen, "On the career development and education of astronomers in the
United States," (PhD dissertation, Harvard, 1968), pp. 330-4.

In Berendzen's survey, 13% of the respondents had a baccalaureate as
their highest degree. Berendzen used the American Astronomical Society as
a source of astronomers. A significant number of graduate students of
astronomy were likely to have joined the society accounting for the high
portion of baccalaureates in astronomy compared to the 1930s. Also, while
the definition of an astronomer in this paper is strictly research based,
Berendzen's selection of astronomers included a number of astronomy
teachers, who at the more elementary level are more likely to have just a
bachelor's degree. Berendzen, "On the career development and education of
astronomers in the United States," (PhD dissertation, Harvard 1968), pp. 51-5.
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Table 3.1

Percent of Astronomers
Finishing their Academic Education

with a Baccalaureate as their Highest Degree8

Proportion
with Bachelor's

Decade Degree

1876-1885 57.6%

1886-1895 38.2%

1896-1905 12.5%

1906-1915 13.3%

1916-1925 3.6%

1926-1935 7.9%

1936-1941 0.0%

Mean 16.5%

degrees earned from 1915 to 1933, mathematics was the most

common concentration of study with astronomy second-most

common, and physics third. By 1937, the most common field for

the bachelor degree became astronomy with mathematics falling

behind physics. After World War II, astronomy lost its place as the

main undergraduate major for aspiring astronomers. The most

8 The data source for this table and Graph 3.1 is the 509 research astronomers
of this study.
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common baccalaureate became physics, followed by astronomy,

mathematics, and engineering.9

9 Berendzen, "On the career development and education of astronomers in
the United States," (PhD dissertation), p. 241.



ENGINEERING EDUCATION OF ASTRONOMERS

Returning to the astronomers of this study who had a

baccalaureate or equivalent as their highest degree, engineering

was, before 1915, the most prominent undergraduate preparation

of the astronomers.10 After the First World War, the occurrence of

new astronomers with bachelor engineering degrees precipitously

dropped except for electrical engineering in the 1930s associated

with the nascent radio astronomy.

Before 1915, the astronomical research typically entailed use

of mathematical calculation of orbits and visual astrometric

observations of celestial objects. The latter required skill in the use

of telescopes as taught in courses of practical astronomy. Engineers

trained in geodetic surveying learned the same skills and care

needed for astrometric observations. Of the astronomers with

engineering degrees, two-thirds did their research in astrometry or

geodetic measurements of Earth; another one-fifth made their mark

in astronomy by instrument-making.

William Wallace Campbell, a major astronomer at the turn of

the century, had only a bachelor's degree and became Director of

Lick Observatory. In his schooling, Campbell had studied civil

engineering at the University of Michigan for at least three years

1 0 A large number of the astronomers in this study had an unspecified major
field for their bachelor degree, consequently, limiting the analysis of their
undergraduate preparations. Nonetheless, before 1916, engineering was the
most common of the known major fields, being 56% of the majors for
bachelor's degrees granted before 1876 and 30% for the degrees up through
1915.



before shifting his interest to astronomy. In a letter written thirty

years after he had graduated, he wrote, "I have found that all of the

subjects studied by me in the civil engineering course have been

useful on a great many occasions."1 1 A Dutch astronomer echoed

the sentiment in a letter to George Ellery Hale, director of Mt.

Wilson Observatory, "I really begin to think that the true recipe for

making a first-rate astronomer is: take an engineer and teach him

some astronomy."1 2

In those early decades undergraduate astronomy courses

were commonly associated with engineering instruction. R. W.

Willson, the principle instructor of astronomy at Harvard University

in the 1890s, taught practical astronomy within the engineering

department. Elsewhere at Columbia and Cornell universities, the

principal professors of astronomy were also professors of

geodesy.13 The astronomy course at Columbia University with the

greatest enrollment was "Geodesy and Practical Astronomy,"

otherwise known as "engineering astronomy."14 Geodesy required

11 W. W. Campbell to Mr. French, 9 February 1916, William Wallace Campbell
papers. Lick Observatory Archives, University of California, Santa Cruz
Library.

12 J. C. Kapteyn to G. E. Hale, 23 October 1920, George Ellery Hale papers, Niels
Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics, Center for History of Physics,
American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

1 3 John K. Rees was Professor of Geodesy and Practical Astronomy at
Columbia University from 1882-93 and Ora Miner Leland was Professor of
Geodesy and Astronomy from 1906 to 1916 at Cornell University.

14 [W. W. Payne], "Columbia College Observatory," Popular Astronomy
3(1895): 157.



application of the methods of practical astronomy, that is careful,

precise measurements of the positions and timings of celestial

objects. The strength of the connection between practical

astronomy and geodesy is exemplified by alumni at Cornell raising

money for an observatory with a 12-inch refractor to be used for

teaching geodetic astronomy.1 5

While specialized courses in astronomy were sometimes

taught within an engineering department, astronomy departments

often provided the service of instructing engineering students in

practical astronomy. At the formation of the astronomy

department at the University of California at Berkeley, the purpose

of the department was three-fold, to provide: a) general

descriptive courses open to all students, b) courses for astronomy

majors, and c) practical astronomy courses for civil engineering

students, as well as, navigation courses for students in the College of

Commerce. The core of the Berkeley Astronomy Department was

the Students' Observatory, which was originally founded in 1886

for astronomical training of civil engineering students.16 The

observatory maintained a practical astronomy course for civil

engineering students through the 1940s. A long marriage between

astronomy and engineering departments as at Berkeley was

1 5 Samuel L. Boothroyd, "The Dedication of the Irving Porter Church
Memorial Telescope," Popular Astronomy 32(1924): 1-3.

1 6 Edward S. Holden, "The teaching of astronomy in the primary and
secondary schools and in the universities," Report of the Commissioner of
Education for the Year 1898-99, pp. 880-90; A. 0. Leuschner, "History and aims
of the Students' Observatory," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific 16(1904): 68-77.



common. For example, the astronomy departments at Cornell and

Columbia universities had persisting ties with civil engineering

students through its geodesy courses.1 7

For some astronomy instructors teaching engineering students

was a burden of which they were happy to be rid. Robert Baker,

Professor of Astronomy at the University of Missouri wrote

gleefully in 1914 to another astronomer that the School of

Engineering dropped geodetic astronomy from the list of required

courses.1 8

By 1915, the influx of civil engineers into the astronomical

community virtually stopped. The decline of engineering training

of astronomers parallels the decline of practical astronomy as a

principal method of astronomical research. As is shown in Graph

3.2, nearly half of the new astronomers used the "practical"

methods as the main tool of their research in the 1870s and 1880s.

Their skills of practical astronomy were applied in astrometry,

observations of orbital positions, geodesy, navigation, and time

service. By the 1890s, only a third of the new astronomers used

17 Up to the beginning of the 1940s, Cornell's primary astronomy professor,
Samuel L. Boothroyd was also the geodesy professor. From the 1880s up to at
least World War I Columbia University astronomy professors and instructors
similarly taught geodesy courses. Cornell University Register from 1890s to
1940s; Columbia University Catalogue from 1893 to 1920s.

18 Robert H. Baker to F. Schlesinger, 14 November 1914, microfilm copy of
Frank Schlesinger papers (at the Division of Manuscripts and Archives, Yale
University Library), Sources for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr
Library, Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College
Park, Maryland.
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practical astronomy as their primary research tool.20 For the next

three decades up to 1920s, the proportion of "practical"

astronomers beginning their careers stabilized to one-quarter.

However, by the late 1920s astrometric research had fallen out of

1 9 The data for this graph was compiled by categorizing the main research of
the astronomers of this study. See Appendix B.

20 As described in Appendix A, the research activities of the astronomers was
assessed by their published research and bibliographic material.



favor with the young astronomersastrophysics and even celestial

mechanics were more alluring areas of research.21 Moreover, skill

with a telescope was no longer sufficient to succeed in astronomical

research. By the end of the period, 1941, mastery of theoretical

physics and astrophysics was necessary to engage in current

astronomical research.22

NAVIGATION INSTRUCTION

At its formation, the Berkeley astronomy department had two

functionspreparing future astronomers and instructing students in

applied astronomy. Specialized courses of practical astronomy

accomplished the latter. The department taught two courses in

practical astronomy: one for civil engineering students and the

other for astronomy and navigation students. At Berkeley as at

most other departments of astronomy, determination of longitude

and latitude using sextant and clock was commonly part of a

2 1 Robert J. Trumpler of Lick Observatory wrote, "Unfortunately the number
of younger astronomers who have taken an interest in positional astronomy
is rather small." R. J. Trumpler to Otto Struve, 9 July 1945, microfilm copy of
Otto Struve papers (at the University of Chicago Archives, Regenstein
Library), Sources for the History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr
Library, Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College
Park, Maryland.

22 In 1941, Otto Struve, Director of Yerkes Observatory, discouraged a student,
who was good in practical astronomy but unable to follow Chandrasekhar's
courses in theoretical astrophysics, from continuing in astronomy. Struve to
Heber D. Curtis, Director Observatory, University of Michigan, 5 April 1941,
Otto Struve papers (Chicago).



practical astronomy course.23 This navigation connection led during

World War I to a major disruption in the courses and staff of

astronomy departments as part of the war effort.

When the United States entered World War I, the country

needed to expand greatly its merchant marine to ship supplies and

troops to Europe. Armin 0. Leuschner, Chairman of the Berkeley

Astronomical Department and on the US Shipping Board, suggested

navigation schools be established for training deck officers of the US

Merchant Marine, with academic astronomers being an excellent

source of navigation instructors.24 Soon schools of navigation were

in session on the East and West Coasts, and Great Lakes region.

Leuschner himself was made administrator of the West Coast US

Shipping Board Navigation Schools, making him responsible for

details of instruction and providing qualified instructors. Several of

the Berkeley Astronomical Department staff and at least one

graduate student joined other astronomers to teach navigation at

schools in California and Oregon: San Francisco, San Diego, San

Pedro, Astoria, and Portland.25

On the east coast, R. W. Wilison successfully implemented a

course in navigation at Harvard, "Navigation and Nautical

23 Inspection of the pre-World War I catalogues of Harvard University, the
University of California at Berkeley, the University of Chicago, and the
University of Michigan all show such practical astronomy courses.

24 Dinsmore Alter, "Armin Otto Leuschner," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 65(1953): 269-73.

25 [Herbert Couper Wilson], "Prof. A. 0. Leuschner," Popular Astronomy
25(1917): 629; "General Notes," Popular Astronomy 25 (1914): 629.
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Astronomy." As a result, a Shipping Board School of Navigation was

established there.26 (Before World War I, Harvard's astronomy

department, like the Berkeley department, had different courses in

practical astronomywith either an astronomical or navigation

emphasis.) The University of Michigan also became a Shipping

Board school, with the university's astronomy department

instructing prospective naval, as well as, merchant marine officers.

As in the case of Berkeley and Harvard, Michigan's department

already had navigation embedded in a practical astronomy

course.27

Academic astronomers were in charge of several other

shipping-board schools: at Duluth, Minnesota; Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania; and Chicago, Illinois. As a result, a number of

astronomy professors from liberal arts colleges as well as state and

private universities took leave to teach at Shipping Board schools.28

Consequently, the astronomy programs at a number of

universities and colleges were jolted by the impact of the war

some loosing instructors and students to the war effort; others

26 Samuel Eliot Morison, ed., The Development of Harvard University since
the Inauguration of President Eliot, 1869-1929 (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1930), P. 305.

27 The astronomy departments at Harvard and Berkeley were also instructing
classes of naval cadets in navigation. [Herbert Couper Wilsoni, "Navigation:
A new course in astronomy," Popular Astronomy 26 (1918): 215, 506; H. T.
Stetson, "War time instruction at the Harvard Astronomical Laboratory,"
Popular Astronomy 27 (1919): 150-1.

28 [Herbert Couper Wilson], "General Notes," Popular Astronomy 25 (1917):
554; "Dr. Samuel G. Barton," Popular Astronomy 26 (1918): 78; "Notes from
Yerkes Observatory," 26 (1918): 139; "General Notes," 26 (1918): 211-2, 280.



gaining students for the merchant marine.29 A similar phenomenon

occurred during World War II with research astronomers

instructing students in navigation as part of the war effort.3 0

The interest in navigation courses at these universities

continued after World War I. The astronomy departments of

Berkeley, Harvard, and Michigan offered courses in navigation

throughout the period between the World Wars.31 At Berkeley one

could have an undergraduate major in "Navigation and Nautical

Astronomy."32 Thus, the war had broadened the scope of

undergraduate astronomy to include navigation as a major course in

applied astronomy.

MA THEMA TICS DEPARTMENTS

Colleges and universities commonly accommodated astronomy

within their mathematics departments in the late nineteenth

29 During World War I, some 500 students were instructed in navigation at
Harvard. The University of Michigan had 108 students in one of its
navigation classes. Samuel Eliot Morison, ed., The Development of Harvard
University since the Inauguration of President Eliot, 1869-1929 (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1930), p. 305; [Herbert Couper
Wilson], "Navigation: A new course in astronomy," Popular Astronomy 26
(1918): 215.

30 Struve to Gerard P. Kuiper, 8 June 1942, Otto Struve papers (Chicago);
[Curvin Henry Gingrich], "The Midwest Astronomers," Popular Astronomy 50
(1942): 286-7.

3 1 The catalogues of these universities were surveyed for navigation courses
beyond 1918.

32 The University of California at Berkeley Announcements for 1924-25,
p. 54.



century. Courses, such as, spherical trigonometry, theoretical

astronomy, or celestial mechanics, were taught in the mathematics

department for they were, in effect, applied mathematics.33 At that

time, theoretical astronomy, that is the mathematical side of

astronomy for calculating the positions or orbits of celestial bodies,

was a major part of astronomical research. "Theoretical

astronomers" applied high levels of analytical mathematics to their

calculations of celestial motion. Consequently, prospective

astronomers needed strong undergraduate preparation in

mathematics, including differential and integral calculus, and

spherical trigonometry, if not celestial mechanics. Thus,

mathematics and astronomy were an easy marriage for forming a

combined department.

Such combination departments were the most common sort

that included astronomy.34 Between 1890 and 1940 approximately

one-fifth of the schools had departments of mathematics-and-

astronomy at some point within the fifty years. These departments

evolved in several different ways. Some schools consistently

maintained a mathematics-astronomy department throughout the

33 Harlan T. Stetson, "Twenty-five years of the Students' Astronomical
Laboratory, 1903-1928," Harvard Alumni Bulletin 16 February 1928, pp.
588-94; Harvard University Catalogue 1889-91.

34 A survey was conducted of the departments attended by the astronomers
which included 90 colleges and universities. The survey showed as of 1928
mathematics-astronomy was the most common combination department-10%
of the schools. Other types of combination departments were physics-
astronomy, astronomy-geology, and astronomy-meteorology. The reference
was American Universities and colleges, ed. by David Allan Robertson (New
York: American Council on Education, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1928).
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period, such as Swarthmore College. Other colleges, Boston

University for example, split their mathematics-astronomy

department into separate departments as the astronomy program

matured.

The astronomy program within a mathematics department

was often maintained by a single professor. In some cases, the

astronomy program stopped when the lone professor retired, with

the school leaving the position vacant. This occurred at the

University of Nebraska in 1933 during the worst of the great

depression. Its mathematics-astronomy department shrank to

being simply a mathematics department.3 5

From the 1870s to the 1930s, the proportion of emerging

astronomers using theoretical astronomy as a principal tool of their

research remained significant, though moderately declining.3 6

Astronomy courses taught in mathematics or mathematics-

astronomy departments continued to be common up to the 1930s.37

As mentioned above, Berendzen found in his 1968 survey that

35 A second survey of astronomy departments was made using the catalogues
of 100 colleges and universities, from the University of Oregon College
Catalogue collection, spanning the 1890s to the 1940s.

36 See Graph 3.3 for the percent of the astronomers with research focused on
theoretical astronomy.

37 Richard Doel has likewise found that orbit determination remained an
important, though smaller part of astronomical research in the 1930s as
compared to the 1900s. Study of asteroid and meteor orbits continued to be of
interest through the 1930s because of its implications about the origin of the
solar system. Solar System Astronomy in America: Communities, Patronage,
and Interdisciplinary Science, 1920-1960, (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1996), pp. 16-22.
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mathematics was the most common undergraduate major of

astronomers who earned their baccalaureate between 1915 and

1933. The close association of astronomy courses with mathematics

38 The data source is the main career research of the astronomers of this
study; see Appendix C.



departments in colleges and universities and the continued

importance of theoretical astronomy made mathematics a common

route toward becoming an astronomer.

Despite the continued association of astronomy with

mathematics departments, the character of the elementary

astronomy courses for the general student progressively became

less mathematical, until astronomy was taught with virtually no

mathematics. These elementary courses, often called "Descriptive

Astronomy," were developed to attract more students to the

elective astronomy courses.39 Indeed by the 1920s, astronomy was

becoming a popular elective.40

Astronomy is gradually regaining its former place
in the curricula of the colleges and universities of the
country after having suffered a partial eclipse by the
claims made by biology, chemistry, and physics. The
past generation of astronomers was well trained in the
mathematical developments of astronomy and these
aspects so dominated their teaching that only the
student with adequate mathematical training could
follow the courses to advantage. The reaction against
mathematics reduced the number of students of
elementary astronomy to a minimum.4 1

39 H. A. Howe, "The Place and Function of Astronomy Education," Popular
Astronomy 6(1898): 375; C. C. Wylie, "Astronomy by Robert H. Baker," Popular
Astronomy 38(1930): 515-6.

40A survey by 0. L. Dustheimer to Colleges and Universities included the
question, "Is astronomy becoming more popular?" The reply was 45% yes;
15% no. [H. C. Wilson], "The teaching of astronomy," Popular Astronomy
32(1924): 582-4.

41 Edward A. Fath, "A manual of laboratory astronomy," Popular Astronomy
37(1929): 187-8.



However, some regretted the loss of mathematical rigor in

astronomical instruction. They saw mathematics as a fundamental

part of astronomy and as a vehicle for further progress in classical

astronomy.42

In general, applied mathematical instruction near 1900 was at

a low ebb. John W. Servos, a historian of science, noted that

mathematics teaching for physical science majors in American

colleges and universities was generally deficient as mathematics

was often an elective class for those who were not mathematics

majors. Also, mathematics departments were oriented to pure

mathematics, neglecting the teaching of applied mathematics to

non-mathematics majors. This decline in mathematics teaching was

not reversed until after 1910.

PHYSICS DEPARTMENTS

Just as for mathematics, some colleges and universities taught

astronomy classes within the physics department or in combined

physics and astronomy departments.44 However, the ratio of

combination departments, mathematics-astronomy to physics-

42 [W. W. Payne], "General Notes," Popular Astronomy 13(1905): 412; "State
Universities and small colleges," 13(1905): 578-9; "Seares' Practical
Astronomy for Beginners," 17(1909): 459-60.

43 John W. Servos, "Mathematics and the physical sciences in America, 1880-
1930," ISIS 77(1987): 615-20.

44 Particularly, if a college or university had no astronomy department, the
common descriptive astronomy course was often taught in the physics
department, as was done at MIT and Oregon State University.
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astronomy, was three to one.45 Throughout the period, the number

of mathematics-astronomy departments well outnumbered the

physics-astronomy departments. Nonetheless, physics became a

more and more important component to the education of research

astronomers as astrophysics became more and more the dominant

branch of astronomical research.46 By the 1960s this trend had

become so marked that astronomy became essentially "applied

physics."47 By then virtually all agreed that undergraduates

aspiring for a career in astronomy needed a solid grounding in

physics with its applicable mathematics.48 Most astronomers felt

for an undergraduate the best preparation for either theoretical

45 The ratio was determined from the survey of colleges and universities
based on the 1928 American Universities and Colleges reference, edited by D.
A. Robertson. A similar ratio came from the sampling of 100 college and
university catalogues of the University of Oregon Catalogue Collection.

46 Marcel Gilles J. Minnaert, a prominent Belgian astronomer and familiar
with astronomical research in America, noted: "In the course of the last half
century the importance of physics for astronomy has tremendously
increased . . ." and parts of mathematics have become important to
astronomers only because the mathematics is needed for the physics.
"Discussion on the teaching of astronomy," in Transactions of the
International Astronomical Union Vol. XII B, ed. J. C. Pecker (London:
Academic Press, 1966), p. 632.

47 Transcript of interview with Ira S. Bowen by Charles Weiner, 9 and 29
August 1968, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics, College Park,
Maryland.

48 Joseph M. Chamberlain, "Proceedings of the First U. S. Conference on
Graduate Education in Astronomy," Astronomical Journal 68: 218; Thomas L.
Swihart, "Undergraduate astronomy education: a professor's view," Annals of
the New York Academy of Sciences 198(1972): 16-7.



astrophysics or optical astronomy was to major in physics itself.49

Indeed, physics was the most common undergraduate major of

aspiring astronomers in the 1960s.50

This trend toward astronomy becoming a specialized

discipline of physics is apparent from the progressively increasing

proportion of astronomers focusing on astrophysics or physics in

their research, as seen in Graph 345l However, before 1941,

physics departments had not yet reached their dominance in

undergraduate education of astronomers. Berendzen' s survey of

astronomers shows the rank order of majors for the bachelor's

degrees in 1937 was: (1) astronomy, (2) physics, and

(3) mathematics.52 Astronomy and physics majors had both

jumped ahead of mathematics as the most common preparation of

astronomers by the mid 1930s.

9 Berendzen, "On the career development and education of astronomers in
the United States" (PhD dissertation), pp. 3 12-4.

50 Fifty percent of astronomy graduate students surveyed in 1962 had an
undergraduate major in physics, astronomy followed with 25%, mathematics
11% and electrical engineering 6%. Berendzen, "On the career development
and education of astronomers in the United States" (PhD dissertation), p. 45.

5 1 The astronomers with physics as their major research field worked in the
earlier decades on laboratory spectroscopy and in the 1930s on the theory of
atomic spectra, both of which had a bearing on understanding astronomical
spectra.

52 Berendzen, "On the career development and education of astronomers in
the United States" (PhD dissertation), p. 241.
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53 As for the previous graph, this data was determined through categorizing
the principal types of research of the research astronomers listed in
Appendix C.



ASTRONOMY DEPARTMENTS

Through the fifty years from 1890 to 1940, annual catalogs

reveal an increase in the number of astronomy departments. The

trend is most notable between the World Wars when the number of

new astronomy departments grew at a rate well above the rate at

which old astronomy departments were terminated or absorbed

into other departments.54

By 1928, of the colleges and universities attended by the

astronomers, 47% had separate astronomy departments, 10%

mathematic s-and-astronomy departments, 3% physics-and-

astronomy departments, and 38% no astronomy departments.55

Often the astronomy departments had only one professor whose

main duty was teaching elementary astronomy electives. Thus,

while astronomical instruction was enjoying a rebirth,56 it did not

necessarily provide higher levels of instruction comparable to the

54 A sample of catalogs of over a hundred institutions from the University of
Oregon collection showed eight new astronomy departments established and
two departments being absorbed into the mathematics departments. (The
latter happened because of retirement of long standing astronomy
professors, which the colleges did not replace.)

55 The remaining percentage includes departments related to astronomy, a
navigation department at the United States Naval Academy and an
astronomy-geology department at a liberal arts college. Also, the category of
astronomy departments includes an astrophysics department at George
Washington University. Also, a department of astrophysics was being
planned at that time, 1928, but had not yet formed at the California Institute
of Technology. The information was compiled from Robertson's American
Universities and Colleges, 1928.

56 Edward A. Fath, "A manual of laboratory astronomy," Popular Astronomy
37(1929): 187-8.



junior and senior courses in physics or

undergraduate majors in astronomy bec

"refuge" for students unable to succeed

The descriptive emphasis of astronomy

astronomy majors for graduate research

a curriculum lacking rigor.57

mathematics. Instead

me, in some schools, a

in physics or mathematics.

courses ill-prepared the

and gave the impression of

As is revealed in Berendzen's data, the reign of undergraduate

astronomy departments as the leading source of research

astronomers was short livedmainly during the late 1930s. Before,

mathematics departments were the largest contributor of future

astronomers. But after World War II, a BA in physics became the

most common undergraduate degree for budding astronomers.58

The minimum physics preparation after the war for entry into a

graduate program in astronomy was: "a very good general

knowledge of atomic theory including the more recent advances in

quantum mechanics, optics, thermodynamics, and electromagnetic

theory."59 These expectations were equivalent to an undergraduate

curriculum in physics. Not all astronomy departments were up to

preparing their students to these standards of physics. In the end,

the ever increasing influence of physics on astronomical research

and the perceived weakness of a major in undergraduate

57 Berendzen, "On the career development and education of astronomers in
the United States" (PhD dissertation, 1968), p. 416.

58 Ibid., p. 241.

59 Otto Struve, "The requirements for a graduate student at an observatory,"
Popular Astronomy 57(1949): 382-6.
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astronomy led to the fall of the undergraduate astronomy

department from its position as the leading source of future

astronomers.
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CHAPTER 4

LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES

A variety of collegiate institutions educated American

astronomers. The main types (and numbers) of institutions

astronomers attended as undergraduates were: institutes of

technology and engineering schools1 (10), liberal arts colleges (41),

state or local colleges (11), private universities (18), state

universities (21).

Each of these types of universities and colleges played

important roles in the undergraduate education of the astronomers.

The liberal arts colleges in particular did much to shape the

character of American astronomy. Though the individual colleges

were small they had a cumulative effect in preparing future

research astronomers.

ASTRONOMY AT LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES

"The American [liberal arts] college . . . has no parallel in

European education." It offers a four-year curriculum leading to

the bachelor's degree, which is "of such character as to qualify [one]

1 Schools in this category, include institutes of technology, such as
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
schools with a strong engineering tradition, such as Lehigh University, and
thirdly, military academies, such as the United States Naval Academy.
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for admission to a graduate school of recognized standing."2 The

objectives of a liberal arts education were gaining a broad

knowledge, developing reasoning skills, and nurturing good

character and culture.3 The origin of such an education has ties to

the ancient, seven liberal artsgrammar (the correct use of

language), logic (thinking clearly), rhetoric (expressing ideas

persuasively), and the four areas of mathematics: arithmetic,

geometry, astronomy, and harmony. In America, liberal arts

colleges also followed an egalitarian ideal in contrast to the elitist

universities of Europe.

Stanley Guralnick, a historian of educational institutions,

claims these American colleges played an important role in the rise

of science education in America during the nineteenth century.4

Liberal arts colleges showed flexibility with the growth of scientific

knowledge and were not rigidly tied to a classical education. From

1815 to 1840, science and mathematics education in liberal arts

colleges improved greatly. One significant improvement came from

putting financial resources of the colleges into laboratory

equipment.

2 David Allen Robertson ed., American Universities and Colleges. (Charles
Scribner's Sons: New York, 1928), PP. 7-9.

3 Earl J. McGrath, The Graduate School and the Decline of Liberal Education
(New York: Columbia University, 1959), pp. 1-7.

4 Stanley M. Guralnick, "Sources of misconception on the role of science in
the nineteenth-century American college," in Science in American since
1820, ed. Nathan Reingold (New York: Science History Publications, 1976), pp.
48-62.
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Significant numbers of astronomers came from liberal arts

colleges. These institutions had educated nearly one-quarter of the

American astronomers active near the middle of the nineteenth

century.5

Despite their numbers, the relative importance of these liberal

arts graduates in the astronomical community was low. Before

1876, the liberal arts colleges fared poorly in producing

astronomers who made significant contributions to the science.6

While the colleges introduced their students to astronomy, they

generally did not give them the mathematical preparation and

training in practical use of telescopes needed for making

advancements in the science. Since few had opportunities to extend

their education beyond the bachelor of a liberal arts college, the

students were inadequately prepared to make their mark in

astronomy.

In spite of the claim that liberal arts education declined after

the advent of the graduate school to play only a minor role in the

education of Americans,7 the liberal arts preparation of

astronomers became more significant after 1875in numbers and

quality of astronomers.

5 Marc Rothenberg, "The Educational and Intellectual Background of
American Astronomers, 1825-1875" (Ph.D. dissertation, Bryn Mawr College,
1974), P. 6.

6 Ibid., p. 184.

Earl J. McGrath has asserted "The decline of liberal education in the [United
States] parallels almost exactly the ascendancy of the graduate school."
McGrath, The Graduate School and the Decline of Liberal Education, p. 14.
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The liberal arts proportion of the astronomers who became

active after 1875 grew to 28%a rise of five percent above the

proportion active between 1825 and 1 875. Study of the education

of the American astronomers between 1876 and 1941 shows a

consistent and significant production of future astronomers by

liberal arts colleges. As is seen in Table 4.1, the liberal arts colleges

virtually matched the private universities and state universities in

providing undergraduate education to the astronomers. Also,

between 1886 and 1935, these colleges maintained a nearly

constant rate of producing future astronomers.8

Marc Rothenberg noted in his dissertation on the education of

astronomers between 1825 and 1875 that liberal arts colleges

produced more astronomers than the Harvard or Yale Colleges, yet

fewer astronomers of distinction than the two ivy league schools.

Only one liberal arts graduate was to make significant contributions

to astronomical research, George William Hill, graduate of Rutgers

College, who made successful advances in the mathematical study of

the moon's motion.9

From 1876 to 1941, however, a significant number of liberal

arts graduates were recognized and respected for their astronomical

research. Fifteen of the 118 astronomers who graduated from

8 See Table 4.2. Also, note that no astronomers are listed with bachelor's
degrees after 1935. This is understandable in that by this time, very few
become astronomers with only a bachelor's degree. Instead further years as
a graduate student were needed to become a research astronomer.

9 Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-
1875" (Ph.D. dissertation), pp. 173, 177-8, 184.
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Table 4.1

Sources of Undergraduate Education
for the Astronomers of this Study

Type of Undergraduate
Institution Percent

Liberal Arts Colleges 28.0%

Private Universities 28.5%

State Universities 28.0%

Engineering schools 7.4%

State Colleges 2.6%

Foreign Universities 5.5%

liberal arts colleges became members of the National Academy of

Sciences, which has been one of the most prestigious positions for

American scientists. In all, the liberal arts colleges were the source

for 21% of the astronomers elected to the academy. A variety of

liberal arts colleges spawned NAS astronomers. The most NAS

members that any college yielded was two. Dartmouth and Oberlin

Colleges each shared this distinction.

Another measure of the success of the astronomers is their

leadership in directing observatories or leading major departments

of astronomy. Three of the liberal arts graduates became directors

of Lick Observatory, two were directors of the Mt. Wilson
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Table 4.2

Number of the Astronomers
Graduating from Liberal Arts Colleges

Number of
Liberal Arts

Decade Graduates

pre-1876 9

1876-1885 8

1886-1895 25

1896-1905 19

1906-1915 23

1916-1925 15

1926-1935 19

Total 118

Observatory, one directed the Yerkes Observatory, and one the

Nautical Almanac Office.1°

10 Robert G. Aitken (BA Williams College 1887) was director of Lick
Observatory from 1930 to 1935, Joseph H. Moore (BA Wilmington College
1897), director from 1942 to 1946, and Albert E. Whitford (BA Milton College
1926), director from 1958 to 1968. Walter S. Adams (BA Dartmouth College
1898) directed the Mt. Wilson Observatory from 1923 to 1946 and was
succeeded by Ira S. Bowen (BA Oberlin College 1919) who directed the Mt.
Wilson and Mt. Palomar Observatories from 1946 to 1964. Edwin B. Frost (BA
Dartmouth 1886) was director of Yerkes Observatory from 1905 to 1935 and
also was editor of the Astrophysical Journal during this time. Wallace J.
Eckert (BA Oberlin 1925) directed the Nautical Almanac Office during the war
years, 1940 to 1945.
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Also, five graduates of liberal arts colleges had won the Bruce

Gold Medal: four for observational work and one for work in

laboratory spectroscopy and optics.1 I

For a measure of the quality of the women astronomers

graduating from liberal arts colleges, consider the recipients of the

Annie Jump Cannon Award, which is given every third year by the

American Astronomical Society to a women astronomer of any

nationality for quality research in astronomy.12 Of the nine Cannon

awards given to the American women astronomers of this period,

seven went to graduates of liberal arts colleges.13 The liberal arts

colleges have played a paramount role in educating America's

women astronomers.

Thus, liberal arts graduates have been recognized for their

scientific achievements and leadership. Table 4.4 shows the output

of astronomers by liberal arts colleges in comparison to other types

of undergraduate education. However, the liberal arts colleges

11 Robert G. Aitken, Walter S. Adams, Alfred H. Joy (PhB Greenville College
1903), Seth B. Nicholson (BS Drake University 1912), and Ira S. Bowen are the
five winners of the Bruce Gold Medal who went to liberal arts colleges as
undergraduates. Also see the table of Bruce Medalists in Joseph S. Tenn, "A
brief history of the Bruce Medal of the A.S.P.," Mercury 15(1986): 106-7.

12 In 1934, the Association to Aid Scientific Work by Women gave A. J.
Cannon a $1000 prize. She, in turn, gave the money to the American
Astronomical Society as an endowment for a prize open to women of all
countries for their research in astronomy. The first recipient of the award
was Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin. [Curvin Henry Gingrich], "The Annie J.
Cannon Prize in Astronomy," Popular Astronomy 42(1934): 114-5. Dean B.
McLaughlin, "52nd meeting of AAS," Popular Astronomy 42(1934): 423-5.

1 See Table 4.3 for a listing of the recipients of the Cannon Award.



Table 4.3

Recipients of the A. J. Cannon Award for Astronomical Research
by a Woman Astronomer

Year of Astronomer Undergraduate
Award Institution Attended

1 934 Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin Cambridge University

1 937 Charlotte Moore Sitterly Swarthmore College

1943 Antonia Maury Vassar College

1946 Emma T. R. Williams Swarthmore College

1 952 Ida Barney Smith College

1 955 Helen Walter Dodson Voucher College

1 958 Margaret Walton Mayall Swarthmore College

1 962 Margaret Harwood Radcliffe College

1968 Henrietta Hill Swope Barnard College

lagged behind other types of undergraduate institutions in the

proportion of their graduates who became scientific leaders of the

American astronomical community. Table 4.5 compares the

effectiveness of the various types of undergraduate schools

measured by number of such leaders produced per one-hundred

graduates. From this prospective, liberal arts colleges, though an

important component of the education of American astronomers,

have produced proportionately fewer astronomers of distinction
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Table 4.4

Correlation of Recipients of Astronomical Honors
and Undergraduate Education

of the American Astronomers

Type of Number of Number of Number of
Undergraduate NAS Bruce Medal Bachelor

Institution Members Winners Graduates

Liberal Arts Colleges 1 5 5 11 8

Private Universities 1 9 7 1 20

State Universities 2 4 8 11 8

Engineering Schools 3 3 3 1

State Colleges 2 1 11

Foreign Schools 8 4 2 3

Total 71 28 421

than most other types of undergraduate education.14 This parallels

the finding of Marc Rothenberg for the years 1825 to 1875.

Approximately 40% of the liberal arts colleges attended by

the astronomers had astronomy departments, a nearly equal

percentage had no astronomy department at all. The remaining

schools had combination departments-12% with a

1 4 To account for the bias against women receiving the honors of election to
the NAS or being awarded the Bruce Medal, the same proportions, as in Table
4.5, were calculated for only the male astronomers. The male liberal arts
graduates remain below their male counterparts from private colleges and
state universities in number honored per 100, though closer to matching the
rates of the universities.
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Table 4.5

Types of Undergraduate Education and
their Efficiencies in Producing Honored Astronomers

Type of
Undergraduate

Institution

Number of NAS Number of Bruce
Members per 100 Medalists per 100

graduates graduates

Liberal Arts Colleges 1 3 4

Private Universities 1 6 6

State Universities 2 0 7

Engineering Schools 1 0 1 0

State Colleges 1 8 9

Foreign Schools 3 5 1 7

mathematics-astronomy department, and 5% a physics-astronomy

department.15 That such a large proportion of the colleges had no

astronomy department and yet yielded future astronomers,

confirms the contention, made in a report by Edward S. Holden in

1898, that one need not major in astronomy as an undergraduate to

become a research astronomer.16 The undergraduate concentration

of eleven of the fifteen members of the NAS is known. Of the

15 These percentages are as of 1928, using Robertson's American Universities
and Colleges.

16 Edward S. Holden, "The teaching of astronomy in the primary and
secondary schools and the universities," Report of the Commissioner of
Education, p. 892.
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eleven, five had non-astronomy majors, three in physics, one

geology, and one engineering.

Nonetheless, most of the astronomers came from liberal arts

colleges with strong programs in astronomical education, as those

listed in Table 4.6. Each of these colleges had maintained

astronomical instruction even when astronomy had lost, at the turn

of the century, its privileged status as a compulsory, character-

building course.

LEADING PROGRAMS

Five of these institutions stand out given their relative success

in educating future astronomers: Carleton, Dartmouth, Wesleyan,

Swarthmore, and Vassar Colleges. These schools had respected

academic traditions and strong programs in astronomy.

Dartmouth College

Dartmouth College, founded in 1769 in Hanover, New

Hampshire, is one of the oldest liberal arts colleges in America. A

graduate of the college, Charles Augustus Young (graduated 1853),

helped his father Ira Young, Professor of Natural Philosophy and

Astronomy, set up Dartmouth's Shattuck Observatory. He

eventually succeeded his father in 1866 as Professor of Natural
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Table 4.6

Distribution of the Astronomers coming from
Leading Liberal Arts Colleges

Liberal Arts Number of
College graduates

becoming
astronomers

Carleton 8

Dartmouth 8

Vassar 7

Swarthmore 6

Wesleyan 6

Albion 4

Amherst 4

Drake 4

Mt. Holyoke 4

Oberlin 4

Ohio Wesleyan 4

Smith 4
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Philosophy and Astronomy.17 Charles Young built a reputation as

an excellent teacher of astronomy, and after eleven years of

teaching at Dartmouth, he accepted a professorship of astronomy at

Princeton University.

After a hiatus of ten years, Edwin Brant Frost, also a graduate

of Dartmouth (BA 1886), resurrected the astronomy program

teaching courses in descriptive, spherical, practical, and theoretical

astronomy. Frost travelled to Germany in 1890 for advanced

training in astronomy. There he learned techniques of the nascent

science of spectroscopic astronomy working under H. C. Vogel at the

Potsdam Astrophysical Observatory. After returning from Europe,

Frost continued teaching at Dartmouth for six more years. He left

for a position with more potential for astrophysical research,

becoming an astronomer at the newly constructed Yerkes

Observatory that housed the world's largest refractor. Frost

eventually become director of the observatory and editor of the

Astrophysical Journal.1 8

With Frost's departure, the teaching of astronomy passed to a

third Dartmouth graduate, John Merrill Poor (BA 1897). Poor, like

Frost, interrupted his teaching to continue his graduate studies.

Instead of going to Europe as had several young Americans with

1 7 Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-
1875," (Ph.D. dissertation), pp. 230-1.

1 8 S. A. Mitchell, "Edwin Brant Frost," Popular Astronomy 43(1935): 545.
Frank Schlesinger, "Edwin Brant Frost," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 47(1935): 175-9. E. B. Frost, An Astronomer's Life
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1933), p. 63-4.
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ambitions of becoming research astronomers, Poor went to

Princeton to study under Charles Young himself. Poor remained at

Dartmouth for the remainder of his career. In 1934, one of his

students Richard Halsey Goddard (BS 1921) took on the helm of the

astronomy program. Thus, the program at Dartmouth was

successively carried on by four generations of its own graduates.

Dartmouth had one of the highest outputs of astronomers of

any undergraduate institution during the 1880s and 1890s. During

a twenty-year period (1882 to 1902), the College graduated an

average greater than three future astronomers per decade. Some of

these Dartmouth astronomers had graduated in physics instead of

astronomy, Frost being one of them. After Frost had left Dartmouth

in 1898, the astronomy program declined, producing only two

astronomers in forty years. One of them, Philip Fox (BS 1902), was

a graduate in physics.

Carleton College

Carleton College of the Congregational denomination in

Northfield, Minnesota, had an impressive collection of telescopes in

use by 1891a 16.2-inch refractor plus 16 other telescopes for

instruction at the Goodsell Observatory. Also, the College published

Popular Astronomy, the most widely read magazine for the

American amateur astronomer, with the college's professor of

astronomy being the journal's editor. William Wallace Payne was

the first editor of Popular Astronomy from 1893 to 1910, followed

by Herbert Couper Wilson (editor, 1910-26). Curvin Henry Gingrich
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was the third and final editor as the journal stopped in 1951.19 W.

W. Payne saw Popular Astronomy as an aid for helping students

educate themselves in astronomy to help compensate for too few

colleges providing adequate instruction in astronomy or training in

practical astronomy.20

At the college's Goodsell Observatory (founded 1887), a low

level of research was carried on, such as daily solar photographs,

long exposure photography of nebulae, and photographic

measurement of asteroid positions.21 The emphasis of instruction

was on practical astronomy, for which the college was well

equipped. Near the turn of the century, mathematical astronomy

was also a main staple for the astronomy students, but it was later

supplanted by courses that were related to astrophysics, such as

"Modern Astronomy" and "Variable Stars "2 2

W. W. Payne, Carleton's first professor of astronomy, was

himself a graduate of a liberal arts college, Hilisdale College of

Hillsdale, Michigan in 1863. He had only a course in descriptive

astronomy but became interested in astronomy after meeting James

Craig Watson, the famous astronomer of the University of Michigan.

1 9 The college could no longer support the journal, which was supplanted by
the new and more popular magazine, Sky and Telescope. Inside cover of the
December 1951 issue of Popular Astronomy.

20 W. W. Payne, "The field of popular astronomy," Popular Astronomy
14(1906): 31-3.

21 H. C. Wilson, "Astronomical Work at Goodsell Observatory," Popular
Astronomy 11(1903): 179-81.

22 "Astronomy," Carleton College Catalogs, 1900-01 to 1939-40.
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Payne gained experience in practical astronomy by spending a

summer at Cincinnati Observatory studying under Ormond Stone.

Immediately thereafter, he set about constructing an observatory

for Carleton.23

Carleton's most productive period of graduating future

astronomers was in the 1890s and the first decade of the 1900s,

when W. W. Payne was Director of Goodsell Observatory. During

those two decades, Payne had the help one of his earliest students,

H. C. Wilson (BA 1879). Together they made the observatory into

one of the leading sites for undergraduate instruction in the United

States. After Payne retired in 1910, the program, like Dartmouth's,

declined in its contribution of astronomers. Only one more

astronomer graduated from Carleton, Clifford Edward Smith in

1923, who went to Swarthmore for further training in astronomy.

Wesleyan University

Wesleyan University of Middletown, Connecticut had an

observatory, the Van Vieck Observatory, with a 12-inch refractor,

founded in 1900. Later in 1916, an 18 1/2 inch refractor was

added to the observatory complex.

The observatory was named after a long standing professor of

mathematics and astronomy at the school (1853 to 1904), John

Monroe Van Vieck, a graduate of Wesleyan (1850) who worked at

the Nautical Almanac Office for two years before returning to teach

23 E. A. Fath, "William Wallace Payne," Popular Astronomy 36(1928): 267-70.
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at his alma mater. Van Vieck had impressive mathematical ability

but did not publish any research papers. Only two of his students

became astronomers. After Van Vieck, the astronomy program was

dormant until Frederick Slocum (PhD 1898 in mathematics, Brown

University) came to Wesleyan in 1914. He offered a full course of

astronomy instruction, including a course in astrophysics. Except

for an interlude of two years at Brown University, Slocum remained

at Wesleyan University until 1944.24 In less than fifteen years, he

sent off four graduates who became astronomers.

In 1916 with its new 18 1/2 inch refractor, the Van Vleck

Observatory joined seven other observatories in a cooperative

venture to determine stellar distances. The other cooperating

observatories were the Greenwich, Mt. Wilson, Yerkes (University of

Chicago), Leander McCormick (University of Virginia), Dearborn

(Northwestern University), Allegheny (University of Pittsburgh),

and Sproul (Swarthmore College) Observatories.25 The Wesleyan

and Sproul Observatories became in their own right, research

observatories.

24 Wesleyan University Catalogs from 1900-1 to 1939-40

25 Frederick Slocum, "The function of the Van Vieck Observatory," Popular
Astronomy 24(1916):407-15. Wesleyan University Catalogs from 1900-1 to
193 9-40.
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Swarthmore College

Swarthmore College, in Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, had no

separate department of astronomy. Nonetheless, it had a combined

mathematics-astronomy department with a long and strong

heritage in teaching and research of astronomy. A few years after

Swarthmore College was founded in 1864 by the religious Society of

Friends, Susan J. Cunningham came to teach mathematics at the new

college. She remained becoming professor of mathematics and

astronomy in 1874. Through Cunningham's efforts the Students'

Observatory was built on campus in the 1880s and fitted with a 6-

inch refractor.

After Cunningham retired in 1906, her successor, John

Anthony Miller (Ph.D. 1899 in mathematics, University of Chicago),

had the good fortune to oversee the construction of a major

telescope and observatory worthy of astronomical research. Money

was donated by Senator William C. Sproul for construction of a 24-

inch refractor. The resulting Sproul Observatory opened in 1911

close to the Swarthmore campus.26

In spite of not having a doctoral program in astronomy,

Swarthmore, like Wesleyan, shares the distinction of being one of

the few colleges that maintained a significant program of

astronomical observations. John A. Miller, and his successors, John

Himes Pitman (MA Swarthmore 1911), Michael S. Kovalenko (PhD

26 John A. Miller, "The Sproul Observatory of Swarthmore College," Popular
Astronomy 21(1913): 253-62.
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Princeton 1927), Peter Van de Kamp (PhD Berkeley 1925), and Kaj

A. G. Strand (PhD University of Copenhagen 1938) had maintained a

respected program, as at the Van Vieck Observatory of Wesleyan, of

determining the distance to the nearest stars by observation of

stellar parallax as Earth revolves about the sun.27 During this time

from 1910 to the 1930s, Swarthmore produced six astronomers:

three men, three women.

The most notable graduate of Swarthmore was Charlotte

Moore Sitterly (BA 1920) who became a research physicist at the

National Bureau of Standards. Her work was concerned with

spectral analysis and wavelength standards.28 She worked with H.

N. Russell and became Vice President of the American Astronomical

Society (1958-1960) and President of the International

Astronomical Union's Commission of Fundamental Spectroscopic

Data (1961-1967).

Nonetheless, the main sources of women astronomers were

four women's colleges.

27 Swarthmore College Bulletin, years 1900-01 to 1939-40.

28 Karl G. Kessler, "Dr. Charlotte Moore Sitterly and the National Bureau of
Standards," Journal of the Optical Society of America B 5(1988): 2043.
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WOMEN'S COLLEGES

Women's colleges played a distinctive and important role in

preparing future astronomers.29 Their professors of astronomy

were pathfinders in undergraduate astronomical instruction and

their graduates became some of the most distinguished of America's

women astronomers. Four women's colleges, Mt. Holyoke, Smith,

Vassar, and Wellesley, graduated one-fifth of all liberal arts

astronomers, men and women, and two-fifths of all of the women

astronomers.30

Mount Holyoke College

Mount Holyoke College, located in South Hadley,

Massachusetts, erected the John Payson Williston Observatory in

1881 with an 8-inch refracting telescope made by Alvan Clark.

Ann Sewell Young came to Mount Holyoke in 1899 with a master's

degree in astronomy from Carleton College. She began as an

instructor in astronomy and soon built a substantial astronomy

curriculum, becoming professor of astronomy and staying at Mount

29 Margaret Rossiter discusses the role of women's colleges in training
women scientists in general during this period. See Chapter 1 of her book,
Women Scientists in America: Struggles and Strategies to 1940 (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins Press, 1982), pp. 128.

30 Twenty-three women astronomers graduated from these four colleges.
The total number of women astronomers, regardless of their educational
background, is 56.
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Holyoke until her retirement in 1936.31 She continued her own

education in astronomy as a summer volunteer research assistant at

Yerkes Observatory in 1902 and earned her doctorate in astronomy

at Columbia University in 1906, doing photographic astrometry.

Ann Young played a major role in the American Association of

Variable Star Observers (AAVSO), being a founding member and its

president from 1922 to 1924.32 One of her students, Alice Hall

Farnsworth, remained at Mt. Holyoke and succeeded Ann Young as

professor of astronomy (1937-1957).33 Farnsworth continued the

tradition at Mt. Holyoke of actively supporting the AAVSO.

Smith College

The character of astronomical instruction at Smith College in

Northampton, Massachusetts, a women's college founded in 1871,

was set by Mary Emma Byrd (Director of Smith Observatory 1887-

1906). Mary Byrd went to teach at Smith after being first assistant

for three years at Goodsell Observatory of Carleton College. At

Smith, she developed with help from E. C. Pickering of the Harvard

College Observatory one of the earliest laboratory courses for

31 Carleton College Catalog, 1896-97; Mt. Holyoke College: The Catalogue 1897-
98.

32 "The Yerkes Astronomical Observatory," The University of Chicago
Annual Register 1902-3, p. 161; Helen Sawyer Hogg, "Anne Sewell Young,"
Quarterly Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society, 3 (1962): 355-57.

33 Information comes from issues of The Catalogue of Mount Holyoke College,
from 1889-90 to 1940-41.
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general astronomy in the United States and published in 1899

Laboratory Manual of Astronomy.34

Her assistant, Harriet W. Bigelow, succeeded her in 1906 and

continued teaching until 1934. With the help of H. N. Russell of

Princeton, Bigelow expanded the astronomy program in the 1920s

adding an undergraduate course that included recent developments

in theoretical astrophysics. Her courses were populartwo hundred

students each year attending her elective classes.35 Like Ann

Young at Mt. Holyoke, Harriet Bigelow was an active participant in

the AAVSO and spent a summer at Yerkes Observatory as a

volunteer research assistant.3 6

Wellesley College

Perhaps the most important astronomer to graduate from a

women's college was Annie Jump Cannon, who graduated from

Wellesley College (Wellesley, Massachusetts) in 1884. She went on

for further training at Radcliffe College before working on the

spectral classification of stars at the Harvard College Observatory.

3 Carleton College Catalogs 1883 to 1887; Mary E. Byrd, "A laboratory for
General Astronomy," Popular Astronomy 10(1902): 131-5.

35 H. N. Russell to Harriet Bigelow, 10 January 1924, microfilm copy of Henry
Norris Russell papers (at the Princeton University Archives, Seeley G. Mudd
Library), Sources for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library,
Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park,
Maryland; Harriet W. Bigelow, "The teaching of astronomy," Popular
Astronomy 36(1928): 215-7.

36 "Yerkes Observatory," The University of Chicago Annual Register 1922-23.
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She began as an assistant, but rose through the excellence of her

work to become one of the first women to be officially recognized as

an astronomer at Harvard.37 Cannon had an amazing facility for

accurately classifying the spectra of stars. Overall, she classified

more than a quarter of a million stellar spectra in the Henry Draper

Catalogue of stars.

Her teacher at Wellesley was Sarah Francis Whiting (Professor

of Physics and Physical Astronomy, 1879-1916). In 1876, Whiting

attended classes taught by E. C. Pickering at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. Pickering was then teaching the first

laboratory-based physics courses in the United States.38 With

Pickering's help, Whiting developed a physics laboratory course, the

first science laboratory course at a women's college. While Cannon's

work under Whiting was principally physics, Cannon also took an

astronomy course from her.

At that time, the astronomy apparatus at Wellesley was

modest. Inspired by Pickering, Whiting developed daytime

astronomy laboratory exercises at Wellesley. While Mary Byrd at

Mt. Holyoke pioneered in teaching laboratory class for general

astronomy, Sarah Whiting developed some of the first

undergraduate laboratory exercises in astrophysics using

37 Bessie Zaban Jones and Lyle Gifford Boyd, The Harvard College
Observatory: The First Four Directorships, 1939-1919 (Cambridge, Mass.:
Belknap Press, 1971), p. 403.

38 Jones and Boyd, pp. 179-81.
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photographic studies of the light curves of variable stars and of

stellar spectra.3 9

Only one other Wellesley graduate became a research

astronomer, Anna Estelle Glancy (BA 1905) who went on to become

assistant astronomer at Cordoba Observatory in Argentina.

John Charles Duncan (PhD Berkeley 1909) continued the

astronomy program at Wellesley after Sarah Whiting's retirement

in 1917. Duncan maintained a full contingent of courses:

descriptive and practical astronomy, history of astronomy,

astrophysics, orbit determination and celestial mechanics.40 Despite

having an Observatory with a 12-inch refractor and a complete

undergraduate program in astronomy, Wellesley's effectiveness in

preparing astronomers declined after Whiting's retirement.

Vassar College

By 1876 Vassar College, in Poughkeepsie, New York, had a

strong tradition in women's astronomy to live up toMaria Mitchell,

America's leading woman astronomer of the nineteenth century,

became professor of astronomy in 1865 when Vassar College was

39 Sarah Whiting published her laboratory exercises in Day-time and
Evening Exercises in Astronomy. Sarah F. Whiting, "Spectroscopic work for
classes in Astronomy," Popular Astronomy 13(1905): 387-91; Jones and Boyd,
pp. 405-6; [H. C. Wilson], "Exercises in astronomy," Popular Astronomy
21(1913): 456.

40 Wellesley College Bulletin-Calendar, 1930-31, pp. 51-3.
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four years old.41 Her observatory housed a 12-inch refractor made

by Alvan Clark, the foremost telescope lens maker of the time. One

of Maria Mitchell's leading students was Antonia Maury who later

did important work in spectroscopic classification at the Harvard

College Observatory.

Mary Watson Whitney followed in Maria Mitchell's footsteps,

becoming professor of astronomy and director of the College

observatory in 1889. Initially Mary Whitney's astronomy courses

were strictly mathematical in character. As the college grew and

added new programs, fewer students took astronomy. In reaction,

Whitney developed a popular, elective course of descriptive

astronomy with an introduction to contemporary astrophysics.

Besides teaching the standard courses in practical astronomy and

theoretical astronomy, she taught "Solar Physics," in which the

students observed with a spectroscope, and "Variable Stars," which

she introduced in 1906. The latter course was one of the first such

undergraduate courses.42

Mary Whitney's leading student, Caroline Ellen Furness,

became her successor after she retired in 1910. Caroline Furness

brought Vassar into the sphere of visual photometry and

measurement of variable stars, the trademark of the AAVSO.

Adelaide Ames, Furness's most promising student, went on to

4 1 Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-
1875," (Ph.D. dissertation), pp. 215-8.

42 Caroline E. Furness, "Mary W. Whitney," Popular Astronomy 30(1922): 597-
608; 31(1923): 25-35; Catalogue of Vassar College, 1892-93 to 1909-10.
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graduate school at Radcliffe and became the principle astronomer

working on galactic classification under Harlow Shapley at Harvard.

Unfortunately, her career was prematurely cut short by a fatal

accident at the age of 32.

AID FOR WOMEN ASTRONOMERS

These four women's colleges received aid and encouragement

from the leading astronomers at eastern schools: E. C. Pickering of

Harvard College Observatory (HCO), H. N. Russell of Princeton

University, and Frank Schlesinger of Yale University.

E. C. Pickering had helped Sarah F. Whiting of Wellesley set up

her physics lab and contributed funds for her observations. He

helped Mary E. Byrd at Smith by donating HCO instruments and

material and giving helpful criticism of her astronomy lab book.

Pickering also cooperated with Mary W. Whitney at Vassar College

on variable star observations and lent instruments of the HCO to

Carolyn E. Furness for her research. He gave Ann Young of Mount

Holyoke use of HCO photographic plates of stars for her study of

variable stars, repaired her instruments, and consulted her on who

would be good candidates for the Maria Mitchell and E. C. Pickering

fellowships .43

H. N. Russell gave Harriet Bigelow of Smith and Caroline

Furness of Vassar suggestions for elementary astrophysics

43 Jones and Boyd, pp. 413-7.
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courses.44 Frank Schlesinger loaned Alice Farnsworth Yale

photometers for measuring the magnitudes of variable stars.4 5

Thus, some established astronomers encouraged and supported

women professors in their astronomical teaching and research.

RESTRICTED OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN ASTRONOMERS

In a 1907 letter to Frank Schlesinger, then the director of the

Allegheny Observatory at the University of Pittsburgh, Caroline

Furness writing on behalf of a student who wanted to pursue a

career in astronomy, expressed the plight of the aspiring women

astronomer.46 At that time, the only outlets for a woman with such

aspirations were teaching at a college with an astronomy program,

or becoming a computer or assistant at a major observatory. For

the latter, the qualifications needed were promptness, and

methodical and accurate work, which is the way the students at

Vassar had been trained. Indeed, of the seven Vassar astronomers,

two became professors of astronomy, Mary Whitney and Caroline

Furness; two became computers at Mt. Wilson Observatory, Louise

44 H. N. Russell to Harriet Bigelow, 10 January 1924, and Caroline E. Furness to
Russell, 9 October 1924, Henry Norris Russell papers, Sources for History of
Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics,
American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland..

45 Alice Farnsworth to F. Schlesinger, 30 October 1928, Frank Schlesinger
papers (Yale), Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

46 Caroline Furness to Schlesinger, 13 June 1907, Frank Schlesinger papers
(Pittsburgh), Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.
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M. Ware and Dorothy N. Davis; two became research associates at

the HCO, Antonia Maury47 and Adelaide Ames; and one a research

assistant at Yale Observatory, Margaretta Palmer.

CAREERS OF WOMEN ASTRONOMERS

The plight of the Vassar astronomers mirrors the state of

other women astronomers during the period covered by this study.

The use of women as computers and assistants in observatories first

occurred in a major way at the Harvard College Observatory,

beginning in 1875 and continued under E. C. Pickering's and Harlow

Shapley' s directorships.48

Assistants and Computers

Only 11% of the American astronomers of this study were

women; nonetheless, it represents an increase from the status of

women in American science before 1875. Consider, regardless of

47 Antonia Maury, related to three prominent American astronomers of the
nineteenth century, Matthew Fontaine Maury, John Draper, and Henry
Draper, graduated from Vassar College in 1887, trained to teach chemistry
and physics. However, she started working at the HCO in 1888 because her
father approached E. C. Pickering about employment at the observatory as a
computer. Jones and Boyd, p. 396.

48 For a discussion of women's role in the research at Harvard College
Observatory, see pages 383-417 of Jones and Boyd. Also, see Margaret
Rossiter's Women Scientists in America, pp. 5 1-72, for a more general look at
women's roles in the sciences.

49 Robert Bruce found out of 500 notable American scientists active before
1876, only one was a womanMaria Mitchell. The Launching of Modern
American Science (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1987), pp. 78-80.
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undergraduate education, the highest career position of the women

research astronomers (see Table 4.7). Most of the women

astronomers worked at research observatories as assistants,

computers, curators of astronomical photographs, or for the time

service: six at the HCO, six at Mt. Wilson Observatory, three at Yale

Observatory, and nine at various other observatories. Nearly half of

these observatory assistants came from the four women's colleges.

Observatory Astronomers

Several women, on the other hand, rose to hold professional

positions as researchers in observatories or closely related

organizations. All eight, who gained such official status, had started

their careers after 1895. These "observatory astronomers," as we

will call them, acted as trail blazers for future women becoming

research astronomers.

The eight observatory astronomers were Annie Jump Cannon,

honored with the William Cranch Bond Astronomership of HCO in

1938; Isabel Martin Lewis, who became astronomer at the Nautical

Almanac Office in 1930; Eleanor Annie Lamson, associate

astronomer at the United States Naval Observatory (1925-1932);

Margaret Harwood and Dorrit Hoffleit, who were successive

directors of the Maria Mitchell Observatory of the Nantucket Maria

Mitchell Association (1916-1957, 1957-1978 respectively); Francis

Woodworth Wright, astronomer at the Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory (from 1961); Helen Walter Dodson astronomer and
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Table 4.7
Careers of the American Women Astronomers

of 1876 to 194150

Women's Occupation Number Percent

Assistants at Observatories 24 42.9%

Teachers of Astronomy 20 35.7%

Observatory Astronomers 8 14.3%

Amateurs 2 3.6%

Others 2 3.6%

Total 56 100.0%

associate director of the McMath-Hulbert Observatory of the

University of Michigan (from 1957); and Charlotte Moore Sitterly,

physicist (working on spectroscopic wavelength standards) at the

National Bureau of Standards (1945-1968).

Astronomy Teachers

The women "teachers of astronomy" ranged from being

instructors at colleges to full professors of astronomy or

mathematics. The women's colleges (along with Swarthmore

College) were appointing women as full professors of astronomy

50 The women tallied in this table are research astronomers of this study.
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more than fifty years before other institutions followed suit.5 1 Not

until 1956, did a woman become a full professor of astronomy at a

university with a major program in astronomy, when Harvard

University, finally acquiesced to having a woman professor,

appointing Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin as the Phillips Professor of

Astronomy and Chairperson of the Department of Astronomy.52

The University of Michigan a year later followed suit making Helen

W. Dodson Professor of Astronomy and Associate Director of the

Michigan observatories.53 Though late in coming, the mold

restricting women astronomers from academic positions of research

had finally been broken.

THE ACADEMIC CONTEXT OF UNDERGRADUATE ASTRONOMY

As we have seen, liberal arts colleges produced more than a

fourth of the astrOnomers in this study; yet, they yielded a

relatively small proportion of the astronomers honored with the

5 1 Mary Whitney was appointed by Vassar College Professor of Astronomy in
1889. Also see Table 4.8 on the employment of women research astronomers
as teachers in colleges.

52 Earlier in 1938, she and A. J. Cannon had been the first women appointed
to faculty positions at Harvard University. Peggy A. Kidwell, "An historical
introduction to 'The dyer's hand'," in Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, an
autobiography and other recollections (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2nd ed. 1996), p. 222; copy of letter from Barlow Shapley to the
Chairman of the Visiting Committee of Harvard College Observatory [c. 19381,
Henry Norris Russell papers.

53 Sophia Hazel Levy (Mrs. McDonald) became a professor of mathematics at
Berkeley in 1949 after being associated with the department for 29 years.
Some of her courses had an astronomical connection, such as spherical
trigonometry.
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Table 4.8

Women Teachers of Astronomy
at Colleges and Universities

Period when Womens Other
astronomer Colleges Universities
began career and Colleges

1876-1905 6 0

1906-1941 9 6

Total 15 6

Bruce Medal or election into the NAS. The weakness of the colleges

in producing first-rate research astronomers is related to their

strength in teaching. A number of the college-educated

astronomers returned to a career in teaching at a liberal arts

college. Some colleges, like Carleton, spawned astronomers who

started astronomy programs at other liberal arts colleges. In other

schools, such as Dartmouth, the astronomy staff became inbred with

its own graduates. Thus, the teaching excellence of the colleges

tended more to nurture teachers than researchers.

Also, the instruction at colleges was aimed at the general

student, and in the nineteenth century, had the objective of raising

the moral character of the student. Producing scientists was not the

aim of the instruction. Nonetheless, the college-educated American

of the latter half of the nineteenth century was well-versed in the

principles of elementary astronomy.
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Often, astronomy was associated with the senior mathematics

course at colleges.54 Some schools, however, acquainted their

students with astronomy at an earlier stage. For instance, a course

in surveying, which included some practical astronomy, had been a

requirement for the freshman at Dartmouth since the beginning of

the nineteenth century. Moreover, descriptive astronomy was a

required course for all Dartmouth students.55

In the 1880s, instruction in astronomy was nearly universal

at liberal arts colleges. A survey of college catalogs of 1888 showed

forty out of forty-eight colleges requiring a general astronomy

course for the bachelor's degree; in the other eight colleges,

astronomy was an elective course.56 Such was the state of affairs

for astronomical instruction before the report of the Committee of

Ten in 1893. Within a decade of the report, astronomy had

completely lost its status as a required course at colleges, and the

proportion of undergraduate students taking astronomy courses

plummeted from a virtual 100% to By 1913, of 80 colleges

and universities surveyed by a committee of astronomers, only

one-third had regular observations for their astronomy courses.

54 Jeanne E. Bishop, "United States astronomy education: past, present, and
future," Science Education 61(1977): 296.

55 Edwin Brant Frost, An Astronomer's Life (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1933),
pp. 43, 93.

56 Jonathan T. Rorer, "The need of a revival of interest in astronomy in our
schools and colleges," Popular Astronomy 14(1906): 340-2.

7 Ibid., pp. 341-2.
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With few undergraduates taking an astronomy course, the

committee found wide spread ignorance, even among the educated,

of simple astronomical factsa stark contrast to the educated

person two decades earlier.5 8

Despite the overall decline of astronomical instruction, some

colleges maintained strong programs that were highly attractive to

their students. For example at Wellesley College, astronomy classes

numbered 60 to 100 students.59 Furthermore, at Swarthmore

College, 15% to 20% of the student body enrolled in its elective

descriptive-astronomy course at any one time. In effect, 60% or

more of the students had taken the course by the time they

graduated.60 Carleton College, likewise, had relatively large

enrollments in its astronomy courses, with 10% of the students

enrolled in astronomy classes each year.6 I

Surveying the state of astronomy in 1968, Berendzen noted

the achievement in research of undergraduate departments of

astronomy is of less consequence than it is for graduate

departments, since the students have not yet reached their

58 The data is based on a survey by the Committee on Teaching Astronomy of
the Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of America, the principle society
for professional astronomers in North America. [H. C. Wilson], "Exercises in
astronomy," Popular Astronomy 21(1913): 456.

59 Ibid.

60 John A. Miller, "The Sproul Observatory of Swarthmore College," Popular
Astronomy 21(1913): 253-62.

61 "American Astronomical Society: Reports of observatories, 1928-29,"
Popular Astronomy 38(1930): 218-9.
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graduate apprenticeship in scientific research.62 Thus,

distinguished small colleges can still play an important role in

undergraduate astronomy education. On the other hand, virtually

everyone of the colleges that produced a significant number of

astronomers had relatively large, high-quality telescopes and

notable programs of astronomical research, varying from the active

program of measuring stellar distances through parallactic

measurements, at Swarthmore and Wesleyan, to intermittent

research, such as computation of orbits and visual photometry of

variable stars at Carleton College and the four women's colleges.

Thus, the astronomical research at undergraduate institutions,

though not necessary for their teaching program, added to the

general student's excitement and interest in astronomy, despite the

general malaise elsewhere, and sparked some students to become

astronomers themselves.

62 Berendzen, "On the education of astronomers in the United States," (PhD
dissertation), p. 290.
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CHAPTER 5

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AT THE UNWERSITY OF MICHIGAN

AND THE "ANN ARBOR SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMERS"

The University of Michigan was the first state university to

build an observatory and an astronomy program that trained

American astronomers.1 The astronomers who came from Michigan

played such an important part in the rise of American astronomy in

the latter half of the nineteenth century that they have become

known as "the Ann Arbor School of Astronomers."2

BRUNNOW YEARS, 1854-1863

Through the initiative of the university's first president,

Henry P. Tappan, the "Detroit Observatory" was founded at Ann

Other state universities followed Michigan's example in acquiring
observatories capable of astronomical research: Washburn Observatory was
founded in 1878 at the University of Wisconsin; Leander McCormick
Observatory was bequeathed to the University of Virginia in 1885; the private
observatory of Daniel Kirkwood was acquired by Indiana University in the
1880s; Lick Observatory, one of the leading observatories of the world,
completed in 1887, was donated to the University of California at Berkeley.
Note that each of these observatories and several others to follow were
financed, endowed, or bequeathed to these universities by private citizens.

2 Heber D. Curtis, "Eighty years of astronomy at the University of Michigan,"
Michigan Alumnus: Quarterly Number, October 1934, p. 248. The article was
also published as "Astronomy at the University of Michigan," Popular
Astronomy 43(1935): 69. Howard Plotkin, "Henry Tappan, Franz Brünnow,
and the founding of the Ann Arbor school of astronomers, 1852-1863,"
Annals of Science 37(1980): 287-302.
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Arbor in 1854. Tappan wanted to establish an observatory at the

young state university as part of a plan to improve facilities for the

instruction of engineering and the sciences. His inaugural address

aroused citizens of Detroit, Michigan to raise money to build an

observatory for the university.

With the funds, Tappan arranged for the construction of two

telescopes. One was a 12-inch refractor made by Henry Fitz of New

York. The Fitz refractor was at that time the third largest in the

world and the first built entirely in the United States.4 The building

of the second telescope, a meridian circle, was supervised by Franz

Friedrich Ernst BrUnnow, first assistant at the Royal Observatory of

Berlin to one of the leading German astronomers of the nineteenth

century, Johann Franz Encke.5

BrUnnow showed promise as a teacher of advanced

astronomy. His Lehrbuch der sphärischen Astronomie was widely

used in Europe. Also, he believed teaching the next generation of

3 "Detroit Observatory" resided in Ann Arbor, a short distance from the
university. The observatory was named in honor of the donations by citizens
of Detroit for its construction. Because the name seemed to imply the
observatory was in the city of Detroit, the placement and ownership of the
observatory was often misunderstood. To correct this source of chronic
confusion, the observatory was renamed in 1931 as part of the "Observatories
of the University of Michigan." W. Carl Rufus, "The astronomical
observatories at Ann Arbor," The University of Michiganan Encyclopedic
Survey, part III, vol. 2, ed. Wilfred B. Shaw (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1951), p. 474.

Ibid., pp. 465-6.

5 H. C. Freiesleben, "Encke, Johann Franz," Dictionary of Scientific
Biography 4(1970): 369-70.
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astronomers was as important as the astronomical research itself.6

Tappan, seeing the potential of building a leading program for

astronomical training by bringing a young, respected astronomer to

Michigan, offered Brünnow the directorship of the university's new

observatory. BrUnnow's acceptance was to have a major influence

on astronomy in the United States.7

During Franz BrUnnow's stay, 1854 to 1863, he maintained

programs of exacting determinations of the positions of asteroids

and calculations of their orbits, and the positions of double stars.

This "German method" of astronomy was methodical and precise in

collecting positional data on numerous stars and on the motions of

orbiting objects, such as asteroids, with careful accounting for

sources of observational error. The observational data were then

"reduced" through rigorous computation of the positions and orbits

through mathematical series carried out to the necessary precision.

Finally, the Gaussian method of least squares was applied to give

the most likely result of several measurements, accounting for their

relative accuracy.8

President Tappan had developed a scientific curriculum to

parallel the classical courses typical of American colleges in the

6 Plotkin, "Tappan, BrUnnow, and the Ann Arbor school of astronomers,
1852-1863," P. 288.

7 For details of the story of Brtinnow's tenure at the University of Michigan
see W. Carl Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," The University of
Michiganan Encyclopedic Survey, part III, vol. 2, ed. Wilfred B. Shaw (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1951), pp. 422-49.

8 Plotkin, p. 296.
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mid-nineteenth century. In place of Greek and Latin, the science

students took more mathematics. The completion of the scientific

curriculum lead to the Bachelor of Science degree, while those

following the classical curriculum earned the Bachelor of Arts. A

number of other private American colleges and state universities

were making similar efforts in the 1 850s to form separate science

programs for their students.9

The Prussian model of education strongly influenced Tappan,

and he wanted to raise the academic standards of Michigan to

match that of German universities. Besides establishing the

undergraduate science curriculum, Tappan also inaugurated

advanced, graduate courses in the sciences, as well as in other

areas, such as literature. The advanced science courses required

laboratories and, in the case of astronomy, an observatory where

scientific research could be done by professor and student.1 0

Similar efforts to build advanced programs in science were

made at Harvard with the founding of the Lawrence Scientific

School in 1847 and at Yale which formed the Sheffield Scientific

School in 1860.

Under Tappan's plan, astronomy was among the science

courses that could be taken for advanced study.1 1 Astronomical

instruction began with an introductory course in the junior year.

9 Ibid., p. 293

10 Ibid., pp. 290, 292.

1 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 442.
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Seniors could elect to enroll in a two-year advanced program taught

by Brünnow involving spherical astronomy, theory of the use of

astronomical instruments, calculation of orbits and perturbations,

numerical methods of calculus, theory of interpolation and Gauss's

method of least squares.12 Brünnow's program was, in effect, the

first graduate-level instruction in theoretical and practical

astronomy offered in the United States. Benjamin Pierce of Harvard

College and Lawrence Scientific School had been teaching

mathematical aspects of the German method since the mid-1840s,

but his students had no access to the Harvard College Observatory,

which was reserved for astronomical research, not instruction.1 3

Like the Harvard observatory, the US Naval Observatory and the

Cincinnati Observatory, the only other observatories in the United

States at that time that had equipment suitable for astronomical

research, provided no instruction.1 4

Few students took BrUnnow's advanced course, but those who

did carried the legacy of the "German method" on to the next

generation of American astronomers. Three students of BrUnnow

made their mark on American astronomy: James Craig Watson,

Asaph Hall, Sr., and Cleveland Abbe. Watson became BrUnnow's

successor as Professor of Astronomy and Director of Detroit

1 2 Ibid., p. 444. Despite the advanced training under Brünnow, a major in
astronomy was not yet a conventional classification of undergraduate study.

13 Plotkin, p. 297.

14 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 444.
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Observatory. Hall continued for further training at Harvard College

Observatory. He later discovered the two moons of Mars at the

United States Naval Observatory.15 Abbe, despite becoming

director of the Cincinnati Observatory, was frustrated from carrying

out his aspirations of a career as a professional astronomer.1 6

After his graduation in 1857, James Watson became

BrUnnow's assistant at the Detroit Observatory. Meanwhile, Tappan

had formalized the graduate study at Michigan with a program for

advanced students to earn a master's degree. Master's students

were required to follow advanced lecture courses, pass an

examination on those courses, and present a suitable thesis.1 7

Watson, following this program, received the first MSc degree

(1859) conferred by the University.1 8

At this point, BrUnnow went to the new Dudley Observatory

in Albany, New York as an associate director for a year. Watson

was left in charge of teaching and maintaining astrometric

observations. Burdened by the teaching and without any

assistance, he was unable to make observations nor longitudinal

timings.1

15 Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1 825-
1875" (Ph.D. dissertation), pp. 120-3.

1 6 Norriss S. Hetherington, "Cleveland Abbe and a view of science in mid-
nineteenth century America," Annals of Science 33(1977): 31-49.

17 Plotkin, p. 298.

18 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 446.; Plotkin, p. 298.

19 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," pp. 446-7.
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Tappan, throughout his term as president which began in

1852, had been under growing attack for his aristocratic manner

and for bringing a foreign character to the university. This negative

reaction in Michigan to his efforts to build a university of high

standards based on the Prussian model led to his premature

termination as president. In 1863, the Board of Regents voted

Tappan out of office.2° BrUnnow, himself, became a victim of these

attacks. When President Tappan stepped down, BrUnnow resigned.

He left Michigan, never to return, and reestablished his career in

Europe as Astronomer Royal of Scotland and Andrews Professor of

Astronomy at the University of Dublin.2 I

JAMES WATSON YEARS, 1863-1879

In regard to filling the vacated position left by BrUnnow,

several of America's leading astronomers recommended Watson as

the new director of the Detroit Observatory.22

While Director of the observatory and Professor of Astronomy

at Ann Arbor (1863-1879), James Watson became one of America's

20 Byrne J. Horton, The Graduate School (its Origin and Administrative
Development) (New York: New York University Bookstore, 1940), P. 23;
Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American Astronomers, 1825-1875"
(Ph.D. dissertation), pp. 139-142.

21 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," pp. 446-8.

22 Elias Loomis of Yale, Benjamin Peirce of Harvard, B. A. Gould of the US
Coast Survey, William Chauvenet of Washington University in St. Louis, and J.
M. Gillis of the US Naval Observatory supported Watson as the observatory's
new director. Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 448.
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most respected astronomers. He maintained an extraordinarily

successful program of searching for asteroids, discovering, in all,

twenty-two. For his discovery of six asteroids in one year (plus

three previous discoveries), the French Académie des Sciences

awarded Watson the Lalande prize in 1870.23

Watson also wrote a highly regarded text on theoretical

astronomy, which was based on the methods of Gauss, Encke, and

Brünnow. His Theoretical Astronomy became the standard text for

the subject in the United States and was used as a text in several

schools in Europe.24

Watson followed the topics of the advanced courses as had

been set by BrUnnow. He gave stimulating lectures, but tended to

favor students of greater aptitude. He had exceptional

computational ability and characteristically would get a sudden idea

while teaching a class and immediately develop it mathematically.25

Watson maintained the same courses for thirteen years before

revising them in 1876.26

In 1878, shortly before leaving to assume the directorship of

the new Washburn Observatory of the University of Wisconsin,

23 Ibid., p. 450.

24 Ibid., pp. 452-3; Rothenberg, "Educational Background of American
Astronomers, 1825-1875," PP. 142-4. Watson's text is titled, Theoretical
Astronomy relating to the motions of the heavenly bodies around the sun in
accordance with the law of universal gravitation, (Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott, 1868; reprinted New York: Dover, 1964).

25 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," pp. 452-3.

26 Ibid., p. 449.
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Watson introduced a course for engineering students, "Spherical and

Practical Astronomy."27 This is one of the earliest cases of an

astronomy department in an American university educating and

training engineers in geodesy.28 The department offered this

course continuously from 1878 through 1941, though it was later

modified and renamed "Practical Astronomy." The connection of

astronomical instruction with the training of civil engineers played

a strong role in Michigan's training of astronomers. A number of

the "Ann Arbor School of Astronomers" graduated from Michigan as

civil engineers and in one case as a mechanical engineer. Nearly

half of the Ann Arbor astronomers who graduated between 1872

and 1900 had studied engineering.29

Several of Watson's students became Ann Arbor astronomers

with significant careers as research astronomers, teachers of

astronomy, or administrators.30 His students are listed below:3 1

27 The University of Michigan already had the precedent of having the only
state-supported engineering school in the United States before 1860. Robert
V. Bruce, The Launching of Modern American Science (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1987), p. 164.

28 The University of California required a course in practical astronomy and
geodesy of its civil engineering majors, but the course was given through its
engineering department. Nonetheless, this course was to eventually grow
into an independent department of astronomy in 1896. The evolution of the
Berkeley department of astronomy is treated at the beginning of Chapter 6.

29 Heber D. Curtis, "Eighty years of astronomy at the University of
Michigan," Michigan Alumnus: Quarterly Number, October 1934, pp. 248-9.

30 Ibid.

3 1 Those who are included among the American astronomers of this study are
prefaced with an asterisk. W. W. Payne, M. W. Harrington, C. L. Doolittle, and
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William Wallace Payne spent a year studying with Watson (1863-

64). He became Director of Carleton College's Goodsell Observatory

and was founder and editor (1893-1910) of Popular Astronomy, a

widely read journal for amateur astronomers.

Mark Wairod Harrington (BA 1868) was Watson's successor at

Michigan.

*Wjlljam McKnight Ritter (BA 1871, MA 1874) was an assistant at

the US Naval Observatory and Nautical Almanac Office.

* Robert Simpson Woodward (CE 1872) was an astronomer of the US

Transit of Venus Commission, 1882-1884, and later became

president of the Carnegie Institution of Washington (1905-1920).

In that capacity, Woodward played an important role in financing

research in the United States and, in particular, was a strong

supporter of G. E. Hale's ideas in building Mt. Wilson Observatory.

Monroe Benjamin Snyder (BA 1872, MA 1875) became director of

the Philadelphia High School Observatory.

Otto Julius Klotz (CE 1872) was an astronomer on the Alaska

Boundary Survey (1893-1894) and became director of the

Dominion Observatory in Ottawa, Canada (1917-1923).

Charles Leander Doolittle (CE 1874) was an astronomer of the US

Boundary Survey (1873-1875) and was first Director of the Flower

Observatory of the University of Pennsylvania (1896-1912).

*John Martin Schaeberle (CE 1876) was an assistant to Watson and

became an astronomer of Lick Observatory (1888-1898) and its

M. B. Snyder are not included with the astronomers of this study since their
research careers began before 1875. 0. J. Klotz was a Canadian astronomer.
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acting director (1897-98).

*George Cary Comstock (PhB 1877) was the director of the

Washburn Observatory at the University of Wisconsin (1889-1922)

and dean of the university's graduate school (1906-1920).

*Mary Emma Byrd (BA 1878) became Director of the Smith College

Observatory (1887-1906).

MARK HARRINGTON YEARS, 1879-1891

One of Watson's earliest students, Mark W. Harrington

remained at Ann Arbor for several years as a teacher of a variety

of subjects, spent a year as an astronomer for the US Coast Survey

in Alaska (1870-71) and returned to teach geology, zoology, and

botany until 1876, when he travelled to Europe to study at the

University of Leipzig, after which he engaged in teaching astronomy

and mathematics at different sites. When Watson left Ann Arbor in

1879 to become Director of the new Washburn Observatory in

Wisconsin, the Regents called on Harrington to succeed Watson.

Harrington carried on the directorship of the Detroit Observatory

and chairmanship of Michigan department until 1891.32

Contrary to his predecessors, Harrington's interest was not

focussed solely on astronomy. During his tenure as Professor of

Astronomy, Harrington developed a strong interest in meteorology,

establishing the American Meteorological Journal in 1884, being its

32 See Table 5.1 showing the terms of the leaders of the astronomy program
at the University of Michigan.
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Table 5.1

Directors of the University of Michigan Observatories
and Chairmen of the Department of Astronomy

through 1941

Franz F. E. Brünnow 1854-1863

James C. Watson 1863-1879

Mark W. Harrington 1879-1891

William J Hussey 1891-1892 (acting)

Asaph Hall, Jr. 1892-1905

William J. Hussey 1905-1926

Ralph H. Curtiss 1926-1929

W. Carl Rufus 1929-1930 (acting)

Heber D. Curtis 1930-1942

editor until 1892. Not surprisingly, soon after becoming chairman

of the department of astronomy, Harrington introduced and taught

a course in meteorology, which became part of the expected course

work of undergraduate students majoring in astronomy.34 He

modified the astronomy department to follow his interest.

33 Information for this table was provided by the University of Michigan
Archives.

34 Rufus, "The astronomical observatories at Ann Arbor," pp. 454-5. Calendar
of the University of Michigan 1887-88, pp. 55, 84-5.
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Shortly before Harrington become Professor of Astronomy,

the university created a credit system for the courses. Thus, the

curricula for undergraduate study became specifically defined.

Continuing the tradition set by BrUnnow, students took their first

astronomy courses in their junior year. Apart from Harrington's

meteorology course, the undergraduate astronomy students had

basic courses in theoretical and practical astronomy.35 The

suggested undergraduate curriculum for astronomy majors during

Harrington's years at Michigan is listed in Table 5.2.

The courses of drawing, mineralogy, and shop practice were

standard courses expected for students majoring in a science.3 6

From the prospective of training an astronomer in observing

features of celestial objects, a course in drawing was sensible.

Astronomers recorded features of objects, such as the moon, sun,

planets, and comets, by sketching their observationsthe quality of

one's observations being no better than the quality of the drawings.

Not until the turn of the century did astronomical photography

supplant visual observations.37 Shop practice was also a sensible

course for an astronomer at that time. Maintaining telescopes and

35 The information on the courses and requirements for astronomy students
came from The Calendar of the University of Michigan 1887-88, PP. 55, 84-5.

36 Calendar of the University of Michigan 1887-88, Pp. 84-5.

37 J. E. Keeler was noted for his excellent drawings made from visual
observations of planets and a solar eclipse. But in the 1890s, Keeler switched
to celestial photography. Donald E. Osterbrock, "James E. Keeler, pioneer
astrophysicist," Physics Today, February 1979, pp. 40-47.



Table 5.2

Suggested Course Work for Astronomy Majors
at the University of Michigan, l8878838

first year mathematics

drawing

second year mathematics

physics

general chemistry

third year mathematics

physics

general chemistry

astronomy

mineralogy

fourth year philosophy

astronomy

149

algebra and trigonometry

geometrical and free-hand

plane analytical geometry

calculus or advanced mechanics

mechanics

sound and light

solid analytical geometry

calculus

theoretical physics

general astronomy

modern meteorology

elementary practical course

time, latitude, and longitude

short course

theoretical astronomy

38 Calendar of the University of Michigan 1887-88, p. 85.
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the observatory building, including the dome, required mechanical

skill.

While director of the observatory, Harrington left to

Schaeberle observations of stellar positions, a program which had

begun under Watson. Schaeberle had been Watson's assistant and

continued as the assistant to Harrington until 1888, when he

became one of the original astronomers of the University of

California's Lick Observatory. During absences of leave taken by

Harrington, Schaeberle became the instructor in astronomy and for

1885-86 was acting professor of astronomy until Harrington's

return. When Harrington was at Ann Arbor, he taught the general

astronomy and theoretical astronomy courses (and his meteorology

course), while Schaeberle taught four courses on practical

astronomy.39

The department continued producing astronomers during

Harrington' s tenure:4°

Edward Israel (BA 1881) was Astronomer on the Greeley Polar

Expedition.

*William Wallace Campbell (BS in civil engineering 1886) went on

to a distinguished career as an astronomer and Director of Lick

Observatory (1901-30), President of the University of California

(1923-1930), and President of the National Academy of Sciences

(193 1-1935).

39 Calendar of the University of Michigan 1887-88, pp. 55.

40 H. D. Curtis, "Eighty years of astronomy at Michigan," pp. 248-9.
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*Armjn Otto Leuschner (BA 1888) was Director of the Students'

Observatory at Berkeley (1898-1938) and was Dean of Berkeley's

Graduate School (1913-1918, 1920-1923).

*William Joseph Hussey (BS in civil engineering 1889) became

Director of Detroit Observatory and Professor of Astronomy at

Michigan (1905-1926). He also had a dual role of being Director of

the La Plata Observatory in Argentina (1911-1917).

*Allen L. Colton (PhB 1889) was secretary to Harrington, when

Harrington was Chief of the US Weather Bureau (1891-1895), and

an assistant astronomer at Lick Observatory (1895-1897).

*Herbert Louis Rice (student 1888-1891) was an assistant at the

Nautical Almanac Office (1892-1902) and continued further studies

in astronomy and mathematics at George Washington University,

earning a BS (1893) and MS (1894). Rice became an assistant

astronomer at the US Naval Observatory (1902-1907) while he was

a professor of mathematics at George Washington (1897-1904). He

spent the greater part of his career as Professor of Mathematics at

the US Naval Academy (1907-1933).

*James Robertson (BS 1891) devoted his whole career to the

Nautical Almanac Office, becoming its director (1929-1939).

W. W. Campbell and A. 0. Leuschner, two of the most

influential of these astronomers, received their training in practical

astronomy from Schaeberle. Since Harrington was on leave during

Campbell's senior year, Schaeberle also taught Campbell the senior

course in theoretical astronomy. However, Leuschner, whose career

revolved around calculation of orbits, was taught theoretical
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astronomy by Harrington. The year of Leuschner's graduation,

Schaeberle left to become an astronomer of Lick Observatory.

Leuschner followed Schaeberle to Lick to become its first graduate

student. Campbell, on the other hand, returned to Ann Arbor to fill

the vacancy left by Schaeberle. Campbell remained at Michigan

from 1888 to 1891, teaching practical astronomy and making

observations at the observatory. In 1890, he spent the summer as

a volunteer observer at Lick. The next year, Edward S. Holden,

Director of Lick Observatory, called on Campbell to join Schaeberle

as an astronomer of the observatory.4 1

That year, 1891, Harrington resigned to become the first

civilian head of the US Weather Bureau. One of his students, Allen

Colton, accompanied Harrington as his secretary.42

With both Harrington and Campbell leaving the department,

the university looked to William J. Hussey, a recent astronomy

graduate who was currently an instructor in mathematics, to

maintain the astronomy program. Hussey was named instructor in

astronomy and acting director of the Detroit Observatory. Because

he alone taught the astronomy courses and was responsible for the

observatory, Hussey dropped the meteorology course and did not

teach all of the announced courses. With low pay and inadequate

support at Ann Arbor, Hussey left after one year to become

assistant professor of astronomy at Stanford University. While at

41 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 456.

42 F. J. Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory," Popular
Astronomy 58(1950): 382.
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Stanford, Hussey frequented Lick Observatory as a volunteer

observer and in 1896 joined Schaeberle and Campbell, to become a

third Ann Arbor astronomer at Mt. Hamilton.43

ASAPH HALL, JR. YEARS, 1892 -1905

For the first time since Watson's directorship, the Regents

brought to Ann Arbor an astronomer who was not Michigan trained.

Asaph Hall, Jr., whose father had been one of BrUnnow's students,

became Professor of Astronomy and Director of the observatory in

1892 and remained for thirteen years. Hall had studied as an

undergraduate at Harvard and received his PhD in astronomy from

Yale in 1889, after which he worked at the US Naval Observatory as

an assistant astronomer. At Detroit Observatory, Hall tried to

revive the precise astronomical observations that were

characteristic of BrUnnow.

The courses offered by the department remained essentially

the same in character, with courses in general astronomy, spherical

astronomy, practical astronomy, the method of least squares, and

orbit computation.44

During Hall's years more graduates joined the ranks of the

Ann Arbor school of astronomers:

*John Churchill Hammond (BS 1894) worked his way up to being an

43 Ralph H. Curtiss, "William Joseph Hussey," Popular Astronomy 34(1926):
605-12; Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 456.

Calendar of the University of Michigan 1904-5, p. 112.
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astronomer of the US Naval Observatory (1917-1934) after earning

a master's degree at the University of Chicago (1896).

Walter M. Hamilton (BA 1894; MA 1896), starting as an assistant,

rose to become senior astronomer and assistant director of the

Nautical Almanac Office (records of his working at the NAO reach

from 1914 to 1942).45

*Sydney Dean Townley (PhD 1897) had graduated from the

University of Wisconsin and been a fellow at Lick Observatory

before coming to Michigan in 1893. He remained as an instructor of

astronomy from then to 1898. He established his career at

Stanford, becoming Professor of Astronomy and Geodesy (1918-

1929).

Ora Miner Leland (BS 1900) first worked for the US Coast and

Geodetic Survey (1900-1903). Later, he became professor of

geodesy and astronomy at Cornell University and head of its

Department of Topography and Geodetic Engineering (1911- 1920)

and dean of the College of Engineering at the University of

Minnesota (1920-1936).

*Haniet Williams Bigelow (PhD 1904) came to Michigan with a BA

from Smith College. There she had studied astronomy under Mary

E. Byrd, a Michigan graduate. Bigelow returned to Smith after

earning her doctoral degree and succeed Byrd as Director of Smith

45 Personal correspondence from Brenda G. Corbin, Librarian of the US
Naval Observatory, 18 July 1984. W. M. Hamilton was not included among the
astronomers of this study because no record of any research paper in
astronomy by him could be found.
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College Observatory (1906-1934) and Professor of Astronomy

(1911-1934).

For several years (1893-1898), S. D. Townley was the only

assistant that Hall had for helping with the observatory and in

instruction. However, the relations between Townley and Hall were

strained. Townley felt Hall was driving away students because of

his poor teaching and poor judgment in directing the observatory.46

Soon after receiving his doctoral degree, Townley left Michigan and

became astronomer in charge of the International Latitude

Observatory in Ukiah, California (1898-1903).

Hall continued teaching without assistance. Necessarily,

research was minimal until Harriet Bigelow came to Ann Arbor to

pursue doctoral studies. She worked on the observatory's meridian

circle under Hall's guidance. Hall stayed only one more year after

Bigelow had earned her PhD. He returned in 1905 to the Naval

Observatory for the remainder of his career.47

46 Sydney D. Townley to A. 0. Leuschner, 6 May 1896, A. 0. Leuschner files,
University of California Archives, Bancroft Library, University of California,
Berkeley.

Townley's judgment of Hall's teaching may be credible. As discussed
later, the department suffered a decline in the quality of bachelors who
became astronomers while Hall was at Michigan. Furthermore, Townley,
himself, was apparently an inspiring teacher at Stanford. R. G. Aitken,
"Sydney Dean Townley," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific 58(1946): 193-5.

47 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," pp. 456-8.
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WILLIAM HUSSEY YEARS, 1905-1926, AND BEYOND

By this time, the department at reached a low ebbthe

astronomy program had suffered from poor teaching, inadequate

support, and neglected research. The university called again on

William J. Hussey to assume the duties of teaching the astronomy

courses and overseeing the observatory. This time he was given a

better paying position as Professor of Astronomy and Director of

Detroit Observatory. However, for his first two years, he was the

only teacher of astronomy. As when he was filling in for

Harrington's absence, fourteen years before, Hussey pared down the

course offerings of the department to a level he could handle, yet

still the character of the courses remained essentially the same as

BrUnnow had devised them fifty years before.48 However, a major

improvement in the department came when he was able to recruit

Ralph Hamilton Curtiss, a recent University of California graduate

(PhD 1905), to teach Michigan's first classes in astrophysics: an

introductory course, which emphasized spectroscopy, and another

course specifically on variable stars, in which photometry was used

to measure changing luminosity of stars. The department continued

to expand its astrophysical courses, adding a practical course on

spectroscopic binaries in 1908.

Walter Mann Mitchell (PhD Princeton 1905) joined the

department in 1910. Mitchell had been a student under Charles A.

48 An inspection of the Michigan's annual Calendars show a remarkably
static nature of the astronomy courses offered with only occasional, but
insignificant changes in course titles.
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Young at Princeton University, who was one of America's leading

astronomers on studies of the sun. Mitchell did his doctoral

research on the spectrum of sunspots. Not surprisingly, Mitchell

taught a new course at Michigan on solar physics.49 After a steady

program of classical astronomy for over fifty years, Michigan was

opening up to the new astrophysics.

Walter Mitchell left Michigan in 1913 and was replaced by

Paul Willard Merrill (PhD Berkeley 1913) who had just received his

doctorate for research at Lick Observatory measuring radial

velocities of stars. Merrill carried on spectroscopic observations at

the Detroit Observatory and taught courses in practical astronomy

and solar physics.

The tide of Michigan astronomers, Schaeberle, Leuschner, and

Campbell going to Lick had turned. The entire staff of Hussey,

Curtiss, and Merrill had come from Lick.5°

Entrance into World War I brought the next significant change

in the departmentthe teaching resources were largely focussed on

courses in navigation for the men in the United States Naval

Reserve and Will Carl Rufus (PhD Michigan 1915) replaced Paul

Merrill, who left Michigan to become eventually a leading

astronomer at Mt. Wilson Observatory.

49 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," pp. 458-9; Calendar of the
University of Michigan 1906-7, p. 109, 1907-8, p. 120, 1908-9, pp. 134-5, 1909-
10, pp. 174-5.

50 R. H. Curtiss had an interlude between Lick and Michigan when he went to
Allegheny Observatory as an astronomer working under Frank Schlesinger
(1905- 1907).
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Since Hall's years, the department was characterized by a

heavy burden of teaching several courses. Navigation added to the

burden with a large enrollment in 19 17-18 of 120 students.5 I

After the war, the course continued to be regularly offered.5 2

Meanwhile, a new student observatory was finally constructed in

1927 in the new Angell Hall. The teaching burden became greater

with large enrollments in astronomy classes. The enrollment in

1928-9 was 534 and continued to rise to a maximum of about 900

students in 1933-34. The high popularity of the astronomy

courses meant that the Detroit Observatory staff spent much of

their time in instruction, instead of research.54 The astronomy

department had evolved from a small, highly selective curriculum

to a major department servicing a large number of elective

students.

AN ASSESSMENT OF MICHIGAN'S PRODUCTIVITY

Michigan's output of astronomers with bachelor's degrees

reflects the changing effectiveness of the undergraduate program

5 1 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 459; [Herbert Couper Wilsonil,
"General Notes," Popular Astronomy 26(1918): 139.

52 Inspection of the annual registers of the University of Michigan from
1916-17 to 1939-40 shows the course being offered every year.

53 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 463; "American Astronomical
Society: Reports of Observatories, 1927-28," Popular Astronomy 37(1929): 82.

54 "American Astronomical Society: Reports of Observatories, 1923-24"
Popular Astronomy 33(1925): 100, 113.
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(see Table 5.3). Michigan was most productive in preparing

undergraduates for astronomical careers for the thirty-nine years

(1863-91) of Watson's and Harrington's terms as department heads.

Also, BrUnnow, Watson, and Harrington all sired influential

astronomers: Watson himself, Asaph Hall, Sr., Robert Woodward,

John Schaeberle, W. W. Campbell, A. 0. Leuschner, and W. J. Hussey.

After Harrington's departure, none of Ann Arbor's bachelors

became notable astronomers. The decline in the quantity and, just

as well, quality of the bachelor production at the turn of the

century comes during Hall's time and reflects on his ineffectual

teaching. The undergraduate program under Hussey reached its

lowest ebb but began to recover in production of undergraduates

who became astronomers during the directorships of R. H. Curtiss

and H. D. Curtis. However, the recovery was lower both in rate and

in quality of astronomers as compared to the Watson-Harrington

era.

From 1926 to 1935, the department instructed several

hundred students. Assuming a rough annual average of 500, the

proportion of these students to become astronomers was 0.1%.

Astronomy as an elective subject had grown in popularity, but

preparation of professional astronomers in the undergraduate

program did not share the same success.

In contrast, during the early years of the department, far

fewer students took astronomy courses. Yet, Ann Arbor was known

as the best place in America to study astronomy during the second
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Table 5.3

Productivity of
Michigan's Undergraduate Program55

Director Years Number of Productivity
Astronomers

BrUnnow 1854-1863 3 0.30

Watson 1863-1879 10 0.59

Harrington 1879-1891 7 0.54

Hussey (acting) 189 1-1892 0 0.00

Hall, Jr. 1892-1905 5 0.36

Hussey 1905-1926 2 0.09

R. H. Curtiss 1926-1929 2 0.50

Rufus (acting) 1929-1930 0 0.00

H.D.Curtis 1930-1942 3 0.43

55 The number in the third column is compiled from the "Ann Arbor
Astronomers" listed in this chapter (up to Hall's directorship) and from the
research astronomers of this study (from the time of Hussey to H. D. Curtis).
"Productivity" is the average rate of producing astronomers who had studied
undergraduate astronomy at Michigan per year of the director's term in
office. The productivity of H. D. Curtis' term is adjusted to be per seven years
(corresponding to 1930 to 1936) instead of the 13 years of his office. By the
mid-1930s, essentially all student astronomers attained their doctorate before
beginning their careers. Thus, bachelors beyond 1936 would not be expected
to finish their doctoral studies and commence their career by 1941.
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half of the nineteenth century.56 The department for the first fifty

years was the legacy of its first professor, Brünnow, who introduced

the German system of calculating orbits and of methodical care and

precision in measurements. With Harvard and Yale Universities,

the University of Michigan was one of the most productive schools

in producing notable American astronomers who were active before

1876. Of 44 astronomers listed in the Dictionary of American

Biography who were active before 1876, five were from Michigan.

Yale matched this number; only Harvard had more with eight.57

Edward S. Holden, then Director of Lick Observatory, wrote in 1898,

that the University of Michigan had been the most prolific producer

of working astronomers in the United States.58 In 1915, J. McKeen

Cattell, editor of the American Men of Science, found that one-

quarter of the leading American astronomers were graduates of the

University of Michigan, implying Michigan had been more effective

than other institutions in producing quality astronomers.59

56 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 444.

57 This information comes from a statistical study by Bruce, using the
Dictionary of American Biography (Allen Johnson, Dumas Malone, Harris E.
Starr, Robert Livingston, and Allen Johnson, eds., New York 1928-64) Robert
V. Bruce, "A statistical profile of American scientists, 1846-1876," p. 89 in
Nineteenth Century American Science: A Reappraisal, ed. George H. Daniels
(Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1972).

58 Edward S. Holden, "The teaching of astronomy in the primary and
secondary schools and in the universities," Report of the Commissioner of
Education for the Year 1898-99, pp. 880-90.

59 This figure is based on statistical studies by Robert Bruce who used
information from Cattell's American Men of Science. Robert V. Bruce, The
Launching of Modern American Science (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1987),
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In the nineteenth century, the Ann Arbor School of

Astronomy had reached its zenith with its rigorous program of

exacting classical astronomy; but in the twentieth century the

department sagged under times of poor leadership and heavy

teaching burden, losing its status as a preeminent institution in

preparing new generations of astronomers.

p. 87. Using the data in this dissertation, 20 of the 293 astronomers (7%) who
began their careers before 1916, had studied at Ann Arbor.
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CHAPTER 6

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AT

THE BERKELEY ASTRONOMICAL DEPARTMENT

EARLY HISTORY OF ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUCTION AT BERKELEY

From the founding of the University of California at Berkeley

in 1868, a course in practical astronomy and geodesy was required

for senior civil-engineering students. Also, an elective half-year

course of descriptive astronomy was offered for classical and

literary students in their senior year. The astronomy for

engineering was taught by George Davidson, the Pacific Division

chief of the US Coast and Geodetic Survey. Starting in 1872, Frank

Soulé, a graduate of West Point and Professor of Civil Engineering

and Astronomy, taught both astronomy classes.1 Soulé continued

for nearly two decades as the sole instructor of the two courses of

practical and descriptive astronomy which remained part of the

engineering school.2 Instruction was through lectures, charts, and

occasional trips to a surveying office in San Francisco. The

California legislature remedied the lack of practical experience in

astronomical observations by appropriating money for the

1 Sturla Einarsson, "Berkeley DepartmentsAstronomy," The Centennial
Record of the University of California, ed. Verne A. Stadtman (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1967), pp. 79-80.

2 Register of the University of California, Berkeley 1884-85, p. 41.
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construction of a teaching observatory at Berkeley.3 The instruction

in astronomy and geodesy was greatly improved in 1887 upon

completion of a small, but well-equipped Students' Observatory for

training engineering students in practical astronomy.4 The

observatory housed a six-inch equatorial refractor, a three-inch

transit and zenith telescope, a spectroscope which could be attached

to the equatorial refractor, and a chronometer. The observatory

was primarily intended for teaching the principles of geodesy and

to give engineering students practice in the astronomical

determination of time, latitude, and longitude. Secondarily, the

equatorial with its spectroscope could be used by students for

original astronomical investigations.5

By 1888-89, astronomy was listed in the university's courses

of instruction separately from the engineering school, yet the

astronomy program was still intimately tied to the school. The

descriptive astronomy course had become a more substantial

"General Astronomy," and along with "Practical Astronomy" was

prescribed for senior civil-engineering students.6 In 1894, the civil

engineering department inaugurated a new undergraduate course

for engineering students, "Astronomy and Geodesy." But because of

3 Sturla Einarsson, "Berkeley DepartmentsAstronomy," pp. 79-80.

4 Armin 0. Leuschner, "History and aims of the Students' Observatory,"
Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 16(1904): 70.

5 Register of the University of California, Berkeley 1885-86, p. 56.

6 Register of the University of California, Berkeley 1888-89, p. 21.
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growing interest in pure astronomy, the whole astronomy program,

except for the Students' Observatory, was transferred into the

newly formed College of Natural Sciences. The Students'

Observatory remained for a couple of years as part of the civil

engineering department, before it also was absorbed into the

recently formed college as part of the astronomy department.7

ORIGIN OF LICK OBSERVATORY

On another front, James Lick, a man who had gained his

fortune in San Francisco on land speculation during the days of the

California gold rush, bequeathed in 1875 funds to the University of

California to build and maintain an observatory housing the world's

largest refracting telescope. The site for the observatory on the top

of Mt. Hamilton, which overlooks San Jose, California, was chosen by

Lick himself. The Regents of the University named the observatory

"the Lick Astronomical Department."8 The Lick Observatory was

finally completed in 1888 and became part of the University of

California. Thus the university had, in effect, two independent

astronomy departmentsone focussed on astronomical research and

the other on education of engineers.

Leuschner, "History of the Students' Observatory," pp. 7 3-4.

8 F. J. Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, Part I," Popular
Astronomy 58(1950): 201-222.
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UNDERGRADUATE INSTRUCTION AT BERKELEY, NOT LICK

Armin 0. Leuschner, fresh from Michigan (AB 1888), became

Lick Observatory's first graduate student in 1888-90. After his

study at Lick, Leuschner began a long career at Berkeley as an

instructor in mathematics. He shifted to teaching astronomy

courses in 1892 to help relieve Soulé of his teaching load.

Thereafter, Leuschner taught astronomy at Berkeley until his

retirement in 1938, becoming professor of astronomy and the first

chairman of its astronomy department in 1907. Thus through

Leuschner, the Lick Observatory had a major influence on

astronomical education at the Berkeley campus.9

Edward S. Holden, the first director of Lick Observatory had

suggested to the university's regents that a part of the

undergraduate instruction be given at the observatory. However,

the university's administration disagreed with the proposal and

undergraduate instruction remained in Berkeley. 1 0

After 1892, responsibility for astronomical instruction at

Berkeley rested upon Leuschner. The Ann Arbor influence made its

mark through Leuschner, who had been a student of Mark W.

Harrington at Michigan. Leuschner continued the Ann Arbor style

of exacting, positional astronomy and calculation of orbits. He soon

9 Leuschner, "History of the Students' Observatory," p. 70.

10 Edward S. Holden, "Report made to the joint committee of the regents on
the organization and courses of instruction in the Department of
Astronomy," pp. 3-4, Manuscript from the Bancroft Library, University of
California at Berkeley.
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expanded the astronomy curriculum, teaching in alternation nine

listed courses.1 1 Practical astronomy grew to include navigation.

Courses in the history of astronomy and theoretical astronomy were

offered, as well as specialized courses of applied mathematics, the

method of least squares, numerical integration and differentiation

("Mechanical Quadratures"), and interpolation.1 2

CONTROVERSY OVER THE EMPHASIS OF
UNDERGRADUATE TRAINING IN ASTRONOMY

In a report made to the Regents of the University in 1895,

Holden, still director of the Lick Observatory, advocated changes in

Leuschner's program. Holden advised that a descriptive astronomy

course be added as an elementary elective course for all of those

interested in astronomy. But more importantly, Holden argued that

undergraduate preparation for astronomers, who desire to continue

to graduate work in astronomy, should include higher studies in

mathematics and physics, as well as courses in French and

German.1 3

The very best undergraduate preparation for
graduate work in Astronomy is not so much Astronomy
itself, as a sound and sufficient training in the higher
mathematics, and thorough and long-continued work in

11 Some of the courses were taught in one semester, others were taught in
alternating years.

12 Register of the University of California, Berkeley 1893-94, pp. 45-7.

1 3 Holden, "Report made to the regents on the Department of Astronomy," pp.
6-8.



the Physical Laboratory. Astronomy is but a branch of
Physics. . . . The true training for an astronomer, in his
undergraduate years, is thus a training in the methods
of physical manipulation (whether in heat, light,
electrics, magnetics makes little difference, as the
underlying principles remain the same) and a thorough
training in the mathematical processes by which the
most probable results are obtained from a mass of
observations. . . . The manipulations which are learned
in the Physical Laboratory ought to be the best
preparation for the observations of the practical
astronomer. 1 4

Leuschner agreed that mathematics and physics should be

part of the undergraduate curriculum.15 But Leuschner followed

the German legacy of Brünnow in which astronomical

measurements were methodical and of exacting skill. The proper

undergraduate training should not be in a physics laboratory, but in

operating astronomical instruments to their ultimate capacity.

Leuschner describes how this training was put into practice at the

Students' Observatory:

A student is kept at work from the very beginning
with the same instrumentgenerally the sextantuntil
he can use it with the skill of an experienced
astronomer. This means slow progress at first. . . . It is
in this way that the student will gradually acquire that
taste for thoroughness and accuracy so characteristic of
Bessel.16

14 Ibid., p. 8.

15 Leuschner, "History of the Students' Observatory," p. 73.

16 Ibid., p. 76. Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel (1784-1846) was a major German
astronomer of the early nineteenth century who set the standard for
precision and accuracy of' astronomical measurements. He did pioneering
work in detecting the extremely small shifts in positions of closer stars due to
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The differences of opinion between Leuschner and Holden

were fundamentalone followed the past, successful tradition of

classical astronomy; the other foresaw the growing importance of

physics in astronomy.

The leading American astronomer of that time, Simon

Newcomb, agreed with Leuschner on the need for a school of

practical astronomy. He lamented in 1876, the lack of observatories

to train student-astronomers and suggested inexpensive

instruments were the best apparatus for such training, which the

students would dismantle and reconstruct, and through which they

would learn the delicacy of measurements.1 7

On the other hand, W. W. Campbell, the recently installed

director of Lick Observatory (1901) speaking at the dedication of a

new building for the Students' Observatory in 1904, acknowledged

the important role of a strong department of physics in aiding the

astronomy department in preparing students for astrophysical

studies. Furthermore, Campbell cautioned:

It is not desirable that these new instruments
should cause individual students to spend more time on
their undergraduate astronomy; but, rather, that they
should spend the same amount of time more efficiently.

If these instruments should entice the future
astronomers away form simultaneous studies in the
English language and literature, in history, in economics,

parallax as Earth orbits the sun. Walter Fricke, "Bessel, Friedrich Wilhelm,"
Dictionary of Scientific Biography 2(1970): 97-102.

1 7 "Suggestions respecting a school of practical astronomy," Lecture at Johns
Hopkins University, 18 December 1878, Simon Newcomb papers, Box 88,
Library of Congress, Washington DC.
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and in other studies which broaden and balance him,
then they would in fact be a detriment.1 8

But Leuschner's instructional aim at Berkeley was focussed on

shaping "the undergraduate work in astronomy so that upon

graduation the student would be found fully qualified to take part

as an assistant in the regular work of a large observatory."19 Thus,

the student should be thoroughly trained in operation of telescopes

and other astronomical instruments.

Leuschner' s view of undergraduate instruction in astronomy

prevailed at Berkeley. Holden, himself, was found in disfavor in the

astronomical community as well as the local community and

resigned his directorship of the Lick Observatory in 1897. While

well versed in the literature of astronomical research, he had

relatively little experience in practical astronomical measurements.

This shortcoming became apparent to his staff. Moreover, his

military manner and personality became a source of friction with

his staff, the university, and the regional press.20 Without

interference from Holden or the Lick staff, Leuschner gained the

freedom to design the undergraduate curriculum in astronomy as

he thought best.

18 w. W. Campbell, "Dedication of the Students' Observatory at Berkeley.
Introductory Remarks," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific 16(1904): 66.

19 Leuschner, "History of the Students' Observatory," p. 7 1.

20 F. J. Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, Part II," Popular
Astronomy 58(1950): 319-25.
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AWKWARD STATUS OF TUE LICK STAFF

Some confusion and disagreement arose concerning the status

of the Lick Observatory and its relationship to the astronomy

instruction at the Berkeley campus.21 The role of the astronomers

of Lick Observatory was unclear. Though they gave instruction to

several students at the graduate level, the Lick staff were not

considered members of the university's faculty. Thus they did not

have the title of professor nor have the right to vote on matters

concerning the faculty. Holden hoped to integrate the observatory

and its staff into the university as part of the College of Natural

Science. In this way, Lick would become a teaching branch of the

university comparable to departments of science housed at

Berkeley.22 However, Holden's wish for the Lick staff to become

part of the faculty was not fulfilledthe official status of the staff

remained as astronomers.23 Thus the observatory continued with

the anomaly of its astronomers providing graduate education for

students of the university, yet being considered as research

scientists only, not professors. Except for occasional lectures to the

2 1 Holden, "Report made to the regents on the Department of Astronomy," pp.
3-6, 13.

22 Ibid.

23 The Register of the university shows through the 1930s the staff of Lick
Observatory with titles of astronomer, assistant astronomer, etc.; but none of
the staff ever had the title of professor.
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students of Berkeley, the Lick astronomers had no role as teachers

of the university's undergraduates.24

In 1896, to help clarify the separate status of the astronomy

departments, the Regents designated the department at Berkeley as

the "College Astronomical Department," while the observatory on

top of Mt. Hamilton remained the "Lick Astronomical Department."

Three years later, the "College" department was renamed the

"Berkeley Astronomical Department," as it has been known since.25

GROWTH OF THE STUDENTS' OBSERVATORY

Until 1898 the Students' Observatory on the Berkeley campus

had no official director and had remained within the School of

Engineering. However, reflecting the growing prominence of

astronomical instruction at Berkeley, the Students' Observatory

became part of the Berkeley Astronomical Department. At that

time, Leuschner was named director of the Students' Observatory

and remained its director until his retirement in 1938. Under his

leadership, the Students' Observatory grew through several stages

of expansion evolving from teaching a few civil-engineering

24 An exception to this rule occurred during World War I, when Lick
astronomers taught courses at Berkeley.

25 Einarsson, "Berkeley DepartmentsAstronomy," p. 80.
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students to becoming a "well-organized and prominent training

school" for astronomers.26

BACHELOR OUTPUT

As is seen in Table 6.1, the Berkeley department had a steady

output of undergraduates who became astronomers. Leuschner

made it clear at the beginning of the Berkeley department that

"only students who show exceptional qualifications as accurate

observers and computers, and of ability for original research,"

would be encouraged to continue their studies in astronomy.27 "The

quality of the students enrolled, and not numbers, count in our

advanced classes. At all times a close personal contact between

students and instructors is preserved, the student sharing whatever

problem the instructor may be engaged upon."28

Nonetheless, the enrollment in astronomy courses at Berkeley

grew rapidly, more than doubling in the three years from 1905 to

1908.29 The most popular class was "Elements of Astronomy"

which was open to the general student body. Another lower

26 Leuschner, "History of the Students' Observatory," p. 70; Einarsson, pp.
79-80.

27 Leuschner, "History of the Students' Observatory," p. 75.

28 Ibid., p. 75-6.

29 A. 0. Leuschner, "Students' Observatory, Berkeley Astronomical
Department, University of California," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 18(1906): 165, 19(1907): 104-5, 20(1908): 116-7, 21(1909):
160.
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Table 6.1

Of the American Astronomers,
the Number who Earned Bachelors Degrees

from the Berkeley Astronomical Department30

Number of
bachelor

Decade graduates

1876-1885 0

1886-1895 2

1896-1905 6

1906-1915 5

1916-1925 6

1926-1935 5

Total 24

division course, "Modern Astronomy," appealed to those interested

in the current developments in astronomy, especially spectroscopic

and photographic developments. Also, Leuschner taught a course

on the history of astronomy.

On some occasions astronomers from Lick Observatory, would

come down from Mt. Hamilton to lecture at the Berkeley

department. The trip would take three days and thus could be

30 A 1929 graduate of the Berkeley physics department, Olin C. Wilson, also
became an American astronomer. Thus, twenty-five astronomers did their
undergraduate studies at Berkeley.
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disruptive to their usual work.31 Nevertheless, some members of

the Lick staff travelled to Berkeley to give a pair of lectures to

Leuschner's Modern Astronomy class. These lectures were open to

the general public. Leuschner viewed these Lick lectures as being

highly instructive, not only to his students, but also to the public.3 2

However, by 1914 Leuschner no longer taught the Modern

Astronomy course, and the active participation of Lick staff in

contributing to undergraduate courses had stopped.33

The number of students doing practical work at the Students'

Observatory also grew. By 1911, seventy students were working at

the observatory.34

The rapidly increasing enrollment strained the ability of the

department's staff to conduct their principle research, which was on

orbits of asteroids and comets. The early annual reports of the

Students' Observatory noted that the staff was practically devoting

all of its time to instruction. Despite the burden of teaching in the

Berkeley department some research work was maintained, though

under difficult conditions. Leuschner took the burden in stride for

3 1 Holden, "Report made to the regents on the Department of Astronomy,"
p. 13.

32 A. 0. Leuschner, "Lick Observatory lectures before the class in modern
astronomy, University of California," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 17(1905): 61; 20(1908): 97, 116-7; 21(1909): 85-6.

33 "Modern Astronomy" became a course for the general science student and
Sturla Einarsson replaced Leuschner as its teacher. Announcements of the
University of California at Berkeley for 1915-16, p. 55.

34 A. 0. Leuschner, "Notes from the Berkeley Astronomical Department,"
Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 23(1911): 234-5.
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the principle function of the Students' Observatory was

instruction.3 5

UNDERGRADUATE ASTRONOMY CURRICULUM

In the initial years of the department, the undergraduate

courses remained basically the same. By 1910, a surveyors' course

for engineering students and upper-division courses on

astronomical refraction and computation of eclipses were added.

Finally in 1915, significant changes began to be made in the

undergraduate curriculum.

One of the first and principle courses which Leuschner began

teaching at Berkeley was an undergraduate course in theoretical

astronomy. He continued teaching the upper-division course until

1915. Thereafter theoretical astronomy was solely taught as a

graduate-level course. Practical astronomy, which had been a

major part of the undergraduate curriculum, now became the

principal focus of the undergraduate training of astronomers. Most

of the courses for astronomy majorspractical astronomy, method

of least squares, interpolation, astronomical refraction,

measurement of astronomical photographsrevolved around

35 A. 0. Leuschner, "Students' Observatory, Berkeley Astronomical
Department, University of California," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 18(1906): 165, 19(1907): 105, 20(1908): 116, 21(1909): 160.
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gaining skill in using astronomical instruments and reducing

observational data.36

Before 1915, undergraduate astronomy students at Berkeley

interesting in pursuing graduate study in celestial mechanics,

astrophysics, or geodesy were advised to follow particular curricula

to give them adequate preparation for their advanced studies. For

all three areas of specialization, students were expected to take

courses in general physics, general chemistry, calculus, analytical

mechanics, general astronomy, practical astronomy, and the course

on least squares. Also, the differential equations course was needed

for students interested in celestial mechanics or geodesy, and the

theory of orbits course for students in celestial mechanics or

astrophysics. Beyond these core subjects the curricula diverged.

Students of celestial mechanics took theory of interpolation and

advanced calculus. Astrophysics students took physics courses in

physical optics, polarized light, molecular physics, and electric

discharges through gases. For geodesy students, the remainder of

their curriculum centered around surveying courses.37

In tune with Campbell's advice, undergraduate students were

encouraged to choose broadly their free elective courses outside of

astronomy, mathematics, and physics in the interest of gaining a

36 Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for 1910-11,
pp. 107-110, 1915-16, pp. 54-7.

37 Graduate Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for
1912-13, p. 143.
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liberal education.38 A thorough reading knowledge of French and

German was considered essential for professional astronomers.

Thus, undergraduate students aspiring to become astronomers were

expected to learn at least one of the two languages, with knowledge

of both languages being required for the PhD degree.39

WORLD WAR I DISRUPTS THE DEPARTMENT

America's entry into World War I greatly disturbed the

astronomical instruction at Berkeley. Nearly every member of the

teaching staff at the Berkeley department was committed to war

work. Russell Tracy Crawford (himself a product of the Berkeley

department, BS 1897, PhD 1901) became a major in the US Army

Signal Corps and was placed in charge of instruction at the Air

Balloon School. On the other hand, the major task of the Berkeley

and Lick staffs was teaching navigation to the merchant marine.40

As discussed in the "Navigation Instruction" section of Chapter

4, Leuschner was made administrator of the navigation schools of

the US Shipping Board along the West Coast. He was responsible for

the details of instruction and for providing qualified instructors.4 1

38 Ibid., p. 144.

39 Ibid.

40 A. 0. Leuschner, "The Berkeley Astronomical Department," Publications of
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 30(1918): 174-5.

41 [Herbert Couper Wilson], "Prof. A. 0. Leuschner," Popular Astronomy
25(1917): 629.
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Navigation was already an integral part of the astronomical training

by the Berkeley department. The staff and its graduate students

were well suited for teaching the navigation courses. Thus, nearly

all of the Berkeley staff and some former students were recruited

to teach at these schools, which were at San Francisco, San Diego,

and San Pedro, California, and at Portland and Astoria, Oregon.

Sturla Einarsson (PhD Berkeley 1913) and F. J. Neubauer (PhD

Berkeley 1917) were the Berkeley faculty members who taught at

these shipping-board schools. Leuschner, himself, remained at

Berkeley in his role as supervisor of the navigation schools and as

an advisor on national defense.42

While the faculty was dispersed on war work, the demands

for instruction at Berkeley were heightened by the addition in 1917

of a new course of large enrollment, "Navigation and Nautical

Astronomy."43 Before, the topics of navigation and nautical

astronomy had been part of the practical astronomy course. Now

these elements of practical astronomy were fashioned into a course

applied to the needs of naval students.

To replace the scattered Berkeley staff, two of the Lick

astronomers, William H. Wright and Heber D. Curtis, were

transferred to Berkeley to maintain the more essential astronomy

42 Leuschner, "The Berkeley Astronomical Department," pp. 174-5.

43 Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for 1918-19,
pp. 48-51.
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courses.44 Curtis was soon sent to teach navigation at the San Diego

Shipping Board School, while Wright remained at Berkeley.45 Only

two, Wright and Leuschner, remained as full-time instructors at

Berkeley.

Taking advantage of Wright's presence, an upper division

course in astrophysics was added.46 Thus the dislocations due to

the war helped bring astrophysics into the undergraduate

curriculum. The course was maintained by the department after

Wright's return to Lick Observatory,47 showing that the astronomy

department was evolving from its undergraduate emphasis on

practical astronomy toward acceptance of the important place of the

rapidly growing field of astrophysics.

POST-WAR INSTRUCTION AT THE DEPARTMENT

Throughout Leuschner' s chairmanship, the department had

four types of courses: lower division, elementary courses for the

general student body; upper division courses for astronomy majors;

courses in surveying and practical astronomy for engineers; and a

44 Leuschner, "The Berkeley Astronomical Department," pp. 174-5.

5 [Herbert Couper Wilson], "General notes," Popular Astronomy 25(1917):
629.

46 Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for 1918-19,
p. 51.

47 After Wright's departure, William F. Meyer, who began teaching at the
Berkeley department in 1919, continued the upper-division astrophysics
course. The University Announcements show Meyer teaching the course up
to 1939.
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course in navigation. After the war, the principle courses for

astronomy majors were "General Astronomy," a detailed survey

course, "Practical Astronomy," "Method of Least Squares,"

"Interpolation," and "Astrophysics." These remained the core of the

undergraduate curriculum to the end of the period in 1941. Other

more specialized courses on reduction of astronomical photographs,

eclipses, and the theory of astronomical refraction were occasionally

offered.48

Under Leuschner's direction, the department also maintained

its commitment to servicing civil engineering and navigation

students. Leuschner had from the beginning of his astronomy

teaching felt as a matter of principle that the astronomy

department had a commitment to the university to teach applied

astronomy.49

By 1920, the department had expanded its undergraduate

majors to "astronomy," "astrophysics," "navigation and nautical

astronomy," and "astronomy and geodesy." The "astronomy" major

continued to focus on practical and theoretical astronomy. Even

though no undergraduate course in theoretical astronomy was

available, advanced students could take the graduate course in

theoretical astronomy. The "astrophysics" students were given the

option of taking the course in theoretical astronomy. Calculation of

48 The course information came from surveying the University
Announcements for the Berkeley Astronomical Department from 1919-20 to
1940-4 1.

49 Leuschner, "History the Students' Observatory," pp. 71-2.
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orbits was no longer required for undergraduate astrophysics

majors. However, students in the departments honors program

were required to take the graduate course in theoretical

astronomy.50

The "navigation and nautical astronomy" major was designed

for navy or merchant marine students. In 1928, this program was

reorganized in cooperation with the Berkeley Department of Naval

Science. The navigation courses were primarily for naval students

and the introductory course was taught by naval officers.

Nonetheless, they became popular with students interested in

boating and navigation.5 1

Also, the elementary, lower-division courses in astronomy

were popular as well. By the late 1930s, enrollments in lower-

division classes were greater than 1000 and in upper-division

classes greater than 250. The majority of the upper-division

enrollment was in the navigation courses.52

With the retirement of Leuschner in 1938, the department

trimmed its options for majors. In 1938-39, it offered just two

50 Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for 1921-22,
pp. 38-9.

51 A. 0. Leuschner, "Reports of Observatories 1927-1928: Students'
Observatory," Popular Astronomy 37(1929): 70. By the mid-1930s, more than
150 students enrolled in each of four courses on nautical astronomy. A. 0.
Leuschner, "Reports of Observatories 1935-36: Students' Observatory,"
Publications of the American Astronomical Society 8(1937): 267.

52 A. 0. Leuschner, "Reports of Observatories 1939-40: Students'
Observatory," Publications of the American Astronomical Society 10(1940):
76.
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majors: "astronomy" and "astrophysics." In the next school year, it

condensed its undergraduate major to simply "astronomy." (Also,

majors in "mathematics and astronomy" or "physics and astronomy"

were available for those intending to teach in high schools.)5 3

RESEARCH AND LEADERSHIP OF THE BERKELEY UNDERGRADUATES

Twenty-five of the research astronomers in this study were

undergraduate students at the University of California.54 Surveying

their principal fields of research during their careers, the twenty-

five astronomers worked mainly in celestial mechanics or

astronomical spectroscopy. Not surprisingly, their most common

field of research was theoretical astronomy, following the focus of

work done at the Students' Observatory. More than one-third

specialized in the calculation of orbits and celestial mechanics, and

nearly one-third specialized in astronomical spectroscopy. The

other areas of specialization were astronomical photometry,

astrometry, and laboratory spectroscopy. Notably none of the

Berkeley undergraduate students became a theoretical

astrophysicist.

53 Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for 1938-39,
p. 171; 1939-40, P. 170.

54 Two of the twenty-five bachelors did not have an undergraduate
astronomy major. W. H. Wright graduated in civil engineering in 1893
before a separate astronomy department had formed, and 0. C. Wilson
graduated as a physics major in 1929. The Astronomical Department had a
significant impact on the graduates as seen in the research they pursued.



A simple pattern appears in the leadership and honors of the

twenty-five astronomers. Of this group, a higher density of leading

astronomers graduated in the first fifteen years, 1893 to 1907, than

in the following twenty-eight years (see Table 6.2). More than half

of the graduates up to 1907 were elected into the National

Academy of Sciences, an exceptionally high proportion.55 In the

following twenty-eight years, three of the sixteen graduates became

members of the NAS.56

Frederick H. Seares, whose principal research was in stellar

photometry, Harold D. Babcock, who did important work in

wavelength standards in spectra, and Olin C. Wilson, a stellar

spectroscopist, all received the Bruce Medal of the Astronomical

Society of the Pacific for their significant contributions to

astronomical research. Interestingly, no Bruce Medal was awarded

to any Berkeley graduate for work in classical astronomy.57

Of the graduates from 1893 to 1907, William H. Wright (BS

1893) became Director of Lick Observatory from 1935 to 1942,

Frederick H. Seares (1895) was the Assistant Director of Carnegie

55 Five of nine bachelor graduates were elected into the NAS: W. H. Wright
(graduated in 1893 while the astronomy program was still within the civil
engineering department), F. H. Seares (graduated in 1895), F. E. Ross (1896),
A. S. King (1899), and H. D. Babcock (1907).

56 The two elected into the NAS were C. D. Shane (graduated in 1915) and N. U.
Mayall (1928), both were graduates of the astronomy department. Another
astronomer, who spent his undergraduate years at Berkeley but graduated in
physics, 0. C. Wilson (1929), also became a member of the NAS.

57 Joseph S. Tenn, "A brief history of the Bruce Medal of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific," Mercury, July-August 1983, pp. 103-111.
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Table 6.2

Honors and Leadership of the Astronomers
who were Bachelor Graduates from

the University of California at Berkeley

Period of Number to Number to Number to lead
earning become receive the an important

bachelor's members of NAS Bruce Medal astronomical
degree institution

1893-1907 5 2 4

1908-1935 3 1 3

Total 8 3 7

Institute's Mt. Wilson Observatory, 1925 to 1940, and Chairman of

the International Astronomical Union's (IAU) Commission on Stellar

Photometry, Ralph H. Curtiss was Director of the University of

Michigan Observatories from 1926 to 1929, and Harold D. Babcock

headed the IAU Commission on Wavelength Standards from 1924 to

1928. The early progeny of the Berkeley department were an

influential part in American and international astronomy.

Some of the later graduates of the department also rose to

positions of leadership in the astronomical community. Charles D.

Shane was director of Lick Observatory from 1945 to 1958 and

president of the Association of Universities for Research in

Astronomy (AURA), 1959-62. Nicholas U. Mayall became the first

director, from 1960 to 1971, of the Kitt Peak National Observatory,



near Tucson, Arizona, and operated by AURA.58 Also, Daniel M.

Popper, a 1934 graduate, led the UCLA astronomy department

through a stage of strong growth while he was its chairman from

1951 to 1963.

LEUSCHNER 'S IMPA CT ON
THE TRAINING OF AMERICAN ASTRONOMERS

Through Leuschner' s uncompromising demand of quality

work, the Berkeley Astronomy Department quickly became one of

the leading undergraduate training centers for astronomers, and it

has continued to the present to be a major, highly respected school

of astronomy.60 Leuschner's undergraduate astronomy program

produced more astronomers than any other department of

astronomy in the United States. Though the University of Michigan

and Harvard University had comparable numbers of bachelor

graduates who became American astronomers, many of these

degrees were in engineering, mathematics, or physics. The

58 One of the major telescopes presently in use at the Kitt Peak Observatory is
a 4-meter diameter reflector named after Mayall. Donald E. Osterbrock,
"Nicholas Ulrich Mayall," Biographical Memoirs of the National Academy of
Sciences 69(1996): 189-212.

59 D. M. Popper, "Los Angeles DepartmentsAstronomy," The Centennial
Record of the University of California, ed. Verne A. Stadtman (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1967), p. 350.

60 Berendzen's surveys showed the Berkeley Astronomical Department to be
the highest rated of all undergraduate astronomy departments by American
astronomers in 1966-67. Richard Earl Berendzen, "On the career
development and education of astronomers in the United States" (PhD
dissertation, Harvard University, 1968), pp. 240, 291-5, 592.
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undergraduate program at Berkeley maintained an output of

numbers and quality of astronomers through this period that no

other school could match.



CHAPTER 7

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AT THE UNWERSITY OF CHICAGO

ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSITY, ITS ASTRONOMY DEPARTMENT, AND
YERKES OBSER VA TORY

The first University of Chicago was founded in 1856 by the

Baptist Church but was foreclosed in 1886 because of financial

problems coming from a market panic in 1857, loss of students

during the civil war, and the Chicago fires of 1871 and 1874. The

"old" University of Chicago possessed the Dearborn Observatory

with a large 18.5-inch refractor, which was passed on to

Northwestern University.1

Soon after the collapse of the old university, John D.

Rockefeller promoted the founding of a new university in Chicago

that would be non-sectarian and would emphasize graduate study

with research being a primary objective of the faculty. Following

Rockefeller's lead in donating money for a new university, a

number of wealthy Chicagoans gave large sums of money and

donated land for the university. The new University of Chicago was

incorporated in 1890 as a private, non-sectarian institution. In

1 Byrne J. Horton, The Graduate School (its Origin and Administrative
Development) (New York: New York University Bookstore, 1940), p. 88.
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1891 William Rainy Harper, a professor at Yale University, was

chosen to be its first president.2

Harper saw the purpose of the university was not to

accumulate knowledge, but to probe vigorously new domains of

knowledge. From its beginning the major function of the university

was graduate instruction, and the university has retained this

character.3 In 1895, President Harper put the first obligation of the

staff as research and investigation, with instruction being

secondary. Harper preferred for the university to not have an

undergraduate college, but Rockefeller and the trustees insisted

that undergraduate instruction be included.4 Thus, from the outset

undergraduate education at the University of Chicago was an

unwanted step-child.

The university proper was organized into two main branches:

(1) the graduate schools, including the Ogden (graduate) School of

2 Horton, The Graduate School, pp. 89-94. "Part 1.Organization of the
University. Historical Sketch," The University of Chicago Annual Register
1893-94, pp. 3-5.

3 In the mid-1960s, two-thirds of the students of the University of Chicago
were graduate students and three-quarters of its faculty was primarily
concerned with graduate instruction. Jane Graham, ed., A Guide to Graduate
Study: Programs leading to the Ph.D. Degree (Washington DC, American
Council on Education, 1965), p. 130.

4 Earl J. McGrath, The Graduate School and the Decline of Liberal Education
(New York: Columbia University, 1959), pp. 18-9.

Earlier graduate institutions had the same wish and had encountered
similar problems. The first presidents of the John Hopkins University
(founded 1876), Daniel C. Gilman, and Clark University (1889), G. Stanley Hall,
had wanted their universities to be strictly graduate institutions. However,
the wishes of the trustees and the financial inability to maintain a graduate
school without the income from paying undergraduate students forced these
universities to form also into hybrids of graduate and undergraduate
divisions. Horton, The Graduate School, pp. 47-57, 79-87.
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Science, and (2) the colleges of arts, literature and sciences. Each of

these colleges in turn was divided into the Academic College (lower

division) and University College (upper division).5

In the fall of 1892, the University of Chicago successfully

opened its doors for the first classes. That first year the student

body, including the extension division, totalled more than 900.6

From the outset the university had a department of

astronomy, headed by a young man, George Ellery Hale, who had

recently received his bachelor's degree from the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. George Hale, while an undergraduate at

MIT, frequented the Harvard College Observatory, where he gained

experience in practical astronomy. On his own, Hale had invented a

new astronomical instrument for viewing the face of the sun at

specific spectral wavelengths, the spectroheliograph. His father, a

wealthy Chicagoan, provided Hale with an opportunity to continue

research in solar spectroscopy by financing for his son a private

observatory, the Kenwood Observatory in Chicago. The observatory

included a 12-inch refractor and spectroscopic instruments. In fact,

the Kenwood Observatory may be viewed as one of the earliest

astrophysical observatories in the United States.7

President Harper persuaded Hale, then only 24 years old, to

join the faculty of the new University of Chicago and include the

5 The University of Chicago Annual Register 1893-94, p. 5.

6 Ibid.

7 Frederick H. Seares, "George Ellery Hale: The scientist afield," ISIS 30(1939):
24 1-3.
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Kenwood observatory for instruction.8 President Harper and Hale,

with his enthusiasm and clear vision of the future of astronomical

research, persuaded a Chicago businessman, Charles T. Yerkes, to

donate a large sum of money for the construction of an observatory

with the world's largest refracting telescope.9

Thus, astronomy began at the University of Chicago with the

propitious knowledge of becoming, upon completion of the Yerkes

Observatory, the center of the astronomical world with a 40-inch

diameter refracting telescope, larger than the then largest refractor,

the 36-inch telescope at the Lick Observatory in California.10 The

Yerkes Observatory was built far out from Chicago, about 65 miles

to the northwest, near Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, where atmospheric

seeing1 1 conditions were adequate. In 1897, the observatory was

completed with the 40-inch telescope in place and ready for

graduate instruction and active research by its staff.

8 Hale's father paid for his salary at the University of Chicago for his first
five years with the university, 1892-1897. Ibid.

9 Ibid., pp. 241-67.

1 0 The Yerkes 40-inch refractor continues to be the largest refracting
telescope in the world. Efforts had been made to construct refracting
telescopes with larger lenses, but they failed. Otto Struve, "Fifty years of
progress in astronomy," Popular Astronomy 51(1943): 472.

11 "Atmospheric seeing" refers to the clarity and stability of images when
viewing through a telescope. Aside from clouds, a major problem for
terrestrial telescopes is turbulence in the air which can cause erratic image
fluctuations. The changing densities of air along the line of sight cause
slight shifts in the direction of the light from a star or planet. In the case of
stars, twinkling is a sign of poor atmospheric seeing.
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EARLY STAFF AND CURRICULUM
OF THE CAMPUS DEPARTMENT, 1892-1899

Though G. E. Hale was in charge of the Yerkes Astronomical

Observatory, he did not control the Department of Astronomy at the

university campus in Chicago. The department had no chairman; it

was largely under the direct supervision and direction of President

Harper himself.1 2

Before the completion of the construction of the Yerkes

Observatory, Hale taught courses related to astrophysics on the

Chicago campus and at his Kenwood Observatory, but his courses

were of graduate level.1 3

In 1893, the university hired Thomas J. J. See and Kurt Laves

as teaching staff for the campus branch of the astronomy

department. Both See and Laves were fresh from receiving their

doctorates in astronomy from the University of Berlin (Laves, 1891;

See, 1892). Laves's doctoral work was on celestial mechanics and

See's on the origin of binary stars. They began at Chicago with the

status of docent and assistant respectively. After only three years,

See's position at the university was terminated.14 Laves, on the

12 The University of Chicago Annual Register 1893-94, PP. 5, 112.

13 The University of Chicago Annual Register 1892-93, p. 80.

14 T. J. J. See had a psychological problem of megalomania. After a
controversial time at the University of Chicago, See joined the US Naval
Observatory in 1896, but was soon transferred by the Navy to the Mare Island
Observatory where he was isolated from the astronomical community. With
extravagant fanfare, he proposed unorthodox cosmological theories that
were taken by the astronomical community as coming from a mad man. H.
Shapley to Boston Evening Transcript, 14 November 1924, Harlow Shapley
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other hand, stayed with the department for the rest of his career

and became in 1908, associate professor of astronomy.

Of the initial staff, See taught general astronomy and classical

topics of theoretical astronomy. Laves taught the courses "Spherical

and Practical Astronomy," "Determination of Orbits," and other

courses related to theoretical astronomy, and Hale offered courses

on astrophysical topic s) 5

The most important teacher for the department, Forest Ray

Moulton, came in 1895 for graduate study. He was a fresh graduate

from a small liberal arts college, Albion College, in Albion, Michigan

and worked as an assistant in the department. While teaching

introductory courses for the department, Moulton prepared his

doctoral dissertation on celestial mechanics.16 In 1900, he was the

first to earn a PhD in astronomy from the University of Chicago.

Just two years after receiving his doctoral degree, Moulton

published his highly regarded Celestial Mechanics, filling a gap in

American texts.17 He remained at the Chicago campus department

papers (1920-29), Harvard University Archives, UAV 630.22, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Charles J. Peterson, "A very brief
biography and popular account of the unparalleled T. J. J. See," Griffith
Observer 54(1990): 2-5.

15The University of Chicago Annual Register 1894-95, pp. 145-149.

16 Forest Ray Moulton's dissertation was "A particular class of periodic
solutions of the problem of three bodies." A classmate, who graduated with
Moulton from Albion College, Clement Eugene Rood, became one of the first
fellows of the department of astronomy in 1898. The University of Chicago
Annual Register 1898-99, p. 286.

7 An Introduction to Celestial Mechanics (New York: Macmillan, 1902, 1914);
W. W. Payne, "Two Important Books," Popular Astronomy 10(1902): 465-9.
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for most of his career and became known as one of the leading

Americans in the study of celestial mechanics.1 8

The objectives of the department of astronomy as stated in

the university's Annual Register were:

(1) To furnish the student an adequate mathematical
basis for successful work in Theoretical Astronomy;
(2) To give such experience in work of observation
and reduction as to enable the student to use skillfully
any of the instruments employed in a modern
observatory;
(3) To direct the attention of students to the
fundamental problems of modern astronomy, and to
encourage work of research likely to yield contributions
to exact science.1 9

The department at Chicago focussed on theoretical and

practical astronomy, while the Yerkes Observatory was a center of

astrophysical instruction as well as research. Once Yerkes had been

completed, the Chicago department stopped offering astrophysics

courses. An interested undergraduate student had to go to the

1 8 Aside from his book, Celestial Mechanics, Moulton wrote during his career
four other texts dealing with astronomy.

As an indication of Moulton's reputation in celestial mechanics, Wallace J.
Eckert, a graduate student in celestial mechanics at Columbia University,
changed his plans to study celestial mechanics at the University of Chicago,
when Moulton had left the university in 1926. The sole reason for wanting to
go to Chicago was to work with Moulton. Eckert went on to earn his PhD in
celestial mechanics at Yale University. He later became director of the
Nautical Almanac Office (1940-45). Wallace J. Eckert to Schlesinger, 20
February 1927, Frank Schlesinger papers (Yale), Niels Bohr Library, Center
for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

19 The University of Chicago Annual Register 1894-95, p. 112.



physics department for foundational instruction.20 Likewise, for

undergraduate preparation for advanced study in celestial

mechanics, students were advised to take twice as many

mathematics courses as astronomy courses.21 Thus, an

undergraduate serious about learning astrophysics or celestial

mechanics had to look outside of the astronomy department for

most of his or her instruction.

Specifically, for undergraduate studies in astronomy at the

campus, students were advised to take six mathematics courses

(three quarters of Differential and Integral Calculus, a quarter of

Solid Analytic Geometry, and two quarters of Advanced Integral

Calculus) and three astronomy courses (General Astronomy,

Introduction to Physical Astronomy, and the Theory of Orbits).22

The undergraduate students were not required to take a course in

practical astronomy where they could gain experience with

operation of telescopes.23

20 "Preliminary training in the principles and methods of work underlying
the science of Astrophysics [is] given in the undergraduate and graduate
courses offered by the Department of Physics." The University of Chicago
Annual Register 1896-97, pp. 154.

21 The University of Chicago Annual Register 1896-97, pp. 155.

22 Ibid.

23 Also, the catalog's prescription is confused for there was not any course,
at that time or for the next couple of years, named, "the Theory of Orbits,"
even though undergraduate majors in astronomy were expected to take such
a course. The confusion persisted in succeeding descriptions of the
department in the university register. The University of Chicago Annual
Register 1896-97, pp. 154-85. The closest any course comes in name to "the
theory of orbits," was the graduate-level course, "Theory of Orbits and
Special Perturbations," first taught by Moulton in 1900. The University of
Chicago Annual Register 1898-99, pp. 294-5.
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With See's departure in 1896, Moulton, still a graduate

student, filled in the vacancy teaching several undergraduate and

even graduate courses. He was such a strong student in celestial

mechanics that his ability was recognized even outside of his own

department.24

UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM, 1900-26

By 1901-02, the three courses for majoring in astronomy

were updated to be Descriptive Astronomy, Introduction to Celestial

Mechanics, and Spherical and Practical Astronomy, all of which

were taught by Moulton.25 The required astronomy courses were

again changed in 1905, with celestial mechanics being replaced by

two quarters of a new course of analytical mechanics.26 This rather

24 As a measure of Moulton's reputation, he was asked in 1898, by Thomas
Chrowder Chamberlin, the highly respected head of the Geology Department
at Chicago to assist him in developing a theory on the origin of the solar
system. Together they formulated the planetesimal hypothesis which
became one of the most widely accepted cosmogonical theories in the early
twentieth century. Henry S. Tropp, "Moulton, Forest Ray," Dictionary of
Scientific Biography 9(1970): 552-53; Stephen G. Brush, "A geologist among
astronomers: the rise and fall of the Chamberlin-Moulton cosmogony,"
Journal for the History of Astronomy 9(1978): 1-41, 77-104.

25 Only after the departure of See from the department and the establishment
of Moulton on the faculty was the confusion of required courses for
astronomy students cleared up. The phantom Theory of Orbits course was
removed from the list of required undergraduate courses and replaced by
Spherical and Practical Astronomy. The University of Chicago Annual
Register 1901-02, p. 267.

26 "Analytical mechanics" included study of static and kinetic systems with
forces acting between objects. Presently, such a course typically would be
called "classical mechanics," which is usually taught by physics
departments. The University of Chicago Annual Register 1898-99, p.295.
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austere undergraduate curriculum in astronomy remained

essentially unchanged until 1912, when a course in practical

astronomy became part of the standard curriculum offered by the

department.27 A further augmentation in the undergraduate

offerings came a year later when Henry Gordon Gale of the physics

department taught "Spectroscopy and Astrophysics," an upper-

division course offered jointly by the astronomy and physics

departments.28 He continued teaching this course until 1921.29

Gale, himself a physics graduate from Chicago (PhD 1899), had

gained experience in astronomical spectroscopy through several

visits to Mt. Wilson Observatory as a research associate.3°

Aside from these additions, the undergraduate program

remained essentially the same throughout Moulton's time at

Chicago. The department offered three options to undergraduates

interested in astronomy: a major in astronomy without a minor,

with a minor in mathematics, or in physics. The astronomy major

27 The University of Chicago Annual Register 1913-14, P.248. The astronomy
department also aided in the preparation of engineering students by
teaching a course in surveying which was offered by the department from
1906 to 1926.

28 The University of Chicago Annual Register 1913-14, p.248.

29 After a hiatus of fours years, Harvey Brace Lemon (1912 PhD in physics,
Chicago) taught a graduate course of the same name, "Spectroscopy and
Astrophysics." The course was only offered through the Physics Department.
The University of Chicago Annual Register 1927-28, p.273. Lemon himself
published astrophysical research involving laboratory spectroscopy.

30 Walter S. Adams, "Early days at Mt. Wilson," Popular Astronomy 58(1950):
99. Henry Gale was to play an important role in the administration of the
astronomy department when he became Dean of the Division of Physical
Sciences in 1930.



alone entailed courses in descriptive astronomy, spherical

trigonometry, practical astronomy, Gale's course in spectroscopy,

and a course called "Sidereal Universe". For the mathematics minor,

the student was expected to take courses in analytical geometry

and calculus, and for the physics minor, courses for beginning

undergraduate physics majors covering mechanics, molecular

physics, heat, electricity, sound and light.31 Basically, the required

curriculum was weak in providing undergraduates with advanced

preparation in astronomy, mathematics, or physics. In contrast, the

astronomy departments of the University of Michigan and Berkeley

had undergraduate programs that were fully developed, giving the

students a strong background in the observational and

mathematical astronomy and, to a lesser degree, in astrophysics.

DECLINE OF UNDERGRADUATE INSTRUCTION,
THE POST-MOULTON YEARS, 1927-1936

Until the mid-1930s the undergraduate program at the

campus had no connection at all with the faculty or research of

Yerkes Observatory, despite the fact that the observatory was part

of the university's astronomy department.

Despite the weakness of the undergraduate program, Moulton

had maintained a respected graduate program in celestial

mechanics. Besides Moulton himself, the staff of the campus

31 The University of Chicago Annual Register 192 7-28, Pp. 263-4. The
Sidereal Universe course was infrequently offered and ultimately
disappeared from the university catalog.
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department lacked eminent astronomers. Laves remained on the

faculty as an associate professor until his retirement in 1932. The

third member of the department, William Duncan MacMillan

became associated with the department as an assistant in

mathematics and astronomy in 1908. He eventually rose to a

professorship in 1924 and remained with the department until his

retirement in 1936. MacMillan's research work was mainly in

mathematics.

The integrity of the Chicago's campus department of

astronomy rested largely with Moulton. Thus when Moulton left

the department in 1926, the last vestige of the original strength of

Chicago's department of astronomy was gone.32

Walter Bartky, Moulton's last doctoral student at Chicago (PhD

1926), remained to teach elementary and mathematical courses in

astronomy. He became the department's principle undergraduate

instructor during the mid-1930s. As an effort to reinvigorate the

astronomical instruction of the general student body, Bartky wrote

an elementary astronomy text, Highlights of Astronomy, for a new

physical science course being developed at the University.33

However, his efforts were not entirely devoted to astronomy. He

also had a strong interest in mathematics, especially statistics, and

32 Otto Struve to Harlow Shapley, 5 November 1940, microfilm copy of Otto
Struve papers, Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

33 [C. H. Gingrichi, " 'Highlights of Astronomy' by Walter Bartky," Popular
Astronomy 44(1936): 347-8.
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was responsible for teaching several courses of mathematics and

statistics in the Department of Mathematics.34

THE CAMPUS DEPARTMENT UNDER THE CONTROL OF OTTO STRUVE

The first director of the Yerkes Observatory, G. E. Hale

resigned in 1905 because of his new mission of establishing the Mt.

Wilson Observatory near Pasadena, California. Edwin Brandt Frost,

who was the primary stellar spectroscopist at Yerkes, was named as

Hale's successor in directing the observatory and remained director

for next 27 years. Frost was conservative in character and the

observatory fell into a pattern of routine research.3 5

In 1921, a young Russian astronomer, who had fought for the

White Army, finally reached a haven at Lake Geneva. He was Otto

Struve, one of the last of a famous family of Russian astronomers.

Struve earned his PhD in astronomy at Chicago through work done

at Yerkes.36 Thereafter, he established himself as one of the

leading stellar spectroscopists in the United States.

When Frost finally retired in 1932, President Robert Hutchins

of the University made Otto Struve the new director of Yerkes and

34 Memorandum from Walter Bartky, [c. 1938], Otto Struve papers.

35 Otto Struve, "The story of an observatory (the fiftieth anniversary of the
Yerkes Observatory)," Popular Astronomy 55(1947): 239; Donald E. Osterbrock,
Yerkes Observatory, 1892-1950, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997),
pp. 47-76.

36 The title of Otto Struve's dissertation is "A study of spectroscopic binaries
of short period."
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gave him the task of rebuilding, not only Yerkes Observatory but

also the campus department.37 With support from President

Hutchins, Struve decisively set about to rejuvenate the observatory.

However, as with Hale and Frost, undergraduate instruction was an

afterthought for Struve.

Meanwhile, Kurt Laves, who had been teaching at the campus

department for over thirty years, retired in 1932. Four years later,

MacMillan also retired. At this point, President Hutchins gave

Struve the authority to rebuild the campus department.38 For the

first time since the creation of the university's Department of

Astronomy and Astrophysics, the Director of Yerkes Observatory

was also the manager of the campus department.

FAILED EFFORTS TO RESURRECT UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM,
1936-3 7

Struve worked hard to attract the world's top astrophysicists

to Yerkes and with significant success. But undergraduate

instruction and enrollment in astronomy languished. While several

graduate students were taking courses in astronomy on the Chicago

37 Interview of Edwin Ebbighausen by Robert Dale Hall, 29 March 1983.
Despite his blindness and poor health, Frost wanted to continue as director
beyond the retirement age. Also, Frost wanted Joel Stebbins, the
photoelectric photometrist at the University of Wisconsin, to succeed him.
The administration chose Struve because he was an impressively hard-
working, productive scientist. Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, pp. 111-22.

38 Memo from Otto Struve, 4 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.
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campus during the summers of 1936 through 1938, only one

undergraduate had enrolled in any course.39

Soon after MacMillan's retirement, Struve tried to entice

young, promising astronomers to the campus department, who

would have the research zeal and drive to build a new, vibrant

campus department.40 By 1936, the department had so

deteriorated that it had nothing to build upon. Bartky was the lone

remaining member of the staff and his interest in astronomy was

only half-hearted.41 Yet Struve's efforts to establish a leading

astronomer at the campus met with repeated failure. The failure

was often due to the invited astronomers rejecting the proposed

teaching load.42

Struve wrote in a letter to Frank Schlesinger of his frustration

with the campus department. He realized that it had been in

decline since Moulton left in 1926, but had been unable to remedy

this "sore spot in our organization" because of austere finances and

other matters occupying him.43

39 "List of Summer registrants of the Astronomy Department, University of
Chicago," [19381, Otto Struve Papers.

40 Struve to Theodore Dunham, Jr. 31 August 1937, Otto Struve papers.

41 Struve to Dean Henry G. Gale, Division of Physical Sciences, 20 January
1937, and Memo by Otto Struve, 4 November, 1940, Struve papers.

42 Struve to Theodore Dunham, Jr., 31 August 1937, Struve papers.

43 Struve to Frank Schlesinger, 19 December 1938, Struve papers.
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NEGLECT OF UNDERGRADUATE ASTRONOMY AFTER 1937

In an attempt to shore up the campus department, Struve

sent Yerkes staff to teach at Chicago.44 Finally in 1938, he hired

Thornton Leigh Page as an instructor to teach at the campus. T. L.

Page had just received his PhD in astrophysics from Oxford

University for research in nebular spectroscopy. Page's time at

Chicago turned out to be an unhappy experience.

Bartky was no longer teaching any courses in elementary

astronomyhe was hardly teaching any astronomy. His

undergraduate courses were upper-division coursesa physics

course in particle dynamics, two statistics courses, and one

astronomy course in celestial mechanics. Page was the only

instructor of the large descriptive astronomy courses taken by the

general student. He was burdened with a heavy teaching duty,

even though he had been hired as a half-time instructor of

astronomy. His teaching duties were a physical-science course with

a large enrollment of 900 students, an adult-education course, two

sequences of undergraduate astronomy, and two advanced

graduate-level courses. The normal teaching load for professors at

the Chicago campus was two courses per year; he was handling five

courses.45

44 Phillip Childs Keenan, an assistant astronomer at Yerkes, was sent by
Struve to teach at Chicago in 1936. Keenan retained some teaching duties at
Chicago until 1942, teaching principally practical astronomy and a course in
stellar atmospheres. Struve to Dean Henry G. Gale, 20 January 1937, Struve
papers.

' Memorandum "1945 program recommendations" 1945], Struve papers.
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Page remained for several years without promotion; his heavy

teaching schedule precluded him from doing any research. In a

post-World War II memo to Struve and to Walter Bartky (who had

become the Dean of the Division of Physical Sciences in 1945), Page

complained about the serious deficiency in the undergraduate

astronomy education at the University of Chicago.46 He received

positive support from Struve only after threatening to leave for the

University of Michigan, where he had an offer of an academic

position.

Struve, reacting to patch up the neglected undergraduate

department, proposed to Dean Bartky a package to resurrect

undergraduate instruction:47 Promote Page to Associate Professor

and move one of the Yerkes staff to the Chicago campus to help

teach astronomy courses, two instructors and a research assistant

were to divide their time between Lake Geneva and Chicago, and a

half-time secretary was to be assigned to the Chicago department.

Struve urged Dean Bartky to provide the funds for these changes as

Struve believed this was the only way the Chicago astronomy

department could be raised again to a distinguished position.48

Page did become an assistant professor and received relief from

rotated Yerkes staff. However, the state of the department

46 Thornton L. Page memorandum, 13 January 1947, Struve papers.

47 Struve to Dean Bartky, 24 March 1947, Struve papers.

48 Ibid.
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remained low; it did not have a prominent astronomical personality

about which to build a major department of astronomy.

Other attempts were made to correct the dismal state of

undergraduate astronomy at the Chicago campus. Gerard Kuiper, an

astronomer at the Yerkes Observatory, suggested to Struve that an

elementary laboratory course in astronomy, like that which had

been developed by Wilison and Stetson at Harvard University,

would be a good direction for improvement of the campus

department.49 Nothing came of Kuiper's suggestion.

Despite Struve's belated efforts to patch a sinking ship, the

campus department never did strive to become an undergraduate

center for training astronomers. During Struve's leadership, the

department produced no bachelor graduates who became

astronomers. The dismal state of the undergraduate program

continued after World War II with only one bachelor's degree in

astronomy being granted by the University of Chicago between

1948 and 1968.

CHICAGO'S BACHELOR GRADUATES

Despite having one of the major graduate programs in

astronomy, only twelve of the American astronomers in this study

49 Gerard Kuiper memorandum, 3 June 1941, Struve papers.

50 Richard Earl Berendzen, "On the career development and education of
astronomers in the United States" (PhD dissertation, Harvard University,
1968), pp. 240, 592.
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had received their bachelor's degree from the University of

Chicago.51 All twelve of the Chicago graduates went on to earn their

PhDten at Chicago itself and two at Berkeley. Nearly half of the

Chicago doctorates had been physics graduate students working in

laboratory spectroscopy.

In strong contrast to the weakness of the campus astronomy

department, the physics department at Chicago was among the most

distinguished in the United States.52 From the founding of the

University to 1929, the department was headed by Albert. A.

Michelson was famous for his interferometry experiments which

helped lead to a rejection of the theory of space being pervaded by

an ether. Michelson, himself, taught spectrum analysis. Moreover,

the Ryerson Physical Laboratory of the physics department was a

major center for research in the United States. It was here that

Robert A. Millikan did his classic experiments to determine the

fundamental charge and mass of an electron. Millikan left Chicago

in 1921, to go to the new California Institute of Technology, and was

replaced in 1923 by another major experimental physicist, Arthur

H. Compton. He discovered in the year he came to Chicago the

"Compton effect" where high-energy photons, such as x-rays,

51 See Table 7.1 for the number of astronomers earning bachelors degrees at
the University of Chicago over each decade.

52 In 1930, Chicago had one of the five leading departments of physics in the
United States. Stanley Coben, "The scientific establishment and the
transmission of quantum mechanics to the United States, 1919-32," American
Historical Review 76(1971): 457.
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Table 7.1

Bachelor Graduates
from the University of Chicago53

Number of
bachelor

Decade graduates

1896-1905 2

1906-1915 3

1916-1925 3

1926-1935 4

Total 1 2

behave like particles when colliding with particles of matter.

Michelson, Millikan, and Compton all earned Nobel Prizes in physics.

A number of Chicago's bachelor graduates may have majored

in physics or mathematics.54 Three undergraduate majors are

known, all being double majors: mathematics and astronomy

(Edwin P. Hubble, BS 1910), physics & mathematics (George S.

Monks, BS 1914), and astronomy & physics (Paul Rudnick, BS 1930).

In all, only half of the twelve bachelor graduates are likely to have

3 The last bachelor graduate, Joseph A. Hynek, earned his degree in 1931.

5 The biographical data of the astronomers typically neglects to state the
undergraduate major of these scientists. For instance, Cattell's American
Men of Science often indicates only the major of the scientist's highest
degree. Of all the 421 astronomers who had a bachelor degree, only 71 or 17%
indicated their majors.



majored in astronomy. This is reflected in the main fields of their

astronomical research. Three worked in laboratory spectroscopy,55

which was not taught in the astronomy department at either the

undergraduate or graduate levels. Only two of the bachelors had

research focused on celestial mechanics,56 which had been the

emphasis of the undergraduate instruction in the astronomy

department until the 1930s.

By far the most famous of the Chicago graduates was Edwin

Powell Hubble (BS 1910) who discovered the linear relationship

between the recession of galaxies away from us and their distances

from which the "Hubble's constant" is calculated. The Hubble's

constant has become a parameter used in the Big Bang model of the

origin of the universe to calculate the prospective age of the

universe. As an undergraduate, Hubble was a student of

Moulton's.57 After graduating he went to Oxford as a Rhodes

scholar in jurisprudence and returned to the United States ready to

become a lawyer. Finding his heart was not in that profession, he

came back to Chicago to study astronomy at Yerkes under Frost. He

earned his doctorate in 1917. 8

55 The three, Henry G. Gale (BA 1896, PhD 1899), Harvey B. Lemon (BA 1906,
PhD 1912), and George S. Monk (BS 1914 in physics and mathematics, PhD
1923), all earned PhDs in physics at the University of Chicago.

56 Walter Bartky (BA 1923, PhD 1926) and William Markowitz (BA 1927, PhD
1931) both had PhDs in astronomy from Chicago.

57Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, p. 165

58 G. 3. Whitrow; H. P. Robertson, "Hubble, Edwin Powell," Dictionary of
Scientific Biography 6(1970): 528-33; "Edwin Powell Hubble," Publications of
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 66(1954) 120-5.
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Another notable bachelor graduate was William Wilson

Morgan (BS 1927), who became Director of the Yerkes and

McDonald Observatories (1960-64) and was honored with a

Distinguished Professorship by the University of Chicago (1966-74).

Edwin P. Hubble and W. W. Morgan were the only two of the

bachelor graduates from the University of Chicago elected into the

National Academy of Sciences. They were also the only ones

awarded the Bruce Medal.

Two of the graduates became important leaders within the

University of Chicago itself, both Henry Gale and Walter Bartky

became successive Deans of the Division of Physical Sciences.59

Otherwise, the bachelor graduates were not recognized for

significant advancements in astronomical research nor reached

distinguished positions.

COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF CHICAGO AND BERKELEY

While the department enjoyed limited success in its

undergraduate education of astronomers before 1930, its

productivity afterwards was a pronounced disappointment. During

Struve's years as Director of Yerkes Observatory, not a single

bachelor graduate from the campus department went on to become

an astronomer. In short, the undergraduate program had become a

dismal failure. Yet the outcome was not inevitable. Other

59 Henry Gale was also the chairman of the division of physical sciences in
the National Research Council, 1921-22, and president of the American
Physical Society, 1929-31. Bartky was dean of the division from 1945 to 1955.
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institutions with similar beginnings went on to develop thriving

undergraduate training of astronomers.

The University of California's astronomy program began with

a similar circumstance of having a major observatory located far

from the home university and a department of astronomy at the

university's campus. Also, the Berkeley department shared with

Chicago the same early emphasis on celestial mechanics. In

contrast, Berkeley's undergraduate astronomy program began

strongly and maintained a reputation of being one of the leading

places in America to get undergraduate training in astronomy.

A major difference between how the two universities ran

their department of astronomy was that the Berkeley Astronomical

Department was independent of the Lick Astronomical

Departmenteach with its own chairman. In Chicago's case, the

department of astronomy was left rudderless, because of having no

department chairman, and without support because of the

university's orientation to graduate study and the focus of its

affiliated observatory on research.

While the Berkeley department had a stable and well thought

out program in undergraduate astronomy, the Chicago program

initially seemed confused about its undergraduate courses and

lacked a serious program in practical astronomy. During Moulton's

years as professor of astronomy at Chicago, undergraduate

instruction was strong in celestial mechanics, but otherwise weak.

With his departure in 1926, the program had no strength at all.
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From the very beginning of the Chicago department, the

viewpoint had been that an undergraduate interested in astronomy

should look elsewhere for instructionthe mathematics department

or the physics department.60 This position reflected the view held

by some astronomers that the best undergraduate preparation for

an astronomer is to study physics and mathematics. Indeed, the

directors of the Yerkes Observatory, G. E. Hale, E. B. Frost, and Otto

Struve, were all astrophysicists who looked on astronomy as

becoming a branch of physics, of modern physics.

In contrast, the longtime director of the Berkeley department,

A. 0. Leuschner, was a classical astronomer, whose heritage came

from Bessel via Encke and BrUnnow to Michigan. Leuschner was

one of the Ann Arbor School of Astronomers. For him, astronomy

was precision, careful measurement and mathematically

sophisticated calculation and the young astronomer needed strict

and thorough training in handling astronomical instruments, as well

as in making orbital calculations. The success of the one

department and the failure of the other, reflect the views about

education of astronomers: the conservative views of classical

astronomers and the laissez faire views of the new generation of-

astrophysicists.

60 This is reflected by the two known astronomy majors of the Chicago
bachelors having double majors shared with physics or mathematics.
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CHAPTER 8

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY

HOLLIS PROFESSORSHIP OF MATHEMATICS
AND NATURAL PHILOSOPHY

The earliest record of astronomical instruction in the British

American colonies is at Harvard College in 1642.1 Astronomy was

listed at that time as a course taken by the students in their last

year of study.2 In general astronomical teaching in colonial colleges

became part of the senior mathematics course and involved lectures

and demonstrations with globes and orreries.3 The early colleges,

such as Harvard (founded 1636), Yale (1701), the College of New

Jersey (Princeton) (1746), and King's College (Columbia) (1754),

were mainly for training ministers. Their curricula were little more

1 "Harvard College" refers to the liberal arts college which was the original
form of the institution. Beginning in 1782, Harvard began to expand with
departments beyond the College culminating in the formation of a graduate
school for the arts and sciences in 1872. Harvard was first referred to as a
university in 1782. Samuel Eliot Morison, ed., Development of Harvard
University, since the Inauguration of President Eliot, 1869-1929 (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1930), pp. xxvii, 450-62.

2 Bessie Zaban Jones and Lyle Gifford Boyd, The Harvard College Observatory:
The first four directorships, 1839-1919 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap
Press, 1971), p. 1.

3 Jeanne E. Bishop, "United States astronomy education: past, present, and
future," Science Education 61(1977): 295-6.
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advanced, if at all, than the academic level of modern high schools.4

Nonetheless, by the mid-eighteenth century, scientific instruction at

Harvard reached beyond book learning to observation and

experimentation.

In 1727, Thomas Hollis endowed a Professorship of

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy for Harvard College. The first

recipient, Isaac Greenwood, was a Harvard alumnus who had

attended lectures on science in London. There, he became

acquainted with numerous experiments to demonstrate natural

phenomena. Upon returning to Harvard, he actively used

observations and experimentation in his teaching, revolutionizing

science instruction at Harvard. However, Greenwood was dismissed

in 1738 because of his intemperance.5

John Winthrop, at only 24 years of age, became the second

Hollis Professor of Mathematics and Natural History and remained

in the chair for the next 41 years to 1779. He is credited with both

being the first American astronomer and teaching a substantial

senior course in astronomy. In terms of mathematics, Winthrop

was the first in America to teach and apply Newton's fluxions. (The

first record of his teaching the calculus was in 1751.)6 Winthrop

himself recorded telescopic observations of sunspots and the 1761

Byrne J. Horton, The Graduate School (its origin and administrative
development) (New York: New York University Bookstore, 1940), P. 23.

5 Jones and Boyd, The Harvard College Observatory, pp. 6-9.

6 Frederick E. Brasch, "John Winthrop (1714-1779) America's first
astronomer and the first disciple of Sir Isaac Newton in the Colonies,"
Popular Astronomy 36(1928): 71-85.
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and 1769 transits of Venus across the face of the sun. The Royal

Society recognized him for his work, electing him to the society in

1766. Meanwhile, Winthrop supervised a large number of Junior

and Senior mathematics theses, several involving astronomical

calculations, such as solar and lunar projections onto Earth.7

Winthrop left a legacy at Harvard in his methods of instruction,

which propagated through the succeeding Hollis Professors to

influence Harvard's principal instructors of astronomy during the

nineteenth century: Benjamin Peirce and Joseph Lovering.8

Samuel Williams, one of Winthrop's students, succeeded him

as the third Hollis Professor (1779-1788). Though Williams put

great effort into his teaching, he suffered a fate similar to

Greenwood'she was dismissed for spending beyond his means.9

After a hiatus of one year, Samuel Webber was appointed Hollis

Professor (1789-1806). His senior course of astronomy included

precession and nutation of Earth's polar axis, lunar libration and

motion of its apogee and nodes, and aberration of starlight.10

Teaching these topics required knowledge of the recent advances in

positional astronomy, particularly the discoveries by James Bradley,

7 Ibid.; Jones and Boyd, pp. 9-21.

8 Jones and Boyd, pp. 10-Il.

Ibid., pp. 21-5.

10 Ibid., pp. 25-7.
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British Astronomer Royal, of stellar aberration in 1728 and nutation

of Earth's axis in 1748.11

John Farrar, who succeeded Webber, carried on the Hollis

tradition for nearly thirty years (1806-1836). He was an inspiring

teacher and introduced to America the advancements of French

astronomy through his translations and teaching.1 2

The most fitting heir of John Winthrop's teaching of advanced

mathematics and its application to astronomical research was

Benjamin Peirce. Ironically, Peirce never became Hollis Professor,

for Farrar occupied the chair. Peirce had shown during his

undergraduate years at Harvard (1825-1829) exceptional

mathematical ability. He helped Nathaniel Bowditch proofread

Bowditch's translation of Laplace's Méchanique Céleste. 13 After

receiving a master's degree in 1833, Peirce became a second

Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy at Harvard. In

1842, he was awarded the chair of the Perkins Professor of

Astronomy and Mathematics, occupying the chair until 1880.14

11 Stephen F. Mason, A History of the Sciences (New York: MacMillan, 1962),
p. 297.

1 2 Marc Rothenberg, "The Educational and Intellectual Background of
American Astronomers, 1825-75" (PhD dissertation, Bryn Mawr College,
1974), pp. 78-9; Jones and Boyd, p. 29.

13 Traité de Méchanique Céleste, 4 vols. (Paris, 1799-1805), translated by
Nathaniel. Bowditch as Méchanique Céleste (reprint ed., New York: Chelsea,
1966).

1 Carolyn Eisele, "Peirce, Benjamin," Dictionary of Scientific Biography
10(1970): 478-81.
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Peirce played an important role in the development of

American astronomy through his teaching and research. His

rigorous instruction in mathematical astronomy was based on the

analytical methods of French astronomers and the German method

of careful analysis of observational data.15 He was intolerant of

students of average mathematical ability; consequently, he often

taught only students of top ability, as they were the only ones to

survive long in his classes. Of his students, Thomas Hill became

president of Harvard from 1862-68, John Daniel Runkle was Senior

Assistant at the Nautical Almanac Office and later Professor of

Mathematics, then President of Massachusetts Institute of

Technology to 1902. Another student, Charles Henry Davis was first

Superintendent of the Nautical Almanac Office and also became

Superintendent of the United States Naval Observatory. Simon

Newcomb, the most important of Peirce's students, became the

leading American mathematical astronomer in the latter half of the

nineteenth century. Peirce, himself, was noted for his calculations

on planetary perturbations and the orbit of the recently discovered

planet Neptune. In all, Pierce had catapulted American

astronomical instruction to the level of the current mathematical

astronomy in Europe.'6

The second major instructor of astronomy during the mid-

nineteenth century was Joseph Lovering. He was a student of John

15 Rothenberg, "Educational of American Astronomers, 1825-75" (PhD
dissertation), pp. 86-7.

16 Ibid., pp. 93-103.
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Farrar, graduating in 1833, and followed Farrar as Hollis Professor

of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy (1838-1888). In contrast to

Benjamin Peirce, Lovering, as his teacher Farrar, was a good

lecturer of descriptive astronomy but lacked the grounding in

research to train future astronomers.1 7

EARLY HARVARD TELESCOPES AND PLANS FOR AN OBSERVATORY

In 1671, Harvard had acquired, through a donation, a three

and a half foot long refractorits first telescope. It was used by

Thomas Brattle, a 1676 graduate of Harvard, in observations of the

positions of a comet which were communicated to the Royal Society.

Newton used the data for testing Kepler's laws concerning the

elliptical motion of orbiting objects. A tutor at Harvard, Thomas

Robie (1712-1723), expanded the college's collection of

astronomical instruments to include an 8-foot refractor (1712) and

24-foot refractor (1722).1 8

In 1764, these telescopes and other astronomical instruments

were destroyed in a catastrophic fire, which also destroyed

Harvard's library. Responding to the calamity, people in the

community and overseas donated numerous books and scientific

instruments to Harvard. Among these donations was a two-foot

17 Ibid., pp. 89-90.

1 8 Jones and Boyd, p. 5. The length of the telescope tube is related to the focal
length of the primary lens. For a given eyepiece, the longer the focal length
of the lens, the greater the magnification of the image seen through the
telescope. The 24-foot telescope was used for high magnification
observations of the moon and planets, and a solar eclipse.
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telescope made by James Short, an Englishman. The Short telescope

was Harvard's principle telescope for a number of years thereafter.

Despite the donations, Harvard did not regain its earlier stature in

astronomical instruments. Harvard's possessions were poorly

suited for serious astronomical research and were not augmented

until the 1840s.1 9

While Samuel Webber was Hollis Professor and later

President of the college, he promoted the idea of building an

observatory at Harvard. However, his efforts were to no avail.

Another effort, involving Farrar and Nathaniel Bowditch, was made

in 1815 to develop a plan for an observatory. William Cranch Bond,

'an ingenious mechanic' and accomplished amateur astronomer, was

given the task of travelling to Britain to study carefully the

construction of the Greenwich Observatory. The objective was for

Bond to return with sufficient knowledge to supervise the

construction of an observatory at Harvard. Despite William Bond's

careful study of observatories in Britain, the goal of constructing an

observatory faltered because of lack of funds.20

By the 1830s, American colleges began to build observatories

and acquire telescopes and astronomical instruments: the

University of North Carolina (1831), Williams College (1836), and

Western Reserve College (1837). Also, the Military Academy at

19 Jones and Boyd, pp. 18, 44-5.

20 Ibid., pp. 27-30.
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West Point (1839), the Philadelphia High School (1840), and the city

of Cincinnati (1845) constructed observatories.

Meanwhile, John Quincy Adams, past president of the United

States (1825-1829), had for much of his career encouraged the

establishment of a research observatory on a par with those in

Europe. One of his dreams was to build such an observatory at

Harvard.21 However, such efforts were without effect until Josiah

Quincy, President of Harvard, took the bold move in 1839 of

persuading William Bond to take up residence at Harvard with his

private instruments. Quincy's hope was that Bond would become

the seed for establishing an observatory at Harvard. In 1841,

Harvard purchased land for an observatory and in 1842, with the

help of community subscriptions, began the process of looking to

procure a telescope which matched the best in the world. The

appearance of the great comet of 1843 excited the citizens of Boston

to donate more money for construction of a leading observatory. A

15-inch diameter lens was ordered from the firm of Merz and

Mahler of Munich. The lens and telescope were modelled after the

telescope at the Imperial Russian Pulkova Observatory, then the

world's largest refractor.

After seven years at Harvard without pay, William Bond

finally received a salary in 1846 as Astronomer. By then, the

observatory, known as the Harvard College Observatory (HCO), was

backed by an enthusiastic Visiting Committee headed by John

21 Ibid., pp. 31-36.
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Quincy Adams. That same year the lens arrived from Munich, and

later in 1847 the telescope tube and its mounting arrived from the

English firm of Troughton and Sirnms.22

HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY BECOMES A RESEARCH
DEPARTMENT

John Quincy Adams felt the observatory's astronomer and

assistant should be devoted to astronomical observations with the

great refractor and undergraduate instruction should be the

responsibility of the Perkins Professor, then Benjamin Peirce. Open

to question was whether the observatory's astronomer should give

instruction to upper classmen in use of the astronomical

instruments jointly with the professor. In any case, access to the

observatory by the professor and students needed to be carefully

defined. The actual defining of the roles of the observatory and

access to it came through experience, guided by respect of the

observatory's mission as a site for astronomical research.23

Soon after its opening, the number of visitors to the

observatory so strained the staff and facilities that the Corporation

of Harvard voted to close the observatory to the public, except for

special occasions or by invitation. The observatory became one of

the first research institutions associated with an American college.

Thereafter, William Bond and his son and assistant, George Phillips

22 Ibid., pp. 45-71.

23 Ibid., pp. 58-9, 69-70.
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Bond (the succeeding director of the HCO from 1859 to 1865) were

pioneers in the nascent field of astronomical photography and

actively observed eclipses, nebulae, comets, and satellites of Jupiter

and Saturn, and cataloged 500 stars.24

In 1848, the observatory received a large bequest from

Edward B. Phillips which financed a library and professorship for

the observatory. The endowment solved the constant financial

problems of the HCO and led to discussions with the Harvard

President that gave the observatory's director clear authority over

the running of the institution.25 George Bond became the first

Phillips Professor of Astronomy when he succeeded his father as

director of the observatory in 1859.26

HCO AS PART OF
THE LA WRENCE SCiENTiFiC SCHOOL, 1848-1855

In another donation to Harvard, a year before the Phillips

bequest, Abbott Lawrence gave Harvard funds for the

establishment of an advanced school of practical and applied

science, including engineering, mining, and manufacturing. The

Lawrence Scientific School became not only an advanced school for

24 Ibid., pp. 69-70, 118.

25 The matter of who has the authority for use and operation of the
observatory was a contentious matter between William Bond and Benjamin
Peirce. Ibid., p. 97.

26 Solon I. Bailey, "Astronomy, 1877-1927," in Development of Harvard
University, since the Inauguration of President Eliot, 1869-1929, ed. Samuel
Eliot Morison (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1930), p. 295.
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applied science, but also for experimental and theoretical science.

The school was intended as a professional school for college

graduates and other men of advanced educationa post-graduate

school in science.27 Graduates of Harvard and other colleges were

admitted to the Scientific School without examination. However,

special students who came without a collegiate degree were often

required to pass examinations in mathematics, physics, and

chemistry. The requirements for admission of special students

varied from department to department within the school.28 Up to

1871, the character of instruction at the school was of small groups

of students being tutored by their professor.

In 1848, the observatory and the science departments were

incorporated into the Lawrence School. The school offered three

courses related to astronomy: "Celestial Mechanics" (taught by

Benjamin Peirce), "Celestial Mechanics and the Undulatory Theory

of Light" (Joseph Lovering), and "Practical Astronomy and the Use

27 Yale University's Sheffield Scientific School evolved in a similar way as
Harvard's Lawrence School. Stanley M. Guralnick, "The American scientist
in higher education; 1820-1910," in The Sciences in the American Context:
New Perspectives, ed. Nathan Reingold (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Press,
1979), P. 123.

28 To gain entrance to Harvard College, high school graduates had to take a
substantial examination. Private secondary schools in the New England
region often prepared their students for the Harvard examinations.
Generally other students were not well prepared for these exams. Thus, the
Lawrence Scientific School provided a means of gaining entrance to a
Harvard institution for exceptional students who lacked the preparation for
the Harvard entrance examination. Hector James Hughes, "Engineering and
other applied sciences in the Harvard Engineering school and its
predecessors, 1847-1929," in Development of Harvard University, since the
Inauguration of President Eliot, 1869-1929, ed. Samuel Eliot Morison
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1930), pp. 415, 426.
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of Astronomical Instruments" (William and George Bond). In

reality, William and George Bond neither lectured nor gave classes.

The practical astronomy students, if any, had to learn on their own

using textbooks, but were allowed to gain some experience

operating astronomical equipment.

The lack of instruction coupled with high fees for instruction

at the observatory resulted in typically one or no students enrolling

in the practical astronomy class. In 1853, President Sparks of

Harvard College suggested more instruction be carried out at the

observatory. William Bond resisted the idea replying that the

observatory lacked sufficient room for instruction, entrusting

expensive instruments to novices was unsafe, the needed continuity

of astronomical observations would be seriously compromised by

interruptions for teaching, and funds were not available for extra

assistants needed to aid in the teaching. Yet, as an afterthought,

William Bond claimed that students seriously interested and willing

to work were welcome at the observatory.

In 1855, James Walker the next president of Harvard College,

insisted that the senior class attend the observatory for a couple of

evenings each year. However, this annual visitation did little to

alleviate the weakness at Harvard of instruction in practical

astronomy. That year, the observatory was separated from the

Lawrence Scientific School, becoming once again a separate

department of the university, the Harvard College Observatory.29

29 Jones and Boyd, pp. 90-5; Rothenberg, pp. 116-24.
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The research mandate of the HCO was made clear in the 1864-65

annual report of the college president:

The Observatory was not founded for the purpose
of giving elementary instruction in Astronomy and the
kindred sciences, but to furnish accurate systematic
observations of the heavenly bodies, and to cooperate in
other investigations for the public good. It is, however,
open to persons wishing to enter upon a thorough
course of instruction in Practical Astronomy.30

WINLOCK AND PICKERING ERAS OF THE HCO

Joseph Winlock, who was superintendent of the Nautical

Almanac Office, became the third director of the HCO in 1866 and

led the observatory for the next ten years.31 Under Winlock the

objectives of the observatory work remained astronomical research

coupled with observations to improve nautical tables. The director

and his assistants also provided advanced, but not elementary

instruction in practical astronomy.32 Thus, the precedent set by the

Bonds of the exclusion of the observatory to undergraduate

instruction in astronomy continued.

After the short acting directorship of Arthur Searle from 1875

to 1877, Edward Charles Pickering, instructor of physics at

30 "Fortieth Annual Report of the President of Harvard College to the
Overseers, Exhibiting the State of the Institution for the Academic Year
1864-65," (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Welch, Bigelow, & Co., 1866), p. 20; cited
in Rothenberg, p. 112.

31 Jones and Boyd, p. 136.

32 "Astronomical Observatory," Harvard University Catalogue, 1872-73 [no
page number].
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) became the fourth

director of the observatory leading it to world prominence in

photometric and spectroscopic observations of stars in his 43 years

of directorship. Before then, E. C. Pickering had developed at MIT a

program of physics laboratory instruction, giving the first such

course in the English-speaking world. He also introduced at MIT

courses in spectroscopy, photography, and practical astronomy.33

However, when he became director of the Harvard Observatory, he

adopted the Bonds' resistance to using the observatory for

undergraduate and even graduate-level instruction. In the Harvard

University Catalogue, Pickering explicitly stated:

Instruction in Astronomy is not given at the
Observatory, either by lectures or recitations.
opportunities are sometimes offered to students
specially devoting themselves to Astronomy, but the
constant employment of the principal instruments
greatly limits the use that can be made of them for this
purpose. Such students may apply for admission to the
Director, with whom the fees for the privileges offered
may be agreed upon. In some cases, a part or the whole
of the fees may be remitted in consideration of services
rendered in computation or other work.34

As mentioned in Chapter 4,35 E. C. Pickering actively helped

professors of astronomy at various women's colleges in improving

33 The first laboratory courses in physics in England began at the University
of Manchester in 1869 and Cambridge University in 1874. Jones & Boyd, pp.
179-8 1.

3 "The Astronomical Observatory," Harvard University Catalogue, 1899-1900,
p. 635.

35See section "Aid for Women Astronomers."
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their undergraduate programs in astronomy and providing

materials for research by their students. Pickering contributed

funds for observations to Sarah F. Whiting at Wellesley College. He

lent astronomical instruments and materials to Mary E. Byrd of

Smith and critically evaluated her text for an undergraduate

astronomy laboratory course. Moreover, he cooperated with Mary

W. Whitney of Vassar on variable-star observations and lent HCO

instruments and materials to Caroline E. Furness, likewise of Vassar.

Also, he gave Anne Young of Mt. Holyoke photographic plates for

study of the magnitudes of variable stars, repaired her instruments,

and consulted with her about possible students for fellowships.36

DECLINE OF ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUCTION AT THE COLLEGE

Despite having one of the leading observatories in the world,

Harvard passed most of the nineteenth century without an

independent, undergraduate program in astronomy. The university

had three endowed chairs associated with astronomy. Of them, the

Hollis Professorship of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy and the

Perkins Professorship of Astronomy and Mathematics were not

devoted to astronomy alone, and the third the Phillips Professorship

of Astronomy was in effect a research positionlittle, if any,

teaching was expected of the Phillips Professor. In fact, the

36 Jones and Boyd, pp. 4 13-7.
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professors of astronomy at the HCO had no teaching duties other

than supervising students engaged in research at the observatory.37

At the college, astronomy lacked an independent status. In

all, Harvard had no faculty devoted solely to teaching astronomy.

Joseph Lovering, the Hollis Professor, characteristically offered

courses that combined descriptive astronomy with physics,

Benjamin Peirce, the Perkins Professor, taught mathematical

astronomy to a few advanced students, and the Bonds of the HCO

hardly taught at all, although they took on assistants who learned

as apprentices. Despite these impediments, Harvard was one of the

main producers of American astronomers from the 1830s through

the 1870s. These Harvard products were either schooled in

mathematical astronomy by Peirce or trained in practical

astronomy at the observatory.3 8

On the other hand, Lovering, given his elementary instruction

in astronomy, contributed little to the training of research

37 Although originally held by the Director of the HCO, George Bond, the
Phillips Professorship was adapted in 1887 to support the ranking
astronomer at the observatory other than the Director. Solon I. Bailey,
"Astronomy, 1877-1927" in Development of Harvard University, ed. Samuel
Eliot Morison, p. 295.

38 Peirce's students included Charles Henry Davis (studied under Peirce in
the late 1830s), Pliny E. Chase (Harvard graduate in 1839), Thomas Hill (1843),
George Bond (1845), John D. Runkle (1852), Truman H. Safford (1854), and
Simon Newcomb (1858), Seth Carlo Chandler (1861, no degree), and Percival
Lowell (1876). Astronomers who had been trained at the HCO were George
Bond (assistant 1846-1859), Charles W. Tuttle (1850-1854), Truman Henry
Safford (1854-1862), Asaph Hall, Sr. (1857-1862), William A. Rodgers (1863-
1865), George Mary Searle (1866-1868), Arthur Searle (1869-1883), and
William Crawford Winlock (1879-1880). The Harvard astronomers comprise
15% of the total number of American astronomers active between 1825 and
1875. Rothenberg, pp. 77-125; Jones and Boyd, pp. 194-5.
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astronomers. Moreover, Peirce's productivity in generating

astronomers declined after 1860. Peirce had no say in the running

of the observatory and was often in conflict with the Bonds. In any

case, he devoted more of his effort to teaching mathematics. By the

time of Peirce's death in 1880, the rigorous program of

mathematical astronomy at Harvard had wilted with no one to take

his place. Lovering remained Hollis Professor for eight more years,

at which point he was succeeded by one of his students, Robert

Wheeler Wilison (BA 1873).

R. W. WILLSON AND REVIVAL OF UNDERGRADUATE ASTRONOMY,
1891-1902

Robert Wilison's undergraduate training in astronomy was a

short course taught by Joseph Lovering, "Astronomy and Acoustics."

Lovering's course, which Wilson had taken in 1873, was a junior-

level physics course. Willson graduated with honors in physics and

chemistry and shared a publication with Benjamin Peirce on Bessel

functions.

With his bachelor's degree in hand, Willson leapt at an

opportunity to assist Benjamin Gould, founder of the Astronomical

Journal and, at that time, astronomer of Argentina's National

Observatory in Cordoba. After a year, Wilison returned to

Cambridge to assist Joseph Winlock at the HCO. For several years,

he was a tutor in physics at Harvard and then an assistant

astronomer at the modest Winchester Observatory of Yale

University. Finally, he travelled to Europe because of little
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opportunity for advanced study in astronomy on the East Coast, and

in 1886 received his PhD in astronomy from the University of

Wurzburg. Three years later, Wi]lson became instructor of

astronomy and physics at Harvard University. At the time of his

appointment, with both Peirce and Lovering gone, the only course

at the College that had any connection with astronomy was a course

in the mathematics department, "Spherical Trigonometry

Applications of Spherical Trigonometry to Astronomy and

Navigation." At the HCO, no course was taught. Through Willson,

astronomy found a new, though temporary home in the Engineering

Department.

In 1890, the Lawrence Scientific School was united with the

Harvard College under the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. With this

move, engineering courses and degree programs became fully

accessible to the College students.39 Willson joined the Engineering

Department when it was being reorganized and expanded. Starting

in 1891, he taught a practical astronomy course for civil

engineering students. He later added a descriptive astronomy

course to the engineering curriculum. In 1897, Willson's astronomy

courses were transferred to the Department of Physics as his

descriptive astronomy course appealed to a broader audience than

39 The Lawrence Scientific School was terminated in 1906. The
undergraduate programs offered through the Scientific School were made
part of the Harvard College, and the advanced programs were absorbed into
the newly formed Graduate School of Applied Sciences. Hector James Hughes,
"Engineering and other applied sciences in the Harvard Engineering school
and its predecessors, 1847-1929," in Development of Harvard University, ed.
Samuel Eliot Morison, p. 428.
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just engineering students. Nonetheless, he still supported the

engineering curriculum with an elementary astronomy course for

engineers 4O

ASAPH HALL TEACHES CELESTIAL MECHANICS

At the time that astronomy was becoming accessible to the

general Harvard student, a substantial course in celestial mechanics

was offered by Asaph Hall, Sr. He became Professor of Mathematics

at Harvard (1896-1901) giving lectures on celestial mechanics. Hall

was a highly respected elder astronomer, whose own education

included training under BrUnnow at Michigan and working as an

assistant at the HCO under William Bond. He became famous for his

discovery of the two moons of Mars, Deimos and Phobos, in 1877 at

the US Naval Observatory.

Of his students, Walter Davis Lambert (BA 1900, MA 1901)

became the chief of the gravity and astronomy section of the US

Coast and Geodetic Survey, and Benjamin Boss (BA 1901) led Dudley

Observatory in Albany, New York on its astrometric program of

measuring the proper motions of stars.

40 H. T. Stetson, "Robert Wheeler Wilison," Popular Astronomy 31(1923):
308-13; Harlan T. Stetson, "Twenty-five years of the Students' Astronomical
Laboratory, 1903-1928," Harvard Alumni Bulletin 16 February 1928, pp.
588-94; Harvard University Catalogue, 1872-73, 1889-91, 1893-94, p. 102; Solon
I. Bailey, "Astronomy, 1877-1927" in Development of Harvard University, ed.
Samuel Eliot Morison, p. 304.
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Hall's course was applauded in Popular Astronomy as being

the most complete course in celestial mechanics given in America.4 1

However, George William Hill, whom some considered as the leading

American mathematical astronomer of the time, also gave lectures

on celestial mechanics starting in 1898.42 His lectures were given

at Columbia University and open to the public. Hill had no

experience teaching and his lectures drew only three students.

Nonetheless, one of them, Frank Schlesinger, became a leading

astronomer whose main work was astrometric measurements of

stars to determine their parallax. His career was highlighted by his

directorship of the Allegheny Observatory (1905-1920) and the

Yale University Observatory (1920-194 1).4

At the turn of the century, both Hall and Hill were near the

end of their careers, and up to this time no American text on

celestial mechanics had been written. The reference books used in

such courses were all in French or Germantexts by Laplace,

Lagrange, Leverrier, Gauss, Oppolozer, and Jacobi.44 The situation

41 [W. W. Payne], "Professor Hall's lectures on Celestial Mechanics," Popular
Astronomy 4(1897): 453-4.

42 G. W. Hill was awarded the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society
(1887) and the Bruce Medal of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific(1909)
for his work in celestial mechanics, particularly on the theory of lunar
motion. F. R. Moulton, "George William Hill," Popular Astronomy 22(1914):
391-400; Joseph S. Tenn, "A brief history of the Bruce Medal of the A. S. P.,"
Mercury 15(1986): 106; Rothenberg, pp. 177-8.

43 Frank Schlesinger, "Recollections of George William Hill," Publications of

the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 49(1937): 5-12.

44 [W. W. Payne], "Professor Hall's lectures on celestial mechanics," Popular
Astronomy 4(1897): 455.
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was remedied by a young man at Chicago, Forest Ray Moulton, who

took the mantle of being America's leading instructor in celestial

mechanics. After his doctorate (Chicago 1900), Moulton wrote A n

Introduction to Celestial Mechanics (published in 1902), which was

America's first text on celestial mechanics.45

THE STUDENTS' ASTRONOMICAL LABORATORY

Without access to the HCO, the undergraduate astronomy

program at Harvard clearly needed a separate, instructional

observatory for its students. Also with the rapid increase in

laboratory instruction in physics and chemistry, Wilison saw that

astronomy should likewise benefit from laboratory experience for

its students. He developed weekly, two-hour laboratory exercises

for the students which could be flexibly adapted for rain or

sunshine, day or night. The aim was to engage the students in

observations and experiment so that they may learn through their

experience how knowledge is gained about our physical universe.

Toward these ends, Willson established the Students' Astronomical

Laboratory in 1903 and published Laboratory Astronomy, a

laboratory textbook.46

At the turn of the century, the idea of teaching astronomy

through laboratory exercises was gaining acceptance as an effective

45 Herbert A. Howe, "Astronomical books for the use of students," Popular
Astronomy 9(1901): 29-31, 61-7, 169-76, 225-34; W. W. Payne, "Two important
books," Popular Astronomy 10:(1902): 465-9.

46 R. W. Wilison, Laboratory Astronomy, (Boston: Ginn & Co., 1900, 1906).
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way to teach elementary astronomy.47 The movement toward

laboratory classes in undergraduate astronomy began in women's

colleges. Mary E. Byrd, Professor of Astronomy (1898-1906) at

Smith and director of its observatory (1887-1906), developed a

laboratory course in elementary astronomy where students used

simple telescopes and made simple instruments for determining

time and latitude. Many of these labs could be done in the daylight.

She published in 1899 a lab manual to accompany her course.48

Sarah F. Whiting, Professor of Physics and Physical Astronomy

(1879-1916) at Wellesley College in Massachusetts and Director of

Whitin Observatory (1904-1916), initially taught laboratory-based

physics classes. She extended the idea by 1905, to her astronomy

courses, constructing undergraduate lab courses in which the

students analyzed photographs of stellar positions and spectra.49

Both Mary Byrd and Sarah Whiting were strongly influenced

by E. C. Pickering. Before he had become Director of the HCO, he

invited Whiting to attend his physics course at MIT, which was

laboratory based. When at the HCO, Pickering encouraged both

Whiting and Byrd with advice and equipment to facilitate their

" [W. W. Payne], "Laboratory Astronomy," Popular Astronomy 14(1906): 317.

48 Mary E. Byrd, "A laboratory for General Astronomy," Popular Astronomy
10(1902): 131-5; "Outline of a laboratory course in elementary astronomy,"
Popular Astronomy 14(1906): 294-8; Louise Barber Hoblit, "Mary E. Byrd,"
Popular Astronomy 42(1934): 496-8.

49 Annie J. Cannon, "Sarah Frances Whiting," Popular Astronomy 35(1927):
539-45; Sarah F. Whiting, "Spectroscopic work for classes in astronomy,"
Popular Astronomy 13(1905): 387-91; "The use of photographs in teaching
astronomy," Popular Astronomy 13(1905): 430-4.
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teaching of astronomy. The idea of teaching astronomy through

laboratory exercises, came not from Harvard's College, but from its

observatory.

In 1903, astronomy gained the status at Harvard as a

separate, independent department. Wilison, at that time, became a

full Professor of Astronomy, being the first to have a professorship

at Harvard directed solely toward the teaching of astronomy.50

Astronomical instruction at Harvard took on the character of a

laboratory-based, undergraduate science program. The Students'

Laboratory housed rooms for lecturing, computing, and laboratory

instruction. Also, an adjoining yard housed a 7 1/2 inch Clark

refractor and smaller telescopes, including a 4-inch meridian circle

by Troughton-and-Simms and a 3-inch transit telescope. The

laboratory also housed the almucantar designed and used by Seth

Chandler to measure variations in Earth's latitude due to precession

and nutation.5 1

The laboratory was well equipped for classroom instruction.

Elementary instruction was in a large classroom, facilitated by

devices designed by Wilison to illustrate astronomical phenomena.

Laboratory instruction was in a smaller room, with a separate room

50 H. T. Stetson, "Robert Wheeler Wilison," Popular Astronomy 31(1923):
308-13; Harlan T. Stetson, "Twenty-five years of the Students' Astronomical
Laboratory, 1903-1928," Harvard Alumni Bulletin, 16 February 1928, pp.
58 8-94.

5 1 The Almucantar was an exceptionally accurate, azimuthal telescope which
floated in a mercury bath. W. E. Carter and M. S. Carter, "Seth Carlo
Chandler," National Academy of Sciences, Biographical Memoirs 66(1995):
49-53.
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for practical astronomy students.52 The laboratory was similar to

the Students' Observatory at Berkeley, which had been established

fifteen years before and by 1903 had become a prominent training

school of astronomers. Both were designed to give undergraduate

students hands-on experience in using astronomical instruments

and making related computations. In the following decades,

advanced students of the Students' Laboratory participated in

photometric study of variable stars and occultations.53 However,

the Laboratory did not become a center of research in its own right

as had Berkeley's Students' Observatory, which was a major site for

calculation of orbits of asteroids and comets. The Harvard

Laboratory remained solely a teaching institution.

GROWTH OF ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUCTION DURING THE 1910S

Willson's descriptive astronomy course became the most

popular science course in the college.54 Despite this, he alone

shouldered the burden of teaching astronomy until John Charles

Duncan (PhD Berkeley 1909) came to Harvard in 1909 as an

instructor in astronomy. In his doctoral research at Lick

Observatory, Duncan used theoretical astronomy, spectroscopy, and

52 "Students' Astronomical Laboratory," Harvard University Catalogue,
1906-07, pp. 742-3.

53 Solon I. Bailey, "Astronomy, 1877-1927" in Development of Harvard
University, ed. Samuel Eliot Morison, p. 305.

54 Ibid., pp. 304-5.
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photometry in his study of the light variation of two Cepheid

variable stars. With Duncan, the department's course offerings

were expanded. Besides Wilison's regular courses "Descriptive

Astronomy," "Astronomy for Engineers," and "Practical Astronomy,"

Duncan taught new courses, "The Determination of Orbits," and

"Astrophysics," showing the influence of Leuschner at Berkeley and

his research at Lick.55

Duncan left Harvard in 1916 to become Professor of

Astronomy at Wellesley College and Director of Whitin Observatory.

While devoted to teaching a broad range of astronomical courses at

Wellesley, he also maintained astronomical research through leaves

of absence to Mt. Wilson Observatory.

At Harvard, Duncan was replaced by Harlan True Stetson (PhD

Chicago 1915). As Duncan before, Stetson arrived fresh from his

doctoral research (on stellar photometry) and became Instructor of

Astronomy. Duncan's course in orbital calculation was no longer

taught, and celestial mechanics was taught through the Mathematics

Department by William LeRoy Hart, the Benjamin Peirce Instructor

in Mathematics. However, Stetson maintained the elementary

astrophysics course. The basic astronomy curriculum in 1916 was

descriptive and practical astronomy and astrophysics.

The entry of the United States into World War I had a major

impact on the undergraduate program at Harvard as well as

astronomy instruction at other American universities. In the

55 "Astronomy," Harvard University Catalogue, 1913-14, pp. 363-5.
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1917-18 school year, Wilison and Stetson instructed 500 Harvard

students in the application of astronomy to navigation and aviation.

The courses were part of a nationwide effort, sponsored by the US

Shipping Board School of Navigation, to train quickly merchant

seaman.56 The staff at Berkeley and Michigan also taught

navigation courses for the Shipping Board. As at Berkeley and

Michigan, the navigation courses at Harvard ("Elementary

Navigation" and "Nautical Astronomy") were popular and continued

to be offered after the war.5 7

THE PROBLEM OF THE WILLSON PROFESSORSHIP

In 1919 Willson retired and H. T. Stetson, who became

Assistant Professor of Astronomy in 1920, continued to teach the

astronomy courses. The undergraduate program continued under

Stetson's helm revitalized by the interest in navigation. Stetson

wrote a new laboratory manual to replace Willson's out-of-date

manual and maintained astronomical instruction with the aid of two

or three instructors and assistants.58 From 1920 to 1929, he was

responsible for teaching "Elementary Astronomy," "Descriptive

56 See Chapter 3, section "Navigation Instruction."

57 "Astronomy," Harvard University Catalogue, 1919-20, p. 389; Bailey,
"Astronomy, 1877-1927" in Development of Harvard University, ed. Samuel
Eliot Morison, p. 305; Stetson, "Twenty-five years of the Students'
Astronomical Laboratory," pp. 588-94.

58 Harlan True Stetson, A Manual of Laboratory Astronomy (Boston: Eastern
Science Supply Co., 1925).
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Astronomy," "Elementary Navigation," and "Nautical Astronomy" to

undergraduates; "Practical Astronomy," "Theoretical Astronomy,"

and "Elementary Astrophysics," to both graduate and

undergraduate students; and "Practical Astronomy," and "Stellar

Photometry," to graduate students.59 Even though Stetson did not

teach all of these courses in one year, the teaching load precluded

him from attaining the amount and quality of research

characteristic of the astronomers at the HCO.

In 1927, R. W. Willson's widow gave an endowment of

$150,000 for establishing a Professorship of Applied Astronomy

with the conditions of teaching undergraduate courses mainly by

laboratory methods rather than lecturing, and including navigation

instruction.60 Also as part of an effort to upgrade the graduate

astronomy work at Harvard, Dean Clifford H. Moore asked Harlow

Shapley, who had been Director of the HCO since 1921, to assume

charge of all astronomical work at the University, including the

Astronomy Department at the College which included the Students'

Laboratory.6 1

Shapley thought the Wilison Professor should be one of high

research credentials and in charge of the undergraduate instruction,

59 Harvard University Catalogue, 1919-20, 1920-21, 1922-23.

60 [Curvin Henry Gingrich], "Bequest for a Professorship in Astronomy,"
Popular Astronomy 35(1927): 592; Harlan T. Stetson, "Twenty-five years of the
Students' Astronomical Laboratory," Harvard Alumni Bulletin 16 February
1928, p. 594.

61 Harlow Shapley-Dean Moore correspondence, August-December 1927,
Harlow Shapley papers, 1920-29, UAV 630.22, Harvard University Archives,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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whether directly involved in the teaching or not. The laboratory

method of teaching elementary astronomy should remain, but the

Wilison Professor should be a leader in graduate teaching as well as

undergraduate. For Shapley, the best type of person to instruct the

college men in astronomy would be a research man, who trains

astronomers 62

Ironically, the Wilison endowment resulted in termination of

Harlan Stetson's position at Harvard, even though Shapley had a

good opinion of Stetson's teaching.63 With the demanding teaching

load, Stetson was not actively publishing astronomical research of

high standard. Thus, he could not be promoted to a full professor,

which automatically excluded him from inheriting the Willson

Professorship.64 Also, the department was not large enough to

support a teaching staff with both an associate professor as well as

a full professor. Because Shapley expected the Wilison Professor to

be a leading researcher as well as teacher, Stetson had to go.65

62 Memoranda from Shapley to Dean Moore "Concerning the Department of
Astronomy," Harlow Shapley papers, 1920-29, UAV 630.22, Harvard University
Archives.

63 Stetson's method of teaching was to pose a problem faced in astronomy and
leading the students toward a solution by asking the students suggestive
questions. Harlan True Stetson, "The teaching of astronomy," Popular
Astronomy 35(1927): 423-33.

64 Shapley to R. H. Curtiss, 15 November 1926, Harlow Shapley papers,
1920-29, UAV 630.22, Harvard University Archives. Stetson was engaged in
stellar photometry, correlation of radio reception to sunspot activity, and
photometry of the solar corona during solar eclipses.

65 Schlesinger to Jan Oort, 31 January 1929, Frank Schlesinger papers, Yale
University Library, Division of Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut.



Following Stetson's departure, Shapley had several staff members

of the HCO fill in to teach the courses Stetson had taught before.66

After Harvard, Stetson became Director of the Perkins

Observatory at Ohio Wesleyan University and there had the

opportunity to develop his own research program on correlations of

solar and terrestrial phenomena. In 1934, five years after Stetson's

termination at Harvard, Shapley, in a major swing of judgment,

considered Stetson among leading astronomers in the world for a

professorship at Harvard on the strength of his research at Perkins

Observatory.67

Similar fates faced other junior staff members of major

astronomy departments. The junior members of departments with

strong graduate programs were largely responsible for teaching the

undergraduate lecture and laboratory courses. The teaching

expectations often lead to stagnation in the research by the junior

member, thus crippling his or her career as Stetson's case

illustrates.

A similar fate was suffered by Thornton Leigh Page, a Rhodes

Scholar, who received his PhD from Oxford University in 1938. At

the time few positions were available in the United States for

astronomical research, but Page secured a position at the University

of Chicago campus as a "half-time" instructor of elementary

66 Shapley to Edwin F. Carpenter, 26 December 1929, Harlow Shapley papers,
1920-29, UAV 630.22, Harvard University Archives.

67 Shapley to Professor James P. Baxter, 28 April 1934, Harlow Shapley
papers, 1930-40, UAV 630.22, Harvard University Archives.
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astronomy classes. Page, like Stetson, was burdened by a heavy

class load, he taught five courses each year, and high enrollments

(up to 900) in his physical science class, and had only one

assistant.68 Having no chance to continue his doctoral research in

nebular spectroscopy under the heavy teaching burden, Page's

career at the University of Chicago was a dead-end. Like Stetson,

Page became active in research only after leaving the University of

Chicago.69

Established astronomers were well aware of potential

exploitation of academic astronomers by a university and warned

those who were beginning their careers to minimize their teaching

as much as possible.70 Furthermore, the advise was extended to

68 Memo from Thornton L. Page to Walter Bartky and Otto Struve, 13 January
1947, microfilm copy of Otto Struve papers, Niels Bohr Library, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

69 Thornton Page left the University of Chicago in 1950 for a research
position on naval weapons at the Johns Hopkins University. He later became
Professor of Astronomy at Wesleyan College (1958-1968) and astrophysicist at
the US Naval Research Laboratory (1971-1976). For a further discussion of
his time at the University of Chicago, see section "Neglect of undergraduate
astronomy beyond 1937" of Chapter 7.

70 Frank Schlesinger advised Phillip Fox to avoid spending much time
teaching; his effort would be better spent working in an observatory.
Schlesinger to Phillip Fox, 4 October 1912, Frank Schlesinger papers, Yale
University Library, Division of Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut.

George Ellery Hale likewise warned H. N. Russell to watch out for
observatory staff becoming loaded with teaching duties. G. E. Hale to Russell,
21 June 1920, Henry Norris Russell papers, Princeton University Library,
Princeton, NJ.

Frank Schlesinger noted that he would regret to see an astronomer of Jan
Schilt's caliber accepting an open position at Columbia University, hence
spending a considerable fraction of his time teaching. Schlesinger to H. E.
Hawes, Dean of Columbia College, 24 October 1929, Frank Schlesinger papers,
Yale University Library, New Haven, Connecticut.
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promising young astronomers to refuse academic positions that

entailed a significant burden of undergraduate teaching. The

Wilison Professorship, with just this disadvantage, not only led to

the loss of Stetson's job, but also became a major problem for the

new head of the Harvard Astronomy Department.

The endowment required that the Willson Professor be

devoted to teaching undergraduate laboratory courses in astronomy

and navigation. Wilison himself had become a full professor at

Harvard without regard to his lack of research.71 Twenty-five

years later, he could not have become a full professor in astronomy

because he had done little research.

Shapley had the task of finding a research astronomer who

would, in effect, give up his research to teach undergraduate

courses. In a period of over a year, Shapley courted Jan Oort, a

young Dutch astronomer (who was doing important work in stellar

statistics on the structure and dynamics of our galaxy); Svein

Rosseland, a Norwegian astronomer (who was strong in theoretical

astrophysics); Seth Barnes Nicholson, an astronomer at Mt. Wilson

Observatory (who had discovered four moons of Jupiter); Charles

Donald Shane of Lick Observatory (who worked on stellar

spectroscopy); Robert Julius Trumpler, an astronomer also of Lick

Observatory (who was a prominent statistical astronomer); and

Harry Hemley Plaskett, who was already at Harvard University on a

7 1 Likewise, Wilison is not considered as one of the American research
astronomers of this study. He had published only two minor works of
research in astronomy.
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trial lectureship as an associate professor in the department. They

all refused the position.72

Trying to entice quality astronomers to accept the Wilison

Professorship as originally dictated in the bequest was futile. A

change in the conditions of the bequest was necessary. Finally with

major modification of the Wilison memorial, a young, Dutch doctoral

student from the University of Groningen, Bart Jan Bok, was

welcomed in 1929 to help teach undergraduate classes as the "R. W.

Wilison Fellow" in astronomy. Bok's undergraduate teaching duties

were lighthe taught "Descriptive Astronomy" with the help of

three other graduate students. In 1932, Bok received his PhD in

astronomy from the University of Groningen for research done at

the HCO. With his degree, he became an assistant professor of

astronomy at Harvard. Bok continued to teach Descriptive

Astronomy through the 1930s, but he also had duties in teaching

graduate students. He supervised the graduate research course

"Stellar Statistics and Proper Motions" and became a principle

advisor for the graduate students. Shapley left Bok largely

responsible for organizing the teaching in the Department of

Astronomy.73 However, in 1940, Bok persuaded Shapley and

72 Shapley to Dean Clifford H. Moore, 18 August 1927 and 15 September 1928;
Shapley to Ejnar Hertzsprung, 3 October 1928; A. 0. Leuschner to Shapley, 4
December 1928, Harlow Shapley papers, 1920-29, UAV 630.22, Harvard
University Archives; Schlesinger to Jan Oort, 31 January 1929; H. H. Plaskett-
Schlesinger correspondence, 17 to 30 April 1929; Schlesinger to H. E. Hawes,
Dean of Columbia College, 24 October 1929, Frank Schlesinger papers, Yale
University.

73 Struve to Arthur Compton, 6 November 1940, Otto Struve papers, Niels Bohr
Library.
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President Conant of Harvard University to relieve him of the

Descriptive Astronomy course that he had taught since the late

1920s.74 In 1947, Bok became the first Robert Wheeler Willson

Professor of Astronomy.75 Thus, the Wilison Professorship failed to

attain its enda professor providing quality undergraduate

laboratory instruction in astronomy in the tradition set by R. W.

Wilison himselfbecause of the immiscibility of burdensome

undergraduate teaching with the expectations of active research by

a full professor.

ASTRONOMERS WITH BACHELOR'S DEGREES FROM HARVARD

Twenty-three of the 509 American astronomers in this

survey, about 5% of the total, earned a bachelor's degree from

Harvard or attended the university as an undergraduate student.

Harvard was one of the major sites for undergraduate education of

the astronomers, only Berkeley and Michigan granted more

bachelor's degrees.

Between 1875 and 1910, more than half of the astronomers

who were undergraduates at Harvard did not continue with a

graduate education. Thereafter, all of the Harvard students had

graduate training before become astronomers. Clearly, after 1910,

74 Bart Bok to Struve, 21 December 1940, Otto Struve papers.

75 J. A. Graham, C. M. Wade, and R. M. Price, "Bart J. Bok," National Academy
of Sciences, Biographical Memoirs 64(1994): 80.
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undergraduate education was no longer sufficient preparation for

becoming an astronomer.

The group of 23 astronomers who studied at Harvard, 21 with

bachelor's degrees and 2 without a degree, divides roughly into

thirdsthose who had been Harvard undergraduates before (7),

during (7), or after the Willson years (9).76 Before Willson's arrival

at Harvard, Joseph Lovering, who taught there until 1888, may

have played a role in arousing the interest of some of these early

students in astronomy, but all majored in other fields, such as

mathematics, physics, geology, or engineering as there was no

astronomy major. Also, all gained their astronomical training

elsewhere, such as at the HCO, US Naval Observatory, or other

university, such as Johns Hopkins, Chicago, or Yale.

During R. W. Wilison's 28 years of teaching undergraduate

astronomy, a similar pattern appears of students specializing in

physics, mathematics, or engineering and receiving training at the

HCO or other observatory, such as Lick. Thus, while Willson may

have piqued the interest of budding astronomers, an undergraduate

major in astronomy was a common route toward a career in

astronomy. Nonetheless, Benjamin Boss and Harry Raymond, who

studied astronomy at Harvard and earned bachelor's degrees in

1901 and 1905 respectively, went on without further education to

become assistants, then astronomers at Dudley Observatory. There,

they made visual astrometric measurements, for which a laboratory

76 R. W. Wilison taught astronomy at Harvard from 1891 to 1919.



course in practical astronomy could have been a useful preparation.

However, the opportunities for astronomical research using such

classical methods were becoming less common. Fewer opportunities

were available for one to become an astronomer with only a

bachelor's degree (see Table 8.1).

The remaining post-Wilison undergraduates had all continued

their education, earning PhDs in astronomy. Five of these

astronomers had been students for the ten years while Stetson was

the principle undergraduate instructor during the 1920s. Thus,

Shapley's distribution of undergraduate teaching responsibilities

among the HCO staff after Stetson's departure did not measurably

increase the output from Harvard College of new astronomers.

The college's most outstanding graduates were products of the

1920s and 1930s: Theodore Dunham, Jr. (BA 1921) became a

prominent astronomer at Mt. Wilson Observatory; Edwin Francis

Carpenter (BA 1922) became Director of Steward Observatory at the

University of Arizona; Jesse Leonard Greenstein (BA 1929) became

an astronomer at the Hale Observatories and Lee A. DuBridge

Professor of Astrophysics at Caltech, he received several

astronomical awards; Carl Keenan Seyfert (BS 1933) graduated

magna cum laude and did important research in galactic studies;

Leo Goldberg (BS 1934) became Chairman of the Department of

Astronomy at Harvard and Director of the HCO, and later Director of

the Kitt Peak National Observatory in Arizona.

Another means of evaluating the Harvard graduates is

membership in the National Academy of Sciences. Five of the 23



Table 8.1

Production of Astronomers from Harvard College77

Period

1875-1880

1881-1885

1886- 1890

1891-1895

1896- 1900

1901- 1905

1906- 19 10

1911-1915

19 16-1920

1921-1925

1926- 1930

193 1-1935

1936-1941

Total

Number of undergraduates
who become astronomers

Bachelor Bachelor's Earned no
graduates is highest degree

degree

3 2

3

1

2

2 2

1

3

3

2

1

21

1

5 2

247

77 The number of Harvard bachelor's graduates who earned higher academic
degrees equals the second minus third column.



were elected into the NAS: Robert Williams Wood (BA 1891,

NAS election 1912); Theodore Lyman (1897, 1917), Walter Davis

Lambert (1900, 1949), Jesse Greenstein (1929, 1957), and Leo

Goldberg (1934, 1958). Four of the five had undergraduate

educations which emphasized physics or astrophysics. Wood and

Lyman, both Harvard students during the 1890s, were prominent

laboratory spectroscopistsWood being Professor of Experimental

Physics at Johns Hopkins and Lyman the Hollins Professor of

Physics at Harvard. Some of their research was applied towards

study of the solar spectrum. They were unlikely to have been

influenced by R. W. Wilison who taught only elementary and

practical astronomy. But W. D. Lambert, who was engineering

trained and became a leading geodesist in the US Coast and Geodetic

Survey, probably had studied practical astronomy under Wilison.

Greenstein and Goldberg, who were graduate students at Harvard

during the 1930s, had strong backgrounds in theoretical physics

that they applied to astrophysical problems.

From 1875 through the Wilison years to 1920, the

undergraduate astronomy program at Harvard was generally weak

in preparing students for research careers in astronomy. The main

undergraduate instruction, beyond elementary astronomy, was

practical astronomy. Under Stetson, the undergraduate program

began to yield top research astronomers and astrophysicists at the

same time that the HCO was becoming an active site for graduate

training. When Bok took the helm of the undergraduate astronomy

program in 1929, personnel of the HCO, staff and graduate students
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became directly involved in undergraduate instruction,

strengthening Harvard's bachelor's program in astronomy. The

graduate staff taught undergraduate courses and attracted top

students interested in becoming astronomers.78

78 Carl Seyfert had entered Harvard originally intending to study medicine,
but was inspired by Bok's astronomy course to switch his academic major to
astronomy. Robert Hardie, "Carl Keenan Seyfert," Quarterly Journal of the
Royal Astronomical Society 2(1961): 123-5.
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CHAPTER 9

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AT PRINCETON UNTVERSITY

Princeton University, previously known as the College of New

Jersey, is the fourth-oldest institution of higher learning in the

United States, founded in 1746.1 The college, sponsored by the

Presbyterian Church, was for men only but was always open to

students of any faith. The first notable teacher of astronomy at the

College of New Jersey was Stephen Alexander, a cousin of one of

America's most important physicists, Joseph Henry. In 1840,

Stephen Alexander, who had been an adjunct professor of

mathematics at the college, became one of the first in the United

States named as a professor of astronomy. Professorships in

astronomy were an early sign of the recognition of astronomy as a

profession.2

Stephen Alexander' s astronomical work was mainly

calculations and studies of the sun, the nebular hypothesis, and

comets. He had little to do with observing through a telescope.

1 The name of the college was changed to the familiar name "Princeton
University" in 1 896.

2 Denison Olmsted became Professor of Astronomy at Yale University four
years earlier. Deborah Jean Warner, "Astronomy in antebellum America," in
The Sciences in the American Context, ed. Nathan Rheingold (Washington,
DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1979), p. 63.
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Alexander continued teaching at the College of New Jersey until he

retired in 1876.

C. A. YOUNG, PRINCETON'S RESEARCH PROFESSOR, 1877-1905

The College of New Jersey, looking to fill the vacant

professorship of astronomy, persuaded Charles Augustus Young

(1834-1908), then Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy

at Dartmouth College, to join the faculty as Alexander's successor.

Young had a strong reputation as a teacher and as a promising

scientist. He was a pioneer in astronomical spectroscopy, being one

of the first to observe the spectrum of the sun and its corona during

a solar eclipse (1869) and discovering the "reversing layer" during

the flash spectrum of the 1870 solar eclipse.4

That the College of New Jersey had attracted Young was a

major coup in light of the lucrative offers he received from several

other colleges and universities. Between 1872 and 1880, Young had

received offers from the University of Pennsylvania, the University

of Wisconsin, Williams College, Lehigh University, Tufts College,

Union College, Amherst College, and Cornell University, to become

professor of physics or of astronomy. These offers were of high

3 Marc Rothenberg, "The Educational and Intellectual Background of
American Astronomers, 1825-75" (PhD dissertation, Bryn Mawr College,
1974), pp. 166-7.

John M. Poor, "Charles Augustus Young," Popular Astronomy 16(1908):
225-6.

The reversing layer is a layer of the sun's atmosphere which strongly
absorbs spectral lines along the line of sight, but re-emits the radiation as
bright-line emissions in other directions.
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salary with a light teaching load.5 For instance, the University of

Pennsylvania proposed to Young a chair of astronomy and

directorship of an observatory with few lectures per year.

Pennsylvania had recently received a large endowment and was

willing to build an observatory to suit Young's needs for research

and instruction.6

Perhaps this episode was one of the earliest intensely

competitive efforts among American colleges and universities to

attract the best professors to their own institutions. In any case,

such competition created better research opportunities for

American scientists. Before 1876, professorship meant teaching,

not research. However, the scientific community in the United

States was calling for a change in this mentality. Americans who

travelled to Germany saw the research ethic at work in the German

universities. Impressed by the German paradigm of research in

higher education, American scientists and professors began to plead

for colleges and universities in the United States to recognize

research as part of the legitimate work of a professor.7 To fulfill

Series 1Professional Correspondence, microfilm copy of Charles A. Young
papers, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics, College Park,
Maryland. This series of letters to Young contain numerous offers, made
from 1865 to 1880, for professorships at colleges and universities.

6 George F. Barker to C. A. Young, 30 August 1875, Charles A. Young papers.

7 For a discussion of the German style of graduate-level studies and the
American reaction, see Chapter 11 on the adoption of the PhD by American
universities.
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this mandate for research, professors needed more facilities, time

from teaching, and money.8

The academic community was responsive, but not in total

agreement. One of the leading teachers of science in the nineteenth

century was Denison Olmsted of Yale University. He felt that the

ideal teacher is good at both teaching and research, but teaching

had priority over research and thus a professor should not single-

mindedly focus on research as required to make significant strides

in the science. On the other hand, Joseph Henry, the leading

American physicist in the mid-nineteenth century, saw that an

original investigator could inspire a class with enthusiasm. Also,

the success of one's research gave the scientist power within the

college and honor for his students.9

Young, too, had appealed for better research opportunities at

the 1876 meeting of the American Association for the Advancement

of Science (AAAS). Young spoke of the lack of assistance and funds

for overworked professors of astronomy. He made a strong appeal

to overcome these deficiencies in order to facilitate original

research:

We have in the different states something over
thirty establishments that bear the name of
observatories, and the majority of them are fairly
equipped with instrumentsthey need principally men

8 Alexander Bache, a leading American scientist of the time, addressed, in
1851, the American Association for the Advancement of Science on this topic.
Robert V. Bruce, The Launching of Modern American Science (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1987), p. 138.

9 Ibid.
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and funds. Most of them are connected with our
colleges or other institutions of learning, and are under
the charge. of some overworked Professor whose time is
completely filled, and his strength burdened to the limit
of endurance, by the routine of daily class instruction.
He has no assistant, and there is no fund at his disposal
to enable him to procure new instruments, to pay
computers, or to publish any result he may have
reached. In most cases he has come to his position by a
promotion from some other chair, and without the
thorough mathematical training that he ought to have
had to make him really efficient as a man of science.
Under these circumstances, all the use of the
observatory and its instruments is merely to exhibit to
the students of the institution a few of the more striking
telescopic objects, and to keep the chapel clock to time.
Original work is out of the question. To make a college
observatory of any benefit to science it must be
sufficiently endowed to enable its director to be free
from the drudgery of teaching (it will not hurt him at all
to be obliged to give a certain limited amount of
instruction), and to furnish all needed improvements,
assistance, and the means of publication.10

In Young's case, this appeal was clearly heard. At the College

of New Jersey, Young taught only half a normal load, and the

university provided a research-quality observatory, the Haisted

Observatory. His position was a forerunner of research

professorships in the United States.1 1

1 0 Charles A. Young, "American Astronomyits history, present state, needs,
and prospects," (Section A Address, Buffalo New York, August 1876),
Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
25(1877): 46-7.

11 Henry Norris Russell, "America's role in the development of astronomy,"
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 91(1947): 10-16.

The development of academic research positions for astronomers is
further discussed in Chapter 15, section "Quest for Research Professorships."
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HALSTED OBSERVATORY AND THE INSTRUCTION OBSERVATORY

The Haisted Observatory was founded at the College of New

Jersey in 1869, and in 1881 a 23-inch refracting telescope with

lenses formed by the Clark brothers was added. This telescope was,

at that time, one of the largest telescopes at any American college.

The observatory was principally for research. Yet usage of the

telescope was hampered by the poorly constructed observatory

dome, which was difficult to work with.1 2

Aside from an observatory for research, Princeton, as Ann

Arbor, Berkeley, and Harvard, had a modest but well equipped

students' observatory, which was called the "Observatory for

Instruction." In the 1876 Address before the AAAS, Young stated,

"The observatory of instruction needs no great telescope or

meridian circle, but it does need and ought to have, the transit,

fitted for use as a zenith telescope, the sextant, clock, chronometer

and chronograph."13 And so the instructional observatory at

Princeton was outfitted, but with more. It also had a 9.5-inch Clark

refractor with spectroscopic apparatus and a 9-inch reflector.1

1 2 The last entry (c. 1932) in the log of the old Haisted Observatory read:
'Driving clock froze, dome froze tight, reading lamb busted, phone won't
work, sidereal clock played out, belts off, fuse burned out, shutter can't be
closed . . . ' R. S. Dugan, "The old Princeton Observatory and the New,"
Popular Astronomy 43(1935): 146-51.

13 Charles A. Young, Section A Address (Buffalo 1876), Proceedings of the
AAAS 25(1877): 47.

14 Catalogue of Princeton University 1 898-99, "The Observatory of
Instruction," p. 156.
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YOUNG, TEACHING AND TEXTS

Charles Young came to the College of New Jersey in 1877 and

remained there until his retirement in 1905. Students and faculty

alike were fond of Young for he was simple, modest, and an

excellent teacher.15 His teaching must have been exceptional for

most students, if not nearly all, took his elective astronomy course.

G. D. Swezey conducted a survey in 1895 of astronomy teaching in

American colleges. Of all schools surveyed, Young's elective

astronomy classes had for any college by far the largest percentage

of student body attending that school year, 21%.16 Young taught a

junior-year elective, "Elementary Astronomy," and a more

substantial senior-year elective, "General Astronomy."17 Thus,

nearly all juniors and some seniors took his courses.

At the turn of the century, the junior-elective course used

Young's Elements. of Astronomy and the senior-elective course, his

General Astronomy.18 Other courses offered were two years of

"Practical Astronomy," using the texts Elements of Practical

Astronomy by W. W. Campbell and Manual of Spherical and

15 John M. Poor, "Charles Augustus Young," Popular Astronomy 16(1908):
222.

16 G. D. Swezey, "Astronomy in our universities and colleges," Popular
Astronomy 5(1897): 255-7.

17 Catalogue of Princeton University 1898-99, p. 68.

18 Elements of Astronomy (Boston: Ginn, 1890, later editions to 1903); A
Textbook of General Astronomy for Colleges and Scientific Schools (Boston:
Ginn, 1888, revised 1898).
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Practical Astronomy by William Chauvenet.19 James C. Watson's

Theoretical Astronomy as well as two German texts were used in

the courses "Celestial Mechanics" and "Theoretical Astronomy and

the Calculation of Orbits."20

In the latter half of the nineteenth century, reading German

astronomical texts and memoirs was indispensable for an American

astronomer.21 A significant part of the maturation of American

astronomy was the replacement of European texts, mainly German,

with American texts including the latest astronomical research from

both Europe and the United States. By 1900, most astronomy texts

used in the US were not only written by Americans, but were also

of high quality.22

To accompany his courses, Young wrote between 1889 and

1902 what became the most popular collegiate astronomy texts of

the time: General Astronomy, Elements of Astronomy, and Manual

19 W. W. Campbell, The Elements of Practical Astronomy (New York:
Macmillan, 1899); W. Chauvenet, Manual of Spherical and Practical
Astronomy, 2 vols. (Philadelphia, 1863, 5th ed. 1891; reprinted, New York:
Dover, 1960). For background information on Chauvenet's classic text, see
Marc Rothenberg' s dissertation, "Educational background of American
astronomers," pp. 60-1.

20 James C. Watson, Theoretical Astronomy (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippencott,
1896; reprinted New York: Dover, 1964). Catalogue of Princeton University
1899-1900, pp. 68-9.

2 1 Edward Singleton Holden, "The beginnings of American astronomy,"
Science 5(1897): 935.

22 Marc Rothenberg, "The Educational and Intellectual Background of
American Astronomers, 1827-1875" (PhD dissertation, Bryn Mawr College,
1974), p. 245.
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of Astronomy.23 A new edition of his General Astronomy was

reviewed in 1898 as "without an equal in the English language."24

However, because his General Astronomy was demanding and left

no time for laboratory work, Young wrote Manual of Astronomy

which condensed his General Astronomy to a size suitable for most

elementary astronomy courses.25 By 1905 when Young retired,

120,000 copies of his texts had been sold.26

Because of the clarity and lucidity of Young's writing, General

Astronomy and Manual of Astronomy continued to be used for a

number of years despite becoming out of date in astronomical,

especially astrophysical developments.27 Henry Norris Russell,

Young's successor at Princeton, still used the Manual of Astronomy

(last revised 1904) in the 1920s for his General Astronomy class at

Princeton. At Harvard University, the Manual was a recommended

text in the mid-1920s to accompany H. 1. Stetson's astronomy lab

23 General Astronomy (Boston: Ginn, 1888); Elements of Astronomy (Boston:
Ginn, 1890); Manual of Astronomy (Boston: Ginn, 1902).

24 W. W. Payne, "Young's Revised General Astronomy," Popular Astronomy
6(1898): 461-5.

25 W. W. Payne, "Young's Manual of Astronomy," Popular Astronomy
10(1902): 394-7.

26 [W. W. Paynel, "Retirement of Prof. C. A. Young," Popular Astronomy
13(1905): 111.

27 B. W. Sitterly to H. N. Russell, 23 November 1922, Henry Norris Russell
papers, Princeton University Library, Princeton, New Jersey.
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manual.28 Harlow Shapley noted in 1927 that most of his fellow

American astronomers had been raised on Young's Manual or

General Astronomy.29

Clearly Charles Young had a large impact on undergraduate

astronomical instruction throughout the United States. As Harlow

Shapley noted, Young established Princeton's standing in

astronomy.30

RUSSELL AND DUGAN YEARS, 1905-1920

Young's best student, Henry Norris Russell (BA insigne cum

laude 1897, MA 1898, PhD 1899 Princeton), succeeded Young when

he retired in 1905. Initially, Russell was an instructor of astronomy

but rose to become Professor of Astronomy in 1911. Later, in 1927,

he became the first Charles A. Young Professor of Astronomy, a

chair endowed by the Princeton Class of 1897. Russell became

America's leading astrophysicist during the first third of this

century. At that time he was virtually the only American

theoretical astrophysicist who had any standing in Europe. Like

Young he had a moderate teaching duty and liked teaching. For

28 Harlan T. Stetson and John C. Duncan, A Manual of Laboratory Astronomy:
For use in introductory courses. (Boston: Eastern Science Supply, 3rd ed.,
1925).

29 Harlow Shapley, "In their own country," Princeton Alumni Weekly, v. 27,
no. 27 (8 April 1927), pp. 771-2.

30 Harlow Shapley, "In their own country," pp. 77 1-2.
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Russell, it was "great fun." Russell was ebullient, a rapid speaker,

talkative to an excess, sometimes intimidating.3 I

At the time of Young's retirement, the Department of

Astronomy added two other staff members besides Russell, Edgar

Odell Lovett (1871-1957) and Raymond Smith Dugan (1878-1940).

E. 0. Lovett had been professor of mathematics, but became, upon

Young's retirement, Professor of Astronomy. Lovett had a PhD in

astronomy from the University of Virginia where his work was in

visual astrometry and another PhD from the University of Leipzig

for mathematical work. Lovett's strength was celestial mechanics.

He did not remain long at Princeton University, leaving in 1908 to

become the first President of Rice Institute in Houston.

R. S. Dugan, on the other hand, was fresh from his doctoral

studies in Germany when he arrived in 1905 to become, as Russell,

Instructor of Astronomy. Dugan had earned his PhD from the

University of Heidelberg, working under Max Wolf, one of

Germany's leading astrophysicists. His doctoral work was in visual

photometry of stars. In contrast to Russell, Dugan was quiet and

slower than Russell's quick mind. Yet, he was respected as being an

excellent teacher and quite good in his field of stellar photometry.32

3 1 Cecilia Payne Gaposchkin: Transcript of an interview taken on a tape
recorder by Owen Gingerich on 5 March 1968, pp. 17-8. Martin
Schwarzschild: Transcript of an interview taken on a tape recorder by
Spencer Weart on 10 March 1977, pp. 45, 109.

32 Henry Norris Russell, "Raymond Smith Dugan," Popular Astronomy
48(1940): 466-69; Cecilia Payne Gaposchkin: Transcript of an interview taken
on a tape recorder by Owen Gingerich on 5 March 1968, pp. 19.
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The new staff segregated the astronomy courses into

undergraduate and graduate levels. The undergraduate courses

were a descriptive astronomy course taken as a junior elective, an

elementary practical astronomy, and an elementary celestial

mechanics.33 The courses taken by Zaccheus Daniel (BS in

Astronomy 1908) give an example of the undergraduate curriculum

of an astronomy major at Princeton University. He had three

advanced courses each in astronomy, physics, and mathematics

astronomy: theoretical astronomy, least squares, and practical

astronomy; physics: thermodynamics, electromagnetism & light, and

geometrical optics; mathematics: differential equations, theoretical

mechanics, and advanced calculus.34 Thus the undergraduate

preparation of astronomy majors was a three way balance of

astronomy, physics, and mathematics. Russell's view of a proper

undergraduate astronomy curriculum was for the students to take

plenty of physics and mathematics.35

By the 1912-13 school year, Russell had begun teaching an

elementary astrophysics course called "Stellar Astronomy." It

treated the current developments in stellar spectroscopy,

determination of radial velocities of stars by means of spectral-line

Doppler shift, masses and densities of stars, spectral type of stars,

3 Catalogue of Princeton University 1905-06, PP. 179-82.

3 Zaccheus Daniel to F. Schlesinger, 8 April 1909, microfilm copy of Frank
Schlesinger papers (Pittsburgh), Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of
Physics, College Park, Maryland.

35 Department of Astronomy Memorandums, 1921-2, 1926-7, Henry Norris
Russell papers, Princeton.
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and theories of stellar evolution. Of all undergraduate courses

offered in the United States at that time, his course was probably

the closest to being a course in theoretical astrophysics. Russell was

then active in these areas of research and was well known for his

independent development of what is now called the Hertzsprung.-

Russell diagram. A parallel appears in Young's teaching at

Princeton. His general astronomy course included a study of

spectroscopic astronomy, his research field. While the Universities

of Michigan and California were strong in instruction of theoretical

and practical astronomy, Princeton was strong in astrophysical

instruction.

Also in 1912-13, two one-semester courses were offered for

the first time to engineering students, an elementary astronomy

course for engineers and a practical astronomy course on the

determination of time, latitude, and azimuth. These two courses

were required for junior civil-engineering students and had large

enrollments, being surpassed in class size only by the elective

astronomy class.36 Also a geodesy, surveying course was taught,

but it lay outside the astronomy department.37 Thus, like the

Universities of Michigan and California, Princeton's astronomy

36 Catalogue of Princeton University 1912-13, pp. 192-5. By 1919-20, these
courses were no longer offered by the astronomy department. In 1914 and in
1915, the enrollments in the engineering classes were in the mid-thirties.
The elective astronomy class had enrollments in the seventies and the classes
for astronomy majors typically numbered one to four students. Reports from
Russell to the President of Princeton University, Dr. Hibben, 13 December
1913, 3 December 1914, December 1915, Henry Norris Russell papers,
Princeton.

Catalogue of Princeton University 1905-06, pp. 179.
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department took on the service, at least for a few years, of training

engineers in techniques of practical astronomical which are useful

for geodetic work.

With the coming of World War I, the Princeton department, as

astronomy departments elsewhere, contributed to the war effort by

teaching navigation. A course, "Navigation and Seamanship," was

taught for one year (1917-18) by Dugan, but was not continued.

RUSSELL AND STEWART AND THEiR SPECTROSCOPY Co URSE

In 1921, John Quincy Stewart (1894-1972) joined the faculty

as Assistant Professor of Astronomical Physics and was promoted to

Associate Professor of Astrophysics in 1927. J. Q. Stewart was a

Princeton product. He had training in theoretical astronomy and

spectroscopy as an undergraduate at Princeton (BS 1915). He must

have been a promising student for he published the year of his

graduation a paper in the Astrophysical Journal on the orbital

elements of three eclipsing variable stars.38 However, Stewart

majored in physics as a graduate student (PhD 1919) and wrote his

dissertation on magnetic moments in ferromagnetic materials. In

regards to teaching he developed a reputation as a moderately

good, enthusiastic teacher.39

38 John Q. Stewart, "Orbital elements of the eclipsing variables TW
Andromedae, TU Herculis, and RS Vulpeculae," Astrophysical Journal
42(1915): 315-20.

39 H. Shapley to Arthur Compton of the University of Chicago, c. 1928, Harlow
Shapley papers, 1920-29, UAV 630.22, Harvard University Archives, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Tn 1924, Russell began teaching with Stewart a full-year

senior course of spectroscopy, which could be taken by graduate

students in astronomy or physics. The spectroscopy course

included the latest theories of spectroscopy, such as Saha's theory of

ionization, and application of spectroscopy in physics laboratories

and astronomical observations. Russell was very interested in

spectroscopic developments and found teaching the course "great

fun."40 The course must also have been of keen interest to physics

students, as well as astronomy students, for it had a relatively large

enrollment of fifteen students as compared to the usual enrollments

of one to four.41

ASTRONOMY, AN UNDERGRADUATE TEXT
BY RUSSELL, DUGAN, AND STEWART

In the early 1920s, Russell taught two undergraduate

coursesan introductory astronomy course and a substantial course

called "Stellar Astronomy," which was a survey of the current state

of knowledge of the stars. For his "Introduction to Astronomy"

course, Russell continued to use Young's Manual of Astronomy, but

the text written twenty years ago was becoming seriously out of

date, especially on astrophysical developments. To remedy the

40 Russell to Donald H. Menzel, 14 October 1924, Henry Norris Russell papers,
Princeton.

4 1 Ibid. Typically the senior level astronomy courses had enrollments of one
to three students. Reports from Russell to the President of Princeton
University, Dr. Hibben, 13 December 1913, 3 December 1914, December 1915,
Henry Norris Russell papers, Princeton.
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problem while retaining the character of Young's books, Russell had

been rewriting since 1913 Young's larger text, General Astronomy.

Frank Schlesinger, at Allegheny Observatory, tried to discourage

Russell from wasting his time revising an undergraduate astronomy

text. Russell retorted that he was "learning enough astronomy out

of [rewriting the text] to be repaid."42 He continued for several

years thoroughly revising Young's text by going back to original

sources. As a result of this process of revision, Russell published

three papers, two in the Astrophysical Journal on the albedo and

another paper in the Astronomical Journal.43

Finally, in 1927, Russell, with R. S. Dugan, and J. Q. Steward

published the two volume Astronomy.44 The text has the

distinction of precipitating a major astronomical discovery. Ira

Bowen, who was then at the California Institute of Technology and

who had done his doctoral work in ultraviolet laboratory

spectroscopy, read the text from cover to cover. In the text, Russell

called attention to a problem that had been confronting

astronomers since the discovery of the emission lines of nebulae in

1864 by William Huggins, a pioneering British astrophysicist. These

42 H. N. Russell-Schlesinger correspondence, 24 November 1913 to 14
December 1914, Frank Schlesinger papers (Pittsburgh), Niels Bohr Library.

' Russell to Sir Frank Dyson, 27 June 1917, and to Eldridge, 20 October 1928,
Henry Norris Russell papers, Princeton.

4 Henry Norris Russell, Raymond Smith Dugan, and John Q. Stewart,
Astronomy, 2 vols., (Boston: Ginn, 1926). Volume 1 covers traditional topics of
astronomyastronomical instruments, practical astronomy, introductory
celestial mechanics, and a survey of the solar system. Volume 2 treats
astrophysical topics, such as spectroscopy, atomic theory, stars and stellar
evolution. The text is sometimes referred to as the "RDS Astronomy."
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lines persisted in being unexplained, but Russell supposed the

extremely low density of the nebular gas may be a key to the

solution. The next evening Bowen realized the solutionexcited

electrons jumping from metastable states would produce the lines

and this could only happen in near vacuum conditions as is found in

interstellar nebulae. Bowen's discovery was one of the most

important events in astrophysics in the 1920s as it solved, at last,

the nagging problem of the nebular lines.45

Furthermore, Russell's treatment in the text of problems in

current solar spectroscopy helped lead Albrecht Unsold, a German

doctoral student in physics, toward his career in investigating the

physics of solar spectral lines. Unsold became Germany's leading

theoretical astrophysicist during the 1920s and 30s.46

DECLINE OF UNDERGRADUATE ASTRONOMY IN THE 1930S

In the late 1920s, Russell taught fewer and fewer of the

undergraduate courses, until 1935 when he stopped teaching,

"Spectroscopy," his last and favorite undergraduate course. From

45 I. S. Bowen to Russell, 24 October 1927, Henry Norris Russell papers,
Princeton; Ira Sprague Bowen, "The Origin of the nebular lines and the
structure of the planetary nebulae," Astrophysical Journal 67(1928): 1-15; see
p. 581 of A Source Book in Astronomy and Astrophysics, 1900-1975, Kenneth
R. Lang and Owen Gingerich, ed, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1979); Robert F. Hirsh, "The riddle of the gaseous nebulae," ISIS 70(1979):
197 -2 12.

46 Transcript of an interview of Albrecht Unsold by Owen Gingerich, 6 June
1978, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics, College Park,
Maryland, p. 9. See A Source Book in Astronomy and Astrophysics, 1900-1975,
Kenneth R. Lang and Owen Gingerich, ed, (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1979), p. 268.
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there on, astronomy majors were advised to take the spectroscopy

course offered in the physics department.47 Paralleling the decline

of Russell's enthusiasm for teaching astronomy is a drop in the

number of students electing astronomy as their major.48 The year

1935 marked the first time the department had no undergraduate

astronomy majors.49 In that year, the course offerings were

compressed into three year-long courses and Russell's spectroscopy

course was dropped from the department curriculum. The

undergraduate astronomy curriculum mainly rested on one, easy

course, "General Astronomy," taught by J. Q. Stewart. The two other

courses, "Practical Astronomy" and "Celestial Mechanics" though

offered by Dugan and Stewart respectively, were infrequently

taught because of lack of undergraduate astronomy majors.50 Any

student interested in a major in astronomy was advised to elect

either a physics or mathematics major until their junior year when

they take the General Astronomy course. The major part of the

47 Department of Astronomy Memorandums, 1921-2, 1926-7; memorandum
from Russell to Dean Root, 14 December 1934, Henry Norris Russell papers,
Princeton.

48 In 1935-36, out of 53 students taking the General Astronomy course, only
one was an astronomy major. In 1938 and 1941, no sophomores at Princeton
University had chosen astronomy as their major. Department of Astronomy
Memorandums, 1938-41, Henry Norris Russell papers, Princeton.

49 J. Q. Stewart to Theodore Dunham Jr., 5 March 1935, John Quincy Stewart
papers, Princeton University Library, Princeton, New Jersey.

50 Transcript of Interview with Martin Schwarzschild by Spencer Weart, 19
July 1979, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics, College Park,
Maryland, p. 157.



junior and senior curriculum for the astronomy student would

continue to be courses in mathematics or physics.5 I

Since Young's time, Princeton had a tradition of holding back

astronomical instruction until the junior and senior years, with the

first course being an elementary treatment of astronomy. This

attribute of saving the astronomy until the last two years of

undergraduate studies, remained characteristic of Princeton

through World War II.

The astronomy department was revitalized when new blood

came to the department in 1937 with the arrival of Rupert Wildt

(PhD Berlin 1927) and a year later Newton Lacy Pierce (PhD

Princeton 1937) as research associates in astrophysics. However,

Wildt left in 1942 to become assistant professor of astronomy at the

University of Virginia. Pierce, on the other hand, maintained

Dugan's practical astronomy course after Dugan had died in 1940.

UNDERGRADUATE INSTRUCTION AT PRINCETON, POST 1941

During the Second World War, the department responded

much as it had during World War I by teaching a course on marine

and air navigation with Russell, Stewart, and Pierce as instructors.

At that time, Svein Rosseland, a leading theoretical astrophysicist,

had fled Norway in 1941 and became a temporary professor of

5 1 Catalogue of Princeton University, 1935-36, "Department of Astronomy,"
pp. 74-5.
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astronomy at Princeton. He, too, contributed to the war effort by

teaching an introductory course in meteorology.

Russell retired at the age of seventy years in 1947. After

spending fifty-four years at Princeton, Russell moved to Cambridge

becoming a research associate at the Harvard College Observatory,

directed by Harlow Shapley, his former graduate student.

The new Princeton Department of Astronomy came with

Lyman Spitzer, Jr. (PhD Princeton 1938) and Martin Schwarzschild

(PhD Gottingen 1935) replacing Russell. They rejuvenated the

graduate astronomy program, but continued to neglect the

undergraduate instruction. Finally in the 1960s, the staff of the

department began to realize they needed to educate professional

astronomers at the undergraduate, as well as the graduate level. As

a result, a set of four courses similar to the graduate courses were

made for the undergraduate majors in astronomy and taught by

most of the staff of the department.5 2

As at the University of Chicago, where the graduate

department had also focussed on astrophysics in the 1930s, the

undergraduate instruction decayed through neglect. The decay

became pronounced in the 1930s and persisted through the 1950s.

At both Chicago and Princeton, the burden of teaching the

undergraduate program largely rested on the shoulders of a single

faculty member, Stewart at Princeton and Thornton Page at Chicago.

52 Transcript of interview of Martin Schwarzschild by David DeVorkin and
Spencer Weart on 16 December 1977, p. 158, Niels Bohr Library, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.
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Both Stewart and Page suffered from stunted productivity in

research while they taught the elementary classes in astronomy.5 3

PRINCETON UNDER GRAD UATES

Ten bachelor graduates from Princeton became astronomers

(see Table 9.1). All of the graduates earned higher degrees, eight

earning doctorates, the other two masters.54 Even though the

undergraduate majors for most of the astronomers are not explicitly

stated in biographical material, their undergraduate training can be

determined to some degree by considering their graduate work and

fields of research, using references in the university's annual

catalogue and the observatory's annual report. Eight of the

bachelor graduates are likely to have been astronomy majors:

Malcolm McNeill (BA 1877), Henry Crew (1882), Herman Stearns

Davis (1892), Henry Norris Russell (1897), Zaccheus Daniel (1908),

James Quincy Stewart (1915), and Bancroft Walker Sitterly (1917),

and Louis Craig Green (1932). The first four had been students of C.

A. Young, the remaining four of Russell and Dugan. The remaining

two graduates, Serge Alexander Korff (1928) and Theodore Eugene

Sterne (1928) may have been physics majors. Stewart, Sterne and

Green in particular had a strong background in theoretical physics.

The undergraduate astronomy program at Princeton weakened in

53 See Chapter 7, section "Neglect of undergraduate astronomy beyond 1937"
for a discussion of T. L. Page's plight at Chicago.

54 Malcolm McNeill and Zaccheus Daniel did not earn doctorates.
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Table 9.1

Number of American Astronomers
who Earned Bachelor's Degrees from

Princeton University

Number of
bachelor

Decade graduates

1876-1885 2

1886-1895 1

1896-1905 1

1906-1915 3

1916-1925 0

1926-1935 3

Total 1 0

the 1920s and 1930s. Between 1918 and 1937, only one of the

astronomers, L. C. Green, majored in astronomy.55 Although a

handful of undergraduates were majoring in astronomy at

Princeton during that time, they were generally not successful in

achieving a future as astronomers.5 6

55 L. C. Green is explicitly sited as an undergraduate student in astronomy in
"Reports of Observatories, 1931-1932, Princeton University Observatory,"
American Astronomical Society vol. 7, no. 4 (December 1932), p. 153.

56 Memoranda from the department at that time show generally low numbers
of students enrolled with an astronomy major. Department of Astronomy
Memorandums, 1938-41, Henry Norris Russell papers, Princeton.

The department had a bachelor's graduate in 1938, Hans Arnold Panofsky,
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A distinguishing characteristic of the Princeton graduates, as

compared to the bachelor graduates from other institutions, is the

high proportion of theoreticians in astrophysics, four of the ten. No

other school comes close to this ratio. This is not surprising in that,

H. N. Russell, himself a theoretician, dominated the astronomy

department. To Russell, the correlation of stellar luminosities and

temperatures implied evolutionary history of stars. He was also

very much involved in the theory of stellar spectra. Into the 1930s,

Russell was the only American theoretical astrophysicist recognized

in Europe.57

Of the three undergraduates who had strong preparation in

physics, J. Q. Stewart made a significant discovery early in his

career in the theory of the contours of spectral lines, T. E. Sterne

theoretically investigated the source of stellar energy, and Green

worked on the quantum mechanics of atomic wave functions.

Sterne and Green's preparations for theoretical research imply the

physics department had more to do with their undergraduate

training than the astronomy department.

who continued his studies at Berkeley, getting his PhD in astronomy in 1942.
However, Panofsky directed his career after World War II toward
meteorological research. Panofsky worked with Stewart as an
undergraduate. "Reports of Observatories, 1937-1938, Princeton University
Observatory," American Astronomical Society vol. 9, no. 4 (January 1939),
p. 153.

57 L. B. [Louis Berman], "Handbuch der Astrophysik Band III," Popular
Astronomy 39(1931): 302-3.
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Near 1930, Princeton was one of the few American

universities to have a first-rate staff of theoretical physicists.5 8

Although the astronomy department had Russell, he had become

inaccessible to undergraduates by the late 1920s. Princeton had a

prominent graduate program in astronomy, yet that in itself did not

assure credible undergraduate instruction. Credit for the success of

the latter Princeton undergraduates lies largely with the strength of

the physics department.

Two of the ten Princeton graduates had distinguished careers:

Henry Crew and Henry Norris Russell. Henry Crew, who was only

peripherally an astronomer, became President of the American

Physical Society and a member of the National Academy of Sciences

in the same year, 1909. Russell was also elected to the NAS (1918),

was President of the American Astronomical Society (1934 to

1937), and chairman of two commissions (on stellar spectroscopy

and stellar constitution) of the International Astronomical Union.

Russell also received the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical

Society (1921), the Draper Medal of the NAS (1922), the Bruce

Medal of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific (1925), and several

other awards and medals for his research in stellar evolution and

spectral theory. Russell was one of the most decorated of America's

astronomers. Russell's enthusiasm was not limited to his research

and teaching. He also contributed to the popularization of

58 Stanley Coben, "The scientific establishment and the transmission of
quantum mechanics to the United States, 1919-32," American Historical
Review 76(1971): 457.
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astronomy in the United States through his monthly columns in the

Scientific American on celestial observing for the amateur and on

recent developments in astronomy. Beginning in 1911, he

continued to write his astronomy column for over thirty years.59

Russell was one of American's leading spokesmen in astronomy

both within the professional astronomical community and beyond it

to the public at large.

59 Bruce C. Cogan, "Russell, Henry Norris," Dictionary of Scientific
Biography 12(1970): 17-24.
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CHAPTER 10

THE MASTER'S DEGREE AS A MEANS OF TRAINING ASTRONOMERS

ORiGiN OF THE MASTER'S DEGREE

As the bachelor's degree, the master's was largely inherited

from the British system of higher education. In Britain, as in

northern Europe, the master's degree had its origin in the medieval

university.

The model for the British and Northern European universities

was the University of Paris established in the early thirteenth

century. The faculties of the medieval universities were often split

into the "superior" faculties of the professions, that is, theology,

jurisprudence, and medicine, and the "inferior" faculty of the seven

liberal arts, based on the ancient trivium (grammar, rhetoric,

dialectic) and the quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, astronomy,

music). 1

The medieval doctorates were exclusively for the superior

professions. The modern progeny of the "superior" doctorates, are

such degrees as the LLD, MD, and JD awarded for completing high-

level courses in one of the three professional fields. On the other

Renate Simpson, How the Ph.D. came to Britain: A Century of Struggle for
Postgraduate Education (Surrey, England: Society for Research in Higher
Education, 1983), p. 5.
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hand, neither inferior doctorate nor profession of research existed

in the medieval university.2

The medieval student of the liberal arts aspired to earn the

degree of Magister Artium, Master of Art, after mastering the

liberal arts and having served his apprenticeship in the guild of the

teachers, the university. Upon attaining a master's degree, one

could become a university professor in the arts and sciences. Thus,

"master" became synonymous with the title "teacher" or

"professor."3

Despite being the highest degree for the arts and sciences, the

status of the master's degree plunged around 1500 to a low level

relative to the superior doctorates. A centuries-long struggle by the

arts and sciences faculties ensued as they strove to gain a degree

equal in status to the superior doctorate.4

Chaffing under their lowly status, some inferior faculty

members of European universities began to refer to themselves as

having earned the "Doctor in Artes." By the eighteenth century,

inferior faculty commonly self-invoked the double degree of

Magister Artium with Doctor in Artes. The superior faculties,

resenting the pretensions of the arts faculties, long resisted efforts

2 Renate Simpson, How the Ph.D. came to Britain, pp. 5-6.

3 Ibid., p. 5. English students continue to use the term "master" for
secondary-school teachers.

4 William Clark, "On the ironic specimen of the Doctor of Philosophy,"
Science in Context 5(1992): 97-137.
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to recognize an inferior doctorate.5 Meanwhile, the bachelor's or

baccalaureate degree was added as a first step toward the master's.

In France and Germany, the baccalauréat and abitur marked the

end of a rigorous school education and was earned before entrance

into a university. While in England, the bachelor's degree remained

connected to the university and rose to an academic level

approaching the master's degree. The master's degree, in turn,

atrophied. By the seventeenth century, the granting of a master's

had become a mere formality. The English MA was no longer a

higher degree by any means.6

The colonial American colleges were taking form when the

English master's degree was in decline. Consequently, the colleges

inherited the English baccalaureate and the weak master's. After

earning the bachelor's degree at American colleges, essentially all

one had to do to receive a master's degree was pay a fee, give very

modest evidence of intellectual achievement, and pass a period of

good behavior, often three years.7

These "unearned" masters were common for colleges that had

no graduate program.8 But in the 1870s, requirements for a Master

Ibid., pp. 97-107.

6 Simpson, How the Ph.D. came to Britain, p. 5.

7 Walton C. John, "Graduate study in universities and colleges in the United
States," U. S. Office of Education Bulletin, 1934, No. 20 (Washington DC:
Government Printing Office, 1935), pp. 1-3.

8 For instance, the University of Missouri did not form a graduate school
until 1 896. Before then, master's degrees were given to any graduate who
remained in his professional field for three years after graduating. Charles
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of Arts or Master of Science began to change. Some American

colleges began to expect that the master's degree be earned by

post-bachelor work at the college. This "earned" master's degree

often entailed at least one year of study beyond the bachelor's

degree with passing of an exam and completion of an essay by the

third year. This model of earned master's degrees began in Yale in

1847 and was adopted by Harvard in l872.

However, the earned master's degree was adopted slowly by

other schools. The role and meaning of the degree were debated

well after 1900. Was it to be a stepping stone to a doctorate, or an

end in itself between a bachelor's and doctor's degree? Was it to be

a step short of preparation for independent research, such as for

training astronomers for work in government or industrial

positions?10 Or was the master's to be a credential for advanced

training of school teachers? The latter meaning of the master's

degree became more pronounced after World War 1111

J. Peterson, "An informal history of astronomy at the University of Missouri-
Columbia," Unpublished, paper p. 51.

9 John, "Graduate study in universities in the United States," pp. 3-9; Bernard
Berelson, Graduate Education in the United States (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1960), p. 6.

1 0 Joseph M. Chamberlain, "Proceedings of the first U. S. Conference on
graduate education in astronomy," Astronomical Journal 68(1963): 217.

11 Berelson, Graduate Education in the United States, pp. 18-23, 36.
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MASTER'S DEGREES A WARDED TO AMERICAN ASTRONOMERS

Private and state universities each granted approximately a

third of the masters earned by the astronomers of this study.

Liberal arts colleges also contributed a fifth of the master's degrees.

Overall, sixty institutions granted master's degrees to the

astronomers spanning from 1850 to 1940. However, only a handful

of institutions, those shown in Table 10.1, granted nearly forty

percent of these degrees. Most of the other schools granted only

one or two of the masters each.

Before 1876, the dominant source of master's degrees, by far,

was the liberal arts colleges which granted five-eighths of the

degrees. These early master's were probably unearned. The

percentage of master's coming from the these colleges steadily

dropped decade by decade, reaching zero in 1936 to 1941.1 2

The five universities, Harvard, Michigan, Chicago, Princeton,

and Berkeley,13 contributed one-third of all the master's degrees

granted to the astronomers and their contribution rose to half of all

master's awarded from 1926 to 1941. During these sixteen years,

Harvard plus Radcliffe were the greatest producers of master's

1 2 Likely reasons for the demise of the college contribution to the master's
training of the astronomers will be discussed later in this chapter in the
section, "Liberal Arts Colleges."

1 3 As well as being the principle source of masters, these five universities
were also the dominant sources of doctorates in astronomy up to 1941.
Indiana University did not have a viable doctoral program in astronomy, but
had formed in the first decade of this century a quality master's program in
cooperation with Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona. The Indiana
program is discussed later in this chapter in section "Indiana-Lowell
Observatory Connection."



ar's Degrees
to the American Research Astronomers

Number of
University Master's Degrees

Harvard University
(and Radcliffe College) 2 2

University of Michigan 1 6

University of Chicago 1 4

Princeton University 1 2

University of California at Berkeley 8

Indiana University

degrees of any school, granting one-fifth of the masters conferred

during those years.

In most cases, the master's degree was a stepping stone to the

doctorate. Yet, each of the five major schools of astronomy treated

the master's degree differently.14 Nearly all of Harvard's and

Radcliffe's students who earned PhDs in astronomy had obtained

14 See Table 10.2 for a view of the use of the master's as a stepping stone to
the PhD.



Table 10.2

Proportions of PhD Recipients
who had a Master's Degree

Percent of
PhDs with

University MA or MS

Harvard/Radcliffe 89%

Michigan 83%

Princeton 71%

Chicago 59%

Berkeley 36%

master's degrees on the way.15 In contrast, only one third of the

Berkeley doctorates had master's degrees, which in most cases had

been earned at another university.

THE MASTER'S AS THE HIGHEST ACADEMIC DEGREE

Of all the astronomers in this study, 13% (that is 65 out of the

total 509 astronomers) had a master's degree as their highest level

1 5 Two women were the exceptions to astronomy doctorates of Harvard and
Radcliffe having master's degrees. They were Cecilia Payne and Emma T. R.
Williams. Cecilia Payne began her doctoral research under Harlow Shapley
at the Harvard College Observatory before the policies of the
Harvard/Radcliffe graduate program had been articulated, and Emma
Williams came to the HCO after a year of graduate studies at the University of
Chicago.
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of academic work. As can be seen in Table 10.3 and its

corresponding graph (Graph 10.1), the master's degree never

became the preferred avenue for preparation of the astronomers.

The high percentage of masters, near 20% in the 1870s to 1890s, is

most likely an artifact of the earlier practice of rewarding iiearned

master's degrees. After the turn of the century, when the unearned

master's declined in favor, the relative importance of the degree for

training astronomers steadily dropped.

THE MASTER'S AS THE MAIN DEGREE OF THE WOMEN

ASTRONOMERS

By the 1920s, the master's degree was generally no longer

sufficient for becoming an astronomer. A striking exception to this

trend were the women masters. In the 1920s, five of seven of the

master astronomers were women. They graduated from Radcliffe,

Berkeley, and liberal arts colleges. Overall, women composed a

higher percentage of the master astronomers (17%) than the

bachelor (14%) or doctor astronomers (9%). Women tended, more

than men, to stop at the master's. This academic limitation is

related to the common roles for women as astronomers established

in the 1870s and 1880s, when E. C. Pickering welcomed women in

the Harvard College Observatory as computers and assistants,16 and

when Maria Mitchell and Mary W. Whitney were the first women

16 Bessie Zaban Jones and Lyle Gifford Boyd, The Harvard College
Observatory: The first four directorships, 1839-1919 (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Belknap Press, 1971), pp. 383-413.



e 10.3

When Careers Began for the Master Astronomers

Interval of Number of Percent of
Beginning Masters All

Career Astronomers

1876-1885 9 19.6%

1886-1895 16 21.1%

1896-1905 13 14.8%

1906-19 15 11 13.3%

1916-1925 6 9.8%

1926-1935 9 7.8%

1936-1941 1 2.5%
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professors of astronomy at Vassar College. Of the eleven women

master astronomers, eight were associated with observatories,

usually as assistants or associates. The other three were teachers of

astronomy at liberal arts colleges.

At the observatories, several of the women achieved an

important status. One was Isabel M. Lewis, who reached the grade

of "Astronomer" at the Nautical Almanac Office in 1930. Others

were Louise F. Jenkins, who was assistant editor of the

Astronomical Journal from 1942 to 1958, and Margaret W. Mayall,

who was the Pickering Memorial Astronomer at the Harvard College



Graph 10.1

Proportion of B eginni ng Astronomers
who had a Master's as their Highest degree

Observatory, 1949-1954. Of the astronomy instructors, Mary W.

Whitney played an important role as Professor of Astronomy at

Vassar College in establishing the college's strong tradition of

astronomical instruction.

That the master's degree was the domain of the women

astronomers is accentuated by the context of the master's at the
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Berkeley Astronomical Department. A. 0. Leuschner, the chairman

of the department, had a powerful influence on the character of the

graduate program at the University of California. He became the

first Dean of the Graduate School at Berkeley in 1913. Under his

direction the graduate school shifted the emphasis of graduate

study from supplying teaching credentials and master's degrees to

graduate research.17 A measure of Leuschner's dislike for the

master's as a preparation for research astronomers is the small

proportion of master's degrees awarded to Berkeley graduate

students who earned their doctorate. Of the five major graduate

schools of astronomy, Berkeley awarded the fewest number of

master's degrees to the astronomers despite producing the largest

number of doctorates.18 On the other hand, from 1909 to 1941 the

Berkeley department had fifteen students (most of whom did not

become astronomers) who stopped at the master's degree-80% of

these students were women.1

Thus the master's degree was seen as adequate preparation

for women astronomers for they would occupy assistant positions

or college professorships. Some considered women to be excellent

workers for methodical tasks yet not as suitable as men for fully

17 Robert W. Seidel, "The origins of academic physics research in California,"
Journal of College Science Teaching 6(1976): 10-23.

18 See Table 10.1.

1 9 Department of Astronomy papers, CU-25, Archives, Bancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley, California.



independent research.20 Martin Schwarzschild, a young refugee

astronomer from Germany, was surprised on his first visit to the

Harvard College Observatory in the mid-1930s to see women of the

observatory taking an active role in matters that required scientific

insight. He felt E. C. Pickering and Barlow Shapley, two directors of

the observatory who had encouraged women to engage in research

work, had given the women unwarranted scientific authority.2 1

The success of women astronomers at the HCO refutes this

perception.

LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES

Liberal arts colleges matched private universities as the

largest producer of the master astronomers, that is the astronomers

with a master's as their highest degree. Table 10.4 shows the

relative proportions of the master astronomers graduated by

different types of universities and colleges. The temporal

distribution, as seen in Table 10.5, of the production of these

astronomers by liberal arts colleges suggests that a significant

number of the master's were probably unearned, especially those

granted before 1876.

20 The employment of women as calculators and assistants has been further
discussed in Chapter 4 above.

21 Interview of Martin Schwarzschild by Spencer Weart, 10 March 1977,
Center for the History of Physics, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of
Physics, College Park, Maryland.
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Table 10.4

Institutional Sources of the Master Astronomers

Number of Percent of all
Master's Master's

Type of University Degrees Degrees

Liberal Arts Colleges 2 0 30.8%

Private Universities 20 30.8%

State Universities 1 7 26.2%

Institutes of Technology 4 6.2%

Non-American Universities 3 4.6%

State Colleges 1 1.5%

Total 65 100.0%

Yet some colleges, such as Carleton, had bona fide master's

programs that gave astronomical training. At Carleton, the master's

students worked at its Goodsell Observatory, a well-equipped

teaching observatory. Most of the Carleton students who pursued a

career in astronomical research did not stop with a master's but

went on to doctoral programs at state or private universities.22

No single liberal arts college dominated in producing master

astronomers. The twenty masters came from nineteen different

22 Of the total 45 astronomers awarded master's degrees by liberal arts
colleges, 25 continued to the doctorate.
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Table 10.5

Production of Master Astronomers

Liberal Arts Private State

Interval Colleges Universities Universities

Pre-1876 5 1

1876-1885 1 1 2

1886-1895 6 4 2

1896-1905 3 6 5

1906-1915 2 1 3

1916-1925 2 2 2

1926-1935 1 4 1

1936-1941 2 1

Total 20 20 17

colleges. Dartmouth was the college with two master's graduates.

After 1890, the number of master astronomers coming from liberal

arts colleges was in steady decline.

STATE AND PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES

The first master astronomer coming from a state university

had graduated from the University of Michigan in 1874. The

private universities followed with their first master astronomer



graduating from Princeton University in 1880. For both, the state

and private universities, the peak production of master

astronomers was near 1900 about a decade after the peak

production by liberal arts colleges. Contrary to the definite decline

in numbers of master astronomers coming from liberal arts colleges

and the state universities, private universities maintained a small

output throughout the period. The continued production by private

universities is largely due to Radcliffe's output of women masters.

The six institutions, shown in Table 10.6, produced a third of

the master astronomers. About three-quarters of the twenty-two

masters listed in the table were granted before the institutions had

a doctoral program in astronomy. Of the remaining quarter of

master's earned at institutions with doctoral programs in

astronomy, one was from Princeton, Zaccheus Daniel (MA 1909); one

from Wisconsin, Karl Jansky (MA 1936); and the three remaining

from Radcliffe, Adelaide Ames (MA 1924), Margaret Walton Mayall

(MA 1928), and Henrietta Hill Swope (MA 1928). The three

Radcliffe graduates follow the pattern of women with master's

degrees becoming assistants at observatories, in this case the

Harvard College Observatory. Of the men, Zaccheus Daniel became,

as the women, an assistant at an observatory (Allegheny

Observatory). Karl Jansky was an exception to this pattern of

master astronomers becoming assistants. He was a radio engineer

working for Bell Telephone Laboratories and discovered in the mid-

1930s that the Milky Way galaxy was a source of radio waves.

Thus, the master astronomers from institutions that offered the PhD
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Table 10.6

Principal Universities
that Produced Master Astronomers

Number of
Master's

University Astronomers

Harvard/Radcliffe 5

George Washington 4

Indiana 4

Michigan 3

Princeton 3

Wisconsin 3

in astronomy generally filled positions as assistants at

observatories.

HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY

As seen above, three of the five Harvard-Radcliffe master

astronomers were women who graduated in the 1920s. The other

two graduates were from an earlier era, graduating in 1888 and

1901. One of them was Solon Irving Bailey and his story is

indicative of the success of the early Harvard graduates. Bailey,

with a bachelor's from Boston University, wanted to become an

astronomer. He wrote to President Eliot of Harvard University
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about continuing study in astronomy at the university. Despite

there being no formal system for educating astronomers, the letter

was forwarded to E. C. Pickering, the director of the Harvard College

Observatory. Pickering replied with the standard defense that the

observatory is for research and not suitable for balanced

astronomical training. Pickering recommended that Bailey apply to

Princeton University where Charles Young taught, or to Williams

College to work under T. H. Safford. But Bailey persisted and

applied again three years later. This time he was taken on as an

unpaid assistant working full time and at the same time enrolled at

Harvard for the Master of Arts degree. Soon Pickering realized

Bailey had unusual ability and hired him with a small salary.

Bailey earned his MA in 1888 and went on to become one of the

major astronomers at the Harvard College Observatory.23

Despite the unwillingness of the directors of the HCO to accept

the role of training new astronomers, a few, persistent individuals

came to work at the observatory for training. Often these

individuals became leading astronomers. Seemingly, the

observatory was a magnet attracting young men (and women) in

the latter half of the nineteenth century who had such strong

desires to become astronomers that they could surmount the

observatory's resistance to educating.24

23 Jones and Boyd, The Harvard College Observatory, pp. 287-9.

24 George P. Bond, Asaph Hall, William A. Rodgers, Truman M. Safford, Arthur
Searle, and Charles W. Tuttle had been trained at the observatory before 1876.
Marc Rothenberg, "The Educational and Intellectual Background of
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MITHCO CONNECTION

In 1890, while an undergraduate student at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), George E. Hale spent

his Saturday's working at the HCO as a volunteer assistant. Already

Hale was working on developing the spectroheliograph, an

instrument designed to photograph the sun in the light of a specific

spectral line. Hale with his thrust for bigger and better

astronomical research became the mentor who played key roles in

the successive building of the world's largest telescopes at Yerkes

(40-inch refractor), Mt. Wilson (100-inch reflector), and Mt.

Palomar (200-inch reflector) Observatories. Hale was one of several

young men who took the route from MIT to HCO on their way to

astronomical careers.

Five of the seven astronomers who had been undergraduates

at MIT before 1900, worked at the HCO to gain practical experience,

including Hale. The MITHCO connection began in 1876 with E. C.

Pickering, the Thayer Professor of Physics at MIT, becoming

Director of the HCO. Thereafter a series of MIT students spent an

early part of their careers as assistants at the Harvard Observatory:

William Henry Pickering (brother of E. C. Pickering, BS MIT 1879),

Willard Peabody Gerrish (student c. 1886), G. E. Hale (BS 1890),

Frederick Eugene Fowle, Jr. (BS 1894), and Edmund Sewall Manson

(BS 1899).

American Astronomers, 1825-1875," (PhD dissertation, Bryn Mawr College,
1974), pp. 139-44.
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INDIANA-LOWELL OBSER VA TORY CONNECTION

Indiana University's tradition in astronomy began with Daniel

Kirkwood, its professor of mathematics (1856-1886) who had

studied the relationships between the rotation and revolution of the

planets and had discovered the breaks in Saturn's rings, now know

as "Kirkwood's Gaps."25 In the late 1890s, John A. Miller revived

astronomical instruction at Indiana and built a strong

undergraduate and master's program at the university. Miller had

come from the University of Chicago, being one of the earliest

astronomers to receive a PhD from that university (1899 in

mathematics). As professor of mechanics and astronomy, Miller

taught Wilbur A. Cogshall who earned the first master's degree in

astronomy granted by Indiana.

Before earning his degree in 1902, Cogshall had been an

assistant from 1896 to 1900 at the private Lowell Observatory in

Flagstaff, Arizona.26 Percival Lowell, a wealthy Bostonian and

graduate of Harvard, built his observatory primarily for

investigating Mars. His observatory was well equipped with a 24-

inch refractor for planetary observations. Initially the observatory

had no affiliation with any academic institution; instead it was a site

25 Rothenberg, "The Educational Background of American Astronomers,
1825-1875," (PhD dissertation), pp. 194-8.

26 The Lowell Observatory was founded by Percival Lowell in 1894 near
Flagstaff, Arizona. Lowell had been greatly interested in Schiaparelli's
observations of Mars, so much so that he built the observatory with a 24-inch
refractor to carry on observations of Mars and other planets. [Lowell
Observatory], "Percival Lowell," Popular Astronomy 25(1917): 219-23.
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for a few astronomers and assistants interested in planetary

observations.

After his assistantship at Lowell Observatory, Cogshall

travelled in 1900 to Bloomington, Indiana to become an instructor

of mechanics and astronomy under Miller while doing graduate

work on double stars. Cogshall carried on the Indiana astronomy

program after Miller departed in 1904. Meanwhile, Vesto Melvin

Slipher (MA 1903 and PhD 1909, both Indiana) and Carl Otto

Lampland (MA Indiana 1905) followed in Cogshall's footsteps to do

observational work at Lowell Observatory for their graduate study

at Indiana. Both Lampland and V. M. Slipher remained at Lowell

Observatory for long careers in nebular and planetary photography.

V. M. Slipher, in particular, is noted for his measurements of the

radial velocities of nebulae, that is galaxies, which Edwin Hubble

used in discovering a linear relationship between the distance and

recessional velocities of galaxies.

The Indiana students of astronomy so impressed Percival

Lowell that he established in 1905, the Lawrence Fellowship for the

Department of Astronomy of Indiana IJniversity.27 The fellowship

enabled Indiana students to do astronomical research at Lowell

Observatory and to prepare a thesis under the director of the

observatory. Upon presentation of the thesis, Indiana University

would grant a Master of Arts degree. That year, John Charles

Duncan became the first recipient of the Lawrence Fellowship. Soon

27 fW. W. Payne], "The Lawrence fellowship," Popular Astronomy 13(1905):
350.
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after in 1907, Earl Carl Slipher, younger brother of V. M. Slipher,

became the second Lawrence Fellow at Lowell Observatory and was

granted his MA in 1908. After 1910 the burst of astronomers from

Indiana University wilted. Twenty-five years passed before the

next Lawrence Fellowship was granted to Frank K. Edmondson, who

earned his MA from Indiana in 1934 and went on for his doctorate

in astronomy at Harvard University. In all, eight astronomers

received their master's degree from Indiana University and six of

the eight did their graduate research at the Lowell Observatory.2 8

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
US NA VAL OBSERVATORY CONNECTION

George Washington University (GWU) of Washington DC was

another school that granted a significant number of master's

degrees to the American astronomers and had a close relationship

with a non-academic, research observatory. The United States

Naval Observatory, only two miles from the university, both

recruited computers from GWU and sent some of its staff to the

28 Master's work in astronomy was also supported with fellowships at
Carleton College. [Herbert Couper Wilson], "Astronomical fellowship,"
Popular Astronomy 20(1914): 194.

At least eight master's degrees in astronomy were conferred by Carleton
College up to 1928. Though most involved a thesis, one or two may have been
honorary degrees, since no thesis was listed with their degrees in the
Carleton College Catalogs. After 1928, the catalogs show no further master's
degrees in astronomy and none of the astronomers in this study obtained a
master's degree from Carleton after that year.

Later master's fellowships were offered to attract graduate students to the
Steward Observatory of the University of Arizona, which was beginning a
graduate program in astronomy in the early 1930s. [Curvin Henry Gingrich],
"Steward Observatory fellowship," Popular Astronomy 39(1931): 359.
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university for further training. George Washington, a private, co-

educational institution founded in 1821, had programs in

mathematics, physics, and engineering which the Naval Observatory

could use as a convenient resource. In the eight years, from 1892

to 1899, four astronomers, one a women (Eleanor Annie Lamson,

MS 1899), earned master's degrees from George Washington. These

GWU products had degrees most likely in mathematics and typically

worked as computers at the USNO. Computers helped the

observatory's astronomers reduce the data of their visual

observations of positions of celestial objects. GWU educated in all

twelve of the astronomers, some receiving no degree, others a

bachelor's, master's, or doctor's degree. Ten of the twelve worked

at either the Naval Observatory or the National Almanac Office.

The instruction received at George Washington was

principally mathematics and theoretical astronomy.29 Indeed to

become assistant astronomer at the Naval Observatory, one had to

pass a three-day exam on spherical trigonometry, celestial

mechanics, optics, and French and German as well as satisfy other

requirements.30 Instruction was not confined to mathematical

astronomy, some studied physics and one electrical engineering.

Seven of the ten astronomers attended GWU while they were on the

staff of the Naval Observatory or the Almanac Office. This may be

29 Walter Scott Harshman (MS 1892 and PhD 1894, both at GWIJ) wrote his
doctoral thesis on the orbit of one of the moons of Mars. The thesis required
facility in theoretical astronomy and celestial mechanics.

30 [W. W. Payne], "Civil service exam for assistant astronomer," Popular
Astronomy 10(1902): 111.
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an early case of the government actively supporting the education

of its employees.

REBiRTH AFTER WORLD WAR Ii

Although the master's degree declined after 1900 and nearly

disappeared, it experienced a rebirth after World War 11 in the

training of astronomers. Before World War II, only six universities

maintained a master's program in astronomy: Harvard, Michigan,

Chicago, Princeton, Berkeley, and Indiana.31 Following the war, in

the two academic years 1947-48 and 1948-49, nine American

universities granted at least one MA in astronomy. The number of

schools granting master's degrees in astronomy slowly increased

through the 1950s. Then suddenly in the 1960s, graduate

programs in astronomy multiplied, with master's programs

outstripping doctoral programs. By the late 1960s, approximately

38 institutions were granting at least one master's degree in

astronomy per two school years, with 23 universities granting at

least one PhD in astronomy per two years.32 Apparently, a number

of universities eager to form graduate programs in astronomy but

3 1 The total number of different colleges and universities which granted at
least one master's degree to the American astronomers of this study is 60.
However, most of these institutions granted only one or two degrees in a
period spanning seven decades. Of the pooi of American astronomers in this
study, only six schools averaged more than one master's degree in astronomy
per decade. See Table 10.1.

32 Richard Berendzen and Mary Treinen Moslen, "Manpower and
employment in American astronomy," Annals of the New York Academy of
Sciences 198(1972): 49.



unable or unwilling to construct a full doctoral program with the

major expenses of staff and research facilities followed the

precedent of Indiana University in building more modest master's

programs in astronomy.

ASSESSMENT OF THE MASTER'S PREPARATION OF ASTRONOMERS

Between 1876 and 1941, the master's degree served

essentially three functions: to prepare students to become teachers

or professors. of astronomy, to train students to become assistants at

observatories, and to act as a stepping stone to the doctorate.

Liberal arts colleges, built on an ideal of teaching excellence and

lacking full doctoral programs, looked to the master's degree to

supply teachers and observatory assistants. Radcliffe College

specifically trained its master's graduates to work as observatory

assistants. The universities, Harvard and Michigan, tailored their

master's programs to preparing the students for doctoral research.

On the other hand, some universities, such as California, saw the

master's as serving the functions of preparing teachers or

assistants, but not as an intermediary toward the doctorate.

Overall, one-third of the master astronomers were primarily

teachers at colleges or universities, and over half worked at

research observatories. About two-thirds of the observatory

workers had successful careers gaining the title of "astronomer" at

their observatory. The other third, did not advance beyond

assistant or research associate. The US Naval Observatory, Harvard

College Observatory, and Lowell Observatory had the largest
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numbers of master astronomers on their staffs. These

observatories were well staffed and the beginning masters worked

as assistants or calculators for other, more experienced staff

members.

Several astronomers pursued successful careers while having

a master's as their highest academic degree. Nine were elected into

the National Academy of Sciences: Thomas Chrowder Chamberlin

(MA Beloit 1869), Solon Irving Bailey (Harvard 1888), Edwin Brant

Frost (Dartmouth 1889), Robert Grant Aitken (Williams 1892),

Charles Greeley Abbot (MIT 1895), Grove Karl Gilbert (Rochester

1897), Walter Sydney Adams (Chicago 1900), Walter Davis Lambert

(Harvard 1901), and Alfred Harrison Joy (Oberlin 1904). Frost,

Aitken, and Adams became the directors of the world's leading

observatories: Yerkes, Lick, and Mt. Wilson. Bailey and Joy had

become important staff astronomers at Harvard and Mt. Wilson

observatories. Abbot was Director of the Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory. Chamberlin, Professor of Geology at the University of

Chicago and Gilbert, a geologist of the US Geological Survey were

interested in the origin of the solar system, and Lambert, of the US

Coast and Geodetic Survey, studied the motion of Earth's pole. The

latter three did not have conventional training in astronomy.

All of the decorated astronomers above had received their

master's degree by 1904. Membership in the NAS and astronomical

honors eluded the master astronomers who earned their degree

after 1904. The master's programs were no longer an adequate

preparation for leadership in astronomical research. By the first
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decade of this century, the best students of astronomy were

continuing their education, engaging in the high expectations of

original, doctoral research.
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CHAPTER 11

THE PHD AND TRAINING OF ASTRONOMERS

AT THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

AMERiCANS FLOCK OVERSEAS TO STUDY IN EUROPE

In the 1800s, a growing number of Americans seeking more

advanced levels of study than could be found in the young United

States traveled to study at European universities. Because of the

common language and heritage, one may expect that most of these

itinerant students from America would go to England to study.

However, they generally avoided England. Besides fundamental

differences between the English and American systems of higher

education (tutor vs. professor, elitist vs. egalitarian), the English

universities lacked structured programs for advanced study beyond

the bachelor's degree. Thus the English universities lacked what

most American students sought.1

A few early American astronomers, such as William Cranch

Bond, went to England, not to study at Cambridge or Oxford, but

1 Renate Simpson, How the PhD came to Britain: A Century of Struggle for
Postgraduate Education (Surrey, England: Society for Research in Higher
Education, 1983), pp. 7-10, 17, 56, 76; Norman 1. Lockyer, "The development of
astronomy in America," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific 12(1900): 116-17.
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rather to learn how great observatories work, such as the

Greenwich Observatory.2

France was only marginally more successful in drawing

American students of astronomy to its universities. While France

had advanced programs, the attractiveness of French university

education for American astronomers was weak. The French

astronomical community had lost the edge in astronomical research

to Germany, and earning the French doctorate was nearly

impossible because of resistance to accepting the American

students' previous education.3

It was to German universities that the American students,

including those of astronomy, flocked from the middle of the

nineteenth century to the beginning of World War I. To understand

the drawing power of the German universities, consider the

transformation of Prussian education in the first decade of the

nineteenth century.

2 Bessie Zaban Jones and Lyle Gifford Boyd, The Harvard College Observatory:
The First Four Directorships, 1839-1919 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap
Press, 1971), pp. 27-30.

3 Robert Fox and George Weisz, "Introduction: the institutional basis of
French science in the nineteenth century," in The Organization of Science
and Technology in France 1808-1914, eds. Fox and Weisz (Cambridge, England:
Cambridge University Press, 1980), pp. 21-3; Maurice Caullery, Universities
and Scientific Life in the United States (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1922), p. 94.
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BIRTH OF THE RESEARCH iMPERATIVE IN EDUCATION
THE UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN

While the English universities stagnated in their traditions

during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the German states

evolved the first modern universities.

Several German states established universities from the late

fourteenth through the fifteenth century.4 But the first modern

university of these states was the University of Halle, established in

1694. It pioneered the use of the native language in instruction,

instead of Latin, and the acceptance of modern thought. Also, its

faculty enjoyed untrammeled investigation and teaching. Modelled

after Halle, the University of Gottingen was founded in 1737. Soon

the new university surpassed Halle as a center of intellectual

activity.5 Thus, the German university was enjoying a rebirth at

about the same time as the first American colleges were forming.

However, at the beginning of the nineteenth century the

German universities were in a greatly weakened state reeling from

the shock of Napoleon's humiliating defeat of the Prussian army. In

1810, struggling to recover from the political and military defeat,

Prussia, under the guidance of Wilhelm von Humboldt, its minister

of education, established the University of Berlin. Despite Prussia's

impoverishment, its government favored the new university with a

Jacques Verger, "Patterns" in A History of the University in Europe.
Volume 1: Universities in the Middle Ages, ed. Hilde de Ridder-Symoens
(Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1992) PP. 62-65.

5 Simpson, How the Ph.D. came to Britain, pp. 13-14.
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liberal endowment so that Prussia might gain in intellectual power

what it lost in political and military power.6

One of the philosophical principles upon which Humboldt

based the university was unity of teaching and research.7 The

University of Berlin became the first modern university based on

the educational value of research and the expectation that teachers

be actively engaged in researchthe profession of research had

become institutionalized.

The inclusion of research spread from Berlin to other German

universities. By the 1830s, the faculties of the German universities

that adopted the Prussian model of education were actively

engaged in pure scientific research. Applied scientific research was,

at first, resisted but soon the philosophical ideals gave way to

practical research, particularly in chemistry.8 In the 1830s, Justus

von Liebig at the University of Giessen established a program of

laboratory instruction and utilitarian research in chemistry that

drew students from many countries, including the United States.9

6 Fox and Weisz, "Introduction" in The Organization of Science and
Technology in France 1808-1914, p. 309; Byrne J. Horton, The Graduate School
(Its Origin and Administrative Development) (New York: New York
University Bookstore, 1940), pp. 16-21.

7 Peter Lundgreen, "The organization of science and technology in France: a
German perspective," in The Organization of Science and Technology in
France 1808-1914, Robert Fox arid George Weisz, eds. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1980), pp. 311-14.

8 Ibid.

9 Fox and Weisz, "Introduction" in The Organization of Science and
Technology in France 1808-1914, p. 309.
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For Humboldt, students and scholars after rigorous effort

could earn the right to special freedoms: Lernfreiheitthe right to

be a university student with the freedom to choose one's own

curriculum, and Lehrfreiheitthe right to teach at universities

without interference.10 These rights were institutionalized by

earning degrees. The right to teach at universities required a new

degreethe Doctor of Philosophy.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE
FOUNDED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BERLiN

Since the sixteenth century, the "inferior" faculty of arts and

sciences at European universities had yearned for a title with the

status of the "superior" doctorate of the professions: law, medicine,

and theology. Teaching the arts and sciences at universities,

required the Master of Arts degree, which was attained after

mastering the liberal arts and a period of apprenticeship. However,

the master's degree was based on erudition, not on original

research.

The long campaign by the arts and sciences faculty to share

the high esteem of the professional doctorate culminated in the

early part of the nineteenth century when Johann Fichte, the first

dean of the philosophy faculty at the University of Berlin, conceived

the Doctorate of Philosophy. In contrast to the MA, the PhD was

reserved for those who could carry out original, creative research.

10 Simpson, How the Ph.D. came to Britain, p. 14.
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The establishment of the PhD became "a sign of the modern era,

symboliz[ing] the nineteenth-century professionalization of the arts

and sciences."1 1 The PhD had established for scientific research a

new, honored status.1 2

German university students aspiring to a career as a research

scholar or university professor ultimately had to pass the Doctor of

Philosophy examination.13 By the 1870s, this examination was an

oral exam over three areas: one's major area of study, a second

area (not necessarily related), and philosophy. Besides passing the

exam, a doctoral student had to write a substantial work based on

individual research, the dissertation, and present a public oral

defense of the dissertation against the disputations of two

students.1

The path from passing the Abitur exam after gymnasium

schooling to completing the requirements for the Doctor of

Philosophy was typically 6 to 7 years.1 5

Through a period of Habilitation, in which the new doctor of

philosophy continued creditable research, one gained the right of

Lehrfreiheit. With this status, a successful professor would begin as

11 William Clark, "On the ironic specimen of the Doctor of Philosophy,"
Science in Context 5(1992): 107.

12 Clark, "On the ironic specimen of the Doctor of Philosophy," pp. 97-137.

1 3 Joseph F. Mulligan, "Doctoral oral examination of Heinrich Kayser, Berlin,
1879," American Journal of Physics 60(1), January 1992, pp. 38-43.

14 Mulligan, "Oral examination of Heinrich Kayser," pp. 38-43.

15 Ibid.
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a Privatdozent, a private lecturer and tutor, become an

auJ3erordentlicher Professor and finally ordentlicher Professor. The

position of "extraordinary" professor was comparable to the

associate professor in American universities and "ordinary" to a full

professorship. The ordentlicher Professor enjoyed much prestige

and absolute authority over a research institute. However, the

number of professorships was severely limited and an opening

occurred only if a professor retired or died or if a new institute was

founded.16

Surviving the gauntlet on the way to the freedom to teach,

one had reached the profession of independent research.

Lehrfreiheit encouraged independent investigation and gave an

academic platform upon which scientific research could thrive.1 7

IMPORTING GERMAN IDEALS OF THE PHD
AND ACADEMIC RESEARCH

The American students were drawn to the exciting

atmosphere of research in German universities, and they brought

back ideas that American universities and colleges should also be

16 Horton, The Graduate School, pp. 16-21; Mulligan, "Oral examination of
Heinrich Kayser," pp. 38-43.

7 Kenneth G. Everett, Will S. DeLoach, and Celeste Millen, "The early
chemistry doctorate in America: the nineteenth century programs," Journal
of Chemical Education 69(1992): 261-3.
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reputation in German universities for hard work and good conduct,

and the doctorate with which the Americans returned home had the

respect of American professors and scientists.1 9

An early attempt to bring a Prussian-style university to

America happened at a state university. The first president of the

University of Michigan, Henry P. Tappan, had wanted to extend the

university beyond the undergraduate courses to a system following

Humboldt's ideals. He hired the German astronomer Franz Friedrich

Ernst BrUnnow who had received his PhD from the University of

Berlin studying under one of the leading astronomers of the time,

Johann Franz Encke. Tappan persuaded BrUnnow to come to Ann

Arbor in 1853 to supervise construction of a telescope and then to

become Professor of Astronomy at the new university. Brünnow,

even though in position to succeed Encke at the University of Berlin,

faced the uncertainty of having to wait years before Encke vacated

his post as ordentlicher Professor and director of the observatory of

the University of Berlin. This limitation of the German university

was a weakness, Tappan could exploit.

After ten years at the University of Michigan, both Brünnow

and Tappan were forced out of the university by the Board of

Trustees because of a backlash at the German influence. Tappan

18 Stanley M. Guralnick, "The American scientist in higher education: 1820-
1910," in The Sciences in the American Context: New Perspectives, ed. Nathan
Reingold (Washington DC: Smithsonian Press, 1979), p.128.

19 Robert V. Bruce, The Launching of Modern American Science (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1987), p. 334.
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was strongly criticized for trying to impose autocratically European

ideas and practices. BrUnnow was opposed by the board since

Americans should be the professors at American universities, not

foreigners 20

A more successful importation of the German ideal of the

unity of teaching and research came through John A. Porter, head of

Yale's Sheffield Scientific School. The Scientific School had begun

when the Department of Philosophy and the Arts split in 1854 into

a graduate department, solely for advanced instruction and not

open to undergraduate students, and the Yale Scientific School. At

the graduate department, advanced training was by instruction, not

research. The Sheffield Scientific School, so named in 1861 due to a

large endowment from Joseph E. Sheffield, was originally intended

for training students in practical sciences, such as engineering and

agriculture. However, under Porter, Sheffield became an advanced

school for science.2 1

Porter had studied chemistry under Liebig at the University

of Giessen and upon returning to the United States wanted to build

20 Marc Rothenberg, "The Educational and Intellectual Background of
American Astronomers, 1825-1875," (Ph.D. dissertation, Bryn Mawr College,
1974), PP. 139-44.

Despite this early rejection of the German method of education, Brünnow
had left a lasting legacy in astronomy at the University of Michigan making
it one of the leading producers of astronomers to the end of the century. For
his years at the university, Brünnow taught the most detailed and
sophisticated formal course of astronomy in the United States. See Chapter 5
of Rothenberg's dissertation on undergraduate education at the University of
Michigan for further details of BrUnnow's influence.

21 Simpson, How the Ph.D. came to Britain, p. 18; Brooks Mather Kelley, Yale:
A History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1974), pp. 182-5.
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a school based on the principle of the utility of research in teaching

the future scientists and engineers of America. As director of the

Science School, he requested from the college that an advanced

chemistry course of three years beyond normal college instruction

be given and that:

. . the degree of Doctor of Philosophy be installed and
in accordance with the usage of the German universities
be conferred on those students who have successfully
pursued the . . . higher course of scientific study. [This
course would] enable us to retain in this country many
young men, and especially students of science who now
resort to German universities for advantages of study no
greater than we are able to afford.22

In 1860, the Yale Corporation allowed the granting of doctor

of philosophy degrees with the requirements being: 1) knowledge

of Greek and Latin, 2) two years of study towards the degree, 3)

satisfactorily passing a final exam, and 4) writing an original and

acceptable dissertation. The PhD degree was requested because

without the degree, Yale College was at a disadvantage in training

graduate students compared to German universities.23 The name

"doctor of philosophy" had a substantial reputation in America.

As a consequence of this action, Yale became the first

American institution to grant the PhD. In 1861, three PhDs were

awarded. One of them was to Arthur W. Wright for a dissertation

22 Quote of John A. Porter from The Shaping of American Graduate Education:
Daniel Coit Gilman and the Protean Ph.D. by Francesco Cordasco (Totowa, New
Jersey: Rowman and Littlefield, 1973), pp. 28-9.

23 Kelley, Yale: A History, p. 186.
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on an astronomical topic, the calculation of the orbit of a meteor

before it struck Earth.24

Harvard followed suit granting its first PhD and ScD in 1873

for three years of graduate work and a written dissertation.2 5

Nonetheless, Harvard's and Yale's programs still fell short of a

German-style graduate school in which the faculty were actively

engaged in research and their students learning by participating in

the research. Taking the step to a research oriented graduate

school seemed too fraught with resistance to radical change within

established universities and cofleges. The step to a graduate school

was finally taken by starting with the philosophy of the research

ethic and using it to guide the forming of an entirely new

university.

BIRTH OF THE AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL BASED ON THE
RESEARCH IMPERATIVE: THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

"The most stimulating influence that higher education in

America has ever known came from the Johns Hopkins

[University]."26 The university, largely modeled after German

24 Nancy N. Soper, C. Marvin Curtis, and D. Allan Bromley, Physics Doctorates
of Yale (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1976), PP. 3-13. See
Appendix B for a listing of the titles of the doctoral dissertations from Yale.

25 Walton C. John, "Graduate study in universities and colleges in the United
States," U.S. Office of Education Bulletin, 1934, No. 20 (Washington DC:
Government Printing Office, 1935), pp. 9-11.

26 Abraham Flexner, Universities: American, English, German (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1930), p. 73.
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universities, inaugurated the distinctive American style of graduate

education.

In 1873, Johns Hopkins, a Baltimore merchant and railroad

investor, made, to that time, the largest bequest to American

educationthree and a half million dollars to build a university in

Baltimore.27 He gave the trustees a free hand in structuring the

purpose and organization of the new university. Their initial task

was to articulate the character of the new university and hire the

best person available to build and mold it. To aid in their search,

the trustees consulted three prestigious leaders of American

education: Charles W. Eliot, president of Harvard University; James

B. Angell, president of the University of Michigan; and Andrew P.

White, the first president of Cornell University.28

Andrew White suggested founding a university dedicated to

research and graduate education. To head such a university, all

three university presidents recommended Daniel C. Gilman. At the

time, Gilman was president of the University of California and was

eager to leave Berkeley because of disillusionment with state

interference in the affairs of the university. Accepting the offer

from the trustees to become the first president of the Johns Hopkins

University, Gilman resigned from his post at the University of

California and, in 1875, traveled in America and Europe studying

27 Bruce, The Launching of Modern American Science , pp. 336-8; Horton,
The Graduate School, p.47. Johns Hopkins also set aside an equal amount of
money to found a hospital.

28 Bruce, The Launching of Modern American Science, pp. 336-8; Horton, The
Graduate School, p.47.
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colleges and universities, looking for models he could apply to the

new university to be built in Baltimore.29

Twenty years before, Gilman had been a graduate student at

Yale and Harvard, after which he toured the German university

system. Even then he was impressed by the efficiency of German

education. For Gilman, America's advancement could only be

assured through higher courses of study in America's universities.30

His experiences as a graduate student and touring universities

did much to formulate his ideas on how to administer a graduate

school. The organization of the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) was

simple. The board of trustees was effectively caretaker of the

university, in charge of executive, finance, and building affairs. The

president was more like a chairman of the faculty. The faculty in

turn was originally divided into six departments, half of which were

departments of science or mathematics: specifically, Chemistry and

Physics, Mathematics, and Natural Science.3 I

Gilman wanted a graduate school unencumbered by the

teaching duties of an attached undergraduate division. The

professors were to reserve their instruction for advanced work with

promising research specialists. However, the trustees overruled

Gilman and an undergraduate school became part of the Johns

29 Horton, The Graduate School, p.47.

30 Bruce, The Launching of Modern American Science, p. 336; Horton, The
Graduate School, p.47.

31 Horton, The Graduate School, p.47.
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Hopkins University. Nonetheless, the graduate imperative

dominated the character of the university.3 2

In hiring professors, Gilman renounced sectarian or partisan

preferences and ranked scientific or scholarly achievement higher

than teaching ability. Gilman sought the most eminent scholars and

scientists, and he had no standard selection criterion'the best

varies with the individual.'33 America's leading experimental

physicist and chemist, Henry Rowland and Ira Remsen (a former

student of Liebig), came to the university and stayed for the

remainder of their careers. Gilman also looked beyond the United

States. To head the mathematics department, he brought from

England a noted mathematician, Joseph Sylvester.34

Initially, Johns Hopkins did not have a reservoir of its own

bachelor graduates ready to enter the new graduate school. Out of

necessity, Gilman began a program of offering fellowships to

promising graduates of other universities and colleges to come for

graduate study. To draw the best prospective students, the

fellowships had larger than usual stipends. The graduate program

emphasized specialization and required periodic evidence for

achievement. Of the initial 21 fellowships, 9 were in science. Not

only was the fellowship program an important factor in the early

32 Earl J. McGrath, The Graduate School and the Decline of Liberal Education,
(New York: Columbia University, 1959), p. 16.

33 Horton, p.47.

34 Bruce, pp. 337-8.
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success of the university, it also established the precedent of

offering substantial monetary awards to attract leading students

which has become the norm for graduate schools in America.35

The philosophical and educational tenets of Johns Hopkins

centered upon research in the sciences and other fields of scholarly

investigation. For Gilman, all sciences, practical and pure, are

worthy of promotion. The university is to provide an atmosphere

open to the various sciences and encourage investigations in any of

the sciences. Also, investigations of remote utility are just as

worthy of study as those of immediate utility. Herein, the German

ideal of pure research and American pragmatism shared equal

status.

Recognizing science and human society to be dynamic and

changing, Gilman saw that the university needs an organizational

flexibility to adapt as the intellectual needs change with time

every epoch requires a fresh start. He was aware that when

universities become rigid with tradition, they loose contact with the

changing times and invariably decline in their role of training

students for significant roles in society.36 Oxford and Cambridge

Universities in their almost medieval character were examples of

such rigidity. These venerable universities had seriously declined

35 Bernard Berelson, Graduate Education in the United States (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1960), p. 14; Bruce, p. 337.

36 Horton, p. 57; Francesco Cordasco, The Shaping of American Graduate
Education, p. 67.
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as leading centers of scientific research by the early part of the

nineteenth century.37

Gilman, adopting Humboldt's ideals of Lernfreiheit and

Lehrfreiheit, wanted a university where teachers and students

were to have freedom in their work without interference from the

government or university administration. Further German

influence is clear from Gilman's belief in the synergism of research

and teaching: the best teachers are competent researchers and the

best researchers find stimulation in their classrooms. Yet the

American ideal of a liberal arts education was maintained: the best

scholars have a broad and liberal educational foundation. Though

Johns Hopkins's graduate school was strongly influenced by the

German mandate for research, the object of the university still

entailed collegiate ideals of developing intellectual and moral

character.3 8

While the German Doctor of Philosophy degree was attractive

to Gilman, he recognized weaknesses in the degree, especially for

American students who did their graduate work in Germany. The

exams for the German doctorate were often superficial and the

dissertations brief. Graduate-level study in Germany did not

guarantee a distinguished scientific career in the United States. In

the case of astronomy, three of the fourteen Americans who had

received their PhDs in astronomy from German universities did not

37 Simpson, How the PhD came to Britain, pp. 10-12.

38 Horton, p. 52.
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maintain a career in research astronomy after returning to the

United States.39

To remedy the weakness of the German degree, the Johns

Hopkins University required for the PhD at least two years of

specialized study beyond the baccalaureate and a substantial

dissertation requiring much of a year's work.40

FAILED ATTEMPT TO BUILD A GRADUATE PROGRAM IN
ASTRONOMY

When Gilman was selecting the staff for the Johns Hopkins

University, he considered Simon Newcomb for the post of professor

of mathematics but chose Joseph Sylvester instead. Sylvester in

1883 resigned from the professorship and returned to England.

Meanwhile, Simon Newcomb had been visiting lecturer and

examiner for the department of mathematics, as well as associate

editor of the American Journal of Mathematics which was published

by Johns Hopkins. Logically, Newcomb became the second director

of the mathematics department and was hired in 1884 as Professor

of Mathematics and Astronomy.41

39 George William Myers (PhD Munich 1896), Burt Leroy Newkirk (PhD
Munich 1902), and Edwin F. Coddington (PhD Berlin 1902) had all stopped
contributing research publications and had no notable astronomical or
career positions after 1907.

40 Bruce, pp. 334-5.

41 Hugh Hawkins, Pioneer: A History of the Johns Hopkins University, 1874-
1889 (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1960), pp. 136-7.
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However, the arrangement was effectively a failure for Johns

Hopkins. Newcomb was also Director of the National Almanac Office

and was unwilling to relinquish his position of directorship. As a

compromise, he took on the professorship of mathematics at the

university as a half-time position. Newcomb was "not a gifted

teacher" and the mathematics department decayed to mediocrity.42

Nonetheless through Newcomb, the university strived to

establish astronomy as a graduate program with a focus on

research. When Johns Hopkins was first organized in 1876, it had

no astronomy program as Gilman had not hired a research

astronomer. However in 1880, the university set a goal to offer

advanced work in astronomy. An executive committee began to

make plans in 1882 for an observatory which was finally

constructed as part of the physics building in 1887. The modest

observatory reflected Newcomb's philosophy of how to teach

practical astronomy. Give the student a marginal telescope and

encourage him to use ingenuity and perseverance to overcome the

telescope's shortfalls achieving, in the end, good, reliable

observations. This was the way to rear an astronomer.44

Newcomb saw two graduate students through their

doctorates. The first was William Snyder Eichelberger (PhD JHU

42 Ibid., p. 137.

43 Ibid.

44 Simon Newcomb, "Suggestions respecting a school of practical
astronomy," lecture at The Johns Hopkins University, 18 December 1878,
Simon Newcomb papers, Box 88, Library of Congress, Washington DC.
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1891), who later became director of the Nautical Almanac Office

(1910-29), and the second was Charles Lane Poor (PhD 1892), who

ultimately became professor of celestial mechanics at Columbia

University (1910-1944). These astronomy degrees were both

concerned with calculation of orbits, one of an asteroid, the other of

a comet.

In 1894 after ten years as Professor of Mathematics and

Astronomy, Newcomb left Johns Hopkins. Charles Lane Poor

temporarily succeeded Newcomb and was joined by Alexander S.

Chessin (PhD University of St. Petersburg 1884). They maintained a

program in theoretical astronomy for four more years. Two further

doctorates were granted during their time at Johns Hopkins, but

neither of the doctorates became research astronomers.45 After

1898, the university's nascent graduate program in astronomy died.

While Johns Hopkins more than any other university stimulated

growth of research in American universities, its experiment in

establishing a leading astronomy program failed.

Johns Hopkins granted its last PhD on an astronomy related

topic in 1898 to Samuel Alfred Mitchell (1898 PhD), however,

Mitchell's work was far removed from the classical astronomy

studied by his predecessors. Instead his doctorate was on the

theory of concave diffraction gratings and their application to

45 Brantz Mayer Roszel (PhD 1886) and Frank Holinger Clutz (1897) worked
on orbit determination and perturbation. After an interlude of various high
school teaching positions, Roszel entered the US Army. Clutz, after being a
civil engineer for twenty years, became Professor of Civil Engineering at
Gettysburg College.
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stellar spectroscopy. This work, under the influence of the

physicist, Henry Rowland, was a sample of what was to become the

major contribution of Johns Hopkins graduates to astronomical

researchlaboratory spectroscopy and, to a lesser degree,

laboratory photometry.46

PHYSICS GRADUATES OF JOHNS HOPKINS

Despite lacking a credible astronomy program, the university

through its physics department produced a series of graduates who

contributed to astrophysics through their laboratory studies.

George Ellery Hale, who created the world's leading research

observatory at Mt. Wilson, realized that careful measurement and

understanding of stellar spectra and luminosities required

complementary work in laboratory spectroscopy. Thus, he

established a physics laboratory at Mt. Wilson (directed by Arthur

Scott King, 1908-43) as an essential branch of research for the

observatory. In this way physicists earned a place in astronomical

research.

While classical astronomy failed at JHU, its physics program

greatly contributed to astrophysics. Twenty-five Johns Hopkins

doctorates are counted in this study as research astronomers who

published research in astronomy between 1876 and 1941. These

JHU graduates earned their doctorates principally in physics. In

46 See Appendix B for a listing of the dissertations by Johns Hopkins
doctorates.
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effect, Johns Hopkins contributed more doctorates than some of the

major departments of astronomy, Harvard, Princeton, or Michigan

in particular. Yet only three of the twenty-five JHU doctorates were

in astronomy per se (see Table 11.1).

While most of the Johns Hopkins graduates continued on in

successful careers in physics, some, as mentioned above, became

prominent astronomers: Henry Crew (PhD in physics 1887) and

Joseph S. Ames (PhD in physics 1880) were both associate editors of

the Astrophysical Journal. (Crew and Ames were both associate

editors from 1895 to 1941.) William S. Eichelberger (PhD in

astronomy 1891) lead the Nautical Almanac Office for nearly

twenty years. Samuel A. Mitchell (PhD in astronomy 1898) became

Director of the University of Virginia's McCormick Observatory,

1913-45. Joseph Haines Moore (PhD in physics 1903) became

Director of Lick Observatory during World War II. John A.

Anderson (PhD in physics 1907) was a physicist at Mt. Wilson

Observatory, 1916-43.

Up to World War I, Johns Hopkins maintained a steady output

of laboratory physicists who contributed to astronomy. In general

as seen in Table 11.2, one-quarter of all of the astronomers with

doctorates were physics trained. Of these physics graduates, more

than half came from JHU, nineteen in all. During that time, the only

other school to produce a significant number of astronomers with
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Table 11.1

Numbers of the American Astronomers
Earning Doctorates from American Universities47

Number of
University PhDs

Berkeley 60

Chicago 34

Johns Hopkins 25

Harvard/Radcliffe 2 3

Princeton 22

Michigan 1 9

Yale 11

Virginia 9

Columbia 9

Pennsylvania 6

Cornell 6

Caltech 5

Wisconsin 4

Pittsburgh 4

Cincinnati 4

Only those universities which granted more than three doctorates are
listed. The universities which had fewer doctorates, fifteen more in all, are
considered to have made only minor contributions to graduate study in
astronomy.
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Table 11.2

Numbers of the American Astronomers
with PhDs in Physics

Five-year Number of Percent of ail
Interval Physics Doctorates of

Doctorates the Interval

1876-1885 0 0.0%

1886-1895 5 20.8%

1896-1905 15 30.6%

1906-1915 15 27.8%

1916-1925 7 16.3%

1926-1935 14 16.1%

1936-1941 3 7.5%

Total 59

physics PhDs was Cornell University, which contributed four

astronomers 48

After World War I, only one additional astronomer-physicist

came from Johns Hopkins, that was in 1927. This last degree was

not in spectroscopy as the others before. By this time, physics had

48 While the proportion of astronomers who had been physics graduate
students declined markedly in the 1930s, in the 1960s and 70s doctorates in
physics flooded the astronomical community in the United States. Richard
Berendzen and Mary Treinen Moslen, "Manpower and employment in
American astronomy," Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 198
(1972): 50.
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made great strides from the empirical nature of the earlier

spectroscopic studies to theoretical studies of the atom.

Correspondingly, Joseph Kaplan, the last Johns Hopkins graduate

who contributed to astronomical research before 1941, did his

dissertation in theoretical physics.
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CHAPTER 12

GRADUATE EDUCATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNTA:

LICK OBSERVATORY

HOLDEN ERA AT LICK OBSERVATORY, 1888-1897

Before coming to California in 1885, Edward S. Holden had

been an assistant to Simon Newcomb at the US Naval Observatory

and the second director of the University of Wisconsin's Washburn

Observatory. While the Lick Observatory was under construction

on Mt. Hamilton, near San Jose, California,1 the Regents of the

University of California selected Holden to be an interim President

of the University until the completion of the observatory. With its

completion in 1888, Holden became the first Director of the Lick

Observatory. He brought to Lick an outstanding staff of Sherburne

Wesley Burnham, John Martin Schaeberle, James E. Keeler, and

Edward Emerson Barnard.2 S. W. Burnham was an amateur

astronomer of exceptional ability in discovering and measuring

double stars. J. M. Schaeberle, a civil engineering graduate of the

University of Michigan (CE 1876), had good experience constructing

telescopes and made, while at Lick, a remarkable camera for

1 See Chapter 6, section "Origin of Lick Observatory," for a brief discussion
about the benefactor, James Lick.

2 F. J. Neubauer. "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part II," Popular
Astronomy 58(1950): 322-31.
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photographing the solar corona during eclipses.3 James E. Keeler

was the best trained of the original staff of Lick. He had a

bachelor's degree in physics and astronomy from Johns Hopkins

University (BA 1881) and had studied physics and mathematics at

the Universities of Heidelberg and Berlin. Of American

astronomers, he had an especially strong training in spectroscopy

and did notable work in accurately measuring both wavelengths of

lines in celestial spectra and radial velocities of stars by the redshift

or blueshift of their spectral lines.4 E. E. Barnard was also an

accomplished amateur astronomer with interest in astronomical

photography. However, his fame came from his discovery of

several comets and of the fifth moon of Jupiter.5

Keeler left the observatory in 1891 to take on the directorship

of the University of Pittsburgh's Allegheny Observatory. Earlier in

his career, Keeler had worked at the same observatory assisting its

director, Samuel P. Langley, in measuring solar radiation.6

Keeler's successor at Lick was a recent graduate of the

University of Michigan (BA 1886), William Wallace Campbell. He

first came to Mt. Hamilton in the summer of 1890 as a volunteer

assistant working for Holden and Keeler. His enthusiasm and

3 Schaeberle's camera had a 40-inch focal-length.

4 Donald E. Osterbrock, "James E. Keeler pioneer astrophysicist," Physics
Today February 1979, pp. 40-43.

5 Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part II," pp. 322-31.

6 Osterbrock, "James E. Keeler pioneer astrophysicist," pp. 44-5.
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quality of work favorably impressed Holden.7 W. W. Campbell was

firm in personality, conscientious and of unquestionable integrity.8

Campbell soon made significant improvements in the construction

of spectrographs which he applied towards measuring stellar radial

velocities. After ten years at Lick, Campbell became its director.

In 1893, Robert H. Tucker (CE Lehigh University 1879) and

Allen L. Colton (PhB Michigan 1889) joined the observatory staff.9

Tucker, who had worked previously at the Dudley Observatory in

Albany, New York and the Argentine National Observatory in

Cordoba, Argentina, was skilled in astrometric measurements and

put in charge of the meridian circle and clocks at the observatory.1 0

Tucker served in this capacity, until his retirement in 1926. Colton

was responsible for developing photographic plates and worked for

Holden.

Under the Holden administration, a pattern of resignations

continued after Keeler's departure in 1891. S. W. Burnham left in

1892 and E. E. Barnard in 1895both were attracted to Yerkes

Observatory by G. E. Hale. A. L. Colton bitterly resigned in 1897.

The latter event precipitated Holden's resignation as director the

same year. Holden had been unpopular both in and out of the

' Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part II," p. 376.

8 Transcript of interview of Charles Donald Shane by Elizabeth Spedding
Calciano, Santa Cruz, 2 January 1969, McHenry Library, University of
California, Santa Cruz, pp. 44-6.

9 Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part II," p. 382.

10 Roscoe F. Sanford, "Richard Hawley Tucker," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 65(1953): 16-18.
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observatory, despite his well meaning efforts.1 1 Schaeberle was

appointed as acting director of Lick until a new director was

selected. However, Schaeberle also resigned as Astronomer at Lick

when he was passed over as the new director. In his stead, Keeler

accepted the invitation in 1898 to return to Mt. Hamilton as director

of the observatory.

MICHIGAN CONNECTION

The University of Michigan had a particularly strong influence

on the early staff of Lick Observatory as well as the Berkeley

campus. One of the original Lick staff, J. M. Schaeberle was a

Michigan product and brought in his wake several other Michigan

students: A. 0. Leuschner, W. W. Campbell, A. L. Colton, and W. J.

Hussey.1 2

Schaeberle had studied at Ann Arbor under James C. Watson

and graduated in civil engineering (1876). He stayed as Watson's

assistant at the Detroit Observatory (1876-1878) and as instructor

of astronomy until 1888 when Holden called him to Lick.

Leuschner, a student of Harrington and Schaeberle at Ann

Arbor, went to Lick Observatory soon after graduating in 1888 to

1 Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part II," p. 386.

1 2 For further information on these astronomers of the "Ann Arbor school,"
see Chapter 5, sections "James Watson Years, 1863-1879," and "Mark
Harrington Years, 1879-1891."
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become the first graduate student at the observatory.13 W. W.

Campbell (BS civil engineering 1886) became interested in

astronomy during his junior year at Michigan and studied under

Schaeberle. When Schaeberle left for the Lick Observatory in 1888,

Campbell took on Schaeherle's position as instructor of astronomy.

Two years later, Campbell followed Schaeberle to Lick, coming as a

volunteer assistant, and soon became part of the Lick staff.1 4

A. L. Colton (PhB 1889), a student of Harrington and

Schaeberle, became an assistant astronomer at Lick, 1895-1897.

Before Colton came to Lick, he assisted Harrington in Washington

DC, who had left Michigan in 1891 to become Chief of the US

Weather Bureau. W. J. Hussey also graduated in 1889, but in civil

engineering like Campbell and Schaeberle. After graduating,

Hussey remained at Michigan as Instructor of Mathematics and

Acting Director of Detroit Observatory until 1892. He then came to

Stanford as a professor of astronomy. From Stanford, Hussey

frequently journeyed to Lick to work as a volunteer assistant. In

1896, he became a Lick Astronomer and stayed at Mt. Hamilton for

the next ten years before returning to head the astronomy program

at Michigan.

13 F. J. Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part II," Popular
Astronomy 58(1950): 332; "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part III,"
58(1950): 372-3.

14 W. H. Wright, 'William Wallace Campbell," National Academy of Science,
Biographical Memoirs 25(1949): 35-40; F. J. Neubauer, "A short history of the
Lick Observatory, part III," Popular Astronomy 58(1950): 376.
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One further Michigan graduate, Heber Doust Curtis (BA 1892;

MA 1893), came to Lick, but he had been a student of Hussey,

rather than Schaeberle. Curtis completed his education at Virginia

(PhD 1902) under the tutelage Ormond Stone, before coming to Lick

in 1902.

Schaeberle's students had a powerful impact on the California

school of astronomy, particularly Campbell and Leuschner. W. W.

Campbell, as the Lick Director, led the research and graduate

training program at Lick for thirty years (1901-1930), and

Leuschner, his counterpart at the campus, directed the Berkeley

department until 1938. Both Campbell and Leuschner were

commanding voices at the universityCampbell becoming President

of the University of California (1923-30) and Leuschner Dean of the

Graduate School (1913-18, 1920-23).

EARLY GRADUATE EDUCATION AT LICK

Holden envisioned a graduate school at the observatory in

which the students were either candidates for advanced degrees or

"special" students, who were volunteer assistants. To earn a

doctoral degree required three years of work in a rigorous program;

for a master's degree, it was two years. The graduate students

were expected both to study theoretical astronomy independently

without assistance from the staff and to aid the staff in operating

the various instruments at Lick. Holden felt the student could learn

more by actively observing and participating in the research

techniques of accomplished astronomers than by studying texts.
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Holden's plan was one of America's earliest graduate programs in

astronomy.1 5

Holden realized, just as Lick could provide a valuable service

to astronomy by training future astronomers, advanced students

would actively augment the research program at Lick by being

assistants to the staff in making observations and computations. To

encourage the recruitment of graduate students, Holden petitioned

the University of California to establish two fellowships in

astronomy for graduate study at Lick.1 6

By 1892, Lick had 6 students on the mountain; three were

seeking their PhD, the others being volunteer assistants.17 Of these

original students, Armin Otto Leuschner, William Joseph Hussey,

and Sidney Dean Townley became career astronomers. S. D.

Townley (BS University of Wisconsin 1890) was awarded the first

fellowship in astronomy at the observatory, which came from

private donation.1 8

1 5 Edward S. Holden, "Report made to the joint committee of the regents on
the organization and courses of instruction in the Department of
Astronomy," pp. 9-11, C-B 1016, Department of Astronomy file, Carton 1,

Bancroft Library Archives, University of California at Berkeley.

1 6 Holden, "Report made to the regents on the Department of Astronomy," pp.
11-12. "Special students" were another source of support for the Lick staff.
They were basically volunteer assistants who usually taught astronomy at
other institutions. Through working at Lick they gained opportunities to
engage in their own astronomical research. Edward S. Holden, "A graduate
school of astronomy at Mount Hamilton," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 4(1892): 184-6.

17 Holden, "A graduate school at Mount Hamilton," pp. 185-6.

1 8 The funds for the fellowship were donated by Phoebe Hearst. Apparently,
the Hearst fellowship was not continued at Lick. F. J. Neubauer, "A short
history of the Lick Observatory, part III," Popular Astronomy 58(1950): 379.
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None of the first three doctoral students completed their

studies at Lick. Townley left after a year to go to the University of

Michigan were he earned his PhD in 1897. Leuschner (BA Michigan

1888) received his PhD in the same year from the University of

Berlin for his work on comet orbits. W. E. Downs, the third doctoral

student, did not continue a career in astronomy nor receive a PhD in

astronomy.19 On the other hand, a special student at Lick and

another graduate of Michigan (BS 1889), William J. Hussey,

volunteered as an assistant at Lick. Hussey was then an assistant

professor of astronomy at Stanford University and came to Mt.

Hamilton in his spare time as mentioned before. In 1895, Hussey

joined the Lick staff and worked on astrometric observations of

comets, satellites, and double stars.

Despite the excellent opportunities for gaining experience in

astronomical observations, Lick was not yet well suited for graduate

education.20 The Lick astronomers were busy with their own

observations, and apart from Keeler, none of the early astronomers

at Lick had a formal graduate education. Moreover, the

observatory had no courses for graduate students. The students

devoted their time on Mt. Hamilton to gaining experience as

assistants and working on their research under the guidance of the

staff astronomers. This style of graduate training became

19 The following career of W. E. Downs is obscure. No record of any
astronomical publication nor doctoral dissertations is attributed to him.

20 Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part III," pp. 379-80.
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characteristic of Lick and persisted throughout the period of this

study to 1941.21

Holden believed Lick Observatory should be active in

undergraduate, as well as graduate education. However, his idea

conflicted with the primary purpose of Lick, that is ". . . promoting

Science by original research and discovery."22 In James Lick's deed

of trust, the observatory was to be a research institution affiliated

with the University of California. Thus, the observatory was

fundamentally different from other departments of the university,

such as the physics, and chemistry departments. These

departments had instruction as their primary function. For the

observatory however, "instruction is necessarily subordinate to"

research.23 Nonetheless, Holden wanted to make not only graduate

instruction, but undergraduate instruction as well, an instrumental

function of the observatory. In this, the university's administration

disagreed. As a result, Lick Observatory remained primarily a

research institution, with no formal courses of instruction. The only

instructional duty of the observatory was the training of a limited

number of graduate students.24 Furthermore, the Regents rejected

Holden's appeal to make the Lick staff part of the university

211 Donald E. Osterbrock, "The California-Wisconsin axis in American
astronomyI," Sky and Telescope 51(1976): 12.

22 Holden, "Report made to the regents on the Department of Astronomy," pp.
2-3.

23 Ibid., p. 3.

24 During Holden's directorship, only four students, whether graduate or
special, could be in residence at the observatory at the same time. Ibid., p. 4.
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faculty; the university considered the astronomical staff as research

scientists rather than teachers.25 Thus, Lick was staffed by

"astronomers" who acted only as supervisors of graduate research.

PROMINENT STUDENTS DURING LICK'S EARLY YEARS

The first graduate student on Mt. Hamilton was A. 0.

Leuschner. Holden had persuaded Leuschner to come to Lick

instead of going to Europe for his advanced training in astronomy.26

Leuschner had been a student of M. W. Harrington and Schaeberle

at the University of Michigan and was well schooled in theoretical

astronomy. Leuschner arrived at Lick in 1888 and left in 1890 to

become an instructor of mathematics at Berkeley. This transition

was eventful for Berkeley for it was Leuschner who, more than

anyone else, built its undergraduate and graduate astronomy

programs into one of the leading schools of astronomy in the United

States.

25 Holden aired publicly but diplomatically his disputes with the university
regents on their policies toward Lick Observatory. Edward S. Holden,
"Teaching of astronomy in the University of California," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 7(1895): 126-8.

Also, Holden had tried when he was acting President of the University of
California to pave the way for the university to be able to accommodate Lick
as an integral part of itself, by organizational changes at the university,
particularly, the formation of a College of Pure Science or College of
Astronomy. His efforts failed. Holden, "Report made to the regents on the
Department of Astronomy," pp. 4-5.

26 F. J. Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part II," Popular
Astronomy 58(1950): 332. Ironically, Leuschner later did go to Europe where
he earned his doctorate from the University of Berlin in 1897 for work in
theoretical astronomy.
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In the summers of 1894 and 1895, Robert Grant Aitken (MA

Williams College 1892) was a graduate student at Lick. Like the

graduate students before, Aitken received no degree from the

university. Nonetheless at the end of the second summer, he was

appointed assistant astronomer at the observatory.27 Aitken

continued Burnham's work on double stars, becoming a widely

respected astronomer in this field.28 Robert Aitken remained at

Lick for the rest of his career, succeeding W. W. Campbell as the

director of Lick Observatory in 1930.

Along with Aitken, William Hammond Wright was also a

graduate student at Lick during the summer of 1895.29 He was a

civil engineering graduate of Berkeley (1893) and stayed at

Berkeley as a graduate student in mathematics, physics, and

astronomy (189496).30 At this time, undergraduate civil-

engineering students were trained in practical astronomy at the

Students' Observatory. To continue his graduate study in

astronomy, Wright went to Yerkes as a fellow, for the school year of

1896-97, where he gained experience in astronomical spectroscopy.

27 Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part III," pp. 384-5.

28 Aitken was awarded the Royal Astronomical Society's Gold Medal for his
discovery and measurements of double stars. R. G. Aitken, "Reports of
Observatories, 193 1-32: Lick Observatory," Publications of the American
Astronomical Society 7(1932): 146.

29 Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part III," p. 380.

30 Recall that astronomical instruction, at that time, was still part of the civil
engineering department. The astronomical department was not formed until
1896.
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At that time at Lick, W. W. Campbell was the only astronomer

proficient in spectroscopy. Campbell had gained his training in

spectroscopy while working as an assistant to Keeler. Yerkes

Observatory, which had just opened, boasted the world's largest

refractor and the pioneering solar spectroscopist, G. E. Hale. Yerkes

was the place to go for spectroscopic training.

After his year at Yerkes, Wright returned to Lick to become

an assistant astronomer. Like Aitken and Campbell, Wright had a

long career at Lick Observatory. Yet, Wright was an astrophysicist

in contrast to Aitken being a classical astronomer. Wright made

notable spectroscopic studies of gaseous nebulae, novae, and

planetary atmospheres.31 In his turn, he succeeded Aitken as

director of Lick in 1935, finally retiring in 1942.

GRADUATE EDUCATiON DURING KEELER 'S SHORT DiRECTORSHIP,
1898-1900

Not until Keeler became director did graduate instruction at

Lick become successful where doctoral students could effectively

carry out research toward their own degrees. With Keeler's arrival,

cooperative arrangements were soon made between the

departments at Berkeley and Lick for graduate instruction in

3 1 Paul W. Merrill, "William Hammond Wright," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 71(1959): 305-6. W. H. Wright was awarded
the Draper Gold Medal in 1928, the Janssen gold Medal in 1929, and the Gold
Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society in 1938 for his photographic studies
of planetary atmospheres and spectroscopic investigations of novae and
gaseous nebulae.
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astronomy leading to the Phi).32 Leuschner, director of the

Students' Observatory at the Berkeley campus, and Keeler agreed

on the advantage of alternating students between Berkeley and

Lick.33

Beforehand, significant differences of opinion existed between

Leuschner and Holden of how astronomy students, undergraduate

and graduate, should be educated.34 The fundamental difference of

opinion between the two lay in the content and form of

undergraduate training. Leuschner believed the students should

have thorough training in practical astronomy. Hoilden thought

education in physics and mathematics was more important. For

him, graduate students coming to Lick should have a thorough

education in higher mathematics, theoretical mechanics, and

practical physics. The Lick astronomers were not prepared to take

the time to give structured courses in these areas. On the other

hand, the astronomers could teach practical astronomy with the

graduate students as apprentice s.3

32 J. H. Moore, "Fifty years of research at Lick Observatory," Publications of
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 50(1938): 189-203.

33 For a further discussion of the cooperation between the Keeler and
Leuschner, see the beginning section of the following chapter which treats
the Berkeley campus department of astronomy.

34 Holden so strongly disagreed with Leuschner's design for astronomical
education, that he requested an ad hoc committee of faculty and Lick
astronomers be formed for the purpose of revising Leuschner's astronomy
program at Berkeley, even though the program had already been approved
and adopted by the university's academic council. Holden, "Report made to
the regents on the Department of Astronomy," pp. 6-7.

35 Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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For Leuschner a thorough training in the use of astronomical

instruments was absolutely essential for the undergraduate

preparation of astronomers. This and other factional issues

between Holden and Leuschner precluded close cooperation

between Lick and Berkeley in advanced training of astronomers so

long as Holden remained at Lick.

After Keeler's arrival, the Regents, finally responding to

Holden's earlier appeal and Keeler's urging, created three

fellowships for doctoral students at Lick.36 The fellowships were

designed to insure cooperative education by the two astronomical

departments. The fellows were required to spend one and a half

years at Lick and two or three semesters at Berkeley.37 The first

Lick Observatory Fellowships were awarded in 1898 to Russell

Tracy Crawford, Harold King Palmer, and Frank Elmore Ross.38

Crawford and Palmer became the first students to earn PhDs (1901

and 1903 respectively) for research at Lick Observatory. Frank

Elmore Ross, on the other hand, was one of the first to earn a PhD in

36 "Lick Astronomical Department," Announcements of the University of
California at Berkeley for 1911-12, p. 139. The money for the fellowships
came from the salary of Schaeberle who had resigned because he thought he
should have been selected to succeed Holden as director. The money
originally set aside for Schaeberle's salary was redirected to form three
fellowships. Transcript of interview of Charles Donald Shane by Elizabeth
Spedding Calciano, Santa Cruz, 2 January 1969, McHenry Library, University
of California, Santa Cruz, p. 31.

37 Seth B. Nicholson, "The award of the Bruce Gold Medal to Prof. Armin 0.
Leuschner," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 48(1936):
5-13.

38 "Fellowships at Lick Observatory," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 10(1898): 158.
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mathematics (1901) at Berkeley.39 Thereafter, Lick Observatory

fellows were in residence much of the time at Mt. Hamilton,

insuring a constant supply of graduate students at Lick.40

CAMPBELL ERA, 1901-1930

After two years, the directorship of Lick was tragically cut

short by Keeler's sudden death in 1900 at 42 years of age.4 1

President Benjamin I. Wheeler of the University of California wrote

to twelve prominent astronomers in the United States and abroad

for suggestions on a new director for the observatory. All twelve

responded with W. W. Campbell as the best choice for Lick.42

During the short period of Keeler's directorship, Campbell

constructed a remarkably accurate photographic spectrograph from

funds provided by D. 0. Mills. With the Mills spectrograph,

Campbell improved by ten times the precision and accuracy of

measurements of wavelengths of spectral lines.43 Upon his

F. E. Ross became an expert in celestial photography and astronomical
optics, spending the latter part of his career as a professor of astronomy at
Yerkes Observatory.

40 During the depression of the 1930s, the number of fellowships per year
was cut back to two. J. H. Moore, "Fifty years of research at Lick
Observatory," pp. 189-203.

41 Neubauer, "A short history of the Lick Observatory, part II," p. 388.

42 Frank Schlesinger, "William Wallace Campbell," Popular Astronomy
47(1939): 2-5.

3 J. H. Moore, "Fifty years of research at Lick Observatory," pp. 189-203;
interview of Charles Donald Shane by Elizabeth Spedding Calciano, pp. 44-6.
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measuring the radial velocities of stars brighter than magnitude 5.5.

He remained associated with Lick and the university for the rest of

his illustrious career, becoming Lick's longest serving director,

1901-1930, and serving as President of the University of California

from 1923 to 1930.

After becoming director, Campbell's active work in research

declined and Joseph Haines Moore took over more and more of

Campbell's radial velocity program, which was not completed until

1928.

J. H. Moore had come to Lick as a fresh PhD in physics from

Johns Hopkins University (1903).45 His teachers at Johns Hopkins

were among the most respected scientists in America: Simon

Newcomb, Henry Rowland, Joseph S. Ames, and Robert W. Wood.

Moore came to Mt. Hamilton to assist Campbell in his radial velocity

observations.46 Like Aitken and Wright, Moore's residence at Mt.

Hamilton was for the remainder of his career culminating in the

directorship of Lick upon Wright's retirement in 1942.

Heber Doust Curtis, another early acquisition by Campbell,

came to Lick in 1902 after earning his PhD in astronomy at the

University of Virginia, studying under Ormond Stone. His early

work at Lick was measuring radial velocities of spectroscopic binary

44 R. G. Aitken, C. D. Shane, R. J. Trumpler, and W. H. Wright, "J. H. Moore,"
Popular Astronomy 57(1949): 372-5.

45 Moore's dissertation was a spectroscopic study of sodium.

46 Ibid.
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stars; later he carried on Keeler's program of studying nebulae with

the Crossley reflector. Though H. D. Curtis became a Lick

Astronomer, he left Mt. Hamilton in 1920 for the directorship of

Allegheny Observatory in Pittsburgh and later of the Observatories

of the University of Michigan.47

Two of Lick's own doctoral graduates, Ferdinand John

Neubauer (PhD 1917) and Hamilton Moore Jeffers (PhD 1921),

returned to Mt. Hamilton in 1922 and 1924 respectively. Neubauer

went to the southern observatory maintained by Lick at San Luis,

Chile, as astronomer in charge (1923-1929). Following Campbell's

radial velocity program, the primary purpose of the San Luis

Observatory was procuring measurements of the radial velocities of

southern stars. Neubauer stayed in Chile until the work of the

southern station was completed.48 Neubauer returned to Mt.

Hamilton becoming Lick librarian. Jeffers engaged in astrometric

observations of comets, planets, and double stars at Lick and

calculated their orbits. He became an astronomer at Lick and

remained until he retired in 1961.

One of the most important additions to the Lick staff during

Campbell's directorship was Robert Julius Trumpler. He came as a

visiting fellow in 1919 and stayed to become one of the leading

statistical astronomers in America. Trumpler was born in

Dean B. McLaughlin, "Heber Doust Curtis," Popular Astronomy 50(1942):
175-8 1.

48 R. 0. Aitken, "Reports of Observatories, 1927-1928, Lick Observatory,"
Popular Astronomy 37(1929): 28.
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Switzerland and received his PhD in astronomy from the University

of Gottingen (1910). Trumpler came to the United States during

World War I to work with Frank Schlesinger at the Allegheny

Observatory.

Trumpler remained affiliated with the University of California

for the rest of his career. At Lick, Trumpler made extensive

statistical studies of the spectra of stars in clusters and in 1930

discovered the absorption of starlight by the interstellar medium.49

During 1922, W. W. Campbell led a momentous solar-eclipse

expedition to Australia with the purpose of testing Einstein's

prediction of the deflection of starlight by the sun. Because of

Trumpler' s competence and perfectionist character, Campbell chose

him to be his collaborator in the testing of Einstein's general theory

of relativity. The stellar deflections were small and all sources of

measurement error had to be accounted for carefully. The

reduction of the data acquired during the 1922 expedition took

Trumpler years of work to complete. Finally in 1928, the results

corroborated Einstein's prediction over other models.50

49 Harold and Paul Weaver, "Robert Julius Trumpler," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 69(1957): 304-7; R. J. Trumpler's paper,
"Preliminary results on the distances, dimensions, and space distribution of
open star clusters," printed in the Lick Observatory Bulletin in 1930 was
selected by the editors of A Source Book in Astronomy and Astrophysics,
1900-1975, Kenneth R. Lang and Owen Gingerich, as among the most
important works in astronomy during this period. Source Book, (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1979), pp. 593-604.

50 "Reports of Observatories, 1927-1928: Lick Observatory," Popular
Astronomy 37(1929): 29; interview of Charles Donald Shane, p. 67.
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W. W. Campbell, himself, gained high respect as a scientist and

administrator both within the university and in the United States.

Upon returning with Trumpler from the successful eclipse

expedition, the Regents of the University of California offered

Campbell the presidency of the university. Campbell accepted but

only on the condition that he retain the title of director of Lick

Observatory and would be responsible for its general policies while

an associate director would manage day-to-day affairs.51 Thus,

beginning in 1923, Campbell resided for most of his time at

Berkeley and would occasionally visit Mt. Hamilton to supervise the

Lick Department and consult with J. H. Moore on the progress of the

program for observing radial velocities of stars.52 Robert G. Aitken

became the associate director and eventually succeeded Campbell

as director in 1930.

After retiring as President of the University of California and

Director of Lick Observatory, Campbell was unanimously elected

president of the National Academy of Sciences.53 Campbell's status

rubbed off on the Lick staffwhen R. J. Trumpler was elected as a

member of NAS, all of the full astronomers of the Lick staff were

51 "Reports of Observatories, 1922-1923: Lick Observatory," Popular
Astronomy 32(1924): 99-100.

52 R. G. Aitken, "Reports of Observatories, 1926-1927: Lick Observatory,"
Popular Astronomy 36(1928): 25.

53 R. G. Aitken, "Reports of Observatories, 1930-3 1: Lick Observatory,"
Publications of the American Astronomical Society 43(1931): 67. Campbell
had been a member of NAS since 1902.



members of this august body: R. G. Aitken (elected 1918), W. H.

Wright (1922), J. H. Moore (1931), and R. J. Trumpler (1932).54

The research at Lick was principally observational

astrophysics, but in 1926, Donald H. Menzel became the first

theoretical astrophysicist to join the Lick staff.55 He worked on the

theory of the outer atmosphere of the sun, in the process twice

winning, in 1926 and 1928, the A. Cressy Morrison Astronomical

Prize of the New York Academy of Sciences for the best research

paper on solar energy. Despite the vitality of Menzel's ideas, the

Lick staff made no effort to investigate these ideas. Also, Aitken

did not try to keep Menzel at Lick, for, in Aitken's view, the Lick

astronomers should be primarily observers, not theoreticians.5 6

Menzel left Lick in 1932 to go to Harvard, where he eventually

became chairman of its astronomy department and director of its

observatory. Thus, the experiment in having a theoretician at Lick

failed in light of its conservative staff and leadership.

GRADUATE EDUCATION DURiNG THE CAMPBELL YEARS

Campbell's directorship of Lick extended over 30 years,

during which Lick maintained a high reputation in astronomical

54 The years of election into NAS were determined from the table of deceased
members in the Annual Report of the National Academy of Sciences, Fiscal
year 1977-78, pp. 204-15.

55 Menzel was the only theoretical astrophysicist to work at Lick until after
World War II.

56 Donald H. Menzel to H. N. Russell, 23 January 1931, Henry Norris Russell
papers (Princeton).
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research and was one of the leading centers for research by

graduate students. Though the time the Lick staff devoted to

instructing graduate students was only a small fraction of their time

used for research,57 Lick maintained a nearly continuous output of

astronomers. During Campbell's directorship, the number of PhDs

granted for research at Lick averaged one per year.5 8

Besides the three Lick Observatory fellowships granted per

year, a second program of fellowships administered by the director

began in 1911. Martin Kellogg's widow endowed the observatory

with funds for a single fellowship. Kellogg had been President of

the University of California from 1893 to 1899 and had a strong

interest in astronomy and the Lick Observatory.59 The Martin

Kellogg Fellowship was for one calendar year and was reserved for

students who had already received their PhD or were established

staff members of observatories. The purpose of this post-doctorate

fellowship was to give promising young astronomers opportunities

for continuing advanced studies or research. The fellowship was

principally, though not exclusively, for study or research at Lick or

Berkeley, or for the staff of Lick or Berkeley to conduct work

elsewhere. Indeed, the first recipient of the Martin Kellogg

Fellowship, Keivin Burns (PhD 1910, University of Minnesota) was

neither a member of the Lick staff nor came to the observatory for

57 Interview of Charles Donald Shane, p. 117.

58 See Table 12.1 for the production of PhDs to 1941.

59 W. W. Campbell, "Martin Kellogg Fellowships," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 23(1911): 56.
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Table 12.1

Number of PhDs Granted for Research at
the Lick or Berkeley Astronomical Departments60

Major work Major work
done at done at

Years Lick Berkeley

1901-1905 4 0

1906-1910 4 0

1911-1915 5 4

1916-1920 4 4

1921-1925 4 4

1926-1930 8 3

1931-1935 8 6

1936-1941 7 2

Total 44 23

60 The principle venues for the doctoral research of the California PhDs
were determined both by consulting the annual reports of observatories,
which often discussed the research being conducted by graduate students,
and by the character of the research implied from the title of the
dissertation. The principle areas of research at Lick Observatory were stellar
and nebular spectroscopy, statistical astronomy, and spectroscopic
photometry. At the Berkeley department the research was mainly orbital
determinations, principally under Leuschner, with several students working
under Shane on solar research at the Students' Observatory.
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research. Burns went to the University of Bonn to study with

Heinrich Kayser, a leading spectroscopist.6 I

The Martin Kellogg fellowships continued to be granted each

year. In most cases, the Kellogg fellows were visiting astronomers

who stayed for a year to do research at Lick. One of the fellows was

R. J. Trumpler (Kellogg fellow 1919-20), who stayed at Lick to

become, as described above, one of its leading astronomers.

Visiting Kellogg fellows provided Lick students contact with

promising young astronomers from other observatories or

universities. However, in several cases, the Kellogg fellowship was

treated like a fourth Lick Observatory fellowship, with Lick

students themselves receiving Kellogg fellowships to help support

them during their doctoral studies.

Lick was further blessed with another endowment for a

fellowship. Mrs. Alexander F. Morrison, a life member of the

Astronomical Society of the Pacific, gave funds in 1928 for a

research fellowship in residence at the observatory. The fellowship

was for attracting established astronomers to Lick or Berkeley, but

could be granted to doctoral candidates.62 Again as with the Kellogg

61 W. W. Campbell, "Martin Kellogg Fellowship in the Lick Observatory,"
Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 23(1911): 270. W. W.
Campbell, "Biennial Report of Lick Observatory," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 24(1912): 238-9. The Martin Kellogg
Fellowship was an early form of what may now be called a post-doctoral
fellowship, but it was not so applied in all cases.

62 Robert G. Aitken, "The Alexander F. Morrison Fellowship," Publications of
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 40(1928): 205.



fellowships, the Morrison fellows often were advanced students, but

of the Berkeley Department rather than Lick.

A further grant was made in the name of Alexander F.

Morrison for a Research Associateship. The expressed purpose of

the grant was to encourage distinguished astronomers to come to

work at Lick Observatory.63 In this case, the intent of the research

associateship was maintained. Beginning in 1937 a series of leading

astronomers came to Lick: Ejnar Hertzsprung, Bertil Lindblad,

Frank E. Ross, and Polydore Swings. An infusion of respected

astronomers, including Europeans, became a regular feature of the

observatory.

One of the most influential of the visiting astronomers was

Joel Stebbins (PhD California 1903), a former student, who had

become one of America's leading stellar photometrists. He spent six

weeks at Lick in 1926 and introduced to the observatory

photoelectric photometry. One of the Lick students, Normal Wyman

Storer (PhD 1928) worked with Stebbins and did his own

dissertation on spectrophotometry of continuous spectra.64 Later,

one of Stebbins graduate students at the University of Wisconsin,

Gerald E. Kron (PhD California 1938), came to Lick as a doctoral

student and reintroduced photoelectric photometry to Lick.65

63 "The Alexander F. Morrison Memorial Research Associateship in the Lick
Observatory," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
49(1937): 131.

64 R. G. Aitken, "Reports of Observatories, 1926-27: Lick Observatory,"
Popular Astronomy 36(1928): 25, 29.

65 Gerald E. Kron, "Joel Stebbins," pp. 214-22.
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The Lick graduate students engaged in a variety of research

topics, though mainly astrophysical, as influenced by the Lick staff:

W. H. Wright was the principle stellar spectroscopist at Lick;

Campbell and J. H. Moore, the principle researchers in radial

velocities; R. G. Aitken measured double stars; R. J. Trumpler

worked in statistical astronomy. The average output of

dissertations on stellar and nebular spectroscopy was fairly

constant up through 1941 at a rate of one per three years.

Measurement of the radial velocities of stars was the most common

method of research during the 1910s when Campbell was still

active in research,66 but thereafter it was not a popular topic.

Dissertations in which stellar photometry was a major part of the

research began to appear at Lick shortly before 1920. The growing

influence of Joel Stebbins becomes readily apparent as the number

of dissertations on photoelectric photometry, especially

spectrophotometry, rises to five in the 1920s and seven in the

1930s. Stellar statistics was another field that strongly ascended in

numbers of dissertations, showing nearly the same pattern as

photoelectric photometry: one in the 1910s, four in the 1920s, and

seven in the 1930s. Thus, Trumpler also had a strong influence on

the Lick graduate students

The pattern of specialized fields of the doctorates from Lick

shows W. H. Wright as having a steady output of graduate students

in stellar and nebular spectroscopy, while R. J. Trumpler had a

66 Four of the nine doctoral dissertations in the 1910s were concerned with
the radial velocities of stars.
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strongly growing influence. Aitken, and Moore had few students.

Surprisingly, one of the strongest influences on graduate research at

Lick was Joel Stebbins, who despite being at Lick for only a short

time as a visiting astronomer, introduced to the observatory a

powerful new observational instrumentthe photoelectric

photometer, which he was largely responsible for developing and

applying to astronomy.67

AGED LEADERSHIP

Beginning with Campbell, the direction of the observatory

followed a pattern of leadership by aged astronomers. Campbell

retired as Director of Lick and President of the university at the age

of 68 in 1930. Aitken who had been the associate director, took on

the helm of full directorship at the age of 66. He soon retired when

he reached 70, the limiting age by university regulations.68 Aitken,

in turn, was succeeded by Wright, age 64, who also had to retire at

70. Following Wright, J. H. Moore inherited the directorship of the

observatory also at the age of 64, but he retired at 68.

Lick had fallen into a pattern of leadership by aged

astronomers who had served their time at the observatory. After

the early days of Keeler and Campbell, the observatory lacked

67 Gerald E. Kron, "Joel Stebbins," Publications of the Astronomical Society of
the Pacific 78(1966): 214-22.

68 R. G. Aitken, "Reports of Observatories, 1934-35: Lick Observatory,"
Publications of the American Astronomical Society 8(1935): 179.
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dynamic fresh leadership, instead opting for steady, conservative

guidance.

The pattern of aged leadership was broken in 1945 when

Donald Shane (PhD Berkeley 1920) became director at the age of 50.

But Shane had strong ties to Lick. He had studied as a graduate

student at Lick and for most of his career had been a professor of

astronomy at Berkeley. Not until 1958 was an outsider brought to

Lick to be its director. He was A. E. Whitford (PhD Wisconsin 1932)

who had worked as an assistant of Joel Stebbins at Wisconsin's

Washburn Observatory and later became its director, before moving

on to Lick.
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CHAPTER 13

GRADUATE EDUCATION AT THE UNWERSITY OF CALIFORNIA:

BERKELEY ASTRONOMICAL DEPARTMENT

COOPERATION BETWEEN LICK AND BERKELEY

A. 0. Leuschner's affiliation with Berkeley extended fifty

years from 1888 as the first graduate student of Lick Observatory

to 1938 when he retired from the chairmanship of the Berkeley

Department and directorship of the Students' Observatory. He built

the fledgling astronomy program at the Berkeley campus from a

program to service civil engineering students to one of the leading

graduate schools of astronomy in the United States. The German

tradition of classical astronomy found expression at Berkeley

through Leuschner's teaching and research.

With Keeller's arrival in 1898 as the new director of Lick,

Leuschner was able to build a strong, cooperative partnership

between the Lick and Berkeley Departments in educating graduate

students. This partnership became a hallmark of the California

training of astronomers and contributed greatly to the success of

astronomy at Berkeley. One of the first agreements between Keeler

and Leuschner was the partition of time the Lick Observatory

fellows would spend at Lick and at Berkeley. In general, the

Berkeley department became the center for course work for all of

the California graduate students in astronomy, while most of the
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students did their research at Mt. I-lamilton.1 Typically, the doctoral

committees for the graduate students had one or two Lick

astronomers, one or two professors from the Berkeley Department,

a physicist and a mathematician. Also, the doctoral candidates had

minors in mathematics or physics, or both.2

Leuschner played a major in the growth of research at the

Berkeley campus, not only for astronomy, but also for other

sciences, such as physics and chemistry. In 1913, Leuschner

became the first Dean of the Graduate Division of the university.3

Up to that time the graduate instruction at Berkeley had been

mainly for teaching credentials and master's degrees. Through his

office, Leuschner shifted the emphasis of graduate work to

research.4 At the same time, the Berkeley Astronomical

Department itself became a center of research by doctoral

candidates. The first doctorates for research at the Berkeley

Department suddenly appeared in 1913, the same year that

Leuschner became Dean of the Graduate School. The Berkeley

Department was now unleashed and could nurture graduate

students, just as well as Lick Observatory.

1 Transcript of interview of Charles Donald Shane by Elizabeth Spedding
Calciano, Santa Cruz, 2 January 1969, McHenry Library, University of
California, Santa Cruz, p. 30.

2 Ibid., pp. 32-3.

3 Leuschner was Dean of the Graduate Division from 1913 to 1918 and from
1920 to 1923.

4 Robert W. Seidel, "The origins of academic physics research in California:
A study of interdisciplinary dynamics in institutional growth," Journal of
College Science Teaching 6(1976): 11.
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The Lick astronomers, themselves, made significant

contributions to instruction at the Berkeley campus. At times Lick

astronomers were consulted about the design and content of

courses taught at Berkeley. For instance, Lick astronomers helped

strengthen and reorganize the graduate astrophysics course taught

at Berkeley by William F. Meyer (PhD California 1919).5

The Lick staff also helped more directly in teaching classes.

As mentioned in the chapter on the bachelor's program at Berkeley,

Lick astronomers gave lectures during the first decade of the 1900s

to Leuschner's Modern Astronomy class.6 Later, with America

entering World War I, Lick astronomers came to Berkeley to take

up the teaching vacancies when several of the Berkeley staff were

engaged in war work. Not only did the upheaval of the war

invigorate the astronomy program at Berkeley, particularly

astrophysical instruction, it also set the precedent of Lick

astronomers teaching full courses at Berkeley. Beginning in the

1924-25 school year, the Lick and Berkeley Departments agreed on

having annual exchanges for one semester: a Berkeley professor

going to Mt. Hamilton for research; a Lick astronomer coming to the

campus to teach courses, undergraduate and graduate.

In the first exchange Charles Donald Shane (PhD California

1920) spent one semester at Lick Observatory conducting

A. 0. Leuschner, "Reports of Observatories 1923-1924: Students'
Observatory," Popular Astronomy 33(1925): 19; "Reports 1927-28," 37(1929):
70.

6 See Chapter 6, section "Bachelor Output."
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observational research and J. H. Moore of Lick taught an upper-

division course on current developments in astronomy, "Modern

Astronomy," and a graduate-level course, "Advanced Astrophysics."

Though similar courses had been given at Berkeley, the Lick staff

was now able to contribute directly to and stimulate the education

of the astronomy students with their experience as practicing

research astronomers, in areas other than theoretical astronomy.7

The exchanges continued with W. F. Meyer of Berkeley and R. J.

Trumpler of Lick switching places in 1925-26, followed by R. T.

Crawford (Berkeley) and Donald H. Menzel (Lick) in 1927-28, Meyer

and Trumpler again in 1929-30, and Meyer and Menzel in 193 1-32.

The exchanges strengthened particularly the advanced astrophysics

instruction and, through Trumpler, introduced one of the few

courses in statistical astronomy in America.

The exchange experience also established that some of the

Lick astronomers were good teachers. Menzel, who had been at

Lick since 1926, left in 1932 to become an assistant professor of

astronomy at Harvard where he had a successful career both as an

astrophysicist and as a teacher of graduate students. Trumpler left

Lick in 1938 for Berkeley where he became a professor of

astronomy to fill the vacancy left when Leuschner retired.8

7 A. 0. Leuschner, "Reports of Observatories 1924-1925: Students'
Observatory," Popular Astronomy 33(1925): 662-3.

8 R. T. Crawford, "Reports of Observatories, 1939-40: Students' Observatory,"
Publications of the American Astronomical Society 10(1940): 74, 76; Harold
and Paul Weaver, "Robert Julius Trumpler," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 69(1957): 307.
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Unfortunately, the Lick-Berkeley exchanges stopped in 1932

despite repeated hopes to revive the program. The exchanges were

killed by financial limitations and inability or perhaps

unwillingness of the staffs to leave their positions for a semester.9

In 1924, the instruction at Berkeley was further stimulated

by lectures of prominent visiting astronomersC. V. L. Charlier,

Director of the Lund Observatory, Sweden and A. S. Eddington of

Cambridge University. Charlier was active in statistical studies of

the motions of stars and Eddington was the leading theoretical

astrophysicist of the time having recently published his book on the

internal constitution of stars. Eddington came to Berkeley for a

semester to give two courses, one on his work in astrophysics

concerning stellar evolution and the constitution of the sun, and a

course on his work in the theory of relativity.1 0

Even though most of California's PhDs in astronomy were

granted for research done at Lick Observatory,1 1 the graduate

students often spent more time at the Berkeley department than at

Mt. Hamilton taking courses and writing their dissertations At any

one time, particularly during the 1920s and 1930s, only two or

9 A. 0. Leuschner, "Reports of Observatories, 1932-33: Students' Observatory,"
Publications of the American Astronomical Society 7(1933): 233. For the
remainder of the 1930s, Leuschner repeated in the observatory reports the
hope of reviving the exchanges between Lick and Berkeley.

10 Eddington's lectures were under the auspices of the Berkeley Physics
Department. A. 0. Leuschner, "Reports of Observatories 1924-1925: Students'
Observatory," Popular Astronomy 33(1925): 663.

1 See Table 12.1 in the previous chapter on the output of PhDs for research
at Lick Observatory.
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three graduate students would be in residence on the mountain,

while ten or more doctoral candidates were at Berkeley.1 2

RESEARCH AT THE STUDENTS' OBSER V TORY

From the beginning of the Students' Observatory, Leuschner

emphasized that the campus observatory was primarily for

instruction.13 To complement rather than compete with the work at

the Lick Observatory, Leuschner focussed the research work of the

Students' Observatory on theoretical astronomy and molded the

observatory into a major center for the computation of orbits of

comets and asteroids.14 The Berkeley graduate students received a

rigorous training in theoretical astronomy and were "expected to be

ready to calculate at a moment's notice a preliminary orbit and [an]

ephemeris of a newly discovered comet or asteroid."1 5

Consequently, the early Berkeley Astronomical Department became

one of the most important sources of training in classical astronomy

in America.

12 The reports of the Students' Observatory typically registered less than
one-fourth of the California doctoral students in residence at Mt. Hamilton.

1 3 A. 0. Leuschner, "Astronomical Observatory at the University of
California," Popular Astronomy 6(1898): 479-80.

14 A. 0. Leuschner, "History and aims of the Students' Observatory,"
Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 16(1904): 73-4. Sturla
Einarsson, "Berkeley DepartmentsAstronomy," The Centennial Record of
the University of California, ed. Verne A. Stadtman (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1967), p. 80.

15 Leuschner, "History of the Students' Observatory," p. 77.
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About 1902 Leuschner had developed a new "short" method

of determining the parameters of an orbit about the sun from three

observations of the object's position.16 This method was

particularly useful for finding the orbital parameters of comets and

asteroids. In line with Leuschner's interest, the Students'

Observatory became in 1901 the center for the computation of the

orbits of the asteroids discovered by James C. Watson while he was

at Ann Arbor. At the time of his death in 1880, Watson bequeathed

to the National Academy of Sciences a fund for astronomical

research with a request that the paths of the twenty-two asteroids

he had discovered be followed.17 This required calculations of their

orbital parameters and of gravitational perturbations acting on

them. The NAS provided money from the Watson Fund to the

Berkeley Astronomical Department for just this purpose of

computing and publishing the orbits of his asteroids. Twenty-one

of the twenty-two Watson asteroids have been successfully

followed with the tables calculated by the Berkeley department.

One of the asteroids has been lost.1 8

16 Leuschner, "Students' Observatory," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 14(1902): 32-3.

17 Report of the National Academy of Sciences, 1908, P. 5 1-7. Leuschner,
himself, became chairman of the trustees of the Watson fund.

1 8 "Students' Observatory," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific 14(1902): 33; Heber D. Curtis, "Eighty years of astronomy at the
University of Michigan," Michigan Alumnus: Quarterly Number October
1934, p. 246; W. Carl Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," The University of
Michiganan Encyclopedic Survey Part III, Vol. 2, ed. Wilfred B. Shaw (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1951), p. 450.
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Virtually the only research done at the Berkeley department

up to the 1920s was application of celestial mechanics toward

determinations of orbits. Besides Leuschner, R. T. Crawford and

Sturla Einarsson were active investigators of orbits. Crawford,

through his dissertation on atmospheric refraction, was one of the

first to earn a PhD in astronomy for research at Lick (1901).

Crawford joined the staff of the Berkeley department as an

instructor of practical astronomy. By 1919, he was a professor of

astronomy in the department and succeeded Leuschner as chairman

of the department (1938) and director of the Students' Observatory

(1939). Crawford's research followed Leuschner's in being rather

narrowly confined to investigating orbits of objects in the solar

system.19

Sturla Einarsson was born in Iceland but emigrated to the

United States and attended the University of Minnesota. He came to

Berkeley to pursue astronomical studies and in 1913 earned one of

the first doctorates for research done at the Berkeley department

instead of Lick. His dissertation was concerned with the orbits of

two asteroids. Einarsson's career closely paralleled Crawford's. He

remained with the Berkeley department throughout his career and

succeeded Crawford in 1946 as chairman, a position he occupied

until he retired in 1950. Just as Crawford, Einarsson's research

revolved about orbits of asteroids and comets.

19 Maud Worcester Makemson, "Russell Tracy Crawford," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 71(1959): 503-5.
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A later addition to the Berkeley Department was William F.

Meyer (PhD 1919) who also was a California product, earning his

doctorate through research at Lick on whether light from nebulae is

polarized. Initially, Meyer came to Lick as an assistant astronomer

after being a student of Daniel Walter Morehouse (PhD Berkeley

1914) at Drake University.20 After a time of being an instructor of

astronomy at Berkeley, Meyer became astronomer-in-charge of the

International Latitude Observatory at Ukiah, California. There

Meyer engaged in precision astrometric measurements. Meyer

returned to Lick in 1918 as the Martin Kellogg fellow and earned

his PhD in the following year. Meanwhile, during World War I, W.

H. Wright came from Lick to replace a member of the Berkeley staff

on war work. In so doing, Wright taught the first substantial

astrophysics courses offered at Berkeley. After the war, Leuschner

added Meyer to the Berkeley staff to maintain the astrophysics

course Wright had created. In this niche, Meyer rose to become

professor of astronomy, finally retiring in 1948.

Given the heavy teaching load in the department, Meyer did

little research.21 However, he was a popular teacher in the

elementary courses of astronomy, with large numbers of students

enrolling in his courses.22 Because Meyer did not sustain a research

20 D. W. Morehouse earned his PhD at Berkeley for a thesis on the orbit of a
recently discovered moon of Jupiter.

2 1 w F. Meyer did some research on the orbits of spectroscopic binary stars.

22 J. H. Moore, "William Ferdinand Meyer," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 60(1948): 285-8.
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program, he did not make significant contributions to the doctoral

research of students at l3erkeley.

While orbit calculations dominated the research done in the

Berkeley department through the 1930s, Charles D. Shane built an

independent program of solar research at Berkeley beginning in the

mid- 1920s.

Shane was also a product of the Lick-Berkeley astronomy

program. He received his BA and PhD degrees from Berkeley and

did his graduate research on stellar spectroscopy at Mt. Hamilton as

a Lick Observatory fellow. Through his training, Shane was

proficient in orbit calculation, as well as astrophysics.23 As with

other promising California students, Shane remained affiliated with

Berkeley or Lick for his entire career. Initially, Shane was an

instructor of mathematics, but soon became part of the astronomy

department rising to professor of astronomy. In 1945, he made the

unprecedented step of transferring from the Berkeley department

to Lick to become director of the observatory, which he headed

until 1958.

Maintaining at the Students' Observatory a viable research

program in observational astronomy was problematic. The

telescopes at the Students' Observatory were small relative to those

on Mt. Hamilton. The largest telescope was a 6-inch refractor. The

instruments at the observatory were most suitable for astrometric

measurements of the brighter stars, although a spectroscope was

23 A. 0. Leuschner, "Reports of Observatories 1922-1923: Students'
Observatory," Popular Astronomy 32(1924): 94.
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available for instructional purposes 24 Thus, observational research

at the campus observatory was restricted to relatively bright

celestial objects.

Beginning in 1926, Shane worked on studying absorption lines

in the solar spectrum. However, to carry on this research he had to

go elsewhere. He first collaborated with J. H. Moore at Lick on

observations of the solar lines. This was not adequate, so Shane

went during the summers of 1928 and 29 to Mt. Wilson which had

the leading facilities for observing the sun in the United States.25

At first, Shane had considerable difficulty in precisely measuring

the intensities of the absorption lines. The problem was finally

resolved when G. E. Kron, a former student of Joel Stebbins, helped

Shane develop a photoelectric spectrophotometer to measure the

lines.

Shane had a significant impact on doctoral research at

Berkeley. He was the only one to develop a research program that

extended beyond the department's focus on orbital calculations, and

he was the mentor of several students during the 1930s, in

particular Charlotte Moore Sitterly (PhD 1931), Robert S. Richardson

(also 1931), Ernest H. Cherrington (1935), and Ervin J. Prouse

(1940).

24 Graduate Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for
1912-13, P. 142.

25 Shane's research activities are described in the Reports of the Students'
Observatory from 1926-27 to 1940-41, which were published in Popular
Astronomy and in Publications of the American Astronomical Society.
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GRADUATE INSTRUCTION

The first graduate level course offered by the Berkeley

Department was "Theoretical Astronomy," a continuation of the

undergraduate course of the same name, with its principle

references being texts in German and in French.26 As the

department matured, the graduate courses expanded to include also

"Perturbations and Celestial Mechanics," "Advanced Practical

Astronomy," and "Measurement and Reduction of Astronomical

Photographs; Spectrograms."27

By 1910, the graduate-level curriculum reflected the

department's increasing emphasis on orbital calculations with

several new courses taught by Leuschner and Crawford rotated in a

three year cycle: "Introduction to Celestial Mechanics," "Special

Perturbations," "The General Perturbations of the Minor Planets

after Hansen, Newcomb, and Hill," "Theory of Perturbation after

Bohlin, Gylden, and Brendell," "the Lunar Theory," and "Selected

Topics in Celestial Mechanics."28 Some of the courses were renamed

or consolidated into two courses of theoretical astronomy. Yet,

these courses remained the essence of graduate instruction in the

department throughout the remainder of Leuschner's era. Some

effort at providing advanced training in geodesy was attempted

26 University of California Graduate Announcement 1896-97, pp. 22-3

27 Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for 1905-06,
pp. 118-22.

28 Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for 1910-11,
pp. 110-11.



from 1912 to 1918, with Crawford offering graduate courses on

mathematical and physical theories of geodesy.29

Despite Leuschner's emphasis on theoretical astronomy, he

realized the importance of the study of mathematics and physics.

In some cases, students did as much work in physics as they did in

astronomy.30 By 1912, a doctoral candidate could major in celestial

mechanics and theoretical astronomy, astrophysics, or geodesy. In

each case, one was expected to minor in mathematics and physics.

The celestial mechanics and astrophysics majors were

required to take most of the courses offered by the department on

the theory of orbits. The geodesy majors focussed on Crawford's

geodesy courses. All three majors were required to take

mathematics courses in differential equations and in the theory of

functions or elliptical functions. The celestial mechanics major

included several more courses in mathematics, such as on Bessel

functions, and courses in physics on the theory of light, dynamics of

rotation, and precession and nutation. Geodesy students took

specialized courses outside the department, such as map projections

and higher surveying.31 The astrophysics major had a poor

selection of specialized courses available. Other than a research

course, the department had essentially no course treating

29 Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for 1914-15,
pp. 58-9.

30 Dinsmore Alter, "Armin Otto Leuschner," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 65(1953): 269-73.

3 1 Graduate Announcement of the University of California at Berkeley for
1912-13, p. 144.
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astronomical spectroscopy or photometry. Moreover, no graduate

physics course in spectroscopy was required, yet the physics

department offered a full graduate course in spectroscopy, with

lectures and labs, taught by Exum Percival Lewis, who had a

reputation as an excellent teacher and was one of America's leading

spectroscopists of the time.32 The omission of spectroscopy for

astrophysics majors was later recognized and Exum's course became

one of the graduate classes advised for such majors.

No matter the major, every graduate student was expected to

be able to calculate preliminary orbits of newly discovered comets

or asteroids.33 Thus, theoretical astronomy remained the dominant

theme of the department and, despite the excellent opportunities

for astrophysical research at Mt. Hamilton, the preparation of the

students at Berkeley for research in astrophysics was weak.

A significant addition in graduate instruction came in 1924-

25 when J. H. Moore, while on exchange from Lick, taught

"Advanced Astrophysics."34 From then on, the advanced

astrophysics course was taught by C. D. Shane, who taught the

course from notes based on current developments in astrophysics.35

32 J. H. Moore, "Exum Percival Lewis," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 39(1927): 83-7.

University of California Graduate Announcement 1920-21, p. 74.

3 Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for 1924-25,
p. 59.

35 A survey of the University's Announcements show the course being
taught by Shane up to 1941. In 1939, he added a second astrophysics course.
Meanwhile, W. F. Meyer had been teaching an undergraduate course in
astrophysics. In the late 1930s, Shane included Chandrasekhar's work on
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By this time, the astrophysics major had better support from

the physics department with courses taught by Lewis

(spectroscopy), Raymond T. Birge (radiation and atomic structure),36

and Arthur Stanley Eddington (the theories of relativity), the

renowned British astrophysicist who was at Berkeley in 1924-25 as

a visiting professor.37 The physics department also offered a course

in quantum theory, but it was not a recommended course for

astrophysics majors.3 8

Another step away from the dominance of classical astronomy

on the department was R. J. Trumpler's transfer to Berkeley starting

in 1925 and his teaching of the graduate course, "Statistical

Astronomy." These changes brought the Berkeley department

closer to the other major graduate schools, particularly at Harvard

University and Yerkes Observatory, which had established

programs in statistical astronomy, as well as astrophysics.

theoretical astrophysics in his course. Interview of C. D. Shane by Robert
Dale Hall, 26 August 1981.

36 In the 1920s and 30s, R. T. Birge helped build the Berkeley Physics
Department into one of the leading departments in America. Robert W.
Seidel, "The origins of academic physics research in California," Journal of
College Science Teaching 6(1976): 10-23.

37 Announcements of the University of California at Berkeley for 1924-25,
p. 59.

38 The quantum-theory course was not listed, in the graduate
announcements of the Astronomical Department. Physics courses of Lewis
and Birge were among the supplementary "courses in other departments"
for astronomy graduate students, but not the quantum course.
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THE MASTER'S GRADUATES

Up to 1941, the Berkeley Department granted at least twenty-

six master's degrees in astronomy. The research for these degrees

was mainly orbital calculations. Most of the master's graduates

were women (60%),39 as compared to 20% of the doctoral graduates

being women. The master's graduates who did not go on to the PhD,

taught at high schools and colleges and assisted in research at

observatories.40 Only two of these graduates, Margaret Harwood

(MA 1916) and Elizabeth S. Mulders (MA 1928) became research

astronomers.

Margaret Harwood had come to Berkeley as a research fellow

sponsored by the Nantucket Maria Mitchell Association. After

receiving her degree, Harwood became director of the Maria

Mitchell Observatory until her retirement in 1957. She was a

member of the American Association of Variable Star Observers

and thus was an active observer of variable stars. Harwood also

measured the variable brightness of the asteroid Eros. Elizabeth

Mulders was married to the astronomer G. F. W. Mulders and

worked as a computer at the Mt. Wilson Observatory for nearly

twenty years, publishing works on the magnetic field of the sun.

Clearly, the master's degree was not a stepping stone to a

doctorate. Of the doctorate astronomers who had entered the

39 A. 0. Leuschner to Provost M. B. Deutsch, 19 December 36, A. 0. Leuschner
correspondence, University of California Archives, B ancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley.

40 Ibid.



graduate program at Berkeley with bachelor's degrees, only 10%

first earned a master's before their doctorate. Also, no clear

delineation of the requirements for a master's degree was given in

the University Announcements. The degree was for those

interested in teaching or in work as assistants and was perhaps also

an outlet for those students who did not succeed in attaining a

doctorate.

ASTRONOMERS WITH A DOCTORAL DEGREE
FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

The Lick and Berkeley Astronomical Departments fathered 66

PhDs up to 1941, significantly more than any other institution.

Over 85% of these Lick-Berkeley graduates continued with careers

in astronomy.41 Of the nine who did not become astronomers, three

were women, two of whom probably stopped their careers because

of marriage. Three were men who had earned their degrees shortly

before the United States entered World War 11.42 Almost surely the

war disrupted their potential careers. Overall, the Lick-Berkeley

graduates were highly successful in establishing astronomical

careers.

4 1 Fifty-four of these doctors of astronomy became American astronomers.
Two of the doctors were Canadians and another was a Chinese who returned
to their home countries. Nine of the doctors did not become research
astronomers. Charles H. Smiley is listed under Berkeley in Table B of
Appendix B but is not counted as a graduate of the astronomical department
because he earned his degree through the mathematics department.

42 See the table of astronomy doctorates in Appendix B.
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Over half of the doctoral graduates of the Lick-Berkeley

Departments who became American astronomers did their research

in observational astrophysics, particularly stellar spectroscopy, the

measurement of the radial velocities of stars, and photometry,

especially photoelectric photometry of spectra. The output of

astrophysics dissertations from California was fairly steady except

for a burst during the early 1930s (refer to Table 13.1).

Nearly one-third of the California astronomers did their

doctoral research at the Berkeley Department. However, the

department only began producing doctorates on the calculations of

orbits in 1913 following the acceptance of graduate research at the

Berkeley campus under Leuschner's leadership as Dean of the

Graduate Division. From 1913 to 1921, the output from the

Berkeley Department was at its highest with ten of its doctorates

becoming astronomers. Thereafter, the output of astronomers from

the campus department was modest, enjoying a small increase

during the early 1930s.

Statistical astronomy was the third major area of graduate

research at the California departments. Principally through the

work of one astronomer, R. J. Trumpler, Lick became one of the

main sites in America for graduate research in statistical

astronomy.

Other departments of the University of California contributed

five doctorates who became astronomers. The most important of

these were F. E. Ross, A. S. King, and H. C. Urey. Ross had received

his PhD in mathematics in 1901, but had much of his instruction



Table 13.1

Fields of Doctoral Research for PhDs from
the Astronomical Departments of the University of California

Theoretical & Astrophysics Statistical
Practical Astronomy

Years Astronomy

1901-1905 1 3

1906-1910 4

1911-1915 5 2

1916-1920 4 3 1

1921-1925 1 3 1

1926-1930 2 3 3

1931-1935 3 8 2

1936-1941 1 4 1

Total 17 30 8

through the Berkeley Astronomical Department. Ross became an

optical and photographic expert and spent the major part of his

career at Yerkes Observatory. Arthur Scott King, who received the

California's first PhD in physics (1903), did his research in

laboratory spectroscopy.43 He went on to a substantial career as

43 Robert W. Seidel, "The origins of academic physics research in California:
A study of interdisciplinary dynamics in institutional growth," Journal of
College Science Teaching 6(1976): 11.
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the superintendent of the physical laboratory at Mt. Wilson

Observatory. King's laboratory studies of spectra complemented the

observations of the solar spectrum at Mt. Wilson. Harold C. Urey

(PhD in chemistry 1923), a Nobel laureate in chemistry (1934),

made significant contributions to the study of the chemistry of

meteorites and of the solar system, for which he received the Gold

Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society (1966).44

The California Departments had strong drawing power. Two-

thirds of the 54 astronomers who earned their PhD in the Lick-

Berkeley Departments had come from other universities or colleges,

particularly in the northeast and upper midwest of the United

States. Almost all of these schools, such as the universities of

Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Indiana, and the colleges of

Wesleyan, Swarthmore, Drake, and Smith, had established

undergraduate programs in astronomy. Thus, these incoming

graduate students had practical experience with astronomical

instruments as had the Berkeley undergraduates.

After the initial growth of the California departments, the

number of doctoral candidates stabilized. From the mid-1920s to

S. K. Runcorn, Quarterly Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society
26(1985): 575-8. Also, see Ronald Doel's Solar System Astronomy in America:
Communities, Patronage, and Interdisciplinary Science, 1920-1960 (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1996). Doel treats extensively Urey's
astronomical research and his interactions with other astronomers,
particularly Gerard Kuiper of Yerkes Observatory.
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1941, the number of candidates in the departments at any one time

was fairly constant, being between 15 and

RELATiVE SUCCESS OF THE DOCTORAL STUDENTS
OF THE BERKELEY AND LICK DEPARTMENTS

Of the fifty-four astronomers who earned their doctorates in

astronomy through research at Berkeley or Lick, seven were elected

into the NAS: Joel Stebbins (PhD 1903), P. W. Merrill (PhD 1913), S.

B. Nicholson (PhD 1915), C. D. Shane (PhD 1920), F. L. Whipple (PhD

1931), N. U. Mayall (PhD 1934), and H. W. Babcock (PhD 1938). All

had done their doctoral research at Lick on some aspect of

spectroscopy except Nicholson who observed and computed the

orbit of a Jovian satellite. Furthermore, their main fields of

research as professional astronomers were mainly in spectroscopy

and had very little to do with orbital calculations except for

Whipple's research on the orbits of meteors. Five of the seven

astronomers were recognized for their outstanding research by

being awarded several medals, mainly the Bruce Medal of the

Astronomical Society of the Pacific, the Draper Medal of the NAS,

and the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society. All of these

awards were for spectroscopic or photometric research.46

5 The numbers of doctoral candidates at California's astronomical
departments was sited in the annual Reports of the Students' Observatory.

46 Joel Stebbins received the Draper, Bruce, and Gold RAS Medals; P. W.
Merrill the Draper and Bruce Medals, S. B. Nicholson the Bruce Medal, and H.
W. Babcock the Draper, Bruce, Gold RAS and Eddington RAS Medals. F. L.
Whipple received the Smith Award from the NAS for meteoritic research.
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In terms of leadership, six of the Lick-Berkeley graduates

became directors of major observatories: Joel Stebbins, Washburn

Observatory, University of Wisconsin (1922-48); R. H. Curtiss,

University of Michigan Observatories (1926-29); E. F. Carpenter,

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona (1938-63); C. D. Shane,

Lick Observatory (1945-58); N. U. Mayall, Kitt Peak National

Observatory (1960-71); and H. W. Babcock, Hale Observatories

(1967-78). F. L. Whipple became Chairman of the Astronomy

Department of Harvard University (1949-56). Also, Shane,

Whipple, and Charlotte Moore Sitterly were presidents of

commissions of the International Astronomical Union.

Through its students, the Lick and Berkeley Departments have

spread their influence in American astronomy, particularly in

observational astrophysics.

DECLINE OF CLASSICAL ASTRONOMY AT BERKELEY

Despite the long standing dominance of Leuschner's program

of orbital calculation on the graduate instruction at Berkeley, nearly

all of the leading doctorates from California had done their research

in astrophysics at Lick. Thus the training in practical astronomy

and celestial mechanics was not, in itself, sufficient to propel a

young astronomer to a promising career in the twentieth century.

Also, none of the Berkeley-Lick graduates became theoretical

astrophysicists. Though Berkeley boasted one of the leading
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physics departments in the nation during the 1920s and 30s,47 the

astronomy students did not take full advantage of this strength.

During the mid-1930s, Otto Struve, looking to recruit the best,

young astronomers to Yerkes, was generally disappointed by the

output from California.48 Yet, with further investigation Struve

became interested in possibly recruiting someone with a California

connection. Of the staff, Shane and Trumpler were excellent

teachers. However, Shane was not aggressive enough in research to

be a leading astrophysicist. While Trumpler did first-rate research,

he was not young enough.49 Of the recent California graduates,

Whipple was of high interest, partly because of his knowledge of

orbit theory.50

In spite of the training of a large number of American

astronomers in theoretical astronomy, the program did not spawn a

school of outstanding astronomers who further developed celestial

mechanics or the theory of orbits. The Berkeley Department was

strongly inbred. During Leuschner's chairmanship, all additions to

its permanent staff, R. T. Crawford (1906), S. Einarsson (1918), W. F.

47 Stanley Coben, "The scientific establishment and the transmission of
quantum mechanics to the United States, 1919-32," American Historical
Review 76(1971): 457.

48 Otto Struve to Harlow Shapley, 30 September 1935, and to Bart Bok, 5 March
1937, microfilm copy of Otto Struve papers, Niels Bohr Library, Center for
History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

49 G. P. Kuiper to Struve, 8 February 1936, Otto Struve papers.

50 Memorandum "Conference with Dean Gale and President Hutchins," 24
June 1937, Otto Struve papers.
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Meyer (1919), and C. D. Shane (1924), were former students.5 1

Thus, the department lacked cross-fertilization with other schools of

astronomy and correspondingly lacked the creativity showed by

Leuschner in his early years. In the mid-1930s, Kuiper, who had

spent some time at Lick as a research fellow, sensed that dynamic,

first-rate researchers in theoretical astronomy had become nearly

extinct.52

Meanwhile, Berkeley's research program in following the

orbits of asteroids and comets came under attack as being routine

work of little research value.53 Einarsson vigorously defended the

program as still being an essential part of astronomical research

which could help answer questions about the origin of the solar

system.54

On the other hand, young astronomers, well trained in

positional astronomy were becoming hard to find. For example,

Struve consulted Trumpler after World War II for help in finding a

good, young astronomer, strong in astrometry to join the staff at the

5 1 The enclosed years correspond to the year of first becoming an assistant
profes sor.

52 Kuiper to Struve, 8 February 1936, Otto Struve papers.

53 Copy of letter from Sturla Einarsson to Harlow Shapley, 23 August 1946, A.
0. Leuschner correspondence, University of California Archives, Bancroft
Library, University of California, Berkeley.

54Ibid.
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McDonald Observatory in Fort Davis, Texas.55 Trumpler answered

sadly that few advanced students at Berkeley showed interest

anymore in positional astronomy.56

Struve, himself, became chairman of the Berkeley

Astronomical Department in 1950 after the department suffered a

period of decline under the leaderships of Crawford and Einarsson.

Just as Lick Observatory, the department was led during the 1930s

and 40s by astronomers nearing the retirement age of 70 years.

Leuschner retired in 1938 at the age of 70, to be replaced by R. T.

Crawford, age 62. Crawford in turn retired as director of the

Students' Observatory at age 70 in 1946. Einarsson at the age of 67

succeeded Crawford and lead the department until he too was 70

years old. The cycle was finally broken when Struve (age 53) came

from Yerkes Observatory to rejuvenate the department

For a department that had such a strong history of teaching in

theoretical astronomy and celestial mechanics, that its celestial

mechanics course lacked students for some years was ironic. To

revive interest in the course, which Struve felt was a foundational

part of astronomical training, Struve condensed the year-long

55 At that time, the McDonald Observatory was associated with the University
of Chicago and Yerkes Observatory. Otto Struve was director of both
observatories until 1947.

56 Robert J. Trumpler to Struve, 9 July 1945, Otto Struve papers.
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course into a semester course, hoping that it would be more

attractive to the busy graduate students.5 7

As noted in the previous chapter, Lick Observatory had the

same tendency as the Berkeley Department to look to its own for

continued leadership. Thus, in the 1930s and 40s, both Lick and

Berkeley Departments were conservative, inbred institutions, for

the most part maintaining their status quo. Yet, the departments

greatly impacted the development of American astronomy through

their research and their students. From 1900, the California school

of astronomy produced more American astronomers than any other

institution and left a strong legacy for American astronomy through

the research and leadership of its students.

Several features of the unique California school of astronomy

contributed to its success in research and education. The excellent

site and instruments for observational research of the Lick

Observatory were attractive to aspiring astronomers. With Keeler

and Campbell, Lick had leaders in astrophysical research. The

Martin Kellogg and Lick Observatory Fellowships maintained a

steady supply of quality graduate students at the observatory.

Later, as Campbell and Aitken settled into conservative programs of

research, others brought vitality to Lick, particularly Stebbins

through his work as a visiting astronomer on photoelectric

photometry and Trumpler through his research in statistical

57 Memorandum by Struve 1954], "Request for approval of a course," Otto
Struve correspondence, University of California Archives 81/35, Bancroft
Library, University of California, Berkeley.
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astronomy. At the Berkeley campus, Leuschner built an

independent department into the center for orbital work in the

United States, giving the Berkeley Department a respectable

research program of its own, at least up to the early 1930s.

The success of the pair of California departments in training

graduate students in astronomy came from their cooperative

synergism. In the early years of the departments, the strength of

Berkeley in calculating orbits, complemented the discoveries of

comets, asteroids and satellites at Lick. More importantly, the two

departments cooperated on the education and training of their

graduate students with each department having its own niche

clearly defined. The Berkeley Department instructed its students in

practical and theoretical astronomy, and later astrophysics; the Lick

Department provided no instruction. Berkeley students conducted

research in theoretical astronomy (and later, to some degree, in

solar spectroscopy); Lick students worked mainly on problems in

stellar spectroscopy, radial velocities of stars, or statistical

astronomy. Together, the two departments welded the California

school into the most prolific center for training astronomers in the

United States.
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CHAPTER 14

GRADUATE EDUCATION AT THE UNWERSITY OF MICHIGAN

THE MASTER'S DEGREE AT ANN ARBOR

Graduate training at Ann Arbor began with Brünnow's

advanced classes.1 BrUnnow gave his few students a substantial

training in classical astronomy.

To recognize officially the advanced work of students, the

university conferred master's degrees, earned by successful

completion of advanced courses and a suitable thesis. James

Watson, one of BrUnnow's students, received the first earned

master's degree in astronomy in 1859. Before 1900, the

department awarded four other earned masters. Two, William

McKnight Ritter (MA 1874) and Monroe Benjamin Snyder (MA

1875) were Watson's students, the others being Asaph Hall Jr.'s

students, Walter M. Hamilton (MA 1896) and George K. Lawton (MA

1897).2 Except for Watson, these master astronomers had minor

careers in astronomy.

1 Refer to Chapter 5, section "Brünnow Years, 1854-1863," for a discussion of
Brünnow's background and training of students in the German method of
precision astronomy.

2 Lawton died at the young age of 28 from typhoid fever in 1901. At the time,
he was a computer for the US Naval Observatory. H. D. Curtis did not include
Lawton on his list of the "Ann Arbor school of astronomers," perhaps
because Lawton's career was cut short. Heber D. Curtis, "Eighty years of
astronomy at the University of Michigan," Michigan Alumnus: Quarterly



By 1900, the master was no longer sufficient preparation for a

career as a professional astronomer. Thereafter, all astronomers

coming from Michigan had earned their doctorate. Yet, the master

was not discarded. Virtually, all of the post-1900 Michigan

astronomers stepped their way to the PhD via a master's degree.3

Several came to Ann Arbor with a master in astronomy or related

field already in hand. Otherwise, nearly all of the astronomers who

worked on their master's degree at Michigan elected to stay at the

university to pursue their doctoral degree.4

HALL YEARS, 1892-1905, AND FIRST DOCTORATES

Asaph Hall, Jr. supervised the first astronomy doctorates at

Michigan. Sidney D. Townley earned a Doctor of Science in 1897 for

the study of the orbit of an asteroid. The first Doctor of Philosophy

in astronomy was awarded in 1904 to Harriet W. Bigelow, who had

come from Smith College where she studied under Mary E. Byrd, an

earlier bachelor graduate in astronomy from Michigan (1878). For

her research, Bigelow made astrometric measurements of stars

Review October 1934, PP. 244-9. T. J. J. See, "George K. Lawton," Publications
of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 13(1901): 182-3.

3 The one exception was Harriet W. Bigelow, who had a bachelor's degree
from Smith and earned a PhD in 1904, without a master's.

4 Only two of the Michigan masters went elsewhere, both in the 1930s,
Arthur B. Wyse (MA 1931) and Newton L. Pierce (MA 1934) who continued
their graduate studies at Berkeley and Princeton respectively. See Table 14.1
for the Department of Astronomy's output of masters and doctors who became
research astronomers.
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Table 14.1

Number of American Astronomers
who Earned Master's or Doctorates in Astronomy

from the University of Michigan5

Number of Number of
Years Masters Doctorates

Pre-1896 2

1896-1900 2 1

1901-1905 1

1906-1910 1

1911-1915 1 1

1916-1920 1 1

1921-1925 2 2

1926-1930 2 4

1931-1935 4 4

1936-1941 1 3

Total 16 17

using the observatory's meridian circle. The research of these

doctorates were both in classical astronomy.

5 Except for the first four masters (pre-1901), all of the astronomers who
earned a master's degree from the Michigan Department of Astronomy
continued graduate study to earn doctorates in astronomy. The four earlier
masters were the highest degrees of the astronomers.
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Despite these early doctorates, the PhD was slow to become

established at the astronomy department. Hall was an ineffective

teacher, and through much of his time at Michigan, the only teacher

of astronomy. Meanwhile, research at the observatory was

minimal. Hall did not lay a firm foundation for the growth of a

graduate department of astronomy. When he left, the department

was drynot a single undergraduate nor graduate student was in

the pipeline toward a degree in astronomy. In fact, Hall had

nurtured no students from their first year of college to a bachelor's

degree. His two doctoral students had come to Ann Arbor from

other schools. Consequently, William J. Hussey, Hall's successor, had

the task of rebuilding the reputation of Ann Arbor as a major

training ground of astronomers.

W. J. HUSSEY AND REVIVAL OF GRADUATE INSTRUCTION

Eleven years passed before W. J. Hussey's efforts to resurrect

the graduate education at the department bore fruit. For his first

two years, Hussey, the only teacher, taught courses in practical

astronomy, celestial mechanics, and astrophysics. The departmental

offerings were necessarily restrictive and research at the

observatory nearly non-existent. Nonetheless, the department had

its first successful undergraduate major in astronomy in fifteen

years, Frank Dickinson Urie, who received his bachelor's degree in

1909. Moreover, Will Carl Rufus, a graduate student from Albion

College, earned his master's degree in 1908.
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By 1907, President Angell of the University of Michigan

brought an end to the administration's neglect of astronomy. He

strongly supported Hussey's efforts to renovate the department.

Besides funding expansion of the teaching staff, Angell agreed to

Hussey's demand for an observatory machine shop staffed with

mechanics, the expansion of the observatory grounds, and money

for spectroscopic research.6 The year 1907 marks a new beginning

for the departmenta break from the BrUnnow era with an

embracing of astrophysics.

Hussey had unusual mathematical ability and had studied

civil engineering as an undergraduate at Michigan (BS 1889).7 For

two years, he assisted Mark Harrington, who was then chairman of

the department, in teaching courses. Harrington's departure to

become the head of the US Weather Bureau, left the university

unprepared for finding a new chairman. In the interim, the

university made Hussey the acting chairman of the department

(1891-92) until a successor was found. When Asaph Hall, Jr. was

recruited for the position, Hussey became an astronomy teacher at

Stanford and in 1896, an astronomer at Lick Observatory. There he

worked with Robert G. Aitken discovering and measuring double

stars. For their discoveries, both won the Lalande Prize (1906)

6 W. Carl Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," The University of
Michiganan Encyclopedic Survey, Part III, Vol. 2, ed. Wilfred B. Shaw (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1951), p. 458.

7 Ralph H. Curtiss, "William Joseph Husseythe teacher," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 39(1927): 35-7.
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offered by the French Académie des Sciences.8 After ten years as

an astronomer at Lick, Hussey returned to his alma mater in 1905

to lead the department of astronomy.

While at Lick, a Lick Observatory Fellow assisted Hussey in

his double star observations. The fellow, Ralph Hamilton Curtiss,

later became Hussey's partner at Michigan. In 1905, Curtiss

received his doctorate from Berkeley for research in stellar

spectroscopy and went to Allegheny Observatory in Pittsburgh to

be Frank Schlesinger's assistant. With support from President

Angell, Hussey hired Curtiss in 1907 to inaugurate a program in

astrophysics at Ann Arbor.9

R. H. CURTISS BRINGS ASTROPHYSICS

The observatory, housing a 12-inch refractor and a meridian

circle, was only adequate for visual astrometric measurements of

relatively bright stars. Hussey recognized the observatory was

becoming obsolete for astronomical research and needed a large

reflecting telescope with a spectrograph to capture photographically

the spectra of stars. After years of effort, a 37.5-inch reflector was

installed in 1911 at the observatory. Curtiss, in the mean time, had

designed a low dispersion (one-prism) spectrograph following the

model of the Mills spectrograph at Lick designed by W. W. Campbell

8 j c Watson had also won the Lalande prize (1870) for his discoveries of
asteroids.

9 W. Carl Rufus, "Ralph Hamilton Curtiss, astrophysicist," Popular Astronomy
38(1930): 190-99.
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and the Mellon spectrograph at Allegheny that he helped design.

Curtiss now had the means of continuing his research that he had

begun at Allegheny, the study of f
Lyrae and other class B stars

with emission spectral lines.10 From its beginning, the reflector was

used exclusively for astrophysical investigations, particularly stellar

spectroscopy.1 1

With R. H. Curtiss's research program in place, the department

began again to attract graduate students. Beginning in 1911, the

department had an average of one new graduate student added to

its roster each year.12 From 1911 to 1927, Hussey advised three

doctoral students, their dissertations mainly treating photographic

astrometry, in which Hussey was skilled. On the other hand from

1911 to 1929, Curtiss, who taught courses on variable stars,

spectroscopic binaries, and astrophysics, guided fourteen graduate

students toward their PhDs, usually on spectroscopic studies of

individual stars.1 3

The disparity between Hussey and Curtiss in productivity of

doctorates is partly due to Hussey's frequent absence from Ann

10 Ibid., pp. 190-99; Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," pp. 458-60.

11 W. J. Hussey to Dr. Joaquin V. Gonzalez, President of the National
University of La Plata, Argentina, from William J. Hussey, 20 August 1915,
Department of Astronomy correspondence, Michigan Historical Collections,
Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan.

1 2 The following arrival times of the first new graduate students was
determined through biographical data: George Weilman Hess came in 1911,
Clifford Charles Crump and Laurence Hadley in 1912, W. C. Rufus 1913, and
John Abram Aldrich 1914. See also, Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy,"
p. 460.

3 Rufus, "Ralph Hamilton Curtiss, astrophysicist," pp. 190-99.



Arbor from 1911 to 1917. During that time, Hussey was director of

two observatories, the Detroit Observatory and the Observatorio

Nacional de la Plata in Argentina, and divided his time between

them. The Argentine observatory gave Hussey an opportunity to

continue his research in discovering and measuring double stars,

which had lain dormant since he left Lick in 1905. The research of

the La Plata Observatory focussed solely on observing double stars

in the southern hemisphere. The arrangement stopped in 1917

because of financial difficulties of the La Plata university and of

Argentina in general. During this time only one student earned a

doctorate under Hussey while Curtiss supervised three doctorates.

Even after 1917, Curtiss's astrophysics program continued to

attract several times more graduate students than the astrometric

work of Hussey.14

While Hussey was absent from Ann Arbor, Curtiss ran the

Detroit Observatory as the assistant director. The research of the

observatory followed Curtiss's interest, principally the

spectrographic study of class Be stars with the purpose of

understanding their place in stellar evolution. Curtiss's research

became a departmental project with most staff members

contributing a significant part of their research efforts toward

observing class Be stars.15

14 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 460.

15 R. H. Curtiss to F. C. Leonard, 4 March 1927; W. Carl Rufus to E. A. Mime, 29
January 1930, Department of Astronomy correspondence, Michigan
Historical Collections, Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan;
Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 459.



UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING MULTIPLIES

In 1917, one of Curtiss's students, Will Carl Rufus (PhD 1915),

replaced P. W. Merrill as instructor of astronomy.16 Rufus remained

at Ann Arbor for the remainder of his career. While he engaged in

astrophysical research, his principle research interest was the

history of astronomy, especially astronomy in the far east.1 7

The department continued to grow with the addition of a

fourth staff member in 1920, when Richard Alfred Rossiter, a

graduate student who had just earned his master's degree, replaced

Rufus as instructor. Rufus, himself, was promoted to assistant

professor. Rossiter, another student of Curtiss, received his PhD in

1923 and stayed at Ann Arbor as an assistant professor.

Burdensome teaching duties were a characteristic of the Ann

Arbor department. Between 1905 and 1923, the number of

students in astronomy courses increased fifteen fold, while the staff

only increased four fold.18 A major impetus for the growth came

from fundamental changes in the students served. Before 1910, the

department directed undergraduate instruction toward students

16 P. W. Merrill, instructor from 1913 to 1916, went on to become in 1919 an
astronomer of Mt. Wilson Observatory. More biographical information about
Merrill is given in Chapter 5 on the undergraduate program at Michigan; see
section "William Hussey Years, 1905-1926, and Beyond."

1 7 Rufus was an active member of the History of Science Society and
published papers on the history of astronomy.

8Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," pp. 457-8. Habitually the
beginning of the reports of the Detroit Observatory contained statements that
most of the staff's time was devoted to instruction. See for example, "Reports
of Observatories 1923-24: Detroit Observatory," Popular Astronomy 33(1925):
100.
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with a serious interest in astronomy. To reach the general

undergraduate student, the department offered, beginning in 1910,

a descriptive astronomy course, which was acceptable as a science

requirement for graduation. The descriptive astronomy class soon

had, by far, the largest enrollment of the astronomy courses.1 9

During the Watson and Harrington years, the department

collaborated with the civil engineering department in teaching the

engineering students spherical and practical astronomy. However,

the offerings of the department shrank when Hussey became the

interim director in 1891. The reason was simply because of the

limitations of having only one teacher to teach all of the astronomy

courses. In 1913, the astronomy department reincorporated a

course in practical and geodetic astronomy for civil engineering

students. The course became an undergraduate requirement in the

Department of Civil Engineering.20

A further growth in teaching responsibility came when the

United States entered World War I. As other universities, Michigan

contributed toward preparing its students for the war by teaching

navigation. The enrollment for the first navigation course, taught in

1917 by Curtiss, was 120. After the war, the department continued

to offer navigation, though with a lesser enrollment.2 1

1 9 Hussey to Dr. Joaquin V. Gonzalez, President of the National University of
La Plata, Argentina, 20 August 1915, Michigan Historical Collections, Bentley
Historical Library, University of Michigan.

20 Ibid.

21 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 459.
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Beginning in the mid 1920s, the department staff gave

extension courses in the city of Detroit. At about the same time, a

new students' observatory was completed on the roof of Angell Hall

and with it the laboratory and observatory requirements for

undergraduate astronomy courses increased.22

Despite the added commitments of teaching many more non-

astronomy than astronomy students, Hussey and Curtiss enjoyed

teaching these classes. Hussey, when at Ann Arbor, always taught

the descriptive astronomy course, and the navigation course

became Curtiss's favorite course to teach.23

The increased enrollments, reaching beyond 600 by the early

1920s, required a progressive enlargement of the department staff.

The proportionate growth of the staff, however, did not match the

growth in enrollments and the teaching burden remained heavy

through the 1930s, with the typical teaching load of four or five

courses each semester, some of the classes having large

enrollments. Yet despite the burden, Curtiss organized and

maintained research programs of stellar spectroscopic

observations.24

22 Ibid., p. 461.

23 Curtiss, "William Joseph Husseythe teacher," pp. 35-7.; Rufus, "Ralph
Hamilton Curtiss, astrophysicist," pp. 190-99.

24 Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 459. A survey of course
offerings sited in the University of Michigan's Registers of the 1920s and
1930s show the heavy teaching loads. In comparison, during the late 1930s
the University of Chicago's Registers reveal the typical teaching expectation
at Yerkes Observatory was one formal course plus a research course, each
with small enrollments, per quarter.
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RESEARCH AT ANN ARBOR AND
THE LAMONT-HUSSEY OBSERVATORY

While Curtiss was able to keep a research program in

astrophysics alive at Ann Arbor, Hussey worked to reestablish a

new observatory in the southern hemisphere so that he could

continue his double star observations. Through the long-standing

support of a benefactor, Robert P. Lamont, a Michigan alumnus,

Hussey, after many delays and difficulties, succeeded in having a

27-inch refractor built. He had chosen the site for the southern

observatory to be Bloemfontein, the capital of Orange Free State in

South Africa, lying nearly a thousand kilometers northeast of Cape

Town. However in 1926 on his way to South Africa to install the

telescope, Hussey died.25

The tragic event severely strained the capacities of the

department to maintain its programs of teaching and research. R. H.

Curtiss was named the new chairman of the department and

director of Detroit Observatory. He had experience for he had been

acting director whenever Hussey traveled to the southern

hemisphere. Rossiter, who was accompanying Hussey to South

Africa, went on to establish the southern observatory, which

became known as the Lamont-Hussey Observatory. He remained in

25 Heber D. Curtis, "Eighty years of astronomy at the University of
Michigan," Michigan Alumnus: Quarterly Review October 1934, p. 246.
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Bloemfontein to see through the double-star program of

observations.26

Because of the loss of Hussey and Rossiter from the staff and

the heavy teaching demands, Curtiss hired three new staff

members in 1927: two recent Michigan graduates, Dean Benjamin

McLaughlin (PhD 1927) and Hazel Marie Losh (PhD 1924), and

another product of Berkeley, Douglas Maxwell (PhD 1927).27 Along

with Rufus, these four remained at Michigan throughout the 1930s.

McLaughlin and Losh were students of Curtiss, and

McLaughlin was the first astronomer to have all of his collegiate

training at Michigan, earning his bachelor's, master's, and doctor's

degree at the university. McLaughlin continued active research in

stellar spectroscopy, while Losh became fully occupied with

teaching. Maxwell had been a student under R. J. Trumpler at Lick

doing his dissertation on stellar statistics; however, he also had

strong preparation in celestial mechanics from A. 0. Leuschner at

Berkeley. Reflecting this influence, Maxwell's teaching and research

at Michigan centered on computation of orbits. Being trained in

theoretical astronomy by Leuschner, who himself was one of the

26 Despite the expectation of the southern observatory being dismantled in a
few years upon completion of the double-star observations, the program
continued for twenty-five years before a comprehensive listing of the
observations were published. Shortly after the publication of his life's work,
Rossiter retired in 1952.

27Rufus, "The Department of Astronomy," p. 462.
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Ann Arbor school of astronomers, Maxwell brought full circle the

BrUnnow tradition back to Ann Arbor.28

THE 1929 MILNE LECTURES AND
THE SUMMER SYMPOSIA IN THEORETICAL PHYSICS

From 1917, Harrison McAllister Randall (PhD in physics,

Michigan 1902) was director of the university's physics laboratory

and head of the physics department. Though a physicist, Randall is

considered in this study as an astronomer. He investigated infrared

spectroscopy, particularly infrared emissions and reflection, which

was applied to astronomical questions, and was a member of the

American Astronomical Society.

Randall led the physics department through a remarkable

advancement. By 1930, the department was considered as one of

the first-rate physics departments in the United States. He formed

a theoretical physics group at Michigan without large grants. Four

young theoreticians made up the group: Uhienbeck, Samuel A.

Goudsmit, Otto Laporte, and Mathias Dennison. Uhlenbeck and

Goudsmit were students of Paul Ehrenfest, a leading theoretical

physicist at the University of Leiden. Laporte, a student of Arnold

Sommerfeld of the University of Munich, also made important

28 For a discussion of McLaughlin's and Maxwell's research see reports of the
Observatories of the University of Michigan. For instance, "Reports of
Observatories," Publications of the American Astronomical Society vol. 7, no.
6(1933): 254-5, vol. 8, no. 2(1934): 82.
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contributions to quantum physics.29 Randall had brought

Uhlenbeck & Goudsmit to Michigan in 1927, fresh from the

completion of their doctoral degrees at Leiden, and brought Laporte

from Munich, who had received his doctoral degree only three

years earlier.30 Randall also recruited Dennison (PhD Michigan

1924), an American who had spent three years of post-doctorate

study in Europe. Immediately, they offered a number of new

theoretical courses for the physics department. Goudsmit, in

particular, taught "Quantum theory of spectra," and later "Quantum

theory and atomic structure," and "Theory of atomic spectra."

Uhlenbeck taught "Advanced thermodynamics," Laporte

"Introduction to theoretical physics," and "Advanced

electrodynamics," and Dennison "Theoretical mechanics" and

"Theory of band spectra."31 The establishment of a strong

theoretical department at Michigan attracted large numbers of

29 "The Department of Physics," The University of MichiganAn
Encyclopedic Surt'ey, Wilfred B. Shaw, ed., vol. 2 (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1951), p. 693.

The other leading physics departments were at the California Institute of
Technology, Berkeley, Chicago, and Princeton. Stanley Coben, "The
scientific estabiishment and the transmission of quantum mechanics to the
United States, 1919-1932," American Historical Review 76(1971): 457, 459-60.

30 Samuel A. Goudsmit, "The Michigan symposium in theoretical physics,"
Michigan Alumnus Quarterly Review, 20 May 1961, p. 178.

3 1 Their course offerings are found in The University of Michigan Register,
Section II, Graduate School, Physics from 1927-28 through the 1930s.
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graduate students. From 1920 to 1930, the number of graduate

students in the physics department more than quadrupled.3 2

Randall encouraged physics and related research in whatever

ways he could. His encouragement of research included cooperation

with the astronomy department, such as loaning a

spectrophotometer to the department to be used by graduate

students for their doctoral research. Beginning in 1927, Curtiss and

Randall worked to increase interest in research in the joint fields of

astronomy and physics at Michigan. Toward this end, they invited

Edward Arthur Mime in 1929 to give summer lectures at Ann

Arbor on "problems in astrophysics."33

E. A. Mime of Oxford University was a young, well-known

theoretical astrophysicist, working on problems of radiative

equilibrium and the theory of stellar atmospheres. His summer

lectures, which he delivered at Ann Arbor, included the topics of

thermodynamic methods, absorption lines, scattering radiation

pressure, Saha's theory, Eddington's theory of stellar interiors,

radiation pressure, radiative equilibrium of rotating stars, and

pulsation of stars.34 Understanding these lectures would require a

32 "The Department of Physics," The University of MichiganAn
Encyclopedic Survey, Wilfred B. Shaw, ed., vol. 2 (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1951), pp. 687-9.

33 "The Department of Physics," pp. 687-9; R. H. Curtiss and H. M. Randall
telegram to Russell, 2 March 1927, microfilm copy of Henry Norris Russell
papers (at the Princeton University Archives, Seeley G. Mudd Library),
Sources for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, Center for
History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

34 [Curvin Henry Gingrich], "Prof. E. A. Mime," Popular Astronomy 37(1929):
353-4; E. A. Mime to R. H. Curtiss, 29 January 1930, 1 June 1929; R. H. Curtiss to
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strong background in classical dynamics, thermodynamics,

electrodynamics, current spectroscopic theory, as well as current

knowledge of stellar spectroscopy. Furthermore, his lectures were

heavily mathematical. The astronomy staff gave preliminary

colloquia to the physics graduate students to introduce them to the

current astrophysical knowledge of stars and the sun. Whether the

graduate astronomy students were likewise briefed on theoretical

physics by the physics staff is unknown.

Milne's audience included graduate students from other

observatories and universities as well as professors in physics,

astronomy, chemistry, and mathematics from other institutions.

Michigan graduate students, in particular, were encouraged to

attend his lectures by receiving special course credit.35 Mime's

lectures drew H. H. Plaskett, a leading, young Canadian

astrophysicist who was an associate professor of astrophysics at

Harvard, Theodore Dunham, Jr., an assistant astronomer at Mt.

Wilson Observatory and recent graduate from Princeton (PhD

1927), C. T. Elvey, a graduate student at Yerkes Observatory (PhD

1930) working on the contours of lines in stellar spectra, and Robert

Methven Petrie, a student from the University of British Columbia

working on convective equilibrium inside sunspots. Petrie was

E. A. Mime, 18 May 1929, Department of Astronomy correspondence,
Michigan Historical Collections, Bentley Historical Library, University of
Michigan.

35 President Little, University of Michigan's President's Report for 1928-29,
p. 115; R. H. Curtiss to Edwin B. Frost, 29 March 1929, Department of
Astronomy correspondence, Michigan Historical Collections, Bentley
Historical Library, University of Michigan.
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strongly influenced by Milne, who was in turn interested in Petrie's

research.36

Other young students and professors attended the lectures:

Alice H. Farnsworth (PhD Chicago 1920) of Mt. Holyoke College,

Alberta Hawes, a student of Curtiss who had just received her PhD,

Roy Marshall, a recent graduate from Ohio Wesleyan University,

and Newton Lacy Pierce, a recent bachelor student of R. H. Curtiss.37

After the lectures, R. M. Petrie (PhD 1932), Roy Marshall (PhD

1932), and N. L. Pierce (MS 1934; PhD Princeton 1937) all became

graduate students at Michigan.

Milne's lectures in 1929 were part of a grander series of

symposia in theoretical physics at Michigan. During that summer, P.

A. M. Dirac, a leading British quantum theorist, also gave a set of

lectures. The 1929 "Summer Symposium of Theoretical Physics"

was the second annual symposium organized by H. M. Randall. The

initial symposium also attracted much attention from American

physicists. With this impetus, Randall organized further annual

symposia that drew the leading theoretical physicists of the time,

along with some experimental physicists. The list of lecturers is a

who's who of physics: Leon Brilloun, Edward U. Condon, Paul

36 Transcript of interview with H. H. Plaskett by David H. DeVorkin, 29 March
1978, Sources for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library,
American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland; Edwin B. Frost to R. H.
Curtiss, 13 June 1929; E. A. Mime to R. H. Curtiss, 19 November 1929,
Department of Astronomy correspondence, Michigan Historical Collections,
Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan.

37 [Curvin Henry Gingrich], "The staff of Detroit Observatory," Popular
Astronomy 37(1929): 549.
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Ehrenfest, Enrico Fermi, Arnold Sommerfeld, Wolfgang Pauli, H. A.

Kramer, Werner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr, George Gamow, J. R.

Oppenheimer, Arthur H. Compton, E. 0. Lawrence, Hans Bethe, I.

Rabi, and E. P. Wigner.38 Through these summer schools, which

lasted throughout the 1930s, Ann Arbor became the favorite

meeting place in the United States for American and European

theoretical physicists.3 9

The Michigan graduate students in astrophysics were

encouraged to participate in these summer lectures.40 However, the

lecturers treated problems at the forefront of developments in

theoretical physics, particularly quantum physics, and were aimed

at fellow theoretical physicists. Unless the astrophysics students

had a strong background in quantum mechanics, they would have

gained little from the lectures. Aside from Mime's lectures, the

summer symposia seem to have had no notable influence on

graduate astronomy students.

Despite being unable to take advantage of the riches of the

physics symposia, occasionally a visiting scientist came to Ann

38 Samuel A. Goudsmit, "The Michigan symposium in theoretical physics,"
Michigan Alumnus Quarterly Review, 20 May 1961, pp. 178-182; "The
Department of Physics," pp. 697-701.

39 Stanley Coben, "The scientific establishment and the transmission of
quantum mechanics to the United States, 1919-1932," American Historical
Review 76(1971): 459.

40 A common comment was added to the astronomy section of the summer
catalogs during the 1930s suggesting that graduate astrophysics students
attend the "advanced lecture courses" in physics, see for example, University
of Michigan Register, Summer Session, Literature, Science, and the Arts,
Astronomy, 1930, p. 49.



Arbor to lecture on topics of astrophysical interest. For example,

Keivin Burns gave a summer course in 1931 on "Precision

spectroscopy."41

H. D. CURTIS YEARS, 1930-1942

A few months after the summer of Mime's lectures (1929), R.

H. Curtiss died. As with the passing of Hussey, Curtiss's death

staggered the department. Curtiss had been the driving force

behind nearly all of the research of the department except for the

double-star work at Bloemfontein. At the time of his death, he had

eight different research projects at various stages of incompletion.42

To maintain the teaching, if not the research, W. Carl Rufus, the

senior member of the department, became acting director. In the

fall of 1930, the Regents named Heber Doust Curtis from Allegheny

Observatory as the new director of the observatories and chairman

of the department. H. D. Curtis had been Director of Allegheny since

1920. His early investigations, when he was an astronomer at Lick,

had been in measuring radial velocities of stars and photography of

faint spiral nebulae, which he correctly saw as being extragalactic.

His later research, while at Allegheny, shifted to solar eclipses.

41 Heber D. Curtis to R. A. Rossiter, 4 September 1931, Department of
Astronomy correspondence, Michigan Historical Collections, Bentley
Historical Library, University of Michigan.

42 W. Carl Rufus to E. A. Milne, 29 January 1930, Department of Astronomy
correspondence, Michigan Historical Collections, Bentley Historical Library,
University of Michigan.
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H. D. Curtis had earned bachelors (1892) and master's (1893)

degrees from the University of Michigan, but in languages, not

astronomy. In fact, he had no classes in astronomy while he was at

Michigan. However, when he secured a job at a small college to

teach mathematics and astronomy, he had to teach himself much of

the mathematics and astronomy, and in the process became

interested in astronomy as a career. In 1900, he became a

Vanderbilt fellow in astronomy at the University of Virginia

working under Ormond Stone. After earning his PhD (1902) for the

determination of the orbit of a comet, he joined the Lick staff as an

assistant and rose to become an astronomer. In 1920, Curtis

succeeded Frank Schlesinger as Director of Allegheny Observatory.

Meanwhile, Curtis had become a leading proponent of the "island

universe" theory, that is that our Milky Way is but one of a great

many galaxies strewed great distances from each other in a vast

universe. In 1920, Curtis defended the island universe theory in a

famous debate with Harlow Shapley before the National Academy

of Sciences.43

DECLINE OF THE OLD DETROIT OBSERVATORY

An immediate problem facing Curtis when he arrived at Ann

Arbor was the continuing environmental degradation of Detroit

43 Dean B. McLaughlin, "Heber Doust Curtis," Popular Astronomy 50(1942):
175-81; A Source Book in Astronomy and Astrophysics, 1900-1975, Kenneth R.
Lang and Owen Gingerich eds. (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1979), p. 708.
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Observatory's site. Light pollution from Ann Arbor and the

university was increasing as they grew. Smoke from a power plant

constructed in 1914, often obscured the sky above the observatory,

and passing trains vibrated the telescopes. Efforts had already

been made to preserve the site around the observatory by

purchasing land, but the increasing pressures of growth were

inexorable and the best solution was to move the site of the

observatory outside of Ann Arbor. The legislature was near to

buying land for a new observatory when the great depression of

1929 struck. H. D. Curtis continued efforts to move the observatory

and drew plans for a large 84-inch reflector, which would have

given Michigan the third largest telescope in the world, after the

200 and 100-inch telescopes in southern California. Despite his

efforts, the observatory remained at its site with the opportunity

for quality astronomical observations being generally poor. Given

its environmental disadvantages and relatively small telescopes, the

old Detroit Observatory had dropped by 1930 to a low rank for

astronomical research compared to other observatories in the

United States.44

Heber D. Curtis, "Eighty years of astronomy at the University of
Michigan," Michigan Alumnus: Quarterly Review October 1934, pp. 248; W.
Carl Rufus, "Astronomical observatories at Ann Arbor," The University of
MichiganAn Encyclopedic Survey, Wilfred B. Shaw, ed., vol. 2 (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1951), pp. 471-74.
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MCMA TH-HULBERT OBSER VA TORY

While the established Department of Astronomy was

languishing at Ann Arbor, three amateur astronomers, two of whom

were Michigan alumni, built an innovative observatory that

attracted much popular and scientific attention, the McMath-

Hulbert Observatory. In the 1920s, Francis C. McMath (CE

Washington University 1887) became interested in astronomy but

found the mountings of the telescopes he bought inadequate.

Challenging his son, Robert Raynolds McMath who was also an

engineer (BCE Michigan 1913), with building a better mounting, the

younger McMath became intrigued by the possibility of using

motion pictures to record celestial events. Later, Judge Henry S.

Hulbert joined the McMaths in their efforts to build an observatory

aimed at exploiting movie cameras for observing phenomena, such

as shadows moving across the lunar landscape, the rotational

motion of Jupiter and its moons, and solar flares. With ingenuity,

they and especially R. R. McMath progressively improved their

observational equipment.

Both R. H. Curtiss and H. D. Curtis actively encouraged the

efforts of the amateur astronomers to build their unique

observatory, which became operational in 1930 at a site near Lake

Angelus in Michigan. Their successful films capturing dynamic

celestial events gained not only wide-spread popular attention, but

also respect from the astronomical community for their films had

good scientific potential for studying rapidly changing celestial

phenomena, especially the dynamics of the sun's surface and
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atmosphere. To help them build a device to film the sun at a

particular wavelength, Edison Pettit, an astronomer from Mt. Wilson

Observatory a leading center for solar research, came to aid R. R.

McMath. They worked to build a solar telescope and a

spectroheliograph adapted to motion pictures.45

The venture by the McMaths and Hulbert had so grown that

they realized their observatory should be under the auspices of a

university and thus donated the McMath-Hulbert Observatory to

the University of Michigan in 1931. They remained intimately

involved with the development of the observatory, but had the

added support of the university.46 The novelty and quality of R. R.

McMath's work earned him the Wetherill Medal of the Franklin

Institute in 1933 and later the Rittenhouse Medal from the

Rittenhouse Astronomical Society of Philadelphia. Moreover, his

innovative scientific work earned him high respect among

astronomers. He became a member of the advisory committee for

construction of the 200-inch telescope to be built on Mt. Palomar.

Also, he was elected in 1952 as President of the American

Astronomical Society, the principle body of research astronomers in

45 Robert R McMath, Francis C. McMath, and Henry S. Hulbert, "The McMath-
Hulbert Observatory," The University of MichiganAn Encyclopedic Survey,
Wilfred B. Shaw, ed., vol. 2 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1951),
pp. 483-89.

46 Ibid., p. 484.
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the United States, and in 1958 as a member of the National

Academy of Sciences.47

OBSERVATORIES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Because of a long standing confusion of the Detroit

Observatory, which was in Ann Arbor, with the city of Detroit, the

university in 1931 officially renamed the old observatory,

"Observatory of the University of Michigan." By this time the

Department of Astronomy operated three research observatories,

the old Detroit, the Lamont-Hussey in South Africa, and the

McMath-Hulbert in Lake Angelus, plus the students' observatory on

Angell Hall. To show the common connection of these observatories

with Michigan, they were given the unified name "Observatories of

the University of Michigan."48

47 "Reports of Observatories, 1936-1937: Observatories of the University of
Michigan," Publications of the American Astronomical Society vol. 9, No.
2(1938): 74.

Otto Struve, Director of Yerkes Observatory, was of the opinion that R. R.
McMath was one of the best astronomers associated with Michigan. Struve to
R. M. Hutchins, President of the University of Chicago, 4 December 1939, Otto
Struve papers.

48 "Reports of Observatories, 1931-1932: Observatories of the University of
Michigan," Publications of the American Astronomical Society vol. 7, No.
4(1932): 147; W. Carl Rufus, "Astronomical observatories, Ann Arbor," The
University of MichiganAn Encyclopedic Survey, Wilfred B. Shaw, ed., vol. 2
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1951), p. 474.



INSTRUCTION IN THE 1930S

H. D. Curtis did little research during his directorship of the

Michigan observatories other than participate in solar eclipse

expeditions. Instead he engaged in teachinghe was a popular

lecturer and loved teaching. He taught descriptive astronomy on

stellar systems, navigation, and sometimes a cosmogony seminar.49

He also supervised some astrophysical research projects of the

graduate students. W. C. Rufus, the senior member of the

department, continued to teach courses in the history of astronomy,

solar physics, and the method of least squares as he had in the

1920s. A. D. Maxwell taught practical and theoretical astronomy,

and advanced versions of these courses.

D. B. McLaughlin, the only faculty member to maintain

astronomical research, taught astrophysics courses, such as

"Variable stars," "Astrophotometry," and "Orbits of Binary Stars." In

the latter part of the 1930s, Robley Cook Williams (PhD in physics,

Cornell 1935) who had done his doctoral research in laboratory

spectroscopy, taught a course in spectrophotometry. Meanwhile,

the faculty shared teaching of the undergraduate courses, especially

the several sections of Descriptive Astronomy.50 The course

offerings for graduate students show balance in the main areas of

astronomical research, classical astronomy and astrophysics, and

49 McLaughlin, "Heber Doust Curtis," pp. 175-81.

50 University of Michigan Register, Section II, Graduate School, Astronomy
1929-30 to 1939-40.
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treated the particular research techniques used by the Ann Arbor

staff.

Despite the apparent balance, the graduate students' research was

heavily biased toward astrophysical topics, as is seen in Table 14.2.

Nearly all of the students focussed on stellar spectroscopy following

McLaughlin's research projects. McLaughlin was the only

astronomer at Ann Arbor who had a reputation for doing any

productive research.51 He picked up and maintained R. H. Curtiss's

projects on spectroscopic study of class Be stars, irregular variable

stars, and novae. Because the realm of astrophysical questions that

could be attacked at Ann Arbor was restricted by the moderate size

of the 37.5-inch reflector and the low dispersion of its spectrograph,

McLaughlin had little flexibility in his research program. The

remainder of research at the department consisted of Maxwell's

calculating orbits of recently discovered comets, and Williams

measurement of the energy distribution in the spectra of particular

classes of stars.52

The lean toward instruction in astrophysics in the 1930s is

also apparent in the undergraduate requirements for astronomy

majors. Besides introductory courses in astronomy, the student was

required to take practical astronomy, history of astronomy or

navigation, method of least squares, astrophysics (the course mainly

5 1 Otto Struve to R. M. Hutchins, President of the University of Chicago, 4
December 1939, Otto Struve papers.

52 "Reports of Observatories, 1936-1937: Observatories of the University of
Michigan," Publications of the American Astronomical Society vol. 9, No.
2(1938): 70-72.



Table 14.2

Doctorates in Astronomy Conferred
by the University of Michigan

Theoretical Stellar
or Practical Spectroscopy

Years Astronomy

1896-1900 1

1901-1905 1

1906- 19 10

1911-1915 2

1916-1920 2 1

1921-1925 1 3

1926-1930 1 8

1931-1935 1 5

1936-1941 4

Total 7 23

treated spectroscopy and included labs), solar physics, and variable

stars. Astrophysics and solar physics had been taught since 1910,

and variable stars since the mid-1920s. Requirement of the latter

three courses committed the undergraduate student to study of

astrophysical topics. At Hussey' s time, undergraduate students

were expected to have, at least an introduction to celestial

mechanics and the calculation of orbits, but by the 1930s the
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undergraduate courses in mathematical astronomy were no longer

given. Only at the graduate level could a student pursue celestial

mechanics.53

Physics requirements for the undergraduate included "Series

spectra," "Atomic and molecular spectra," and a course in modern

physics. The physics instruction further emphasizes the prevalent

direction of undergraduate training toward astrophysics and, in

particular, toward the main research conducted at Ann Arbor,

McLaughlin's spectrographic study of individual stars.

The trend toward astrophysics continued after World War II,

when several new courses were included in the graduate

curriculum, "Introduction to Theoretical Astrophysics," "Stellar

Atmospheres," "Gaseous Nebulae and the Interstellar Medium,"

"Stellar Interiors," and "Stellar Statistics and Dynamics." At this

time Leo Goldberg (PhD Harvard 1938), coming as the new

chairman in 1946, revitalized the Ann Arbor department with

replacement both of the aging faculty by young astronomers with

theoretical training in astrophysics and of the graduate courses with

new courses requiring greater preparation in theoretical physics,

including quantum mechanics.54

53 "Astronomy," University of Michigan Register, Section 1, College of
Literature, Science, and the Arts, 1918-1919, pp. 262-64; 1939-1940, PP. 68-72.

54 "Astronomy," University of Michigan General Register, Graduate School,
1950-51, pp. 72-4. Leo Goldberg's training at Harvard was in astrophysics and
theoretical physics including quantum mechanics. He applied quantum
mechanics in his thesis on novae.



In the 1930s, some of the graduate students received

fellowships from a variety of external sources. However, the

department lacked annual fellowships reserved for astronomy

students, such as the Lick Observatory fellowships of Berkeley.5 5

Thus, the department did not have a regular financial means of

attracting the best students.

STATUS OF THE DEPARTMENT AND
QUALITY OF ITS GRADUATES

By the late 1930s, Michigan's status among prominent

research astronomers had sunk low. Since the turn of the century,

the department was rated by Cattell as among the lowest research

departments of astronomy in the United States. In 1910, during the

early years of Hussey's directorship, Michigan ranked tenth out of

the ten leading centers of astronomical research in America. In

1927, at the end of Hussey's directorship, Michigan rose slightly to

ninth place.56 On the other hand, in terms of graduate teaching of

astronomy, the Ann Arbor school fared better. A 1934 survey of

professors of astronomy on the rating of graduate departments

55 "Reports of Observatories: Observatories of the University of Michigan,"
Publications of the American Astronomical Society 7(1933): 255.

56 Cattell surveyed leading American astronomers concerning the relative
merit of the leading centers of astronomical research. J. McKeen Cattell, "A
further statistical study of American men of science," American Men of
Science, 2nd ed., edited by J. McKeen Cattell (New York: The Science Press,
1910), p. 593; J. McKeen Cattell, "The distribution of American men of
science," American Men of Science, 4th ed. (1927), edited by J. McKeen
Cattell & Jacques Cattell (New York: The Science Press, 1927), p. 1128.
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placed Michigan fifth behind Harvard, Princeton, Berkeley, and

Chicago, but ahead of smaller departments, such as Ohio State

University, University of Virginia, and Yale University.57

Harlow Shapley, Director of the Harvard College Observatory,

and Otto Struve, Director of Yerkes Observatory, had decidedly

negative opinions of the quality of training at Ann Arbor.58 In

1941, a Yerkes student, who could not handle the theoretical work,

transferred to Michigan, manifesting the relative levels of the

Yerkes and Michigan programs.59

The percentage of PhDs in astronomy who continued to a

career in astronomical research is a means of assessing the relative

quality of the graduate departments. Up to 1941, this percentage

for the Michigan PhDs was 60%, distinctly the lowest of the major

departments of astronomy. As a comparison, 72% of Chicago's PhDs

became research astronomers. (The percentage during Frost's

directorship was 67%, but was a high 90% during Struve's

administration up to 1941.) For California, Harvard, and Princeton,

'' Raymond H. Hughes, "Report of the Committee on Graduate Instruction,"
The Educational Record 15(1934): 197.

5 8 Harlow Shapley referred to the graduate work at Michigan as being
"decidedly undergraduate in character." Shapley to Stewart Baker, 1 April
1937, Harlow Shapley papers (1930-1940), Harvard University Archives, UAV
630.22. Also, Otto Struve wrote that the Michigan department was "blissfully
ignorant of its decline." Struve to Bart Bok, 3 September 1946, Otto Struve
papers (Yerkes), Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics.

59 Memorandum from Otto Struve to H. N. Russell, 8 May 1936, H. N. Russell
papers (Princeton); Struve to van de Kamp, 26 July 1941, Otto Struve papers
(Yerkes), Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics; Struve to
Stanley P. Wyatt, 9 March 1953, Otto Struve correspondence, University of
California Archives 8 1/35, Bancroft Library, University of California,
Berkeley.
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the percentage of doctors who successfully pursued an astronomical

career was 86%. The relatively high rate of Michigan's students

failing to attain careers as astronomers after their doctorates

implies a relatively poor preparation at Ann Arbor.

An alternate assessment of the Michigan program is the

number of its students who became members of the National

Academy of Sciences. Membership in NAS was largely based on the

respect for one's research among contemporary members of the

academy. The Ann Arbor school produced several NAS members: J.

C. Watson (elected 1868), Asaph Hall, Sr. (1875), Cleveland Abbe

(1879), Robert S. Woodward (1896), George Cary Comstock (1899),

W. W. Campbell (1902), and A. 0. Leuschner (1913). No other

astronomical school comes close to matching this number of

members before 1915. Yet, all of these members were from the old

Ann Arbor school of astronomers who were products of the

Brünnow tradition; they all graduated from Michigan before 1890.

Since then, none of the Michigan doctoral graduates in astronomy

became members of the NAS.60

The prestige of a department is also related to the numbers of

NAS members on its staff. In Michigan's case, three of its staff

earned this distinction: J. C. Watson (elected 1868), H. D. Curtis

(1919), and R. R. McMath (1958). While he was at Ann Arbor,

Watson gained respect in the scientific community for his

exceptional skill in discovering asteroids and calculating their

60 See the tables of deceased and current members in the Annual Report of
the National Academy of Sciences, Fiscal year 1977-78, pp. 169-70, 204-15.
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orbits. Curtis became renowned for his nebular research and

"island universe" theory for spiral nebulae, before he came to

Michigan. After he joined the Michigan staff, his research

effectively stopped. R. R. McMath, an original and ingenious

amateur, was adopted by Michigan, to the credit of H. D. Curtis. By

the late 1930s, R. R. McMath's work was nearly the only part of the

Michigan program in astronomical research that was highly

respected in the astronomical community. Yet, McMath worked

independently of the Ann Arbor department and did not teach or

advise graduate students before 1941. Despite the great interest in

the McMath-Hulbert Observatory, the Ann Arbor department

conservatively trained its graduate students to follow the research

program originated by R. H. Curtiss.61

A further measure of the status of a research institution is

awards received for excellence in research. J. C. Watson received in

1870 the Lalande Prize, conferred by the French Académie des

Sciences, for his asteroid discoveries. W. J. Hussey shared the

Lalande Prize in 1906 with Robert G. Aitken for double-star

discoveries at Lick Observatory. A measure of the respect of the

astronomical community for R. R. McMath is his election to the

presidency of the American Astronomical Society in 1952.

Considering these honors, no award was granted for research at the

61 Not until 1940 was a graduate student working at the Lake Angelus
observatory. "Reports of Observatories, 1940-1941: Observatories of the
University of Michigan," Publications of the American Astronomical Society
vol. 10, No. 4(1942): 191.
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Detroit Observatory, with the exception of Watson's discovery of

asteroids.

After World War II, the administration realized the poor state

of the astronomy department and worked to resurrect it. Leo

Goldberg (PhD Harvard 1938), a leading young American

astrophysicist, who was working at the McMath-Hulbert

Observatory was brought to Ann Arbor to build a department of

distinction. He brought with him another Harvard graduate,

Lawrence Hugh Aller (PhD Harvard 1942). Goldberg made explicit

the high expectations for its doctoral candidates.62 Despite the

propitious rebirth of the department, it's rating in 1966 of the

quality of its graduate faculty and of the effectiveness of its

graduate program remained below the other major departments

Berkeley, Harvard, Princeton, and Chicago, and also Caltech and

Wisconsin.63

Two factors have contributed to the decline of the Ann Arbor

department from its distinguished early history. During Hussey's

administration the department had become a service,

undergraduate-teaching department. The staff grew, but mainly to

teach the popular descriptive astronomy and navigation courses,

and the practical astronomy course for engineers. The heavy

teaching load on the staff reduced the effort that could be put into

62 Hayward Kensiton. Dean at the University of Michigan to Russell, 20 June
1946, Henry Norris Russell papers.

63 Allan M. Cartter, An Assessment of Quality in Graduate Education,
(Washington, DC: American Council of Education, 1974), p. 60.
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research. The second factor is the declining state of the Detroit

Observatory. The environmental degradation and limitation to low

dispersion spectrographs reduced the quality and amount of

observing. However, Michigan had two active observatories at

better sites and with successful research programs, the Lamont-

Hussey and McMath-Hulbert Observatories. However, the Ann

Arbor staff and graduate students lacked the vision to exploit its

other observatories. Furthermore, despite having one of the

nation's leading schools of theoretical physics at Michigan and the

potential to become a leader in theoretical astrophysics, the

graduate astronomy program conservatively expected its graduate

students to study experimental physics directly applicable to

spec tro s copy.

The Michigan department shows a case of the balance in a

university between teaching and research bending toward teaching

at the expense of research. The department lost the magic of

BrUnnow's heritage during Hall's time as chairman. The following

chairmen, W. J. Hussey, R. H. Curtiss, and D. H. Curtiss enjoyed

teaching and oversaw the department grow to becoming, perhaps,

the largest educator of basic astronomy in the United States. Even

with the teaching burdens, Hussey and Curtiss maintained research

programs. D. H. Curtis, however, resigned himself to teaching and

administering, letting the research program at Ann Arbor stagnate,

missing an opportunity to thrust Michigan into becoming a leading

school of theoretical astrophysics.
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CHAPTER 15

GRADUATE EDUCATION AT PRINCETON UNWERS1TY

QUEST FOR RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS

When Princeton University first granted doctoral degrees in

1879,1 Charles A. Young was a recent addition to the faculty. In

contrast to the common, heavy teaching responsibilities of

university or college professors, Young was given light teaching

duties so that he may engage in research. As already discussed in

Chapter 9,2 his appointment became a forerunner of the research

professorship. Such a position was a long sought objective of

American scientists.

In 1851, Alexander Bache pleaded before the American

Association for the Advancement of Science for American colleges

to allow professors more facilities, time, and money for research.

He tried to kindle in the colleges a recognition that research is a

legitimate aspect of being a professor.3 The recognition came

neither quickly nor easily.

1 Jane Graham, ed., A Guide to Graduate Study: Programs Leading to the Ph.D.
Degree, 3rd ed. (Washington DC: American Council of Education, 1965), p. 200.

2 See section, "C. A. Young, Princeton's Research Professor, 1877-1905."

3 Robert V. Bruce, The Launching of Modern American Science (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1987), p. 138.



Cleveland Abbe sought to become a research astronomer, but

gave up in 1870 because of lack of support for such a position.

Abbe had a strong background in astronomy. He had been trained

by Brünnow at Ann Arbor with further training at the Pulkovo

Observatory in Russia. For Abbe, the prospect of becoming a

professor of astronomy was discouraging because of the exhausting

teaching duties. The only venue for creditable astronomical

research was at an observatory independent of any college or

university.4 Ironically, costly telescopes worthy of research were

being donated to colleges, yet no funds were provided for

supporting the astronomical observers and computers.5

In 1867, Samuel Pierpont Langley, a largely self-educated

man with only a high school education,6 became the first director of

the Allegheny Observatory near Pittsburgh. Initially, his duties

were to teach astronomy and physics at the University of Western

Pennsylvania (later to become the University of Pittsburgh).

However, a major donor to the observatory, William Thaw

stipulated that the director of the observatory be free of teaching

duties so that he may fully engage himself in astronomical research

4 Nathan Reingold, "A good place to study astronomy," Quarterly Journal of
Current Acquisitions (Library of Congress) 20(1963): 211-17.

5 Norris S. Hetherington, "Cleveland Abbe and a view of science in mid-
nineteenth century American, Annals of Science 33(1976): 31-49.

6 Marc Rothenberg, "The Educational and Intellectual Background of
American Astronomers, 1825-1875," (PhD dissertation, Bryn Mawr College,
1974.), pp. 231-2.
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at the observatory.7 Thus, one of the first cases of a research

professorship came through private donation.

A precedent for the collegiate acceptance of the research

imperative had been evolving at the Harvard College Observatory.

William Cranch Bond and his son George Bond, the first two

directors of the observatory, resisted teaching Harvard students

until the university acquiesced in 1855 when it separated the

observatory from the Lawrence Scientific School and made it a

department of the university. The initial acceptance by Harvard of

the observatory as a research institution with occasional

instructional responsibilities was a wedge that culminated in a de

facto acceptance of the observatory as a center for research without

the interference of teaching.8

When E. C. Pickering became Director of the Harvard College

Observatory and "Phillips Professor of Astronomy and Geodesy" in

1877, he switched from being an innovative teacher of physics to a

research scientist and administrator of a research institution

without instructional responsibilities.9 The concept of a research

professorship in astronomy was beginning to become accepted.

In 1876 Charles Young, then Professor of Natural Philosophy

and Astronomy of Dartmouth, had a widely held reputation as an

John A. Brashear, "The Allegheny Observatory," Popular Astronomy
8(1900): 541-50.

8 Bessie Zaban Jones & Lyle Gifford Boyd, The Harvard College Observatory:
The first four directorships, 1839-1919 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap
Press, 1971), pp. 93-95.

9 Jones & Boyd, pp. 179-83.
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excellent teacher of astronomy and an innovative solar

spectroscopist. A number of colleges and universities bid to have

Young join their faculty. The bids often carried good salaries with

minor teaching duties and, in some cases, the promise of an

observatory built to his specifications.10 The College of New Jersey,

the successful bidder, enticed Young with opportunity and time for

research. He was given a half-time teaching responsibility and the

promise of building a worthy astronomy program.1 1 After his

arrival in 1877, a well-equipped students' observatory was built.

In 1882, the Haisted Observatory, reserved for research, was

completed. Halsted housed one of the world's largest refractors at

that time, a 23-inch telescope made by Alvan Clark and equipped

with the best spectroscope available.12 For his teaching, Young

1 0 The following letters are examples of offers make to Young. Letters from
W. H. Chandler (Lehigh University), 12 May 1872; Samuel D. Tiliman (Cornell
University) 15 May 1872; E. W. Kittridge, 31 January 1974; A. A. Miner (Tufts
College), 24 June 1874; P. A. Chadbourne (Williams College), 24 March 1875;
George F. Barker (University of Pennsylvania), 30 August 1875; John Bascom
(University of Wisconsin), 15 February 1877, microfilm copy of Charles A.
Young papers (at the Princeton University Archives, Seeley G. Mudd
Library), Sources for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library,
Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park,
Maryland.

11 Henry Norris Russell, "America's role in the development of astronomy"
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 91(1947): 10-16.

12 John M. Poor, "Charles Augustus Young," Popular Astronomy 16(1908):
228. Young had high dispersion diffraction gratings from the two leading
makers of diffraction gratings at that time, Lewis M. Rutherfurd of New York
City and Henry A. Rowland, Professor of Physics at Johns Hopkins University.
C. A. Young to H. A. Rowland, 2 April 1882, Charles A. Young papers
(Princeton).



typically offered two courses and shared in the teaching of a

third.13

Young's recruitment by the College of New Jersey (Princeton)

is an early example of the competition between universities for the

best people and the willingness to accept research as a valid goal of

a professor. However in the 1870s, the norm for professors of

astronomy remained overwork teaching plus insufficient funds and

assistance for research.14

Generally, the American professor remained burdened by

teaching duties. In comparison with the professors of Britain,

France, and Germany, the American professors had the heaviest

teaching duties and the American and German university students

seemed to work the longest hours.1 5

Nonetheless, the research imperative in astronomy was set

and became the standard against which universities had to compete

for the leading astronomers. By the 1920s, research had become

expected of leading academic astronomers. Henry Norris Russell,

Young's successor at Princeton, wrote in 1925 on astronomers

teaching at American universities, ". . . it is impossible to secure or

keep the services of any competent man unless he has half his time,

13 See Princeton University Catalogue, 1898-99, "Astronomy.

14 Charles A. Young, Section A Address (Buffalo New York, August 1876),
Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
25(1877): 46-7.

15 Paul Forman, John L. Heilbron, and Spencer Weart, "Physics circa 1900:
Personnel, funding, and productivity of the academic establishments,"
Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences 5(1975): 122.
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at least, available for research work."16 Competition for top

astronomers from several observatories and universities created

this favorable situation for research in astronomy.1 7

GRADUATE EDUCATION DURING THE YOUNG YEARS, 1876-1905

The College of New Jersey's first professor of astronomy was

Stephen Alexander (Professor of Astronomy and Natural Philosophy

1840-76). Alexander engaged in some astronomical research but it

was largely mathematical, not observational. Despite his long

tenure of teaching, none of his students became astronomers.

However, immediately upon Young's arrival in Princeton, the school

acquired a good reputation as a school of astronomy.1 8

Young's first advanced student, Malcolm McNeill (MA 1880)

had just graduated at the head of his class when Young arrived at

the College of New Jersey. McNeil! was mathematically talented and

studied under Young to earn his master's in astronomy. He

remained until 1888 at the college as Young's assistant at the

observatory and as an instructor, then assistant professor (1882) of

astronomy. His training seems to have been traditional given his

16 H. N. Russell to A. A. Gulick, Princeton Fund, 16 December 1925, Henry
Norris Russell papers (Princeton).

17 Ibid.

18 Rothenberg, "Educationa] Background of American Astronomers, 1825-
1875," pp. 165-7.
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astrometric research.19 Others followed McNeill as Young's junior

teaching partnerTaylor Reed (Assistant Professor of Astronomy,

1892-1901), then William Maxwell Reed (1901-1905).

In 1890, Dayton Clarence Miller became the first to earn a

doctoral degree (DSc) in astronomy from the College of New Jersey.

For his doctoral research he applied practical and theoretical

astronomy in observing and determining the orbit of a comet. D. C.

Miller accepted an offer that year from the Case School of Applied

Science in Cleveland, Ohio to teach mathematics and physics. In

1895, he became professor of physics and had a distinguished

career at Case. In 1921, he was elected into the National Academy

of Sciences.20

Up to the turn of the century, advanced astronomical

instruction at Princeton (renamed since 1896) remained

conservative, that is the curriculum was courses of theoretical

astronomy, celestial mechanics, and practical astronomy. Despite

Young's enthusiasm for solar spectroscopy, he did not teach a course

devoted to it. Instead he inserted spectroscopic observations of the

sun into the practical astronomy course.2 l

19 Personal correspondence, 27 June 1983, from Cynthia McClelland of the
University Archives, Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library, Princeton
University, Princeton, New Jersey.

20 In 1926, D. C. Miller announced in his retiring address as the President of
the American Physical Society that he had found a positive result in redoing
the Michelson-Morley experiment. However, his findings were not
corroborated by other experimenters. Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., "Michelson,
Albert Abraham," Dictionary of Scientific Biography 9(1970): 371-74.

21 "Astronomy," Princeton University Catalogue, 1899-1900.
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In 1899, Stanley Chester Reese earned a PhD for study of the

perturbations of Jupiter on an asteroid. Though he was a research

assistant at Lick Observatory for a couple of years after, he did not

pursue a career in astronomy and instead became a mechanical

engineer. Young's next doctoral student and his most famous

student was Henry Norris Russell (PhD 1900), who graduated

summa cum laude. In tune with the conservative character of

Young's instruction, Russell's dissertation was on perturbation of an

asteroid by Mars, similar to the theme of Reese's dissertation.

Young was to see through two other doctorates before retiring in

1905: John Merrill Poor (PhD 1904) and Walter Mann Mitchell (PhD

1905). J. M. Poor had been an undergraduate at Dartmouth College

and returned there serving out his career as professor of

astronomy. Like D. C. Miller's thesis, Poor's was on the orbit of a

comet. His continued research consisted of calculation of orbits of

asteroids and study of double stars. W. M. Mitchell, Young's last

student, was the only one of Young's students to do astrophysical

research for his doctorate. His dissertation was on the spectrum of

sunspots. Thereafter, Mitchell jumped from one astronomical job to

another until he left the University of Michigan, where he had been

an assistant professor of astronomy, to become a metallurgical

engineer.22

Though Young was an exceptional teacher of elementary

astronomy, wrote the most highly appraised astronomy texts of the

22 Personal correspondence, 27 June 1983, from Cynthia McClelland of the
Princeton University Archives.
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time, and did notable work in solar spectroscopy, he lacked the

imagination to develop a graduate program in astrophysics. By

1900, such programs were developing elsewhere, particularly at

Lick (California) and Yerkes (Chicago) Observatories.

GRADUATE EDUCATION UNDER RUSSELL AND DUGAN:
STELLAR SPECTROSCOPY AND PHOTOMETRY, 1905-1920

Upon Young's retirement in 1905, a fresh staff of three

astronomers joined the astronomy department: H. N. Russell, R. S.

Dugan, and E. 0. Lovett. Lovett had been a professor of

mathematics at Princeton and became the new professor of

astronomy. He left after three years and had little impact on

graduate education. However, Russell and Dugan molded the

department to their personalities and research. Russell was

dynamic and mentally quick, stimulating and very talkative, gifted

with a prodigious memory; Dugan soft spoken, methodical in

research, and mentally slower than Russell. Russell thrust his

research eagerly into new directions of stellar spectroscopy; Dugan,

who did doctoral studies in stellar photometry at Heidelberg (PhD

1905), steadfastly worked throughout his career on the photometry

of eclipsing variable stars. Yet the two contrasting astronomers

nearly equally influenced the department's graduate students for

the next 35 years.

Dugan arrived at Princeton fresh from completion of his

doctoral work at Heidelberg. Russell, after his doctorate and a

period of recovery from illness, studied at Cambridge University for
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three years, including work at the Cavendish Laboratory. There, he

participated in a program to determine stellar parallaxes through

careful measurement of stellar positions on photographs.23

With the new staff, the graduate offerings were expanded in

1905. The graduate courses of theoretical astronomy and celestial

mechanics were passed on to Lovett. Dugan took up the practical

astronomy course. Reflecting his training at Cambridge, Russell

inaugurated new courses in spectroscopy and the "Theory and

Method of Reduction of Photographic Star Plates." When Lovett left,

Dugan and Russell took turns teaching the theoretical astronomy

and celestial mechanics courses. In 1911, Dugan first offered a

graduate course in photometry.24

Russell's research interest about 1912 was in analyzing the

periodic changes in light intensity ("light curves") of eclipsing

variable stars. Dugan's observational work in the photometry of

eclipsing variables perfectly matched Russell's theoretical work.

Soon after in 1913, Russell developed a theory of stellar evolution

based on what is now called the "Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram."25

Russell's research reflected in his teaching. In 1919, he

discontinued teaching the graduate course on spectroscopy but

continued a general treatment of stellar spectroscopy in his

23 Bruce C. Cogan, "Russell, Henry Norris," Dictionary of Scientific
Biography 12(1970): 17-24.

24 Princeton University Catalogue, 1905-06, "The Graduate School,
Astronomy," pp. 213-4; 1912-13, pp. 266-7.

25 Bruce C. Cogan, "Russell, Henry Norris," Dictionary of Scientific
Biography 12(1970): 17-24.
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undergraduate course, "Stellar Astronomy." The old graduate

course which had concentrated on the spectroscopic study of binary

stars was overhauled to become the new course "Binary Stars" that

focussed on the various types of these stars and analysis of their

orbits. Russell also offered a new course "General Astrophysics"

which treated theories of the constitution and evolution of stars,

statistical studies of distribution and motions of stars, and

cosmogony. These new courses reflected Russell's interests.

Dugan, in contrast, steadily taught practical astronomy and

photometry, as every year. Some courses, in particular theoretical

astronomy, celestial mechanics, and photographic measurement,

were offered only if student demand for them was sufficient.26

RUSSELL'S STAR STUDENT, HARLOW SHAPLEY

Eight years passed before a student of Russell and Dugan

earned a PhD in 1913. He was Harlow Shapley, who had his

undergraduate education at the University of Missouri and had

studied astronomy under Frederick H. Seares.27 Seares went on to a

notable career as an astronomer (and assistant director) at the Mt.

Wilson Observatory working in stellar photometry.

Shapley arrived at Princeton University highly recommended.

Receiving the generous Thaw fellowship persuaded Shapley to go to

26 "The Graduate School, Astronomy," Princeton University Catalogue,
1910-20, pp. 315-7.

27 For his advanced study, Seares had worked at Lick, Munich, and Paris
(1895- 1901).
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Princeton.28 For his doctoral research, Shapley followed Russell's

interest in deciphering the orbits of eclipsing variable stars.

However, Shapley's variable stars were the Cepheid Variables,

yellow supergiant stars with an unusual light curve. He came to

realize that Cepheid Variables are not eclipsing binary-star systems,

as commonly thought, but single stars with distinctive periods of

pulsating diameter and luminosity.29

Though his doctoral research was highly successful, Shapley

felt that his graduate and undergraduate education were

inadequate. At Missouri, Shapley had only two courses in

astronomy: general astronomy and practical astronomy. Most of

his astronomical experience was from working with Seares at the

university's observatory trying to get faulty instruments to work.30

Shapley passed through his undergraduate schooling at an

accelerated rate, which he later regretted for he missed basic

instruction in chemistry and his preparation in physics and

mathematical astronomy were weak.3 1

28 Harlow Shapley, Through Rugged Ways to the Stars (New York: Charles
Scribners Sons, 1969), Chapter 2.

29 A Source Book in Astronomy and Astrophysics, 1900-1975, Kenneth R.
Lang and Owen Gingerich, eds., (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1979),
p. 401.

30 Simon Newcomb had recommended just this kind of experience as the best
training for a student astronomer. "Suggestions respecting a school of
practical astronomy," Lecture at Johns Hopkins University, 18 December
1878, Simon Newcomb papers, Box 33, Library of Congress, Washington, DC

3 1 Shapley, Through Rugged Ways to the Stars, Chapter 2; transcript of
interview with Harlow Shapley by Charles Weiner and Helen Wright, 8 June
and 25 August 1966, Sources for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr
Library, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.
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At Princeton University, Shapley roomed in the Halsted

Observatory. He recalls having few courses that had much to do

with astronomy. However, the records of the astronomy

department show that Shapley had taken several courses:

"Practical Astronomy," "Celestial Mechanics," "Theoretical

Astronomy," "Spectroscopy," and "Theory and Method of Reduction

of Photographic Star Plates." Outside of astronomy, he also took a

philosophy course that was common for the astronomy graduate

students.3 2

In all, Shapley felt his course work contributed little to his

preparation as an astronomer. His research and the enthusiasm of

Russell were the theme of his graduate time at Princeton.3 3

Soon after Shapley's graduation in 1913, a Canadian, Richard J.

McDiarmid (PhD 1915), followed the same course work as Shapley,

except that McDiarmid also took a physics course "Statistical

Mechanics and Kinetic Theory of Gases."34 This marked the

beginning of a trend of the astronomy graduate students at

Princeton taking more and more physics courses and fewer

astronomy courses.

Not until the 1920s did Russell and Dugan begin to nurture a

steady stream of graduate students. Coinciding with the increase in

32 Shapley, Through Rugged Ways to the Stars, Chapter 3; course lists of the
Astronomy Department, Princeton University Archives.

33 Interview with Harlow Shapley by Charles Weiner and Helen Wright, 8

June and 25 August 1966.

Course lists of the Astronomy Department, Princeton University Archives.
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graduate activity, Russell's scientific interest turned to

spectroscopy.

RUSSELL AND STEWART,
AND SPECTROSCOPIC THEORY IN THE 1920S

In 1921, John Q. Stewart, a Princeton student in physics (PhD

1919), joined the department's staff. Stewart had studied under

Russell as an undergraduate and published the year of his

bachelor's graduation (1915) a paper on calculating the orbits of

eclipsing variable stars.35 Stewart applied Russell's methods for

analyzing the light curves of variable stars to determine the orbital

elements, brightness, and dimensions of the stars. Stewart's further

training in physics gave promise of a young theoretical

astrophysicist who could become a working partner with Russell.

Up to this time, Dugan's photometric observations had

supplied most of the observational data Russell needed. However,

Russell's interest in the early 1920s shifted to analyzing the solar

spectrum using Saha's recent theory of ionization. He needed data

that could not be supplied by the narrow program in observational

research at Princeton. In the same year that Stewart arrived,

Russell went to Mt. Wilson Observatory for obtaining solar

spectrographs. Russell's interest in spectroscopy had been

rekindled with vigor. He attacked a variety of spectroscopic

35 John Q. Stewart, "Orbital elements of the eclipsing variables TW
Andromedae, TU Herculis, and RS Vulpeculae," Astrophysical Journal
42(1915): 315-20.



problems throughout the 1920s with a great deal of success in

interpreting information about the pressure, temperature, and

relative abundances of the elements in the sun and stars.3 6

Furthermore, Russell collaborated with Frederick A. Saunders of

Harvard in 1923 in analyzing alkali and metallic spectra. In the

process they discovered "LS coupling." Their theory accounted for

the spectroscopic effect of electrons at different energy levels

because of combinations of their "orbital" and "spin" angular

momenta.37 Stewart also worked on the theory of spectral lines.

He found in 1924 that the widths of solar absorption lines were

related to the number density of atoms that are absorbing light of a

particular wavelength.3 8

Russell's interest in the solar spectrum is manifested in his

resurrection of spectroscopic instruction in 1924 with a new senior-

level course, "Spectroscopy" (which could be taken for graduate

credit) treating current theoretical and experimental developments

in spectroscopy. The new course, taught by both Russell and

Stewart, differed radically from the character of Russell's older

course. The old spectroscopy course was largely empirical and

learning how to use a spectroscope; the new course was theoretical,

closely tied to the current developments in atomic theory,

36 Cogan, "Russell, Henry Norris," Dictionary of Scientific Biography.

37 Robert M. Eisberg, Fundamentals of Modern Physics (New York: John
Wiley & Sons, 1961), pp. 428-41.

38 A Source Book in Astronomy and Astrophysics, 1900-1975, Lang and
Gingerich, p. 259.



complemented with the student observations of laboratory and

astronomical spectra. For Russell, teaching the new course, its

subject matter near to his own active research, was "great fun."39

GRADUATE EDUCATION DURING THE 1920S

As can be seen in Table 15.1, the department began in the 1920s to

generate a small but steady output of doctorates. The research and

careers of these graduates in the 1920s show the strong influence

of Russell. Among his students was Donald H. Menzel (PhD 1924),

who was the only American astronomy student in the 1920s to

have a background adequate to work in current theoretical

astrophysics. He was familiar with the developments in quantum

mechanics and relativistic cosmogony. He, along with Gerasimovich

a visiting astronomer from the Soviet Union, proposed in 1927 a

theory of proton-electron annihilation. Menzel's career culminated

as chairman of Harvard's Department of Astronomy and director of

its observatory. Another leading student of Russell's was Theodore

Dunham, Jr. (PhD 1927). Dunham became an astronomer at Mt.

Wilson Observatory. There he did important spectroscopic

observations of the planets, identifying carbon dioxide in Venus and

39 Russell to W. Irving Harris, Assistant Editor, Princeton Alumni Weekly, 11
October 1924, Henry Norris Russell papers; Cogan, "Russell, Henry Norris,"
Dictionary of Scientific Biography.
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Table 15.1

Doctorate Production of
Princeton's Department of Astronomy

Number of
Years PhDs

1886-1890 1

1891- 1895

1896-1900 2

1901-1905 2

1906- 19 10

1911-1915 2

1916- 1920

1921-1925 2

1926-1930 3

1931-1935 5

1936-1941 5

Total 22

ammonia and methane in the Jovian planets. He also identified

atomic and molecular components of interstellar clouds of gas.40

40 A Source Book in Astronomy and Astrophysics, 1900-1975, Lang and

Gingerich, pp. 17-119, 510.
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The graduate students typically took courses in photometry

(taught by Dugan), general astrophysics (Russell), and celestial

mechanics (Russell, Dugan, or Stewart). Also some of the students,

especially Menzel, were taking graduate level courses in physics.

CHARLES A. YOUNG PROFESSORSHIP
AND RUSSELL IN THE 1930S

Since joining the Princeton staff, Russell's teaching duties had.

been moderate. In class he was a brilliant lecturer, prone to being

captured by his own ideas, so much so that his classes often ran far

beyond the usual 45 minutes.41 Given his prodigious abilities, he

was chosen as the first Charles A. Young Professor, a chair of pure,

non-applied science which had been endowed in 1927 by the

Princeton Class of 1897 (Russell's own class). The professorship

largely freed Russell from teaching at the graduate or

undergraduate level.

More than fifty years before, Young himself appealed for

recognition of the value of academic research and its

accommodation by universities. The chair in his name marked the

full acceptance at Princeton of a research professorship with his

appeal fulfilled for his own student, Russell. However in the 1920s

and 30s, some astronomers continued to overwork striving to do

41 Donald H. Menzel, "Henry Norris Russell," American Philosophical Society
Yearbook 1958, p. 140; interview of Lyman Spitzer, Jr. by David DeVorkin, 8
April 1977, Sources for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library,
American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.
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research on top of heavy teaching duties, while others gave up

research under the burden of teaching.42

From the time Russell became a research professor, he taught

less and less of the undergraduate courses. "Spectroscopy," his last

undergraduate course, was dropped in 1934. Though the catalogs

in the 1930s listed graduate courses offered by Russell: "Binary

Stars," "Measurement of Astronomical Photographs," and "Celestial

Mechanics," and "General Astrophysics." He taught only the

"General Astrophysics" and "Measurement" courses .43

By 1930, Russell's research had passed from innovative work

at the forefront of astrophysical research to a new phase of

consolidating his previous work.44 He also became an elder

statesman of astronomy, advising astronomers on their research.

Frequent trips to Mt. Wilson Observatory gave him opportunities to

visit a number of other observatories. Russell's student, Donald

Menzel assessed this latter phase of Russell's career as one of his

most important roles in American astronomy.

Russell's influence on the science of astronomy is
incalculable . . . Nearly every astronomer of note in

42 w J. Luyten at the University of Minnesota broke down because of his
heavy teaching load and research on double stars. W. J. Luyten to Russell, 4
April and 4 December 1932, 8 October 1933, Henry Norris Russell papers.

When H. D. Curtis became Director of the Department of Astronomy at
Michigan, he virtually stopped productive research, devoting his time to
teaching and administration.

43 "The Graduate School, Astronomy," Princeton University Catalogue,
1934-35, pp. 328-9; course lists of the Astronomy Department, Princeton
University Archives.

4 Cogan, "Russell, Henry Norris," Dictionary of Scientific Biography.
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America today [1958] was . . . in a very real sense his
pupil. In informal contacts and casual discussions,
Russell influenced the younger men wherever he met
them. Russell loved to travel, and as he made his
annual circuit to the various observatories, he always
found time to talk with the younger astronomers and
graduate students, and discuss the work in progress.45

While Russell could be very stimulating to young astronomers,

he also could intimidating and overbearing. Within the department,

working under Russell was difficult and discouraging to one's own

research.46 This was particularly so for Stewart and Pierce.

Perhaps the analogy of a superstar on a sports team dominating the

team so that the other team members do not develop to their

potential is fitting.

Nonetheless, Dugan quietly maintained his reputation as a

leading photometric astronomer and contributed significantly to the

education of Princeton's graduates and to the research of the

department.47 Of the eighteen doctorates from Princeton, during

5 Donald H. Menzel, "Henry Norris Russell," American Philosophical Society
Yearbook 1958, P. 140.

46 According to Martin Schwarzschild, J. Q. Stewart and Newton Pierce found
working under Russell "a terribly difficult fate." Transcript of Interview
with Martin Schwarzschild by Spencer Weart, 19 July 1979, Sources for
History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of
Physics, College Park, Maryland. For a view of Russell's character, see
Transcript of Interview with Cecilia Payne Gaposchkin by Owen Gingerich, 5
March 1968, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics, pp. 17-19. On
Stewart's loss of momentum in research, see Shapley's letter to Arthur
Compton of the University of Chicago, c. 1928, Harlow Shapley papers,
1920-29, UAV 630.22, Harvard University Archives, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Transcript of Interview with Cecilia Payne Gaposchkin by Owen
Gingerich, 5 March 1968, Sources for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels
Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland, p. 19;
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Dugan's tenure, one-third of the dissertations were primarily

concerned with astronomical photometry. Observational research at

the observatory was almost entirely confined to Dugan's program of

photometry of eclipsing variables.48

GRADUATE EDUCATION SHIFTS TO PHYSICS IN THE 1930S

With the absences of Russell and his decreasing teaching

duties, Russell's domination of the department in directing graduate

research waned. Nonetheless, as is seen in Table 15.1, the

production of doctorates by the department increased. Dugan and

to a lesser degree, Stewart became more active in fathering their

own graduate students. Stewart was the primary research advisor

for a graduate student in physics, Serge A. Korff (PhD 1931) who

worked in an area of Stewart's interest, the width of absorption

lines. Also, the graduate students would often help Stewart in

carrying through various projects.

Dugan's role in training the doctoral students increased in the

1930s. Nearly half of the students did their doctoral research on

photometry following Dugan's research, despite a break of nearly

three years from 1932 to 1935 of photometric observations. The

old Halsted Observatory was torn down in 1932. Setbacks in

Henry Norris Russell, "Raymond Smith Dugan," Popular Astronomy 48(1940):
466-69

48 "Reports of Observatories, 1930-1931, Princeton University Observatory,"
Publications of the American Astronomical Society, vol. 7, no. 2 (December
1931), p. 93.
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construction of the new observatory at a better site and ensuing

problems with the photometers breaking during cold weather

delayed continuation of Dugan's program of observing the

magnitudes of eclipsing variables until 1935. Dugan's first

student after completion of the rebuilt observatory was Newton L.

Pierce (PhD 1937). He stayed and assisted Dugan in his

observational program.

Dugan passed away in 1940 and Pierce saw Dugan's last

student, Frank B. Wood, through his photometric observations.50

Dugan's principle students were McDiarmid (PhD 1915),

Bancroft W. Sitterly (1922), John E. Merrill (1931), and Arthur L.

Bennett (1932), and Newton L. Pierce (1937). In fact, essentially all

of the department's graduate students, with a hiatus between 1932

and 1935, actively assisted Dugan in making photometric

observations of eclipsing variables. Virtually all of the students

took Dugan's courses in photometry. Thus, Dugan had put a stamp

on the graduate education of all of Princeton's students since

1905.'
As Russell reduced his teaching, he encouraged the graduate

students to take courses elsewhere in the mathematics or physics

49 See the "Reports of Princeton University Observatory," in Publications of
the American Astronomical Society, 1933 to 1936.

50 "Report of Observatories: Princeton University Observatory," Publications
of the American Astronomical Society, vol. 10, no. 4 (February 1942), p. 195.

5 1 See the "Reports of Princeton University Observatory," in Publications of
the American Astronomical Society, 1932-33 to 1934-35.



departments.52 Russell's rational for dropping his spectroscopy

course in 1934 was that the astronomy graduate students could just

as well take an excellent course in spectroscopy taught by

A. G. Shenstone in the physics department.53 The instruction was

shifting toward physics. As Table 15.2 shows, the graduate

students had been taking Shenstone's class since 1928.

The movement of the astronomy students toward physics

helped maintain and strengthen Princeton's position as the leading

American school of theoretical astrophysics to the 1930s.54 The

department expanded from a reliance on Russell for theoretical

instruction to exploitation of a neighboring resource, Princeton's

Department of Physics.

In the late 1920s, Wickliffe Rose of the Rockefeller

Foundation's General Education Board stimulated the development

of Princeton's physics department with direct funding.55 By the

early 1930s, the department was one of the strongest in theoretical

physics in the United States, being on a par with the best

52 As stated in the university's catalog: "Graduate instruction in astronomy
is usually adapted to the needs of the individual, his special interests, and his
capabilities. It is often found necessary to recommend that he take courses
in physics or mathematics." "Department of Astronomy," Princeton
University Catalogue 1935-36, p. 328.

53 Russell to Dean Root, 14 December 1934, Henry Norris Russell papers.

54 Shapley to L. V. Robinson, 21 May 1928, Harlow Shapley papers, UAV
630.22, Harvard University Archives.

He side-stepped the liberal-arts, undergraduate administration at
Princeton University by directly funding the physics department. Stanley
Coben, "The scientific establishment and the transmission of quantum
mechanics to the United States, 1919-32," American Historical Review
76(1971): 461-5.
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Table 15.2

Physics Courses
taken by Graduate Astronomy Students

at Princeton University

Student Year of Physics Course Taught by
PhD

H. Shapley 1913 none

R. J. McDiarmid 1 9 1 5 Statistical Mechanics E. P. Adams

B. W. Sitterly 1922 Theoretical Physics P. E. Robinson

D. H. Menzel 1924 Light A. Trowbridge
Analytical Mechanics W. Gillespie

Atomic Structure K. T. Compton
Electron Theory of

T. Dunham, Jr. 1927 Matter K. T. Compton

A. S. Fairley 1927 none

M. Kovalenko 1927 none

S. A. Korff 1 93 1 Analytical Dynamics E. P. Adams

Wave Mechanics E. U. Condon
Quantum Mechanics E. U. Condon
Electron Theory, K. T. Compton &
Radiation and H. D. Smyth
Structure of Matter
Methods of

J. E. Merrill 1 93 1 Mathematical Physics H. P. Robertson

(Table 15.2 continues on the following page.)



Table 15.2, Continued

Student Year of Physics Course Taught by
PhD

Elect. Theory, Rad. & K. T. Compton &
A. L. Bennett 1932 Struct. of Matter H. D. Smyth

Phenomena & Theor.
of Spectroscopy A. G. Shenstone
Phenomena & Theor.

R. B. King 1 933 of Spectroscopy A. G. Shenstone

Atomic Physics H. D. Smyth

Elem. Quantum Mech. E. P. Wigner

Phenomena & Theor.
A. M. Skellett 1 933 of Spectroscopy A. G. Shenstone

S. G. Hacker 1934 Atomic Physics L. A. Turner
Adv. Quantum Mech. E. U. Condon

Theory of Relativity H. P. Robertson
Phenomena & Theor.

L. C. Green 1 937 of Spectroscopy A. G. Shenstone

Atomic Physics L. A. Turner
Quantum Mechanics E. U. Condon

L. Spitzer 1938 Elem. Quantum Mech. E. P. Wigner
Adv. Quantum Mech. E. U. Condon

universities in Europe.56 Besides the older K. T. Compton, the new

staff included John von Neumann, Alfred Wigner, Edward U.

Condon, and Howard P. Robertson, all major names in theoretical

56 Stanley Coben, "The scientific establishment and the transmission of
quantum mechanics to the United States, 1919-32," American Historical
Review 76(1971): 457.
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physics. The strength of the physics department, in turn, became a

strength in the preparation of the Princeton astronomy graduate

students for astrophysical research.5

Inspection of Table 15.2 shows a variety of physics courses

being taken by the graduate students. Quantum mechanics was one

of the most important for it provided the modern foundation in

theoretical astrophysics. Meanwhile, the students regularly took

the departmental courses of "General Astrophysics" (taught by

Stewart), "Practical Astronomy" (Dugan), "Photometry" (Dugan), and

"Measurement of Astronomical Photographs" (Russell) 58 However,

the traditional courses of celestial mechanics and theoretical

astronomy were being supplanted by physics. The graduate course

in celestial mechanics had not been taught since 1925, despite being

listed in the annual catalogs.59 A further reflection of the lack of

student interest in classical astronomy was the department's

termination in 1942 of the long-standing senior-level course

"Celestial Mechanics." It was replaced by a new course, "Elementary

Astrophysics," taught by a leading Norwegian astrophysicist, Svein

Rosseland who had recently fled from war in Europe.60 Astronomy

57 Transcript of an interview with Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar by
Spencer Weart, 17 May 1977, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of
Physics, College Park, Maryland. Otto Struve, "Astronomy faces the war,"
Popular Astronomy 50(1942): 465-72.

58 Lists of courses taught in the Astronomy Department, Princeton
University Archives.

59 Ibid.

60 Russell to Dean Root, 18 November 1941, Henry Norris Russell papers.
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instruction was adopting the new physics over the older established

Newtonian mechanics applied to the heavens.

The department of astronomy was revitalized in 1947 when

Russell retired. Martin Schwarzschild (PhD Gdttingen 1935) and

Lyman Spitzer (PhD Princeton 1938) replaced Russell. They were

both strong in theoretical astrophysics and set about modifying the

astronomy curriculum to prepare students for current problems in

theoretical astrophysics. Also, the graduate course in celestial

mechanics, which had not been taught for twenty years was

dropped from the course offerings. Several new courses were

added, similar to those which were inaugurated at Yerkes after

1936, "Internal Constitution of the Stars," "Stellar Atmospheres,"

"Diffuse Matter in Space," and "Stellar Systems." Also, photometry

continued to be taught.6 1

The postwar Princeton students had both required physics

courses and a rich selection of courses in current astrophysics.

Coupled with the physics department, the Princeton astronomy

department continued as one of the leading American schools in

theoretical astrophysics.

ASSESSING THE ASTRONOMY DEPARTMENT

Ten percent of the astronomers with doctoral degrees came

from Princeton. In all, the department of astronomy generated

61 See Princeton University Catalogue, 1947-48, "Astronomy." See the
following chapter on the graduate education at Yerkes for a discussion of the
teaching by Chandrasekhar and Kuiper after 1936.
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19 doctorates.62 In doctoral output, from 1876 to 1941, Princeton

is behind Berkeley and Chicago but matches Harvard. Table 15.3

shows few and sporadic numbers of graduates with advanced

degrees during the Young and early Russell years. A steady supply

of graduate students at Princeton only began in the 1920s, by

which time Russell had gained widespread recognition in the

astronomical community for his research. (In the early 1920s,

Russell received the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society

(1921), the National Academy of Science's Draper Medal (1922), and

the Bruce Medal of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific (1925).)

Thus, going to Princeton would be attractive to students wanting to

study under a leading astronomer.

In the initial decades, the master's degree was a terminal

degree. Three of the first four to earn a master's through the

department did not go on for a doctorate. Before 1930, only one-

third of those who earned a doctoral degree had a master's degree;

but afterwards, the proportion jumped to nearly 80%. Thus, the

Princeton master's had changed from being a final degree to being a

stepping stone to the PhD.

The department was successful in retaining its master's

students who continued their advanced education. All nine of the

master's students who continued to the doctorate completed their

graduate education at Princeton.

62 One of the doctorates (Serge A. Korff, PhD 1931) was in physics for
research work done in the astronomy department.
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Table 15.3

Number of American Astronomers
Earning Advanced Degrees in Astronomy

at Princeton University

Year of Masters Doctors
degree degree degree

1876-1880 1

188 1-1885

1886-1890 1

1891-1895 1

1896-1900 1 1

1901-1905 2

1906-1910 1

1911-1915 1

1916-1920 1

1921-1925 1 2

1926-1930 2 2

1931-1935 2 6

1936-1941 2 4

Total 12 19
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The success of its graduates is assessed by membership in the

National Academy of Sciences, leadership positions, and awards for

astronomical research. Election into the NAS represents high

respect in the scientific community for one's research and

leadership. In this regard, Princeton's graduates fared well. An

interesting pattern appears among the NAS members affiliated with

astronomyPrinceton produced one NAS member per decade: D. C.

Miller (DSc 1890, NAS election 1921), H. N. Russell (PhD 1900, NAS

1918), H. Shapley (1913, 1924), D. H. Menzel (1924, 1948), and L.

Spitzer, Jr. (1938, 1962). Three of these five members, Russell,

Menzel, and Spitzer, were leading theoretical astrophysicists. The

department's steady output of first-rate astronomers over the

decades shows the quality of its students and its program to have

been high throughout this period.

Besides Russell, Spitzer became the most decorated student.

He received several medals for his research on interstellar matter

and stellar dynamics, including the Bruce (1973), Draper (1974),

and RAS Gold Medals (1978). Like Albrecht Unsold, the leading

German astrophysicist of that time, Spitzer had a strong education

in physics before engaging in astrophysical research. After

receiving a BA from Yale in physics in 1935, Spitzer went to

Cambridge University to study nuclear physics under R. H. Fowler.

Fowler was a respected British physicist who applied statistical

mechanics and quantum mechanics to theoretical studies of stars.

After a year, Spitzer followed Fowler to Princeton in 1936. At

Princeton, Spitzer took courses in quantum mechanics from Wigner
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and Condon and did his thesis work under Russell, applying the

theory of radiative transfer to old, giant stars. Spitzer liked

Russell's enthusiasm and sweep of ideas in trying to understand

how nature worked.63

While Young had established astronomy at Princeton, Russell

made Princeton a leading center of graduate study, particularly in

theoretical astrophysics. Russell was America's principal theoretical

astrophysicist in the 1910s and 1920s, making several

contributions to the theories of stellar evolution and interpretation

of lines in stellar spectra. His enthusiasm and dissemination of

ideas during the 1930s became two of his chief contributions to

astronomy.64

Princeton graduates also became important leaders in the

astronomical community. Russell, Shapley, Menzel, and Spitzer all

became presidents of the American Astronomical Society.65 Russell,

of course, raised Princeton to one of the most respected astronomy

schools in America. Harlow Shapley became Director of the Harvard

College Observatory in 1921 and built from scratch a major

graduate school of astronomy. Donald Menzel succeeded Shapley as

63 Interview of Lyman Spitzer, Jr. by David DeVorkin, 8 April 1977.

64Harlow Shapley, "The scientific work of Henry Norris Russell," [no date],
Harlow Shapley papers, HUG 47713.10, Box 5A, Harvard University Archives,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Transcript of interview with
Dr. H. H. Plaskett by D. H. DeVorkin, 29 March 1978, Sources for History of
Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics,
College Park, Maryland.

65 Russell was president of the society from 1934 to 1937, Shapley from 1943
to 1946, Menzel from 1954 to 1956, and Spitzer from 1960 to 1962.
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the Chairman of the Harvard Department of Astronomy in 1946.

Lyman Spitzer, Jr. succeeded Russell as Chairman of Princeton's

Department of Astronomy (1947-1979) and later as holder of the

Charles A. Young Chair (1951-1982). The Princeton products led

the two major east-coast schools of astronomy for much of this

century.



CHAPTER 16

GRADUATE EDUCATION AT THE UNTVERSITY OF CHICAGO:

YERKES OBSERVATORY

SPLIT NATURE OF CHICAGO'S DEPARTMENT OF ASTRONOMY

As discussed in Chapter 7, the University of Chicago's

undergraduate instruction in astronomy was solely at the Chicago

campus. The graduate instruction, on the other hand, was split into

two separate branches: the Chicago campus and the Yerkes

Observatory near Williams Bay, Wisconsin. Though the two

branches were part of one department, they played different roles

in graduate training of astronomers and had quite different

histories. While the director of Yerkes Observatory was responsible

for research and graduate instruction at the observatory, the

leadership for the department as a whole was not centralized. The

department had no chairman with central authority over both

branches. As a consequence, the Department of Astronomy had a

schizophrenic history with conflict between its observatory and

campus branches.

From the beginning of the department in 1892, astronomical

research was separated into classical astronomy and the newly

emerging astrophysics. At the campus, the emphasis of research

and graduate instruction was celestial mechanics; at the

observatory, astronomical spectroscopy and photometry.
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HALE YEARS, 1892-1905

The astrophysical instruction primarily rested with G. E. Hale

(BS MIT 1890), a young, innovative astrophysicist who had informal

training at the Harvard College Observatory. At Chicago, Hale rose

to become one of the most influential of America's astronomers. He

was largely responsible for forming the Astrophysical Journal and

was its joint editor for forty years (1895-1935). Moreover, Hale

played an instrumental role in forming the American Astronomical

and Astrophysical Society four years later.1 Hale had a grand vision

of a vibrant new astronomy united with physics and was one of the

principal spokesmen for setting observational astrophysics as the

new American agenda in astronomy.

At Chicago, Hale designed its astrophysical program.2 In the

beginning years of Chicago's Department of Astronomy,

astrophysical and astronomical graduate-level courses were taught

at the university campus and spectroscopic research was carried

out at Hale's private Kenwood Observatory, which was used for

instruction until the Yerkes Observatory was completed in 1897.

Hale initially offered courses in astronomical photography, solar

physics, stellar spectroscopy, and supervised astrophysical research

I Helen Wright, "Hale, George Ellery," Dictionary of Scientific Biography
6(1970): 26-34. Hale was the one of the first vice presidents of the
organization. The society was later renamed in 1914 as the "American
Astronomical Society," as it is known today, and is the principle organization
for astronomers in the United States.

2 For further information on Hale's work and influence at Chicago, see the
first two sections of Chapter 7.



by graduate students.3 However, Hale was soon occupied either in

travelling abroad to gain insight on how best to construct Yerkes

Observatory or overseeing the building of the observatory. Thus,

Hale taught few courses between 1893 and 1897.

For Hale, a telescope should no longer be looked upon

primarily as a research instrument for measuring positions of stars

but rather as a means for acquiring spectra of celestial objects. He

realized the full potential of analyzing celestial spectra would

require the collaborative effort of both physicists and astronomers.

From this prospective, Hale envisioned Yerkes Observatory as an

astrophysical institution where physicists as well as astronomers

could cooperate in conducting research.5

In particular, Hale designed Yerkes Observatory to be a major

center for astrophysical research, where spectroscopic and

photometric observations using the 40-inch refractor are

coordinated with research conducted in the observatory's physical

laboratory. Hale also felt research in classical astronomy, for

instance in stellar positions and movement, could further

complement astrophysics and thus should be an active part of the

research program at Yerkes.6 Hale was excited by the increased

3 The Annual Register of the University of Chicago, 1892-93, P. 80.

"The Department of Astronomy" in The Annual Register of the University
of Chicago, 1893-94 to 1897-98,

5 George E. Hale, "The aim of the Yerkes Observatory," Astrophysical Journal
6(1897): 310-21.

6 Hale, "The aim of the Yerkes Observatory," pp. 3 10-6.



light-gathering power and optical excellence of the new 40-inch

refractor, which further extended the realm of astronomical objects

which astronomers could study.7 However, in his address on the

purposes of the Yerkes Observatory at its dedication on 19 October

1897, Hale made no reference at all to the observatory being a

training ground for new generations of astronomers and

astrophysicists. In Hale's mind, the observatory was primarily for

advancing knowledge of the heavens through astronomical,

astrophysical, and physical research. Its role for training graduate

students was secondary, despite being part of a department of

astronomy.

Well before the construction of the observatory was finished,

Hale had persuaded two former astronomers of the University of

California's Lick Observatory, Sherburne Wesley Burnham (1838-

1921), discoverer of numerous double stars, and Edward Emerson

Barnard (1857-1923), discoverer of a fifth moon of Jupiter and

several comets, to join his staff in 1894 and 1895 respectively.

At Yerkes, both Burnham and Barnard had the title of

Astronomer at Yerkes Observatory and Professor of Practical

Astronomy, reflecting their continued work in astronomical

observations and their occasional instruction of graduate students

in the use of telescopes. Burnham retired in 1914 and Barnard

remained professor until his death in 1923. Even though Burnham

and Barnard were among the leading visual telescopic observers in

Ibid.. pp. 317-9.
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the world,8 they had little influence on the main thrust of

astronomical research and graduate instruction at the observatory.

From the beginning of the observatory, Hale had focussed research

and instruction on solar and stellar spectroscopy with adoption of

photography over the classical visual astronomy.9

With the aim of making the observatory a center for

astrophysics, Hale wanted to bring to the observatory a leading

astrophysicist who was proficient in stellar spectroscopy which was

becoming an important means of studying the motion and

composition of stars. Hale could not count himself as a stellar

spectroscopist for he narrowly specialized in spectroscopy of the

sun. To correct this, Hale first brought Frank L. 0. Wadsworth to the

observatory in 1895. Wadsworth, who had been schooled in the

new field of electrical engineering, was pulled from the university's

physics department to become assistant professor of astrophysics.

He helped Hale a great deal in designing and supervising

construction of spectroscopes and other instruments.10 But

Wadsworth was not a stellar spectroscopist.

8 Donald E. Osterbrock, "The California-Wisconsin Axis in American
Astronomyi," Sky and Telescope 51(1976): 12-13; Phillip Fox, "Edward
Emerson Barnard," Popular Astronomy 31: 195-200; E. E. Barnard, "Sherburne
Wesley Burnham," Popular Astronomy 29:309-24.

9 The issues of the Annual Register of the University of Chicago during
Hale's years at the observatory show course offerings at Yerkes principally
in solar and stellar spectroscopy, but no explicit courses in classical methods
of astronomical research.

10 Hale, "The aim of the Yerkes Observatory," pp. 320-1; Otto Struve, "The
Yerkes Observatory: past, present, and future," Science 106(1947): 218.
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In 1898, Miss Catherine Wolfe Bruce, a philanthropist who

contributed greatly to financing astronomical research in the United

States, granted funds to bring an astrophysicist to Yerkes

Observatory for five summers.1 1 Hale's first choice was James E.

Keeler, then director of Allegheny Observatory, but Keeler

unexpectedly was called to become director of Lick Observatory.

Hale then turned to Edwin Brant Frost (1866-1936) who was

a professor of astronomy at Dartmouth College and had been

trained during 1892 in stellar spectroscopy at the German Potsdam

Observatory under two of the leading astrophysicists of the time,

Julius Schemer and Hermann Vogel.12 Hale had himself visited the

Potsdam Observatory during the winter of 1893-94 to learn how to

plan the Yerkes Observatory.1 3

Frost maintained his ties with Dartmouth for the five years

(1898-1902) returning in the winters to teach descriptive

astronomy while spending the remainder of his time at Yerkes

under a Bruce grant. In 1902, Frost resigned his professorship at

Dartmouth to become a permanent member of the Yerkes staff.1 4

With his arrival in 1898, Frost revived graduate instruction at

Yerkes. He taught the graduate-level courses in astronomical

spectroscopy and photometry, and Hale taught his specialty of solar

11 Otto Struve, "The story of an observatory," pp. 233-4.

12 Edwin Brant Frost, An Astronomer's Life (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1933),
pp. 73-85.

13 Hale, "The aim of the Yerkes Observatory," p. 315.

14 Frost, An Astronomer's Life, p. 93.
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physics which focussed on photographic and spectroscopic

observation of the sun. Meanwhile in 1900, reflecting the

astrophysical orientation of the observatory, the department's name

was expanded to "Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics."15

However, the leadership of graduate instruction at the

observatory soon changed. Through a grant from the Carnegie

Institute of Washington in 1904, Hale went to Mt. Wilson, near

Pasadena, California for solar research.16 The project grew more

ambitious with the establishment of an astronomical observatory on

the mountain as a research institute affiliated with the Carnegie

Institution. The location was more favorable for solar research than

Lake Geneva in Wisconsin, the site of Yerkes Observatory. Enticed

by its promise for solar research, Hale focussed on building a new

observatory on the mountain and took several members of the

Yerkes staff with him to Mt. Wilson, in particular George Willis

Ritchey, Francis Gladheim Pease, Ferdinand Ellerman, and Walter

Sydney Adams. G. W. Ritchey had designed and made a 24-inch

reflector at Yerkes and was Superintendent of Construction at

Yerkes.17 Pease, an optician, worked under Ritchey and Ferdinand

Ellerman was an "Instructor in Astrophysics" and proficient at

15 "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1900-1901, p. 226.

1 6 Helen Wright, "Hale, George Ellery," Dictionary of Scientific Biography
6(1970): 26-34.

1 7 Osterbrock, "The California-Wisconsin Axis in American Astronomy,"
p. 14.
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photography.18 W. S. Adams, one of Frost's students at Dartmouth,

was the only one of the four with systematic scientific training.1 9

Hale left Yerkes with Frost as its acting director and a greatly

depleted staff. In the following year, 1905, Frost became director

as Hale's ties with the University of Chicago and the Yerkes

Observatory were effectively cut except for the tenuous status as

"non-resident professor of astrophysics."

FROST YEARS, 1905-1932

Even though Hale had been the major driving force behind the

creation and running of the observatory, he had deserted Yerkes

and the University of Chicago while the observatory was still an

infant. Hale had taken with him to Mt. Wilson some of the ablest

members of the observatory staff, telescopic equipment that was

not part of the university's property, such as the unfinished 60-inch

mirror for a reflecting telescope, and Carnegie funds that had been

so helpful in augmenting the tight budget at Yerkes.20

1 8 "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics" in The Annual Register
of the University of Chicago, 1900-01 to 1903-04,

19 Adams later became director of Mt. Wilson Observatory (1923-1946), which
by that time was the leading center of observational research in the United
States, if not the world. Alfred H. Joy, "Walter Sydney Adams," Publications of
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 68(1956): 285-95. Ranking of the Mt.
Wilson Observatory by research astronomers, showed it was the most
respected astronomical institution for research in the US according to the
astronomers themselves. J. McKeen Cattell, "The distribution of American
men of science," American Men of Science 4th ed. (1927), p. 1128.

20 Donald E. Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, 1892-1950 (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1997), pp. 42-5. At about this time, the Carnegie Institution
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Otto Struve described the years of Frost's administration of

Yerkes as a "period of retrenchment." The loss of staff and Carnegie

grants was compounded by years of fiscal economy in the

university's funding. Frost maintained a routine, uncreative

program of astronomical observations, much of it being radial

velocity observations.2 1

Under Frost, graduate instruction at the observatory became

much less formal. Frost believed that graduate students could more

effectively learn by being directly involved with regular programs

of observational work with the telescopes, supplemented by

collateral reading, rather than by formal classroom instruction.22

Frost, himself, had followed this road for his own astronomical

education in Germany. There, Frost chose to work at the Potsdam

Astrophysical Observatory as an assistant over finishing his

doctoral studies at the University of Strassburg. He felt the

experience at Potsdam would be more valuable for him as an

astronomer than a degree from Strassburg.23

changed its policy from giving many small grants for scientific research to
one of giving a few large grants, such as the establishment and maintenance
of the Mt. Wilson Observatory. Yerkes thus lost its Carnegie funds for salaries
of visiting astronomers. Frost, An Astronomer's Life, p. 140.

2 1 Struve, "The story of an observatory (the fiftieth anniversary of the
Yerkes Observatory)," p. 239; Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, pp. 47-76.

22 "The opportunity of taking part in [current research at the observatory]
is deemed of more advantage to the qualified student than set courses of
instruction, but regular programmes of work, with courses of collateral
reading, will be laid out as conditions may require." The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1905-06, p. 244.

23 Frost, An Astronomer's Life, p. 84.
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Throughout the Frost era at Yerkes, graduate instruction was

in terms of gaining experience through specific research problems

in observational astronomy. Thus, the instruction at Yerkes was

solely through informal research courses.24

Frost's approach of practical work in astronomical

spectroscopy, photometry, and photography at Yerkes drew

instructors of astronomy from other schools, as well as graduate

students. The instructors came usually during summers to act as

volunteer research assistants.25 In any case, Yerkes and the

campus branch of the department shared in being one of the most

respected centers for astronomical instruction and research in the

United States.26

Despite the inflow of students and volunteer assistants, fifteen

years since the inauguration of Yerkes were to pass before the first

PhD was earned for research done at the observatory. Perhaps,

24 Inspection of the university's register shows no other courses, other than
the "research courses," being offered at the Yerkes Observatory during
Frost's directorship. "Part XVIII. The Department of Astronomy and
Astrophysics" in The Annual Register of the University of Chicago, 1903-04
to 1932-33,

25 Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, p. 71. For example in the summer of 1907,
three volunteer assistants worked at the observatory: Samuel Alfred
Mitchell, PhD, then Instructor in Astronomy at Columbia University; John
Cutler Shedd, PhD, Professor of Physics at Colorado College; and Frederick
Slocum, PhD Assistant Professor of Astronomy at Brown University. The
Annual Register of the University of Chicago, 1906-07, P. 236.

26 Using a survey of scientists, Cattell rated the leading departments of the
various sciences in American institutions. For astronomy, in 1910, the
University of Chicago was ranked first of all the astronomical institutions.
The credit is shared by the Yerkes and Campus branches of Chicago's
department of astronomy. J. McKeen Cattell, "A further statistical study of
American men of science," American Men of Science, 2nd ed. (1910), p. 593
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Frosts own choice of astrophysical research at Potsdam over getting

a doctorate at Strassburg reflected in his attitude toward doctorates

awarded for work at Yerkes Observatory. Nonetheless, for the

remaining twenty years of Frost's directorship, fourteen doctorates

were awarded for research at Yerkes. The investigations included

photographic spectroscopy, photometry, or astrometry. Two of

these students became major astronomers: Edwin Hubble (PhD

1917) and Otto Struve (PhD 1923). Hubble went to Mt. Wilson

Observatory and became renowned for his discovery that the

redshift in the spectra of distant galaxies is proportional to their

distance from us. His doctoral work at Yerkes on photographing

"faint nebulae" was a preparation for his later work at Mt. Wilson.

Struve, on the other hand, was one of the leading American

astronomers in astronomical spectroscopy. He had a major

influence on American astronomy through his successive leadership

as Director of Yerkes and McDonald Observatories,27 Chairman of

the Department of Astronomy at Berkeley, and Director of the

National Radio Astronomy Observatory in Green Bank, West

Virginia. However, he did not become as well known to the public

as Hubble, for his work was technical and focussed on explaining

minute aspects of stellar spectra.

27 McDonald Observatory came about as a bequest of William J. McDonald, a
wealthy Texas banker, for the establishment of an observatory. In 1932 the
University of Chicago and the University of Texas agreed to a 30-year pact of
sharing in the building and use of the observatory. The principle telescope
of the observatory, finally completed in 1939, was an 82-inch reflectorat
that time the world's second largest telescope, after Mt. Wilson's 100 inch
reflector. David S. Evans & J. Drral Muiholland, "Big and bright: A brief
history of the McDonald Observatory," Mercury, July-August 1987, pp. 98-107.
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Ironically, while the observatory was becoming more active in

producing PhDs, its research program was waning. In 1921, Frost

had become blind. Despite his major handicap, he remained

director of the observatory and editor of the Astrophysical Journal

for a further decade until 1932. He was aided by others reading to

him or taking his dictations. By the 1920s, Yerkes had fallen far

behind the leaders in astrophysical research, such as Mt. Wilson

Observatory and Lick Observatory. After 1915, when the Bohr

model of the atom was proposed, Frost was unable to keep up with

the developments in the theory of atomic spectroscopy. The

observatory drifted on a course of routine status quo and was left

behind by advances made elsewhere in theoretical and

observational astrophysics.28

Otto Struve came to Yerkes in 1923 as a young man who had

been an officer in the White Army and had escaped from the

victorious Red forces in Russia. Otto was of the fourth generation of

the Struve family which had produced Russia's most distinguished

astronomers since the early part of the nineteenth century.29 Otto,

having finally found a haven at Yerkes Observatory, devoted

himself to spectroscopic study of stars. His doctoral dissertation

28 Struve, "The story of an observatory (the fiftieth anniversary of the
Yerkes Observatory)," pp. 243-4; Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, pp. 47-76.

29 His great-grandfather Friedrich Struve became the first director of the
Pulkova Observatory near St. Petersburg and did important work in double-
star astronomy. Kevin Krisciunas, "Otto Struve" Biographical Memoirs of the
National Academy of Sciences 61(1992): 351-387; A. E. Roy, s.v. "Struve,
Friedrich Georg Wilhelm," A Biographical Dictionary of Scientists, ed. Trevor
I. Williams (1969).



was on inferences drawn from statistical studies of spectroscopic

binaries.30

Not only had Struve found refuge at Yerkes, George van

Biesbroeck, a Belgian astronomer, had also. Van Biesbroeck left the

Royal Observatory in Brussels during World War I to come to

Yerkes as a visiting professor. After the collapse of the White

Russian army, Frost and van Biesbroeck worked to help Russian

astronomers. One of them, Nicholas T. Bobrovnikoff, also an officer

in the White Army, was able to escape and eventually come to

Williams Bay in 1924. Bobrovnikoff remained as a graduate

student studying the chemical and physical makeup of comets. He

gained experience in spectroscopy working with Struve and

travelled to Chicago to study molecular spectroscopy under Harvey

Lemon at the university's Ryerson Physical Laboratory.3 1

IMPACT OF OTTO STRUVE

When Struve had first arrived at Yerkes, only one other

doctoral dissertation using stellar spectroscopy had been written

there and that was ten years before. Nonetheless, as Struve

matured as a stellar spectroscopist, the observatory became a major

30 Spectroscopic binaries are mutually orbiting pairs of stars which are so
close together that they can not be resolved by telescopes into separate
images. Information about the orbital characteristics of the binary pair
comes from careful study of the spectral lines of the stars which periodically
can be resolved in high dispersion spectrographs due to the different
motions of the stars relative to Earth.

31 Donald B. Osterbrock, "Nicholas T. Bobrovnikoff and the Scientific Study of
Comet Halley 1910," Mercury 15(1986): 46-50.
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site for production of astrophysicists focussing on spectroscopic

research despite Struve being the sole staff member proficient in

the field. In the ten-year period from 1928 to 1937, nine

doctorates were awarded by the university for dissertations

involving spectroscopic analysis of astronomical objects.

During 1928 and 1929, Struve travelled to England as a

Guggenheim fellow to study at Cambridge under Sir Arthur Stanley

Eddington, one of the world's leading theoretical astrophysicists. He

went to Cambridge to learn quantum mechanics. Though he did not

become an expert in the theory, he was eager to work with

theorists to apply it to interpretation of spectra.32 In this way,

Struve extended the understanding of the dynamics and

constitution of stellar atmospheres and the physics of stellar

evolution through his collaborative analysis of fine-details in stellar

spectra.

Struve was hard working and "a formidable perfectionist who

frequently overawed the timid."33 Yet, through his single-minded

devotion to astrophysics, quality of research, and organizational

ability, Struve had become the natural successor of Frost. As Frost

became too ill in 1931 to run the observatory, Struve became

assistant director. When Frost's retired in 1932, Struve had shown

32 Osterbrock, "The California-Wisconsin Axis in American Astronomy,"
p. 96; Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, pp. 94-7.

33 John G. Phillips, "Otto Struve," Publications of the Astronomical Society of
the Pacific 75(1963): 501-4. However, Struve could show fair, genuine
support for astronomers and graduate students he felt were serious in their
research efforts. Interview of Edwin Ebbighausen by Robert Dale Hall, 29
March 1983.
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his ability to direct the observatory. Moreover, President Hutchins

of the University of Chicago saw in Struve a leader capable of

making the department of astronomy a first-rate center of

astronomical research and graduate instruction.34 However, H. N.

Russell of Princeton advised Struve to join the Harvard staff rather

than become consumed in futile efforts at the expense of his

research to revive an observatory that needed radical changes.35

Struve took the challenge of leading Yerkes.

While the quality of research and graduate training had

generally been in decline during Frost's last years at Yerkes, one

bright area was Struve's students. Two of his students, W. W.

Morgan (PhD 1931) and Phillip C. Keenan (PhD 1932), later

established the UBV (MKK and MK) spectral classification system for

stars, which has been nearly universally used by astronomers

since.36 Also, some of Struve's students administered observatories

themselves. Christian Thomas Elvey (PhD 1930) was assistant

director of McDonald Observatory from 1935 to 1942, and W. W.

Morgan stayed on at Yerkes and in 1960 became director of Yerkes

34 Joel Stebbins of the University of Wisconsin was Frost's choice as his
successor. However, Dean Gale and President Hutchins saw the hardworking,
uncompromising Struve as the only one capable of resurrecting Yerkes.
Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, pp. 112-22.

35 H. N. Russell to H. G. Gale, Dean of the Division of Physical Sciences,
University of Chicago, 11 March 1932, H N Russell papers, (Princeton),
Sources for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, Center for
History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

36 Kenneth R. Lang and Owen Gingerich, eds., A Source Book in Astronomy
and Astrophysics 1900-1975 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press, 1979), pp. 40-41, 45-49.
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and McDonald Observatories. Thus, even before the retirement of

Frost, Struve had contributed greatly to the revival of the

reputation of the observatory by the quality of his students as well

as his own research.

As director of Yerkes, Struve reacted decisively to the task of

resurrecting the observatory. Graduate students, who had not the

quality nor fervor to do doctoral work, were asked to leave.37 Staff,

who were not to the standard and devotion which Struve expected

of research astronomers, were discharged and new outstanding

faculty were recruited.38

In regard to research, Struve believed that one's research

should have a clear, definite sense of purpose. Often the research at

major American and European observatories was of loosely

accumulating information or investigating the heavens without a

particular research question in mind. Struve disliked such an

approach. For him, one's astronomical research should be done

efficiently and doing so requires targeting a definite problem to

solve.

Otto Struve to Kuiper, 9 October 1935, microfilm copy of Otto Struve papers
(Chicago), Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland; interview of Edwin Ebbighausen
by Robert Dale Hall, 29 March 1983. The enrollment at Yerkes had been
fluctuating between 8 and 2 since 1927, and dipped in the spring of 1932,
while Struve was acting director, to one studentthe lowest enrollment at
least since 1927. Struve to Dean Gale, Division of Physical Sciences,
University of Chicago, 21 July 1932, Otto Struve papers.

38 Interview of Edwin Ebbighausen by Hall, 29 March 1983; Osterbrock,
Yerkes Observatory, pp. 134-36, 140-42.
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For his own case, Struve worked from 1928 to 1934 on the

task of explaining the different shapes of absorption lines in stellar

spectra. Thus focussed, his work was a chain of research built upon

previous conclusions that lead to greater understanding of the

physical conditions of stellar atmospheres and other aspects of stars

such as stellar rotation. When looking for astronomers to invite to

Yerkes, Struve had in mind people who would have the same clarity

and dedication in astronomical research.39

REBUILDING THE YERKES STAFF

With financial backing from President Hutchins to attract the

best astronomers to the University of Chicago, Struve persuaded the

leading astronomers Gerard P. Kuiper (PhD Leiden 1933) and

Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar (PhD Cambridge 1933) to come to

Yerkes, and Bengt Stromgren (PhD Copenhagen 1929) to come to the

Chicago campus.

Gerard Kuiper became one of the few astronomers to excel in

statistical astronomy in the United States in the 1930s.4° He

arrived in the United States from Holland in 1933, just after

receiving his doctorate in astronomy from the University of Leiden

39 Struve to Polydore Swings, 28 July 1941, Otto Struve papers.

40 Kuiper's early research at Lick and Yerkes was in the statistics of double
stars. Struve to R. T. Birge, Professor of Physics at Berkeley, 1 October 1940,
Otto Struve papers. R. J. Trumpler of Lick and Bart Bok of Harvard were other
major contributors to statistical studies of stars and nebulae in our Milky
Way. See Chapter 12, section "Campbell era, 1901-1930" and Chapter 19,
section "Bok" for brief descriptions of the respective astronomers and their
research in statistical astronomy.
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working under Ejnar Hertzsprung, one of the originators of the

Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Kuiper initially went to Lick

Observatory with a fellowship and became a research associate at

the observatory for a short time. However, because of resistance at

Berkeley to hiring foreign astronomers, Kuiper's contract was

terminated.41 Harlow Shapley, appalled by the action of the

University of California, hired Kuiper as a lecturer in astronomy at

Harvard.

Armin 0. Leuschner, Chairman of the Berkeley Astronomical

Department, was a strong voice against hiring foreigners. He felt

American universities, particularly Berkeley itself, were producing

excellent young, American astronomers. Yet, astronomers flooding

in from Europe were taking up the few research positions available

during these years of the depression. Thus, the hiring of foreign

astronomers at American observatories was unfair to the young

Americans who were not being able to find adequate jobs.42 Other

American astronomers as well shared this perspective and directed

complaints against Struve at Yerkes and Harlow Shapley at Harvard

for hiring foreigners over Americans.43

The anti-foreign feeling among some American astronomers

was also fueled by the perception that American astronomers

41 Harlow Shapley to H. N. Russell, 25 February 1935, Henry Norris Russell
papers.

42 Ibid.

43 Harlow Shapley to Struve, 4 August 1941, Otto Struve papers; V. M. Slipher
to Russell, 8 February 1939, Henry Norris Russell papers.
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would not be allowed to take positions in foreign observatories or

universities. At that time, England, in particular, had a five-year

rule that laid a limit on how long a foreign research scientist could

stay in England. Thus, Americans were excluded from permanent

positions at English universities. However, this restrictive policy

against foreigners was not universal in Europe. For example,

Hertzsprung, who was Danish, had no restrictions to his teaching at

the University of Leiden in Holland. Nonetheless, the perception

among many American astronomers was that European universities

discriminated against the hiring of American scientists and thus

American universities should reciprocate .44

Struve, himself a foreign-born astronomer, was not swayed

by the criticism of hiring foreign astronomers for he saw it in the

best interest of the University of Chicago to attract the best

astronomers, regardless of their nationality or creed. If American

universities, particularly Berkeley and the Lick Observatory, were

producing astronomers of outstanding ability, he would gladly

invite them for a research position at Williams Bay. However, in

Struve's eyes few if any of the crop of new American astronomers

produced by American graduate schools in the mid-1930s showed

promise for becoming leading research astronomers.45

Struve was on the outlook for outstanding research

astronomers of any background whom he could attract to rebuild

Gerard Kuiper to Struve, 8 February 1936, Otto Struve papers.

45 Struve to Harlow Shapley, 30 September 1935, Otto Struve papers.
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the astronomy program at Yerkes. Impressed by the quality of

Kuiper's research, Struve persuaded Kuiper to come to Yerkes

Observatory in 1935 as an assistant professor of practical

astronomy.46 Kuiper was the first major astronomer attracted to

Yerkes by Struve.47

Struve wanted to bring another leading research astronomer

to Yerkes or Chicago. A theoretical astrophysicist would be

particularly attractive since Yerkes, indeed American observatories

overall, lacked strength in theoretical astrophysics. However,

Struve saw quality of personal work at that point as more crucial

for rebuilding the department than one's specialized field of

research. Thus, he would settle for a preeminent astronomer in any

field.

President Hutchins was very much involved in the decisions

of who to recruit to Yerkes. He wanted to attract only the best,

young researchers.48 Meanwhile, Struve had been considering the

possibility of asking young Americans, but found no leading

researchers in theoretical fields among the candidates.49

46 Struve to Gerard Kuiper, 9 October 1935, Otto Struve papers.

47 Kuiper remained associated with the University of Chicago until 1960,
when he became director of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory of the
University of Arizona. Kuiper was also director of the Yerkes and McDonald
Observatories from 1947 to 1949 and 1957 to 1960.

48 Because of Hutchins' insistence on bringing not only the best, but also
young astronomers, Struve dropped Minnaert, a Belgian astronomer, from
consideration for he was about 50 years old. Struve to Gerard Kuiper, 6
January 1936, Otto Struve papers.

49 The foremost candidate from Berkeley was Charles Donald Shane, a
professor of astronomy. Kuiper noted that Shane was an excellent teacher,
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Struve asked Kuiper for advice on who would be the best

candidates. Kuiper suggested an inspiring, hard working theoretical

astrophysicist would complenient the astronomers at Yerkes. He

felt the field of celestial mechanics was moribund. In particular,

Kuiper had high opinions of Bengt Stromgren and Chandrasekhar.50

Kuiper was impressed by Chandrasekhar's doctoral dissertation and

saw the combination of Stromgren and Chandrasekhar working with

Arthur H. Compton, a major physicist at the University of Chicago,5 1

as having a strong potential of leading to major advances in

theoretical astrophysics as well as benefiting research efforts of the

Yerkes staff.52

Also, while American astronomers were very strong in

observational research, the US was weak in theoretical astrophysics.

To this time, Henry Norris Russell had been the oniy major

American theoretical astrophysicist and by the mid-1930s, he was

beyond his prime years. In short, a transfusion of theoretical

astrophysicists to Yerkes or Chicago would be the seed for building

but not an aggressive researcher, thus Shane was no longer seriously
considered for a position at Yerkes. Struve to Kuiper, 6 January 1936, and
Kuiper to Struve, 7 January 1936, Otto Struve papers.

50 Gerard Kuiper to Struve, 23 December 1935, 7, 28 & 31 January 1936, Otto
Struve papers.

5 1 A. H. Compton is noted for having discovered the particulate nature of x-
rays in colliding with matter, known as the "Compton effect." Cohn A.
Russell, s.v. "Compton, Arthur Holly," A Biographical Dictionary of Scientists,
ed. Trevor I. Williams (1969).

52 Kuiper to Struve, 28 January 1936, Otto Struve papers.
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a strong department that would promote the development of a new

generation of young American theoretical astrophysicists.5 3

Struve quickly reacted to Kuiper's recommendations. He

offered Bengt Stromgren a position as Assistant Professor of

Theoretical Astrophysics at the University of Chicago to replace W.

D. MacMillan who specialized in celestial mechanics and was

retiring. At that time, Stromgren was a lecturer in astronomy at the

University of Copenhagen and was part of the circle of physicists

who worked with Niels Bohr on matters concerning quantum

physics. Stromgren accepted the position on condition that he not

be obliged to remain at the University of Chicago longer than 18

months. Stromgren indeed only remained for that time and

returned to Copenhagen, despite Struve's efforts to dissuade him.54

Though his time at Yerkes was short, he constructively collaborated

with Struve and Morgan on the study of stellar interiors.55

Meanwhile, Struve had been investigating the prospect of

inviting Chandrasekhar to Yerkes or Chicago. Unfortunately, the

decision in calling Chandrasekhar to Yerkes was stained by

overtones of potential racial discrimination and a claim of his being

a communist. Chandrasekhar was an Asiatic Indian with a dark

53 Kuiper to Struve, 8 February 1936, Otto Struve papers; "Memorandum
regarding the needs of the astronomy department," November 1947, Otto
Struve papers.

5 Struve to Dean Gale, 12 January 1937, Otto Struve papers. Stromgren
returned in 1951 to Yerkes from Copenhagen to become director of Yerkes
and McDonald Observatories. The Stromgren case is further discussed in
Chapter 17, section "Struve's Efforts to Resurrect the Campus Department."

55 Memorandum from Otto Struve, 4 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.



skin tone. Some had tried to dissuade Chandrasekhar from going to

Chicago because of the race prejudice he would face there.56

Struve, himself, hesitated about asking Chandrasekhar to come to

Yerkes.57 But for President Hutchins, "the only consideration which

should be permitted to affect Chandrasekhar's appointment is his

distinction and promise as a scholar."5 8

Thus, Struve also offered Chandrasekhar a position at Yerkes,

who was at the time at Harvard after the English five-year

limitation had terminated his research fellowship at Trinity College,

Cambridge where he had been working under Eddington. Given

that India did not have an attractive research position to offer

Chandrasekhar, he found the offer to stay in the United States

appealing. However, Harlow Shapley and H. N. Russell tried to

persuade Chandrasekhar to remain at Harvard with an extended

fellowship. Eddington, to the contrary, thought Chandrasekhar

would benefit from being with Stromgren and Kuiper at Chicago.59

In the end, Chandrasekhar was swayed to go to Yerkes by the

prospect of working in an environment close to observational work

that could complement his own theoretical investigations.60

56 Kuiper to Struve, 1 March 1936, Otto Struve papers.

57 Struve to Dean Gale, 3 February 1936, Otto Struve papers.

58 President Hutchins to Struve, 15 January 1936, Otto Struve papers.

59 Transcript of Interview with Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar by Spencer
Weart, 17 May 1977, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics.

60 Struve to Kuiper, 25 February 1936 and Kuiper to Struve, 1 March 1936, Otto
Struve papers.
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Chandrasekhar remained with the University of Chicago for

the duration of his long career as a theoretical astrophysicist. He

came in 1936 to Yerkes as a research associate. In 1937 he became

an assistant professor and rose steadily in his academic rank to

become in 1946 "Distinguished Service Professor" of the university.

In 1952, he succeeded Struve as the editor of the Astrophysical

Journal. Also, Chandrasekhar has the rare distinction of an

astrophysicist being awarded a Nobel Prize in physics.6 1

Stromgren remained at the Chicago campus for only a few

months and was transferred to Yerkes. Thus in 1936 and 1937, the

Yerkes faculty had four of the leading astronomers in the world:

two theoretical astrophysicists, Chandrasekhar and Stromgren; a

statistical astronomer, Kuiper; and a stellar spectroscopist, Struve.

The staff also included van Biesbroeck62 and W. W. Morgan, the

lone American-born astronomer on the staff. In a short period,

Struve, with President Hutchins' backing, had transformed Yerkes

61 Chandrasekhar received the Nobel prize in 1983 'for his theoretical studies
of the physical processes of importance to the structure and evolution of the
stars.' The prize was given primarily for his early work, 1930-34, on the
degenerate state of matter in white dwarfs and later work, 1964 to 1970, on
relativistic effects on later stages of stellar evolution. Gloria B. Lubkin,
"Nobel Prize to Chandrasekhar and Fowler for astrophysics," Physics Today
January 1984, reprinted in Astrophysics Today, A. G. W. Cameron, ed., (New
York: American Institute of Physics, 1984), pp. 116-9.

62 Van Biesbroeck was an astronomer of the "old style" who carefully
measured positions of double stars and discovered several asteroids and
comets. "G. A. van Biesbroeck" by S. Arend and J. Dommanget, Quarterly
Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society 16(1975): 104-5.
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into one of the world's major centers of astronomical and

astrophysical research.63

GRADUATE EDUCATION DURING THE FROST YEARS

For much of Frost's tenure as director of Yerkes Observatory,

the courses at the observatory were oriented toward gaining

experience in observational research, such as "Micrometric

Observations of Double Stars, Planets, Satellites, Asteroids and

Comets," and "Physical Properties of the Photographic Plate, with

Special Reference to its Suitability as a Recording Medium in the

Various Branches of Astronomical Photography," or toward

particular research problems, such as in astrometry or

spectroscopy.64 Furthermore, the courses were informal, wherein

the student gained experience working with an apparatus or, if

study of a theoretical topic was needed, told to read the appropriate

material such as a book on celestial mechanics and return to the

instructor when done.65 While the student may gain good practical

experience, one's training in theoretical subjects was poor.66

63 Kameshwar C. Wali, Chandra: A Biography of S. Chandrasekhar
(University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1991), P. 188; Osterbrock, Yerkes
Observatory, pp. 169-85.

64 "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1925-26, pp. 194-95.

65 Interview of Edwin Ebbighausen by Hall, 29 March 1983.

66 Struve to Theodore Dunham, Jr., 31 August 1937, Otto Struve papers.
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The Yerkes students were nominally expected to take courses

at the Chicago campus for at least two quarters, which may involve

mathematical astronomy or, if an astrophysics major, physics

courses, such as "Theoretical Physics," and "Advanced Experimental

Physics."

The Theoretical Physics course (Physics 301-3) had been

taught a number of years by the Nobel laureate, Albert Abraham

Michelson, Chairman of the Department of Physics at the University

of Chicago. Michelson was a clear lecturer, but his course was built

upon the classical theory of physics. The Experimental Physics

course (Physics 263) was an undergraduate course that focussed on

laboratory measurements of light phenomena, such as diffraction,

and polarization.67

While significant developments were happening in the theory

of spectroscopy and quantum mechanics, which was being taught in

the physics department, the astrophysics graduate students of

Yerkes were generally isolated from these advanced courses.68

Ironically, the physics department had offered periodically a course

"Spectroscopy and Astrophysics" (Physics 331) from 1913 into the

67 "The Department of Physics," The Annual Register of the University of
Chicago, 1929-30, pp. 276; 1930-31, pp. 276.

68 The physics department of the University of Chicago, offered several
graduate-level courses in spectroscopy. By the early 1930s, substantial
courses in quantum mechanics were also taught. However, students at
Yerkes were not encouraged to take a formal course in quantum mechanics.
Instead, the students were expected to understand its basics through reading
on their own. Interview of Ebbighausen by Hall, 29 March 1983.
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1930s, yet the Yerkes Department showed little interest in this

course.

Nonetheless, some advantage was drawn from the physics

department, as in the case of Bobrovnikoff's study of molecular

spectroscopy under H. B. Lemon (PhD Chicago 1912), a laboratory

spectroscopist. However, for the most part during the Frost era, the

Yerkes astrophysics students were required to take classes from the

physics department inappropriate for keeping abreast of theoretical

developments in physics germane to analyzing celestial spectra.

Also, the requirement to take physics courses was not rigorously

enforced. As a result, some students took courses only at Yerkes.

Overall, the resource of the Chicago physics department was poorly

used in the instruction of the Yerkes students.

A typical curriculum of the latter part of the Frost era was:

"Micrometric Observations," "Determination of Stellar Parallax and

Proper Motion," "Introduction to Celestial Photography," "Practical

Computation of Orbits of Double Stars," "Theory of Optical Apparatus

for Astronomical Research," "Precise Determination of Apparent

Magnitudes," "Investigations of Orbits of Spectroscopic Binary

Stars," "Research Problems in Astronomy," and "Research in Celestial

Spectroscopy."69 The heavy course load is in strong contrast to

Frost's original philosophy that students learn best through

apprenticeship. The character of these courses was applied,

practical astronomy, all taken at the Yerkes Observatory. The

69 These courses were taken by a master's student, Helen Mead Pillans, in the
early 1930s. Struve to Dean Gale, 25 November 1933, Otto Struve papers.
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student had taken no graduate courses from the Chicago campus.

Thus, the student had little foundation in celestial mechanics or

theoretical physics.

COURSES AT YERKES AFTER 1936

Rejuvenated with a new staff of major astronomers, Struve

completely overhauled the courses offered at Yerkes: Struve taught

"Stellar Spectroscopy I, II, & III"; Chandrasekhar "The Theory of the

Stellar Interiors I, II, & III"; Kuiper "Statistics and Dynamics of

Stellar Systems I, II, & III"; and Stromgren "The Theory of

Absorption and Emission Power of Matter," "The Theory of Stellar

Atmospheres," and "The Theory of Interstellar Matter."70 With

these courses Yerkes Observatory established itself as the first

institution in the United States to teach at a substantial, theoretical

level a broad range of developments in astrophysics: stellar

atmospheres, interstellar matter, atomic physics, molecular spectra,

galactic structure, and stellar dynamics.7 1

Other courses taught at Yerkes included stellar photometry

taught by W. W. Morgan and the traditional courses of astrometry

and orbital determination taught by van Biesbroeck. For the most

part, the courses designed to give the student practical experience

70 Struve to Dean Gale, Division of Physical Sciences, University of Chicago,
16 November 1936 & 20 January 1937, Otto Struve papers. The Department of
Astronomy and Astrophysics, The Annual Register of the University of
Chicago, 1937-38, pp. 233-34.

71lnterview with Chandrasekhar by Spencer Weart, 17 May 1977.
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in observational astronomy were deleted; however, courses

concerning the design of optical instruments and optimization of

photography were retained.72

Struve changed the character of the courses from being

informal to more standard courses with lectures, assignments, and

exams. The courses were demanding and advanced. Students who

could not meet the standards expected, including passing

Chandrasekhar's courses, were ushered out of the graduate

program. Being proficient in practical astronomy was no longer

good enough in itself for a student to be successful in astrophysics,

one had also to master the theoretical fields of physics and

astrophysics.73

In contrast to the Frost years, students had two years of

substantial courses before beginning their dissertation.74

Nonetheless, the system had a flaw inherited from the Frost era.

The students did not take advantage of the advanced physics

courses offered at the Chicago campus. A student was required to

take courses given at the campus only if they needed further study

in mathematics or physics. However, sometimes in the push to

finish the dissertation, further study was neglected.7

72 Struve to Dean Gale, Division of Physical Sciences, University of Chicago,
20 January 1937, Otto Struve papers.

73 Struve to Heber D. Curtis, Director Observatory, University of Michigan, 5
April 1941, Otto Struve papers.

74 Interview of Ebbighausen by Hall, 3 November 1983.

Interview of Ebbighausen by Hal), 29 March 1983.
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For instance, Ebbighausen (PhD 19.41) regretted not taking

physics and electronics courses from Chicago during his graduate

years at Yerkes (1936-1940). Despite a mediocre undergraduate

preparation in physics, Ebbighausen completed his doctoral degree

without taking any courses at the Chicago campus. Since he had no

preparatory course in quantum mechanics, he tried to learn

quantum mechanics piecemeal on his own and from his courses at

Yerkes.76

Thus, the students at Yerkes, even after 1936, often had weak

backgrounds in physics, particularly in quantum physics. This is

despite the strength of the Chicago physics department, which by

1930 was one of the few American institutions with leading

theoretical physicists at the forefront of research.77 Yet the Yerkes

students were isolated from Chicago and not particularly

encouraged to take physics courses at the Chicago campus.

CHANDRASEKHAR 'S Co URSES

Struve had informed Chandrasekhar that instruction would be

a combination of formal class work and informal supervision of

research activities.78 Chandrasekhar's courses were highly

76 Ibid.

77 The other four universities with first-rate groups in theoretical physics
were Caltech, Berkeley, Michigan, and Princeton. Stanley Coben, "The
scientific establishment and the transmission of quantum mechanics to the
United States, 1919-32," American Historical Review 76(1971): 457.

78 Struve to Chandrasekhar, 11 November 1936, Otto Struve papers.
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theoretical, dense in content, and demanding. When Chandrasekhar

first began teaching at Yerkes, he gave a single three-hour lecture

once a week. The students were overwhelmed and requested him

to break up his classes into hour segments and give them his notes

to copy and use for studying. Only two of his first four students

were able to complete that first course.79

The level and quality of Chandrasekhar's courses are

manifested by his publications that followed the content of his

courses.8° Chandrasekhar had the trait of focussing on a single area

of theoretical astrophysics. He began with established principles of

physics and incurring as few assumptions as possible, rigorously

developed that area of astrophysics so thoroughly that his work

reached incontestable conclusions given the assumptions made.8 1

His first teaching at Yerkes was the set of three courses on the

theory of stellar interiors. Out of these courses he wrote a

monograph, An Introduction to the Study of Stellar Structure,

published by the Astrophysical Journal in 1939.82 The book,

following his characteristic thoroughness, has since become a classic

79 Ebbighausen found Chandrasekhar to be brilliant and his courses
difficult. He was so exhausted by Chandrasekhar's first course on stellar
interiors that after the course he wanted to sweep it from his mind.
Incidentally, Chandrasekhar was only one year older than Ebbighausen.
Interview of Ebbighausen by Hall, 29 March 1983.

80 While teaching the course, Chandrasekhar was also preparing a definitive
book on the subject. Interview of Ebbighausen by Hall, 29 March 1983.

81 Interview with Chandrasekhar by Spencer Weart, 17 May 1977.

82 Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1939. See Bengt Stromgren, Book
Review, Popular Astronomy 47(1939): 287-9.
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reference on the theory of the structure of non-rotating stars. Later

Chandrasekhar taught a course titled, "The Kinematics and

Dynamics of Stellar Motions," out of which he published in 1942, a

second monograph, The Principles of Stellar Dynamics.83

Struve put Chandrasekhar largely in charge of graduate

education at Yerkes. From his days as a Guggenheim fellow

working in astrophysics under Eddington at Cambridge, Struve had

developed a high respect for British astrophysics.84 Thus, he

wanted Chandrasekhar, who also had worked under Eddington, to

establish a tradition of instruction and work in theoretical

astrophysics like that of Eddington and Mime.85

Toward this aim, Chandrasekhar focussed on theoretical

astrophysics and nearly excluded observational research. After all,

his own background was devoid of observational astronomy.86

However, he came to realize the program of graduate courses was

made too theoretical. With help from Stromgren, he worked out a

more balanced graduate program in astrophysics.87 Hence, the

courses were organized to be closely tied to research being done at

83 Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1942. See Lyman Spitzer, Jr., Book
Review, Popular Astronomy 50(1942): 460-1.

84 Struve to Edward A. Mime, 21 March 1944, Otto Struve papers.

85 Interview with Chandrasekhar by Spencer Weart, 17 May 1977.

86 In those days, Chandrasekhar was known to boast that he had never made
a telescopic observation. Interview of Ebbighausen by Hall, 29 March 1983.

87 Interview with Chandrasekhar by Weart, 17 May 1977.



Yerkes, in contrast to the uncoordinated teaching of theoretical

astrophysics at Cambridge.88

The Yerkes curriculum eventually became a model for other

graduate institutions in astrophysics, both European and

American.89 In the 1950s the "Chicago style" of graduate education

in astronomy spread to other American institutions. Struve passed

the standard to Berkeley when he himself left Yerkes to become

Chairman of the Berkeley Department in 1950. To match the new

200-inch Palomar telescope which was associated with Caltech, the

Caltech Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics expanded with

a strong infusion coming from Yerkes: three Yerkes graduates

Guido MUnch (PhD Chicago 1946), Arthur D. Code (PhD Chicago

1950), and Donald Osterbrock (PhD Chicago 1952); and a Yerkes

staff member, Jesse Greenstein (PhD Harvard 1937) an associate

professor at Yerkes who had come to Yerkes in 1937 as a National

Research Fellow.90 Also, Lawrence Aller (PhD Harvard 1942) at the

University of Michigan, and Martin Schwarzschild (PhD Gottingen

1935) and Lyman Spitzer, Jr. (PhD Princeton 1938) at Princeton

emulated the Chicago model.9' Perhaps a measure of the success of

the style of graduate education at Yerkes is that its graduates, as

88 Ibid.

89 Ibid.

90 Donald E. Osterbrock, "The California-Wisconsin axis in American
astronomy," Sky and Telescope 51(1970): 97.

91 Interview with Chandrasekhar by Weart, 17 May 1977.
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measured in Berendzen's survey of 1968, ranked first in individual

productivity of research papers in astronomy.92

Chandrasekhar considered active collaboration with his

students as the most valuable and happiest time of his career. He

enjoyed cooperating with his students on problems, progressing

together, correcting each other's mistakes.93 For a professor,

teaching and doing research should be intimately connected. In the

process, the professor is stimulated by the interchange of ideas with

fresh minds and by the task of presenting the foundations upon

which the research is built. For the student, the professor may

broach subjects or ideas that had not been taught before, thrusting

the graduate students into the vanguard of research.94

OVERCOMING THE ISOLATION OF WILLIAMS BAY

Characteristically, Yerkes Observatory had more faculty than

students.95 After Struve became director, only the students fully

capable of doctoral work survived long at Yerkes. For the Yerkes

92 Richard Earl Berendzen, "On the career development and education of
astronomers in the United States," (PhD dissertation, Harvard University,
1968), pp. 640-l.

93 In particular, his happiest years were from 1944 to 1949, when he had a
series of high caliber graduate students, e. g. Guido MUnch, Arthur Code,
Donald Osterbrock, and Jerry Ostriker, who went on to influential careers in
astronomical research. Interview with Chandrasekhar by Weart, 17 May
1977.

94 Ibid.

95 Typically the enrollment at Yerkes varied from 6 students to 2 from 1936 to
1938. Struve to Dean Gale, Otto Struve papers.



graduate program to succeed, Yerkes had to attract top quality

students. Negligible help came from the observatory's mother

institution, the University of Chicago, as it contributed few, if any,

bachelor graduates to the observatory. Also, Yerkes was physically

isolated and no longer had the status of having the world's largest

telescope.96 To draw the best American students, the observatory

needed an impressive reputation as a research center. Attracting

visiting researchers to Williams Bay not only kept the students and

staff abreast of current research, it also gave outside astronomers a

direct look at research and graduate programs of Yerkes.97

In this light, one of the strengths of the educational

experience at Yerkes was a weekly colloquium. Under Struve, the

colloquia were required for the staff and graduate students alike.

Whenever an astronomer visited Yerkes Observatory or even

Chicago, Struve would fetch the astronomer to Williams Bay for a

colloquium. While some colloquia treated the details of the

speaker's astronomical research, others were organized to review

current events in various areas of astronomical research. The

review sessions were particularly helpful to the graduate students

for the students were able to keep abreast of contemporary

96 At that time, the largest telescope was a 100-inch reflector at Mt. Wilson,
with the 200-inch telescope under construction on Mt. Palomar.

97 Before 1930, the University of Chicago contributed two of the most
illustrious Yerkes graduatesEdwin Hubble (BS 1910) and W. W. Morgan
(BS 1927).



developments in astronomy, even though they were single-

mindedly focussed on their own specialized research.98

In an effort to compensate for Stromgren's departure in 1937,

Struve arranged for visiting professorships of leading

astrophysicists such as Karl Wurm of the Potsdam Astrophysical

Observatory near Berlin, Albrecht Unsold of the Institute for

Theoretical Physics of the University of Kiel in Germany, and

Polydore Swings of the University of Liege, Belgium.99 Struve also

arranged for a summer exchange in 1936 and 1937, between

Harvard University and Yerkes Observatory. Bart Bok and Cecilia

Payne Gaposchkin of Harvard University came in successive

summers to lecture in exchange for himself and W. W. Morgan

giving courses at the Harvard Summer School of Astronomy.100

Perhaps the most influential of these "visitors" in the

education of the graduate students at Yerkes was Polydore Swings

who remained at Yerkes from 1940 to 1943 because of the war and

who taught a course in molecular spectroscopy. The other visiting

professorships were for only for three months. Thus, the principal

98 Ebbighausen found the review colloquia to be particularly helpful as a
graduate student. Interview of Ebbighausen by Hall, 29 March 1983.

99 Memorandum by Struve on meeting with Dean Gale and President
Hutchins, 24 June 1937, Otto Struve papers.

100 Otto Struve, "The Yerkes Observatory 1897-1947," Popular Astronomy
55(1947): 416.



benefit to the graduate students was mostly through colloquia and

informal discussions with the visiting professors.1 01

To help further reduce the isolation of Williams Bay, Struve

jointly organized a summer symposium with the Physics

Department on spectroscopy in the summer of 1938.102 A further

symposium on spectroscopy was held in the summer of 1942,

jointly sponsored by Yerkes and the Physics and Chemistry

Departments. The symposia were generally more beneficial for the

Yerkes faculty than the graduate students, as the graduate students

worked on their dissertations rather than attend sessions,

particularly if held at the Chicago campus.103

YERKES' GRADUATES

The first degree awarded for research at Yerkes was a

master's degree granted to Walter S. Adams in 1900. Adams had

been an undergraduate at Dartmouth and followed Frost to Williams

1 0 1 Ebbighausen had no formal classes from the visiting professors, though
they often gave seminars. Interview of Ebbighausen by Hall, 29 March 1983.

102 Memorandum by Struve, "Joint Symposium of Astronomy and Physics
Departments to be held in connection with the 1938 Summer School
Program," Otto Struve papers; [C. H. Gingrich], "Symposium on physics and
astronomy at Yerkes Observatory," Popular Astronomy 46(1938): 120-21.

Struve arrived at the idea for having the symposium on molecular spectra
of stars, planets, and interplanetary matter to take advantage of the presence
of Karl Wurm who was visiting professor during the summer. Struve to Dean
Gale, Otto Struve papers.

103 Interview of Ebbighausen by Hall, 29 March 1983.



Bay to become his student in stellar spectroscopy.104 Though this

was Adams's highest degree, he went on to a distinguished career

culminating in the directorship of Mt. Wilson Observatory (1923-

46). In 1914, he discovered with Arnold Kohlschütter

"spectroscopic parallax," a means of determining the distance to

stars by analyzing characteristics of the spectra.105

The next master's degree followed eleven years later.106 By

this time, the master's was no longer a terminal degree for research

astronomers. Except for Adams, all of the Yerkes students who

earned a master's degree and became astronomers went on to a

PhD. 107

The first doctorate awarded by the University of Chicago for

research done at Yerkes Observatory was in 1912 for work in

stellar photometry.108 Several more degrees for astrophysical

104 "Walter Sydney Adams," by Alfred H. Joy, Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 68(1956): 285-95. "Walter Sydney Adams,"
by Alfred H. Joy, Biographical Memoirs of the National Academy of Science
31(1958): 1-31.

105 W. S. Adams & Arnold Kohlschütter, "Some spectral criteria for the
determination of absolute stellar magnitudes," Astrophysical Journal
40(1914): 385-98.

1 06 A master's degree was awarded to Oliver Justin Lee in 1911. Lee continued
his graduate studies at Yerkes and earned his PhD in 1913.

107 See the last section of the next chapter on graduate education at the
Chicago campus for a further analysis of the master's production by Yerkes.

1 08 The thesis was written by Curvin Henry Gingrich, who took leave from
Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota, to complete his doctorate. He
returned to Carleton to become professor of mathematics and astronomy.
Gingrich played an important role in the movement of amateur astronomers
in the US as the associate editor, then editor of Popular Astronomy, the main
publication for amateur astronomers.



research, most also in stellar photometry, soon followed. After

Struve's degree in 1923, the focus of astrophysical research at

Yerkes shifted to stellar spectroscopy. Between 1927 and 1941,

two-thirds of the dissertations were in this field.

Overall, 30 of the American astronomers received their

doctorate in astronomy from the University of Chicago. All five of

the doctorates awarded before 1912 were in celestial mechanics for

work done at the university campus. In the following years, 21 of

the 24 degrees, nearly 90%, were for research at Yerkes. Thus,

Yerkes became one of the major training centers of American

astronomers. Even though only two or three graduate students

were at the observatory at any one time, Yerkes produced an

average of about one PhD per year from the mid-1920s to 1941.109

During this time only Berkeley and Harvard had greater

productions of astronomy doctorates.

Several astronomers from Yerkes, made significant

contributions to astronomical researchEdwin Hubble (PhD 1917)

on the expansion of the universe, Otto Struve (PhD 1923) on

detailed interpretation of the spectral lines of stars, Nicholas

Bobrovnikoff (PhD 1927) on the constitution and structure of

comets, W. W. Morgan (PhD 1931) on establishment of the UBV

system of spectral classification of stars, and Louis George Henyey

(PhD 1937) on numerical computation of models of stellar structure.

1 09 The production of astronomers with advanced degrees is further analyzed
in the following chapter on graduate education at the Chicago campus.



Most of these illustrious graduates became leaders of

astronomical institutions. In addition to Struve, Bobrovnikoff was

Director of the Perkins Observatory (1937 to 1951) of the Ohio

Wesleyan and Ohio State Universities. W. W. Morgan stayed at

Chicago and became Director of the Yerkes and McDonald

Observatories (1960-63) and Chairman of Chicago's Department of

Astronomy (1960-66). In 1947, Louis Henyey followed Struve to

Berkeley and later became chairman of its department of

astronomy in 1959, remaining chairman until 1964.

In 1937, when the new program of astrophysics instruction at

Yerkes was just beginning, Struve considered the possibility of

having an exchange program of graduate students with Harvard,

but felt the few graduate students of Yerkes were ill-prepared and

not of the quality suitable for such a program.1 10 However, by

1941, the graduate students had stronger backgrounds in

theoretical physics and the program was ready to bear fruit.1 11

However, America's entrance into World War II disrupted the

graduate program at Yerkes. As at other departments of

astronomy, the Yerkes staff and students became involved in

contributing toward the war effort. Despite the loss of personnel

and funds for Yerkes and McDonald Observatories, Struve

110 Struve to Bart Bok, 21 January & 11 February 1937, Otto Struve papers.

111 Bart Bok to Struve, 2 August 1941, Otto Struve papers. One of the students,
John A. O'Keefe (PhD Chicago, 1941) had earned a bachelor's degree at
Harvard and had a solid background in physics and mathematics.



tenaciously maintained research programs at the observatories

throughout the war and saw through five PhDs.1 12

After World War II, Yerkes Observatory finally fulfilled the

promise of becoming an educator of leading astrophysicists. Its

graduates include Guido MUnch (PhD Chicago 1946), Arthur Code

(1950), Donald Osterbrock (1952), and Jerry Ostriker (1964) all of

whom became members of the National Academy of Science. This

new, post-war generation of astrophysicists were mainly students

of Chandrasekhar.1 13

11 2 Struve, "The story of an observatory (The 50th anniversary of the Yerkes
Observatory)," pp. 283-94.

113 Interview with Chandrasekhar by Weart, 17 May 1977.



CHAPTER 17

GRADUATE EDUCATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO:

CHICAGO CAMPUS

Astronomical research at the University of Chicago campus

developed with a focus on mathematical astronomy independently

of the Yerkes observatory. The detached development of the

departmental branch at the campus "quadrangle" began in 1893

soon after the Department of Astronomy was formed.1

EARLY ASTRONOMY FACULTY

By 1894, the Department of Astronomy at the University of

Chicago had three faculty members. Hale was the lone

astrophysicist; the other two, Thomas Jefferson Jackson See and

Kurt Laves were both classical astronomers who had recently

received PhDs in astronomy from the University of Berlin, 1892 and

1891 respectively. Also, both See and Laves did research work in

theoretical astronomy.

T. J. J. See came to the University of Chicago one year before

Laves and taught from 1893 to 1896 a series of courses in

theoretical astronomy dealing with calculation of orbits and effects

of perturbations. His principle work at this time was on the orbits

1 The "quadrangle" is a set of buildings on the University of Chicago campus
containing a number of the departments of the university. The campus
branch of the astronomy department resided in the Quadrangle.



of double stars. He had been an advisor for Eric Doolittle, who later

became an astronomer at the University of Pennsylvania.2

Laves's principle research was in orbit determination and

celestial mechanics. When he arrived at Chicago in 1893, Laves

shared with T. J. J. See the teaching of the introductory and

mathematical courses in astronomy, while Hale taught courses

associated with astrophysics.3

Controversy marred See's stay at the University of Chicago.

Indeed, See acquired the reputation of being the most eccentric and

disreputable American astronomer of this period. He became

progressively more isolated from the community of American

astronomers as he became more and more deluded by self-

grandeur.4 Fresh from the University of Berlin, See had been hired

by the President of the University of Chicago, William R. Harper, but

without Hale's blessings.5 While at the University of Chicago, See

published several articles on the orbits of double stars in the

Astronomical Journal. He already had an illusion that his work was

2 T. J. J. See had thought Eric Doolittle's master's dissertation was good
enough to be a doctoral dissertation, but Doolittle never finished the
requirements for a PhD at the University of Chicago.

3 "The Department of Astronomy," The Annual Register of the University of
Chicago, 1893-94, pp. 112-16.

H. Shapley to Boston Evening Transcript, 14 November 1924, Harlow
Shapley papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard University Archives, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Mass.; Charles J. Peterson, "A very brief biography
and popular account of the unparalleled T. J. J. See," Griffith Observer 54:
2-5.

5 Peterson, "A very brief biography and popular account of the unparalleled
T. J. J. See," p. 2; Donald E. Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, 1892-1950
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997), pp. 159-61.



uncommonly great. His tendency to aggrandize himself in

newspapers, could only be aggravating to his colleagues. To further

exasperate his relations in the department of astronomy, See

claimed that he, and not Hale, was best suited to oversee the

construction of Yerkes Observatory.6 Furthermore, See's teaching

was regarded poorly by at least one of his students, Forest Ray

Moulton, who later became a respected mathematical astronomer

and teacher at the University of Chicago.7 In 1896, See took a leave

of absence to work at the Lowell Observatory in Arizona.

Meanwhile, relations with President Harper deteriorated until See

was fired from his position at Chicago.8

In contrast to See's brief, controversial stay at the university,

Kurt Laves quietly advanced to become associate professor of

astronomy in 1908 and remained in this position until his

retirement in 1932. Laves's principle research was in orbit

determination and celestial mechanics.

With See on leave in 1896, the burden of teaching the

elementary courses in astronomy, including practical astronomy,

fell to Forest Ray Moulton who was then a graduate student.9

Moulton had unusual ability and by the next school year was

teaching not only the introductory courses but was also listed as

6 Peterson, p. 2.

7 Peterson, p. 2; Ostcrbrock, Yerkes Observatory, pp. 164-67.

8 Peterson, p. 2; Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, pp. 159-62.

9 "The Department of Astronomy," The Annual Register of the University of
Chicago, 1895-96, pp. 154-58.
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teaching the upper-level undergraduate courses on orbit

determination and the method of least squares, as well as advanced

graduate-level courses, in particular "The Motion of a Heavenly

Body in a Resisting Medium," and "Gauss's Method of Determining

Secular Variations, with numerical application to the action of the

Earth on Mercury."10

One of Moulton's first students was W. S. Adams, who studied

celestial mechanics under Moulton.1 1 In 1899, Adams published his

first paper with Moulton and Laves. However, Adams was based at

Yerkes and his principal advisor was Frost. Thus, in the first years,

an effective liaison existed between Chicago and Yerkes in training

astronomers.

MOULTON ERA, 1900-1926

With the departure of See and addition of Moulton, the

university branch of the astronomy department developed a clear

sense of purpose in graduate-level instruction with a focus on

celestial mechanics. Laves and Moulton had the ambition of

eventually teaching a series of advanced, specialized courses in

1 0 "The Department of Astronomy," The Annual Register of the University of
Chicago, 1896-97, pp. 275-81.

11 Moulton was still a graduate student when he taught Adams.
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celestial mechanics.12 By 1902, the target of a curriculum of

advanced celestial mechanics had been largely achieved.1 3

Meanwhile in 1900, Moulton had graduated summa cum

laude with a PhD. His degree was the first doctorate in astronomy

awarded by the University of Chicago. Moulton's knowledge of and

ability in mathematical mechanics so impressed Thomas Chrowder

Chamberlin, an eminent American geologist, that he asked Moulton,

while he was still a student in 1898, to collaborate with him on

developing his idea of the solar system originating through severe

tidal disruption of the sun by a passing star.14 Moulton worked on

the dynamical aspects of such a collision and the two published

their planetesimal hypothesis of the origin of the solar system.1 5

Various versions of the theory were popular in astronomical circles

until the 1930s when serious problems regarding the ability of hot

1 2 "As soon as practicable the Department will extend the courses in Celestial
Mechanics so as to include the theory of satellites, the lunar theory, the
planetary theories of Gyldén and Poincaré, the theory of tides, and the
theories of cosmogony. The most fundamental subjects will be arranged in a
cyclic manner so as to recur at regular intervals, while other more special
topics will vary from time to time." "The Department of Astronomy," The
Annual Register of the University of Chicago, 1895-96, p. 155.

1 3 "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1902-03, pp. 316-17.

14 Henry S. Tropp, "Moulton, Forest Ray," Dictionary of Scientific Biography
9(1970): 552-53.

1 5 T. C. Chamberlin, "On a possible function of disruptive approach in the
formation of meteorites, comets, and nebulae," Journal of Geology 9(1901):
369-92, and F. R. Moulton, "On the evolution of the solar system,"
Astrophysical Journal 22(1905): 165-81.
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ejecta from the sun to coalesce into planetesimals caused the

theory's downfall.1 6

While Laves and Moulton shared the teaching duties at the

Quadrangle, Moulton quickly became the dominant member of the

department. Moulton was not only well known for his popular

planetesimal theory but also for his astronomy texts. Two of his

best known texts are Celestial Mechanics and Descriptive

Astronomy, published in 1902 and 1912 respectively.17 In 1912,

Moulton was promoted to full professorship, while Laves remained

for the rest of his career as an associate professor.

The astronomy faculty at the Quadrangle expanded in 1908 to

include William Duncan MacMillan, a progeny of the department

having just earned his PhD in celestial mechanics. As Laves,

MacMillan remained in the department until his retirement, but

unlike Laves, he became a full professor of astronomy (1924).

CELESTIAL MECHANICS DURING THE MOULTON YEARS

In its first years, the objectives of the university branch of

the department were to furnish students with the foundations of

mathematical and practical astronomy and to prepare advanced

students for work in contemporary problems in astronomy and

1 6 Stephen G. Brush, "A geologist among astronomers: The rise and fall of the
Chamberlin-Moulton Cosmogony," Journal for the History of Astronomy
9(1978): 86-91.

17 An Introduction to Celestial Mechanics (New York: Macmillan, 1902, 1914);
Descriptive Astronomy (Chicago, 1912, 1921, 1923).
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astrophysics.1 8 By 1908, the university branch no longer had any

pretense of providing a broad base for advanced students, the

purpose for graduate instruction was almost single-mindedly to

give advanced training in celestial mechanics.1 9

Despite the allure of the great 40-inch refractor at Yerkes

Observatory, the Chicago campus was the dominate producer of

doctorates in astronomy during the early years of the department.

Moulton had established a strong reputation as a teacher in celestial

mechanics,20 and the department was highly regarded by other

astronomers.21 By 1911, the University of Chicago had granted nine

doctorates on astronomical topics, all of them treating problems in

1 8 "The Department of Astronomy," The Annual Register of the University of
Chicago, 1896-97, pp. 277-78.

1 9 "The general object of the instruction will be (1) to furnish the student an
adequate mathematical basis for successful work in Celestial Mechanics; (2)
to give experience and preliminary training in the work of observation and
reduction; (3) to direct research work in Celestial Mechanics." "The
Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of the
University of Chicago, 1907-08, pp. 327-28.

20 A graduate student interested in celestial mechanics, Wallace J. Eckert
wanted to study as a graduate student under Moulton at the University of
Chicago, but saw no sense in going to Chicago when he found out that
Moulton had left the university. (Eckert later became director of the US
Nautical Almanac.) W. J. Eckert to F. Schlesinger, 20 February 1927,
microfilm copy of Frank Schlesinger papers (Yale), Niels Bohr Library,
Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park,
Maryland.

21 Using a survey of scientists, Cattell rated the leading departments of the
various sciences in American institutions. For astronomy, in 1910, the
University of Chicago was ranked first of all the astronomical institutions.
The credit is shared by the Yerkes and campus branches of Chicago's
department of astronomy. J. McKeen Cattell, "A further statistical study of
American men of science," American Men of Science, 2nd ed. (1910), p. 593.
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celestial mechanics.22 By the time of his departure in 1926,

Moulton had fathered five more doctorates in celestial mechanics.

From 1908 to 1926, Moulton, Laves, and MacMillan

constituted the faculty of the campus branch. The teaching load

among the three settled into a pattern. The trio shared the teaching

of the introductory descriptive courses. Laves taught the practical

astronomy and analytical mechanics courses and MacMillan the

introductory courses in celestial mechanics.23 Moulton taught the

advanced courses in celestial mechanics and occasionally introduced

a new course, such as "The Theory of Functions of Infinitely Many

Variables" and "Exterior Ballistics."24 Characteristically, the

department offered courses that could just as well have been

included in a physics or applied mathematics department:

"Analytical Mechanics," "Modern Theories of Analytic Differential

Equations with Applications to Celestial Mechanics and Periodic

Orbits," "Solution of Numerical Differential Equations," "Functions of

Infinitely Many Variables," "Theory of the Potential."25 On the

other hand, no graduate-level instruction in astrophysics had been

22 See the listing of titles of dissertations in Table B of Appendix B.

23 "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1907-08, pp. 327-28.

24 The latter course was in response to the need during World War I for
soldiers trained in ballistics. "The Department of Astronomy and
Astrophysics," The Annual Register of the University of Chicago, 1923-24,
p. 263.

25 "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1918-19, p. 245, 1923-24, p. 263.
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given by the campus department since 1896, when the Yerkes

Observatory became functional.26

Master's students were advised to take six courses in

astronomy, either upper division or graduate courses, plus three

courses from either the mathematics or physics department.27

Candidates for the PhD in astronomy were expected to have a minor

in either mathematics or physics. By 1914, those specializing in

mathematical astronomy were required to take courses from the

mathematics department in Advanced Integral Calculus, Differential

Equations, and Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable.

Furthermore, the students were expected to spend six months at

Yerkes Observatory in order to have some balance in their

advanced education.28

A further addition to the Chicago-campus faculty, Walter

Bartky, came in 1924. He began teaching the descriptive astronomy

course while a graduate student in celestial mechanics. From the

26 The campus branch of the astronomy department did adopt, from 1914 to
1924, an upper-level undergraduate physics course taught by Henry Gordon
Gale, "Spectroscopy and Astrophysics." However, the course was non-
technical and not suited for graduate study. At the Chicago campus, the only
advanced courses in spectroscopy were offered by the physics department.
"The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1913-14, p. 248; "The Department of Physics,"
pp. 252-53; 1923-24. "Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," p. 263.

27 The University of Chicago used the quarter system for its academic
calendar. Typically, in a school year a sequence of three courses would run
through the fall, winter, and spring quarters. "The Department of
Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of the University of
Chicago, 1918-19, p. 244.

28 "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1915-16, p. 208.



onset, Bartky had an interest in mathematics and statistics as well

as celestial mechanics. The following year, besides teaching

descriptive astronomy, Bartky also taught two courses in the

mathematics department, "The Mathematical Theory of Statistics,"

and "Differential Equations."29

DECLINE IN THE POST-MOULTON YEARS, 1927-1936

When Moulton left the department in 1926, MacMillan and

Bartky partially filled his shoes in teaching some of his advanced

celestial mechanics courses. Nonetheless, Moulton's departure was

a major loss for the department. He had been "a real leader in

astronomy and a highly appreciated lecturer and teacher on the

campus."30 For the next several years, only one doctoral

dissertation treated celestial mechanics (1928), and the degree was

granted through the mathematics department.3 1

Under MacMillan, the attention to teaching of celestial

mechanics was further diluted as both MacMillan and Bartky were

occupied with teaching descriptive astronomy and theoretical

mechanics (formerly "Analytical Mechanics"). Bartky also taught

29 "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1925-26, PP. 194-95.

30 Otto Struve to Harlow Shapley, 5 November 1940, microfilm copy of Otto
Struve papers (Chicago), Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics,
American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

3 1 See the listing of dissertation titles listed under the University of Chicago
in Table B.
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courses in stellar statistics and the theory of sampling.32 After

Laves retired in 1932, his courses, "Practical Astronomy" and

"Determination of Orbits," were temporarily dropped from the

catalogue.33 The campus branch of the department now consisted

of only two professors. Virtually no astronomical research came out

of the campus department under MacMillan's leadership.34

Furthermore, the number of students enrolled in astronomy courses

at the campus steadily declined.35

In the 1934-35 University Register, the campus department

had reached a nadir. The courses listed as being taught at the

campus included three courses in descriptive astronomy, a single

course on the determination of orbits, and seven courses that were

essentially applied mathematics, rather than astronomy.36 This was

an unsatisfactory situation for the doctoral candidates in practical

astronomy or astrophysics, resident at Yerkes Observatory. Otto

Struve, who had become director of Observatory in 1932, was

concerned about the poor preparation of the Yerkes students in

32 "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1929-30, p. 270.

33 "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1933-34, pp. 202-3. In the same year as when
Laves retired, Bartky become an associate professor of astronomy.

Struve to Harlow Shapley, 5 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.

35 Ibid.

36 The courses were Theoretical Mechanics I, II, and III, Least Squares and
the Theory of Statistics, Dynamics of a Particle, Dynamics of Rigid Bodies, and
Theory of the Potential. "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics,"
The Annual Register of the University of Chicago, 1934-35, pp. 217-18.



celestial mechanics. He felt that these students should have a

thorough knowledge of celestial mechanics as well as the other

major fields of astronomy. Yet with celestial mechanics being

offered only on alternate years at the Chicago campus, the students

may miss the course during their six-month residence at the

campus.37 The campus branch of the department had so

deteriorated that it no longer adequately supported the needs of

the doctoral candidates at Yerkes Observatory.

STRUVE'S EFFORTS TO RESURRECT THE CAMPUS DEPARTMENT

The administration was aware of the decline of astronomy at

Chicago and gave Struve the task of rebuilding a distinguished

department.38 Both Robert Hutchins, President of the University,

and Henry Gordon Gale, Dean of the Division of Physical Sciences,

encouraged the growth of departments around faculty strong in

research. Hutchins believed the research of the faculty determined

the quality of graduate instruction and he actively sought to bring

the leading scientists to Chicago. Their youth and quality of

research outweighed all other factors, such as political views,

national origin, or personal characteristics.39

Struve to Dean H. G. Gale, 17 August 1934, and to Professor W. D. MacMillan,
28 September 1934, Otto Struve papers.

38 Interview of Edwin Ebbighausen by Robert Dale Hall, 29 March 1983.

39 Byrne J. Horton, The Graduate School (Its origin and administrative
development), (New York: New York University Bookstore, 1940), pp. 95-100;



Gale, who had been Dean of Chicago's Ogden Graduate School

of Science, strongly supported giving the faculty light, half-time

teaching duties, often entailing teaching only one or two courses per

quarter, so that they may fully engage themselves and graduate

students in research.40

In a major reorganization in 1930, the Ogden Graduate School

of Science and the senior and junior colleges were replaced by the

"College" and four "Divisions."41 The College was responsible for

teaching of the first and second years of undergraduate courses.

The "Divisions," such as the Division of Physical Sciences, were

responsible for upper division and graduate instruction in their

disciplines. The faculties of the divisions had light teaching

responsibilities and concentrated on research. The college staff, on

the other hand, had several teaching assignments of large classes

and had little time for pursuing research.42

In this context, Struve sought to rebuild the Chicago

department to a distinguished status. However, he had little room

for maneuvering until MacMillan, a tenured faculty member,

retired in 1936. This opened a research position for the campus

Struve to Kuiper, 6 January 1936; President Hutchins to Struve, 15 January
1936, Otto Struve papers; Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, p. 168.

40 During the latter 1930s, teaching responsibilities of the faculty at Yerkes
Observatory entailed only one formal course per quarter with an informal
supervision of graduate research.

4Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, p. 111.

42 Horton, The Graduate School, p. 96.
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department.43 Bartky was now the lone astronomy professor at the

campus. Struve saw Bartky as an impediment to resurrecting the

department as Bartky's research interests were in statistics and

pure mathematics. His research in mathematical astronomy was

negligible.44 In 1939, Bartky taught "Dynamics of a Particle"

(considered a physics course), "Survey of Mathematical Statistics I

& II" (offered through the Statistics Department), and a reduced

course in celestial mechanics, "Topics in Celestial Mechanics."45

Bartky continued to drift away from mathematical astronomy and

in 1943 became a full professor, not of astronomy, but of applied

mathematics. Bartky also became more and more involved in

university administration leaving less time for his teaching. In

1945, Bartky was promoted to Dean of the Division of Physical

Sciences.

In Struve's opinion, the rebuilding of the astronomy

department at the campus was essentially a task of building from

nothing for in 1936 no one remained in the department around

whom he could fashion a viable department.46 Thus he had in mind

attracting a leading theoretical astrophysicist as the nucleus around

43 When he became director of the observatory, Struve agreed to delay
overhauling the campus branch of the department until after MacMillan
retired. Memo from Otto Struve, 4 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.

4 Struve to Dean Henry G. Gale, Division of Physical Sciences, 20 January
1937, and Memo by Otto Struve, 4 November, 1940, Otto Struve papers.

45 "The Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics," The Annual Register of
the University of Chicago, 1939-40, pp. 248-49.

46 Struve to Theodore Dunham, Jr., 31 August 1937, Otto Struve papers.
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which the revived department could grow.47 Struve conceded he

would be willing to settle for a leading astronomer of any area, if a

theoretical astrophysicist could not be found. Rebuilding the

department around celestial mechanics was not likely as this field

was no longer dynamically advancing. Kuiper referred to first-rate

astronomers of this branch as "being nearly extinct."48

Struve also had to find someone quickly to teach the

elementary astronomy courses in the College. He chose Phillip

Childs Keenan, who had gotten his PhD in astrophysics through his

work at Yerkes Observatory (1932). Keenan had been an assistant

astronomer for several years at the Yerkes Observatory and an

instructor associated with the Perkins Observatory at Ohio

Wesleyan University. He was made aware that he had the

instructorship only until someone with better credentials was

found.49 In the end, Keenan remained as an instructor in the

department until 1942 when he left to become a physicist for the

Bureau of Ordnance in the US Navy.

Concerning the Division professorship, Struve wanted to bring

the best possible man to the campus. He tried repeatedly with little

or no success to attract and keep a major theoretical astrophysicist

at the campus. He initially offered Svein Rosseland a chair of

theoretical astrophysics at Chicago expecting him to teach a few

47 Memorandum from Otto Struve, 4 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.

48 Kuiper to Struve, 8 February 1936, Otto Struve papers.

Struve to Dean Henry G. Gale, 20 January 1937, Otto Struve papers.
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graduate-level courses.5° Rosseland was a prominent Norwegian

theoretical astrophysicist and director of an institute of theoretical

astrophysics at the University of Oslo. Rosseland turned down the

offer. Struve was also unsuccessful with Albrecht Unsold of the

University of Kiel. Unsold was, in Struve's eyes, perhaps the leading

European astrophysicist.5 1

He next offered the position to Bengt G. D. StrOmgren, a

leading Swedish astrophysicist from Copenhagen.52 Here, Struve

had more success. Stromgren joined the staff at Chicago for the

1936-37 school year, but he was unhappy with his isolation from

other astrophysicists. After Stromgren had taught only one

academic quarter at the campus, Struve agreed to transfer

Stromgren to Williams Bay where he could work with other

astrophysicists.53 Struve wanted Stromgren to stay permanently as

a faculty member of the university, even though he would not stay

at the campus.54 However in 1938, Niels Bohr enticed him to return

to Copenhagen despite his hasty promotion to a full professorship

50 Struve to Svein Rosseland, 16 August 1935, Otto Struve papers.

5 1 Memorandum by Struve on meeting with President Hutchins and Dean
Henry G. Gale, 24 June 1937, and Struve to Bart Bok, 20 December 1938, Otto
Struve papers.

52 Struve to Bengt StrOmgren, 6 January 1936, Otto Struve papers. M.
Rudkjøbing, "Bengt Georg Daniel Stromgren (1908-1987)," Quarterly Journal
of the Royal Astronomical Society 29(1988): 282-84.

53 Struve to Bengt Stromgren, 30 December 1936, Otto Struve papers;
Rudkjøbing, "Bengt StrOmgren," pp. 282-84.

54 Struve to Harlow Shapley, 11 August 1937, Otto Struve papers.
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and Struve's letters to Bohr that Stromgren was of more use to the

advancement of astrophysics at Chicago.55 Struve's plan to

establish a major astrophysicist at Chicago had been stillborn.

Struve looked again to Europe for a more successful successor

to Stromgren. He picked Marcel G. J. Minnaert, a Dutch stellar

spectroscopist who co-discovered the "curve of growth" correlating

the widths of spectral lines with their intensities. Minnaert gave

Struve a tentative acceptance, unless he received a better offer

from a Dutch university. Utrecht University raised the ante and

Minnaert stayed in Holland.56

With the approval of Dean Gale and President Hutchins,

Struve decided to look among American astronomers for a

candidate. The leading American on his list was Theodore Dunham,

Jr.57 Dunham had been a doctoral student of H. N. Russell at

Princeton (PhD 1927). From Princeton, he went to Mt. Wilson

Observatory and there was a co-discoverer of carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere of Venus.58 Struve described to Dunham his ambitions

for the campus department. The department would be entirely

rebuilt around a professor of theoretical astrophysics who would

organize the teaching at the campus and build up a school of

55 Struve to Dean Gale, 12 January 1937, Otto Struve papers.

56 Struve to M. G. J. Minnaert, 6 March 1937, and Minnaert to Struve, 31
March 1937, Otto Struve papers.

57 Memorandum of Otto Struve on a conference with Dean Gale and President
Hutchins, 24 June 1937, Otto Struve papers.

58 "Theodore Dunham (1897-1984)," Sky and Telescope 68(1934): 203.
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astrophysics like that of Mime at Oxford or Eddington at

Cambridge.59 Dunham was attracted by the idea of working with

Chandrasekhar and Kuiper but declined the offer because of the

teaching load associated with the position.60 For Dunham, teaching

was a burden that took one away from researchat Mt. Wilson, he

had the luxury of devoting all of his time to research.6 1

With Dunham's refusal, Struve changed his strategy to

attracting other American astrophysicists to spend a leave of

absence at the Chicago campus until an adequate, permanent

candidate for the professorship was found.62

CAMPUS DEPARTMENT STAGNATES

Meanwhile, the department desperately needed someone to

teach basic courses. Bartky's contributions to the department were

minimal and Keenan had been hired on only a temporary basis.

Thornton Leigh Page, who had been a Rhodes Scholar and had

recently received his PhD in astrophysics from Oxford University

59 Struve to Theodore Dunham, Jr., 25 June and 31 August 1937, Otto Struve
papers.

60 Struve to Dean Gale, 14 October 1937, Otto Struve papers.

61 Struve to Theodore Dunham, Jr., 25 June 1937; Theodore Dunham, Jr. to
Struve, 8 & 15 September 1937, Otto Struve papers.

Dunham had previously turned down a similar position at Princeton
University where he would have been Henry Norris Russell's successor.
Memorandum of Otto Struve on a conference with Dean Gale and President
Hutchins, 24 June 1937, Otto Struve papers.

62 Memorandum of Otto Struve on a conference with Dean Gale and President
Hutchins, 24 June 1937, Otto Struve papers.
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(1938), was hired as an instructor in astronomy at the Chicago

campus. However, Struve was not enthusiastic about Page's

promise as a research astrophysicist based on his doctoral

research.63 Page remained at Chicago until 1950, but his stay at the

university was unhappy in view of his heavy teaching load and his

lack of research. For Struve, Page's addition to the department did

little to address the lack of significant astrophysical research at the

campus.64 However, Struve did try to encourage the two

instructors, Page and Keenan, to engage in research by rotating

their positions between the campus and Williams Bay.

The department continued in its weak state, unable to provide

advanced courses except in mathematical astronomy through

Bartky. However, after twelve years without any graduates in

celestial mechanics, two doctorates were awarded for dissertations

concerning celestial mechanicsone for a doctorate in astronomy

(1940), the other for a doctorate in mathematics (1941).65

RENEWED EFFORTS TO REVIVE THE CAMPUS DEPARTMENT

The campus department's condition reflected badly on Struve

for he had been unable to attract a leading astronomer to resurrect

63 Struve to Theodore Dunham, Jr., 31 August 1937, Otto Struve papers.

64 Memorandum by Otto Struve, 4 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.

65 See Table B. of Appendix B.
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astronomical research at the campus.66 Not giving up, Struve tried

again to bring a leading astronomer to Chicago. The group at

Williams Bay was now strong in theoretical astrophysics with

Chandrasekhar and Louis G. Henyey (PhD Chicago 1937), an

outstanding student who remained on the staff at Yerkes. Struve

saw no point in continuing to look for a theoretical astrophysicist

for Chicago. Instead, the campus needed a competent astronomer

with not only an ability to attract graduate students, but also a

strong, aggressive personality to take on the reins of the

department in Chicago and build it into a respected institution

among astronomers and the Chicago community alike.67

The man Struve had in mind was Bart J. Bok, a Dutch

astronomer and the R. W. Wilison Professor of Astronomy at

Harvard University. Struve envisioned Bok building a new

department of astronomy on the Chicago campus that was

independent and separate from the department of astronomy of the

Yerkes and McDonald Observatories. The Chicago department

would be like that at the Berkeley campus, which has its own

independent director, yet actively collaborates with its sister

institution, the Lick Observatory.68

For Struve, Bok was the right man for "Shapley (director of

the Harvard College Observatory) delegated to him a large part of

66 Memorandum by Otto Struve, 4 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.

67 Struve to Harlow Shapley, 5 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.

68 Memorandum by Otto Struve, 4 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.
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the responsibility for organizing the teaching departments after a

period of inefficiency under Stetson, which some ways resembles

our own present predicament."69 Bok, himself, was excited about

the possibility of creating a center for galactic research at Chicago.70

To Struve's great disappointment, Bok eventually declined the offer

because, as in Minnaert's case, he was given an attractive counter-

offer to stay. Harvard University agreed to lessen Bok's teaching

load and to make Bok director of a bureau for research of the Milky

Way.71

Struve now gave up the idea of developing a vibrant,

independent department of astronomy at Chicago. Instead he fell

back on Chandrasekhar, whom he now considered "the most

brilliant astrophysicist in the world."72 Chandrasekhar was settled

in Williams Bay teaching advanced courses in theoretical

astrophysics. For Struve the best plan for the department would be

to transfer Chandrasekhar to Chicago and give him full freedom in

developing his own research program. Even though Chandrasekhar

did not have a dynamic personality, his theoretical work was so

69 Struve to Dean Arthur Compton, 6 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.

70 Struve from Bart Bok, 2 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.

71 Bart Bok to Struve, 21 December 1940, and Struve to President Robert M.
Hutchins, 27 December 1940, Otto Struve papers; Osterbrock, Yerkes
Observatory, pp. 240-42.

72 Struve to President Robert M. Hutchins, 27 December 1940, Otto Struve
papers.
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Chicago.73

In the past, American astronomers relied almost entirely on

Europe for progress in theoretical astrophysics. The strength of

European astrophysicists in contemporary theoretical physics

complemented well America's strength in observational astronomy.

However, the decline in the 1930s of theoretical studies in

continental Europe due to Nazi disruptions and even in Cambridge

and Oxford as the English astrophysicists aged awoke Struve to the

need for a revival of theoretical astrophysics in the United States.

He felt that Chandrasekhar could provide the needed nucleus for a

new center of theoretical studies. With Chandrasekhar's transfer,

Chicago would become the world center for theoretical

astrophysics .74

However, Struve's dreams again failed. Chandrasekhar stayed

at William's Bay. Tenaciously, Struve then suggested Kuiper be

transferred from Yerkes to Chicago.75 Soon, the second World War

caused further disruption and Struve had to be content with the

campus department consisting of one instructor. The instructor was

Gunnar Randers, a Norwegian educated under Rosseland at Oslo and

displaced by the war in Europe. Randers was attractive because of

Ibid.

74 Unsigned memorandum [Otto Struve], 4 February 1941, Otto Struve papers.

75 Struve to Dean Arthur Compton, 18 November 1941, Otto Struve papers.
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his expertise in relativity theory.76 Randers taught courses in

navigation and undergraduate astrophysics. The celestial

mechanics courses were transferred to Williams Bay and taught by

John Titus, a recent graduate of Columbia University (PhD 1938).77

However in 1942, Titus left to join the war effort.

IMPENDING NEED TO BUILD A STRONG CAMPUS DEPARTMENT

Ironically, while Struve's efforts to create a leading institution

of astronomical research and graduate instruction at Yerkes

Observatory was highly successful and at the Chicago campus, a

dismal failure, he foresaw that the future of astronomy for the

University of Chicago would eventually rest in the success of a

strong department at the campus. Struve proposed in 1938 and

again in 1941 shifting the center of gravity of the department from

Yerkes Observatory to the Chicago campus.78 Yerkes Observatory,

with its 40-inch refractor, was being eclipsed by major

observatories with larger telescopes at better sites for telescopic

76 Gunnar Randers to Russell, 1941, Henry Norris Russell papers (Princeton),
Sources for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, Center for
History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland;
memorandum from Kuiper to Struve, "Comments on the possibility of going
to the campus," 3 June 1941, Otto Struve papers; Osterbrock, Yerkes
Observatory, p. 249.

77 "The Department of Astronomy," The Annual Register of the University of
Chicago, 1942-43, pp. 225-29.

78Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, p. 228.
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observations. In short, Yerkes Observatory would inevitably

decline as an astronomical research center.79

Later in 1947, Struve felt vindicated in his view by the major

increases in the sizes of telescopes. The California Institute of

Technology was affiliated with the 200-inch Mt. Palomar reflector

and the University of California was proposing to build a 120-inch

reflector at Lick Observatory. Clearly, the McDonald and Yerkes

Observatories were being relegated to second rank. Furthermore,

Ira Bowen's80 plan for cooperating with other institutions for use of

the 200-inch telescope jeopardized Struve's long-range planning for

universities in the Mid-West to join a cooperative arrangement with

the University of Chicago in using the McDonald Observatory.81 No

longer could astronomers be enticed to come to Chicago for

moderate salaries without the promise of a leading research

institute.

The options facing the university's astronomy department

were: (1) to try to compete with the California institutions by

building a telescope of at least 100-inch diameter (this option

Struve saw as being futile); (2) to admit that Chicago cannot

compete with the West Coast institutions and drop to second or

third rank as an institution of astronomical research (Struve could

79 Struve to Arthur Compton, 18 November 1941, Otto Struve papers.

80 Ira Bowen was director of the Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observatories from
1946 to 1964.

8 1 "Memorandum Regarding the Needs of the Astronomy Department,"
November 1947, Otto Struve papers.
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not accept giving up); (3) to try to parallel the California

institutions, but in a new area of astronomical observation, such as

a major radio telescope (while branching out into a new realm of

astronomy had appeal, the venture would be expensive for the

university); (4) to strength the current staff by providing good

opportunities for research and attractive salaries. Struve liked the

last option best as he could further build the department on an

already solid faculty at Yerkes: Chandrasekhar, Kuiper, Morgan,

Gerhard Herzberg (a German refugee spectroscopist), Jesse

Greenstein (PhD Harvard 1937), William A. Hiltner (PhD Michigan

1942), and himself.82

REASONS FOR STRUVE'S FAILURE TO REBUILD THE CAMPUS
DEPARTMENT

Several factors contributed to Struve's difficulty in attracting

a top astrophysicist to form a strong graduate department of

astronomy at the Chicago campus:

(a) other universities and research institutions presented

attractive counter bids to retain their astrophysicists,

(b) isolation of the Chicago campus from other astrophysicists,

(c) the prospective burden of teaching had little appeal for

astrophysicists devoting all of their resources to research,

(d) financial constraints on the university during the days of

the depression, and

82 Ibid.
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(e) the lack of independent leadership in the campus branch

of the department.

The administrative structure of the Department of Astronomy

and Astrophysics was flawed because no one was clearly in charge

of the campus branch. The Williams Bay branch of the department

was lead by the director of the Yerkes Observatory. However, the

campus branch was semi-autonomous and without an official

chairman. Tacitly the direction of the branch lay with the leading

astronomer at the campus; but largely the power of directing

changes in the campus branch lay with the Dean of the Division of

Physical Sciences. As Struve noted, "The teaching department in

Chicago has for many years been a sore spot in our organization.

The decline dates back to the time of Moulton's resignation and is

quite closely connected with the general lack of cooperation

between Frost and Moulton."83 After becoming director of the

observatory, Struve had to wait four years until MacMillan, the

senior professor of astronomy at the campus, retired before he

could have any say in the direction of the Chicago branch. Still

Struve had no control over the remaining professor in the

department, Walter Bartky. Bartky's interests were primarily in

mathematical statistics, not mathematical astronomy; his interests

did not complement well the needs of the department. Struve

feared that Bartky aimed to become Dean of Physical Sciences and

83 Struve to Frank Schlesinger, 19 December 1938, Otto Struve papers.
Moulton wanted to become chairman of the astronomy department, but Frost
was not agreeable to the idea. Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, p. 167.
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gain administrative control over not only the campus branch but

the whole department.84 Struve felt if this happened, he would

loose entirely control over the campus branch which would mean

the loss of his hopes of rebuilding the campus department into a

major institution of astronomical research, as well as a site for the

education of new generations of undergraduate and graduate

astronomy students.85

POST-WAR REORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ASTRONOMY

Struve's fears came true when Bartky became Dean of

Physical Sciences at the end of World War II. Struve remained two

more years as Director of Yerkes and McDonald Observatories but

felt he needed to pass the directorship to another even though he

himself was still in the prime of his life. In this way, a new

director, in this case Gerard Kuiper, could further reinvigorate the

research and educational programs of the observatories. Struve did

not want to repeat the mistake made by the previous director,

Frost, of dragging down an institution by staying as director beyond

one's productive years. As Struve put it:

For the observatory the appointment of Kuiper as
director would mean a new impulse which would have
as stimulating effect as the impulse it received in 1932
when I was made the director. . . . I always felt that by

84 Walter Bartky became Dean of Physical Sciences in 1945 and remained
dean until 1955.

85 Memorandum of Otto Struve, 4 November 1940, Otto Struve papers.
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prolonging the tenure of an observatory director beyond
the ten or fifteen years, during which his youthful
enthusiasm is apt to carry him with flying colors to
success, results in stagnation for the observatory and in
discouragement for those able scientists who through
accident have not been chosen for important
administrative offices. . . . I must admit that
astronomical traditions have made it appear unusual for
a director to resign without admitting failure. It's my
purpose to overthrow this tradition and by doing so to
render a real service to astronomy.86

At this time the astronomy organizations affiliated with the

University of Chicago were administratively reorganized. Finally,

after more than fifty years since its formation, a chairmanship was

formed for the department. Struve became in 1947 the first

chairman of the Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics of the

university. The newly structured department had four parts: the

Yerkes and McDonald Observatories with Kuiper becoming their

new director, the theoretical astrophysics section of Yerkes

Observatory with Chandrasekhar in charge of the advanced courses

at the observatory, the Astrophysical Journal under the editorship

of W. W. Morgan, and the teaching section of the department at the

Chicago campus.87

86 Struve to Chandrasekhar, 27 January 1947, Otto Struve papers.

87 Otto Struve, "The Yerkes Observatory: past, present, and future" Science
106(1947): 220; Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, p. 286-88.
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RECOGNITION OF STRUVE'S EFFORTS AND HIS DEPARTURE

Throughout Struve's tenure as director of the observatory,

Robert Hutchins had been the President of the University of

Chicago. Hutchins had largely put the task of rebuilding the

astronomy department into Struve's hands. Nonetheless, Hutchins

readily gave Struve support in the task and at times honed the

sense of purposebuild a department with the best research

astronomers, regardless of their origin. Struve, in turn, through his

energetic efforts had largely succeeded in resurrecting Yerkes into a

leading center for astronomical research and graduate training. In

1947, when Yerkes Observatory was celebrating its 50th

anniversary and the department of astronomy was undergoing its

major reorganization, Hutchins gave Struve his highest praise for

rebuilding the Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics, bringing

at least Yerkes Observatory to the highest standards. The

department had gained the status of having perhaps the strongest

single group of research astronomers found anywhere.88 From

Hutchins' view, the success of the department belonged entirely to

Struve's untiring efforts to form a leading institution of

astronomical research.89

Just as Struve had a clear sense of purpose in his research, he

also had a clear sense of the purpose of his administration, aided by

88 Struve to President Hutchins, 17 August 1945, Otto Struve papers;
Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, p. 319.

89 Robert M. Hutchins, "The Department of Astronomy of the University of
Chicago," Science 106(1947): 195.
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the vision of Hutchins. in the 1930s, Struve saw astronomical

training at American institutions, including at Yerkes and the

quadrangle, as failing to produce the world's best astronomers, at

least in regards to theoretical subjects. This failure in training

American astronomers could be remedied by bringing the best

astronomers to American universities. With this vision, Struve had

turned Yerkes into a preeminent center of research and advanced

training even though the observational status of the observatory

was fading because of an antiquated telescope and relatively

mediocre site for astronomical viewing. Yet even with Struve's firm

leadership and Hutchins' support, the campus branch of the

department languished with a poor undergraduate and graduate

program.

Struve resigned from his chairmanship of the department in

1949 as the new administrative arrangement fueled friction

between him and Kuiper and Chandrasekhar. Struve felt it was

time to leave Yerkes and Chicago.90 However, his career was by no

means extinguished. He went on to revitalize the Berkeley

Astronomical Department as its chairman in i95O. 1

90 Struve to Bengt Stromgren, 23 January 1949, Otto Struve correspondence,
Department of Astronomy files, University of California Archives, Bancroft
Library, University of California, Berkeley; Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory,
pp. 289-95.

91 Osterbrock, Yerkes Observatory, pp. 295-301, 303-8.
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GRADUATE DEGREES FROM CHICAGO

Chicago granted a total of 13 master's degrees and 34

doctorate degrees to the American astronomers. Inspection of

Table 17.1 shows the production rate of master's was roughly

constant from 1900 to 1930, with an output of four per decade.

The 1930s yielded only one astronomer with a master's from

Chicago. About 60% of the master's degrees were for work

associated with research at Yerkes Observatory and about 25% for

research at the campus astronomy department. All but one of these

astronomers continued their education to earn PhDs. The lone

exception was the first to earn a master's, W. S. Adams (MS 1900).

Chicago production of PhDs for the astronomers was

somewhat erratic until the latter half of the 1920s, when the

average rate became about one PhD per year. Of the 34 doctorates,

62% were for research done at Yerkes, 24% for work at the campus

astronomy department, and the remaining 14% for research in

physics or mathematics.

As is seen in Table 17.2, the early production of PhDs was

principally through graduate students working with Moulton, but

after 1911 Yerkes dominated the production of doctorates. The

decline in the number of PhDs from Yerkes after 1915 to the early

1920s was reversed when Struve began to attract students in

stellar spectroscopy in the latter part of the 1920s. The

department's output then increased to an average of about one PhD

per year in the 1930s. Of the physics doctorates, three of the four

were on research in laboratory spectroscopy.
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Table 17.1

Master's Degrees
Granted by the University of Chicago

to the American Astronomers

Number of Master's Degrees for work at
Yerkes Campus Physics

Period Observatory Department Department

1896-1900 1

1901-1905 1

1906-1910 1 1

1911-1915 2

1916-1920 2

1921- 1925

1926-1930 2 1 1

1931-1935

1936-1941 1

Total 8 3 2

In comparison with the master's output from other

universities for the astronomers, Chicago's yield was third in

number behind Harvard (plus Radcliffe) and Michigan. Chicago

gave 6% of all the master's degrees earned by the astronomers. On

the other hand, the university and especially Yerkes played a more

significant role in the production of PhDs. The university was
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Table 17.2

Number of PhDs
Granted by the University of Chicago

to the American Astronomers92

Number of PhDs for work at
Yerkes Campus Physics Mathematics

Period Observatory Department Department Department

1896-1900 1 1 1

1901-1905 1

1906-1910 2

1911-1915 4 1 1

1916-1920 3

1921-1925 1 1

1926-1930 3 2 1

1931-1935 5

1936-1941 5 1

second only to Berkeley in output of PhDs up to 1941. Overall, 13%

of the PhDs of the astronomers came from Chicago. Yerkes alone

had been the center of research for more PhDs than either Harvard

92 Between 1900 and 1941, the University of Chicago conferred 47 doctorate
degrees to graduate students for research on astronomical topics. Thirty-
four of these students (72%) are included in this study as astronomers; the
others did not sustain a career in astronomy or were foreign students who
returned to their country. See the table in the Appendix B listing the titles of
the doctoral dissertations on astronomical subjects.
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or Princeton. The comparative PhD output by the campus

department, though small at eight, matches the numbers coming

from other departments of astronomy which specialized in celestial

mechanics such as Yale and Columbia. Thus, Chicago in the number

and quality of its graduate students played a significant role in the

development of astronomy in the United States.

The university's astronomy department began highly

respected by fellow astronomers, declined with the latter years of

Frost and the loss of Moulton,93 but revived under Struve's

leadership to become one of the outstanding centers of

astrophysical research and graduate instruction in the United

States.94 A measure of the success of the department after the

1930s is that its graduates ranked as the most productive

astronomers in number of research papers of all the US institutions

which granted PhDs.95

In Cattell's ranking of astronomy research institutions in the United
States, based on the responses of astronomers to surveys, Chicago was the
most respected institution in 1910, but by 1927, had fallen behind Mt. Wilson,
Berkeley, and Harvard. J. McKeen Cattell, "A further statistical study of
American men of science," American Men of Science, 2nd ed. (1910), p. 593;
"The distribution of American men of science," American Men of Science,
4th ed. (1927), p. 1128.

9' In 1934, the American Council of Education ranked graduate schools
through surveys of scientists in various fields. For astronomy, Chicago was
ranked fourth behind Harvard, Princeton, and Berkeley. Raymond H.
Hughes, "Report of the Committee on Graduate Instruction," The Educational
Record 15(1934): 197. However, from the latter 1930s through the 1940s,
Yerkes was perhaps the outstanding graduate school in astrophysics in the
United States. Kameshwar C. Wali, Chandra: a biography of S. Chandrasekhar,
(University of Chicago: Chicago, 1991), p. 188; Osterbrock, Yerkes
Observatory, p. 319.

95 Berendzen, "On education of astronomers in the United States," (PhD
dissertation), pp. 640-1.
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CHAPTER 18

TRAINING ASTRONOMERS AN]) RESEARCH

AT THE HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY

ASSISTANTS, THE EARLY YEARS TO 1876

In 1859, George Bond succeeded his father as the second

Director of the Harvard College Observatory. Because no assistant

was provided, George Bond relied upon the services of able

students whose compensation was 'instruction and practice' and a

small stipend, if any at all.1 Several student astronomers gained

hands-on experience in this way, including Truman Henry Safford

(assistant 1854-62), Asaph Hall, Sr. (1857-62), and William A.

Rodgers (1863-65). George Bond insisted that a student assistant

have a minimum level of mathematical preparation, including

knowledge of differential and integral calculus, and also reading

knowledge of French and German. With such a background the

students could learn the exacting German method of astronomical

measurements and computations.2 The practice of compensating

assistants by providing them with the opportunity to learn directly

1 Bessie Zaban Jones and Lyle Gifford Boyd, The Harvard College observatory:
The first four directorships, 1839-1919 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap
Press, 1971), p. 116.

2 Marc Rothenberg, "The Educational and Intellectual Background of
American Astronomers, 1825-1875," (PhD dissertation, Bryn Mawr
University, 1974), p.112-l'7, 123-25.
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methods of practical astronomy and reduction of observations

continued through Joseph Winlock's directorship (1866-1875).

Winlock's assistants included Charles S. Peirce (intermittent

assistant beginning in 1868), George Searle (assistant 1866-1869),

and Arthur Searle (assistant 1869-1883). Most of these Harvard

Observatory assistants continued their careers as astronomers. Of

them, Asaph Hall was the most famous. After Winlock's death,

Arthur Searle acted as director (1875-77) until Edward Charles

Pickering was picked as the fourth director of the HCO (1877-1919).

E. C. PICKERING'S MISSION

E. C. Pickering transformed the mission of the HCO from

mainly observations of objects in the solar system and

computations of their orbits to application of photography to

extensive studies of the stars.3 With the new developments in

photography and spectroscopy, astronomers could greatly extend

the knowledge of stars. With this aim in mind, Pickering felt the

best role the HCO could play in introducing astronomy to a new era

of stellar studies was to accumulate large amounts of photometric

and spectroscopic data and make them available to other

astronomers. His direction changed the observatory into a center

3 See Doel's discussion of the switch of American astronomers from research
on objects revolving about the sun to investigations of stars. This shift of
focus of astronomical research began in the latter part of the nineteenth
century. Ronald E. Doel, Solar System Astronomy in America: Communities,
Patronage, and interdisciplinary Science, 1920-1960 (Cambridge, England:
University of Cambridge Press, 1996), pp. 10-12.
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for data gathering with a hard working staff that avoided

speculative theories. For Pickering, sound theories must be based

on sound data. To implement this aim, he built three major

programs of research at the observatoryphotometric catalogs of

stars, spectroscopic catalogs of stars, and the discovery of variable

stars and study of their changing magnitudes and spectra.4

Pickering's first task was a photometric survey of essentially

the whole sky. The task required considerable experimentation

with different kinds of photometers before finding a system which

worked well. The completed work is known as the "Revised

Harvard Photometry" published in 1908 and including nearly

46,000 stars of magnitude 6.5 and brighter.5 It became the

standard catalog for visual magnitudes of the brighter stars in the

sky.6

In 1886 with funding from Mrs. Mary Anna Draper, an

ambitious cataloging of stellar spectra as a Memorial to Henry

Draper was begun.7 Pickering placed a prism before the objective

Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, "The dyer's hand, an autobiography," in Cecilia
Payne- Gaposchkin, an autobiography and other recollections (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2nd ed. 1996), pp. 144-53

5 [Edward C. Pickeringi, "Revised Harvard Photometry of 9110 stars," Annals
of Harvard College observatory, no. 50(1908), pp. 1-252; Edward C. Pickering,
"Photometric measures of 36,682 stars," Annals, no. 54(1908), pp. 1-280.

6 Jones and Boyd, pp. 188-9, 380; Solon I. Bailey, "Astronomy," in
Development of Harvard University, since the Inauguration of President
Eliot, 1869-1929, ed. Samuel Eliot Morison (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1930), p. 297.

7 Mrs. Draper was the widow of Henry Draper, an amateur pioneer of
photographic astronomy.
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lens of a telescope so that the spectra of the entire field of stars

would be revealed on a photographic plate. In this manner,

assistants at the HCO classified the spectra of approximately a third

of a million stars, covering the whole sky and down to magnitude 9

and fainter.8

A natural outcome of the photometric studies was discovery

of stars with periodic cycles of varying brightness. The observatory

staff with an eye open for variable stars, discovered approximately

4,000 variables, about eighty percent of the known variables in the

1920s.9 The observations needed to well define the light curve of a

single variable star were time consuming. Pickering believed that

amateur astronomers could valuably contribute to astronomy by

their patient observations of specific variable stars. In 1911, the

American Association of Variable Star Observers was founded with

the aim of amateur astronomers aiding professional astronomers by

careful observations of the magnitudes of variable stars. The

headquarters of the AAVSO has been based at HCO since its

founding.iO

8 Jones and Boyd, pp. 211-45; Bailey, "Astronomy," in Development of
Harvard University, pp. 298-9. "The Draper Catalogue of Stellar Spectral" was
published in several parts as the data accumulated, beginning in 1890
(Annals of HCO, no. 27).

9 Jones and Boyd, pp. 321-2, 353-4; Bailey, "Astronomy," in Development of
Harvard University, pp. 299-300.

10 [Herbert Couper Wilson], "The variable star association," Popular
Astronomy 19(1911): 586-7; Jones and Boyd, p. 381. The HCO has been one of
the few research observatories to actively encourage amateur contributions
to astronomical observations.
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WOMEN ASSISTANTS

Women assistants were first hired at the HCO in 1875 before

Pickering's arrival. Their role was to carry out mathematical

computations as part of an astrometric program of determining

stellar positions. The women assistants generally did not have any

opportunity to learn practical astronomy at the observatory, as did

the male assistants. Women assistants did not operate a telescope

unless they had prior training or were an advanced astronomy

student. 11 To Pickering, the physical strains of observing,

especially in the winter, were too harsh too allow for women.1 2

Nonetheless, while the observatory women began as inexperienced

computers, some became renowned astronomers.

As director, E. C. Pickering expanded the use of women

computers at the observatory. The women began with tasks of

simple computing and tabulating, but Pickering gave some of the

women more important roles in measuring and reducing the

photographic plates taken with the observatory's telescopes. Given

11 Margaret Harwood was an exception to this general rule of women not
having access to research telescopes. She was taught practical astronomy by
Arthur Searle while she was a Radcliffe student (BA 1907). While working as
a computer at the HCO (1907-12), she used the observatory telescopes to
observe variable stars. She later became director of the Maria Mitchell
Observatory (1915-1957) in Nantucket, Massachusetts. Her main work was in
photometry of variable stars and of asteroids. Annie Jump Cannon was
another exception. While a post-graduate Radcliffe student (c. 1896), Cannon
was given time for telescopic observations of variable stars and had access to
the observatory's photographic plates. Jones and Boyd, pp. 405-6, 409-12.

12 Jones and Boyd, p. 188. E. C. Pickering was very much a Victorian
gentleman who was always courteous and respectful of the women he worked
with.
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the competent work of the women assistants, he enlarged the

women's crew from six to seventeen in 1881. Though these women

were given low pay, they were treated by Pickering with dignity.1 3

Four of the HCO women rose to become renowned

astronomers: Williamina Paton Fleming (at HCO, 1881-191 1),

Antonia Caetana Maury (1889-1935), Henrietta Swan Leavitt

(1895-1921), and Annie Jump Cannon (1897-1941).

W. P. Fleming, an immigrant from Scotland, initially worked

for Pickering as a domestic maid. Impressed by her intelligence, he

hired her in 1881 as an assistant at the observatory. She began as

a copyist and computer but rose by 1897 to be in charge of the

women's corps at the HCO. She devised a classifying system of

stellar spectra labelled by single letters of the alphabet. In 1899,

she became the first woman to be given an official appointment by

the Harvard Corporation when she was named the "Curator of

Astronomical Photographs."14 In 1906, she was recognized in

Britain, her home country, with an honorary fellowship in the Royal

Astronomical Society.

Antonia Maury was a niece of Henry Draper, a pioneer in

astronomical photography who made the first photograph of a star's

13 Jones and Boyd, pp. 388-90.

14 Ibid., pp. 3 92-4. The Harvard Corporation, the principle governing body
of the university, consists of seven people: the President of the University,
the Treasurer, and five fellows, who have been almost always graduates of
Harvard but not members of the faculty. Samuel Eliot Morison, "Government
and Administration" in Development of Harvard University, since the
Inauguration of President Eliot, 1869-1929, ed. Samuel Eliot Morison
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1930), pp. xxv-xxix.
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spectrum and of the solar corona. Antonia was a graduate from

Vassar (1887), intelligent, but temperamental. At the HCO, she

worked on classifying stellar spectra taken of southern stars by the

Harvard station at Arequipa, Peru. She devised a more complex

system of classifying the spectra of stars which in some ways was

better than Fleming's classification scheme. However, the

complications of Maury's method made it more difficult to use than

Fleming's letters.15

Henrietta Swan Leavitt, a graduate of Radcliffe College (1892),

volunteered in 1895 as an assistant at the HCO after an interlude of

teaching. She showed unusual ability and Pickering engaged her in

stellar photometry using the photographic plates coming from the

observatory and the Arequipa station. She became the leading

expert at the HCO in measuring stellar magnitudes and discovered

hundreds of variable stars. Her most important discovery was the

relation between the period of Cepheid variables and their

magnitudes. This relation was used by Edwin Hubble as a

measuring stick of the distances of galaxies.1 6

Annie Jump Cannon studied under Sarah Francis Whiting at

Wellesley College (BS 1884). She became an assistant at the HCO

(1897-1911), was promoted as Curator of the Astronomical

Photographs (1911-38), and finally honored as the William Cranch

Bond Astronomer (1938-40). In her early years at the observatory,

15 Ibid., pp. 236-8, 395-400.

16 Ibid., pp. 400-2; Solon I. Bailey, "Henrietta Swan Leavitt," Popular
Astronomy 30(1922): 197-9.
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Cannon observed variable stars. She had a remarkable career

which culminated in the publication from 1915 through 1922 of

volumes of the revised Henry Draper Catalogue of stellar spectra.1 7

Cannon had an exceptional ability to classify quickly and accurately

the spectra of stars. Her scheme of classifying stars was adopted by

the International Solar Union in 1910. It has become known as the

"Harvard spectral classification" and is nearly universally used

today in modified forms.1 8

She was highly honored for her achievements receiving an

honorary Doctor of Astronomy from University of Groningen

(1921), honorary DSc from Oxford University (1925, the first

woman to receive an honorary degree from Oxford), and the Henry

Draper Medal of the National Academy of Sciences (1931).19 Yet,

she had no official position at Harvard Universityher position was

treated as an internal observatory appointment. This matter was of

considerable embarrassment for Pickering.20 Not until the mid-

1920s was Cannon listed in the college catalogue as a member of

the HCO staff. And not until 1938 did the university officially

appoint her as an astronomer. Her appointment along with the

appointment of Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin as Phillips Astronomer

17 Jones and Boyd, pp. 408-12.

1 8 Ibid., pp. 23 8-9. The familiar sequence of letters for classifying stars, 0, B,
A, F, G, K, and M comes from Cannon's system. For a thoughtful discussion of
Cannon's work, see Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, "The dyer's hand, an
autobiography," in Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, 2nd ed., pp. 148-151.

19 Leon Campbell, "Annie Jump Cannon," Popular Astronomy 49(1941): 345-7.

20 Jones and Boyd, pp. 405-9.
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was the first time that the Harvard Corporation appointed women

to the faculty of the university.2 1

In recognition of Pickering's help to women astronomers and

his support for them at the HCO, the Maria Mitchell Association

established a fellowship in 1916 for women to study at the

observatory. The "Edward C. Pickering Astronomical Fellowship for

Women" has been awarded to several women since then.22

MALE ASSISTANTS

Among the four assistants at the HCO when Pickering first

arrived as Director was Leonard Waldo (l853l929).23 At the time,

Waldo was an advanced student at Harvard and became one of the

first to earn a doctoral degree on an astronomical topic (DSc

Harvard 1879). His dissertation, although under the auspices of the

Department of Mathematics, was concerned with calibration of the

15-inch refractor and astrometric measurements made with it.24

Before coming to Harvard, Waldo had been an assistant astronomer

21 Harlow Shapley to H. N. Russell, "Letter to the Chairman of the Visiting
Committee," [19381, Henry Norris Russell Papers, Niels Bohr Library,
American Institute of Physics.

An attempt was made in 1925 to elect Annie Jump Cannon to the NAS, but
some members resisted the election of a women, no matter how distinguished.
E. C. Wilson to Russell, 10 November 1925, H. N. Russell Papers.

22 Jones and Boyd, pp. 412-13.

23 The assistants present on Pickering's arrival were Arthur Searle, Leonard
Waldo, Joseph McCormack, and William A. Rodgers. Jones and Boyd, p. 183.

24 See Table B in Appendix B.
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on a US government expedition in 1874 to observe the transit of

Venus across the face of the sun. He left Harvard to take charge of

the time service of the Yale Observatory.

While Pickering liberally hired young women as assistants, he

was more sparing in hiring additional male assistants. In his early

administration, Pickering hired Winslow Upton (at HCO, 1877-79)

and rehired Oliver C. Wendell (1879-1912). Winslow Upton had

been trained at the observatory of the University of Cincinnati and

was one of the first to receive an advanced degree from Cincinnati

(MA 1877).25 0. C. Wendell had been an assistant under Joseph

Winlock at the HCO and returned to the observatory in 1879 to

work under Pickering. Wendell remained to become assistant

professor of astronomy (1898-1912) in charge of the photometric

work with the 15-inch refractor. In both of these cases, Pickering

hired men who had both college-level instruction in mathematics

and prior experience with operating a telescope.

Pickering operated with a clear division of laborthe male

assistants "manned" the telescopes carrying out the demanding

regime of photographing the sky; the women assistants attended to

the desks carrying out the equally demanding measuring,

calculating, and tabulating. Pickering hired intelligent women who

generally had little training in astronomy. But they could begin

working immediately with simple tasks and learn according to their

25 Winslow spent the major part of his career as Professor of Astronomy and
Director of Ladd observatory at Brown University. Frederick Slocum,
"Winslow Upton," Popular Astronomy 22(1914): 208-11.
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abilities. On the other hand, the task of training male assistants

would divert the staff and telescopes from their purpose. Thus,

Pickering was reluctant to accept any young man as an assistant

who had no training in practical astronomy. He did not want to be

diverted into training a neophyte, and he did not expect a man to

take up the desk work of the women assistants. Perhaps he felt a

young man would expect greater pay than the women received, be

less likely to sustain the drudgery of measuring thousands of stars,

and be more likely to leave for other positions soon after training.

An exception to Pickering's rule of not accepting untrained,

male assistants at the observatory was Solon Irving Bailey (at HCO,

1887-1925). Bailey, a graduate of Boston University (BA 1881),

wrote to President Eliot of Harvard in 1884 about his desire to

continue studying astronomy. The letter was forwarded to

Pickering, who replied that the observatory was a place for

research, not for teaching. Pickering explained to President Eliot

that Bailey should not come to the HCO

since no provision has ever been made at this
Observatory for the systematic instruction of students,
and no lectures or recitations are carried on for their
benefit. A student here has only the advantage of the
library of the Observatory and of watching the work
carried out, which is usually of so special a character
that it would not give that general training in practical
astronomy which I presume Mr. Bailey desires.26

Undiscouraged Bailey persisted inquiring again in 1887 for

training at the observatory. This time Pickering acquiesced and

26 Letter to President Eliot, 3 November 1884, cited in Jones and Boyd, p. 288.
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accepted Bailey as an unpaid, volunteer assistant. Meanwhile,

Bailey enrolled at Harvard for a master's degree. Bailey's earnest

desire to conduct astronomical research, his serious work, and

competency so impressed Pickering that he hired Bailey and gave

him a small salary, even while he was being trained. Bailey's work

included planned investigations allowing him to learn the skills

necessary in practical astronomy. In 1888, Bailey received his

master's degree. Soon after, Pickering appointed Bailey to lead an

expedition financed by the Boyden Fund to Peru to find and set up

a site for an astronomical observing station in the southern

hemisphere. The southern station eventually became established at

Arequipa and innumerable photographic plates of the southern sky

began to be shipped to Cambridge, Massachusetts. Bailey's

expedition was highly successful. For much of the rest of his career,

he spent alternating periods between Cambridge and Arequipa. At

Arequipa, he discovered thousands of nebulae and several variable

stars in globular clusters. The latter discovery in turn lead to

Harlow Shapley's discoveries of the approximate size of our Milky

Way and our off-center placement in the galaxy.27

George Ellery Hale was another important astronomer who

began his career as a volunteer assistant at the HCO (1889-90).

When an undergraduate student at MIT, Hale worked

independently on solar observations and developed the

spectroheliograph, a device which could photograph the sun in the

27 Edward S. King, "Solon Irving Bailey," Popular Astronomy 39(1931):
456-62; Jones and Boyd, pp. 287-324.
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light of a particular spectral line. Hale's presence did not interrupt

the observatory's research for his observing time with the telescope

was during the day, Saturday afternoons, whereas the photographic

sessions of Pickering's programs were at night. Hale went on to

become a major solar astronomer and more importantly, he played

a fundamental role in founding Yerkes, Mt. Wilson, and Mt. Palomar

Observatories, the California Institute of Technology, and the

International Union for Solar Research (which later became the

International Astronomical Union) 28

The intrusions of students upon Pickering was warranted

given the statement in the Harvard Catalogue: "Any one properly

qualified to pursue the study of practical astronomy may be

admitted to the observatory as a student " No longer wanting

to entertain requests by students who have little or no preparation

in practical astronomy, Pickering rewrote in 1891 the statement on

instruction at the observatory: "Instruction in astronomy is not

given at the observatory, either by lectures or recitations." He

further states special students may make use of the observatory

with permission of the director and payment of fees agreed upon.

However, the constant night use of the telescopes precludes their

use as training instruments.3 0

28 Frederick H. Seares, "George Ellery Hale: The scientist afield," ISIS
39(1939): 241-76; Jones and Boyd, pp. 267, 429.

29 "The Astronomical Observatory," Harvard University Catalogue, 1890-91,
p. 376.

30 "The Astronomical Observatory," Harvard University Catalogue, 1891-92,
pp. 419-20.
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Despite the absence of student instruction, the observatory

played an important role of training astronomers before graduate

schools became established, and it continued its tradition of in-

house training of its assistants even after graduate departments of

astronomy were established elsewhere. While the reputation of the

HCO as one of the leading observatories of the world attracted

student applicants, only those students who were highly capable

and tenacious in their desire to become astronomers gained access

to the observatory. In effect, the constraints against accepting

students, filtered the. applicants to the few who were most likely to

become creditable astronomers. These few who were trained at the

HCO gained experience in practical photographic astronomy or

photometric and spectroscopic measurements. The observatory

was like a guild which trained through apprenticeship. Young

people, women and men, earned opportunities at the HCO through

intelligence, skill, and strong desire to study the heavens. The prior

preparation these astronomers needed before coming to the

observatory was a solid undergraduate education in mathematics

and the sciences and for the men, experience in practical

astronomy.

The observatory was an alternative to collegiate instruction

for training astronomers. From the directorships of the Bonds

through E. C. Pickering, the HCO had been highly successful in

training some of America's leading astronomers. But its

astronomers were observers, not speculators. Partly due to the

success of Pickering's designproviding the astronomical
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community with good, comprehensive datatheoretical

astronomers, particularly astrophysicists were needed to interpret

the HCO data. But the education of such interpreters required more

preparatory study than that of the HCO assistants. The change in

the educational foundation needed by astronomers becomes

evident in the drop from 1916 of the proportion of astronomers

who begin their careers with no more than a bachelors degree.

Between 1876 and 1895, 43% of the new astronomers had no more

than a bachelors degree; in the following twenty years, the

percentage dropped to 13%; and after 1915 dropped lower to less

than 5%. The apprentice training at observatories of college

graduates was no longer an adequate preparation in the advancing

study of astronomy.

Pickering, after guiding the HCO for 43 years, passed away in

1919. Pickering was highly respected not only for the legacy of the

Harvard photometric and spectroscopic observations of stars but

also for the willing help he extended to other young astronomers,

women and men, beginning their careers. Among many others,

Pickering lent HCO materials, his influence, and ample

encouragement to James E. Keeler, George E. Hale, Henry N. Russell,

Harlow Shapley, Sarah F. Whitney, Mary E. Byrd, and Caroline E.

Furness at the early stages of their careers.3 1 He was a kindly,

gentleman astronomer who helped launch the nascent field of

astrophysics and the careers of many astronomers.

31 Jones and Boyd, pp. 427-35.
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HARLOW SHAPLEY BECOMES DiRECTOR, 1921

Solon I. Bailey was appointed acting director until the

university could find a successor to Pickering. In the search the

President of Harvard, Abbott Lawrence Lowell, became aware there

were no fitting Harvard graduates to take the helm of the

observatory. Pickering had had a high opinion of Bailey's

administrative abilities because of his successfully establishing the

southern Harvard site in South America and maintaining its

productivity despite numerous difficulties and times of inadequate

staff. In 1894, Pickering wrote to Bailey with the clear implication

that Bailey would take up the running of the HCO at times of

Pickering's absence. Pickering was confident that Bailey had the

necessary executive ability to run the observatory.32 However,

given Pickering's focus on accumulating data and tight control of

the work by the observatory staff, Bailey had no opportunity to

interpret the data for its astronomical significance. While Bailey

was respected for his accomplishments in Arequipa, he did not

have the credentials of a leading research astronomer, and thus

President Lowell believed he was not fitting as the director of one

of the world's leading observatories. President Lowell deplored the

idea that the observatory had not spawned independent

32 Ibid., p. 323.
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astronomers fit to succeed Pickering and that Harvard would have

to look elsewhere for his successor.33

The leading contender for the directorship, Harlow Shapley,

already had connections with Harvard through his research in

which he was influenced by Leavitt and Bailey and used Harvard

plates. Shapley was young and brilliant but his administrative

abilities were unproven. The influential astrophysicist, H. N. Russell

had been his doctoral advisor at Princeton. Shapley had solid

credentials in research with his discovery that Cepheid variables

are pulsating stars and his measuring the size of our Milky Way

and the direction toward the center of the galaxy.34 Shapley had

been an astronomer at Mt. Wilson Observatory for about six years

since completing his doctoral studies at Princeton.

In the latter part of the 1910s, Shapley became immersed in

a controversy over his research on the Milky Way and the extent of

33 Transcript of interview with Harlow Shapley by Charles Weiner and Helen
Wright, 8 June and 25 August 1966, Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of
Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland; Harlow
Shapley, Through Rugged Ways to the Stars (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1969), p. 95.

34 Both of these advances were tied to Henrietta Leavitt. She clearly
demonstrated in 1912 that the average luminosity of Cepheid variable stars is
related to the period of their oscillating brightnessless luminous Cepheids
have short periods, more luminous Cepheids longer periods. Leavitt had also
discovered a number of RR Lyrae-type variable stars. In contrast to the
Cepheid variables, the RR Lyrae variables have the same average luminosity.
Shapley used the RR Lyrae variables as a yardstick for measuring the size of
our galaxy. Shortly before Shapley went to Mt. Wilson in 1914, Bailey had
urged him to study variable stars in globular clusters, including the RR
Lyrae variables. Jones and Boyd, pp. 368-70; Bart J. Bok, "Harlow Shapley,"
National Academy of Sciences, Biographical Memoirs 49(1978): 245-6; Otto
Struve and Velta Zebergs, Astronomy of the 20th Century, (New York:
Macmillan, 1962), pp. 321-27, 439-42.
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the universe. G. E. Hale, the Director of Mt. Wilson Observatory,

arranged for a debate on the matter between Shapley and his arch

disputant, Heber D. Curtis, before the 1920 meeting of the National

Academy of Sciences in Washington, DC. Shapley presented his case

of the solar system being placed far from the center of our Milky

Way galaxy using the results of his study of RR Lyrae variable stars

in globular clusters. Curtis accepted his method of research as

valid. But Shapley's claim that spiral nebulae were relatively small,

nebulous objects near to the Milky Way was disputed. Shapley

largely based his conclusion on the apparent rotations of these

nebulae observed by Adrian van Maanen, which implied the

nebulae could not be distant galaxies as the rotational speeds of the

stars would be greater than the speed of light. Heber D. Curtis

presented counter evidence to show these structures were far from

our own Milky Way galaxy and thus were galaxies in their own

right.35 While Shapley convincingly defended the conclusions

based on his own research of globular clusters, his belief that the

universe did not extend much beyond our galaxy was based on

questionable observations by his friend at Mt. Wilson, A. van

Maanen.36

Watching the "Great Debate" were two Harvard men,

Theodore Lyman, a Harvard graduate and prominent laboratory

35 Struve and Zebergs, pp. 439-445.

36 Van Maanen claimed to have measured rotation rates in spiral nebula
which would preclude the possibility of these nebulae lying far beyond the
Milky Way, but his observations were not corroborated by other
astronomers. Shapley, Through Rugged Ways, p. 80.
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spectroscopist, and George R. Agassiz, a wealthy Harvard alumnus

(1884) and grandson of Louis Agassiz who took an active interest in

the observatory and was a significant benefactor to HCO.37 They

were considering Shapley as a possible successor of Pickering as

Director of the HCO. Impressed by Shapley's skill in speaking, they

advised President Lowell to hire Shapley. The Corporation offered

Shapley the directorship on a probationary basis of one year. Hale

gave Shapley a year's sabbatical from Mt. Wilson in case the

experiment did not work. Shapley had misgivings about accepting

the tentative position. The HCO directorship seemed too much for

him to handle, and he liked the heady atmosphere of research at

Mt. Wilson and its rugged, natural environment. But Shapley

accepted the challenge and came to Harvard. After only 6 months

of his trial period, Shapley had sufficiently impressed President

Lowell that he was named Director of the HCO.38

RESEARCH AT THE OBSERVATORY

For nearly eighty years, the observatory had a strong

research orientation but very little contact with the university

virtually no students and no teaching. The teacher of

37 See p. 480 Jones & Boyd; also, George Agassiz was a member of the Visiting
Committee of the HCO.

38 Owen Gingerich, "How Shapley came to Harvard, or snatching the prize
from the jaws of debate," Journal for the History of Astronomy vol. 19, part 3
(August 1988), pp. 201-7; Bart J. Bok, "Harlow Shapley," National Academy of
Sciences, Biographical Memoirs 49(1978): 246-50; Shapley, Through rugged
Ways, pp. 81-85; Shapley to Russell, 12 February 1919, H. N. Russell Papers.
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undergraduate astronomy at Harvard, then H. T. Stetson, had no

association with the HCO. Also, while great stores of photometric

and spectroscopic data had been accumulated by the observatory,

little effort had been made to analyze them. To rectify these

shortfalls, President Lowell wanted Shapley to accomplish three

objectives: Actively use the great store of data at the observatory

for research, take charge of the teaching of astronomy at Harvard,

and search out promising students for graduate study at the HCO.39

Shapley had used Harvard plates for his doctoral study of

variable stars and had used the magnitudes of RR Lyrae stars to

measure distances to globular clusters.40 At Harvard, he continued

his investigations using the Harvard plates of variable stars in the

Milky Way and the Magellanic Clouds. He developed a method

using the diameters of globular clusters to estimate the distance to

the Large Magellanic Cloud that we now know is a neighboring,

irregular galaxy. Shapley further used the period-luminosity

relation of Cepheid variables to refine the distance to the cloud to

about 100,000 light years.41 He also is credited with the first

discovery in 1938 of dwarf galaxies, the Sculptor and Fornax

39 H. N. Russell to G. E. Hale, 13 June 1920, George Ellery Hale Papers, Sources
for History of Modern Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of
Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland; interview
with Harlow Shapley by Charles Weiner and Helen Wright, 8 June and 25
August, 1966, Niels Bohr Library.

40 Jones and Boyd, p. 432.

41 Ibid., p. 369.
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galaxies.42 In his research, he often used the help of the women

aides at the HCO, especially Adelaide Ames, in developing his

"Catalogue of the Brighter Galaxies."

The Pickering program of data acquisition did not stop.

Taking advantage of Annie Jump Cannon's skill in classifying stellar

spectra, he set her to work on an extension of the Henry Draper

Catalogue of stellar spectra.43 The remainder of the women's corps

at the observatory worked for Shapley in finding variable stars in

the Magellanic Clouds and in finding and classifying galaxies in the

southern skies.

While ample investigation of variable stars, nebulae, and

clusters was proceeding at northern-hemisphere observatories,

little work in that line was being done south of the equator aside

from Harvard's Boyden station at Arequipa. Most of the southern

observatories were occupied with astrometric measurements of

positions of stars and objects in the solar system, such as the

National Observatory of Argentina, searches for double stars as

Michigan's Lamont-Hussey Observatory in South Africa, or

recording the radial velocities of stars as at the San Luis Station in

Chile of Lick Observatory. The photographic plates coming from the

Harvard station had unique value in the study of our galaxy, the

Magellanic Clouds, and galaxies in the southern sky. Nevertheless,

the station at Arequipa was becoming unacceptable, particularly in

42 Bok, "Harlow Shapley," p. 251.

Shapley, Through Rugged Ways, p. 92.
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view of the endemic problem of bribery in Peru. Also, the seasonal

weather pattern resulted in predictably clouded skies during a

certain time of the year that kept a part of the sky from being

accessible to photographic study. Shapley considered South Africa

as a better alternative because of its stable, relatively uncorrupt

government, potentially better seeing conditions, and opportunity

to get a bigger telescope for the southern site.44 The new Harvard

southern station was established in 1927 at Bloemfontein, South

Africa, the same region where Michigan had established its

Lamont-Hussey Observatory one year before.

When Shapley first arrived to take his duties as Director of

the HCO, Bailey returned to the Arequipa station until he retired in

1925. A Greek astronomer, John S. Paraskevopoulos, moved the

station with its 24-inch Bruce telescope to Bloemfontein and

supervised it until his death in 195 In the 1930s, a 60-inch

reflector was added to Boyden station to improve its photographic

observations of the southern sky.

Because of the declining conditions for astronomical

observations in Cambridge, Shapley had a new station for

photographic work built at Oak Ridge, forty kilometers outside of

the city, in the early 1930s. By then the old observatory at the

Shapley, Through Rugged Ways, p. 101; Harlow Shapley note,
"Developments of the Harvard Observatory," 9 November 1931, Harlow
Shapley Papers, Box 1A, HUG 4773.10, Harvard Archives, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. The Atacama Desert in Chile was a possible
alternative, but the living conditions there were difficult.

5 Shapley, Through Rugged Ways, p. 102.
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Harvard site had lost its role of carrying out photographic

surveys.46

By the late 1920s, Harvard had a steady flux of visiting

astronomers coming to do research or give lectures. The

observatory was like a magnet attracting astronomers from all over

the world. For example in 1929, HCO's visitors included: J. S.

Plaskett, the leading Canadian astronomer from the Dominion

Astrophysics Observatory in Victoria, British Columbia; Svein

Rosseland, a theoretical astrophysicist from Norway; Bart Bok from

Holland who had recently joined the HCO staff; Leon Hufnagel, a

Polish astrophysicist; A. Pannekoek, a Dutch astronomer who was

head of an astronomical institute in Amsterdam; E. A. Milne, a

theoretical astrophysicist from Oxford; Albrecht Unsold, a

theoretical astrophysicist from Munich; Theodore Dunham, Jr., an

astrophysicist from Mt. Wilson observatory; and Boris

Gerasimovich, a leading Russian astronomer from Kharkov. Most of

these astronomers had come to use the Harvard photographs for

their research.47

In contrast to Yerkes observatory, in which life was almost

monastic, Harvard was vibrant with the coming and going of

astronomers. Astronomers at Mt. Wilson, Lick, and Yerkes were

pushing their large telescopes to their observational limits, while

46 "The Astronomical Observatory," Harvard University Catalogue, 1920s and
193 Os.

"Astronomers carrying on researches at the Harvard Observatory,"
Science 70(1929): 474-5.
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Harvard's research was based on vast surveys of the heavens with

smaller telescopes. The research at Harvard was more "people

intensive" than the research elsewhere. Shapley was dynamic, an

exceptional communicator and had successfully attained the

objective cited by President Lowell of putting the rich store of

Harvard plates to use in astronomical research.

Another objective President Lowell had set for Shapley is

building a first-rate graduate school of astronomy. This is treated

in the following chapter on Harvard's graduate department of

astronomy.48

48 Chapter 8, section "The Problem of the Wilison Professorship," discusses
efforts by Shapley to follow through on Lowell's third objective of
upgrading the undergraduate instruction.
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CHAPTER 19

GRADUATE EDUCATION AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY, 1919-1941

GRADUATE EDUCATION, 1919-1925

In addition to rejuvenating research at the observatory,

President Lowell of Harvard expected Harlow Shapley also to build

a leading graduate program in astronomy at the observatory.1 The

assignment was formidable for Harvard had only a weak semblance

of such a graduate program. Before 1919, the Department of

Astronomy claimed in the college catalogues to give graduate

instruction, but it was unaffiliated with the observatory.2 While a

few of the astronomers had earned their master's degree at

Harvard, the Department of Astronomy played only a minor role if

any at all in their education. In all, six astronomers earned

master's degrees at Harvard between 1876 and 1920. Three of

them had degrees in mathematics: Edward Drake Roe (MA 1886),

Solon I. Bailey (MA 1888), and Walter Davis Lambert (MA 1901);

and the other three specialized in physics: Charles Edward St. John

1 H. N. Russell to G. E. Hale, 13 June 1920, George Ellery Hale papers, Niels
Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics,
College Park, Maryland.

2 For example, the 1913-14 Harvard University Catalogue shows the
department offering the graduate courses "Practical Astronomy" and
"Celestial Mechanics," plus upper-division courses "Determination of Orbits"
and "Astrophysics," which could be taken for graduate credit. "Astronomy,"
Harvard University Catalogue, 1913-14, pp. 363-5.
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(MA 1893, PhD 1896), Theodore Lyman (MA 1899, PhD 1900), and

Warren Kimball Green (MA 1914, PhD in astronomy, Berkeley

1917). Before 1919 only one graduate student was affiliated with

astronomy, a student majoring in astronomy and mathematics for a

single school year, 1902-03.

Up to 1900, Harvard had granted four doctorates for research

on astronomical topics. William Elwood Byerly (PhD 1873), a

student of Benjamin Peirce, was one of the first to earn a PhD at

Harvard. Leonard Waldo (1879) reached the DSc through his work

as an assistant at the HCO.4 Oliver Whipple Huntington (1886) was

granted a PhD by the chemistry department for a study of iron

meteorites. Finally, Harry Yandell Benedict (PhD 1898) applied

celestial mechanics to a study of the variation of latitude. Benedict

later became President of the University of Texas and was

instrumental in establishing with Otto Struve the McDonald

Observatory in west Texas.5 Except for Huntington's degree in

chemistry, these doctorates were in mathematics.

From the formation of the astronomy department at the turn

of the century to 1919, the department granted no advanced

degrees nor had any successful advanced students in astronomy.

3 Listing of graduate students in Harvard University Catalogue, 1902-03.

4 Bessie Zaban Jones and Lyle Gifford Boyd, The Harvard College Observatory,
the First Four Directorships, 1839-1919, (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap
Press, 1971), PP. 183, 187, 415. Waldo's degree may have only been an
honorary doctorate. Jones and Boyd, p. 190.

5 David S. Evans & J. Derral Muiholland, "Big and bright: A brief history of
the McDonald Observatory," Mercury, July-August 1987, pp. 98-107.
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This changed when Harlan T. Stetson began the first serious

graduate instruction in astronomy in 1919 with two graduate

students. Initially the task was burdensome for besides teaching

undergraduate courses, he taught all of the graduate courses:

"Practical Astronomy," "Theoretical Astronomy," "Elementary

Astrophysics," and "Stellar Photometry." He offered two courses

per year, alternately switching pairs of courses. By 1922-23,

Stetson's own graduate students were teaching several of the

undergraduate courses.6

Before 1921 the department was permitted to grant master's

but not doctoral degrees. With Shapley's arrival in 1921, one of the

first steps toward building the graduate program in astronomy was

the establishment of the PhD degree. However, the Department of

Astronomy remained separate from the HCO, and graduate

instruction was entirely in the hands of Stetson.

In the late 1910s, Harvard's Students' Astronomical

Laboratory began to feed students into graduate study. The

undergraduate Laboratory assistants often became graduate

students in astronomy.7 Between 1919 and 1924, Stetson had five

graduate students. However, only one of them successfully became

an astronomer, Edwin Frances Carpenter (MA Harvard, 1923) who

6 "Astronomy," Harvard University Catalogue, 1919-20, to 1922-23; listing of
courses taught with numbers of graduate students in Harvard College Reports
1919-20 to 1 924-25.

7 Solon I. Bailey, "Astronomy, 1877-1927" in Development of Harvard
University, since the Inauguration of President Eliot, 1869-1829, ed. Samuel
Eliot Morison (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1930), pp. 304-5.



transferred to California to complete his graduate work (PhD

Berkeley, 1925). He became Professor of Astronomy at Arizona and

Director of Steward Observatory near Tucson, Arizona. Shapley's

direct involvement in graduate education did not begin until 1923

when he accepted his first student, Cecilia Payne, and supervised

her graduate research.

FIRST DOCTORAL STUDENTCECILIA PA YNE

Cecilia Payne, a Cambridge University student, chose

astronomy as her career when she heard A. S. Eddington speak on

the eclipse expedition of 1918 to test Einstein's prediction of the

deflection of starlight by the sun's mass. She further decided in

1922 to go to the United States to study astronomy under Shapley

after being excited by his dynamic lecture in London before the

Royal Astronomical Society.8 With the encouragement and

blessings of Eddington, Cecilia Payne applied to Shapley to become

his graduate student at Harvard. Shapley accepted and arranged

for her to receive the E. C. Pickering Fellowship to help her through

the first year. For her second year she received the Rose Sidgwick

Fellowship of the American Association of University Women.9

8 Peggy A. Kidwell, "An historical introduction to 'The dyer's hand'," in
Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, an autobiography and other recollections
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2nd ed. 1996), p. 12; transcript of
interview with Cecilia Payne Gaposchkin by Owen Gingerich, 5 March 1968,
Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

Cecilia Payne to H. Shapley, 26 February 1923, Harlow Shapley papers, UAV
630.22, Harvard Archives, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts;
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When Cecilia Payne came to Harvard, that is Radcliffe College,

she found a lack of astronomical teaching at the level to which she

had become accustomed at Cambridge University. At Harvard

(Radcliffe) she was on her own; she took no astronomy classes and

proceeded directly to work on her doctoral research. Her thesis on

finding the composition of stars through interpreting their spectra

was based on M. N. Saha's ionization theory and the work of her

Cambridge teachers, R. H. Fowler, a theoretical physicist who did

important work in statistical mechanics, and E. A. Milne, a

theoretical astrophysicist.10 She was also influenced by H. N.

Russell and F. A. Saunders, a spectroscopic physicist at Harvard. In

her dissertation, Stellar Atmospheres, which was published as a

monograph soon after,1 1 she came to the startling conclusion that

the relative abundance of hydrogen in stars must be a million times

that found on Earth, but retracted her conclusion because of

Russell's reaction that this was 'clearly impossible.'12 In general,

she had determined that the relative abundances of elements in

stars were roughly the same, and were similar to the relative

abundances of the elements on Earthexcept for hydrogen and

helium. The careful development, correlation of spectroscopic

Peggy A. Kidwell, "An historical introduction," in Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin,
p. 29.

1 0 Interview with Cecilia Payne Gaposchkin by Owen Gingerich.

11 Cecilia Payne, Stellar Atmospheres, Harvard Monograph no. 1, Cambridge,
England: W. Heffer and Sons, 1925.

12 Kidwell, "An historical introduction," in Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, p. 19.
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information, and insights of her dissertation won her universally

high respect among astronomers.13 Russell wrote to Shapley that it

was the best dissertation he had ever read and Otto Struve, nearly

four decades later, considered it undoubtedly "the most brilliant

PhD thesis ever written in astronomy."1 4

With this auspicious beginning, Radcliffe College granted

Cecilia Payne a PhD in 1925, the first doctorate in astronomy

affiliated with Harvard University. Though she was a pioneer at

Radcliffe, several women had received doctorates in astronomy at

other institutions before her: Margaretta Palmer (PhD Yale 1894)

for a dissertation on the orbit of a comet, Caroline Furness (PhD

Columbia 1900) for work in photographic astrometry, Julia May

Hawkes (PhD Michigan 1920) also in photographic astrometry,

Hazel Marie Losh (PhD Michigan 1924) for research in stellar

spectroscopy, and Agnes Ermina Wells (PhD Michigan 1924) on

radial velocities and proper motion of stars.1

Also, Cecilia Payne was not the only woman graduate student

at the observatory. Adelaide Ames, a graduate of Vassar College

(BA 1922) earned her master's degree in astronomy in 1924,

13 Ibid., p. 20.

14 H. N. Russell to H. Shapley, 11 August 1925, Harlow Shapley papers, UAV
630.22, Harvard Archives; Otto Struve and Velta Zebergs, Astronomy of the
20th Century, (New York: Macmillan, 1962), p. 220.

15 Virginia Trimble, "Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, An introduction" in Cecilia
Payne- Gaposchkin, an autobiography and other recollections (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2nd ed. 1996), p. x.
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making her the first woman to earn an advanced degree in

astronomy from Radcliffe.1 6

GRADUATE DEPARTMENT TAKES FORM, 192 7-1929

In his first report to the Visiting Committee of the HCO

(1921), Shapley pleaded for the university to authorize the hiring

of an additional professor with expertise in astrophysics.17 The

University was slow to respond. Nevertheless, with the success of

Payne and Ames, interest in the astronomy program by young

women at Radcliffe was high. From 1924-25 to 1926-27, Radcliffe

had an average of six undergraduate majors in astronomy with

minors in mathematics and physics. In 1925-26, five Radcliffe

students began graduate studies in astronomy and one Harvard

student. At this time graduate instruction was shared between

Stetson, Shapley, and Cecilia Payne. Stetson and Payne taught the

graduate courses and Shapley acted as a research advisor. Payne

16 Kidwell, "An historical introduction," in Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin,
pp. 29-30.

1 7 "Report to the Visiting Committee of the Harvard College Observatory,
1921-22," Henry Norris Russell papers. The Visiting Committees informs the
Harvard's Board of Overseers of what work different branches of the
university are doing. In 1922, the Visiting Committee of the HCO consisted of
H. N. Russell and F. Slocum (Director of Van Vieck Observatory at Wesleyan
University), Mrs. James R. Jewett and George R. Agassiz, benefactors, and
others, 10 in all.
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also acted as an advisor to graduate students until H. H. Plaskett

was added to the staff in 1928.1 8

HIDDEN ROLE OF WOMEN IN GRADUATE TEACHING

Despite being a research astronomer actively teaching and

supervising research, Cecilia Payne was not officially acknowledged

by Harvard University. Her role in teaching was hidden from

university catalogues because she was a woman. Harvard did not

accept women on its staff. As interest in graduate study in

astronomy began to accelerate in the mid-1920s, Shapley recruited

Payne to shoulder some of the teaching and supervisory load. But

he could not do this openly. In 1927 he apparently attempted to

secure an official position for Payne as a professor or astronomer of

Harvard. He was unsuccessful for President Lowell was firmly

against women having an official status at Harvard.19 Nonetheless,

Cecilia Payne's name did appear as an "Astronomer" in the 1927

catalog's list of "officers" of the HCO. Her title, like that of Annie

Jump Cannon's title of "Curator of Astronomical Photographs," was

an internal affair of the observatory and not an official Harvard

18 Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, "The dyer's hand, an autobiography" in Cecilia
Payne-Gaposchkin, an autobiography and other recollections (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2nd ed. 1996), pp. 222-3.

9lbid.
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appointment.20 Though Cecilia Payne was called an "astronomer,"

her pay was comparable to that of the computers.2 1

While an apparent title for Cecilia Payne could slip by in the

description of the observatory in the annual catalogue, listing her as

an instructor of Harvard courses was forbidden. In a 1927

memorandum to the university administration, Shapley included

her name on two lists, one for teaching a graduate survey course on

spectral classification and the other for supervising graduate

research in spectral analysis. For both of these duties her name

was scratched from the lists.22 Consequently, only the male

contributors were listed in the Harvard catalog followed by a vague

reference to "assistants," a concealed acknowledgment of Payne's

teaching.23 This pattern continued in the following years with

other women, particularly those helping Shapley teach his courses,

falling in the anonymous category of "assistants."24 Also the official

20 Jones and Boyd, pp. 407-8.

21 Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, "The dyer's hand, an autobiography" in Cecilia
Payne-Gaposchkin, an autobiography and other recollections (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2nd ed. 1996), pp. 221-2.

22 "Memoranda concerning the Department of Astronomy, December 1927"
[in Dean Moore file], Harlow Shapley papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

23 "Astronomy," Harvard University Catalogue, 1927-1928.

24 Jenka Mohr, a woman assistant at the HCO during the early 1930s, was put
in charge of the class, "Introduction to Research in Stellar Systems," which
was nominally listed as taught by Shapley, Donald Menzel, and assistants.
The class was relatively large with nine undergraduate and five graduate
students. Memorandum, "Astronomy lOb, '35-'36," Harlow Shapley papers,
Box 1A, HUG 4773.10, Harvard Archives, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
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annual Harvard College Reports, which listed the instructors who

taught courses for that year, omitted Cecilia Payne, while internal

memoranda included her as an instructor.25 Payne and some

women assistants continued to teach through the 1930s without

university recognition and underpaid. Despite being poorly paid

and refused appropriate recognition, Payne was consoled by having

use of the Harvard telescopes and access to the Harvard plates and

the HCO library, one of the largest astronomical libraries in the

world.26

Not until 1938, when James Conant was President of Harvard,

did the official status of women at the observatory begin to

improve. In that year, Cecilia Payne (then Payne-Gaposchkin)

became the Phillips Astronomer, following in the footsteps of others

who held the Phillips chair: George Bond (1859-1865), Arthur

Searle (1887-1912), Solon I. Bailey (1913-1926), and Edward S.

King (19261931).27 Though a significant step toward recognition,

Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin's title lacked "Professor of Astronomy,"

which was the official title of the male holders of the "Phillips"

25For example a memorandum of 1928 clearly shows Cecilia Payne teaching
part of Astronomy 10 with other HCO male staff, yet, the corresponding
catalogue omitted her name. Memorandum, "Astronomy 10 course, 1928-29"
Harlow Shapley papers, Box 19C, HUG 4773.10, Harvard Archives, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts; "Astronomy," Harvard University
Catalogue,, 1928-29. However, Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin was sited in the
summer school catalogues for the summer courses she taught during the
193 Os.

26 Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, "An autobiography" in Cecilia Payne-
Gaposchkin, pp. 221-2.

27 Annie Jump Cannon was officially recognized at the same time as the
"William Cranch Bond Astronomer."
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chair. She was not yet accepted as a Harvard professor and her

teaching remained anonymous.28

Not until 1945 did the Harvard College Catalogues began to

credit Payne-Gaposchkin for the courses she taught"Astronomy of

the Solar System" and "Stellar Astronomy" for undergraduates,

"Variable Stars and Binary Stars" for advanced undergraduate and

graduate studentsand for supervising graduate research.29

However, she was not recognized as a professor until 1956 when

she was named Phillips Professor of Astronomy and Chairperson of

the Department of Astronomy. The route to recognition had

required great patience from Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin.

SHAPLEY RENOVATES THE GRADUATE PROGRAM, 192 7-1930

Seven years after his initial request in 1921, Shapley was

finally able to recruit an astrophysicist. His choice was Harry

Hemley Plaskett, son of Canada's leading astronomer, J. S. Plaskett.

H. H. Plaskett had a bachelor's degree from the University of

Toronto (1916) and training at the Dominion Observatory in Canada,

and was a student under Alfred Fowler, a spectroscopic

astrophysicist, at Imperial College in London. World War I had

interrupted Plaskett's graduate studies, leaving him without a

28 On the other hand, Payne-Gaposchkin was given credit within Radcliffe
College and by the Harvard Summer School of Arts and Sciences for the
courses she taught.

29 Kidwell, "An historical introduction," in Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, p. 26;
"Astronomy," Harvard University Catalogue, 1948-49.
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doctoral degree. By the 1920s the PhD was generally expected of

young research astronomers, though not a requirement. In a letter

to the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Clifford H. Moore,

Shapley was apologetic about hiring an astronomer without a

doctoral degree.30 Nonetheless, Shapley had a high opinion of

Plaskett's knowledge and ability. Ironically, Plaskett's primary

duty was to build the graduate program in astronomy when he

himself lacked a graduate degree.3 1

In 1927 a year before Plaskett arrived, the graduate program

had been placed entirely in Shapley hands. Shapley began

overhauling the graduate program in preparation for the 1928-29

school year. He removed Stetson from graduate teaching, replacing

him with observatory staff and H. H. Plaskett. Shapley's plans were

ambitioushe wanted in a short time to bring Harvard from a low

status among graduate schools to contention for the best.32 The

HCO was a valuable asset toward this goal as it was one of the

highest ranked institutions of astronomical research in America.3 3

30 H. Shapley to Dean Moore, 18 August 1927, Harlow Shapley papers, UAV
630.22, Harvard Archives.

31 Harlow Shapley, Through Rugged Ways to the Stars (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1969), p. 96; Bart J. Bok, "Harlow Shapley," National Academy
of Sciences, Biographical Memoirs 49(1978): 252.

32 In a 1925 survey by Raymond H. Hughes of leading astronomy
departments, Harvard was sixth behind Berkeley, Chicago, Michigan,
Princeton, and Yale. Richard Earl Berendzen, "On the career development
and education of astronomers in the United States" (PhD dissertation,
Harvard University, 1968), p.300.

33 In 1927 Cattell ranked Harvard behind Mt. Wilson Observatory and
Berkeley (Lick Observatory). J. McKeen Cattell, "The distribution of
American men of science," American Men of Science 4th ed. (1927), p. 1128.
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Shapley saw the task of building a strong graduate school as

relatively simple and cheap, for the HCO provided a rich source of

material and facilities for graduate research, its staff had a high

reputation in research, H. H. Plaskett was coming to lecture in

astrophysics, and the undergraduate teaching with Stetson was

adequate.34

Shapley recommended to the administration that he, as

Director of the HCO, be made chairman of the Department of

Astronomy. While Shapley was given the responsibility of the

undergraduate and graduate teaching, the administration did not

give him the title of "Chairman." Nevertheless, de facto, Shapley

was effectively chairmanhe ran the department. Not until after

World War II, was the Department officially headed by a

designated chairman.35

The graduate courses offered in the astronomy department

up to 1927 were primarily taught by Stetson. They included "Field

Astronomy," a course in determining time and position on Earth

that was too elementary for graduate instruction, and "Practical

Astronomy" and "Astrophysics," both of which were at a relatively

low level for graduate study. The only substantial graduate-level

34 "Memoranda concerning the Department of Astronomy, December 1927"
[in Dean Moore fuel, Harlow Shapley papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

35 Donald H. Menzel was named Chairman of the Department of Astronomy in
1946 and ten years later, Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin became Chairperson.
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course in the curriculum was the physics course, "Spectroscopy,"

taught by Theodore Lyman and F. A. Saunders.36

Shapley continued the practice of the graduate students

receiving instruction in spectroscopy through the physics

department and if desired, instruction in celestial mechanics

through the mathematics department.37 He also made a simple

expansion of the curriculum adding two new courses: theoretical

astrophysics and "Modern Astronomical Observations."38 Stetson's

course of astrophysics was replaced by the more substantial

theoretical course taught by Plaskett on current theories of atomic

structure, astronomical spectroscopy, and theories of the

constitution of stars.

"Modern Astronomical Observations" was an innovative

course in which members of the HCO staff successively taught their

specialty in a series of short courses of a few weeks. The course

gave the graduate students a good view of the range of research

conducted at the observatory with topics such as: visual and

36 Because of their application of spectroscopic research to problems in
celestial spectroscopy, both Lyman and Saunders are included as American
astronomers in this study.

37 H. N. Russell at Princeton followed Shapley's precedent when he stopped
teaching his course of spectroscopy in 1934 and sent the graduate students to
the physics department for spectroscopic instruction.

At Harvard, courses in theoretical astronomy and celestial mechanics had
been intermittently offered by the astronomy department up to the 1921-22
school year. On occasion celestial mechanics was taught through the
mathematics department. From 1922 to 1929, neither theoretical astronomy
nor celestial mechanics was offered by the astronomy department.

38 The "Modern Astronomical Observations" course was renamed by 1931 as
"Introduction to Astronomical Research."
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photographic methods of astronomical observation,

spectrophotometry, spectral classification, spectral analysis, stellar

statistics, study of stellar motions and distances, study of stellar

clusters and nebulae, and galactic structure.39 The topics were

rotated to give a student an acquaintance with most of these fields

in two years.

In using the HCO staff as instructors, Shapley faced a problem

similar to that of Lick Observatory. Several of the HCO staff had no

status as members of the university faculty, yet they had active

roles teaching. He appealed to the administration to augment the

salaries of the HCO astronomers who teach even if they are not

recognized as faculty members. The issue was partly resolved by

some of the male instructors from the HCO being given the status of

assistant professor. In any case, all of the male instructors were

listed in the Harvard catalogues, but Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin was

not.40

In designing a graduate curriculum, Shapley was well aware

of the program's weakness in orbit theory and celestial mechanics.

For Shapley, students who choose to pursue mathematical

astronomy would be advised go to other graduate programs such as

39 "Memoranda concerning the Department of Astronomy, December 1927"
[in Dean Moore file], Harlow Shapley papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

40 The issue was partly resolved when W. J. Luyten, an expert in stellar
statistics who had joined the HCO staff in 1923, became an assistant professor
in 1927.
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at Berkeley under Leuschner, or Yale under Ernest William

Brown.41

As Shapley advertised in Popular Astronomy, the new

graduate program gave courses for preparing students to teach

astronomy, work in observatories, or carry out specialized research.

The most important of these courses was "Modern Astronomical

Observations." Through the breadth of experience gained in the

course over two years, students were given good preparation for

teaching college astronomy or being assistants in research

observatories. Also the course gave aspiring research astronomers

a preliminary experience in a variety of different fields. It was a

good introduction to research in most areas of astronomy, except

celestial mechanics and orbit determination.42

H. H. Plaskett's course in theoretical astrophysics attracted

much attention at Harvard. Besides the enrolled graduate students,

several others audited the course including several members of the

HCO staff and some from the physics department or physics

laboratory.43

41 "Memoranda concerning the Department of Astronomy, December 1927"
tin Dean Moore file], Harlow Shapley papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

42 [Harlow Shapley], "Graduate courses in astronomy at Harvard University,"
Popular Astronomy 36(1928): 263; "Memoranda concerning the Department
of Astronomy, December 1927" [in Dean Moore file], Harlow Shapley papers,
UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives; H. Shapley to E. F. Carpenter, 26 December
1929, Harlow Shapley papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

43 Harlow Shapley to F. Schlesinger, 17 February 1928, Frank Schlesinger
papers (Yale), Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.
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STUDENTS

The HCO had the unusual status at Harvard of some of its

most famous scientists being women. The director also enjoyed a

degree of autonomy in leading the observatory. In this light,

Radcliffe students were willingly accepted for advanced study as

well as Harvard students. Through the observatory, the Radcliffe

students had access to all of the courses offered in the Department

of Astronomy. Both Harvard and Radcliffe recognized the

observatory's graduate courses. Through its association with the

HCO, Radcliffe became the leading women's school for graduate

training in astronomy.44

In the mid-1920s Radcliffe students outnumbered Harvard

students at the observatory. From 1925-26 to 1929-30 the

number of graduate students rose from five, all from Radcliffe, to

twelve students from Harvard and Radcliffe. Of the group of

Radcliffe students studying astronomy in the late 1920s, three

earned their doctorates: Emma Williams Vyssotsky (in 1930 for a

dissertation on a spectrophotometric study), Helen Sawyer Hogg

(1931, globular star studies), and Carol Anger (later Rieke) (1932,

spectroscopic parallaxes).

By the late 1920s, the new graduate program began to attract

male students. The most successful of the first Harvard students

was Frank S. Hogg, a Canadian who received his doctorate in 1929,

44 "Memoranda concerning the Department of Astronomy, December 1927"
[in Dean Moore fuel, Harlow Shapley papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.
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the first PhD in astronomy granted to a Harvard student. Hogg

returned to Canada and rose in his career to become Director of the

David Dunlop Observatory of the University of Toronto.45

While the number of Harvard astronomy graduate students

increased in the late 1920s and early 1930s, the number of

Radcliffe students decreased. During the mid-1930s few Radcliffe

students were engaged in astronomical research. Then in 1938, the

number of Radcliffe students surged coinciding with Harvard's

belated official appointments to Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin and

Annie Jump Cannon. As a result in the early 1940s, the number of

Radcliffe PhDs in astronomy nearly matched the number of Harvard

PhDs (see Table 19.1).

Besides welcoming women in the graduate program, Shapley

was just as open to foreign students. In the 1929-30 school year,

one-third of the graduate students were foreign, with two

Canadians, a Bulgarian, and a student from Northern Ireland.46

As early as 1929 Shapley felt confident that the Harvard

School of Astronomy was the best in the United States. The

program was attracting significant numbers of quality graduate

Cecilia Payne had already earned a PhD in astronomy in 1925, but under
the auspices of Radcliffe College. Frank Hogg had Cecilia Payne as his
research advisor, but switched to H. H. Plaskett when Plaskett came in 1928.
Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, "An autobiography" in Cecilia Payne Gaposchkin,
pp. 222-3.

46 H. Shapley to E. F. Carpenter, 26 December 1929, Harlow Shapley papers,
UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives; Shapley, Through Rugged Ways, p. 98.
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Table 19.1

Numbers of PhDs in Astronomy
Granted by Harvard University

and Radcliffe College

Years Harvard Radcliffe Total

1921-1925 1 1

1926-1930 1 1 2

1931-1935 7 2 9

1936-1940 10 1 11

1941-1945 7 5 12

Total 25 10 35

students, and they worked hard to high standards.47 The standards

of the Harvard School of Astronomy were stringentnearly half of

the graduate students up to 1942 failed to complete their PhD.48

To Shapley's disappointment, Plaskett was lured away from

Harvard in 1932 by the Savilian Professorship of Astronomy at

7 H. Shapley to E. F. Carpenter, 26 December 1929, Harlow Shapley papers,
UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

48 Student listings in astronomy courses, Harvard College Reports, 1924-25 to
1941-42.
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Oxford University.49 The position was prestigious with a long

history of prominent British astronomers. To continue the success

and growth of the graduate instruction, Shapley looked to Bart Bok

a young Dutchman who had joined the HCO staff in 1929.50

Bok had studied, along with Gerard Kuiper, under Willem de

Sitter, Ejnar Hertzsprung, and Jan Oort at the Leiden Observatory.

While he was still a graduate student under P. J. van Rhijn at the

University of Groningen, Bok met Shapley at the 1928 meeting of

the General Assembly of the International Astronomical Union in

Leiden. Impressed by the dynamic Bok, Shapley invited him to do

his doctoral work at the HCO. Bok came at the beginning of the

1929-30 school year as the R. W. Wilison Fellow. While working on

his doctoral dissertation, Bok helped teach the undergraduate

descriptive astronomy course and supervised other graduate

students in the field of stellar statistics. He returned briefly to

Groningen in 1932 for his thesis defense. Upon returning to

Harvard, Bok was named assistant professor of astronomy and took

on the reigns of leading the graduate program.

Bok was a hard working, lively teacher. He felt responsible

for consistent, effective teaching for he felt that a bad lecture could

49 The Savilian professorship was founded in 1619 and had been held by
Christopher Wren, J. Gregory, J. Bradley and before H. H. Plaskett, by H. H.
Turner.

50 j. A. Graham, C. M. Wade, and R. M. Price, "Bart J. Bok," National Academy
of Sciences, Biographical Memoirs 64(1994): 74-7.
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alienate a promising student.51 For Bok, ". . . men and women of

accomplishment have an obligation to search out the best young

people that come their way and assist them in every possible way

in shaping their careers."52

On research, Bok became the resident specialist in stellar

statistics, engaging in studies on the structure and kinematics of the

Milky Way. His work culminated in his Astrophysical Journal

monograph (1937), The Distribution of the Stars in Space.53

Shapley credited Bok with playing a major role in the success

of the Harvard graduate departmentit became during the 1930s a

major producer of quality astronomers.54 In that decade Harvard

and Radcliffe produced nearly as many doctorates in astronomy as

Berkeley, the most prolific school. As shown in Table 19.2,

Harvard's output grew remarkably in the 1930s, challenging

Berkeley for the distinction of being the largest department of

astronomy in the United States.

Bok lamented the tendency of student astronomers being

trained entirely at one university leaving them with a restricted

5 1 J. A. Graham, C. M. Wade, and R. M. Price, "Bart J. Bok," National Academy
of Sciences, Biographical Memoirs 64(1994): 74-7.

52 Bart J. Bok, "Harlow Shapley," National Academy of Sciences, Biographical
Memoirs 49(1978): 244.

53 Bart Bok, The Distribution of the Stars in Space (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1937).

54 Transcript of interview with Harlow Shapley by Charles Weiner and Helen
Wright, 8 June 1966 and 25 August 1966, Niels Bohr Library, Center for
History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland;
Shapley, Through Rugged Ways, p. 96; Bok, "Harlow Shapley," NAS,
Biographical Memoirs, p. 36.
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Table 19.2

Numbers of Doctorates in Astronomy,
1920-1929 and 1930-1941

Productivity, 1920-1929 Productivity, 1930-1941

Number of Number of
University PhDs University PhDs

Berkeley 1 9 Berkeley 26

Chicago 14 Harvard 23

Michigan 1 4 Chicago 1 5

Princeton 5 Michigan 1 2

Harvard 2 Princeton 1 0

Total 5 4 Total 8 6

view of the science according to the faculty, facilities, and research

of the institution. Bok, himself, had done his advanced studies at a

variety of venues, Leiden, Groningen, and Harvard. His Harvard

students, however, tended to be inbred, which worried Bok. Forty

percent of the department's doctorates up to 1941 had done their

entire university education at Harvard, and nearly three-quarters

had done all of their graduate work at Harvard. In stark contrast,

the Radcliffe HCO students came from a variety of schools; only one

in eight had come from an undergraduate education at Radcliffe.

The other Radcliffe students came from a variety of institutions:
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Cambridge University, the University of Toronto, Swarthmore,

Barnard, and Vassar Colleges.

To break the cycle of inbreeding of the Harvard students, Bok

tried to arrange with Otto Struve at the Yerkes Observatory an

exchange of graduate students between Harvard and Chicago. Both

were enthusiastic about the possibility, but the plan fell through

principally because Chicago had few students at a level where an

exchange would be beneficial to them.55

Bok still wanting to mix the graduate students between

institutions, persuaded John A. O'Keefe, a student with a strong

background in physics and mathematics, to go to Yerkes to train

under Chandrasekhar.56

Exchange of faculty was another, more successful approach to

broadening the perspectives of the graduate students. Harvard and

Chicago arranged in the mid-1930s exchanges of Bok, Struve, and

Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin. Struve came to Cambridge in the

summer of 1935 to give a summer course on current problems in

stellar and interstellar astronomy. Bok and Payne-Gaposchkin went

to Yerkes in the summers of 1936 and 1937 respectively as

research associates. At Williams Bay, they gave lectures and

seminars on their fields and their own research.

55 Bart Bok to Otto Struve, 14 January 1937, Struve to Bok, 21 January 1937,
Otto Struve papers, Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics,
American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

56Bok to Struve, 5 February 1937, Otto Struve papers, Niels Bohr Library, AlP.
John O'Keefe received his PhD from the University of Chicago in 1941.



Bok supervised the graduate training of the Harvard students

and Payne-Gaposchkin that of the Radcliffe students. For the

Harvard students the master's was a stepping stone to the PhD. All

of the Harvard doctorates had earned a master's degree. The

Radcliffe students were more likely to stop their education at the

master's level. Conversely, some Radcliffe doctorates did not go

through the intermediary step of a master's degree.

MENZEL ADDRESSES WEAKNESS IN THEORETICAL PHYSICS

While Bok replaced Plaskett in building a graduate school, Bok

was not an astrophysicist. Shapley found a successor for Plaskett in

1932. He was Donald Howard Menzel, a former student of Russell's

(PhD Princeton 1924) and Astronomer at Lick Observatory. Menzel

was one of the few American-trained theoretical astrophysicists.

At Harvard he continued his theoretical studies on the sun and later

studied nebular spectra and planetary atmospheres. Shapley

considered him one of the key men added to the department in the

1930s.57 Though Menzel was mentor for few students, his students

became very successful astronomers and administrators.

A shortfall of the graduate curriculum, which concerned

Menzel, was the lack of physics courses taken by the students,

outside of spectroscopy. Quantum physics and statistical mechanics,

57 Harlow Shapley to H. N. Russell, September 1932, Henry Norris Russell
papers, Niels Bohr Library, AlP.
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though essential for working in theoretical astrophysics, were

slighted.

In the early 1930s the Harvard physics department, though

strong in spectroscopy, was not among leading physics departments

in America.58 By the mid 1930s the department improved its

offerings giving substantial and current courses in theoretical

physics. Of the physics faculty, the HCO staff collaborated primarily

with F. A. Saunders and Theodore Lyman, the department's

spectroscopists. Even with the improvement of the physics

department, only Menzel of the HCO staff stayed abreast of recent

developments in quantum physics.

Shapley and Bok were not convinced that astronomers needed

to delve deeply into physics. Shapley's own educational

background in the sciences was uneven. As a graduate student at

Princeton he took no courses in physics. Also Bok's own field of

stellar statistics generally did not require application of quantum

mechanics. On the other hand, Menzel and Fred Whipple, a

meteoritic expert on the HCO staff, believed preparation in modern

physics was essential for graduate students. Essential or not, the

graduate students, as a rule, did not take courses in theoretical

physics.59

58 Transcript of interview with Martin Schwarzschild by Spencer Weart, 10
March 1977, Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland; Stanley Coben, "The scientific
establishment and the transmission of quantum mechanics to the United
States, 1919-32," American Historical Review 76(1971): 457.

59 Interview with Martin Schwarzschild by Spencer Weart.
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Menzel took on the task of solving the educational deficiency

by teaching the students in his graduate astrophysics class the

needed principles of quantum theory and statistical mechanics as

the course progressed. But Menzel had no adequate text. While

Svein Rosseland had written a current text,6° he assumed the

students had substantial knowledge of theoretical physicsbut

Menzel's students lacked such knowledge. With the ambition of

providing a text fit for American graduate students, Menzel began

writing a graduate-level text in astrophysics containing

development of needed physical principles for students lacking

background in theoretical physics.6 1

Leo Goldberg (PhD 1938) was a notable exception among the

students because of his strong preparation in theoretical physics.

In his dissertation under Menzel, he analyzed the spectrum of

helium using quantum mechanics and applied the theoretical

results to interpreting the spectra of celestial objects such as novae.

60 Theoretical Astrophysics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1936).

61 Donald H. Menzel to Otto Struve, 27 April 1938, Otto Struve papers, Niels
Bohr Library, AlP. The text titled Theoretical Physics (1938) is not listed in
the National Union Catalog Pre-1956 Imprints. (See volume 376, pp. 446-48.

Lawrence H. Aller (PhD Harvard 1942) was the first American to publish
textbooks on general astrophysics. In particular, he wrote a pair of texts:
Astrophysics: The Atmospheres of the Sun and Stars, (New York: Ronald,
1953) and Astrophysics: Nuclear Transformations, Stellar Interiors, and
Nebulae, (New York: Ronald, 1954).
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METEORITIC STUDIES AT HCO

Among the five major schools of astronomy, Harvard was the

only one to maintain an active program of research in meteoritic

astronomy. Shapley saw meteors as valuable sources of

information about interstellar space. At that time, most

astronomers believed meteors came from outside the solar system

because their velocities were too high for them to orbit the sun.62

The meteor program began in the early 1920s. With

Shapley's blessings, Willard James Fisher became the first at HCO to

carry out a research program studying the trajectories of meteors.

Fisher had a PhD from Cornell (1908) for work on the viscosity of

gases. He applied his knowledge to the study of meteor trajectories

through the lightly viscous upper atmosphere. In 1920 he settled

in Cambridge and frequented the HCO library to study lunar

eclipses and the upper atmosphere. For some time he worked as a

research associate at the Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory, ten

miles south of the HCO. In 1927 Shapley invited Fisher to become a

research associate at the HCO to study meteors. Fisher's principle

work was photographically capturing meteor trails and interpreting

the incident speeds of meteors. With the inauguration of the

graduate program in 1928, Fisher was promoted to instructor in

astronomy. He contributed to the "Modern Astronomical

62 Ronald E. Doel, Solar System Astronomy in America; Communities,
Patronage, and Interdisciplinary Science, 1920-1960, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1966), pp. 23-4.
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Observations" course and supervised graduate students working in

meteoritic research.63

Shapley had ambitions of making Harvard a center for

research on cosmogony that would bring together scientists from

other disciples such as geophysics and geochemistry, along with

astronomy. In 1934 Shapley proposed a plan for a new

professorship at Harvard, ranking his suggestions for the field of

the new astronomer: 1. cosmogony, 2. meteoritic physics, 3.

astronomical geophysics (that is studies of effects of the sun and

moon on Earth), 4. theoretical astrophysics, 5. dynamical

astronomyon a galactic scale, and lastly, 6. stellar statistics.

Clearly, Shapley saw study of meteors as an important endeavor for

Harvard.64

Back in 1930, Shapley had augmented the staff that worked

on meteor studies. Ernst J. Opik of Tartu University in former

Estonia was invited to Harvard as a visiting lecturer in astrophysics

and research associate at the HCO. Shapley gave Opik the reigns of

the Harvard-Arizona meteor expedition which lasted for nearly two

years. In Arizona, Opik coordinated observers visual sighting of

meteor trails. Upon returning to Massachusetts in 1932, Opik did

little teaching other than advising graduate students.

63 Leon Campbell, "Willard James Fisher," Popular Astronomy 43(1935):
475-8.

64 H. Shapley to Professor James P. Baxter, 28 April 1934, Harlow Shapley
papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.
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Opik was a top contender for the planned professorship in

1934, but Shapley failed to persuade the administration to add a

new faculty position to the HCO. Without the professorship, Opik

returned to Tartu University. Nonetheless, the meteor program was

in good hands with Fred Whipple.

During the same year that Shapley hired Menzel, 1932, he

also hired Fred Lawrence Whipple to take up Harvard's program in

meteor and comet study. Whipple was a fresh graduate from

Berkeley (PhD 1931) who did a spectrophotometric study of

Cepheid variable stars for his dissertation. He also had a strong

background in orbit theory from studying under Leuschner at

Berkeley. Whipple's job was to help continue the program in

meteoritic studies at Harvard.65

Whipple worked with Fisher on the Harvard Sky Patrol which

captured hundreds of meteor trails photographically using

telescopes at the HCO and the Oak Ridge station. The photographic

results showed that the majority of meteors were bound to the

solar system and thus are not sojourners from interstellar space.66

Despite the interest of Shapley and the active work in

meteoritic research at Harvard, relatively few students engaged in

meteoritic research for their doctoral studies. Out of 24 doctorates

awarded from 1928 to 1941, only two treated problems in

meteoritic research: Peter M. Miliman (PhD 1932) made the first

65 Doel, Solar System Astronomy in America, pp. 22, 25.

66 Ibid., pp. 28-33.
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spectroscopic studies of the light emitted as meteors vaporize in the

atmosphere, and Fletcher Guard Watson, Jr. (PhD 1938) considered

the role played by small objects, such as meteors, in the formation

of the solar system.

FELLOWSHIPS AND CAREERS

Fellowships gave advanced students the financial means of

continuing their studies and were especially crucial during the

years of the great depression. The HCO was fortunate to have three

privately donated fellowships to support graduate study at the

observatory. The Edward C. Pickering Fellowship was a gift from

the Maria Mitchell Association in 1916 to help support women's

advanced study at the HCO. Cecilia Payne was a Pickering Fellow

her first year at the observatory. In 1927 at the time Shapley was

overhauling the graduate program, George R. Agassiz, a member of

the observatory's Visiting Committee, funded a research fellowship

for graduate students in astronomy. The fellowship was a much

needed lure to attract quality graduate students to the fledgling

graduate program. The first Agassiz Fellow, Frank Hogg, earned the

first PhD in astronomy granted by Harvard. In the following year,

Mrs. James R. Jewett, also a member of the Visiting Committee,

established another fellowship, the Margaret Weyerhauser Jewett

Research Fellowship in Astronomy.67 By 1930 the HCO with its

67 Kidwell, "An historical introduction," in Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, p. 29;
Harlow Shapley, "American Astronomical Society, Reports of Observatories,
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strong reputation in research, its charismatic director, and its

fellowships was in good stead for attracting promising students.

Besides the Canadians Hogg and Peter Millman, the early

Harvard and Radcliffe students at the HCO who received their

doctorates between 1929 and 1933 had few opportunities for an

astronomical career given the devastating impact of the great

depression. None of the department's five American graduates

during the early depression years succeeded in establishing careers

in research astronomy.68 However, as the decade progressed,

nearly all of the Harvard doctorates became successful to varying

degrees in their careers as astronomers.

Of these post-1933 graduates, Freeman D. Miller (PhD 1934)

became Professor of Astronomy at the University of Michigan after

World War II; Sidney W. McCuskey (PhD 1936) led the Department

of Astronomy and the Warner and Swasey Observatory of Case

Institute of Technology (1959-1970); Carl K. Seyfert (PhD 1936)

built a new astronomy program at Vanderbilt and became well

known for his discovery of the galaxies with violent activity in their

1926-1927, Harvard College Observatory," Popular Astronomy 36(1928): 96;
Jones and Boyd, p. 480.

68 The five graduates were Emma T. R. Williams (later Vyssotsky) (PhD 1930),
Limmye V. Robinson (PhD 1931), Carol J. Anger (later Rieke) (PhD 1932),
Loring B. Andrews (PhD 1933), and William A. Calder (PhD 1933). Most of
these graduates eventually settled into careers as instructors in mathematics,
physics, or astronomy at various colleges. Robinson had no success at all in
securing an astronomy-related position. Three years after his doctorate,
Robinson had to settle for a position as assistant soil conservationist with the
US Department of Agriculture. Correspondence between L. V. Robinson and
Harlow Shapley in Shapley's papers, UAV 630.22 (1930-40), Harvard
Archives.
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centers know as "Seyfert galaxies";69 George Z. Dimitroff (PhD 1937)

went to Dartmouth College after World War II and spent the rest of

his career there as Professor of Astronomy; Frank K. Edmondson

(PhD 1937) led the astronomy program at Indiana University,

becoming its department chairman (1944-1978) and Director of

Goethe Link Observatory (1948-1978); Jesse L. Greenstein (PhD

1937) joined the Hale Observatories in 1949 and became the

DuBridge Professor of Astrophysics at the California Institute of

Technology (1971-1981); James Cuffey (PhD 1938) spent most of

his career as part of the teaching staff of Kirkwood Observatory at

Indiana University (1946-1966) before becoming Professor of

Astronomy at the University of New Mexico (1966-1976); John W.

Evans, Jr. (PhD 1938) also went to New Mexico where he was the

Director of Sacramento Peak Observatory (1952-1975); Leo

Goldberg (PhD 1938) successively led the astronomy departments

at Michigan (1946-1960) and Harvard (1966-1971) and became

Director of the Kit Peak National Observatory in Arizona (1971-

1977); after the interruption of the world war, Fletcher G. Watson,

Jr. (PhD 1938) returned to Harvard but shifted his career to science

education, becoming the Shattuck Professor of Education in 1966; E.

Dorrit Hoffleit (PhD 1938) became the Director of the Maria Mitchell

Observatory in Nantucket, Massachusetts in 1957 and Senior

Research Astronomer at Yale in 1974; and Florence S. Patterson

69 Kenneth R. Lang and Owen Gingerich, eds., A Source Book in Astronomy
and Astrophysics (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1979), pp. 738-43.
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Jones (PhD 1941) spent most of her career after the war as a

research assistant at the HCO (1956-67).

Several of these Harvard graduates had been students of Bok:

Miller, McCuskey, Edmondson, and Cuffey. The most influential of

the Harvard PhDs, Greenstein and Goldberg, were Menzel's students.

Greenstein became one of America's most respected spectroscopic

astrophysicists of the 1960s and 1970s. He won several awards

including the Astronomical Society of the Pacific's Bruce Medal

(1971) and the Royal Astronomical Society's Gold Medal (1975) for

his studies in stellar spectroscopy and on white dwarfs. He was

President of the Commission on Spectroscopy of the International

Astronomical Union and Chairman of the US delegation to the IAU.

Leo Goldberg while involved in theoretical studies of the

outer layers of stars became heavily involved in numerous

administrative and committee positions, such as member of a NASA

committee on manned space flight, President of the American

Astronomical Society (1964-1966), and, following Greenstein,

chairman of the US national committee to the IAU in 1976.

Greenstein, Goldberg, and James Gilbert Baker (PhD 1942)

who became a renowned specialist in optics, were the only

graduates through 1942 elected into the National Academy of

Sciences. While Greenstein kept to research, Goldberg became a

prominent public leader of the astronomical community.
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HOLLOW SQUARES AND
THE HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY

Shapley did little teaching as he was occupied with various

administrative duties and to a lesser degree, with his research. Yet

he had a marked effect on the students through the "Hollow

Square" meetings. These meetings of the staff, students, and

visiting astronomers were held at the observatory about every two

weeks. The name of the meetings came from arranging the tables

in a room into a square perimeter. Before the meetings, Shapley

went about the department assigning students and staff short

presentations of their own research or recent developments in their

field. During the meetings, Shapley kept the discussions lively and

stimulating with plenty of vigorous debate. For visitors of the HCO

in the 1930s, participating in the Hollow Squares was one of their

most memorable events at Harvard.70

Shapley also had a major impact on graduate education in the

1930s through his organization of the Harvard Summer Schools of

Astronomy. Early in that decade Shapley had the ambition of

building a summer school of astronomy that would become

renowned in the astronomical world and indeed, he did. He

successfully organized a summer school that became as well know

70 Bok, "Harlow Shapley," NAS, Biographical Memoirs, p. 253; Shapley,
Through Rugged Ways, pp. 114-115; Interview with Martin Schwarzschild by
Spencer Weart.
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in the astronomical community as the Michigan Summer Symposia

did in physics.7 1

Shapley began with a modest session during the summer of

1932. A visiting professor, Robert H. Baker (PhD Pittsburgh 1910)

of the University of Illinois, taught a descriptive astronomy course

and Shapley and W. J. Fisher oversaw graduate research courses.

Shapley's hope of building a stronger session the next summer was

temporally dampened by the assertion that astronomy should be

dropped from the summer school because it did not pay its way in

student tuition.72 Nonetheless, he prevailed in persuading the

summer school administration to include not only astronomy but

also increase the funding to make the astronomy summer school a

major event at Harvard.

In planning the summer program, Shapley wanted foremost

to strengthen the Harvard graduate school of astronomy. He saw

that the summer school was a means of attracting graduate

students to Harvard. They could become acquainted with the

graduate program at the HCO first hand and the HCO staff could

likewise form a preliminary view of the suitability of the

students.73 He also wanted to attract others who may engage in

71 See Chapter 14, section "The 1929 Mime Lectures and the Summer
Symposia in Theoretical Physics," for a description of the Michigan summer
school.

72 H. Shapley to N. Henry Black, 22 September 1932, Harlow Shapley papers,
UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

73 Interview with Martin Schwarzschild by Spencer Weart.
One of Harvard's most illustrious graduates, James Baker, was attracted to
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advanced studies. Toward this latter end he invited instructors

from eastern and Midwestern colleges:

The summer of 1935 marks the inauguration of
the Harvard Summer School of Astronomy which is to
meet concurrently with the Harvard Summer School of
Arts and Sciences. While, in the past, the Department of
Astronomy has offered instruction in elementary
astronomy during the summer and has made available
facilities for research under the guidance of members of
the staff of the Observatory, this reorganization of
summer instruction provides particularly an extension
of the opportunities for advanced instruction, for the
pursuit of research, and for profit from informal
conferences and colloquia. At the same time the
program of elementary instruction has been extended.

The staff of the Department is enlarged during the
summer session by a number of visiting astronomers
who offer seminars in their special fields, contribute to
the informal discussions, and assist in the guidance of
those engaged in research. Their presence increases the
opportunities for graduate study in all fields of
astronomy and astrophysics.74

The 1935 summer school had seminars on "The Structure of

the Milky Way" taught by Bok, "Cosmic Physics" (the application of

atomic theory and physical principles to the interpretation of stellar

and nebular spectra) taught by Ira S. Bowen who was visiting from

Caltech, "Astrophysical Problems" by Antonie Pannekoek of

Amsterdam, and "Stellar and Interstellar Problems" by Otto Struve

the HCO through the summer school. H. Shapley to James G. Baker, 10 June
1935, Harlow Shapley papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

74 "The Harvard Summer School of Astronomy," Popular Astronomy 43(1935):
322.
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of Yerkes Observatory. In addition the HCO staff continued to

supervise graduate research.

The summer school was highly successful and attracted wide

attention.75 Pannekoek liked Shapley's style of organizing the

summer school so that young astronomers could benefit from

seminars that had a coherent treatment of a subject area. In

contrast, meetings of astronomical societies often split into a

number of separate topic areas which were too disjointed for

graduate students to gain much benefit.76 Frank Schlesinger of Yale

was impressed by the summer school and gladly accepted an

invitation as a visiting speaker for the next summer's session.77

Martin Schwarzschild, a post-doctoral fellow at the HCO in the late

1930s, likewise had a high regard for the summer schools.78

Fresh from the success of the 1935 summer school, Shapley

planned an even more ambitious school for the summer of 1936in

celebration of Harvard's 300th birthday. Because of the historic

celebration, Shapley added a course "Problems in the History of

Astronomy" taught by Knut Lundmark, a leading Swedish

astronomer. Also the informal Hollow Square sessions became a

regular part of the summer school for the advanced students and

75 H. Shapley to Mr. Jerome D. Greene, 17 October 1935, Harlow Shapley
papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

76 A. Pannekoek to H. Shapley, 22 October 1935, Harlow Shapley papers, UAV
630.22, Harvard Archives.

77 Frank Schlesinger to H. Shapley, 10 December 1935, Harlow Shapley
papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

78 Interview with Martin Schwarzschild by Spencer Weart.
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summer school staff. The advanced courses of the summer school

dealt with aspects of astrophysics. Rupert Wildt who recently left

the University of Gottingen, and Meghnad Saha of India led a course

on current problems in stellar structure and planetary

atmospheres. Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin gave a graduate course on

variable stars.

But the most important part of the summer school, in

Shapley's view, was a set of short conferences centered on the

themes of astrometry and cosmic physics. Speakers included:

Frank Schlesinger of Yale, Peter van de Kamp from Virginia, H. N.

Russell of Princeton, A. C. Lane a geologist from Tufts, and William

D. Urry a chemist from MIT. Lane and Urry's inclusion in the

conferences was unusual for they were not conventional

astronomers. Shapley invited them because of his continuing

interest in an interdisciplinary attack on the origin of the solar

system and universe. Lane and Urry's expertise was in geological

contributions to the time scale of the universe.79

The series of short conferences was a popular course

attracting 20 advanced students. Nearly half of the students were

women, most from Radcliffe or the HCO. Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin' s

course on variable stars, which she taught with Paul W. Merrill, a

79 Doel, Solar System Astronomy in America, p. 29. Apparently Lane did not
speak at the summer school. David H. DeVorkin, "The Harvard summer school
in astronomy," Physics Today, July 1984, p. 55.
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Mt. Wilson astronomer, was even more popular with 25 students

enrolled.80

To advertise that the summer session was more than just a

school but also a means for updating astronomers and other

scientists including the Harvard graduate students on developments

in various areas of astronomy, Shapley called the succeeding

summer sessions, "Harvard Summer Conferences in Astronomy."

Nonetheless, courses were given, as before, in which one could

enroll for credit or audit.

The 1937 summer conferences covered a wide range of

subjects: theoretical physics, laboratory and stellar spectroscopy,

theoretical studies on the sun and the Milky Way, current problems

of orbital motion in the Solar System, and the absorption and

scattering of solar radiation in Earth's upper atmosphere.

Shapley put Menzel in charge of managing the Summer

Conferences. Reflecting Menzel's interest, the summer conferences

included introductory courses in theoretical physics by John C.

Slater of MIT and H. P. Robertson of Princeton on quantum

mechanics and the theory of relativity. Their courses were

designed for astronomers lacking the mathematical preparation to

treat these topics rigorously.8 1

80 Harvard Summer School file, 1936, Astronomy Sil and Astronomy S13,
Harlow Shapley papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

81 "Notes on next year's summer school," 5 October 1936, Harlow Shapley
papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.



Bok and Menzel treated topics on current problems in the

study of the Milky Way and theoretical research of the sun,

respectively. Also, Bengt Edlén of Upsala, Sweden discussed

application of laboratory spectroscopy to interpreting stellar

spectra, and Dean B. McLaughlin of Michigan spoke on the spectra

of variable stars.82 Finally, Brian O'Brien, a meteorologist from the

University of Rochester, spoke on his studies of the stratosphere

and solar radiation.83

As before, Shapley orchestrated Hollow Square meetings for

the summer conference participants. Besides their involvement

with the conferences, the Harvard graduate students maintained

their graduate research.

No summer conferences were planned for 1938 for several of

the HCO staff anticipated going to the annual IAU meeting at

Stockholm that summer. Only elementary courses in astronomy

and one research course were taught that summer. The advanced

course on photographic photometry and variable stars was taught

by Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin.84

The 1939 summer conferences became especially memorable

because of the number of foreign astronomers at the HCO that

summer. Foreign astronomers converged there for a number of

82 "The Harvard Summer Conferences on Astronomy, 1937," HUE 83.537,
Harvard Archives, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

83 A flyer, "The Harvard Summer Conferences on Astronomy, 1937" in the
Summer School file, Harlow Shapley papers, UAV 630.22, Harvard Archives.

84 "Astronomy," Official Register-Harvard Summer School, 1938, p. 38, HUE
83.538.2, Harvard Archives.
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reasons: the attraction of the enormous data in the Harvard plates,

the Harvard Summer Conferences, the flight from Nazi oppression,

and the anticipation of outbreak of war in Europe. That year the

HCO hosted astronomers from Germany, the Netherlands, Norway,

Czechoslovakia, Italy, Finland, Belgium, Japan, Turkey, Canada, and

Mexico. Already the HCO had staff or students from Britain, Russia,

and Bulgaria. With foreigners from so many countries, the HCO

became known as the "broken English observatory."85

Shapley was very much involved with aiding refugee

astronomers and seeking to find positions of employment for them.

He at first felt that bringing in refugee astronomers was unjust to

young Americans seeking positions in astronomy, but with the

deteriorating affairs in Europe, striving to save what scientists he

could was a matter of salvaging what was left of European

civilization.86

Just as for the Michigan Summer Schools in Physics, Harvard's

Summer Conferences in Astronomy reached their end with the

entrance of the United States into the world war.87 The last

Summer Conferences from 1940 to 194288 lacked the international

85 H. Shapley to H. N. Russell, 15 January 1940, Henry Norris Russell papers;
Shapley, Through Rugged Ways, p. 98.

86 Shapley, Through Rugged Ways, p. 128; Shapley to Struve, 16 November
1938, Otto Struve papers.

87 "Summer courses in astronomy at Harvard," Popular Astronomy 50(1942):
23 1-2.

88 David H. DeVorkin, "The Harvard summer school in astronomy," Physics
Today, July 1984, pp. 53-5.



flavor of the 1939 conference. For example, in the 1940 conference

the principle guest astronomer was Dirk Brouwer of Yale who gave

a course on celestial mechanics. The most innovative course was in

elementary astronomy, an "Introduction to Cosmogony." The

interdisciplinary nature of the topic shows in the lecturers for the

course: three astronomers, Shapley, Russell (Princeton), and Lyman

Spitzer, Jr. (Yale); two physicists, I. A. Getting (Harvard) and H. P.

Robertson (Princeton); and a geologist, Kirtley F. Mather (Harvard).

Also, graduate-level courses on the internal constitution of the sun,

astronomical optics, and photographic photometry were offered by

the HCO staff.89

When the United States the war, the advanced instruction at

the HCO dramatically changed to aid the war effort. James G. Baker,

at the time a graduate student, gave a course on optical systems,

and George Dimitroff, a recent graduate of Harvard, offered a course

on photographic techniques. Later Baker joined the air corps to

work on optical problems for the military. Whipple, Bok, and

Francis Wright taught an undergraduate course in navigation,

reflecting the common response of astronomers during World War I

to helping the war effort. Bok and Wright became so engaged in

their teaching that they published a text on navigation.90

89 "Astronomy," Official Register-Harvard Summer School, 1940, PP. 35-7,
HUE 83.538.2, Harvard Archives.

90 "Summer courses in astronomy," Popular Astronomy 50(1942): 231-2; Bok
to Struve, 10 February 1941, Otto Struve papers; Shapley, Through Rugged
Ways, pp. 129-30; Bart J. Bok and Francis W. Wright, Basic Marine Navigation
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1944).



SUCCESS OF THE HARVARD SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY

Shapley and Bok were perhaps the most influential people in

the 1930s in shaping the careers of young American astronomers.9 1

Through their writings, their dynamic speaking and teaching, the

Hollow Squares, and the Harvard Summer Schools, they impressed

students with a desire to do astronomical research. Recall Shapley's

speech in London that changed the aspirations of Cecilia Payne.92

Bok also aroused in students the fascination of astronomy. Carl

Seyfert, an undergraduate premedical student, while taking Bok's

descriptive astronomy course was inspired to switch to a career in

astronomy.93

While E. C. Pickering had built the HCO into a formidable

research institution, Shapley expanded it into a formidable

graduate school of astronomy.94 Shapley saw the directorship of

the HCO as four major jobs other than his own research:

administration, fund-raising (including public speaking), building

91 R. E. Berendzen surveyed astronomers in the mid-1960s for the people who
were most influential in setting them upon their careers. Shapley and Bok
clearly lead with 9 and 8 votes respectively, Russell and Martin
Schwarzschild, both of Princeton, and Otto Struve had 5, and Menzel 4.
Richard Earl Berendzen, "On the career development and education of
astronomers in the United States" (PhD dissertation, Harvard University,
1968): p. 148.

92 See the section, "The first doctoral studentCecilia Payne," near the
beginning of this chapter.

93 Robert Hardie, "Carl Keenan Seyfert," Quarterly Journal of the Royal
Astronomical Society 2(1961): 123-5.

94 Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, "An autobiography," in Cecilia Payne-
Gaposchkin, p. 210.
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up a staff, and finding graduate students.95 Perhaps at the expense

of his research, Shapley was successful on all counts. Harvard's

(and Radcliffe's) graduate program in astronomy soon became rated

as one of the most "distinguished" in contrast to its low rank in

1925.96 Shapely could rightly boast of the many contributions by

recent or current graduate students of the HCO to the Tercentenary

Volume of the Harvard Observatory, commemorating the 300th

birthday of Harvard. The astounding growth of the graduate

program is illustrated by the fact that nearly one-third of the

doctorates in astronomy granted in America from 1930 to 1945

came from Harvard.97

The Harvard graduates carried the influence of their

education at the HCO to colleges and universities in the East and

Shapley, Through Rugged Ways, p. 98.

96 Raymond H. Hughes, "Report of the Committee on Graduate Instruction,"
The Educational Record 15(1934): 197.

97 Harlow Shapley, "Preface for the Tercentenary Volume of the Harvard
Observatory," 20 April 1937, Box 2C; "Annual Report of the Director of the
Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College for the year ending September
30, 1952,", Box 18B, Harlow Shapley papers, HUG 4773.10, Harvard Archives.

A part of the reason for this proportionately large output of the HCO was a
surge of 14 doctorates, 8 from Harvard and 6 from Radcliffe, being granted
during World War II. At most other universities the number of doctorates
declined. By the end of the 1930s, the HCO had built up a large graduate class
and the students interrupted their pursuit of the degrees while engaging in
war work. Sometimes the doctoral work, such as in optics or solar
observations, became associated the war research effort. See Peggy Aldrich
Kidwell, "Harvard astronomers and World War Ildisruption and
opportunity," in Science at Harvard University: Historical Perspectives, eds.
Clark A. Elliot and Margaret W. Rossiter (Bethlehem, Pennsylvania: Lehigh
University Press, 1992), pp. 292-3.



Midwest of the United States. After World War II, the HCO was to

find itself challenged by its former students and staff.98

Shapley gave the HCO a dynamic character with lively

interactions among staff, students, and visitors. The visitors,

American and foreign, Shapley eagerly invited to the HCO. By the

late 1920s, the observatory was an international gathering place for

astronomers. Though he did little teaching, he gave the HCO a

distinctive quality with his highly regarded Hollow Squares and

Harvard Summer Schools.99

Several faculty members and students of the HCO were

honored by election to the National Academy of Sciences: of the

HCO staff, Shapley (elected 1924), Menzel (1948), Whipple (1959),

and Bok (1968); of the students with PhDs up to 1942, Jesse

Greenstein (1957), Leo Goldberg (1958), and James G. Baker (1965).

Also, Ernst Opik, a visiting astronomer associated with the

observatory in the early 1930s, became a foreign associate of the

Academy (1975).

The HCO began as one of America's first university-based,

research institutions and only begrudgingly gave practical training

for aspiring astronomers. After eighty years, the HCO changed from

training through apprenticeship to a full graduate curriculum with

98 Shap]ey, "Annual Report of the Director of the Astronomical Observatory
of Harvard College for the year ending September 30, 1952," Box 18B, Harlow
Shapley papers, HUG 4773.10, Harvard Archives.

99 Interview with Martin Schwarzschild by Spencer Weart.
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active nurturing by the observatory staff, quickly maturing into

one of America's leading centers for astronomical training.
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CHAPTER 20

GROWTH OF THE DOCTORATE IN ASTRONOMY

Yale University granted the first earned doctorates in the

United Statesthree PhDs in 1861. One of them, a degree in

physics, was awarded to Arthur W. Wright for research on an

astronomical topic determining the orbit of a meteor before it hit

Earth's atmosphere. The Yale degrees required two full years of

study beyond the baccalaureate, passing a comprehensive exam,

and showing evidence of original scholarship through presentation

of a thesis.1 Harvard followed in 1873 being the second institution

to grant earned doctorates. Columbia (1875), Michigan (1876),

Princeton (1879), and Virginia (1885) quickly followed suit.

Meanwhile, the Johns Hopkins University was established in 1876

with the ideal of a graduate school as a place of active research by

faculty and students.2

I Nancy N. Soper, C. Marvin Curtis, and D. Allan Bromley, Physics Doctorates
of Yale (New Hartford, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1976), PP. 3-9.

2 Honorary doctorates continued to be commonly given by various colleges
and universities up to the first decade of this century. Near 1890, these
unearned doctorates were as high as 30% of the total number of doctorates
awarded in the US. The major universities took action to correct the problem
of unearned degrees and by 1900, the proportion of such degrees had dropped
to 3%. To assess the genuine doctoral research in astronomy, pains were
taken in this study to include only the earned doctoral degrees. Walton C.
John, "Graduate study in universities and colleges in the United States," U. S.

Office of Education Bulletin, 1934, no. 20 (Washington DC: Government
Printing Office, 1935), pp. 9-10, 20.
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GROWTH OF THE DOCTORATE

The period of 1861 to 1915 witnessed a steady exponential

increase in the number of doctorates granted in the United States

for dissertations on astronomical topics (see Table 20.1 and Graphs

20.1 and 20.2). Mathematics and physics departments as well as

astronomy departments sponsored astronomical research by

graduate students. The growth rate of earned doctorates in

astronomy averaged 7.6% per year, which was greater than the rate

of increase for all earned doctorates in the US-6.8%.3

While the astronomical dissertations maintained a steady

exponential increase during this time, the growth of dissertations of

all topics shows a distinct bend in the early 1890s as unearned

doctorates began to be discouraged. From 1891 to 1915, the

increase of all dissertations leveled to only 3.6% per year.

To 1915 doctoral work in astronomy grew faster than the

general population of doctorates, reflecting early maturing of

astronomy as a research science in the United States and its early

coupling to graduate programs. A major factor in this exceptional

growth of graduate study in astronomy in the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries was the beneficence of capitalists in

financing the building of both universities centered on graduate

3 The data for all US earned doctorates came from the table, "Doctorate
production in U. S. Universities, 1880-1962, all fields combined," in Lindsey R.
Harmon and Herber Soldz, compilers, Doctorate Production in United States
Universities, 1920-1962, National Research Council Publication no. 1142
(Washington DC: National Academy of Sciences, 1963), p. 1.



Table 20.1

Earned Doctoral Degrees from US Universities
for Astronomical Topics

Five-Year
Interval

1861-1865

1866-1870

1871-1875

1876-1880

1881-1885

1886- 1890

1891-1895

1896- 1900

1901- 1905

1906-19 10

191 1-1915

19 16-1920

1921-1925

1926- 1930

193 1-1935

1936-1941

Total

Number of
PhDs

1

1

2

3

3

6

10

12

19

21

31

19

22

37

56

52

295

593
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Graph 20.1

Earned Doctoral Degrees from US Universities
for Astronomical Topics: Linear Graph4

4 The number of PhDs plotted for the 1936-1941 interval is normalized to a
5-year interval.
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Graph 20.2

Earned Doctoral Degrees from US Universities
for Astronomical Topics: Seini-Logarithmic Graph5

education, such as Johns Hopkins and Chicago, and great

observatories, such as Lick and Yerkes, which were intimately tied

to advanced training of graduate students.

5 The least-squares fit of the semi-logarithmic data from 1861 to 1915, gave a
regression coefficient, r2 = 0.982 and from 1921 to 1935, r2 = 0.996.



The growth curve of astronomical doctorates suffered a major

decline during the first world war, a 42% drop from the rate before

the war. The number of doctorates awarded in the US for all topics

showed a similar decline during 1918 and 1919.6

By 1920 the exponential growth began anew at an annual rate

greater than before-9.8%. Despite this vigorous growth of

astronomy-doctorates during the 1920s and early 30s, it was less

than the astounding growth for all doctorates, which was 10.7%

annually.7

Thus before 1915, astronomical doctorates grew more rapidly

than other fields, with the roles reversing thereafter. These growth

figures imply a vigorous growth of American astronomy as well as

an early acceptance of graduate research in astronomical topics.

However by the 1920s, other fields were catching up and

surpassing the growth of astronomy.

In the latter half of the 1930s, the depression finally took

effect dwindling the number of graduate students pursuing

astronomical studies. The production rate of astronomy PhDs

dropped an average of 5% annually during the 1930s. The

astronomical experience was markedly worse than the general

production of doctorates which actually increased at a rate of 3.7%.

The job market for astronomy had shrunk significantly during the

later part of the 1930s. Surplus doctorates were unable to find jobs

6 Harmon and Soldz, Doctorate Production, p. 1.

7 Ibid.
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in astronomy. Also, World War II deflected many of the young

doctorates to applied research, of whom several never returned to a

career in astronomy. In au, fifty percent of the astronomy graduate

students who earned their doctorates from 1939 to 1941 did not

continue with an astronomical career.

PRODUCTION RATE OF ASTRONOMY PHDS

To 1941, American departments of astronomy had granted

259 doctorates. Yale awarded the first doctorate in astronomy (as

opposed to mathematics or physics) in 1877. Most, that is 72%, of

the astronomy PhD holders succeeded in becoming research

astronomers, 22% failed to become astronomers, and 6% were

foreign students who returned to their home country.

From the 1890s to 1915, the output of doctorates from

astronomy departments roughly followed an exponential growth of

6% per year (see Table 20.2 and Graph 20.3). The growth ended

during World War I, when the production of astronomy PhDs

dropped 38%. By the early 1920s, the graduate schools were

beginning to recover with a robust annual growth of 9%. Toward

the latter half of the 1930s, the depression was taking effect with

reduced enrollments in graduate schools. From the first-half to

second-half of the 1930s, the annual rate of producing astronomy

doctorates dropped 27%.

In comparison, the number of physics doctorates from

American universities also experienced an exponential increase,

though the character was different than the growth of astronomy



Table 20.2

Number of PhDs
Granted by American Departments of Astronomy

Five-Year
Interval

1876-1880

1881-1885

1886-1890

1891-1895

1896- 1900

1901-1905

1906-19 10

1911-1915

19 16-1920

1921-1925

1926-1930

193 1-1935

1936- 1941

Total

Number of
PhDs

2

I

4

9

11

18

19

29

18

21

33

50

44

259



Graph 20.3

Number of PhDs Granted by
American Departments of Astronomy:

Semi-Logarithmic Graph8

599

8 The number of doctorates for the six-year interval, 1936-1941, is normalized
to five years. The regression coefficient for the logarithmic fit from 1891 to
1915 is r2 = 0.960 and for 1921 to 1935, r2 = 0.999.
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PhDs. From 1900 to 1941, the physics PhD growth rate was a fairly

steady 6.7% per year, excluding the dip in production during and

immediately after World War J9 Thus, astronomy production of

doctorates grew a little slower than physics doctorates before World

War I, but significantly faster after the war. However, astronomy

suffered a major drop in doctorates during and immediately after

the World War, while physics had a downturn of only 13%, a third

of the percent plunge of astronomy. Also, the number of astronomy

PhDs deceased in the latter half of the 1930s by 27%, but physics

PhDs increased 29% hardly loosing step with its exponential rise of

6.7%. 10 The differences imply that graduate study of astronomy

was more sensitive to martial and economic disruption than

graduate work in physics.

SUCCESS IN TRAINING RESEARCH ASTRONOMERS

To this point, we have considered only the graduate programs

at the major schools of astronomy: Berkeley, Chicago, Michigan,

Princeton, and Harvard, plus Johns Hopkins, an important trainer,

more for its physics program than astronomy. A comparison of the

9 A regression analysis was made of data from Scates et. al. on the number of
physics doctorates awarded in the US from 1900 to 1950. The fit of data
grouped in five year intervals, 1901 to 1940, minus 1916-1920, gave a 6.7%
annual growth with r2 = 0.992. Douglas E. Scates, Bernard C. Murdoch, and
Alice V. Yeomans, The Production of Doctorates in the Sciences: 1936-1948
(Washington, DC: American Council on Education, 1951), p. 113.

10 The physics PhD production data from 1935 to 1941 (normalized to 5 years)
was 0.44 standard deviations below the least-squares fit of the logarithmic
curve.
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productivity and relative success of all of the graduate astronomy

programs, including the smaller programs, can illustrate the gamut

of astronomy schools up to 1941. Table 20.3 shows the number of

doctorates given in astronomy up to 1941 by individual American

universities. The five major schools produced more than 70% of

these doctorates. Apart from Johns Hopkins, the next five schools in

rank of productivity, Yale, Virginia, Columbia, Pennsylvania, and

Pittsburgh, made up 20% of the doctorate production. Though

having small outputs, these five programs played a significant role

in training American astronomers, particularly classical

astronomers. As Graph 20.4 shows, the minor departments had

early periods of success in training doctors of astronomy followed

by decline and later modest revival.

THE MINOR SCHOOLS

Not until the 1890s did the production of PhDs by astronomy

departments begin to grow exponentially. Beforehand in the 1870s

and 1880s, Yale was the only school to have any semblance of a

productive program, granting three PhDs over a period of 13 years.

The remainder of the earliest astronomy degrees were lone

doctorates from Boston, Cincinnati, and Virginia.
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Table 20.3

Numbers of Doctoral Degrees in Astronomy
Awarded by American Universities to 1941

University Number of Percent of
Degrees the

Doctorates
Berkeley 66 25.5%
Chicago 41 15.8%

Michigan 3 0 11.6%
Harvard/Radcliffe 25 9.7%

Princeton 22 8.5%

Virginia 1 3 5.0%

Yale 1 2 4.6%

Columbia 11 4.2%

Penn 11 4.2%

Pittsburgh 5 1.9%

Johns Hopkins 5 1.9%

Cincinnati 3 1.2%

Illinois 3 1.2%

Caltech 2 0.8%

Indiana 2 0.8%

Wisconsin 2 0.8%
Boston U 1 0.4%
Carleton 1 0.4%

Georgetown 1 0.4%

Minnesota 1 0.4%
Northwestern 1 0.4%

Vanderbilt 1 0.4%

Total 259 100%
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Graph 20.4

Proportions of Doctorates Granted by the Three Groups of
Departments of Astronomy: Major, Minor, and Other
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Virginia

Of these three universities, Virginia was the oniy one to build

successfully a graduate program in astronomy. The initial program

was formed under Ormond Stone (Professor of Practical Astronomy



and Director of Leander McCormick Observatory 1882-1912). Stone

was a prolific teacher at both Virginia and Cincinnati where he had

previously taught (1875-1882). He had seven advanced astronomy

students at Cincinnati, four of whom became astronomers,1 I and

thirty-one Vanderbilt fellows at Leander McCormick Observatory.

During his time at Virginia, the university granted nine doctorates

in astronomy and was especially productive from 1901 to 1913.12

The doctoral research of Stone's students was principally theoretical

astronomy, that is calculation of orbits, and practical astronomy, the

application of telescopes. More particularly, the main work at

Leander McCormick Observatory was visual photometry, but Stone

preferred to work in mathematical astronomy.1 3

Stone's successor at Virginia, Samuel A. Mitchell (Professor of

Astronomy and observatory director 1913-1945) was primarily

interested in astrometric measurement of stellar parallax at the

observatory. During Mitchell's tenure, Virginia willingly let the

11 Herbert A. Howe (MA Cincinnati 1877), Winslow Upton (MA 1877), Albert S.
Flint (MA 1880), and H. V. Egbert (student, c. 1880). Cincinnati's first PhD in
astronomy was granted in 1886 after Stone had left the University. At that
time, Jermain G. Porter was the professor of astronomy at Cincinnati. His
doctoral student, Herbert Couper Wilson, became the first editor of Popular
Astronomy. Joel Stebbins, "Albert Stowell Flint," Popular Astronomy
31(1923): 369-72.

1 2 See Appendix B for a listing of the Virginia doctorates.

13 C. P. Olivier, "Ormond Stone," Popular Astronomy 41(1933): 295-8.
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graduate program languish, partly out of Mitchell's lack of interest,

graduating only two doctorates in astronomy.1 4

Yale

Yale fared better than Virginia in the long run in developing a

graduate program, yet it fell short of becoming a major school of

astronomy. Astronomical instruction at Yale flourished in the mid-

nineteenth century due to Denison Olmsted, Professor of Natural

Philosophy and Astronomy, 1836-1859. He established a program

of teaching astronomy not to train astronomers, but to upraise the

character of the students.15 One of his students, Hubert A. Newton

carried on astronomical instruction at Yale as a Professor of

Mathematics (1855-1896). Newton studied the motions of meteors,

originating one of the first programs to attempt to determine

meteoric orbits by analyzing meteor trails caught on photographs.1 6

William L. Elkin (PhD Strassburg 1880), an American who had

been educated in engineering at Stuttgart, Germany before studying

astronomy at Strassburg, joined the Yale staff in 1884 and

14 Copy of letter from Samuel A. Mitchell to Rupert Wildt, 13 June 1942, in
microfilm copy of Henry Norris Russell papers, Center for History of Physics,
Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

1 Marc Rothenberg, "The Educational and Intellectual Background of
American Astronomers, 1825-1875" (PhD dissertation, Bryn Mawr College,
1974), pp. 40, 242-4.

16 For more information on Olmsted and Newton at Yale, see Rothenberg's
dissertation, pp. 30-67.
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succeeded Newton as Director of the Yale Observatory.17 He

measured parallaxes of stars and continued photographic study of

meteor trails. But Elkin did little if any teaching. Frederick L. Chase

(PhD Yale 1891) succeeded Elkin in 1910 to direct the observatory

for a short three years.

After Newton passed away in 1896, instruction was left to his

student William Beebe (BA Yale 1873). Beebe was the principle

astronomy instructor at Yale from 1897 to 1917. By the 1910s, the

astronomy program in both research and instruction had badly

deteriorated. While Newton had been the mentor for five PhDs in

astronomy, Beebe saw through only one PhD on an astronomical

topic (Joshua Larson, 1901). His lone student did not continue with

a career in astronomy.

Yale gained the potential of being a major school in

mathematical astronomy when it recruited Ernest William Brown

(ScD Cambridge 1897) to its mathematical department in 1907.

Brown, an English immigrant trained in celestial mechanics, became

a preeminent mathematical astronomer. His research focussed on

bringing the theory of the motion of the moon to a satisfactory

state, in which he largely succeeded.18 Though he taught at Yale for

1 7 Actually the observatory had been run before Elkin's directorship by a
Board of Managers of which Newton was the executive officer. Frank
Schlesinger to George Derby, 26 May 1937, microfilm copy of Frank
Schlesinger papers, Center for History of Physics, Niels Bohr Library,
American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

18 H. N. Russell considered E. W. Brown to be the most distinguished
mathematical astronomer in the first decades of this century. H. N. Russell,
"American's role in the development of astronomy," Proceedings of the
American Philosophical Society 91(1947): 10-16.
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25 years (until 1932), his success as a teacher was limited. He had

six doctoral students who wrote on celestial mechanics, only one of

whom became an astronomerWallace J. Eckert (PhD 1931). Eckert

was a pioneer in mathematical astronomy, applying numerical

methods of calculating using early computing machines. He served

as director of the Nautical Almanac Office during World War 11.19

Yale's stature in observational astronomy was rescued in

1920 when Frank Schlesinger was hired as the Director of Yale

Observatory. Schlesinger, already elected to the National Academy

of Sciences (1916), was one of the most respected classical

astronomers in America. He left Allegheny Observatory, which was

well equipped, to go to a school with a long defunct program in

observational astronomy. This is precisely what attracted

Schlesinger, he wanted to go to a school without hampering

traditions to give him the freedom to develop his research program

as he was inclined. Schlesinger agreed to come to Yale when the

university committed its willingness to support him in building a

new program in astronomy.20

In 1925 Schlesinger established the Yale Southern Station at

Johannesburg, South Africa for parallactic measurements of

southern stars. For his work in measuring stellar parallaxes, he

received the Royal Astronomical Society Gold Medal (1927) and the

Bruce Medal (1929). Schlesinger was the most successful product of

19 [Curvin Henry Gingrich], "Eckert becomes Director of the Nautical
Almanac Office," Popular Astronomy 48(1940): 112.

20 Frank Schlesinger to H. N. Russell, 30 November 1919, H. N. Russell papers.



early American doctoral training in classical astronomy, earning his

PhD from Columbia in 1898.21

Since the turn of the century, the astronomy program at Yale

had been a weak stepchild of the mathematics department. In

1923 the university decided to develop a full undergraduate

program, but still within the mathematics department.22 In the

meantime, Schlesinger had built up a strong staff for the Yale

Observatory, including two young Dutch immigrant astronomers,

Jan Schilt (PhD Groningen 1924) and Dirk Brouwer (PhD Leiden

1927). Schlesinger took up teaching undergraduate courses but was

leery of it drawing him away from productive research.23 In 1929

he stopped teaching descriptive astronomy leaving Brouwer to take

up the burden.24

Nearly all astronomers trained in Holland during the 1920s

and 30s worked in statistical astronomy. Brouwer was an

exception, he was one of the few Dutch students at that time

interested in celestial mechanics. Brouwer became Brown's

21 Ida Barney, "Frank Schlesinger," Popular Astronomy 51(1943): 409-12;
J. H. Moore, "Address of the retiring president of the society in awarding the
Bruce Gold Medal to Dr. Frank Schlesinger," Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific 41(1929): 8-15.

22 Frederick S. Jones, Dean of Yale College, to F. Schlesinger, 6 March 1923,
Frank Schlesinger papers.

23 F. Schlesinger to Phillip Fox, 23 October 1912, Frank Schlesinger papers.

24 Copy of letter from C. W. Mendell to Professor Charles Seymour, Provost, 21
October, 1929; Schlesinger to Seymour, 13 January 1930, Frank Schlesinger
papers.



successor and Yale remained the leading school of celestial

mechanics in the US.25

Schlesinger had three doctoral students in his 21 years at Yale

(Carl L. Stearns [PhD 19231, John S. Hall [PhD 19331, and Theodore

Mehlin [PhD 19351), all of whom became astronomers. Brouwer saw

two students through their doctorates, one of whom became an

astronomer, Hans G. Hertz (PhD 1941) a refugee from Nazi

Germany 26

Columbia

Schlesinger's alma mater, Columbia University founded its

Department of Astronomy in 1891. For the next two decades, the

department was active in graduate instruction with most of its

doctoral students engaged in astrometric determinations of stellar

positions using photographs taken by Lewis Morris Rutherfurd, one

of America's pioneers in astronomical photography. He had been a

trustee of Columbia University (1858-1884) and was responsible

for Columbia establishing a Department of Geodesy and Astronomy

25 [Curvin Henry Gingrich], "General Notes: Dirk Brouwer," Popular
Astronomy 49(1941): 172.

26 Frank Schlesinger went through a great deal of trouble helping Hertz get
a visa to come to America, finding for him temporary menial employment,
and housing him at his own home until Hertz could resume his graduate
education and work as an assistant at the Yale Observatory. Schlesinger's
decision to help the young Jewish student was based on Hertz's strong
background in physics and astronomy courses and the high recommendation
of a German professor. R. Schorr to F. Schlesinger, 29 May 1936, and letters
between J. Cadden and Schlesinger, 30 October to 15 December, 1936, Frank
Schlesinger papers.
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in 1881. A decade later "geodesy" was dropped from the

department name.

In 1890 Rutherfurd donated his equipment and library of

astronomical photographs, approximately 1500 negatives.27

Virtually every doctoral student up to 1909 worked with

Rutherfurd's photographs to measure precisely stellar positions for

determining parallax or proper motion of stars.

Of the Columbia graduates, three remained to become faculty

at the University: John K. Rees (Professor of Astronomy, 1882-

1907), Harold Jacoby (Professor of Astronomy, 1904-1930), and

Charles Lane Poor (Professor of Celestial Mechanics, 1910-1944).

From 1894 to 1906, Columbia was one of the most prolific trainers

of astronomy doctorates. During that time Columbia awarded eight

doctorates, six of whom become astronomers, including Rees (PhD

1894), Jacoby (1895), Frank Schlesinger (1898), and two women

astronomers, Caroline Ellen Furness (1900) of Vassar, and Anne

Sewall Young (1906) of Mt. Holyoke.

Following Rees's departure in 1907, Columbia's graduate

school in classical astronomy declined under his successors Jacoby

and Poor. Two further doctorates were awarded in 1909 and 1915,

but neither of the students became research astronomers.

27 J. K. Rees, "Lewis M. Rutherfurd," Astronomy and Astro-Physics,
I 1(October 1892): 689-97; Deborah Jean Warner, "Lewis M. Rutherfurd:
pioneer astronomical photographer and spectroscopist," Technology and
Change (12(1971): 199; Nathan Reingold, "Rutherfurd, Lewis Morris,"
Dictionary of Scientific Biography 12(1970): 36-37; Marc Rothenberg, "The
Educational and Intellectual Background of American Astronomers,
1825-1875" (PhD dissertation, Byrne Mawr College, 1974), pp. 228-30.
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W. J. Eckert arrived at Columbia in 1927 as an instructor and

graduate student. Finding Columbia's program in celestial

mechanics unsatisfactory, Eckert began commuting the following

year to New Haven as a Yale student, even while continuing as an

instructor at Columbia.28 After his Yale doctorate in 1931, Eckert

became Assistant Professor of Celestial Mechanics at Columbia

under Poor. Even with Eckert's support, Columbia produced no

celestial mechanicians during the 1930s.

In terms of observational astronomy, the fortunes of

Columbia's department rose in 1931 when Jan Schilt arrived from

Yale as associate professor of astronomy. He specialized in

photometry and stellar statistics but saw only one student to his

doctorate before 1941, John Titus (PhD 1938).

Pennsylvania

With the building of the Flower Observatory in 1897, the

University of Pennsylvania began a doctoral program concentrated

on astrometry under Charles Doolittle (Flower Professor of

Astronomy, 1896-1912). The observatory possessed a fine 18-inch

refractor made by Warner and Swasey of Cleveland with the optics

formed by John A. Brashear of Pittsburgh. Charles Doolittle, one of

the "Ann Arbor School of Astronomers" (CE Michigan 1874),

specialized in precision observations to detect the variation of

latitude. Soon after C. L. Doolittle's arrival at Penn, his son Eric

28 w J. Eckert to F. Schlesinger, 12 October 1927, Frank Schlesinger papers.
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Doolittle joined him and pursued double-star observations. Eric

succeeded his father as the Flower Professor of Astronomy (1912-

20) and maintained Penn's moderately successful graduate

program.29

From 1901 to 1915, Penn had seven astronomy doctorates,

but only three succeeded in becoming astronomers. Two of the

three, Henry Brown Evans (PhD Penn 1901) and Samuel Goodwin

Barton (PhD Penn 1906), were hired by Penn. Evans became a

professor of mathematics (1904-1942) and Barton an astronomy

professor (1913-1931). All seven of the Penn doctorates were for

astrometric research or study of perturbations of orbits.

Nearly twenty years passed before Penn again graduated

astronomy PhDs. By this time, the Flower Observatory had been

revitalized with active research in stellar photometry. Credit for

the reawakening of graduate education and astronomical research

at Penn goes to Charles P. Olivier (PhD Virginia 1911) who was

professor of astronomy and director of the observatory from 1928

to 1954. Two of Olivier's four doctoral students, Raymond Hiram

Wilson, Jr. (PhD 1935) and Philip Harwood Taylor (1940) became

astronomers.

29 Raymond Smith Dugan, "Charles Leander Doolittle," Dictionary of
American Biography 3(1964): 373-74; Samuel G. Barton, "Eric Doolittle,"
Popular Astronomy 28(1920): 506-10.
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Pittsburgh

The University of Pittsburgh was slow to give graduate

training in astronomy despite having one of the earliest

astronomical research facilities in America, the Allegheny

Observatory. In 1867 the observatory was deeded to the

University of Pittsburgh (then the Western University of

Pennsylvania). Three of Allegheny's directors became leading

research astronomers: Samuel Pierpont Langley (director, 1867-

87), James E. Keeler (1891-1898), and Frank Schlesinger (1905-

1920). Like the Harvard College Observatory, the purpose of

Allegheny was research, not instruction. However on a limited

basis, Schlesinger accepted graduate students. During his fifteen

years at Allegheny, he supervised two doctoral students, Robert

Horace Baker (PhD 1910) and Arthur Floyd Beal (PhD 1917). Ten

years after Schlesinger's departure, Fiank Craig Jordan (PhD Chicago

1914, Director of Allegheny 1930-1941) came to Pittsburgh and

revived the doctoral program overseeing three doctoratesCharles

W. Hetzler (PhD 1935), Nicholas E. Wagman (PhD 1937), and Francis

Sullivan (PhD 1938).

Classical Astronomy in Common

These six schools of astronomy, including Johns Hopkins, are

all classified as "minor" because of their overall lesser production of

astronomy doctorates compared to the five major schools

Berkeley, Chicago, Harvard, Princeton, and Michigan. They
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generally had something in common that separated them from the

more successful major schools. All of the minor schools, except for

Pittsburgh, focussed their graduate research on classical astronomy;

in contrast, all of the major schools focussed either on astrophysics

alone or on both astrophysics and classical astronomy. Pittsburgh,

like Harvard, had an observatory designated for research, not

instruction, which later accommodated graduate training. Unlike

Harvard, Pittsburgh did not form a large school. Also, the minor-

school graduates were generally less successful in becoming

astronomers that those from the major schools. This raises the

question of whether the smaller outputs of the minor schools and

lesser success of its graduates was related to these being, for the

most part, schools of classical astronomy.30

THIRD- TIER DEPARTMENTS

The remaining eleven schools in the bottom tier of Table 20.3

accounted for 18 (7%) of the astronomy doctorates. These schools

rapidly declined after initial attempts to build doctoral programs in

astronomy and were unsuccessful in establishing lasting doctoral

programs.31 The upturn between 1906 and 1915, seen in Graph

20.4, marks modest attempts in the Midwest to form doctoral

30 This question will be further investigated in Chapter 23, section "Relative
Success of the Major Departments."

3 1 See Graph 20.4. The doctorate production of the eleven schools listed in
Table 20.3, commencing with Cincinnati and ending with Vanderbilt, are
grouped in the graph as "Other Departments."
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programs. The state universities of Indiana, Illinois, and Minnesota

contributed four PhDs in all. Also, the University of Cincinnati

briefly revived its graduate program in astronomy with two

doctorates, and Vanderbilt granted a lone doctorate. All of these

schools failed to maintain viable doctoral programs in astronomy.

The three state universities had built student observatories

with substantial telescopes nearly a decade earlier.32 Of these

Midwest schools, Indiana came closest to establishing a creditable

graduate department. John A. Miller (PhD in mathematics, Chicago

1899) was Professor of Mechanics and Astronomy at Indiana 1895-

1904. Under his leadership, Indiana formed the Department of

Mechanics and Astronomy, constructed the Kirkwood Observatory,

and built a graduate program. Wilbur A. Cogshall (MA Indiana

1902), who had been an assistant at Lowell Observatory, near

Flagstaff, Arizona, continued the program after 1904. Given

Cogshall's connection to his observatory, Percival Lowell established

in 1905 a master's fellowship for the Indiana department. The

recipients acted as assistants at Lowell Observatory while working

on their master's thesis.33 The fellowship helped spark a series of

masters and a doctorate in astronomy at Indiana, but Cogshall was

32 Illinois, Minnesota, and Indiana had purchased, between 1895 and 1899,
Warner and Swasey-made refractors with optics by Brashear. Illinois and
Indiana bought 12-inch refractors and Minnesota a 10.5-inch refractor. [W.
W. Payne], "New Observatory for the University of Illinois," Popular
Astronomy 3(1896): 488; "Indiana University," Popular Astronomy 7(1899):
543.

33 1W. W. Payne], "The Lawrence Fellowship," Popular Astronomy 13(1905):
350; Catalogue of Indiana University, 1907-08, pp. 152-57.
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unable to maintain the momentum after 1910, and the department

languished until Frank K. Edmondson (PhD Harvard 1937)

succeeded Cogshall and began reviving in the late 1930s the

Indiana program in astronomy which matured into a productive

doctoral program in the 1950s.34

Though most of the third-tier schools had failed graduate

programs in astronomy, some schools like Indiana were just

beginning to build departments in the 1930s which became

eminent astronomical institutions after World War II. The

California Institute of Technology was such an emerging school. It

was blessed by its association with the Mt. Palomar Observatory,

which was under construction during the 1930s, and its own

strength in theoretical physics. Caltech rose to compete with

Berkeley, Chicago, Princeton, and Harvard as a major post-war

school of astronomy.35

Other graduate programs of the third-tier schools robustly

revived during the 1950s and 60s. Most notably, the astronomy

departments of Georgetown, which had a weak astronomy

department before World War II, and Indiana grew to be among

the largest departments in the United States.

3 Kenneth P. Williams to H. N. Russell, 19 April 1929, H. N. Russell papers;
Catalogue of Indiana University, 1938-39, pp. 133-34.

35 In the mid-1960s, Caltech enjoyed the status as the highest rated graduate
school of astronomy in the US. Richard E. Berendzen, "On the Career
Development and Education of Astronomers in the United States" (PhD
dissertation, Harvard University, 1968), pp. 4, 299-300, 589-91.
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Reviewing the fortunes of the three groups of astronomy

departments, the minor schools of astronomy, including Johns

Hopkins, held dominion over doctorate production until about

1900.36 At this point the major departments, especially Berkeley,

decisively dominated, accounting for 85% of the production of

astronomy doctorates. The remaining departments generally

limped through the decades, being suddenly invigorated with the

science boom of the 1960s.

RISING CONTRIBUTION OF THE DEPARTMENTS OF ASTRONOMY

Inspection of Table 20.4 and Graph 20.5 reveals the

proportion of beginning astronomers with a doctorate from an

American department of astronomy grew at an average rate of 10%

per decade from the 1870s to 1930s. Before 1900, the doctoral

programs of the astronomy departments provided less than one-

quarter of the astronomers. However, the output of the

departments progressively increased until they produced more

than half of the astronomers in the 1930s.

Graph 20.5 shows dips from the linear trend during the 1896-

1900, 1916-1920, and 1926-1930 intervals. The drop in the curve

for 1896-1900 correlates with the high percentage of Americans

going to Europe rather than America for advanced study. As is seen

36 Review Graph 20.4 to see the proportions of doctorates from the major,
minor, and third-tier schools.



Table 20.4

Percent of the Astronomers
who Earned an Astronomy PhD

from an American Department of Astronomy

Five-year
Interval

1876-1880

1881- 1885

1886-1890

1891-1895

1896- 1900

1901- 1905

1906- 1910

1911-1915

19 16-1920

1921- 1925

1926- 1930

193 1-1935

1936- 194 1

Average %

Percent US
Astronomy PhDs

5.0%

12.0%

20.6%

9.3%

23.9%

33.3%

40.0%

4 1.9%

35.7%

48.5%

42.9%

57.6%

65.0%

36.3%
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Graph 20.5

Percent of the Entrant Astronomers
who have an Astronomy PhD

from an American Department of Astronomy

in Table 20.5, 1896-1900 experienced a surge of students heading

for Europe, principally Germany for advanced study. The twelve

who went abroad from 1896 to 1900 made up 29% of the new

astronomers of that interval. Part of the explanation for this

movement to study in Europe just before 1900 lies with young

aspiring astronomers seeking advanced training in astrophysics and



Table 20.5

Number of the American Astronomers
who did Advanced Study in Europe

Five-year Number
Interval studying in

Europe

1876-1880 2

1881-1885 2

1886-1890 1

1891-1895 5

1896-1900 12

1901-1905 7

1906-1910 1

1911-1915 3

1916-1920 0

1921-1925 0

1926-1930 2

1931-1935 1

1936-1941 2

Total 3 8

finding it not in America, but in Germany. Before 1900, the US

lacked graduate schools of astrophysics.37

37 This topic is further treated in the first sections of Chapter 22.
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The second downturn from 1916 to 1920 is due to a near

shutting down of graduate departments of astronomy during World

War I. During 1918 and 1919, only two students were awarded

astronomy doctorates in the US, with only one of them becoming a

research astronomer (William F. Meyer, PhD Berkeley 1919). Also,

this five-year span experienced a jump in the number of new

astronomers with only a high school or bachelor's degree. The jump

was an artifact of increased hiring by government institutions,

particularly the US Naval Observatory, Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory, and the US Coast and Geodetic Survey. They hired five

personnel with minimal training who became astronomers at their

institutions. Seemingly, the war effort had drained away the pool

of available personnel with higher levels of astronomical training.

The proportion of entrant astronomers coming from graduate

astronomy departments slumped again in the latter part of the

1920s. The slump occurred despite an increase in the doctoral

output of the departments. The reasons for it are observatories

doubling their hiring of assistants, some of whom became

astronomers, and opening their doors to immigrant astronomers at

this time of economic boom. Virtually all of the assistants had no

more than a master's degree. About half of the assistant positions

were with government institutions, particularly the US Naval

Observatory and the Nautical Almanac Office, and the other half

with research observatories, such as Mt. Wilson.

Also during this time, the excellent employment opportunities

for research attracted foreign astronomers. One-quarter of the
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entrant astronomers of 1926-30 were from abroad: three each

from Holland and Russia, two from Austria, and one each from

Canada, Denmark, Hungary, and Bulgaria. Half came as advanced

students; most of the others came as young astronomers with their

doctorate.

Thus the sag in the astronomy departments' share of the

entrant astronomers during the years 1926 to 1930 was due to

employment opportunities at astronomical institutions expanding

faster than doctorate production by the departments.

WOMEN DOCTORS IN ASTRONOMY

The women astronomers overall made up 11% of the

astronomers in this study. They had to combat a cultural

perception before World War II that women lacked the scientific

creativity of men.38 Thus, women would be expected to have a

more difficult time than men being accepted to doctoral programs.

Nonetheless, 45% of the women astronomers, twenty-five in all,

earned their doctorate. Though this proportion is well below the

61% of the male astronomers having doctorates, its interpretation

requires understanding of the sources of these advanced degrees.

For the women, the American astronomy departments were

virtually the only source of doctorates. Only one of the twenty-five

women doctorates received a non-astronomy PhD (Ida Barney, PhD

in mathematics, Yale, 1922). In contrast, a little over half of the

38 John Lankford, American Astronomy, pp. 291-6.
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male doctors (58%) had degrees from US departments of astronomy.

One-quarter of the men had US doctorates in physics, mathematics,

chemistry, or geology. The remaining one-sixth of the male

astronomers had European doctorates.

As has been seen in the earlier chapters on the major

graduate programs, the American astronomy departments were

generally receptive, if hesitant, to accommodating women doctoral

students. While women made up only 11% of the population of

research astronomers, they accounted for a slightly higher

proportion of the PhDs from astronomy departments, 13%.

Attaining a PhD in astronomy guaranteed neither women nor

men an astronomical career. Because of bias and marriage, women

PhDs faced more formidable obstacles to a research career than

men. Yet of all the doctorates granted by US astronomy

departments up to 1941, the proportion of women and men who

become research astronomers is nearly the same-69% of the

women and 72% of the men.39 The near equality of success in

becoming astronomers counters the cultural expectation that

women would be less able than men to establish careers in

astronomy. The women were clearly able to carry on research after

their doctorate as were the men, although they may have had

shorter careers and fewer opportunities for research.4°

39 The percentages are drawn from the data on the research astronomers in
Table C of Appendix C.

40 John Lankford, American Astronomy, p. 294.



Of the 24 women with PhDs in astronomy who did become

researchers, half were professors or associate professors of

astronomy, usually at women's colleges. Of the rest, one-sixth

became full astronomers or physicists at research institutions, with

the remaining one-third not progressing beyond being an assistant

or instructor. The latter women often became married and had

short careers.4

Nearly all of the women doctorates in astronomy came from the

major departments (31 of 36). Michigan, Harvard, and Berkeley

were progressive in their acceptance of women doctoral students

(see Table 20.6). Michigan granted its first doctorate in astronomy

to a woman in 1904, Berkeley in 1913, Chicago 1919, and Radcliffe

1925. Princeton, being at that time a college for men and having no

affiliation, as Harvard did, with a women's college, was precluded

from educating women. Other schools, granted women PhDs in

astronomy: two from Columbia, and one each from Yale, Penn, and

Illinois. Yale was the pathfinder for women doctorates, as it was

the first university to grant a woman a PhD in astronomy

(Margaretta Palmer, 1894). Columbia gave the second women's

astronomy PhD in 1900 to Caroline Furness.

Astronomy had a high proportion of women doctorates

relative to other sciences. For all science PhDs awarded in the US

41 However, marriage did not necessarily mean an end to a woman's career.
One of the leading women astronomers of the century, Cecilia Payne
Gaposchkin, married, raised a family, and meantime rose to become Harvard's
first women professor and department head. Katherine Haramundanis, ed.,
Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin: An Autobiography and Other Recollections
(Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 2nd ed., 1996).
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Table 20.6

Percent of the Doctorates Granted to Women
by the Major Departments of Astronomy

Number of Percent
University Women PhDs Women PhDs

Michigan 8 26.7%

Harvard/Radcliffe 7 24.0%

Berkeley 1 3 19.7%

Chicago 3 7.3%

Princeton 0 0.0%

For all departments 3 6 13.0%

from 1936-48, 10% were to women. During that same interval,

women earned only 4% of the doctorates in physics.42 Despite the

cultural bias of the time, astronomy was more amenable to the

research aspirations of women than the other sciences in general

and physics in particular.

By the end of the 66-year period, the doctoral programs of

the astronomy departments had grown to provide a majority of the

new generation of astronomers. These institutions were also

42 Scates, Murdoch, and Yeomans, The Production of Doctorates in the
Sciences: 1936-1948 (Washington, DC: American Council on Education, 1951),
pp. 76, 113.
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leaders in giving women opportunities for research in the physical

sciences.

Another dimension of the role of the graduate schools in

educating the astronomers was the focus of doctoral research.

Inherent in the nature of the doctoral degree is specialization in

research. The research emphasis of doctorates became a strong

influence on the astronomical community. At the same time,

external influences on the astronomy departments, especially from

European-educated astronomers, played important roles in steering

the themes of graduate research of the departments. The following

chapter treats the evolving scope and focus of doctoral research,

and influences on the research agendas of the departments during

the period.
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CHAPTER 21

Since the doctorate became the dominant level of training for

research astronomers by the early part of this century, the

orientation of doctoral research was an especially important

ingredient in the education of the American astronomers.

RESEARCH FIELDS

To no surprise, the majority of the doctorates had majored in

astronomy or astrophysicsnearly 70%. Physics and mathematics,

sister sciences to astronomy, followed with 20% and 6% respectively

(see Table 21.1). The physics doctorates were mainly concerned

with laboratory study of light, principally spectroscopy which

accounted for over two-thirds of the physics degrees. Such

research was directly applicable to observational astrophysics.

Theoretical physics was investigated in one-sixth of the physics

dissertations. The remaining physics doctorates treated a variety of
other topics.

Nearly half of the dissertations in mathematics were directly

connected to astronomy. In most cases, they were orbit

determinations. These were works in theoretical astronomy where

the universities lacked an astronomy department.

In the first decade of this study, most of the doctoral students

worked within mathematics departments on orbit determination



Table 21.1

Majors of the Astronomers' Doctorates

Major Number Percent

astronomy 204 67.3%

physics 5 9 19.5%

mathematics 1 8 5.9%

astrophysics 6 2.0%

chemistry 3 1.0%

geology 2 0.7%

mathematics & physics 2 0.7%

physics & astronomy 1 0.3%

unknown 8 2.6%

Total 303

(see Graph 21.1). At this early time, graduate astronomy

departments lacked sustained programs. However in the following

decade, graduate departments of astronomy were taking root with

theoretical astronomy continuing to be the topic of nearly every

doctoral thesis. American students earning PhDs abroad likewise

wrote dissertations in this same field. As astronomy departments,

such as those at Yale, Virginia, and Cincinnati, formed and applied

themselves to training students in mathematical astronomy, the

role of mathematics departments as an advanced training ground

for future astronomers declined rapidly. Thus by the late 1880s,
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Graph 21.1

Majors of the Astronomers' Doctorates
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graduate programs in astronomy had matured sufficiently to

replace mathematics departments as the primary source of doctoral

researchers for the astronomical community.
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Up to 1905, physics departments experienced the opposite

trend. The numbers of their doctoral graduates who became

astronomers grew. At the time, astrophysics was an infant science

with great promise. With the establishment of astrophysical

observatories, such as Lick and Yerkes, opportunities for careers in

astrophysics increased. To exploit the science, one needed strong

preparation in physics, especially any aspect dealing with analysis

of light. Since astronomy departments were focussing on

mathematical astronomy, students interested in pursuing

astrophysical research had to look elsewhere to gain research

experience in study of spectroscopy or photometry. "Elsewhere"

was often graduate study of physics in America or Europe, thus

came the surge in physics doctorates near the turn of the century

as seen in Graph 21.1.

J. E. Keeler is a preeminent example of an aspiring

astrophysicist seeking advanced training outside of astronomy

departments. After his bachelor's degree in physics and astronomy

(Johns Hopkins, 1881), Keeler studied physics at the university,

then worked as an assistant at Allegheny Observatory under S. P.

Langley, an early American astrophysicist who pioneered in solar

bolometry, the measurement of the intensity of solar radiation.

After which, Keeler spent a year in Europe studying physics and

mathematics at Heidelberg and Berlin. He returned to the US in
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1884 and became one of America's leading astrophysicists before

dying prematurely in 1900.

By 1910, the major astronomy departments, particularly

Berkeley, Chicago, Michigan, and Princeton had reacted to the

demand for astrophysicists sufficiently to provide most of the

training in radiation studies, mainly spectroscopy and photometry,

needed to supply the American community with astrophysicists.

Thereafter, the contribution of physics departments declined, but

did not entirely die away. In the 1920s and 30s, physics training of

another sort became important to astronomytheoretical physics.

Though the number of astronomers trained in theoretical physics

remained small to the end of the period, their roles in the

development of astronomical research were large.2

THE THREE MAJOR BRANCHES: CLASSICAL ASTRONOMY,
ASTROPHYSICS, AND STELLAR STATISTiCS

The astronomy fields can be divided into three groups:

classical astronomy, astrophysics, and stellar statistics. Classical

astronomy had two main fields, practical astronomy and celestial

mechanics. Practical astronomy was precise use of telescopes to

measure the positions or timings of stars or other objects. Celestial

Donald E. Osterbrock, "James E. Keeler pioneer astrophysicist," Physics
Today February 1979, pp. 40-7.

2 For example, Chandrasekhar, Martin Schwarzschild, and Lyman Spitzer, all
leading theoreticians, had advanced study in theoretical physics.
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mechanics, including theoretical astronomy, was mainly concerned

with the solution of the orbital motions of solar-system objects.

Astrophysics was the observing and interpretation of visible

and photographically detectable radiation coming from celestial

objects.3 This included several observational fields: stellar and

solar spectroscopy, stellar photometry, solar bolometry,

astronomical photography, and radio astronomy. Celestial spectra

yielded a great variety of information on celestial objects. For

instance, spectra were used for determining stellar classification,

velocities of stars radially to or from Earth by noting the Doppler

shift of spectral lines ("radial velocities"), and the physical state of

stellar atmospheres. The latter was called "spectrophotometry" and

was done through careful measurement of the brightness contours

of spectral lines. Aside from studying celestial radiation, theoretical

astrophysicists developed models of celestial objects, principally

stars and especially our sun, based on physical principles.

The third major category of astronomical research was stellar

statistics, a latecomer to American graduate schools. This area of

research was directed mainly toward using data, such as stellar

distances, positions, and spectra, to decipher the structure and

dynamics of our galaxy.

In the 1930s, detectable radiation expanded to include radio emissions of
celestial objects.
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Up to 1900 graduate research in American departments of

astronomy was solely classical astronomy.4 Berkeley was the first

school to set about overcoming the shortage of astrophysicists.

Beginning in 1903, Berkeley produced, in conjunction with Lick

Observatory, a series of doctorates earned through research in

astronomical spectroscopy and radial velocities. From 1903 to

1909, seven of the nine doctorates in astronomy coming from

American schools were from Berkeley, with all seven of Berkeley's

PhDs involving astrophysical research. Up to 1915, the University

of California dominated the production of astrophysicists; no other

school had produced more than two PhDs for astrophysical

research. Beyond 1915, Chicago, Michigan, Princeton, and Harvard

developed graduate programs, which eroded Berkeley's monopoly

of astronomy doctorates.

The first astrophysics PhDs from Chicago came in 1912

followed by Michigan and Princeton in 1915. Harvard, including

Radcliffe, was late in starting a graduate department in astronomy.

Its first doctorate was to Cecilia Payne in 1925. Harvard's program

was almost entirely devoid of research in classical astronomy, being

mainly devoted to astrophysics. Overall, Berkeley, Chicago,

Michigan, Princeton, and Harvard accounted for 90% of the

astrophysics doctorates from American schools.

Graph 21.2 shows the early dominance of classical topics of doctoral
research.
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Graph 21.2

Fields of Research for
Astronomy Department Doctorates to 1941
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The early schools of classical astronomy, Yale, Columbia, and

Johns Hopkins declined after 1900. However, Virginia and

Pennsylvania were starting up programs in classical astronomy just
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as the schools above were floundering. Overall, the doctoral output

in classical astronomy peaked about 1910. But by 1915, the

departments of Virginia and Penn had nearly stopped producing

classical astronomers. The production of mathematical astronomers

continued principally through Leuschner at Berkeley and to a lesser

extent, Moulton at Chicago. From 1916 to 1941, the output of PhDs

on mathematical astronomy was fairly steady at 10 per decade.

Dissertations of practical astronomy, the observational side of

classical astronomy, including astrometry, appeared at roughly half

the rate for mathematical astronomy (see Graph 21.3). Despite the

continued output of doctorates in classical astronomy, the field's

share of astronomy PhDs rapidly dwindled because of the great

growth of doctoral work in astrophysics and the moderate growth

in stellar statistics.

The third branch of astronomy, stellar statistics, was imported

into the US mainly by young, Dutch immigrant astronomers who

spread about the US teaching at graduate schools and conducting

research.

IMPORTING STATISTICAL ASTRONOMY

While observational astronomy atrophied in Britain and

Germany as it grew aggressively in America, astronomy of other
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Graph 21.3
Number of Doctorates for Dissertations

in Subfields of Classical Astronomy5

forms flourished in early twentieth-century Europe: statistical

astronomy and theoretical astrophysics.6

The numbers of PhDs for the remaining 6-year span from 1936 to 1941 are
normalized to ten years.

6 Struve and Zebergs list a time line of important developments in
astronomical research from 1900 to 1952. A survey of the years from 1900 to
1910 show German, English, and Dutch astronomers making several advances
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Statistical astronomy, the analysis of the distributions and

characteristics of the great body of stars, which make up our

galaxy, was pursued with the purpose of deciphering the structure

of our Milky Way. Jacobius Kapteyn (Professor of Astronomy and

Theoretical Mechanics, University of Groningen, 1878-1921), his

successor Pieter van Rhijn, and Hugo von Seeliger of the Munich

Observatory (1882-1924) had devoted much of their research to

this task. They influenced many student astronomers who studied

in Holland or Germany. Several of these students immigrated to the

US beginning with Adriaan van Maanen (1912) and Robert J.

Trumpler (1915). A steady flow of Dutch astronomers during the

1920s and early 30s brought several more astronomers with

training in stellar statistics. Most of these astronomers spread

about the US becoming teachers, as well as researchers: Trumpler

at Berkeley, Willem Luyten at Minnesota, Jan Schilt at Columbia and

Yale, Peter Van de Kamp at Virginia, Bart Bok at Harvard, and

Gerard Kuiper at Yerkes. Lick from the mid-1920s and Harvard in

the 1930s became centers for graduate study in stellar statistics.

Perhaps the most notable discovery by this group of stellar

statisticians was Trumpler's discovery of the reddening of light

from distant stars due to interstellar dust.

in theoretical study of stellar atmospheres and in statistical study of stars in
our galaxy, with Americans making essentially no contributions to these
areas. Otto Struve and Velta Zebergs, Astronomy of the 20th Century (New
York: Macmillan, 1962), inside cover leafs.

Pieter van Rhijn also went to Mt. Wilson Observatory in 1912, but stayed
only 2 years as a visiting astronomer.



Nonetheless, compared to classical astronomy and

astrophysics, statistical astronomy remained a minor branch of

astronomy.8 The principal evolution of doctoral research was from

classical astronomy to astrophysics.

SHIFT FROM CLASSICAL ASTRONOMY TO ASTROPHYSICS

By 1900, classical astronomy had become an established,

rigorous science dwelling on refinements in positional

measurements of stars and determination of orbitsa "normal"

science in Kuhnian terms.9 It had lost the excitement of discovery

which had marked its development during the 1700s and early

1800s. In its stead, astrophysics, the "new astronomy," was a

young, less disciplined look at the heavens with the promise of

exciting discoveries. Already by the 1880s, a quarter of the entrant

astronomers were engaging in the unorthodox study of

astrophysics. At that time graduate programs in astronomy were

just evolving. The question arises: Did American universities and

their affiliated observatories respond quickly to the growth of

astrophysics to become timely suppliers of research

astrophysicists?

To assess quantitatively the pace of the graduate schools

taking up the call to produce astrophysicists, the percentage of

8 . ..Review Graph 21.2 for statistical astronomy s relative standing in number
of doctorates.

John Lankford, American Astronomy, p. 40.
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American doctorates in astrophysics is compared to the percentage

of entrant astronomers whose careers focussed on astrophysical

research. Table 21.2 lists the two ratios, showing the graduate

schools were decades behind the movement toward astrophysics

among new astronomers. Not until approximately 1910 did the

graduate schools match the predilections of entrant astronomers for

astrophysics. By 1915, Berkeley, Chicago, Michigan, and Princeton

all had active graduate programs in astrophysics. The momentum

of growth in astrophysical graduate study ensued with the graduate

schools overshooting the proportion of new astronomers engaging

in astrophysical research. While astrophysics posed interesting

research problems to the graduate students, employment in

research tied to classical astronomy remained a significant part of

the astronomical domain.

The reverse phenomenon is found when the percentages of

doctorates in classical astronomy are compared with the

proportions of new astronomers taking up research in classical

fields, such as astrometry or theoretical astronomy. Inspection of

Table 21.3 shows that up to about 1900 the graduate schools had

almost entirely focussed on classical training, despite about half of

the astronomers choosing careers in other fields. The graduate

schools then swung like a pendulum toward an emphasis on

astrophysical research, resulting in an insufficient proportion of

graduate research on classical astronomy from the mid-1920s.

The orientation of the professors of astronomy helps explain

the early emphasis on classical astronomy. The faculties of the



Table 21.2

For American Departments of Astronomy,
the Lag of PhD Research in Astrophysics

behind the Astronomers' Career Research

Percent of Percent of Percent
PhD Research Career difference

on Research on PhD Career
Astrophysical Astrophysical

Decade Topics Topics

1876-1885 0.0 23.9 -23.9

1886-1895 0.0 30.3 -30.3

1896-1905 13.8 36.4 -22.6

1906-1915 43.7 32.5 11.2

1916-1925 48.7 41.0 7.7

1926-1935 68.7 59.1 9.5

1936-1941 70.5 57.5 13.0

earliest graduate departments, from the 1870s through 1890s,

were composed of established, classical astronomers. Among the

professors of classical astronomy were: H. A. Newton and W. L.

Elkin at Yale, Judson B. Coit at Boston University, Jermain G. Porter

at Cincinnati, John K. Rees at Columbia, Simon Newcomb at Johns

Hopkins, Asaph Hall Jr. at Michigan, C. L. Doolittle at Pennsylvania,

Ormond Stone at Virginia, G. C. Comstock at Wisconsin. The nascent

science of astrophysics had only three representatives at

universities: Western Pennsylvania's (Pittsburgh's) S. P. Langley of

Allegheny Observatory, Princeton's Charles Young, and Chicago's



Table 21.3

For American Departments of Astronomy,
the Excess of PhD Research in Classical Astronomy

compared to the Astronomers' Career Research

Decade

1876-1885

1886-1895

1896-1905

1906-19 15

19 16-1925

1926-1935

1936-1941

Percent of
PhD Research

in Classical
A s tr on o my

100.0

100.0

82.8

56.3

41.0

20.5

13.6

Percent of
Career

Research in
Classical

Astronomy

71.7

60.5

47.7

47.0

37.7

31.3

22.5

Percent
difference

PhD Career

28.3

39.5

35.1

9.3

3.3

-10.8

-8.9
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G. E. Hale. During Langley's tenure (1867-1887), the Allegheny

Observatory was a research institution and the university had no

graduate program in astronomy. However in the 1880s, he took on

J. E. Keeler as an assistant, who later became one of America's

leading astrophysicists.

Charles Young, in contrast to Langley was an active teacher

and perhaps one of America's best astronomy teachers from

elementary to advanced levels during the 1880s and 1890s.

Despite being a pioneer in solar spectroscopy, Young still focussed

his graduate teaching on classical astronomy. His doctoral students,



D. C. Miller, H. N. Russell, and J. M. Poor all did their dissertations in

theoretical astronomy.

Hale at Chicago designed a thorough program of advanced

instruction in astrophysics by the late 1890s. Yet, Hale was so busy

supervising construction of the Yerkes Observatory and later

establishing the observatory at Mt. Wilson that he did little

teaching of advanced students.

Up to 1900, graduate instruction in astronomy was virtually

all traditional astronomy. When Hale left Yerkes Observatory in

1905, E. B. Frost carried on the astrophysical program. Frost

believed the best advanced preparation in astronomy, including

astrophysics, was through actively participating in research and use

of the instruments, as he had done at Potsdam. Training through

pursuit of a PhD came slowly at Yerkes, with its first doctoral

degree being granted in 1912.

Lick Observatory, under the leadership of W. W. Campbell,

was America's first, successful advanced school of astrophysics.

The first astrophysical doctorate in America came from Lick in

1903.

SATURATION OF DOCTORATES IN CLASSICAL ASTRONOMY

A sign of inadequate preparation of graduate students for the

needs of the astronomical community was lack of success of

astronomy doctorates in becoming research astronomers, even

while the community was growing. Before 1896, 93% of the PhD

astronomy graduates, all trained in classical astronomy, found a
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career in astronomy. However in the last five years of the century,

the proportion of PhD graduates from American departments of

astronomy failing to continue in an astronomical career shot up to

46%. Yet at the same time, several young men, with only a

bachelor's or master's degree and often with training in Europe,

succeeded in becoming the new leaders of American astronomical

research.10 In the 1890s, all of the American doctorates did their

research in classical astronomy, while the mover's of American

astronomy (with only BAs and MAs) had training in astrophysics

outside of American departments of astronomy. US astronomy was

saturated with classical astronomers and the growth in employment

was selectively for those with astrophysical background.1 1

The trend of classically trained doctorates failing to pursue

astronomical careers continuedall eighteen Americans with

astronomy PhDs who had left the science before 1911 had

specialized in classical astronomy. Clearly, American astronomy

was making a decisive thrust toward astrophysical research, while

the graduate schools through their inertia persisted in classical

preparation which ill fit the needs of the American community.

Students desiring to study astrophysics before 1900 had to seek

their education outside of American departments of astronomy.

10 See Chapter 22, section "Study Abroad, the Route for Distinction?" for a
discussion of the elite American astronomers who had studied abroad.

At this time, the two major employers of astrophysicists were Lick
Observatory and the Yerkes Observatory. Within the next ten years, Mt.
Wilson Observatory further expanded the employment of astrophysicists.



GROWTH OF DOCTORAL RESEARCH IN ASTROPHYSICS

Most of the early astrophysicists who became astronomers

between 1880 and 1910 had sought the training they needed in

physics departments and European institutions.12 In this manner,

the shortfall in astrophysical training of the astronomy

departments was circumvented. Early advanced preparation for

astrophysical research entailed doctoral research in physics, as well

as astrophysics. Together, doctorates on physical or astrophysical

topics rapidly rose to dominate the doctoral preparation of

astronomers, as is seen in Graph 21.4. By the 1930s, three-quarters

of the doctorates were in these two branches of study.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, astrophysics covers

several specific fields, principally spectroscopy and photometry.

These fields had different growth patterns in doctoral research.

The first PhD dissertations were equally distributed between

spectroscopy, photometry, and radial-velocity measurements (see

Graph 21.5). The latter field was strongly connected to W. W.

Campbell's radial-velocity research program at Lick. Up to 1913,

Lick generated five dissertations on radial velocities of stars, and

up to that time was the only source of doctorates in this field. After

the initial flush of interest in using radial velocities to measure the

orbital motion of binary stars, the area declined as a thesis topic.

1 2 For a discussion of graduate training in physics, see the section "Physics
Graduates of Johns Hopkins" in Chapter 11. American's going to Europe to
study is treated in Chapter 22, sections "Americans who Studied in Europe"
and "Study Abroad, the Route for Distinction?".
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Graph 21.4

Rising Proportion of Doctoral Research
in Astrophysics or Physics

Hidden in the spectra of the stars, sun, and even comets was a

wealth of information enticing to astrophysicists.13 Thus of the

1 3 A major part of Struve and Zebergs book, Astronomy of the 20th Century,
discusses various aspects of research in astronomical spectroscopy. In
particular, chapters on the sun, spectral classification, stellar atmospheres,
stellar evolution, and interstellar mass are all largely devoted to
spectroscopy. Their book ends with an extensive appendix on stellar



Graph 21.5

Numbers of Doctorates in Different Astrophysical Fields1 4

40.0

30.0

1-4

20.0

1876-85 1886-95 1896-05 1906-15 1916-25 1926-35 1936-41
Decade

El] spectroscopy
Eli photometry
Eli radial velocity

El theoretical astrophysics

spectroscopy and the multitudinous kinds of information that can be gleaned
from the spectra.

14 The values for the last interval, 1936-41, are normalized to 10 years to
match the length of the other intervals.
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doctoral topics in astrophysics, spectroscopy had the strongest

growth. The growth accelerated in the 1920s when the new

quantum theory was beginning to help in interpreting spectral

lines.15 But the growth retracted in the late 1930s as photometry

took a greater share of the thesis research.

Early photometric dissertations were either on developments

of techniques for measuring stellar brightness or on investigations

of the changing brightness of stars. The study of variable stars was

either of eclipsing variables, which are pairs of orbiting stars

periodically eclipsing each other along our line of sight, or of single

pulsating stars. Eclipsing and pulsating variable stars remained a

popular research topic through the 1930s.

A new electronic method of measuring stellar brightness,

photoelectric photometry, began to attract students in the late

1920s. Also, by the early 1930s, photometric studies of stars at

different distances became an important research topic for learning

more about nebulosity and interstellar dust in our galaxy.

The first dissertations to apply the advances in quantum

theory, statistical mechanics, or nuclear theory to astrophysical

problems began to appear in the mid-1920s with Donald Menzel's

(PhD Princeton 1924) and Cecilia Payne's (PhD Harvard 1925)

dissertations. However, not until Chandrasekhar joined the Yerkes

staff in 1936, did theoretical astrophysics become a substantial part

of graduate education at an American school.

15
Struve and Zebergs, Astronomy of the 20th Century, pp. 476-80.



By 1920, the high production rate of doctorates in stellar

spectroscopy had saturated the market for researchers in this field.

Several of the doctors with dissertations in stellar spectroscopy

switched to other fields for their career research.'6 On the other

hand, the production of doctorates in radial-velocity research and

in photometric research roughly matched the number of

astronomers going into these respective fields for their career work.

But graduate research in theoretical astrophysics lagged behind the

number of astrophysicists entering theoretical research. H. N.

Russell is an example of one who switched to theoretical

astrophysics. Until the mid-1920s, he was America's lone

theoretical astrophysicist but had minimal graduate training at

Princeton in this field. He became a theoretical astrophysicist out of

his own interest and through his exceptional ability.1

WEAKNESS IN THEORETICAL PHYSICS

Into the 1930s, American education remained particularly

weak in teaching theoretical astrophysics. Otto Struve perceptively

16 For example, Fred Whipple (PhD Berkeley 1931) did his doctoral work
using spectrophotometry but used his training in orbital calculations at the
Berkeley campus for his meteor-orbit research at Harvard.

17 Russell had studied for two years at King's College, Cambridge, after
completion of his doctorate at Princeton. He worked there as an assistant in a
program of photographic parallax determination. Also, he attended lectures
of George H. Darwin who was engrossed in the mathematical theory of
rotating fluids that could be applied to cosmogonical studies, and thus he got
the taste of theoretical studies. Bruce C. Cogan, "Russell, Henry Norris,"
Dictionary of Scientific Biography 12(1970): 17-24.



saw the root of the problem in deficient undergraduate education.

American students had better manual dexterity in working with

instrumentation than European students, but American

undergraduates had less advanced formal training in physics and

mathematics than Europeans. Struve believed, as had E. S. Holden

and W. W. Campbell a half-century before, that undergraduate

education in preparation for an astronomical career should be

diversified, with study of all of the major sciences, of languages,

and history. Particularly, the undergraduate needs to study

mathematics and physics more than astronomy.1 8

For mathematics, the student should, at the minimum, take

courses in calculus and differential equationsessentially the same

background required a half-century before. However in the

ensuing decades, the needed background in physics had greatly

advanced from the laboratory experience in heat, light, electricity

and magnetism, and the study of their principles advised by E. S.

Holden in 1895.19 In contrast, an undergraduate preparing in the

1930s for astronomical graduate study should attain "a very good

general knowledge of atomic theory including the more recent

advances in quantum mechanics, optics, thermodynamics, and

1 8 Otto Struve, "The requirements for a graduate student at an observatory,"
Popular Astronomy 57(1949): 382.

19 Edward S. Holden, "Report 111895] made to the joint committee of the
regents on the organization and courses of instruction in the Department of
Astronomy," pp. 6-8, Bancroft Library, University of California at Berkeley.
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electrodynamic theory."20 Yet, all too commonly the aspiring

astronomer entered graduate school lacking coursework in

theoretical physics.

Neglect of physics also characterized graduate education.

When Otto Struve arrived at Yerkes Observatory in 1921, graduate

training consisted "wholly of practical work in observing,

measuring, and reducing. No courses in theoretical subjects were

offered, and no knowledge of theoretical physics, the quantum

theory, thermodynamics, etc., was expected for the degree of the

Ph.D."21 The only university at that time to give training in

theoretical astrophysics was Princeton, thanks to Russell's energetic

interest in spectral theory.

In the 1910s and early 1920s, the poor preparation in

theoretical physics could be partially blamed on the American

physics departments that were themselves weak in instruction of

the current developments in the field.22 But by 1930, the

universities of the major astronomy departments, Chicago,

Berkeley, Michigan, Harvard, and Princeton, all had physics

departments with instruction in theoretical physics on a par with

20 Struve, Requirements for a graduate student, Popular Astronomy, p. 383.

2 1 Otto Struve, Astronomy faces the war, Popular Astronomy 50(1942):
466-7.

22 . . . .Stanley Coben, The scientific establishment and the transmission of
quantum mechanics to the United States, 1919-32," American Historical
Review 76(1971): 443-46.
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the best schools of Europe.23 The blame now clearly rested on the

policies of the astronomy departmentsa willingness to accept

ignorance of current theoretical physics. To some degree the

problem was one of long-established astronomers seeing little value

in abstruse theoretical physics.24 Chandrasekhar, America's

premier theoretical astrophysicist from the mid-1930s, noted that

not until the early 1960s, did the US astronomical community fully

accept theoretical physics as a valuable research tool.25

Nonetheless in the 1930s, a few astronomers recognized

theoretical studies in physics were essential for a modern

astronomer's education, especially for students of astrophysics.

Princeton was one of the few places where the student astronomers

were strong in physics. The Princeton students actively took

advantage of the advanced courses offered by the physics

department.26 At other universities, the established graduate

curricula usually consisted of concentrated astronomy courses, and

the burdened students disliked the prospect of taking further

23Ibjd pp. 459-65.

24 Transcript of interview with Martin Schwarzschild by Spencer Weart, 3
June 1977, Center for History of Physics, Niels Bohr Library, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

25 Transcript of an interview of S. Chandrasekhar by Spencer Weart, 17 May
1977, pp. 64-5, Center for History of Physics, Niels Bohr Library, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

26 Physics instruction at Princeton is elaborated in Chapter 15 above, section
"Graduate Education shifts to Physics in the 1930s."
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courses in advanced physics.27 Yerkes and Harvard, attempting to

compensate for the inadequate undergraduate preparation in

physics, gave remedial courses in atomic theory to their graduate

students.28 With Chandrasekhar joining the Yerkes staff in 1936,

Chicago had the potential of becoming a strong school of theoretical

astrophysics. Yet by and large, its students lacked the background,

and for some perhaps the ability, to become theoretical

astrophysicists. Not until after World War TI, did Chicago live up to

its potential as a center of astrophysical study when the new crop

of students came with a thorough education in physics.29

In 1941, Struve assessed that the primary weakness in

American astronomy remained theoretical astrophysics: America

lacked a sufficient number of such theoreticians to explore the

discoveries made and data collected by the observational

astronomers, and, moreover, did not provide sufficient university

training to remove this deficiency.30 But the seeds of the solution

had already been planted by the new wave of immigrant

astronomers, such as Chandrasekhar and Martin Schwarzschild.

They were catalysts who greatly raised the standards of both

theoretical work and instruction. Chicago through Chandrasekhar

27 Donald Menzel to Otto Struve, 27 April 1938, Otto Struve Papers.

28 Ibid.; Otto Struve, "The requirements for a graduate student at an
observatory," p. 384.

29 Interview of S. Chandrasekhar by Spencer Weart, 17 May 1977, p. 67.

30 Struve, Astronomy faces the war, pp. 466-8.
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and Princeton through Martin Schwarzschild and homegrown

Lyman Spitzer, Jr. (PhD Princeton 1938) continued into the 1950s to

be centers of both work and education in theoretical astrophysics.

In the 1890s, the American graduate schools were slow to

take up observational astrophysics and in the 1920s to mid-1930s

slow to take up theoretical astrophysics. European influence, in

both cases, played a strong role in propelling American graduate

schools headlong into astrophysical training of its students. Chapter

23 studies the impact of Europe on American astronomy, both

through Americans who studied in Europe and Europeans who came

to America.
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CHAPTER 22

EUROPEAN CONNECTIONS

A noteworthy part of the story of the education of the

astronomers in this study is the currents of students and

established astronomers moving between the US and Europe,

principally, Germany and Britain, and to a lesser extent, from

Canada to the US.

AMERICAN ASTRONOMERS WHO STUDIED IN EUROPE

Thirty-eight of the astronomers in this study had travelled to

Europe for advanced education in astronomy or related field after

being educated in the United States. Most of these astronomers

were American-born, but a few had been immigrants who returned

to Europe to study.1 The number seeking advanced training in

Europe is only seven percent of the astronomers of this study.

These astronomers had travelled to Europe in two groupsmainly

to Germany from 1874 to 1913, and to England from 1927 to 1938

(see Table 22.1). Nearly all of the first group, 31 out of 33, did

their principle studies in Germany. The two exceptions were Mary

Whitney, who had studied in Zurich, Switzerland (1874-76) and

1 Two of the students to study in Europe had emigrated from Europe at a
young age, A. A. Michelson and J. J. Nassau. Two others had come to the US
after their undergraduate education, Keivin Burns, from Canada, and Otto
Struve, a refugee from Russia. They later went to Europe for advanced study.
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Table 22.1

European Institutions at which
Americans Studied:

Group 1 (1874-1913) and Group 2 (19271938)2

Country Total per Institution Number of
Country American

Group 1:

Germany 3 1 Berlin 1 5

Munich 7

Heidelberg 4

Gottingen 3

Strassburg 3

Bonn 2

Erlangen
Leipzig 1

Potsdam 1

England 2 Cambridge 2

France 2 Paris 2

Switzerland 1 Zurich I

Group 2:

England 5 Cambridge 4
Oxford 1

2 Because some studied at more than one institution, the totals of the country
and university columns are greater than 38.
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H. N. Russell, who was a student at King's College, Cambridge from

1902-4. Of the second group four of the five had studied at

Cambridge.

Only 12 of the 33 of the early group earned PhDs in Europe,

all of them from Germany. Their degrees were earned between

1880 and 1905. All but two of the degrees were awarded in the

years from 1892 to 1902. Eight of the degrees had dissertations on

classical astronomy involving calculation of orbits or astrometry,

two were on mathematics, one on geology, and only one on

astrophysics, visual photometry specifically.

STUDY ABROAD, THE ROUTE FOR DISTINCTION?

An extraordinarily high proportion, half of these peripatetic

scholars including both groups had notable careers. They became

members of the NAS, received medals for their astronomical

research, and were elected to positions of leadership in the

International Astronomical Union. The highest distinction goes to

the travelling students who did nt receive a degree from an

European institution. More than 60% (15 out of 24) of them became

honored astronomers.3 Ten of these fifteen distinguished

3 These fifteen elite astronomers were: Albert A. Michelson (Berlin &
Heidelberg, 1880-82), James E. Keeler (Berlin & Heidelberg, 1883-84), Edwin B.
Frost (Strassburg & Potsdam, 1891-92), Charles E. St. John (Berlin, 1894-95),
Robert W. Wood (Berlin, 1894-96), Robert A. Millikan (Berlin & Gottingen,
1895-96), Ernest F. Nichols (Berlin, 1898), Frederick H. Scares (Munich &
Paris, 1899-1900), Walter S. Adams (Munich, 1901), Theodore Lyman
(Cambridge, 1901-02), Henry N. Russell (Cambridge, 1902-03), Arthur S. King
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astronomers, fully two-thirds, studied physics in Europe, not

astronomy.

Of these fifteen distinguished astronomers who did not

receive an advanced degree in Europe, thirteen were in the first

group which had gone primarily to Germany from the 1 880s to

1910s. They focussed their study on instrumental means of

measuring light: laboratory spectroscopy, radiometry, photographic

measurements, photoelectric photometry, or interferometry. Only

one of these honored astronomers, Frederick Seares, had a

traditional training in classical astronomy and mathematics. Two in

the second group were distinguished, Otto Struve and Lyman

Spitzer. They had both studied at Cambridge, in theoretical

astrophysics and nuclear physics respectively.

For these respected astronomers, whether of Group 1 or 2, a
European PhD was not the goal. In their education in the US, six

went no further than a bachelor's or master's. The other nine

earned PhDs in American universities: two each at Harvard,

Princeton, and Berkeley, and one each at Columbia, Cornell, and

Chicago. Most of their dissertations in the United States were of

laboratory or astronomical spectroscopy. Only one, H. N. Russell

treated a traditional astronomical topic in his dissertation, the

perturbations of an asteroid's orbit. Seven of the nine with

American PhDs travelled to Europe after completing their doctorate.

(Berlin & Bonn, 1903-04), Joel Stebbins (Munich, 1912-13), Otto Struve
(Cambridge, 1928-29), and Lyman Spitzer, Jr. (Cambridge, 1935-36).



In the latter case, the European study was to augment their

research experience beyond their doctoral work.

Of these fifteen "elite" who had studied in Europe without

attaining a degree, most went to Berlin (7 studying there), followed

by Munich (3), Cambridge (3), Heidelberg (2), Paris (2), Gottingen

(2), Bonn (1), and Strassburg (1).4

Of the other twenty-three Americans who travelled to Europe,

fourteen received foreign doctoral degrees. Twelve took their

degrees in Germany and two in England. All twelve doctorates

from Germany were from the first group, 1880 to 1905. After

1905, none travelled to Germany for an advanced degree. The

other two PhDs were awarded in the 1930s for study at Cambridge

or Oxford. In the 1920s and 30s, England had leading theoretical

astrophysicists, particularly A. S. Eddington and E. A. Mime, and a

leading physicist in statistical mechanics, Ralph H. Fowler, who

attracted American students.

Eight of these European PhDs wrote their dissertations in

classical astronomy, two each in astrophysics and mathematics, and

one each in physics and geology. Their degrees came from a

variety of universities, Berlin and Munich both giving three

Some of the astronomers studied at more than one institution.
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doctorates.5 Typically, the American students completed their

doctoral work after two years in Germany.6

Only three of these fourteen doctorates (21%) became

members of the NAS. One of them earned his degree in geology

(Frederick E. Wright, PhD Heidelberg 1900) and the other two in

theoretical astronomy (William L. Elkin, Strassburg 1880, and

Armin 0. Leuschner, Berlin 1897).

The proportion of NAS members among the general

population of the astronomers was 18%. The small 3% difference in

the proportions of NAS astronomers is relatively insignificant.

Thus, a doctoral degree from Europe was not necessarily an

advantage in attaining a distinguished career in America. For

example, Edwin B. Frost, who had a masters degree from

Dartmouth, went to Strassburg with the intention of earning a

doctorate in astronomy. However, given an opportunity to

participate firsthand in research at the Potsdam Astrophysical

Observatory near Berlin, Frost left Strassburg for Potsdam and

forwent a PhD. He returned to the US in 1892 and became the first

stellar spectroscopist at the newly founded Yerkes Observatory. He

5 Also, doctorates were awarded by the Universities of Heidelberg (2 PhDs),
Strassburg (2), Erlangen (1), Leipzig (1), Cambridge (1), and Oxford (1).

6 George W. Myers, "Sketch of the Astronomers' work at Munich," Popular
Astronomy 4(1896): 229-33.
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continued at Yerkes becoming editor of the Astrophysical Journal

(1902-1932) and director of the observatory (1905-1932).7

Possession of an European doctorate did not always lead to a

career in research. For instance, both Robert W. Wilison (PhD

Wiirzburg 1886) and Willis I. Milham (PhD Strassburg 1901)

became teachers of astronomy at Harvard University and Williams

College respectively, but did not follow through with any

astronomical research program.8

STATUS OF THE GERMAN DOCTORATE

Advanced education in Germany was attractive for a number

of reasons: the reputation of the "German method" of mathematical

astronomy and astrometry, the flourishing of physical and

astrophysical research in Germany, the reputation of the PhD, and

the relatively low cost of education in Germany.9 But the allure of

the German doctorate became tarnished. In the 1890s, the German

standing in classical astronomy was beginning to be challenged by

7 Edwin B. Frost, An Astronomer's Life (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1933),
pp. 65-75.

8 Neither Wilison nor Milham are considered as research astronomers in this
study because of their lack of research publication.

9 The cost of a year at a German university (including transportation to
Germany) was about two-thirds of the cost of private universities, such as
Johns Hopkins and Harvard. Laurence R. Veysey, The Emergence of the
American University (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965), p. 130;
Kenneth G. Everett, Will S. DeLoach, and Celeste Millen, "The Early chemistry
doctorate in America: the nineteenth century programs," Journal of
Chemical Education 69(1992): 261-3.
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the US.10 Also, the quality of the German education was declining.

German universities condescendingly granted degrees to American

students on lower terms than their own students.1 1 Doctoral exams

were superficial and the dissertations brief. The German PhD

compared poorly to the standards of the American PhD, which was

more equivalent to completion of the German Habilitation.12

In 1905, doctoral work by Americans in Germany had

effectively ceased. Only two of the American astronomers travelled

to Germany for advanced study after then (in 1912), Russell T.

Crawford and Joel Stebbins, both of whom already had American

doctorates in astronomy. After 1905, virtually all of the advanced

American students who became astronomers, went to graduate

schools in the US.

10 Seth Chandler to C. A. Young, 10 and 18 February 1894, microfilm copy of
Charles A. Young papers (from the Dartmouth Archives, Dartmouth College
Library, Hanover, New Hampshire), Sources for History of Modern
Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of Physics, American
Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

11 Robert V. Bruce, The Launching of Modern American Science (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1987), pp. 334-5; Everett, et al., "Early chemistry doctorate,"
pp. 261-3; Walton C. John, "Graduate study in universities and colleges in the
United States," U. S. Office of Education Bulletin, no. 20, (Washington DC:
Government Printing Office, 1934), p. 31; Veysey, Emergence of the
American University, pp. 130-1.

1 2 The Habilitation is the admission to a university faculty after performing
substantive, original research beyond the doctorate. The authors below, put
the German PhD c. 1900 more on the level of the American bachelor's degree
than the American doctorate. Paul Forman, John L. Heilbron, and Spencer
Weart, "Physics circa 1900: Personnel, funding, and productivity of the
academic establishments," Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences 5(1975):
50; Veysey, pp. 130-1.
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FOREIGN STUDENTS COMING TO AMERICA

Not until after 1910 did American graduate education in

astronomy become attractive enough to draw significant numbers

of foreign students (see Table 22.2). World War I interrupted the

flow of students to the American schools, but after the war, the

student traffic recommenced and peaked in the latter half of the

1920s. The 1930s saw a decline in the number of graduate

students coming to the US, perhaps due to the worldwide economic

depression.

Half of the graduate students returned to their home country.

They were Canadian (10 students), Chinese (3), Irish (1), Lithuanian

(1), and Turkish (1). The other half stayed and became American

astronomers. They mainly came from Russia (6) and Canada (5),

with single students coming from Austria, Britain, Bulgaria,

Germany, and the Netherlands.13 These sixteen immigrant students

were a minor fraction of the total number of immigrants who

became American astronomers.

IMMIGRANTS

A total of 74 of the American astronomers were born outside

of the US. Seventeen immigrated with their parents and had much

of their early education in the United States. They came mainly

1 3 One Dutch student, Bart Bok, did his doctoral research at Harvard, but
received his PhD from Groningen (PhD 1932). He remained in the US to
become one of Harvard's leading astronomers and teachers.
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Table 22.2

Number of Foreign Students who
Earned PhDs from American Astronomy Departments

Five-Year Number of PhDs Percent of all
Interval to Foreign PhDs from

Students Astronomy
Departments

1876-1880 0 0.0%

1881-1885 0 0.0%

1886-1890 0 0.0%

1891-1895 0 0.0%

1896-1900 2 18.2%

1901-1905 1 5.6%

1906-1910 0 0.0%

1911-1915 6 20.7%

1916-1920 0 0.0%

1921-1925 3 14.3%

1926-1930 10 30.3%

1931-1935 6 12.0%

1936-1941 4 9.1%

Total 32 12.3%

from a variety of countries in Europe, with four coming from

Canada.



Students and Trained Astronomers

The remaining 57 immigrants made up 11% of the American

astronomers. They came to the US, either having completed their

education (70% of the immigrants) or as graduate students (30%)

who stayed. From the 1910s on, as is seen in Table 22.3, the influx

of the immigrants added significantly to the number of entrant

astronomers in America. The immigrants progressively became

greater percentages of the entrants, reaching 22% from 1936 to

1941. This high percentage seems inexplicable in view of the

especially tight job market for astronomers at that time. However,

the urgency of saving astronomers from Nazi oppression kept the

doors of America open despite the scarcity of jobs. This matter will

be treated later after discussing the earlier immigrants.

Canadian and Russian

Canadians and Russians were distinctive among the

immigrant astronomers (see Table 22.4). Nearly all of them came

to the US as graduate students. Canadians freely immigrated to the

US, with five coming to study at American universities. Three of

the Canadians earned their doctorates in laboratory spectroscopy at

Johns Hopkins.14 A sixth Canadian, William H. Christie, found

14 The remaining two Canadians were Daniel Buchanan (Chicago 1911,
research fieldcelestial mechanics) and Florence S. Jones (Radcliffe 1941,
photoelectric photometry).



Table 22.3

When Immigrant Astronomers come to America

Five-year
Interval

1876-1880

1881-1885

1886-1890

1891-1895

1896- 1900

1901-1905

1906- 19 10

1911-1915

19 16-1920

1921-1925

1926-1930

1931- 1935

1936-1941

Total/Average %

Number of
I rnmi grant

Astronomers

1

0

3

2

3

1

6

4

6

9

12

9

57

Percent of all
Entrant

Astronomers

4.8%

0.0%

2.9%

7.1%

4.3%

7.1%

2.5%

14.0%

14.3%

18.2%

18.4%

18.2%

22.5%

11.2%
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employment at Mt. Wilson as a computer, but did not advance

beyond a bachelor's degree (University of British Columbia, 1927).

The Russian immigrants were mainly refugees from the

collapse of the White Army in the early 1920s. Six of these

refugees were able to reach the United States and restart their



Table 22.4

Origins of Immigrant Astronomers1 5

Country of Origin Number of With Coming as
Immigrants Completed Graduate

Education Students

Germany 9 8 1

The Netherlands 9 7 2

Russia (or USSR) 9 3 6

Great Britain 7 6 1

Canada 6 1 5

Austria 3 2 1

Bulgaria 2 1 1

Denmark 2 2 0

Sweden 2 2 0

Switzerland 2 2 0

Belgium 1 1 0

Czechoslovakia 1 1 0

Greece 1 1 0

India 1 1 0

Ireland 1 1 0

Poland 1 1 0

Total 57 40 17

1 5 One of the Dutch immigrants, Bart Bok did his graduate research at
Harvard, but received his doctorate from Groningen, Holland. He is
considered to have come to the US as a graduate student.
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education as graduate students: Otto Struve, Nicholas Bobrovnikoff,

Alexander Pogo,16 Alexander Vyssotsky, and Michael Kovalenko.

Three received their doctorates from Chicago for work at Yerkes

Observatory, one from Virginia, and the other from Princeton.

These five doctorates were all earned between 1923 and 1928.

Another Russian, Boris G. Karpov, finished his undergraduate

studies as well as graduate studies in the US (BA 1930 and PhD

1933, both Berkeley). Only one of the Russian immigrants did not

come as a refugee. He was Alexander Chessin (PhD St. Petersburg,

1889), who came in 1894 and lectured in celestial mechanics at

Johns Hopkins.

Edwin Frost, Director of Yerkes Observatory, was a godfather

for these Russian refugees. Upon hearing that Otto Struve, scion of

a remarkable family of German-Russian astronomers, was in a

refugee camp in Turkey, Frost offered Struve a fellowship at Yerkes

Observatory with enough money to come to the US. With Struve's

help, Frost continued to try to help Russian astronomers with food

aid and fellowships for study at Yerkes.17 Thus, came the influx of

young Russians in the mid-1920s: three went to Chicago, and one

each to Princeton, Berkeley, and Virginia.

16 Originally his family name was Pogorelsky. Edwin B. Frost, A n
Astronomer's Life (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1933), p. 180.

17 S. A. Mitchell, "Edwin Brant Frost," Popular Astronomy 43(1935): 545-9;
[Herbert Couper Wilsonj, "Relief for Russian Astronomers," Popular
Astronomy 30(1922): 135, 255-6, 323, 667-8; 31(1923): 151-2; Kevin Krisciunas,
"Otto Struve," National Academy of Sciences, Biographical Memoirs 6 1(1992):
3 52-8.
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One of the Russian refugees, Sergei Gaposchkin, came later

under different circumstances. He had been able to reach Germany

after the fall of the White Army and earned his doctorate at the

University of Berlin (1928). With the rise of the Nazi's, he fled

Germany in 1933 and joined the staff of the Harvard College

Observatory.1 8

Established Astronomers

Most of the immigrant astronomers had come to the US with

doctoral degrees and established careers (see Table 22.4). The

main sources of these established astronomers were the German

speaking area of central Europe (12), Great Britain (7), and

Scandinavia (4).19 Nearly half (19 of 40) of them attained

distinguished careers in America receiving various awards and

medals.

Fourteen, more than one-third, of these were elected to the

NAS.20 Thus, the European-educated immigrants had a greater rate

of success in their careers than the general population of the

18 Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, "The dyer's hand," in Cecilia Payne-
Gaposchkin: an autobiography and other recollections, Katherine
Haramundanis ed., 2nd ed. (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press,
1996), PP. 195-7.

1 9 Seven Dutch immigrants came to the US fresh from earning their
doctorates in Holland with PhDs. They established their careers in the US,
not Europe.

20 See, section "Disproportionate Strength of Immigrant Astronomers" in
Chapter 23 for a further look at the comparative strength of the foreign
educated American astronomers.
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astronomers (18% elected to the NAS). This is understandable in

light of the selective invitation to the United States of the best

European astronomers. Indeed, the Europeans were attracted by

the outstanding observatory facilities in the United States: the

world's largest telescopes resided at Mt. Wilson, Lick, and Yerkes,

and the largest collection of photometric and spectroscopic

photographs of the heavens was stored at the Harvard College

Observatory. Even before 1900, European astronomers were

coming to dedications of leading American observatories, to

participate in conferences, and to work as visiting research

associates at the observatories.2 1

Before 1900 Berlin, Munich, and Potsdam attracted American

students, but by 1925 the flow of astronomers was reversed with

not only Europeans, but also astronomers from all over the world

flocking to Harvard, Yerkes, Lick and Mt. Wilson.

Dutch

Arriving in 1911, Adriaan van Maanen was the first Dutch

astronomer to come permanently to the United States. He had just

received his doctorate from the University of Utrecht. Before long

he was hired as an astronomer at the Mt. Wilson Observatory.

21 H. H. Turner, Savilian Professor of Astronomy at Oxford, visited the HCO in
1896. Heinrich Kayser, Professor of Physics at Bonn, came to the US in the
same year to see American astrophysical observatories and do work in
spectral analysis. Jones and Boyd, The Harvard College Observatory, pp. 349,
352; Heinrich Johannes Gustav Kayser to C. A. Young, 15 July 1896, Charles A.
Young papers.
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Beginning in 1921, a series of young Dutch men, fresh from

finishing their doctorates, immigrated to America at a steady rate

of one per two years: 1921 (Willem J. Luyten), 1923 (Peter van de

Kamp), 1925 (Jan Schilt), 1927 (Dirk Brouwer), 1929 (Bart Bok),

1931 (Dirk Reuyl), 1933 (Gerard Kuiper), 1935 (Gerard Mulders).

They came to the US because of opportunities for research and

stayed because of poor employment opportunities in Holland.22

Nearly all were welcomed to the US with fellowships: International

Education Board Fellowships (Schilt at Mt. Wilson and Brouwer at

Yale), Lick Observatory Fellowships (Luyten and Kuiper),

Vanderbilt Fellowship at the University of Virginia (Reuyl), R. W.

Willson Fellowship (Bok), and Dutch-American Foundation

Fellowship (Mulders). They stayed, faring well in securing positions

in the US at Minnesota (Luyten), Swarthmore (van de Kamp),

Columbia (Schilt), Yale (Brouwer), Harvard (Bok), Virginia (Reuyl),

and Yerkes (Kuiper). Only Mulders was unable to find a university

position as an astronomer because of the depression; he had to

settle for teaching undergraduate mathematics and physics. By the

mid-1930s the employment opportunities in the US had dried up

and the Dutch immigration stopped.23

22 Jan Schilt to F. Schlesinger, 26 March 1926, microfilm copy of Frank
Schlesinger papers (Yale), Niels Bohr Library. Center for the History of
Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

23 A Dutch astronomer, P. Th. Oosterhoff, who was well trained in
photometry, had to return to Holland in 1936 because Walter Adams, Director
of Mt. Wilson Observatory, could not find funds to support another
astronomer. Walter S. Adams to Struve, 24 January 1936, microfilm copy of
Otto Struve papers (Chicago), Niels Bohr Library Center for the History of
Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.
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Four of the nine immigrants from Holland achieved

distinguished careers in astronomical research: Kuiper, Bok,

Brouwer, and Luyten. Three of the four had been trained in stellar

statistics in Holland. Brouwer's field, the exception, was celestial

mechanics.

Overall two-thirds of the Dutch immigrants did their doctoral

research in stellar statistics, often involving studies of our galaxy.

They were largely responsible for implanting stellar statistics in

American graduate education. For instance, Bok at Harvard taught

graduate courses on stellar statistics and was the advisor of several

doctoral students.24

British and Scandinavian

Four of the seven British immigrants made major

contributions to American astronomy: Ernest W. Brown came to

Yale in 1907 and became one of America's leading astronomers in

celestial mechanics until his retirement in 1932. C. E. K. Mees came

to work for Eastman Kodak Company in Rochester, New York. At

Kodak, Mees applied research to developing better photographic

films for astronomy. Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin was the lone British

immigrant to come to the US (1923) for graduate study. She was a

24 For a brief explanation of stellar statistics, see Chapter 1, section "The
Principal Fields and Techniques of Astronomical Research." Also, the Dutch
importers of this field have been discussed in the section "Importing
Statistical Astronomy" of Chapter 21. Finally, Bart Bok's influence at
Harvard is treated in the section named after him in Chapter 19.
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student under Harlow Shapley of the Harvard College Observatory.

Despite Harvard's resistance to official recognition of women in its

faculty, she finally became in 1956 the first chairwomen of a major

department of astronomy in the United States through her scientific

caliber and hard work.25 Another British woman, Williamina

Fleming, came as an immigrant with her husband and only a high

school education. Hired by E. C. Pickering in 1879 as an assistant at

the HCO, Fleming by her own ability rose to play an instrumental

role in devising the Harvard system of classifying stellar spectra.

Thus, four of the seven British immigrant astronomers were key

additions to the American astronomical community.

Three of the four Scandinavian immigrants came with

doctorates from the University of Copenhagen. One of them, Bengt

Stromgren had a strong background in theoretical physics and

became one of the major theoretical astrophysicists in America for

his work on stellar interiors and atmospheres. Otto Struve invited

him to the University of Chicago in 1936. Though he returned to

Copenhagen after a year at Chicago, Stromgren came back to

Chicago in 1951 to become Director of the Yerkes and McDonald

Observatories.

25 For a fuller treatment of Cecilia Payne, see Chapter 19, section "First
Doctoral StudentCecilia Payne."
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German

Before the 1930s, immigrants from German-speaking areas

came intermittently: Rev. John Hagen, SJ, an Austrian, arrived in

the US in 1880 to be Director of the Georgetown Observatory; Kurt

Laves, a German, came to teach celestial mechanics at Chicago in

1893; Robert J. Trumpler, a Swiss astronomer trained at Gottingen,

came at the invitation of Frank Schlesinger to Allegheny

Observatory in 1915; and Fritz Zwicky, educated in Switzerland,

came as an International Education Board fellow to Caltech in

1925.26

Walter Baade was the last German-speaking immigrant to

come before the Nazi reign. While an assistant at the Hamburg

Observatory, he visited the US during 1926-27 travelling to Yerkes,

Lick, and Mt. Wilson. He returned in 1931 with a Rockefeller

Fellowship to Mt. Wilson and stayed for the remainder of his career

as an astronomer at the Observatory.27

The light influx of German immigrants became a flood in 1933

as numerous astronomers feared for their lives in Nazi Germany:

Sergei Gaposchkin, the Russian mentioned before who worked in

Berlin (fled in 1933), Hans Rosenberg (1934), Rupert Wildt (1935),

Rudolf Minkowski (1935), Martin Schwarzschild (1937), Hans Hertz

26 Harold and Paul Weaver, "Robert Julius Trumpler," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 69(1957): 304-7.

27 Halton C. Arp, "Wilhelm Heinrich Walter Baade," Journal of the Royal
Astronomical Society of Canada 55(1961): 113-6; Donald Osterbrock, "The
California-Wisconsin axis in American astronomy," Sky and Telescope
51(1976): 97.
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(1937), Karl Wurm (1938), Richard Prager (1939), Gustav Land

(1939), Erwin Freundlich (1939).28

Seven of the German refugees established their careers in the

US. Of them, four became members of the NAS: Bethe, Einstein,

Minkowski, and Schwarzschild. Schwarzschild, while at Princeton,

became one of the most decorated American astronomers for his

work on stellar structure and evolution and stellar dynamics. Wildt

was also recognized with an Eddington Medal from the British Royal

Astronomical Society for his discovery of the opacity of the

negative hydrogen ion in the solar atmosphere. That such a high

proportion of the refugees became NAS members, 4 of 7, is not

surprising given the selective rescue efforts by American

astronomers.

Three leaders of American astronomy, Harlow Shapley,

Director of the HCO, Otto Struve, Director of Yerkes Observatory, and

Frank Schlesinger, Director of Yale Observatory, were especially

active in helping astronomers flee Germany through finding

positions for them, most often temporary, in American

observatories and departments of astronomy. However, the desire

to help their fellow, endangered astronomers in Europe with

research and teaching positions in the United States was tempered

28 Also, Albert Einstein and Hans Bethe, nominally theoretical physicists but
included in this study as astronomers because of the astronomical bearing of
their research, came to the US in 1933 and 1935 respectively.

Gustav Land's original family name was Deutschland, which he changed
to Land after fleeing Germany with his family. Gustav Land to Frank
Schlesinger, 20 August 1939, Frank Schlesinger papers.
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by unemployment of young American astronomers.29 Selection

criteria for the few positions that could be made available were

usually quality and youth, regardless of origin. The result was

selection in favor of young, particularly promising experienced

astronomers displaced from Germany over inexperienced students

or older German astronomers. In effect, the best were saved for

America.30

An essential difference between the early current of

Americans going to study in Europe and the later current of

Europeans coming to the US is that the Americans returned to the

US, but many of the Europeans did not return, but stayed in the US.

Both currents invigorated astronomical research in the US,

particularly in observational and theoretical astrophysics and in

statistical astronomy, helping to raise American astronomy to the

forefront of research in nearly all areas of astronomy by 1941.

29 Harlow Shapley to Struve, 16 November 1938, Otto Struve papers.

30 Han Rosenberg, one of the pioneers in photoelectric photometry, was not
able to secure a permanent position specifically because of his age (middle
50s). F. Schlesinger to Otto Struve, 19 December 1936, Frank Schlesinger
papers.
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CHAPTER 23

A COMPARATIVE LOOK

While instruction from secondary to doctorate levels has been

investigated in the previous chapters, the relative effectiveness of

the different levels of training in producing leading researchers has

yet to be treated. After a brief review in this chapter of the

different modes of education, we will study the comparative

success of the educational levels and institutions in producing

astronomers recognized for leadership and quality research.

ASCENDANCY OF THE PHD AND CONTINUING ROLES OF NON-PHD S

Near the turn of the twentieth century, American schools

from undergraduate to graduate levels gave substantial instruction

in use of telescopes as well as calculations of orbits.1 But

progressively, the dominant method of research training became

institutionalized doctoral programs, a process of advanced

instruction and original research. Graph 23.1 and Table 23.1 show

the robust growth of the PhD as the preferred educational badge of

the emerging astronomers.

By 1910 the major American universities had largely adopted

the PhD as the means of training university professors and new

1 Surveying 1890s catalogs of universities and colleges that had astronomical
programs, shows instruction in practical astronomy and mathematical
astronomy as the standard courses.
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Graph 23.1

Shift in Educational Level of
the Highest-Degrees of the American Astronomers2

high school
bachelor

0 master
doctorate

2 The highest degrees are tallied by the decade in which the degrees were
earned.



Table 23.1

Numbers of Highest Earned Degrees
Granted to the American Astronomers3

Highest Degree
Ten-year high
interval school bachelor's master's doctorate Total

Pre-1876 7 14 1 0 22

1876-1885 5 19 4 6 34

1886-1895 5 28 14 24 71

1896-1905 3 10 18 49 80

1906-1915 1 11 7 54 73

1916-1925 3 2 7 43 55

1926-1935 0 10 6 87 103

1936-1941 0 1 3 40 44

Total 24 95 60 303 482

generations of research scientists, including astronomers.4

Nonetheless, even in the 1920s, men and women could still set out

on an astronomical career with a lesser education, but the means to

3 The education of 27 (5.3%) of the astronomers is unknown. Nearly all of
them probably went no further than a bachelor's degree. Thus, the actual
proportions of high school diploma and bachelor's-degree astronomers are
likely to be significantly higher.

4 Stanley M. Guralnick, "The American scientist in higher education, 1820-
1910," in The Sciences in the American Context: New Perspectives, ed. Nathan
Reingold (Washington DC: Smithsonian Press, 1979), pp. 125-141; Robert E.
Kohier, "The Ph.D. machine: building on the collegiate base," ISIS 81(1990):
643.
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make one's mark in original research without a PhD narrowed to

basically two routes: beginning as an assistant and working one's

way up at an observatory, a common means of training in the

nineteenth century, or striking new paths in astronomy, through

personal initiative and originality, as had the early astrophysicists.

Initially, high school and undergraduate education were

sufficient for one with exceptional innate ability to develop into an

astronomer. Simon Newcomb believed ability was more important

than conventional education and expected to see leading

astronomers continuing to come from the backwoods of America, as

he had himself.5 This egalitarian sense of native, American know-

how persisted throughout the period, but this type of individual

became less and less common, though not extinct. Innovative

individuals without advanced astronomical preparation continued

to be an important stimulus to astronomical research into the

1930s. For example, Robert McMath, an ingenious engineer,

developed motion photography to record rapidly changing celestial

phenomena.6

However, in the face of the rising PhD, the proportion of

astronomers with only a high school or undergraduate education

dropped markedly. This downward slide was compounded by the

5 Simon Newcomb, "The aspects of American astronomy," Popular Astronomy
5(1897): 365-7.

6 See Chapter 14, section "McMath-Hulbert Observatory."



decline in secondary and collegiate astronomy education after the

1893 Report of the Committee of Ten.7

HIGH-SCHOOL GRADUA TES

By 1900, high school graduates were already lacking the

educational training and access to the expensive, sophisticated

instrumentation needed for original research in most areas of

astronomy.8 The exceptions were searching for comets and simple

observing of variations in star brightness through visual

comparison with neighboring stars. For the latter, amateurs formed

in 1911 the American Association of Variable Star Observers, which

gave direction for their observational work.9 The high-school

educated research astronomer who worked independently was

becoming a rarity. The last of this breed was Leslie Peltier (b.

1900), a Kansas farm boy who successfully and independently

7 The greatest drop in the proportion of secondary and bachelor graduates
occurred in the decade following the 1893 Committee-of-Ten Report. For a
discussion about the Report, see Chapter 2, sections "Educational Community
reacts: The Committee of Ten" and "Reaction to the Committee's Report: The
Fall of Astronomical Education." The effect of the report will be further
discussed in the concluding chapter.

8 The status of the background of high school astronomers is discussed in
section "Drop in the Rate of Amateurs becoming Research Astronomers" of
Chapter 2.

9 The origin and purpose of this association is treated in Chapter 2, section
"AAVSO: Amateurs at the Service of Professional Astronomers."



established himself as a research astronomer through discovering

several comets and observing variable stars.1 0

The more likely route for high school graduates aspiring to

become astronomers was to begin as a menial employee of an

observatory. Most became undistinguished astronomers who

worked their way up a ladder of promotion. For example, some of

the staff hired for the US Naval Observatory had not completed

college and began working at the observatory with little practical

knowledge of operating astronomical instruments. But they learned

on the job and occasionally continued their education taking

mathematics courses from George Washington University, a

neighboring institution.1 1

Nonetheless, a handful of high school graduates did rise

through their own native ability from humble beginnings to become

famous astronomers. One of the best examples is Williamina

Fleming (1857-1911). With no collegiate education, she began

working for Pickering as a domestic maid and through her own

intelligence became one of the key people in devising the Harvard

system of spectral classification.12 Fleming's cinderella story was

paralleled decades later by Milton L. Humason who began work at

the Mt. Wilson Observatory in 1917 as a janitor, but through his

10 Leslie C. Peltier, Starlight Nights (New York: Harper and Row, 1965).

11 See section "George Washington UniversityUS Naval Observatory
Connection" of Chapter 10.

12 Stephen Brush, "The rise of American astronomy," American Studies
20(1979): 55-6.



own ability become one of America's most skillful observational

astronomers, following in the tradition of Burnham and Barnard.1 3

A further example is Clyde Tombaugh, who discovered Pluto in

1930 while an assistant at Lowell Observatory and with only a high

school degree.

Despite the occasional success, high-school research

astronomers became progressively rarer for a variety of reasons:

Astronomical research was becoming more erudite (especially in

adopting physics to attack research questions); high school

instruction in astronomy suffered a major decline after 1893; and

observatories employed, more and more, young people trained at

select colleges and universities in astronomy. The trained students

of astronomy were better prepared for engaging in modern

astronomical research than high school graduates.

BA CHELORS

From the 1870s to mid-1890s, the baccalaureate was the

most common level of education attained by the astronomers.

During these years, the number of astronomers entering their

careers with a bachelor's degree nearly matched that of all other

educational levels combined (see Table 23.1). Though the

proportion of bachelors declined markedly after 1895, the numbers

13 S. Bowen, "Milton Lasell Humason," Quarterly Journal of the Royal
Astronomical Society 14(1973): 235.
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of new bachelor astronomers remained steady until the mid-1930s,

except for the interruption of World War I.

In the early decades, the bachelor's degree was an acceptable

standard for young men and women entering a career in

astronomy. At that time, undergraduate instruction in

mathematical and practical astronomy (often through engineering

courses) was meticulous. Such training could be found at state

universities such as Michigan and Berkeley, engineering schools

such as Lehigh and Rensselaer, private universities such as

Princeton and Columbia, and several liberal-arts colleges such as

Carleton, Dartmouth, and Vassar.1 4

Even into the twentieth century, the astronomical community

attached little, if any, stigma to the BA or BS. Indeed, bachelor

astronomers, such as G. E. Hale and W. W. Campbell, propelled

American astronomy into the century. Later in the 1920s, a young,

highly regarded astrophysicist, H. H. Plaskett, joined the Harvard

staff with only a bachelor's degree.15 Yet each of these important

bachelor astronomers had substantial supplementary training and

experience beyond their undergraduate studies. However as is

evident from Graph 23.1 at the beginning of this chapter,

14 Chapters 3 through 9 treat undergraduate education in astronomy.

1 5 Plaskett had his graduate education in England interrupted by the first
world war. Also, England at that time had not yet adopted the PhD. Renate
Simpson, How the PhD came to Britain: A Century of Struggle for
Postgraduate Education (Surrey, England: Society for Research in Higher
Education, 1983), pp. 135-59.



undirected advanced training ebbed under the growing adoption of

structured, graduate-degree paths.

After 1900 the proportion of bachelor astronomers dropped

to a minor level. The institutional outlet for research astronomers

with only a bachelor's degree narrowed in most cases to

assistantships at observatories. Three-quarters of the bachelors

who became astronomers during the 1920s and 30s worked in this

capacity. Hiring bachelor assistants was a widespread practice

among observatories during this time. Harvard, McDonald, Yerkes,

Mt. Wilson, Lick, Lowell, Yale, Flower, Dudley, and Naval

Observatories, all had bachelor assistants.16 However, few of these

assistants progressed to the point of doing original research.1 7

The 1920s and 1930s found a second outlet for bachelor

astronomers: original, unconventional investigation of the heavens,

in the same spirit as the birth of astronomical photography and

spectroscopy before 1900. Three bachelors, two of them amateurs,

Grote Reber and R. R. McMath, and the third, Karl Jansky an

engineer at Bell Telephone Labs, were pioneers in astronomy:

Reber and Jansky in radio astronomy and McMath in motion-

picture photography of transient celestial events, such as solar

flares. The research of all three was of interest to professional

1 6 The "Reports of Observatories" published annually in Popular Astronomy
for the years of 1922-23 to 1929-30 often list assistants on the staff. Dudley
Observatory in Albany, New York, was a private research observatory
devoted to cataloging precisely determined positions of stars. The Carnegie
Institution of Washington financed it.

17 Eight of the bachelor assistants at these observatories in the 1920s and
1930s are included as research astronomers in this study.



astronomers and one of them, McMath, became a respected

member of the professional astronomical community, himself being

elected as President of the American Astronomical Society (1952-
54).18 Thus, two niches still existed for bachelor astronomers well

into the 1930s.

LOW ESTEEM FOR THE UNDERGRADUATE MAJOR IN ASTRONOMY

While the bachelor astronomer still had a place, the quality of

bachelor programs in astronomy varied widely from the solid

preparation at Berkeley to the weak state at Chicago. In a 1947

memorandum addressed to the Dean of the Division of Physical

Sciences at Chicago, Thornton Page, the principal undergraduate

astronomy instructor, wrote:

the present selection of Astronomy majors is poor,
by comparison to Physics and Math, because of the lack
of opportunity to study the advanced parts of the
subject here. There is a tendency for the students who
can not 'make the grade' in Physics or Math to transfer
to Astronomy. . . . Unless considerably more effort is
expended on the Quadrangles [the central part of the
University of Chicago's campus] in the teaching of
astronomy, the University can not hope to attract and
turn out astronomers of high calibre.1 9

18 Orren C. Mohier, "Robert Raynolds McMath," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 74(1962): 282-5.

'9mornton L. Page memorandum to Struve, 13 January 1947, microfilm copy
of Otto Struve papers (Chicago), Center for History of Physics, Niels Bohr
Library, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.



Understandably in the eyes of many astronomers, the

undergraduate astronomy major had developed a disreputable

image.20 Thus, astronomers who felt the best preparation for a

career in astronomy is a major in physics seem to have been

vindicated. However, rigorous undergraduate astronomy programs

such as at Berkeley and Harvard included a solid preparation in

physics and mathematics, and have produced a number of

respected astronomers. But such quality programs were not the

norm.

MASTERS

Though the master's degree never became established as the

preferred degree, some of the master graduates of the 1890s and

1900s rose to prominence in research at leading observatories.

Examples are Walter S. Adams, Robert G. Aitken, and Edwin B. Frost,

who became directors of Mt. Wilson, Lick, and Yerkes, respectively.

All three had astronomical training beyond their master's degrees

and probably could have easily earned PhDs in astronomy had they

wanted to pursue the degree. However, for their careers the

doctorate was an unnecessary step in advanced training. For

instance as stated in the previous chapter, Frost abandoned his

20 In a 1968 survey of American astronomers, Berendzen also found that, too
often, undergraduate astronomy was a refuge for poor students, where they
were schooled in descriptive science rather than being prepared for
graduate study. Richard Earl Berendzen, "On the career development and
education of astronomers in the United States" (PhD dissertation, Harvard
University, 1968), p. 416.



doctoral program at the University of Strassburg for the

opportunity to participate directly in spectroscopic research at the

then world's leading astrophysical institute, the Potsdam

Observatory.2 1

For these three leaders of American astronomy the master's

degree was not, in itself, sufficient preparation for their prominent

roles in research and leadership. Each supplemented their master's

work with advanced training at an observatory: Adams at Yerkes,

Aitken at Lick, and Frost at Potsdam.

Several of the earliest astronomers of this study received

master's degrees before 1876. If all master's earned and unearned

are counted, they would amount to more than a quarter of the pre-

1876 degrees granted to the astronomers. This high proportion is

an artifact of unearned master's. Only a few institutions at that

time enforced earning the master's: Columbia (first earned master's

granted in 1758), Virginia (1833), Michigan (1859), Harvard

(1874), Yale (1876), and Princeton (1879).22 Six early astronomers

received master's degrees before 1876 from Bates, Beloit, Ohio

Wesleyan, Vassar, Wesleyan, and Michigan. Of these, the one

master's from Michigan is likely to be the only one earned.

The number of astronomers with earned master's as their

highest degree grew steadily. The number peaked at the turn of

21 For a description of Frost's early education, see Chapter 22, section "Study
Abroad, the Route for Distinction?"

22 Walton C. John, "Graduate study in universities and colleges in the United
States," U. S. Office of Education Bulletin, 1934, no. 20 (Washington DC:
Government Printing Office, 1935), pp. 4-9.
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the century and thereafter declined as the PhD became the favored

level for training research astronomers. After 1900, the master's

took on the status as either a teacher's degree or a step toward a

PhD.23 The few master astronomers of the later decades generally

found employment at observatories doing directed research

supervised by senior staff. Seven of the nine master's who earned

their degrees in the 1920s and 1930s served in this capacity at

different observatories, principally HCO and USNO.

From 1900, women made up increasingly higher proportions

of the master astronomers, reaching over half of the entrant

masters in the 1920s and 1930s. These women were mainly

research assistants at observatories. Yet three of the women

masters gained the titles of full astronomers: Margaret Harwood at

the private Maria Mitchell Observatory, Isabel Martin Lewis at the

Nautical Almanac Office, and Margaret Mayall at the Harvard

College Observatory.24

For a brief interlude at the turn of the century when the

baccalaureate was declining as the level proper for training

astronomers and when the doctorate was not yet well established,

the master's was an adequate credential for becoming a research

astronomer given that one had extra training at an observatory.

But the master's was insufficient in itself for a career as a research

23 See sections "Origin of the Master's Degree" and "The Master's as the
Highest Academic Degree" in Chapter 10.

24 See "The Master's as the Main Degree of the Women Astronomers" section
in Chapter 10 and Table 23.2 which follows later in this chapter.



astronomer and waned as the structured programs of doctoral

research expanded beyond calculations of orbits.

DOCTORATES

The doctorate monotonically increased until it became the

favored degree of research astronomers. Ideally, attaining the

doctorate meant gaining experience in independent research and

establishing oneself as capable of credible research. However,

before 1900 the quality of the doctoral programs was mediocre.

Disproportionately few of the early doctorate astronomers were

recognized for outstanding research. A survey of the data shows

none of the astronomers who had earned their doctorate before

1897, whether from the US or Europe, received major astronomical

medals, while nine of the bachelor astronomers (and one master

astronomer) who had earned their degrees before then had been so

honored. 25

The ill preparation of these early doctors is a reflection of the

principal purpose of the PhD before 1900the training of collegiate

professors.26 The typical doctoral exercise of observing positions of

an asteroid and computing its orbit gave solid experience in

conventional classical astronomy, but little taste of innovative

25 On the other hand, six of the thirty-three astronomers with pre-1897
doctoral degrees became members of the NAS. Two of the six had degrees in
astronomy (W. L. Elkin [Strassburg 18801 and D. C. Miller [Princeton 1890]),
three in physics, and one in geology.

26 Kohier, "The Ph.D. Machine," pp. 641-2.



research. Such training was appropriate for teachers who had only

minor ambitions for research.

From 1900, the quality and quantity of PhD output grew

when new graduate programs, particularly those at Berkeley and

Chicago, began producing doctorates in astronomy. Berkeley

especially, became a factory of doctorates with a serious intent of

preparing researchers. Later in the 1920s, Harvard joined to vie

with Berkeley in the 1930s as the leading producer of astronomy

doctorates.

By the 1920s, the standard route to becoming a research

astronomer was seta doctorate in astronomy. By then the purpose

of the doctorate was preparation for a research career. But having

a doctoral degree in astronomy did not assure one of a professional

career in astronomy. Nearly one-quarter of the Americans who

earned doctorates in astronomy failed to pursue a career in

astronomical research.27 An upturn in the proportion of such failed

doctorates occurred during the later years of the depression.

During that time, young PhDs often had to take on a different

profession to earn a livelihood. In addition, World War II deflected

a number of the astronomy doctors into other fields, such as optics

and engineering.28

27 See the table of doctoral degrees in Appendix B.

28 From 1939 to 1941, nearly half (8 out of 17) of those who earned PhDs in
astronomy did not continue with a career in astronomy, even after the
disruption of World War II. Two of the eight became research engineers, two
engaged in optical research, involving spectroscopy, one became a professor
of mathematics, another a professor of physics and astronomy at a liberal
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RESTRICTED ACCESS OF WOMEN TO RESEARCH

Women made up a small minority, one-ninth of the

astronomers of this study. Yet hundreds of women, only a few of

whom became research astronomers, worked at American

observatories between 1876 and 1941.29 The low representation of

women as researchers is largely an artifact of their restriction from

independent research. The minor role of women reflected the

cultural view of scientific research as a male domain.

Despite having restricted access to research, women had

greater opportunities to work in astronomy, albeit as assistants,

than in other sciences, physics in particular. Commonly, women

computed at observatories, reducing data without freedom to work

with the telescopes or develop their own research agenda.30 Even

women of exceptional ability were relegated to menial computation

and measurement, at most being given the responsibility of

supervising other women computers. In spite of these handicaps a

few women associated with the Harvard College Observatory made

major contributions to advances in astronomical research, especially

Williamina Fleming, Henrietta Leavitt, and Annie Jump Cannon.

arts college. The remaining two were women who remained in astronomy as
research assistants but did not progress to doing independent research.

29 John Lankford, American Astronomy (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1997), pp. 287-8; John Lankford and Ricky L. Slayings, "The
Industrialization of American astronomy, 1880-1940," Physics Today January
1996, pp. 35-37, 39.

30 See Margaret Rossiter's Women Scientists in America: Struggles and
Strategies to 1940 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1982).
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An alternate route for women to a career in astronomy came

through academic achievement. From the mid-1890s, women were

accepted for graduate work in astronomy based on their ability and

the assumption they would not marry, at least in the short term.

But not until after 1941 did women make significant inroads into

the male domain. The exemplary example is Cecilia Payne-

Gaposchkin who became Harvard's first women professor and first

women department head in 1956. I

Reference to Table 23.2 shows that women astronomers were

under represented at the doctorate level. Yet these few women had

made significantly greater inroads into the male-dominated culture

of research in astronomy than in physics.32 The higher

representation at the bachelor's and master's levels reflects the

common usage of women as observatory computers and assistants.

MAJOR DEPARTMENTS

Five graduate schools dominated the output of astronomy

doctorates. As already seen, Berkeley, Chicago, Harvard, Michigan,

and Princeton produced over 70% of the doctorates.33 These major

31 See Chapter 20, section "Women Doctors of Astronomy," and Chapter 19,
sections "First Doctoral StudentCecilia Payne," and "Hidden Role of Women
in Graduate Teaching."

32 The proportion of physics PhDs granted to women in the United States
between 1938 to 1948 was only 4%. Douglas E. Scates, Bernard C. Murdoch, and
Alice V. Yeomans, The Production of Doctorates in the Sciences: 1936-1948
(Washington DC: American Council on Education, 1951), p. 113.

33 See Table 20.3 of Chapter 20.



Table 23.2

Proportion of the Astronomers
who were Women at each Degree Level

Highest Degree Percent who are
Women

Doctorate 8.3%

IMaster's 18.2%

IBachelor's 16.3%

High School 4.5%

unknown education 11.5%

All astronomers 11.0%

schools each had unique characteristics. Berkeley had two separate,

yet cooperative astronomical departments, one at the campus, the

other at Lick Observatory. Leuschner at the campus and Campbell

at the observatory developed strong programs in graduate training.

Chicago, likewise, had astronomical instruction at both its campus

and Yerkes observatory. Berkeley and Chicago were similar in that

the campus instruction focussed on mathematical astronomy, with

the observatory instruction devoted to astrophysics. Yet the

administration of the astronomy programs at the two universities

had major differences. Berkeley's two astronomical departments

were separate, autonomous departments that cooperated

effectively in training astronomers. At Chicago, the campus

astronomy staff lacked the status of being a separate department.
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Also not until 1933, when Otto Struve became director of Yerkes,

did the Yerkes director have jurisdiction over the affairs of the

department's campus branch. Through Struve's strong leadership

at Williams Bay, Yerkes became a major school in astrophysics. Yet

despite his efforts, Struve was unable to cure the ills of the disjoint

program at the campus.34

Michigan had a set of observatories as part of its campus

department with the chairman of the department being the director

of the observatories. In this case, the center of gravity of

instruction was at the campus department. In fact, the enrollment

of the department's undergraduate courses grew enormously in the

1920s and 30s, burdening the astronomy staff with heavy teaching

duties.3 5

Harvard was a late entrant into formal graduate instruction in

astronomy, which came only after 1920. The Harvard

administration gave Harlow Shapley, the charismatic director of the

observatory, the task of building a top graduate program. By the

end of the 1920s, Shapley had largely succeeded in launching

Harvard into contention as the preeminent American school of

astronomy. He took advantage of Harvard's unique connection to a

34 Chicago's graduate programs in astronomy are discussed in Chapters 16
and 17.

35 The teaching burden at Michigan is discussed in Chapter 14, section
"Undergraduate Education Multiplies."



women's college giving Radcliffe students access to the graduate

program at the Harvard observatory.36

The department at Princeton remained small throughout and

had a relatively minor observatory. Nonetheless from 1905, Henry

Norris Russell, one of America's most influential astrophysicists, led

the department to distinction. Princeton was the first major school

of astronomy to encourage actively its students to study theoretical

physics.37

MINOR, FAILED, AND LATE EMERGING DEPARTMENTS

The minor departments at Virginia, Yale, Columbia,

Pennsylvania, Johns Hopkins, and Pittsburgh universities had

doctoral programs that lacked continuous administrative support.3 8

The fortunes of these departments were often dependent upon the

success of a single professor in research and his ability or even

desire to attract graduate students. Nonetheless, the minor

departments contributed 57 doctorates in astronomy, that is 22% of

the PhDs from astronomy departments.

Before 1900, the minor departments produced most of the

astronomy doctorates. But after the turn of the century, the share

of astronomers produced by the minor departments shrunk rapidly.

36 Virtually the whole of chapter 19 treats the Harvard Department under
Shapley's leadership.

37 See Chapter 15, section "Graduate Education Shifts to Physics in the 1930s."

38 The graduate programs of these schools are discussed in Chapter 20.
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However, these departments (except for Johns Hopkins)

experienced a limited revival in the late 1920s and the 1930s,

when they again contributed doctorates, albeit on a small scale.

The Johns Hopkins astronomy program had expired, graduating its

last PhD in astronomy in 1898.

Like Johns Hopkins, most of the third-tier universities that

attempted to carry on doctoral training failed.40 The principal

function of these departments remained undergraduate teaching.

For these schools producing a doctorate in astronomy was an

exceptional event. Some of the third-tier schools, such as Indiana,

had some success in maintaining a graduate program, but only

temporarily.

Caltech on the other hand, was freshly building a new

astronomy program in the 1930s in anticipation of the construction

of the Mt. Palomar Observatory on a mountain top nearby. It was

to grow into one of the leading post-war departments in the US.4 1

See Graph 20.4 and the sub-sections of "The Minor Schools" in Chapter 20,
and section "Failed Attempt to Build a Graduate Program in Astronomy" in
Chapter 11.

40 The third tier schools are the bottom group in Table 20.3, from Cincinnati
to Vanderbilt.

4 1 These failed and emerging departments are further discussed in section
"Third-Tier Departments" of Chapter 20.
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RELATIVE SUCCESS OF THE MAJOR DEPARTMENTS

A measure of a department's success as a graduate school is

the proportion of its doctoral graduates who succeeded in becoming

research astronomers which, after all, was the objective of the

degree, at least after 1900. Table 23.3 ranks the major and minor

departments according to the percentage of their students who

became astronomers.42

The results reveal the five major schools having more success

in their graduates finding jobs as astronomers than the second tier

of schools with minor graduate programs.43 These results reflect on

both the quality of preparation of the students and the influence of

the advisors. The three most successful schools were Berkeley,

Harvard, and Princeton. Leuschner, at Berkeley, was aggressive in

landing jobs for his students, and the names of Russell at Princeton

and Shapley at Harvard carried great weight in the astronomical

community. Chicago's less impressive success is tied to the decline

of Yerkes during the years of Frost's directorship, 1905-1932.

However, under Struve's leadership, Chicago's doctoral students

matched the successes of their counterparts from Berkeley,

Harvard, and Princeton in finding careers in astronomy.

42 Foreign students who returned to their home country after their doctoral
studies are subtracted from the sums of the university doctorate outputs, so
that the measured success is relative to those who remain in the US. The total
number of such foreign students was 16 or 6% of the sum of all of astronomy
doctorates.

43 An average of 79% of the doctoral recipients from the five major schools
became astronomers, while the minor graduate schools averaged 66%.



Table 23.3

Percentage of Doctors in Astronomy
who became Research Astronomers

Percent of PhDs
becoming

University Astronomers

Berkeley 86%

Harvard/Radcliffe 86%

Princeton 86%

Pittsburgh 80%

Chicago 76%

Virginia 75%

Yale 67%

Columbia 64%

Michigan 63%

Johns Hopkins 60%

Penn 50%

Michigan, with its weaker graduate program and less

renowned researchers, had significantly less success in securing

jobs for its graduates. The most successful of the minor schools,

Pittsburgh, was led for much of the period by Frank Schlesinger

(1905-1920) who was highly regarded for his research in stellar

parallax and as a leader in the astronomical community.

Another perspective of a department's success is the ratio of

its graduates who are elected into the prestigious National Academy



S.,

of Sciences.44 Overall, one-in-ten of the doctorates from American

astronomy departments became members of the NAS, which is a

significantly smaller ratio than the average of one-in-six for all of

the 509 astronomers (see l'able 23.4). Thus as a whole, American

graduate training in astronomy failed, at least up to 1941, to

surpass other routes to astronomical research in producing

preeminent research astronomers.

Only one of the major graduate programs excelled in

preparing the next generation of America's leading astronomers

Princeton's. Table 23.4 reveals the success of Princeton in terms of

its graduates becoming NAS members. Even though Berkeley

produced the most NAS members and medal winners, the

proportion of its graduates attaining these honors was distinctly

less than Princeton's. The astronomy doctors of Chicago and

Harvard had lesser, unimpressive success, and Michigan's graduates

fared worst of the major departments.

The question arises whether election into the NAS was

influenced by the patronage of one's own graduate-school mentors.

At first view, the data in Table 23.4 implies that such an effect was

significant. After all, H. N. Russell of Princeton was a highly

influential scientist, who was feared because of his potential to

make or break careers.45 Thus Princeton's high ratio of graduates

The NAS and the major astronomical medals were discussed in Chapter 1 in
the section of "Measuring Status: NAS and Medals."

45 Transcript of an interview of Cecilia Payne Gaposchkin by Owen
Gingerich, 5 March 1968, p. 18, Center for History of Physics, Niels Bohr
Library, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.
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Table 23.4

Honors Conferred on Doctoral Graduates
of American Departments of Astronomy46

Number Percent of
elected to University's

NAS Astronomy
PhD s

Number Percent of
receiving University's

Bruce, RAS, Astronomy
or NAS PhDs
Medals

Major departments

Princeton 5 23% 3 14%

Berkeley 7 11% 5 8%

Chicago 4 10% 3 7%

Harvard! 2 8% 1 4%

Radcliffe

Michigan 0 0% 0 0%

Average % 10% 7%

Minor departments

Total 4 7% 4 7%

in the NAS appears to be largely due to Russell's power. However

upon inspection, we see that two of the Princeton NAS members

46 The "minor" departments of astronomy were those at Columbia, Johns
Hopkins, Penn, Pittsburgh, Virginia, and Yale. The pooled percent values of
the minor departments were given in the table instead of the individual
departmental values because of the small numbers of their doctorates. The
percent values for these departments vary widely as a result of their small
output and give an erratic indication of the quality of the doctorates for the
schools individually.
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were students of Charles A. YoungDayton Clarence Miller (elected

1921) and Russell (1918) himself; two were students of Russell's

who were inducted into the Academy when Russell was a member

of the NAS, Harlow Shapley (1924) and Donald Menzel (1948); and

the last was Lyman Spitzer, Jr. (1962), a Russell student elected

after Russell's death. By the time of his election, Miller had long

been active in physical research rather than astronomy. Also, both

Shapley and Menzel were elected while they were successively

leading the astronomy program at Harvard. The NAS most likely

would have elected the Harvard men even without Russell's

presence.

Patronage for election into the NAS seemed to be more

related to one's site of employment than school of origin. In 1933,

out of 28 astronomy members of the NAS, 8 worked at Mt. Wilson,

5 at Lick, 2 at Yerkes, and 2 at Yale. All other represented

institutions, including Princeton, Harvard, Berkeley, Michigan, and

Virginia, had one member each.47 Astronomers at Mt. Wilson and

Lick seemed to be favored for membership. About half of the Mt.

Wilson astronomers were in the NAS. For the case of Lick, W. W.

Campbell was a powerful voice in the Lick organization and every

full astronomer on the Lick staff had been inducted into the NAS.

Ironically, none of the employees at the two West Coast

observatories came from Princeton, the school with the highest

47 Membership list of the National Academy of Sciences (Astronomy Section),
1933, microfilm copy of Henry Norris Russell papers (Princeton), Center for
History of Physics, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics, College
Park, Maryland.
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proportion of its graduates becoming NAS members. Rather than

being due to patronage, the success of Princeton's graduates is

primarily a reflection of both the quality of Princeton's graduate

program and the potential for research and leadership of the

students themselves.

A further test of the quality of a department's graduates is

the proportion who win medals for outstanding astronomical

research. The primary medals awarded for astronomical research

of the highest caliber were the Bruce Medal awarded by the

Astronomical Society of the Pacific and the Gold Medal of the Royal

Astronomical Society in London. The NAS, itself, administered

medals for specialized astronomical research: the Henry Draper

Medal awarded for research in astrophysics, the James Craig

Watson Medal for research in classical astronomy, and the J.

Lawrence Smith Medal for investigation of meteors.48

Fifty-two of the 509 astronomers (10%) were honored with at

least one of the five medals described above. The astronomy

graduate schools failed to match the average having only 7% of

their doctorates receive one or more medals.49 Again the Princeton

graduates showed their high quality by their high proportion of

medal winners.50

48 See Chapter 1, section "Measuring Status: NAS and Medals" for a further
discussion of the NAS and these medals.

9 See the last column in Table 23.4.

50 See the fourth and fifth columns in Table 23.4.
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Some individuals won more than one medal. The number of

medals won acts as an indicator of the caliber of these individuals

as perceived by the professional astronomical community.

Consequently, a better indicator of the relative quality of the

graduates is the ratio of the total number of medals received by

graduates of the department to the total number of graduates from

the department. This ratio again shows Princeton in a class by

itself (see Table 23.5). Significantly lower, Berkeley and Chicago

had comparable ratios, followed by Harvard. Michigan failed to

have any medal winners.

Recognition of the contributions of women astronomers via NAS

membership or awarding astronomy medals was virtually

nonexistent. Despite efforts of some scientists, including

astronomers, to promote the candidacy of women, no women

astronomers were elected to the NAS until after World War jj5 1

Before then, only one woman astronomer received any of the five

prestigious medals (Annie Jump Cannon, the Henry Draper Medal,

1931).

Schools that encouraged women to pursue doctoral work,

particularly Berkeley, Harvard, and Michigan, might then be

5 1 According to E. B. Wilson, editor of the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, some in the Academy opposed admitting any women, no
matter how distinguished, into the NAS. E. B. Wilson himself was strongly in
favor of electing Annie Jump Cannon into the NAS. E. B. Wilson to H. N.
Russell, 19 November 1925, Henry Norris Russell papers.

However, in that same year, 1925, the NAS did elect its first woman
memberFlorence Sabin, a physiologist at the Rockefeller Institute for
Medical Research. Daniel Kevles, The Physicists (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1978), p. 204; Margaret Rossiter, Women Scientists in America: Struggles and
Strategies to 1940 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1982), p. 186.
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Table 23.5

On the Research Success of the PhDs
from American Departments of Astronomy

Ratio of Total Number of Medals

(Bruce, RAS Gold, and NAS)

to Total Number of Graduates

Major departments

Princeton 0.41

Berkeley 0.15

Chicago 0.15

Harvard/Radcliffe 0.08

Michigan 0.00

Average ratio 0. 15

Minor departments

Average ratio 0.09

expected to have lower proportions of distinguished scientists

because of the bias against women due to the perception of women

being less creative than men.52 However, the proportion of

academy members and medal winners relative to the numbers of

male doctorates showed no significant change in the relative

standing of the universities. Princeton remains distinctly higher

52 John Lankford, American Astronomy (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press), pp. 291-6.
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than the other universities in all of these comparative assessments

of the success of its doctorates. Research facilities would also be

expected to be an important variable in the production of quality

graduates. Yet, Princeton's Halsted Observatory could not match

the facilities and sites of the great observatories of Lick and Yerkes.

Thus, of the departments that accepted women into their graduate

programs, the low standing of their graduates must be due to other

variables such as the effectiveness of the graduate programs, the

ability of their students, and the emphasis of the doctoral research.

Of the minor schools, the NAS elected two of Virginia's

astronomy doctors and one each from Columbia and Johns Hopkins.

Like Michigan, the astronomy students of Yale, Pennsylvania, and

Pittsburgh did not gain the distinction of NAS membership.

Virginia, Columbia, Johns Hopkins, and Yale each had one medal

winner. The only one of them to be honored with more than one

medal was Frank Schlesinger of Columbia (PhD 1898). In contrast,

the award winners from Princeton, Berkeley, Chicago and Harvard

usually received more than one medal.

Seen in Table 23.4 above, the pooled percent values of NAS

members and medal winners for the six minor departments,

Columbia, Johns Hopkins, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Virginia, and

Yale, tell of the comparative success of these smaller programs to

the five major departments. The average percents in Table 23.4

suggest that the minor departments compared favorably with the

five major schools. However, the ratio of total medals awarded to

number of doctorates, as shown in Table 23.5 above, puts the minor
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group (0.09) distinctly below the average of the major departments

(0.15). Thus, the graduates of the minor departments did not fully

match the level of recognition of those of the major departments.

DISPROPORTIONATE STRENGTH OF IMMIGRANT ASTRONOMERS

The relative proportion of the winners of awards according to

their undergraduate education is revealing. Table 23.6 below

shows immigrant astronomers with at least an undergraduate

education abroad made up a high proportion of the award winners,

approximately 30%, yet they comprised only one-tenth of the

community of research astronomers. Thus, immigrant astronomers

had a higher density of quality researchers than American-raised

astronomers. At first impression, the data seems to say that the

American undergraduate preparation was inferior to European

preparation. However, the immigrant astronomers are a strongly

biased sample of European-educated astronomers. Principally two

factors drew some of the best of the European astronomers to

America: American observatories were viewed with envy by the

Europeans, and heads of American observatories encouraged the

most promising, young European astronomers to come temporarily

for research or even to stay permanently.53 In the aftermath of

53 Norman J. Lockyer, "The development of astronomy in America,
Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 12(1900): 114-6;
Harlow Shapley to H. N. Russell, 15 January 1940, Henry Norris Russell
papers; H. Shapley to Jules Baillaud, 18 December 1930, Harlow Shapley
papers, Harvard Archives, UAV 630.22, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts; Harlow Shapley, Through Rugged Ways to the Stars (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1969), p. 98.
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Table 23.6

Distribution of Awards to the Astronomers
according to their Undergraduate Education

Type of Ratio of sum
Undergraduate Number of Percent of awards to

Institution astronomers receiving total number
awards of astronomers

Foreign
Universities 5 3 30% 0.53
Institutes of
Technology 3 1 13% 0.29

State
Universities 122 11% 0.19

State
Colleges 11 9% 0.18
Private

Universities 128 8% 0.15
Liberal Arts

Colleges 11 9 6% 0. 10

Total/Average 464 11% 0.20

World War I, the prospect of a job including astronomical research

drew more astronomers to the US.54 The movement of European

astronomers to the US accelerated during the Nazi oppression.

During this time the leaders of the American astronomical

community, feeling they had only a finite capacity to harbor

54 See Chapter 22, section "America Attracts Established Immigrant
Astronomers."



refugees, actively sought to save the best young, persecuted

astronomers for America.55

Thus, the impressive quality of the immigrant astronomers is

partly an artifact of selection. Several of these European-educated

astronomers, such as Chandrasekhar, Martin Schwarzschild, E. W.

Brown, and Bart Bok established themselves as among the best

researchers in the American community, fertilizing American

astronomy with research potential in areas where otherwise

America had been weak.

The doctorate at a handful of graduate departments of

astronomy grew to be the standard route to becoming an

astronomer. Yet aside from Princeton, these departments were

only moderately successful in producing preeminent researchers.

Otto Struve to Harlow Shapley, 11 August 1941, Otto Struve papers.



CHAPTER 24

CONCLUSION: AN ASSESSMENT OF

ThE EDUCATION OF

THE AMERICAN ASTRONOMERS

From 1876 to 1941, the astronomical community in the

United States quickly grew out of the shadow of European

astronomy to become the leading national community of

astronomers in quantity if not quality of research.1 Correlated with

the rise of American astronomy is the rise of astrophysics from a

fledgling, imprecise observational science to the dominant branch of

astronomical research with close ties to theoretical physics. In the

same span of time, the United States underwent a transformation,

peculiar to itselfthe adoption of graduate schools for advanced

education and of. doctoral research for preparation of research

scientists. America's educational transformation was highly

successful as the US became a world center for advanced scientific

education and research.

This study is aimed at understanding: (1) the roles of

American education in the development of American astronomy

I Stephen G. Brush, "The rise of astronomy in America," American Studies

20(1979): 41-67; transcript of interview with Albrecht UnsOld by Owen
Gingerich, 6 June 1978, Niels Bohr Library, American Institute of Physics,
College Park, Maryland. American astronomy did not totally dominate
European astronomy. However by the time of World War II, America was
salvaging astronomers left in the wake of the Nazi movement and the
eruption of war.
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and growth of astrophysics, and (2) the influences that shaped the

education.

FACTORS SHAPING THE EDUCATION

Several elements shaped American education of astronomers,

such as availability of the major observatories to advanced

students, the report in 1893 on secondary education, adoption of

the doctorate as the principal means of training research

astronomers, and European influences through both advanced

training of Americans in Europe and immigration of European

astronomers.

ROLE OF OBSERVATORIES

By 1900, American astronomy had become the envy of

European astronomers particularly for its grand observatories.

Europeans also began to realize the Americans were building a

system for training astronomers that would assure future American

leadership in astronomy, especially observational astronomy. One

of England's best known astronomers at the turn of the century,

Norman J. Lockyer, a maverick astrophysicist, commented on

America's "unparalleled facilities" for astronomical training:

There can be no doubt at the present moment
[19001, with the numerous well-equipped and active
observatories, and the careful and thorough teaching
established side by side with them, which enables
numberless students to use the various instruments, the
United States in matters astronomical fills the position
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occupied by Germany at the beginning of the
[nineteenth] century.2

At the turn of the century, the principal observatories for

training astronomers in the United States were Lick and Yerkes,

housing the world's largest telescopes, the 36-inch and 40-inch

refractors respectively. Their instruments put their astronomers

and students at the frontiers of astronomical research.

But excellent observatory facilities were not restricted to just

Berkeley and Chicago. Nearly every school that offered advanced

education in astronomy had a telescope suitable for astrometrical

research: the Cincinnati Observatory at the University of Cincinnati

(12-inch refractor, founded 1843), the Detroit Observatory at

Michigan (12 inch, 1854), the Allegheny Observatory at Pittsburgh

(12 inch, 1867), the Washburn Observatory at Wisconsin (16 inch,

1878), the Halsted Observatory at Princeton (23 inch, 1881), the

Leander McCormick Observatory at Virginia (26 inch, 1885), and

the Flower Observatory at Penn (18 inch, 1897).3 While the

observatories had other instruments and specialized telescopes, the

size of the principle telescope gives an indication of the aspirations

of the observatory toward astronomical research.

2 Norman J. Lockyer, The development of astronomy in America,"
Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 12(1900): 116;
"Progress in astronomy during the nineteenth century," Annual Report of
the Smithsonian Institution (30 June 1900), pp. 125-6.
3 Information on the observatories was gathered from the respective
university catalogues and from the amateur astronomy magazine, Popular
Astronomy. [W. W. Paynel, "The large refractors of the world," Popular
Astronomy 6(1898): 310-11.
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Though some schools lacked research-quality observatories,

particularly Columbia and Yale, they still maintained for a time

successful programs in training astronomers.4 At Columbia,

students determined stellar positions using Lewis Rutherfurd's

valuable photographic collection.5 Yale's instructional program

before 1920 focussed on mathematical astronomy with little

preparation in advanced practical astronomy 6

Observatories were also actively used for undergraduate

training. Liberal-arts colleges were an important undergraduate

source of astronomers. Some colleges had impressive astronomical

facilities for instruction: Shattuck Observatory at Dartmouth

(9.4 inch, founded c. 1853), Goodsell Observatory at Carleton

College (16 inch, 1891), Sproul Observatory at Swarthmore (9 inch,

Between 1876 and 1901, Yale had a fairly steady output of astronomy
doctorates; however, it's observatory, the Winchester Observatory, was only
suitable for astronomical time keeping and undergraduate-level instruction
in practical astronomy. Yale had a heliometer, a specialized telescope for
astrometric measurements, but it was not accessible to students. Bulletin of
Yale University: General Catalogue, 1892-93, pp. 228-9.
5 The pre-1910 titles of the doctoral dissertations awarded by Columbia
University show a heavy dependence by the students on use of the
Rutherfurd photographs, about 1500 negatives, which were donated to the
university in 1890. Lewis M. Rutherfurd (1816-1892) was an amateur pioneer
in stellar photography. J. K. Rees, "Lewis M. Rutherfurd," Astronomy and
Astro-Physics, October, 1892, pp. 689-97.
6 Yale's program was deciphered from a survey of Bulletins of Yale
University: General Catalogue, Sheffield Scientific School, and Graduate
School, 1892-93 to 1939-40. Further corroboration of the assessment comes
from the titles of doctoral dissertations awarded by Yale on astronomical
topics before 1920 (see Appendix B). William Elkin, who was at the
observatory for much of this time, used the heliometer, but did little teaching
or training of students in its use. With Frank Schlesinger's arrival at Yale in
1920, the old Yale Observatory was upgraded and an observatory established
near Johannesburg, South Africa for parallactic observations of southern
stars. J. H. Moore, "Address of the retiring president of the society in
awarding the Bruce Gold Medal to Dr. Frank Schlesinger," Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific 41(1929): 8-15.
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1909 with a 24-inch refractor added by 1913), and Van Vieck

Observatory at Wesleyan (18.5 inch, 1916). Moreover, women's

colleges had admirable observatories, particularly Vassar College

Observatory (12 inch, 1865), Williston Observatory at Mount

Holyoke (8 inch, 1881), and Whitin Observatory at Wellesley (12

inch, 1900).7

Virtually every one of these observatories was built and

equipped by private donations. This peculiar American expression

of philanthropy greatly promoted the instruction of American

college and university students in practical astronomy, which

Lockyer could not help noticing.

The major departments of astronomy also had observatories

specifically designed for undergraduate instruction: Berkeley' s

Students' Observatory (established in 1887, 6-inch refractor),

Harvard's Students' Astronomical Laboratory (1903, 7.5-inch

refractor), and Michigan's Students' Observatory on Angell Hall

(1927, 10-inch refractor and 15-inch reflector).8

Practical training was not confined to observatories of

astronomy departments. Through geodesic courses, engineering

schools trained their students in the use of astronomy for

7 The information on these observatories was gathered from catalogues of
the respective colleges.
8 Typically, observatories for instruction consisted of small refractors, and
other specialized telescopes, such as zenith and transit telescopes, along with
chronometers and spectroscopes. Armin 0. Leuschner, "History and aims of
the Students' Observatory," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific 16(1904): 70; Harlan T. Stetson, "Twenty-five years of the Students'
Astronomical Laboratory, 1903-1928," Harvard Alumni Bulletin, 16 February
1928, pp. 588-94; R. H. Curtiss, "Detroit Observatory," Popular Astronomy
36(1928): 31-3.
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accurately determining geographical positions. In some schools,

such as Berkeley and Harvard, courses designed for training civil

engineering students in geodesy evolved into separate departments

of astronomy. In other schools, such as Columbia and Cornell, a

primary purpose of the astronomy department was the training of

engineering students in geodesy through precision practical

astronomy.

Indeed, by 1900 America had great potential for

observational astronomy through its unparalleled facilities in

training students of astronomy, undergraduate and graduate.

RISE OF THE DOCTORATE

A striking trend in the education of the astronomers between

1876 and 1941 was the rise of the doctorate as the institutionalized

process for training researchers. The doctorate was designed after

the German model for just this purpose.9 As for the other sciences,

the PhD became the required standard for young men and women

aspiring to become research astronomers. However, astronomy still

had room for lesser educated people with ability and ingenuity,

even into the 1930s.

9 Before 1900, the doctorate was often the route to a college professorship and
not necessarily to a career in research. Robert Kohier, "The Ph.D. machine:
Building on the collegiate base," ISIS 81(1990): 641.
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High School Astronomers

Before the mid-1890s, many high school students received

astronomical instruction, often elementary mathematical astronomy

with perhaps some work with a small telescope. Thus they could

acquire the skills to become amateur astronomers. However, such

amateurs were restricted to simple observational astronomy that

required only a deft eye and a small, simple telescope. They were

often comet seekers and solar observers.

High school instruction in astronomy nearly disappeared by

1900 due to the Report of 1893 by the Committee of Ten in charge

of recommending improvements to secondary education in the

United States. The report had a devastating effect on high school

astronomy, as it dropped astronomy as a required part of secondary

science curriculum.

Although the reservoir of high-school trained amateurs was

lost, amateur magazines and clubs maintained popular interest.

In a few cases, menial employees at an observatory with only

a high school education became researchers through their native

ability. They learned on the job aspects of astronomical research.

Williamina Fleming at the Harvard College Observatory, Milton

Humason at Mt. Wilson Observatory, and Clyde Tombaugh at Lowell

Observatory were the most successful of such high school

astronomers.
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Bachelor Astronomers

Before 1900, the most common level of education of the

astronomers was the bachelor's degree. Indeed, several of the

outstanding astronomers of that era were bachelor astronomers.

However, they almost always had training beyond the collegiate

level. In particular, J. E. Keeler (BA Johns Hopkins 1881) studied at

Heidelberg and Berlin (1883-84), W. W. Campbell (BS Michigan

1886) served as a volunteer assistant at Lick under Holden and

Keeler (1890), W. J. Hussey (BS 1889 Michigan) was also a volunteer

assistant at Lick (1892-93), and G. E. Hale (BS MIT 1890)

volunteered at HCO (1889-90) and studied briefly at Berlin (winter

of 1893-94). Volunteer experience at research observatories and

advanced study in Germany were characteristic patterns in the

preparation of these leading astronomers.

After 1900,. bachelor astronomers became a minor component

of the community of astronomers. The decline can be traced to

three factors: (1) Graduate programs in advanced astronomy

became established in American universities. (2) Undergraduate

education in astronomy decreased as a reaction to the Report of

1893. Few colleges and universities taught astronomy beyond

elementary levels. Those that did were mainly the schools with

advanced programs in astronomy, and select liberal arts and

women's colleges. (3) The bachelors typically became assistants

and computers at observatories. Research institutions, such as Mt.

Wilson, Lowell, and the US Naval Observatories, commonly hired
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bachelor assistants.10 However, few of these observatory workers

had opportunities to publish their own research.

Master Astronomers

While several bachelor graduates with degrees mainly in the

1880s became leaders of American astronomy, master's graduates

mainly of the 1890s likewise played prominent roles in American

astronomy. Four became directors of research observatories: E. B.

Frost (MA Dartmouth 1887) directed Yerkes Observatory (1905-

1932); R. G. Aitken (MA Williams 1895), Lick Observatory (1930-

1935); C. G. Abbot (MS MIT 1895), the Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory (1907-1944); and W. S. Adams (MA Chicago 1899), Mt.

Wilson Observatory (1923-1946). Like Keeler, two had further

studies and training in GermanyFrost at Potsdam (1890-92) and

Adams at Munich (1901).

However, the master's degree failed to find a widely accepted

niche for preparing research astronomers. In the nineteenth

century, the degree had been largely unearned or honorary. Not

until the first decade of this century did the master's acquire a

common acceptance as an earned degree for advanced studies.1 I By

the 1920s, the niches it found were either advanced preparation for

10At the major schools of astronomy, the assistants were often the graduate
students. Consequently, university research observatories such as Lick and
Yerkes hired few bachelor assistants.

Walton C. John, Graduate Study in Universities and Colleges in the United
States (Washington DC: US Office of Education, 1934), Bulletin no. 20, pp. 4-9,
26-3 0.
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teachers and observatory assistants, or as a stepping stone to the

doctorate.

PhD Astronomers

Graph 24.1 clearly shows the steep rise of the doctorate as the

educational means of training research astronomers. By 1900,

roughly half of the new astronomers had PhDs. By 1940, more than

90% of the astronomers had doctorates.

These doctorates came from three main sources: American

astronomy departments, American departments of other fields, and

Europe universities. The non-astronomy degrees were principally

in physics or mathematics; the European degrees were mainly in
astronomy. 1 2

In the decade of 1876 to 1885, three-fourths of the non-

astronomy doctorates were in mathematics.13 At that time, the

graduate astronomy departments had not yet formed and students

desiring to study astronomy had to do so in a mathematics

department. After the mid-1880s, the portion of mathematics

degrees abruptly dropped to about 20% of the non-astronomy

degrees. The decline was due to the formation of graduate

programs in astronomy which obviated the need for studying

astronomy through a mathematics department. Also, study in

1 2 See Graph 24.2 for the relative proportions of these three sources of
doctorates.
13 See Graph 24.3. It shows the relative proportions of non-astronomy
doctorates.
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Graph 24.1

Percentage of New Astronomers
with a Doctorate Degree14
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1 4 The abscissa represents the decade in which the highest degree was
earned, in this case the doctorate.
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Graph 24.2

Sources of the Doctorates of the Astronomers
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Graph 24.3

Non-Astronomy Doctorates
from American Universities:
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physics was becoming a major route for preparation in the new

branch of astrophysics.

Graduate astronomy departments began to form in the late
1880s and 1890s, particularly at Yale, Columbia, and Johns Hopkins,
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which granted some of the earliest doctorates in astronomy. Most

of the dissertations treated a problem of orbit calculation,

essentially the same type of dissertation as had been done through

mathematics departments.

While the proportion of mathematics PhDs dropped to a minor

level, physics doctorates grew and nearly matched the number of

astronomy doctorates at the turn of the century. Most of these

physics degrees were for work in laboratory spectroscopy or

photometry. Henry Rowland's research lab at Johns Hopkins was a

major source of these doctorates.15 His lab was a training center of

laboratory spectroscopists who commonly published in the

Astrophysical Journal.

After 1900 the non-astronomy degrees, essentially physics

degrees, contributed progressively smaller fractions of the

doctorates (see Graph 24.2). The slide in physics PhDs coincides

with astrophysical programs, based on spectroscopy and

photometry, forming at the major schoolsCalifornia, Chicago,

Harvard, Michigan, and Princeton.

European universities, mainly in Germany, were another

contributor of doctorates. The European-PhD connection had two

distinct phasesfrom 1890 to 1905 and from 1910 to 1940 (see

Graph 24.4). In the earlier phase Americans went to Germany to

study mainly astronomy as well as physics and mathematics.1 6

15 Overall, twenty physics doctorates came from Johns Hopkins. The next
largest producer of physics doctorates was Cornell with six.
16 Two-thirds of these PhDs were in astronomy. The others were mostly in
physics or math.
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Graph 24.4

European Doctorates: Americans and Europeans
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Several things made doctoral study in Germany attractive to

Americans: Germany was the leading country in astronomical and

physical research, its doctoral degree had prestige, living as a
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student there was relatively cheap, and its universities welcomed

foreign students. However, after 1905 Americans no longer

travelled to Germany for a PhD for several reasons. The United

States was overtaking Germany as the leading producer of

astronomical research. It had graduate programs in astronomy

with more powerful telescopes and better observing sites than

found in Europe. Also, the merit of the German degree had

declined. Americans were being awarded doctorates for work

marginally above the bachelor's level. Moreover, living in Germany

was no longer such a bargain.1 7

On the other hand, Graph 24.4 shows a progressive rise in the

number of Europeans with doctorates coming to the United States to

seek employment in its observatories and universities. Europeans

were noticing more and more the attractive opportunities for

research in America. The linear trend was accelerated in the 1930s

as astronomers fled the Nazi regime. At that difficult time, the

leaders of the America astronomical community accepted the

brightest of exiled scientists who were young and established with

a research career. This excluded both older scientists and young

students who had just finished their doctorate.18 Thus, the number

of European immigrants with doctorates after 1935 dropped to near

17 See "Status of the German Doctorate" in Chapter 22.
1 8See "Germans" in Chapter 22 for a further discussion of the salvaging of
the German astronomical community in the late 1930s.
19 Only two with PhDs granted between 1936 and 1941 found a haven in the
US: Zdenek Kopal, a Czechoslovakian (DSc Charles University, Prague 1937),

and Kaj Strand, a Dane (PhD University of Copenhagen 1938).
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European Immigrants

As found in Chapter 23, the European astronomers who came

to the US made up a disproportionate part of America's leading

researchers.20 The directors of observatories encouraged

outstanding astronomers, who were principally Europeans, to work

at their observatories. The Europeans came because of the superior

research facilities in observational astronomy and jobs in the US.21

The most influential of these national groups were the Dutch

and German astronomers. The Dutch came at a steady pace during

the 1910s through 1930s and imported statistical astronomy to the

US. They spread widely to become astronomers at observatories

and professors at universities. Two particularly influential Dutch

astronomers were Bart Bok, who led graduate instruction at

Harvard during the 1930s, and Gerard Kuiper, who became a

leading astronomer at Yerkes in statistical astronomy and studies of

the solar system.

A few German-speaking astronomers, such as R. J. Trumpler

and Walter Baade, immigrated to the US before 1933. With the rise

of the Nazi's, German astronomers flooded the American

community. The most notable of these immigrants was Martin

Schwarzschild, who became one of America's leading theoretical

astrophysicists after World War II.

20See "The Disproportionate Strength of Immigrant Astronomers,"
Chapter 23.
21See Chapter 22, section "The Immigrants: Students and Trained
Astronomers" and sections following.
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Russians came to America in the early 1920s after the fall of

the White army. The most important of these immigrants was Otto

Struve. He completed his education at Yerkes and strongly

influenced American astronomy by his spectroscopic research

focussed at answering specific questions and his leadership of

Yerkes Observatory. Under him, Yerkes became in the mid-1930s

one of the world's leading institutions of theoretical as well as

observational astrophysics.

Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin and S. Chandrasekhar were also

important immigrants. They both had been students at Cambridge

and influenced by A. S. Eddington. Chandrasekhar was especially

important, as he greatly strengthened theoretical-astrophysics

research and instruction in the US.

INFLUENCE OF AMERICAN GRADUATE EDUCATION

American education, particularly graduate education, had a

profound influence on American astronomy. During the period

graduate departments of astronomy became more and more the

source of entrant researchers. These American-trained students

had skills and knowledge best adapted for research in observational

and mathematical astronomy. They played major roles in

sustaining America' s leadership in observational astronomy,

especially astrophysics. However, graduate training was weak in

other areas, such as stellar statistics and theoretical astrophysics,

until strengthened by European immigrants as mentioned above.
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Before 1900, classical astronomy was virtually the only

advanced study at universities. Thus the universities were not

servicing aspiring astrophysicists, a whole new breed of

astronomer. These young astronomers, free of the classical harness,

studied physics in the US and Europe and trained in astrophysical

techniques at European and American observatories, especially Lick

and Yerkes. The early astronomy departments failed to anticipate

the need for astrophysical instruction. However, this new breed of

astronomers, particularly J. E. Keeler and W. W. Campbell, G. E. Hale

and E. B. Frost formed major graduate schools of astrophysicsLick

and Yerkeswhich quickly dominated the early, classical

departments in production of new generations of astronomers.

These new, major departments also surpassed by 1910 the output

from non-astronomy departments and European universities.

The American departments of astronomy fell into three

groups: the major schools (Berkeley, Chicago, Harvard, Michigan,

and Princeton), the minor schools (Columbia, Johns Hopkins,

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Virginia, and Yale), and numerous the

third-tier schools. The latter group produced few doctorates of

astronomy and consisted either of failed departments, as Boston

University and the University of Cincinnati, or late emerging

departments, such as Caltech.

The minor schools, with the exception of Pittsburgh, had been

the main producers of doctorates in classical astronomy in the



1890s. Their classical programs persisted into the 1930s.22 They

represent the established, conservative schools of astronomy that

hung on to the status quo as astrophysics was just becoming an

accepted branch of research. Their programs remained small and

were vulnerable to periods of decline because of the loss of a key

educator or of support by the administration.

The major schools, on the other hand, had significantly greater

productions of PhDsall granting more than twenty during the

period. Each school had distinctive and significant effects on

American astronomy, and they all were centers of astrophysical

research.

LICK-BERKELEY SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY

After 1900, the Lick-Berkeley school of astronomy quickly

grew to be the most prolific producer of both doctorates of

astronomy and winners of astronomical medals. The success of the

California departments rested on several factors: (1) Lick under W.

W. Campbell was a trail-blazer in encouraging students to conduct

astrophysical research through active use of telescopes. (2) A. 0.

Leuschner formed a viable school of theoretical astronomy at the

campus. (3) The leaders of the two departments, Campbell and

Leuschner, cooperated closely in fashioning a synergistic graduate

education. (4) Both the Lick and Berkeley departments had

fellowships to attract quality students. (5) Leuschner also built a

22 Pittsburgh was the last of the minor schools to begin awarding doctorates
(1910). Also, the graduate research was typically in spectroscopy.
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strong supporting program of undergraduate astronomy using the

well-equipped Students' Observatory.

In the first decade of this century, Lick set the precedent for

graduate work in observational astrophysics. Up to 1910 only two

other schools besides Lick awarded PhDs in this new field

Princeton and Pittsburgh, but these were minor efforts compared to

the sustained productivity of Lick.23

Observational astrophysics became the theme of post-1900

graduate study in America. By the 1920s all of the major schools

had active programs in observational astrophysics.

YERKES-CHICAGO SCHOOL

Similar to California, the University of Chicago had a campus

program in astronomy and a remote research observatory. Yerkes

boasted having the largest refractor in the world and Chicago, just

as Berkeley, had a leading mathematical astronomer, F. R. Moulton.

Chicago had the ingredients to form, like California, a strong

graduate and undergraduate school of astronomy. However, the

university and observatory largely failed to form a first-class

graduate department, at least until Otto Struve became director of

Yerkes in 1932. The failure can be attributed to several factors: (1)

The campus branch of the department, with F. R. Moulton as the

principal professor, had no clear leadershipit neither was a

separate department with a chairman, nor was firmly under the

23 Before 1910, California had granted seven doctorates for astrophysical
research at Lick. Princeton and Pittsburgh granted one each.
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direction of the head of Yerkes. (2) When G. E. Hale left Yerkes for

Mt. Wilson, Yerkes lost its Carnegie funding and some of the best

members of its staff. With weak support from the university, E. B.

Frost, the new director made do with minimal funds. (3) Frost

lacked innovative initiative for advancing the research and

graduate program at Yerkes. The observatory basically followed

the routine initiated by Hale.24 (4) Frost and Moulton had a

strained relationship, and the two branches did not form an

effective cooperative system in training the graduate students. (5)

The campus branch had a weak undergraduate program and lacked

a students' observatory.25

Otto Struve, Frost's successor in 1932, applied his strict and

high standards to build Yerkes into a world center of astrophysical

research, both observational and theoretical. However, despite

repeated efforts he failed to revive either the graduate or

undergraduate programs at the Chicago campus.

MICHIGAN

Before 1900, Michigan was one of the principal schools of

astronomy, becoming known as the "Ann Arbor school of

astronomers." However, the department had greatly declined

during Asaph Hall Jr.'s years as director (1892-1905). William

Hussey, one of the Ann Arbor products, returned in 1905 from Lick

24 See Osterbrock's Yerkes Observatory, pp. 47-76.
25 Chicago was the only one of the major schools lacking a students'
observatory or an observatory readily available to the undergraduate
students.
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to head the department. Under Hussey's leadership, the Michigan

school became, on the one hand, a significant producer of astronomy

doctorates by the middle of the 1920s. On the other hand, the

quality of its graduate program suffered from the decline of its

Detroit Observatory and from a staff over-burdened by heavy

teaching loads. While Michigan's program grew in the late 1920s

and 1930s to encompass three observatories, including one in the

southern hemisphere, the quality of its doctoral program, still tied

to the Detroit Observatory, remained mediocre.

Michigan's graduate students were the least successful of the

major schools in both maintaining careers as astronomers and

winning recognition for outstanding research. Ironically, the most

respected member of the Michigan staff in the 1930s was an

ingenious amateur, R. R. McMath, who devised the first motion-

picture telescopes to capture ephemeral celestial events such as

solar flares.

HARVARD and the HCO

Before 1920, Harvard's only significant role in training

astronomers was through apprenticeship at the Harvard College

Observatory. The HCO, led by E. C. Pickering (1877-1919) was a

research institution with no provision for instruction. Yet, several

people were able to learn the trade through working as assistants at

the observatory.

Of its assistants, the HCO was noted for its group of women

who worked with photographs measuring stellar magnitudes or
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classifying stellar spectra. Some of women's greatest astronomers,

such as Henrietta Leavitt and Annie Jump Cannon, worked at the

HCO in this capacity.

By 1900 Harvard had an undergraduate program but it

played no significant role in training astronomers. When President

Elliott of Harvard realized in 1919 that he could not replace E. C.

Pickering with a Harvard man, he saw the need for Harvard to train

astronomers. Harlow Shapley, H. N. Russell's star student, was

named Pickering's successor and given the task of building a first-

rate department of astronomy at Harvard. This he did. By the

early 1930's, Harvard was challenging Berkeley as the leading

producer of astronomy PhDs. Shapley's charisma gave the Harvard

department an atmosphere found at no other school. Numerous

astronomers from within the US and abroad frequented Harvard to

use the extensive photographic library of stars and spectra and to

participate in Shapley's "Hollow Squares" discussions and in the

Harvard Summer Schools of Astronomy. During the 1930s, Harvard

more than any other school was a center of interaction for

astronomers, distinguished and beginning, from all over the world.

PRINCETON

The smallest of the major schools, Princeton, had a strong

impact on American astronomy. Throughout the period of study,

the Princeton department was led by outstanding astronomers

C. A. Young from 1876 to 1905, and H. N. Russell from 1905 to

1947. Until his retirement, Young was the most respected teacher
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of astronomy in the US. Because of the lucidity of his writing, his

texts were widely used decades later, even though out of date.

Young was succeeded by his student, H. N. Russell who in turn had a

major impact on American astronomy. For the first quarter of this

century, Russell was virtually American's only theoretical

astrophysicist.

The graduate program at Princeton was loosely defined. Yet,

Princeton had a proportionally greater success than the other

schools of astronomy in producing outstanding researchers.

Princeton's success lay with the quality of its students, research in

areas otherwise neglected in the US, and flexible graduate

programs. Some of Princeton's students showed outstanding

potential, such as Russell himself and Shapley. In terms of

research, Russell as a professor at Princeton had a dynamic interest

in theoretical astrophysics a field where the US was weak. He also

frequently discussed his research with other astronomers and

physicists. The school was a ferment of the flow of ideas.

Furthermore, Princeton was the only school where its students, at

least in the 1920s and 30s, had strong preparation in theoretical

physics.

WOMEN DOCTORS OF ASTRONOMY

Doctoral work was not confined to males. Women were a

small, but significant minority of doctoral recipients. They made up

nearly one-quarter of the PhDs in astronomy at Michigan, Harvard,

and Berkeley. Of scientific fields, astronomy had one of the highest
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proportions of women doctorates and was far above physics, in

particular.26

The proportion of doctorates to maintain careers in astronomy

was essentially the same for the women as for the men. However,

cultural prejudice against women relegated women to lesser

positions at research observatories.27 Despite this prejudice against

women advancing to positions of leadership or being recognized by

awards, two exceptional astronomers, Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin and

Annie Jump Cannon, finally broke the tethers when they became

officially recognized in 1938 as astronomers in the male bastion of

Harvard University. Later in 1956, Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin

became Phillips Professor of Astronomy and the first woman to lead

a major department of astronomy when she became Chairperson of

the Harvard department.

BREAKING THE HOLD OF CLASSICAL ASTRONOMY

Marc Rothenberg cited one of the reasons for America's ability

to emerge quickly as the leader of observational astrophysics was

that America was unimpeded by an entrenched, dominant

26 Margaret Rossiter found that between 1920 and 1938 American women
made up the following percentages of doctorates in scientific fields: 4.7% for
physics (including astronomy); 8.0%, chemistry; 15.8%, zoology; 19.9%,
botany. Women Scientists in America: Struggles and Strategies to 1940
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1982), p. 270.

Of the astronomers in this study, women composed 17.3% of the doctorates
in the same time span.
27 See John Lankford's and Ricky Slayings's article, "Gender and science:
Women in American astronomy, 1859-1940," Physics Today March 1990,
pp. 58-65.
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community of classical astronomers.28 Yet during the nineteenth

century, classical astronomy had become institutionalized in

American education, from high school through graduate school. In

the 1890s when America was usurping Germany as the leading

country of astrophysical research, instruction continued to consist of

careful measurement and calculation to determine time,

geographical coordinates, and the stellar positions. Traditional

astronomers believed aspiring undergraduates should be

thoroughly versed in such areas of practical and mathematical

astronomy. Astrophysicists, instead, believed a firm foundation in

physics along with mathematics was more essential to the
undergraduate 2 9

Contrary to Rothenberg's assertion, classical astronomy in the

early 1890s was paramount in education at all levelsfrom the

most elementary to doctoral research. Two developments in the

late 1890s broke the grip of classical astronomy on education: (1)

Astronomical instruction at the secondary and collegiate levels

greatly declined after the Report of 1893. (2) Philanthropists,

particularly Mr. Lick and Mr. Yerkes, built major, new research

observatories affiliated with universities. Strong advocates of

astrophysics, particularly Keeler and Hale set the agenda of

research and graduate instruction at these institutions.

28 Marc Rothenberg, "History of astronomy," in Historical Writing on
American Science: Perspectives and Prospects, eds. Sally Gregory Kohlstedt
and Margaret W. Rossiter (Baltimore: the Johns Hopkins University Press,
1985), p. 123.
29 For instance, compare the perspectives of Armin Leuschner, whose
program at Berkeley relied heavily on classical training and G. E. Hale, who
believed the key to astronomical advancement was physics.
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In short, classical astronomy lost its instructional base at the

lower levels of education and was overwhelmed by the success of

Lick and the other major schools.

THE REPORT OF 1893

The 1893 report on secondary education of the Committee of

Ten dethroned astronomy from its mandatory seat in education.

The loss of the privileged position of classical astronomy as

required curriculum at the secondary and college levels greatly

weakened its status. By 1900, the numbers of schools and colleges

teaching astronomy were plummeting, throwing the traditional

educators of astronomy into dismay. In the aftermath, teachers and

professors of astronomy struggled to attract students to their

courses. The character of undergraduate courses changed from the

mathematical rigor of classical astronomy to descriptive courses

avoiding mathematics. In some cases, elementary instruction

opened up to an introductory study of astrophysical research.30

Traditional astronomy had lost what had been a major source of

astronomers, undergraduates trained in classical methods.

The loss of collegiate instruction in classical astronomy had a

further ramificationthe demand for college professors of classical

astronomy evaporated. Consequently, the doctoral programs in

traditional astronomy lost a significant portion of its clientelethose

aspiring to become collegiate teachers of astronomy.

30 This openness to teaching elementary astrophysics to undergraduates was
particularly prevalent at women's colleges.
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Despite the Report, graduate programs in astrophysics grew

rapidly after 1900 with no apparent effect from the loss of

compulsory astronomical education. Physics, which had become a

required course in the Report of 1893, was more essential than

classical training for preparation in astrophysical research. This is

not to say that the Report of 1893 caused American astronomy to

shift toward astrophysics, but the shift was accelerated by the loss

of universal classical instruction in astronomy.

GRADUATE STUDY. FALL OF CLASSiCAL ASTRONOMY AND RISE OF
ASTROPHYSICS

As discussed above, classical astronomy had been the

dominant mode of astronomical research in America before 1900.

It followed the precision and rigor of the German tradition in

measuring and calculating the positions of celestial objects. Classical

astronomy was already institutionalized in graduate education as

virtually the only field of doctoral researchdissertations were

either on the calculation of orbits or measurement of positions of

stars.

Despite having an impressive array of telescopes, graduate

research before 1900 at most schools and even in Europe was

uninspired, hackneyed sets of orbit calculations sometimes based on

data accumulated elsewhere.3 1 It was as if earning the doctorate

3 1 Fifteen of the first twenty-three PhDs in astronomy were in theoretical
astronomy, that is the calculation of the orbits of asteroids, comets, or moons.
Five of the other dissertations were reduction of the Rutherfurd photographs
at Columbia.
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was not a question of conducting original research, but rather

showing that one can do the mathematical calculations and perhaps

make the observations that were characteristic of classical

astronomy. These early doctors in astronomy became generally

mediocre researchers or college professors who did not maintain

research.32 This corroborates Robert Kohler's assertion that the

American PhD before 1900 was in general more for collegiate

teaching than research.33 In the case of astronomy, astrophysics

was ascending over classical astronomy in graduate education at the

same time (near 1900) as the PhD was making the transition from a

professorial degree to a research degree. The two phenomena were

connected by the loss of collegiate teaching of classical astronomy in

the aftermath of the 1893 Report.

While the early doctorates with conventional training in

classical astronomy were generally undistinguished, several

bachelor and master astronomers with additional astrophysical

training rose to prominence in the 1880s and 1890s. They were

Keeler, Campbell, Hale, Hussey, Frost, Aitken, Adams, and Abbot,

and they became the prime movers of American astronomy in the

early twentieth century, setting America's course towards

astrophysical research. Keeler and Campbell led Lick, Hale and

Frost led Yerkes, and Hussey led Michigan toward graduate

programs in astrophysics. Thus, astronomers trained outside of the

32 One towering exception is Armin 0. Leuschner (PhD Berlin 1897) who led
the Berkeley Astronomical Department through most of the first half of the
twentieth century and was America's most productive researcher on asteroid
orbits.
33 "The Ph.D. machine," p. 641.
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conventional doctoral programs contributed to breaking the

dominance of classical astronomy in graduate schools. Other schools

followed suit. Princeton under Russell and Harvard under Shapley

produced schools strong in astrophysics.

Interestingly, the plateau of growth in the astronomical

community from 1896 to 1915, as noted in Chapter 2, is an artifact

of the transition from the dominance of classical astronomy to that

of astrophysics. The rise in the numbers entrant astrophysicists

was matched by the fall in numbers of new classical astronomers.

As shown in Chapter the early, established graduate

programs, mainly the minor schools, did not respond before 1900 to

the need for education in emerging new field of astrophysics. Later

in the 1930s the major schools overproduced students in

astrophysics. The astrophysical programs once institutionalized

gained an inertia, just as the earlier programs in classical

astronomy. This institutional inertia kept the graduate schools from

readily responding to changes in astronomical research. The

tendency of department leaders to stay decades until they

eventually retire contributed to the stagnancy. This was

characteristic of Lick, Berkeley, and Yerkes. Yerkes for instance had

become a near moribund research institution by the end of Frost's

directorship in 1932. The youthful Struve, succeeding Frost, had

firm ideas about the needs of current astronomical research. He

revolutionized Yerkes, changing it into a great school of astronomy.

34 See section "Shift from Classical Astronomy to Astrophysics."
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DEPENDENCE OF AMERICAN ASTRONOMY ON EUROPE

American astronomy was largely a child of European

astronomy. Americans adopted, in the second-half of the

nineteenth century, the astrometry and mathematical astronomy of

Germany. Americans also went to Germany for early study of

physics and of techniques in spectroscopy and photometry. Dutch

astronomers brought statistical astronomy to the United States, and

English and German-trained astronomers brought theoretical

astrophysics. Virtually every major field of astronomy was

spawned by immigrant astronomers, from BrUnnow at Michigan to

Bok at Harvard and Chandrasekhar at Chicago, and by Americans

who studied in Europe, including Keeler in Germany and Russell in

England.

The field that was most American was observational

astrophysics. American amateurs were active in early spectroscopic

and photometric research and in developing astronomical

photography. And Americans established education in

observational astrophysics on a grand scale which helped thrust the

United States into the forefront of astronomical research. Nearly

every important observational astrophysicist educated in the first

half of the twentieth century came from the major American

schools of astronomyprincipally California, Chicago, Harvard, and

Princeton.

By the late 1930s, American astronomy had become strong in

other fields as well, particularly statistical astronomy and

theoretical astrophysics. But the war signaled dramatic changes for
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After the war, astronomy grew in

research far beyond the confines of the visible spectrum and grew

in size and numbers of graduate departments catching the coat tails

of the space race. The five major schools no longer dominated

astronomical education.

ON THE QUESTION OF MERIT OF RESEARCH

One of John Lankford's principal conclusions in his book

American Astronomy was that the scientific community is driven

more by patronage than merit.35 However in this study, the

conclusion is the opposite. While patronage did have important

influences on the social dynamics of the astronomical community,

the quest for quality researchers was a strong drive of the leaders

of the astronomical institutions. When Otto Struve became director

of Yerkes, he had a clear vision (along with Chicago's President

Hutchins) of wanting to attract the best researchers to Chicago,

regardless of all other factors. The "bottom line" was the quality of

an individual's research.

Struve was frank in his assessment of research quality. He

acknowledged to Bok at Harvard in the mid-1930s that the Yerkes

graduate students were not of the first quality. Struve's sense of

research quality was not narrowly confined to his own field. He

was very receptive to innovative researchers, such as Grote Reber

the pioneering, amateur radio astronomer, and R. R. McMath the

John Lankford, American Astronomy, pp. 268-86.
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amateur who developed motion-picture astronomy. At Yerkes,

quality of research is what mattered.

Armin Leuschner at Berkeley strongly campaigned for his

students in landing jobs; but he believed the California-Lick school

was the best in American and that his students were likewise the

best. Here the patronage was built upon the mentor's perceived

potential of his students becoming quality researchers.

Perhaps most telling, in the 1930s the leaders of American

astronomy used quality of research as the primary criterion (along

with youth) for saving astronomers from the Nazi maelstrom. The

priority of salvaging threatened lives of scientists was measured

through assessment of the merit of their research. As we can see in

this matter of salvaging careers, if not lives, the high value placed

on research was a paramount part of the psyche of the astronomical

leaders. In short, the merit of one's work was the fundamental

criterion in evaluating fellow scientists.

FINAL ASSESSMENT OF AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOLS

The availability of biographical information and moderate size

of the American astronomical community have allowed a detailed

study of trends in the education of American scientists. The

astronomy case gives glimpses of the broader transition of scientific

research in America during this period. The specific trends found

in this study agree with Robert Kohler's view that doctoral

education in science went through the three phases of initially slow

growth to 1890, followed by study in Germany being fashionable in
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the 1890s, and finally doctoral study in America becoming firmly

established by 1910 as the route to a career in scientific research.36

Astronomy also gives a case study of the roles of advanced

scientific training in America and Europe. The graduate schools

were fundamentally different from the autocratic research schools

of Germany and England. With the Berkeley-Lick school setting the

standard, the American schools gave broad training in astronomy.

The European research schools were in contrast focussed on the

research agenda of the professor leading the school. Ironically, the

American doctoral programs became dominated by one field,

observational astrophysics. The visions of Hale, Keeler, and

Campbell had set the tone for the major graduate schools of

astronomy. The dominance was so pervasive that the graduate

schools generally lacked the vision of developing other areas of

research such as statistical astronomy and theoretical

astrophysics.37 That vision came from individuals heading

European research schools. As a consequence, the American

graduate schools became importers of new fields of research rather

than exporters.

In the end, the graduate schools were successful in training

hundreds of astronomers. Yet, once established they were

generally conservative in their approach to astronomical research.

The graduate schools needed infusions from Europe and firm, new

36 Robert E. Kohier, "The Ph.D. machine," p. 643.
37 Some observatory directors, such as Robert Aitken at Lick, were so
focussed on observational research that they didn't see a need for a
theoretical astrophysicists on the staff.
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leadership, like that of Otto Struve's, to propel American astronomy

into the forefront of research beyond observational studies.
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APPENDIX A

BIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES ON THE AME1UCAN ASTRONOMERS

Gathering the information used in this dissertation involved

three stages: First, identifying those who satisfy the criteria

established for being an American research astronomer who

actively worked between 1876 and 1941; second, finding

biographical information about these astronomers, especially their

education, research, employed positions, and awards; third, finding

all doctoral degrees awarded by American universities for

dissertations on astronomical topics.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES OF ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH

The names of Americans who published at least three

research papers on astronomy were accumulated through

consulting astronomical bibliographies and author indexes of major

astronomical journals. The principal bibliographies used were:

a) J. C. Houzeau and A. Lancaster's Bibliographie Générale de

l'Astronomie Jusqu'en 18801

b) Bibliography of Astronomy, 1881982

1 Vol. 2. Brussels: Hayez 1882-89; reprinted London: New Holland, 1964.

2 Brussels, Observatoire Royale de Belgique. The bibliography is available on
microfilm from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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c) Astronomischer Jahresbericht3

d) Royal Society Catalogue of Scientific Papers, 1800-1900

e) International Catalogue of Scientific Literature, 1900-192],

Section E, Astronomy5

f) J. C. Poggendorff, Biographisch-literarisches Handwörterbuch der

Exakten Naturwissenschaften.6

Also, bibliographies and author indexes of astronomical

journals were surveyed for the years from 1876 to 1960. The

years 1942 to 1960 were included in order to detect those

astronomers who had begun their careers by 1941 but who had not

yet published three or more papers.

SOURCES OF BiOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Several resources were used in obtaining information on the

education and careers of the American astronomers. Specifically,

the biographical sources were:

3 An annual publication from 1899 to 1968, founded by Walter F. Wislicenus
and sponsored by the German astronomical society, Astronomische
Gesellschaft. The annual bibliography has continued since 1969 under the
name, Astronomy and Astrophysics Abstracts (Berlin: Springer-Verlag).

4 Published by the Royal Society of London. (London: C. J. Clay & Sons,
Cambridge University Press, 1867-1925).

5 London: Royal Society, 1902-1918.

6 Leipzig: J. A. Barth; Berlin: Academie Verlag, 1863-1980.
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a) American Men of Science7

b) Who Was Who in America8

c) Dictionary of Scientific Biography9

d) Dictionary of American BiographylO

e) National Cyclopaedia of American Biography1 1

f) National Academy of Sciences, Biographical Memoirs12

g) Biographical Dictionary of American Science: the Seventeenth

through the Nineteenth Centuries1 3

h) College catalogs14

Edited by J. McKeen Cattell and later by Jacques Cattell. Published at New
York by The Science Press, 1st edition 1906. Editions consulted were 1906,
1910, 1921, 1927, 1933, 1938, 1944, 1949, 1955, 1960, 1965, and 1971.

8 Albert Nelson Marquis, ed., Who's Who in America: A Biographical
Dictionary of Notable Living Men and Women of the United States (Chicago:
A. N. Marquis & Co., 1899) Volumes consulted were 1 through 43, 1899-1985.

9 Charles Coulston Gillispie, ed., Dictionary of Scientific Biography, American
Council of Learned Societies, vols. I-XVI and supplements 17-18 (New York:
Charles Scribners Sons, 1970-1990).

10 Dumas Malone, ed., Dictionary of American Biography, volumes I-X and
supplements 1-7 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1964).

11 National Cyclopaedia of American Biography (New York: James T. White &
Co., 1898). Volumes consulted were 1 to 64 and A to M (1898-1984).

12 National Academy of Sciences, Biographical Memoirs (New York: Columbia
University Press). Volumes consulted were volume 1 (1877) to volume 69
(1996).

13 Clark A. Elliott, (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1979, 1988).

1 4 The annual college and university catalogs consulted are listed later in
this appendix.
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i) the Comprehensive Dissertation Index1 5

j) University archives1 6

k) Reports of Observatories1 7

1) Correspondence between astronomers1 8

m) Astronomical histories, biographies, and obituaries.19

The most complete published source of biographical reference

for American astronomers who lived after 1903 is J. McKeen

Cattell's American Men of Science. Cattell's bibliographic work from

its first to seventh edition (1906,1944) was surveyed for scientists

whose main field of study was given as astronomy, astrophysics, or

other related field, such as celestial mechanics. The Cattell

scientists were then checked for satisfaction of the publication

criterion.20 Also, editions later than the seventh edition were

consulted for information on astronomers' careers beyond 1944.

15 Comprehensive Dissertation Index, 1861-1972, 37 vols. Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Xerox University Microfilms, 1973.

1 6 The archives consulted are discussed below.

1 7 These "reports" were annual statements written by the observatorys
director of the developments at the observatory, including research work by
the personnel of the observatory. The sources of these reports are discussed
below.

1 8 University archives, the Library of Congress, Washington DC, and
microfilm copies from the Center of History of Physics, American Institute of
Physics, are the principle sources of correspondence of major astronomers.
These archival sources are also discussed below.

9 Numerous obituaries and biographies of the astronomers were consulted.
These are listed in the bibliography under the heading "Biographical
articles."

20 Cattell attempted to make his American Men of Science a "tolerably
complete" compilation of biographical sketches of contemporary scientists
in the natural and exact sciences in America. Others who advanced the



The major biographical reference used for the earlier

astronomers who died by 1903 is the historical volume (1607-

1896) and volume one (1897-1942) of Who Was Who in America.21

Data on the institutions and years of education for approximately

93 percent of the astronomers were found in these two biographical

dictionaries, American Men of Science and Who Was Who in

America.

sciences by teaching, administrative work, or preparation of textbooks were
also admitted, along with some engineers and social scientists. But in the
early editions especially, Cattell was mainly concerned with those who had
been contributing to the advancement of pure science. His main source for
locating these people was the membership rolls of scientific societies
including the Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of America (in 1914,
the society adopted its present name, the American Astronomical Society).
Cattell realized the admission standards of the different scientific societies
were not uniform, but he saw no great harm in admitting a few who had done
little creditable scientific work. Cattell also reviewed the catalogs of
institutions of higher learning, contributions in scientific journals, and
reference books, such as Who's Who in America. J. McKeen Cattell, ed.,
American Men of Science: A Biographical Dictionary, 2nd ed. (New York:
Science Press, 1910), pp. v-vi.

2 1 Except for the historical volume, the people listed in Who Was Who in
America are those who had been listed in earlier editions of Who's Who in
America, but had since died. The standards for admission into the Who's Who
in America relevant to this study are directorship of leading scientific
institutions and associations, membership in the National Academy of
Sciences, reception of major awards, authorship of significant books, or
outstanding research contributions. Generally, these include the most
prominent astronomers, who would also be found in the American Men of
Science. Albert Nelson Marquis, ed., Who's Who in America: A Biographical
Dictionary of Notable Living Men and Women of the United States, vol. 9:
1916-1917 (Chicago: A. N. Marquis & Co., 1916), p. x; Who Was Who in America:
A Companion Volume to Who's Who in America, vol. 1: 1897-1942 (Chicago: A.
N. Marquis Co., 1942), p. vi.

As in the American Men of Science, the biographical sketches in the Wh o
Was Who in America were composed by the people listed and so were auto-
biographical in character. The historical volume of Who Was Who in
America, on the other hand, contains biographical sketches which had been
historically researched. Who Was Who in America: Historical Volume, 1607-
1896 (Chicago: Marquis-Who's Who, 1963), pp. 6-7.
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Authoritative biographies of approximately 10 percent of the

astronomers are included in the Dictionary of Scientific Biography

and 14 percent in the Dictionary of American Biography.22 The

National Cyclopaedia of American Biography provided

supplementary information on educational background for a few

astronomers.23

Extensive biographies of most astronomers who were

members of the National Academy of Sciences are in the

Biographical Memoirs of the Academy which are published

annually 24

Clark A. Elliott of the Pusey Library of Harvard University

published a resource on early American scientists, the Biographical

Dictionary of American Science, the Seventeenth through the

22 The Complete Index Guide of the Dictionary of American Biography (New
York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1981) was a useful resource for locating
astronomers in the various volumes of the dictionary.

Robert Bruce in his book, The Launching of Modern American Science
(New York: Knopf, 1988) used the Dictionary of American Biography as the
sole source for American scientists active between 1846 and 1876. Also see,
Robert V. Bruce, "A statistical profile of American scientists, 1846-1876," in
Nineteenth Century American Science: A reappraisal, ed. George H. Daniels
(Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1972), p. 64. However, for
this study, inclusion in the Dictionary of American Biography or Dictionary
of Scientific Biography as standards to determine who were American
astronomers is clearly inadequate, as can be seen from the small percentages
of the astronomers found in either dictionary.

23 The biographical articles of the National Cyclopaedia are unsigned and not
critically written. Nonetheless, information on educational background is
sometimes useful.

24 National Academy of Sciences, Biographical Memoirs (New York: Columbia
University Press), Volumes 1 (1877) to 69 (1996).



Nineteenth Centuries25 which includes information about obscure

American astronomers.

Catalogs of institutions with strong undergraduate or graduate

programs in astronomy were used to determine who were the

teachers of higher levels of astronomy.26 The earlier catalogs often

listed biographical information concerning the degrees and

academic positions of the professors. Also, some catalogs listed

25 Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1979.

26The University of Oregon Library was the main resource for the catalogs of
universities and colleges. Its "college catalog collection" included nearly all
universities and colleges in the United States with most of the catalog-
volumes spanning from the 1890s to 1974. For a few schools, volumes began
in the I 870s. Most unfortunately, the greater part of the catalog collection
has been destroyed in the summer of 1983 for reasons of economy and space
(the collection occupied 1700 linear feet of shelf space). However, with the
permission of the University of Oregon Library, some of the collection was
saved and incorporated into the Archives for the History of Science and
Technology at Oregon State University. These salvaged catalogs all begin in
1900 and are of the following institutions:
University of California, Berkeley University of Michigan
California Institute of Technology University of Minnesota
University of Chicago Ohio State University
Columbia University University of Pennsylvania
Cornell University Princeton University
Harvard University Stanford University
University of Illinois University of Washington
The Johns Hopkins University University of Wisconsin
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Yale University

These universities represent the strongest graduate schools in the
sciences in the United States, and most of these schools had graduate-level
departments of astronomy. Information about the astronomy curricula and
about the observatory and departmental staffs were gleaned from catalogs of
the above institutions. Also, before the collection was destroyed, the rest of
the catalog collection at the University of Oregon was surveyed for
information about undergraduate and graduate astronomy programs at
schools other than those listed above.

Other portions of the collection were also savedthe pre-1900 volumes of
the catalogs were given to the Center for Research Library in Chicago,
Illinois by the University of Oregon, and the volumes from 1900 of twenty
black-American colleges were passed on to the Black Cultural Center at
Oregon State University.



recipients of master's and doctor's degrees with the major of each

degree and thesis title. These lists of graduates were scanned for

astronomical degrees.

Several of the same universities were affiliated with research

observatories and their catalogs often listed the names and

positions of the observatory staff. Thus the catalogs were also

resources for determining the personnel at the observatories.27

"Reports of Observatories" from 1922-23 to 1929-30 printed

in Popular Astronomy and from 1930-31 to 1941-42 in the

Publications of the American Astronomical Society were used to

substantiate who were the members of the staffs of the major

astronomical observatories affiliated with universities. These

"Reports" provided details of the research activities of graduate

students, as well as staff members.

The correspondence of major American astronomers was

searched for references to the role of other Americans in

astronomical research. The particular astronomers, whose

correspondences were examined, were selected because of their

27 However, the names of noteworthy staff members of the departments of
astronomy or university-affiliated observatories were often missing in the
catalogs. In some cases, none of the staff members were listed. In other
cases, names were left out by mistake. Also, observatory or university
administrations may have selectively excluded some names from the staff
lists. For example, despite the protestations of Edward C. Pickering, the
director of Flarvard Observatory from 1876 to 1919, Harvard University
refused for several years to grant Annie Jump Cannon, a woman astronomer
of world renown, official university statustherefore, preventing inclusion
of her name in the catalogs as a member of the observatory staff, even
though she had been a staff member for several years. Bessie Zaban Jones
and Lyle Gifford Boyd, The Hart'ard College Observatory: The First Four
Directorships, 1839-1919 (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University
Press, 1971), pp. 407-9.



prominence among American astronomers and the availability of

their correspondence in archives or on microfilm. In particular, the

letters of the following astronomers were surveyed: William

Wallace Campbell,28 George Ellery Hale,29 Otto Armin Leuschner,30

Simon Newcomb,31 Henry Norris Russell,32 Frank Schlesinger,33

Harlow Shapley,34 and Otto Struve.35

Obituaries and biographies in astronomical publications, such

as Quarterly Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society, Publications

of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, Popular Astronomy, and

Sky and Telescope served to fill in educational and career

information of the astronomers in this study. The annual Biography

28 Mary Lea Shane Archives of the Lick Observatory, University of
California, Santa Cruz.

29 Microfilm (100 reels), Hale Observatories Library, Pasadena, California.

30 Collection C-B 1016, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.

3 1 Library of Congress, Manuscript Division.

32 Microfilm (41 reels), Sources for History of Astrophysics, Niels Bohr
Library, Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College
Park, Maryland.

33 Microfilm (31 reels), Sources for History of Astrophysics, Niels Bohr
Library, Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College
Park, Maryland.

34 Collection UAV 630.22 (1920-1929 and 1930-40) and HUG 4773.10, Harvard
Archives, Pusey Library, Harvard University; also microfilm (3 reels),
Sources for History of Astrophysics, Niels Bohr Library, Center for History of
Physics, American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland.

35 Microfilm (16 reels), Sources for History of Astrophysics, Niels Bohr
Library, Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, College
Park, Maryland.



Index36 was used to help locate obituaries in other journals and the

New York Times. Finally, biographical, auto-biographical, or

historical books of American astronomers, for example E. B. Frost's

autobiography, An Astronomers Life,37 and Jones and Boyd's The

Harvard College Observatory, the First Four Directorships: 1839-

J9J9,38 supplemented information about the training of the

astronomers.

DOCTORATES IN ASTRONOMY GRANTED BY AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES

The Comprehensive Dissertation Index was searched to locate

those who received doctoral degrees for dissertations on

astronomical topics up through l941. The people drawn from the

Comprehensive Dissertation Index are products of graduate training

at institutions in the United States. Contrary to the claim that

"virtually all of the dissertations accepted for academic doctoral

degrees (not professional or honorary) granted by United States

educational institutions" are listed in the Comprehensive

36 New York: H. W. Wilson Co.

37 Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1933.

38 Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1971.

39 Comprehensive Dissertation Index, 1861-1972, 37 vols. (Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Xerox University Microfilms, 1973). Volumes 1-4 (Chemistry), 5
(Mathematics & Statistics), 6 (Astronomy & Physics A-L), and 16 (Geography
& Geology) were searched for dissertations of astronomical character.



Dissertation Index, several who had earned such doctoral degrees

are missing from the Index.40

Information from university catalogs and archives was used

to complete the list of PhDs.41 Two other important sources of

information that were helpful in locating physics dissertations on

astronomical topics are Physics Doctorates of Yale and M. Lois

Marckworth's Dissertations in Physics.42

40 Ibid., vol. 6: Astronomy and Physics A-L, p. ix.
The Comprehensive Dissertation Index compiled the dissertations from

published lists of dissertations and from information given by universities
on doctoral degrees conferred before 1936 (ibid., p. x). However, the
universities did not consistently microfilm all of their dissertations, and this
is reflected in omission of older non-microfilmed dissertations from the
Index. An example of such an omission is the dissertation of Henry Norris
Russell who was one of the foremost American astronomers of the period
being studied. Cynthia McClelland of Princeton University Archives,
personal letter, 27 June 1983. Also see Robert Kohier's "The Ph.D. Machine,"
ISIS 81(1990): 643.

4 1 For several institutions recipients of doctoral degrees conferred in each
academic year were listed in their respective catalogs. However, as the
universities grew, their annual catalogs and the number of degree recipients
became larger. Ultimately, the practice of naming the recipients of
advanced degrees in the annual catalogs stopped.

Further information about the doctoral students in astronomy from
various universities was gathered from the following archives:
Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley; University Archives,
Pusey Library, Harvard University; Ferdinand Hamburger, Jr. Archives, the
Johns Hopkins University; Michigan Historical Collections, Bentley Historical
Library, University of Michigan; and University Archives, Seeley G. Mudd
Manuscript Library, Princeton University.

42 Nancy N. Soper, C. Marvin Curtis, and D. Allen Bromley, Physics Doctorates
of Yale (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, [1976]), and M. Lois
Marckworth, Dissertations in Physics: An Indexed Bibliography of all
Doctoral Theses Accepted by American Universities, 1861-1959 (Stanford,
California: Stanford University Press, 1961).



Before 1900, several of the academically weaker colleges

conferred PhDs honoris causa or in absentia.43 Often the early

editions of American Men of Science included these honorary and

unsupervised degrees without differentiation from degrees earned

through research work of acceptable standards at a university. For

this reason, caution was exercised to include only earned degrees

with cited dissertations.44 Appendix B contains a complete list of

recipients of doctoral degrees in astronomy from American

universities. However, not all of these recipients satisfy this study's

criterion for an American research astronomer. Some of the

doctoral graduates were foreign students who returned to their

home country shortly after earning their PhD degrees. A few others

were Americans who went on to make a career outside of

astronomy, such as in mathematics, or engineering. The main list of

astronomers given in Appendix C includes only those doctoral

graduates who continued to develop their astronomical career in

America as indicated by their publications.

Walton C. John, "Graduate Study in Universities and Colleges in the United
States," U. S. Office of Education Bulletin, no. 20: 1934 (Washington DC:
Government Printing Office, 1935), pp. 1-11.

44 See Kohier, "The Ph.D. machine," pp. 643-45, for further discussion of
unearned PhDs awarded before 1990.
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APPENDIX B

DOCTORAL DEGREES FOR ASTRONOMICAL STUI)IES

CONFERRED FROM 1861 TO 1941 BY AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES

Table B lists all those who earned doctoral degrees in

astronomy1 at American universities between 18612 and 1941.

Some of the doctoral students wrote dissertations on astronomical

topics but received their degree in a field other than astronomy,

such as mathematics or physics. The table includes these students

even though they did not have a doctorate granted through an

astronomy department.3

The degree recipients are listed chronologically under the

heading of the university which granted the degrees. The order of

the universities conferring the PhD degrees is alphabetic. The first

column lists the year that the doctoral degree was given. The next

column gives the name of the degree recipient with the last name

I No honorary degrees are included in this table. All of the degrees listed are
earned PhD degrees, except for a few DSc degrees which are indicated by a
statement in parentheses after the dissertation title.

2 Yale University conferred, in 1861, the first three PhD degrees in the
United States. One of the three was for an astronomical dissertation by
Arthur W. Wright. Nancy N. Soper, C. Marvin Curtis, and D. Allan Bromley,
Physics Doctorates of Yale (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press,
[19761).

3 Degrees granted in fields other than astronomy or astrophysics are
indicated by a statement in parentheses after the dissertation title.
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capitalized and the first and middle names following.4 After the

name, the title of the doctoral dissertation is given.

The major source of the names of degree recipients, titles of

their dissertations, and years of receiving the degrees is the

Comprehensive Dissertation Index, 186]-J972. However as

discussed in Appendix A, the Index omits several earned doctoral

degrees. To complete the list of PhD degrees in astronomy,

university catalogs and archival records of heads of astronomy

departments were consulted.6 Another useful source of information

on doctoral degrees granted between 1898 and 1915 is a series of

annual reports in the journal Science that lists the recipients of

doctorates in science and gives the titles of their dissertations.7 In

a few cases, the title of a dissertation was found only after

consulting archivists at the university that granted the degree. In

these instances, a footnote indicates the source. To check the

completeness of the list, Table C of the 509 research astronomers

Some of the doctoral students were unmarried women at the time they
received their degrees. Consequently, they are listed according to their
maiden name. If a woman was known to have married later, her new,
married name is placed in parentheses behind her maiden name.

(Ann Arbor, Michigan: Xerox University Microfilms, 1973). See footnotes 39
and 40 of Appendix A.

6 See footnote 41 of Appendix A.

7 Science N. S. 8(1898): 197-201; 10(1899): 129-33; 12(1900): 321-25; 14(1901):
161-65; 16(1902): 361-66; 18(1903): 257-62; 20(1904): 225-30; 22(1905): 321-27;
24(1906): 206-11; 26(1907): 276-82; 28(1908): 362-69; 30(1909): 225-32; 32(1910):
231-38; 34(1911): 193-202; 36(1912): 129-39; 38(1913): 259-67; 40(1914): 256-64;
42(1915): 555-65; also, 52(1920): 478-83, 514-17.



was surveyed for doctoral recipients in astronomy at American

universities and compared with the recipients in Table B.

One asterisk, "*" placed between a year and name indicates

the doctoral recipient is a foreign student who returned to his or

her country after receiving the degree. The foreign student's

nationality is written in parentheses after the dissertation title.

Two asterisks, "**" indicate either the degree recipient is an

American who does not satisfy the publication criterion for being a

research astronomer or one whose astronomical career began

before 1876. Thus, the recipients of the doctoral degrees who have

no asterisks before their names are among the American research

astronomers whose careers began between 1876 and 1941, and are

included in Table C.
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TABLE B

DOCTORATES IN ASTRONOMY CONFERRED FROM 1861 TO 1941

Year Name

BY AMERICAN UMVERSITIES

Dissertation Title

BOSTON UNWERSITY

1 884 HOWE, Herbert Alonzo. 1. The orbit of the great comet
of September 1882. 2. New solutions of Kepler's problem.1

1936 **OGDEN Edwin B. The consequences of the two
underlying assumptions in Sulaiman's theory of relativity as
applied to the orbit of Mercury. (Degree in physics.)

UNWERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (BERKELEY)

1 90 1 CRAWFORD, Russell Tracy. Determination of the constant
of refraction from observations made with the Repsold
meridian circle of the Lick Observatory.

1 903 PALMER, Harold King. An application of the Crossley
reflector of the Lick Observatory to the study of very faint
spectra.

1903 STEBBINS, Joel. The spectrum of Omicron Ceti.

1905 CURTISS, Ralph Hamilton. 1. A proposed method for the
measurement and reduction of spectrograms for the
determination of the radial velocities of celestial objects. 2.
Application to a study of the variable star W Sagittarii.

Some dissertations were written in two parts.



Year Name

TABLE BContinued

Dissertation Title

:111]

1 906 ALBRECHT, Sebastian. A spectrographic study of the
fourth class variable stars Y Ophiuchi and T Vulpeculae.

1907 MADDRILL, James Davis. A study of several variable
stars of the Delta Cephei type.

1909 DUNCAN, John Charles. The orbits of the Cepheid
variables Y Sagittarii and RT Aurigae; with a discussion of
the possible causes of this type of stellar variation.

1 909 FATH, Edward Arthur. The spectra of some spiral
nebulae and globular star clusters.

19 12 *YOUNG Reynold Kenneth. The polarization of the light in
the solar corona. (Canadian)

1 9 1 3 EINARSSON, Sturla. On the orbits of the minor
planets (624) Hector and (588) Achilles of the Trojan Group.

1 9 1 3 GLANCY, Anna Estelle. On von Zeipel's Theory of the
perturbations of the Hecuba Group of minor planets.

1913 HAYNES, Eli Stuart.
(719) Albert.

1 9 1 3 MESS, Carl Clarence.

The minor planet 1911 MT

The cluster variable RR Lyrae.

1 9 1 3 MERRILL, Paul Willard. Class B stars whose spectra
contain bright hydrogen lines.

19 13 **WATERMAN, Emma Phoebe (Haas). The visual region of
the spectrum of brighter Class A stars.

19 14 MOREHOUSE, Daniel Walter. On the orbit of the seventh
satellite of Jupiter.
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TABLE BContinued

Year Name Dissertation Title

19 15 NICHOLSON, Seth Barnes. Discovery, observations and
orbit of the ninth satellite of Jupiter.

1916 ALTER, Wade Dinsmore

19 16 GREEN, Warren Kimball.

1917 NEUBAUER, Ferdinand John.
(716) Berkeley.

1917 SANFORD, Roscoe Frank.
nebulae to the Milky Way.

The orbit of (132) Aethra.

A study of certain nebulae.

Orbit and perturbations of

On some relations of the spiral

19 19 MEYER, William Ferdinand. A study of certain nebulae for
evidences of polarization effects.

1920 LEVY, Sophia Hazel (McDonald). The theory of motion of the
planet (175) Andromache.

1920 SHANE, Charles Donald. The spectra of certain Class N
stars.

1920 YOUNG, Jessica May (Stevens). On the cause of the non-
appearance of certain periodic comets on their predicted
returns.

192 1 **FAIRJIELD Priscilla (Bok). Indeterminate cases in the
orbit problem.

1 92 1 JEFFERS, Hamilton Moore. An investigation of the orbits
of the two components of Taylor's comet, 1916 I.

192 1 LEONARD, Frederick Charles. An investigation of the
spectra of visual double stars.
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Year Name Dissertation Title

1923 **TAYLOR Edith E. Cummings. The photo-electric
photometer of the Lick Observatory and some results
obtained with it.

1924 **scIoBEpJTI Raymond Henri. On the number of solutions
in Leuschner's direct method of determining the orbits of
disturbed bodies.

1925 CARPENTER, Edwin Francis. A photometric study of the
flash spectrum.

1 925 SHANE, Mary Lea Heger. 1. The occurrence of the
stationary D lines of sodium in the spectroscopic binaries
Beta Scorpii and Delta Orionis. 2. Further study of the
sodium lines in class B stars.

1925 VAN DE KAMP, Peter. A determination of the sun's
velocity with respect to stars of magnitude 9 to 10.

1926 JACOBSEN, Theodor Siegumfeldt. A re-determination
of the radial velocity curves of certain cepheid variable
stars.

1926 *YU, Ching-Sung. On the continuous hydrogen
absorption in spectra of Class A stars. (Chinese)

1927 MAXWELL, Allan Douglas. The space distribution of the
stars of different spectral classes as determined from studies
in the Cygnus region of the Milky Way.

1927 SMILEY, Charles Hugh. On the number of solutions in
Leuschner's direct method of determining parabolic orbits.
(Degree in mathematics.)

1928 STORER, Normal Wyman. A photometric study of the
continuous spectra of giant and dwarf stars.
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Year Name

1929 BERMAN, Louis.
certain planetary nebulae.

Dissertation Title

A spectrophotometric study of

1929 KRIEGER, Charles John. A determination of
magnitudes, spectral types, and color indices in the Scutum
Cloud.

1929 * *MENDENHALL, Harrison Shepler. A spectrographic
study of Beta Cephei.

1930 MAKEMSON, Maud Worchester. The orbit of comet 1927 F
(Gale) with special reference to the question of double
solutions.

1 930 *PEARCE, Joseph Algernon. Motions of the 0 and B type
stars. (Canadian)

1930 SLOCUM, Lois Tripp. A study of color indices of
faint stars in five selected areas in the Milky Way.

1 93 1 BOWER, Ernest Clare. On the orbit and mass of
Pluto.

1 93 1 MOORE, Charlotte Emma (Sitterly). Atomic lines in the
sun-spot spectrum.

193 1 RICHARDSON, Robert Shirley. An investigation of molecular
spectra in sun-spots.

1 93 1 WHIPPLE, Fred Lawrence. A spectrophotometric study of
the cepheid variables Eta Aquilae and Delta Cephei.

1 932 HAYFORD, Phyllis (Hutchings). The galactic rotation effect
in open clusters.

1932 THORNDIKE, Samuel Lathrop. The distribution of absorbing
matter in the galactic system.
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Year Name

1933 ANDERSON, Claude M.
three planetary nebulae.

1933 KARPOV, Boris George.
in stars of Class BO-B5.

Dissertation Title

The proper motions of thirty-

A study of hydrogen emission

1 933 KASTER, Katherine Prescott (Tinker). On the motion of the
perijove of the fifth satellite of Jupiter.

1 933 ZUG, Richard Seth. An investigation of color
excess in galactic star clusters.

1 934 MAYALL, Nicholas Ulrich. A study of the distribution of
extra-galactic nebulae based on plates taken with the
Crossley reflector.

1 934 WYSE, Arthur Bambridge. A study of the spectra of
eclipsing binaries.

1935 CHERRINGTON, Ernest Hurst. Photometry of the magnesium
B group in the solar spectrum.

1 935 * * KLINE, James Edward. An investigation of the
osculating orbit of (1172) Aeneas by Leuschner's satellite
method.

1936 HERRICK, Samuel Jr. On the Laplacian and Gaussian
orbit methods.

1 936 SMITH, Clifford Edward. An investigation of selective
absorption in the Aquila region of the Milky Way.

1 937 DAVIS, Dorothy Nell (Locanthi). The spectrum of Antares.

1938 BABCOCK, Horace Welcome. On the rotation of the
Andromeda nebula.
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Year Name

1938 KRON, Gerald Edward.
of spectral class A3.

1938 POPPER, Daniel Magnes.
of Nova Lacertae 1936.

1940 **ABRAMS, John Werner
the brighter stars.

Dissertation Title

Darkening at the limb in a star

The spectrophotometric study

The luminosity functions of

1940 **PROUSE, Ervin Joseph. A photometric investigation of
two titanium multiplets in the solar spectrum.

194 1 **STODDARD, Laurence Garnet. A study of general and
selective absorption in four small dark nebulae.

1934 WILSON, Olin Chaddock. Comparison of the Balmer and
Paschen series of hydrogen in stellar spectra.

1 935 JOHNSON, Josef Jerome. Visual measurements of the
polarization of the solar corona.

CARLETON COLLEGE

1 895 STEWART, De Lisle. Variation of latitude and
determination of the latitude of Goodsell Observatory with
the meridian circle, 18901893.2

2 Personal correspondence from Carleton College Library, 11 August 1984.
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TABLE BContinued

Dissertation Title

THE UNWERSITY OF CHICAGO

1900 MOULTON, Forest Ray. A particular class of periodic
solutions of the problem of three bodies.

1903 **HAMILTON, William Albert. On the convergency of the
series in the determination of the elements of parabolic
orbits and errors introduced in the elements by
imperfections of the observations.

1904 **LUNN, Arthur Constant.
dynamics.

1905 WILSON, Delonza Tate.

The differential equations of

Work on minor planets.

1906 **GRIFFIN Frank Loxley. Certain periodic orbits of K
finite bodies revolving about a relatively large central mass.

1 906 **LONGLEY William Raymond. A class of periodic orbits of
an infinitesimal body subject to the attraction of N finite
bodies. (Degree in mathematics.)

1908 MACMILLAN, William Duncan. Periodic orbits about an
oblate spheroid.

1 909 BUCK, Thomas. Oscillating satellites near the
lagrangian equilateral triangle points.

1 9 11 BUCHANAN, Daniel. A class of periodic solutions of
the problem of three bodies, two of equal mass, the third
moving on a straight line.

1 9 12 GINGRICH, Curvin Henry. A determination of the
photographic magnitudes of comparison stars in certain of
the Hagen fields.
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Year Name Dissertation Title

1 9 1 3 LEE, Oliver Justin.
Camelopardalis.

817

The spectroscopic system of 9

1 9 1 3 *WARREN, Lloyd Arthur Heber. A class of asymptotic orbits
in the problem of three bodies. (Canadian)

1 9 14 JORDAN, Frank Craig. The color changes of certain
variable stars of short period.

1 9 1 5 *CAMPBELL, John William. Periodic solutions of the
problem of three bodies in three dimensions. (Canadian)

1915 **HOPKINS, Louis Allen. On the theory of the motion of
the small planets with a periodic orbit for the Hilda type.

1 9 15 STETSON, Harlan True. On an apparatus and method
for thermoelectric measurements for photographic
photometry.

19 17 HUBBLE, Edwin Powell. Photographic investigations of
faint nebulae.

1 9 1 9 **PETTIT, Hannah Steele. The proper motions and
parallaxes of 359 stars in the cluster H Persei derived from
the photographs made with the 40-inch refractor of the
Yerkes Observatory.

1920 FARNSWORTH, Alice Hall. A comparison of the
photometric fields of the 6-inch doublet, 24-inch reflector,
and 40-inch refractor of the Yerkes Observatory with some
investigation of the astrometric field of the reflector.

1920 PETTIT, Edison. The forms and motions of the
solar prominences.
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TABLE BContinued

Dissertation Title

1921 **PARSONS Harriet McWilliams (Hall). Astrometric and
photometric statistics of certain of Hagen's fields
photographed with the 24-inch reflector.

**1922 CARR, Francis Easton. A solution of the problem of
two bodies, one of which is a rotating oblate spheroid.

1922 **LEVINSON Horace Clifford. The gravitational field of
masses relatively at rest according to Einstein's theory of
gravitation.

1923 STRUVE, Otto. A study of spectroscopic
binaries of short period.

** .1 925 STONE, Samuel Bradford. The atomic weight of chlorine
in meteorites and minerals of non-marine origin. (Degree in
chemistry.)

1926 BARTKY, Walter. A method for computing an
ephemeris directly from three observations.

1 926 BEAL, William Otis. Equations of variations for the
orbit of Hyperion.

1927 BOBROVNTKOFF, Nicholas Theodore. Investigations
on the nature and physical properties of comets.

1 928 FREEMAN, Ira Maxmillian. The spectrum of the solar
corona. (Degree in physics.)

** .1928 KELLER, Ernest George. On the origin of a planet from
a ring system. (Degree in mathematics.)

1928 POGO, Alexander. The spectroscopic study of
multiple stars.
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Year Name Dissertation Title

1929 *CHANG, Yu Che. A study of the orientation of
the orbit-planes of sixteen visual binary systems having
determinate inclinations. (Chinese)

1930 ELVEY, Christian Thomas. A study of the relations
between the observed contours of spectral lines and physical
properties of the stars.

1 93 1 MARKOWITZ, William. The evolution of binary stars.

1 93 1 MORGAN, William Wilson. A study of certain
characteristics of stellar spectra of type A.

1 932 KEENAN, Philip Childs. Studies of the emission lines
in the spectrum of the solar chromosphere.

1 935 **HUFFER, Ralph Craig. Photographic determination of
mass ratios of visual binaries.

1 935 HYNEK, Joseph Allen. A quantitative study of
certain phases of F-type spectra.

1 935 ROACH, Franklin Evans. Study of stellar spectra in the
region 6562 Angstroms to 7593 Angstroms.

1 936 RUDNTCK, Paul. A quantitative investigation of
spectral line intensities of 0- and B-type stars.

1937 HENYEY, Louis G. Studies of Reflection Nebulae.

1 938 **THOMPSON Julian Leroy. Diurnal variations of cosmic
rays on the Pacific Ocean. (Degree in physics.)

1940 RECHT, Albert William. An investigation of the motion
of periodic Comet D'Arrest (1851 11).
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Year Name

1941 EBBIGHAUSEN, Edwin G.
galactic clusters.

1941 OKEEFE, John Aloysius.
B stars.

Dissertation Title

Proper motions in four

The distances of the reddened

**
1 94 1 SMITH, Samuel S. Motion of a spheroid and a

sphere under mutual gravitation. (Degree in mathematics.)

1 94 1 WARES, Gordon Webb. Partially degenerate stellar
models.

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

1886 WILSON, Herbert Couper. The comets of 1880, 1881,
and 1882 and the comets of 1883.

19 10 SMITH, Elliott.
variation.

1 9 11 YOWELL, Everett Irving
Taunton 99.

1935 HERGET,Paul.
(Degree in mathematics.)

Personal equation and its

Orbit of asteroid 1910 TR

The determination of orbits.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

1 894 REES, John Krom. The determination by original
investigation of the position constants of Columbia College
Observatory.

1 895 DAVIS, Herman Stearns. Parallax of N Cassiopeiae
deduced from the Rutherfurd photographic measures.
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TABLE BContinued

Dissertation Title
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1 895 JACOBY, Harold. Sur la reduction des cliches
astrophotographiques Gauthier-Villars.

1 898 SCHLESINGER, Frank. The Praesepe group:
measurement and reduction of the Rutherfurd photographs.

1899 **MJTZ Walter Coluzzi. Positions and proper motions
of the principal stars of the cluster in Coma Berenices as
deduced from measurements of the Rutherfurd photographs.

1900 **BAUER, George Neander. The parallax of Mu
Cassiopeiae and the positions of 56 neighboring stars as
deduced from the Rutherfurd photographic measures.

1900 FURNESS, Caroline Ellen.
degree of the North Pole,
Helsingfors astrophotogra
photographic measures.

1906 YOUNG, Anne Sewall.
Persei; measurement and
photographs.

Catalogue of stars within one
and optical distortion of the

phic telescope, deduced from

The stellar clusters H and Chi
reduction of the Rutherford

1909 **WEINRICH, Maurice Francis. Rutherfurd photographs of
stars surrounding B Cygni.

1 9 15 **HOPKINS, Mary Murray. The field of 61 Cygni: A study
of Yerkes Observatory parallax photographs.

1934 **MANIAN, Samuel Henry. An investigation of the
relative abundance of the oxygen isotopes oxygen-16:
oxygen-18 in stone meteorites. (Degree in chemistry.)

1 938 TITUS, John. The internal motion and mass
of the Pleiades cluster.
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TABLE BContinued

Dissertation Title

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

822

**1935 CAMPBELL, Herbert Noel. The occurrence of indium in
meteorites. (Degree in chemistry.)

1 939 MARSHAK, Robert Eugene. Contributions to the theory of
the internal constitution of stars. (Degree in physics.)

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY (COLUIVIBIAN UNIVERSITY)

1 894 HARSHMAN, Walter Scott. The orbit of Deimos.3

1 9 1 0 KIMBALL, Herbert Harvey. Solar radiation, atmospheric
absorption, and sky polarization.

19 17 RIGGE, William Francis S.J. A graphic method of
predicting occultations. (Degree conferred for work done in
1896 at Georgetown University Observatory.)4

HARVARD UNIVERSITY and RADCLIFFE COLLEGE

1873 **yJy
William Elwood. The heat of the sun. (Degree in

mathematics.)

3 Personal correspondence from Mary E. Pound of the Gelman Library of The
George Washington University, 23 July 1984.

Personal correspondence from Anna T. Zakarija of the Georgetown
University Library, 6 August 1984.
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1 879 WALDO, Leonard. The investigation of the
constants of the micrometric apparatus of the Merz
equatorial of the Observatory of Harvard College, together
with discussion of the observations of the satellites of Mars
observed therewith. (DSc degree in mathematics.)

1 886 HUNTINGTON, Oliver Whipple. On the crystalline structure
of iron meteorites. (Degree in chemistry.)

1 898 **BE\frDICT Harry Yandell. The variation of latitude.
(Degree in "Celestial Mechanics.")

1925 PAYNE, Cecilia (Gaposchkin). Stellar atmospheres: A
contribution to the observational study of high temperature
in the reversing layers of stars.

1929 *HOGG Frank Scott. Stellar spectrophotometry.
(Canadian)

1930 VYSSOTSKY, Emma T. R. Williams. Spectrophotometric
study of A stars.

*193 1 HOGG, Helen Battles Sawyer. Studies in globular star
clusters. (migrated to Canada)

193 1 ROBINSON, Limmye Vernon. Problems of Cepheid variation.

1 93 2 ANGER, Carol Jane (Rieke). Spectroscopic parallaxes in
galactic and moving clusters.

1 932 *MILLMAN Peter MacKensie. A physical analysis of
meteor radiation. (Canadian)

1933 ANDREWS, Loring Beal. Studies of dark nebulosity.
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Dissertation Title

1 933 CALDER, William Alexander. The Harvard photo-electric
photometer and results obtained therewith.

1934 *LINDSAY, Eric Mervyn. The distribution in the
southern sky of the stars brighter than the thirteenth
magnitude. (Northern Irish)

1934 MILLER, Freeman Devoid.
the region of the Great Rift.

1935 **SAYER, Arthur Robert.
novae.

On the galactic structure in

The theory and observation of

1 936 McCUSKEY, Sidney Wilcox. The determination of radial
velocities with the objective prism.

1936 SEYFERT, Carl Keenan. Studies of the external
galaxies.

1 937 DIMITROFF, George Zakharieff. Atmospheric extinction.

1937 EDMONDSON, Frank K.
Galaxy.

1937 GREENS TEIN, Jesse Leonard
absorption.

1938 CUFFEY, James.
Gemini, and Taurus.

The absorption of light in the

Studies of interstellar

The galactic clusters in Auriga,

1 938 EVANS, John Wainwright Jr. The distribution of stars and
absorbing material in the Perseus-Cassiopeia region of the
Milky Way.

1 938 GOLDBERG, Leo. The intensities of helium lines.
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Dissertation Title

1 938 HOFFLEIT, Ellen Dorrit. On the spectroscopic
determination of absolute magnitudes with application to
southern stars of types later than A.

1 93 8 WATSON, Fletcher Guard Jr. Small bodies and the origin of
the Solar System.

1939 **NORMAN, Daniel. A spectrophotometric study of
the temperatures of the Cepheid variables SU Cassiopeiae
and RR Lyrae.

194 1 PATTERSON, Florence Shirley (Jones). Surface
photometry of external galaxies.

1941 **WOODWARD, Edith Jones. Photometric studies of
eclipsing binaries.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

19 14 **SHOOK, Glenn Alfred. A determination of the Sun's
temperature.

1922 WYLIE, Charles Clayton. The cepheid variable Eta
Aquilae . The eclipsing binary Sigma Aquilae.

1 94 1 **KIEFER, Lois. A radial analysis of the
structure of the Milky Way in Auriga, based on star counts
and color excesses.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY

1909 **HOWARD, William Edgar. The annual parallax of eight
stars.
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1909 SLIPHER, Vesto Melvin

Dissertation Title

The spectrum of Mars.

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

1 887 CREW, Henry. On the period of rotation of
the sun as determined by the spectroscope. (Degree in
physics.)

1 891 EICHELBERGER, William Snyder. The orbit of Hyperion.

1 892 POOR, Charles Lane.
Comet V, 1889.

1896 **ROSZEL, Brantz Mayer.
Mars.

1 897 **CLUTZ Frank Hollinger.
of planetoid 115 Thyra.

The action of Jupiter upon

The action of the asteroids on

A determination of the orbit

1 898 MITCHELL, Samuel Alfred. 1. The theory of the concave
grating. 2. Use of the concave grating in stellar spectroscopy.

MASSACHUSETFS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

1940 **HASTINGS, Jane Lois. Radioactive determination of
protactinium in siliceous terrestrial and meteoritic material.
(Degree in chemistry.)

** . . . . .
1 940 LEADERS, William Morgan. Radioactive determination of

the relative abundance of potassium-40 in terrestrial and
meteoritic material. (Degree in chemistry.)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
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1 897 TOWNLEY, Sidney Dean. Orbit of Psyche. (DSc degree.)

1904 BIGELOW, Harriet Williams. Determination of the
declinations of certain North Polar stars with the meridian
circle.

1 9 1 5 **HADLEY, Laurence. A study of Zeta Ursae Majoris.

1 9 1 5 RUFUS, Will Carl. The spectra of stars belonging
to Class R of the Draper Classification.

1 9 1 6 CRUMP, Clifford Charles Cook. A study of Beta Cephei.

**
19 1 6 HESS, George Weilman. The computation of the

heliocentric radii-vectors in a parabolic orbit.

** . .1920 HAWKES, Julia May. Photographic determination of
the positions of stars and nebulous knots in and around the
great nebula of Andromeda.

1923 **ALDMCH John Abram.

1 923 ROSSITER, Richard Alfred.
Lyrae.

1924 LOSH, Hazel Marie.

A study of S Sagittae.

A study of the orbit of Beta

The spectrum of Zeta Tauri.

** .1924 WELLS, Agnes Ermina. A study of the relative proper
motions and radial velocities of stars in the Pleiades group.

**1926 LEE, David Wonchul. Motions in the atmosphere of
Pi Aquilae.
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1927 **DUSTffljI\/ffiR Oscar Lee.
observations of Phi Persei.

1927 McLAUGHLIN, Dean Benjamin
eclipsing binaries.

Dissertation Title

A study of the spectrographic

Spectrographic studies of

1 927 ZIMMER, Meade Lafayette. Determinations of the right
ascensions of fifty southern circumpolar stars.

1 928 **SCHIEFER Herbert Frederick. A spectrophotometric and
spectroscopic study of Phi Persei.

1929 HAWES, Marian Alberta (Henry). A study of variation
in wave length of individual lines with spectral class from F
to K.

* . .1 929 LIU, Shu Ting. Theory of periodic orbits for
asteroids Of integral type. (Chinese; degree in mathematics.)

1 929 McLAUGHLIN, Laura Elizabeth Hill. A micro-photometric
study of the spectrum of Beta Lyrae.

**1 929 SEYDEL, Frances Louise. A study of the spectrum and
orbit of Upsilon Sagittarii.

1930 **WILLIAMS, Walter Jefferson. A spectrographic study of P
Cygni.

1932 MARSHALL, Roy Kenneth.
spectra.

1 932 *PETRIE Robert Methven.
Aurigae. (Canadian)

A study of class B stellar

A spectrographic study of RT

1933 *DAWSON, Bernhard Hildebrandt. The system Beta
1000 plus Delta 31. (Canadian; DSc degree)
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1 933 MOULER, Orren Cuthbert. The temperatures of Be stars.

1933 **ROCKWOOD, Robert Spencer. The coefficient of transmission
of the atmosphere for ultraviolet solar radiation. (Degree in
physics.)

1 934 CLEMINSHAW, Clarence Higbee. A spectrographic study of
Gamma Cassiopeiae and Chi Ophiuchi.

1 934 DODSON, Helen Walter
Orionis.

1937 BALDWIN, Ralph Belknap.
Nova Cygni III (1920).

1 93 8 GOEDICKE, Victor Alfred.
VV Cephei.

A study of the spectrum of 25

A study of the spectrum of

A study of the spectrum of

1 939 JOSE, Paul Douglas. A comparative study of the F-
type stars: Alpha Persei, Beta Cassiopeiae, Epsilon Aurigae,
Alpha Canis Minoris, Gamma Cygni.

1940 *WRIGHT, Kenneth Osborne. A study of line intensities in
the spectra of four solar-type stars. (Canadian)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

19 10 BURNS, Keivin. Photographic study of the
region of the Great Nebula in Orion.
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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

1 94 1 **GREENFIELD, Moses A. Nuclear reactions of light
elements in red giants with special application to pulsating
stars. (Degree in physics.)

NORTHWESTERN UNWERS1TY

1 932 WYLIE, Lloyd Ritchie. The orbit of Eros derived from
observations made at Dearborn Observatory at the near
approach of January, 1931.

** . .
1 934 SOUTH, Benjamin J. Vector analysis of the earth s

motion with respect to the sun. (Degree in mathematics.)

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

190 1 EVANS, Henry Brown. The mean right ascensions
and proper motions of 254 stars.

** . . .

1 90 1 RORER, Jonathan Taylor. A definitive determination of
the orbit of Comet 1898 ChiBrooks.

1902 TURNER, Arthur Bertram. Secular perturbations arising
from the action of Jupiter on Mars.

1906 BARTON, Samuel Goodwin. Secular perturbations arising
from the action of Saturn on Mars, an application of the
method of Louis Arndt.
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1906 **KAST, Edith Dabele. The mean right ascensions
and proper motions of 130 stars.

1 9 1 3 **ANDERSON, William Elijah. Determination of the mean
declinations of 136 stars for the Epoch 1912.

1 9 1 5 *BOHJELIAN Krikoris Garabed. Observation and reduction
of occultations of stars by the Moon. (Turkish)

1 934 * *WAMER, William P. The eclipsing variable SX
Draconis.

1 935 WILSON, Raymond Hiram Jr. Measurement of double stars
with an interferometer on the 18-inch refractor of the
Flower Observatory.

1940 TAYLOR, Philip Harwood. A visual photometric study of
the eclipsing variables: AD Andromedae, V343 Aquilae, and
ER Orionis.

1 94 1 **ALEXANDER, Robert Stanley. Photographic photometry
of the eclipsing variables AD Andromedae, V343 Aquilae, ER
Orionis.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

1 9 1 0 BAKER, Robert Horace. The spectroscopic binary Beta
Aurigae.

1 9 1 7 BEAL, Arthur Floyd. Trial of a photographic
method for determining variables in latitude.

1 935 HETZLER, Charles William. Heterochromatic studies of
white dwarfs and red giants with the Thaw refractor.
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TABLE BContinued

Year Name Dissertation Title

1937 WAGMAN, Nicholas Emory. The spectrum of calcium.

1 93 8 **SULLIVAN Francis. Strontium lines in arc and
solar spectra.

PRINCETON UNWERSITY

1890 MILLER, Dayton Clarence. Observations of comet 1889 V
(Brooks) and an investigation of its orbit with an ephemeris.
(DSc degree.)

1899 **ESE Stanley Chester. The Jupiter perturbations of
Minor Planet 367, with an ephemeris.

1900 RUSSELL, Henry Norris. The general perturbations of
the major axis of Eros caused by the action of Mars, with the
corresponding terms in the mean longitude.

1904 POOR, John Merrill.

1905 MITCHELL, Walter Mann.
spectrum, regions F to A.

1913 SHAPLEY, Harlow.
stars.

Orbit of Comet 1900 II.

Researches in the sun-spot

A study of eclipsing binary

1 9 1 5 *McDIARMID, Richard John. The elements of the eclipsing
systems TV, TW, TX Cassiopeiae and T Leonis Minoris.
(Canadian)

1 922 SITTERLY, Bancroft Walker. I. A graphical method for
obtaining the elements of eclipsing variables. II. Elements of
the eclipsing variables RS Canum Venaticorum.



TABLE BContinued

Year Name Dissertation Title

1924 MENZEL, Donald Howard.
stellar spectra.

1927 DUNHAM, Theodore Jr

1927 **FAIRLEY Arthur Samuel.
lines in sodium vapor.

833

A study of line intensities in

The spectrum of Alpha Persei.

The width of the D absorption

1927 KOVALENKO, Michel Stephanovich. A determination of
the solar apex and the mean parallax of tenth-magnitude
comparison stars, based on photographs taken at the
McCormick Observatory.

1 93 1 MERRILL, John Ellsworth. The eclipsing variable RT
Lacertae.

1932 BENNETT, Arthur Lowell. A photovisual investigation of
the brightness of 59 areas on the surface of the Moon.

1 933 KING, Robert Burnett. A preliminary survey of the
Zeeman effect in the Sunspot spectrum.

1933 SKELLET, Albert Melvin

1934 HACKER, Sidney Guy.
(Alpha Boötis).

The ionizing effect of meteors.

The spectrum of Arcturus

1937 GREEN, Louis Craig. The iron spectrum in the far-
ultraviolet from 2300 to 600 Angstroms.

1 937 PIERCE, Newton Lacy. Photometric researches: The
eclipsing variables SV Camelopardalis, XX Cassiopeiae, RW
Coronae Borealis.

1 93 8 SPITZER, Lyman. The spectra of late supergiant
stars.



Year Name

TABLE BContinued

Dissertation Title

E:I

1939 **HEMMENDINGER, Henry. Photometry of details in the
chromosphere and prominences.

1 94 1 WOOD, Frank Bradshaw. Photometric researches: The
eclipsing variables AG Virginis, AR Lacertae, TX Ursae
Majoris, VV Orionis, R Canis Majoris, SV Camelopardalis, ST
Persei, RY Persei, VZ Hydrae.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

1 882 COlT, Judson Boardman. Determination of the orbit of
Eta Cassiopeiae. (Degree in mathematics.)

1 884 MORRISON, Joseph. An inaugural dissertation on
the apparent orbit of the satellite of a superior planet.
(Degree in mathematics.)5

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

1908 **SCARBOROUGH James Harris. The computation of the
orbit of Planet 558.

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

1 888 **MULLER, Frank. Definitive determination of
Comet 1887 IV. (DSc degree.)

5 Personal correspondence from Mary O'Brien of the Syracuse University
Archives, 26 July 1984.
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TABLE BContinued

Year Name

1895 LOVETT, Edgar Odell.
and Saturn.

1901 MORGAN, Herbert Rollo

1902 CURTIS, Heber Doust.
the orbit of Comet 1898 I.

Dissertation Title

The great inequality of Jupiter

The orbit of Enceladus.

Definitive determination of

1903 McCALLIE, James Park. A problem in periodic orbits,
second order perturbations of Jupiter and Saturn,
independent of the eccentricities and of the inclinations.

1 907 **REED, Frank Walker. Singular points in the
approximate development of the perturbative function.

1 9 1 0 WILSON, Ralph Elmer. New positions of the stars in
the Huyghenian region of the Great Nebula of Orion from
observations made at the Leander McCormick Observatory.

1 9 11 OLIVIER, Charles Pollard. 175 parabolic orbits and other
results deduced from observations of 6,200 meteors.

19 12 PADDOCK, George Frederick Some adaptations and
criticisms of spectroscopic orbit formulae with an application
to V 4 Eridani, A. G. C. 4821x.

1 9 1 3 **WUNDER, Charles Newman. A photometric survey of the
Huyghenian region of the Great Nebula of Orion.

19 1 7 ALDEN, Harold Lee. Observations of long period
variable stars at the Leander McCormick Observatory.

1926 VYSSOTSKY, Alexander. Proper motions of three
hundred and eighteen faint stars in Cygnus.



Year Name

TABLE BContinued

Dissertation Title

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

1936 **BARKAS Walter Henry. Cosmological models and
intergalactic free electrons. (Degree in physics.)

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

1905 **HADLEY, Stephen Marshall. Relative masses of binary
stars.

1 926 HUFFER, Charles Morse. Photo-electric studies of four
variable stars.

YALE UNIVERSITY

1 861 **WRIGHT Arthur W. Having given the velocity and
direction of motion of a meteor on entering the atmosphere
of the earth, to determine its orbit about the sun, taking into
account the attractions of both these bodies. (Degree in
physics.)

**1866 LOOMIS, Francis Englesby. Periodic stars. (Degree in
physics.)

1873 **HASTINGS Charles S. Comparison of solar limb and
center spectra. (Degree in physics.)

1877 **SMITH Thomas Alexander. Computation of the orbit of
Electra.

1 880 **BLAKSLEE, Thomas Marcus. The orbit of Swift's Comet of
July 1878.
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TABLE BContinued

Year Name

1889 HALL, Asaph Jr.
of Titan.

1 89 1 CHASE, Frederick Lincoln.
comparison stars.

1 894 PALMER, Margaretta.
the Comet 1847 VI.

1901 **LARSON Joshua.
Sigma 3062.

Dissertation Title

The mass of Saturn and orbit

Triangulation of the Victoria

Determination of the orbit of

A computation of the orbit of

**1904 LESTER, Oliver Clarence. The oxygen absorption bands
of the solar spectrum. (Degree in physics.)

1 9 1 2 **WILLARD Harley Richard. A family of oscillating orbits
of short period. (Degree in mathematics.)

19 1 3 **BROWN, Theodore Henry. The effect of radiation on a
small particle revolving about Jupiter. (Degree in
mathematics.)

1 9 1 7 **CRUM, William Leonard. The perturbations caused by a
close approach of two asteroids. (Degree in mathematics.)

1923 STEARNS, Carl Leo. Trial of the Loomis Memorial
Telescope for stellar photometry.

1 928 *SLAVENAS, Paul. The stellar case of the
problem of three bodies. (Lithuanian)

193 1 **AMES, Dennis Burley. Resonance case in planetary
motion. (Degree in mathematics.)
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TABLE BContinued

Year Name

1 93 1 ECKERT, Wallace J.

1 933 HALL, John Scoville.
stars.7

Dissertation Title

The general orbit of Hector.6

A photoelectric study of 347

1935 MEHLIN, Theodore. A photoelectric method for
measuring astronomical photographs.

1935 **WOL Robert I. First-order perturbations of
the Minor Planet (3) by Jupiter.

1941 HERTZ, Hans Georg.
asteroids.

On the theory of the Trojan

6 Personal correspondence from Robert Balay of Yale University Library,
8 August 1984.

Ibid.



APPENDIX C

AMERICAN RESEARCH ASTRONOMERS

WHO BEGAN THEIR CAREERS BETWEEN 1876 AND 1941

Table C contains condensed biographical information about

American research astronomers who began their astronomical

careers between 1876 and 1941. It lists all 509 persons who

satisfy the publication criterion. The emphasis of Table C is on the

advanced education and training of these astronomers, though other

information relevant to the studies in this dissertation is included.

For example, the highest positions held by the astronomers are

entered for the purpose of correlating the leaders of astronomy in

the United States with their astronomical education or training.

Table C is divided into six major columns: (1) Name, (2)

Degrees, (3) Astronomical Training, (4) Year of Beginning Career, (5)

Height of Career, and (6) Area of Main Astronomical Research.

Columns 2, 3, and 5 are further divided into sub-columns. The

information contained in the table is discussed below by column.

I. NAME (BIRTH & DEATH YEARS)

The last name of the astronomer is placed first, and the first

name is placed indented on the next line. The birth and death

years are in parentheses on the third line of column 1. Women

astronomers are indicated by "(W)," and those born as citizens of



countries other than the United States are also indicated by letters

in parentheses as follows:

(A) Austria (H) Hungary
(Br) Britain (Ic) Iceland
(Be) Belgium (In) India
(Bu) Bulgaria (Ir) Ireland
(Ca) Canada (N) the Netherlands
(Cz) Czechoslovakia (P) Poland
(Dk) Denmark (R) Russia
(Fi) Finland (S) Sweden
(G) Germany (Sw) Switzerland
(Gr) Greece

The principal sources of biographical information are Cattell's

American Men of Science or, for those who died before 1903, the

Who Was Who in America. These volumes list each person

alphabetically and in the respective volumes of the appropriate

year span. Individual biographies of several astronomers were

consulted to augment the information given in these two

biographical dictionaries. Journals of astronomy and of academic

societies were the main source of such biographies. Supplementary

sources of information included the correspondence of astronomers,

reports of observatories, college catalogs, and Poggendorff's

bibliographical dictionary of scientists. Footnote citations of

biographies and supplementary sources are placed at the end of the

table.

Information from observatory reports and college catalogs are

cited by the institution's name and the year of the report or catalog.



II. DEGREES

The university or college degrees of each astronomer are

listed in column 2. Bachelors degrees are written in all cases with

the "B" first, for example "BA" or "BS", representing bachelor of arts

and bachelor of science degrees. The master's degrees are, likewise,

written with the "M" first. The type of bachelor's degree of the

earliest astronomers is often not known or not differentiated. In

these cases the bachelor's degree is simply indicated as "grad." A

high school diploma as the highest degree is indicated by "hs."

The major fields of study for the degrees are given by a coded

character in the sub-column below "maj." Major and minors of

academic study are rarely documented in American Men of Science

or in Who Was Who in America. These data are sometimes given in

the Comprehensive Dissertation Index, the correspondence of the

astronomer, or biographical articles. For the doctor's, master's, and

bachelor's levels, the codes for the respective academic majors are:

a astronomy
ap astrophysics
ch chemistry
ce civil engineering
ci classical studies
e engineering
ed education
g geology
m mathematics
m a mathematical astronomy
m e mechanical engineering
m p mathematical physics or
p physics.

or mathematics-and-astronomy

mathematics- and-physics



The names of the degree-granting schools are shortened by

deleting "the University of," "University," "College," "Institute," and

so on. In some cases, as listed below, common abbreviations or

expressions for the schools are used:

Berkeley University of California at Berkeley
Caltech California Institute of Technology
aY City College of New York
F&M Franklin & Marshall College
GWU The George Washington University
JI-IU The Johns Hopkins University
Lawrence Lawrence Scientific School (Harvard)
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
NU Northwestern University
NYU New York University
OWU Ohio Wesleyan University
Penn University of Pennsylvania
Sheffield Sheffield Scientific School, Yale
UCLA University of California at Los Angeles
USMA United States Military Academy, West Point
USNA United States Naval Academy, Annapolis
W&J Washington and Jefferson College
WRU Western Reserve University
WU Washington University, St. Louis.

III. ASTRONOMICAL TRAINING

Column three gives the institutions at which an astronomer

was educated. The listing of these institutions is in the

chronological order in which the astronomer studied or worked.1

Usually these institutions are either universities offering graduate-

level astronomical programs or research institutions such as

1 For a given row, the institutions of astronomical training are generally
independent of the degree-granting institutions listed in column two.



observatories. In the latter case, a beginning astronomer either

learned research skills through active instruction by the staff or

through apprenticeship. When an astronomer learned astronomical

research skills outside of educational institutions, the institutions

listed in the astronomical training column will not correspond to the

schools which granted degrees to the astronomer.

If an astronomer's graduate study was mainly at the

university's observatory, the name of the observatory instead of

the university is placed in this column. Several of the major

research observatories affiliated with universities bore the name of

their respective school, such as Harvard College Observatory (HCO in

Table C) or Yale University Observatory. However, it was more

common for observatories of universities and colleges to have

memorial names. Below is a list of the major memorial

observatories of American universities which were active during

the period of study:2

Observatory
Allegheny
Dearborn
Detroit
Flower
Goodsell
Halsted
Lamont-Hussey (LHO)
Lick
Leander McCormick
McDonald
McMath-Hulbert (MFIO)

Institution
University of Pittsburgh
Northwestern University
University of Michigan
University of Pennsylvania
Carleton College
Princeton University
University of Michigan
University of California at Berkeley
University of Virginia
University of Chicago
University of Michigan

2 An "0," which is an abbreviation for "Observatory," is placed after the
names of all observatories listed in Table C.



Perkins Ohio Wesleyan U. (& Ohio State U.)
Sproul Swarthmore College
Van Vieck Wesleyan University
Washburn University of Wisconsin
Yerkes University of Chicago

Most of the universities with graduate programs in astronomy

had one department of astronomy. However, two universities,

Berkeley and Chicago, divided their respective astronomical

programs into two distinct branchesone associated with the main

campus of the university and the other associated with an

observatory affiliated with the university. The Department of

Astronomy and Astrophysics of the University of Chicago was

composed of the Yerkes Astronomical Observatory at Williams Bay,

Wisconsin (and later also the McDonald Observatory at Ft. Davis,

Texas) and the astronomical department at the Chicago campus.

The University of California had two separate and independent

departmentsthe Lick Astronomical Department on Mt. Hamilton

and the Berkeley Astronomical Department at the campus. The

campus department included the Students' Observatory which had

the dual function of a general instructional observatory and a

research institute.

If a student-astronomer did most of his or her graduate work

at Yerkes Observatory or Lick Observatory, the name of the

observatory is entered in the column. If, on the other hand, most of

the graduate research was at the campus department of astronomy,

the university's name, Chicago or Berkeley, is recorded in the table.



Some astronomers were trained at astronomical research

institutions not affiliated with universities. These institutions and

their respective sites are given below, along with abbreviations of

institutional names used in Table C.

Institution Site
Lowell Observatory Flagstaff, Arizona
Dudley Observatory Albany, New York
Mt. Wilson Observatory Pasadena, California
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Washington DC
Nautical Almanac Office (NAO) Washington DC
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) Washington DC
United States Naval Observatory (USNO) Washington DC

A few early astronomers acquired their observational and

computational skills via temporary appointments with expeditions,

such as the Lake Survey, Northern Boundary Commission, and

Venus Transit Commission (abbreviated US VTC) of the United

States.

American astronomers also received research training in

foreign observatories. Most of these observatories are readily

recognized by their place names. Those observatories without place

names are listed below with their site or affiliated university:

Observatory
David Dunlop
Do mini on
Dominion Astrophysical (DAO)
Solar Physics

Site
University of Toronto
Ottawa, Ontario
Victoria, British Columbia
Cambridge University

"Self-trained" designates those astronomers who developed

research skills through their own work without training or

advanced education at astronomical institutions. A question mark,



"(?)," follows "self-trained" if it is uncertain whether or not the

astronomer trained himself in research astronomy.

The principal research techniques used by an astronomer in

his or her graduate research or training are listed in the sub-

column under "Emphasis of Research" on the same row as the

respective institution at which the astronomer learned these

research skills. For those astronomers who either did not specialize

in a specific research area or whose particular specialization is not

known, broader research categories are used.

For graduate students in particular, the emphasis of their

advanced training was based largely on their thesis research. For

astronomers not trained in educational institutions, the first

publications of astronomical research is used for determining the

astronomers' emphasis of training.

Finally, the space in the Emphasis-of-Research column is left

blank if no biographical information is available for the

astronomer's training at the respective institution and if he or she

did not publish while at the institution.

Abbreviations used in the "Emphasis of Research" sub-column

are:

ap astrophysics or astrophysical
ast astronomy or astronomical
astrom astrometry
bolom bolometry
celest celestial
dynam dynamics
elect electrical or electricity
eng engineering
instrum instrumentation



interferom interferometry
JR infrared
lab physics laboratory
mag magnetism
measure measurement
mech mechanics or mechanical
mol molecular
obs observation
PE photoelectric
photog photography or photographic
photom photometry
phys physics
planet planetary
polarim polarimetry
radiat radiation studies
spectr spectroscopy or spectroscopic
spectroheliog spectroheliography
spectrophotom spectrophotometry
stat statistical
teles telescope or telescopic
thermom thermometry
theoret theoretical
UV ultraviolet
ye! velocity

The research categories with the prefix "visual" or "photog"

refer to astronomical research in the particular field indicated.

Research done in physics laboratories has the prefix "lab."

IV. YEAR OF BEGINNING CAREER

Picking a particular year as the starting time of an

astronomer's career is somewhat arbitrary. The careers of the

astronomers are defined as beginning at either the time they first

published an astronomical research paper as sole or principal

author or when they were first employed to do astronomical work,



whichever came first. In the cases of foreign astronomers

emigrating to the United States, the start of their astronomical

career in America is considered to be the year shown in

parentheses in which they were first employed in the United States

as astronomers.

For those who attended graduate school, the starting date of

their career is usually set at the time they published their thesis

research. Occasionally, a student worked for an astronomical

institution before entering graduate school. In these instances, the

initial year of their astronomical employment is considered the

starting time of their career.

Not all persons with doctoral degrees in astronomy are

included in Table C. Those excluded do not satisfy the publication

criterion for research astronomers. They either did not continue

with a post-graduate research career or changed to a research

career outside of astronomy. Although not listed in Table C, these

doctoral students are included in Appendix B in the table of

doctoral degrees on astronomical topics conferred by American

universities up to 1941.

Some scientists through their own initiative and without

formal training in advanced astronomy at either universities or

research institutions carried out significant astronomical

observations or developed new or improved methods of

astronomical research. They often became important members of

the astronomical community. The beginning of their careers is set

at the time they first published an astronomical research paper.
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V. HEIGHT OF CAREER

The career of each astronomer was surveyed to determine the

highest professional position(s) held in astronomy. Examples of

these positions include professor of astronomy, chairman of a

department of astronomy, director of a research observatory, editor

of a journal of astronomy, and president of an astronomical society.

Similar positions in the related sciences of mathematics and physics

are included in this column. This column, along with supplemental

information on astronomical awards and medals, indicates the

astronomer's success and leadership. Restricted by space, the

information given in column five gives only a partial view of each

career and should not be considered a definitive assessment.

The following abbreviations are used in the sub-column of

astronomical position:

act acting
ap astrophysicist or astrophysics
assc associate
asst assistant
ast astronomer or astronomy
chmn chairman
comm commission
comp computer
dept department
dir director
ed editor
educ education
eng engineer or engineering
grad graduate
inst instructor
jt joint
lect lecturer
math mathematician or mathematics
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mech mechanics
phys physicist or physics
pres president
prin principal
prof professor
res research
sci scientist or science
spectr spectroscopist or spectroscopy
sr senior
supt superintendent

The names of the institutions at which the astronomer held

his positions are abbreviated in the "Institution" sub-column of

column five in the same manner as institutional names are

abbreviated elsewhere with the added abbreviations below:

AAS American Astronomical Society
AAVSO American Association of Variable Stars Observers
AFCRL Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory
ASP Astronomical Society of the Pacific
AURA Assoc. of Universities for Research in Astronomy
WVINAO Her Majesty's Nautical Almanac Office
IAU International Astronomical Union
ILO International Latitude Observatory
KPNO Kitt Peak National Observatory
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NRL Naval Research Laboratory

The third sub-column of column five gives the years when the

astronomer held the position listed on the same row.

VI. MAIN ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH

The main research area was determined by surveying the

astronomer's research publications. These research fields are listed
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in column six in a condensed fashion. If the astronomer continued

to use the research method he had learned as a student (listed in

column four) to study a specific type of celestial object, then the

type of object studied is entered in column six. In some cases, an

astronomer made important advancements in other sciences, such

as physics or mathematics. These peripheral achievements are not

included in this column unless the work had a direct influence on

astronomical research.

Some persons conducted significant research in several

astronomical fields. For them, this column gives only a partial

picture of their research career.

Much, but not all the data used in analyzing the development

of astronomy through the education and careers of the American

astronomers are found in Table C.



TABLE C

AMERICAN ASTRONOMERS WHOSE CAREERS BEGAN BETWEEN 1876 AND 1941

I I
I

Name I Degrees Astronomical Training
I
Year of

I
Height of Career

I Main
begin-

I I
Astronomical

(birth & death institution emphasis of fling
I ast. institution years

I
Research

years) deg ma-i yeai school
I research

I
career

I
position

I

ABBOTT,'

Charles Greeley
(1872-1973)

ADAMS,

A. Norwood
(1909-

ADAMS,2

Walter Sydney

(1876-1956)

ADEL,

Arthur
(1908-

ES p 1894 MIT SAD Solar bolom 1895 Director SAD
MS p 1895 MIT

BS 1930 5. Illin. USNO Visual astrom 1931

BA 1898 Dartmouth Yerkes 0 Celest mech 1899

MA a 1900 Chicago & radial vel

Munich Astrophysics

BA 1931 Michigan Michigan Mol spectr 1933

PhD p 1933 Michigan Lowell 0 planet spectr

Division USNO
director

1907-44 Soar
constant

1959-69 Meridian
astronorry

Director Mt Wilson 0 1923-46 Ast spectr;

spect parall

Director North. 1948-76 IR planetary

Ariz. 0 spectroscopy

NOTE: For a description and elaboration of each of the columns and for an explanation of the special abbreviations used,
see the pages of Appendix C before this table. Footnotes at the end of the table list biographical information other than the
general resources of the American Men of Science and Who's Who in America.

S.



Table Ccontinued

Name I Degrees
I Astronomical Training

I Year of
I Height of Career

I
Main

I begin- I
I Astronomical

(birth & death
I institution emphasis of ning ast. institution years

I Research
years)

I deg maj year school
I research career position

I

_______________ _________________ I ____________________ _______ I

AITKEN,3

Robert Grant
(1864-1951)

ALBRECHT,4
Sebastian

(1876-

ALDEN, 5

Harold Lee
(1890-1964)

ALDRICH,

Loyal Blame
(1884-1965)

ALLEN, (W)

Leah Brown

(1884-

ALTER, 6

Wade Dinsmore
(1888-1968)

BA 1887 Williams Williams Visual astrom 1895 Director Lick 0 1930-35 Double
MP 1892 Williams Lick 0 stars

BS 1900 Wisconsin Lick 0 Stellar spoctr 1906 Ast Dudley 0 1913-37 Stellar
PhD a 1906 Berkeley spectroscopy

BA 1912 Wheaton Yerkes 0 Photog photom 1912 In charge Witw. Sta. 1925-42 Stellar
MS a 1913 Chicago McCormick 0 Photom & astrom Director McCormick 0 1945-60 parallax
PhD a 1917 Virginia photography Chairman lAD Comm #24

BA 1907 Wisconsin SAO Solar bolom 1909 Director SAO 1945-55 Solar
MP p 1909 Wisconsin radiation

BA 1907 Brown Wellesley 1907 Prof ast Hood 1928-55 Radial
MP a 1912 Wellesley Lick 0 Radial vel velocities

ES 1909 Westmins. Berkeley Theoret ast 1911 Director Griffith 0 1935-58 Lunar
MS a 1910 Pittsburgh photography
PhD a 1916 Berkeley

00
U'



Table Ccontinued

Name Degrees Astronomical Training
I Year of Height of Career Main

I begin-
I Astronomical

(birth & death
I

I institution eihasis of ning ast. institution years
I Research

years) dog maj year school
I research

I career I position

AMES,7 (W) grad 1922 Vassar HCO
Adelaide MA a 1924 Radcliffe

(1900-1932)

AMES, BA 1886 JHU JHtJ

Joseph Sweetman PhD p 1890 JHD
(1864-1943)

Spectr parallax 1923 Res asst HCO 1923-32 Catalog of

galaxies

Lab spectr 1895 Assc ed Astrophys J 1893-1941 Lab

spect ros copy

ANDERSON, BA 1929 Berkeley Berkeley Photog astrom 1933
Claude M. MA 1932 Berkeley
(1907-

) PhD a 1933 Berkeley

ANDERSON,8 BS 1900 Valparaiso JHD Lab spectr 1908
John August PhD p 1907 JHU
(1876-1959)

ANDREWS, BA 1925 Harvard HCO
Loring Beal ME 1927 Harvard
(1906-

) PhD a 1933 Harvard

ANGER, (W) see Carol Anger RIEKE
Carol Jane

APPLE,9 grad 1878 F&M Self-
Andrew T. G. grad 1883 seminary trained
(1858-1918)

Stellar stat 1925

Teacher Col. of 1942-72 Orbit
San Mateo perturbation

Physicist Mt Wilson 0 1916-43 Diff. grat.
Observat. Caltech 1928-48 Construction
council of 200"

Inst ast Harvard 1928-38 Dark nebulae

Planet features 1907 Chirna F&M 1907-1918 Almanac;
math & ast Jupiter's
dept moons



Table Ccontinued

Name Degrees Astronomical Training I Year of I Height of Career I Main
I

I begin-
I Astronomical

(birth & death
I institution emphasis of

I ning ast. institution years Research
years) deg maj year school research career position

I

BAADE,1° (C)

Walter

(1893-1960)

BABCOCK, 11

Harold Delos

(1882-1968)

BABCOCK,

Horace Welcome
(1912-

BAILEY, 12

Solon Irving

(1854-1931)

BAKER,

Robert Horace
(1883-

BALDWIN,

Ralph Belknap
(1912-

BANCROFT, 13

H. C., Jr.

(?

PhD a 1931 GOttingen GOttingen Spectr binary 1919

Hamburg 0 (1931)

BS 1907 Berkeley NBS Elect measure 1909

Mt Wilson 0 Lab spectr

BS 1934 Caltech Lick 0 Radial vel 1938
PhD a 1938 Berkeley

BA 1881 Boston U HCO Ap photog 1889
MA 1884 Boston U
MA 1888 Harvard

BA 1904 Amherst Amherst 1904
NA 1905 Amherst Allegheny 0 Spectr binary
PhD a 1910 Pittsburgh

Ast Mt Wilson 0 1931-58 Pop. I & II

stars;

Supernovae

Physicist Mt Wilson 0 1909-48 Wavelength

standards

Director Hale 0 1964-78 Solar

imgneic
field

Phillips Harvard 1913-25 Discovered
prof act variable
Act dir HCO 1919-21 stars

Director Illinois 0 1923-51 Spectroscopy

Photometry

BS 1934 Michigan Michigan Stellar spectr 1935 Inst ast NU
MS 1935 Michigan
PhD a 1937 Michigan

(7) Self- Visual photom 1913 Member AAVSO
trained(?)

1938-42 Lunar
survey

1913-17+ Variable
00

stars

U'
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14 grad m 1887 Vanderbilt Self- Sky search 1883 Ast Lick 0 1888-95 Photography;
Edward Emerson trained Ast Yerkes 0 1895-1923 Comet
(1857-1923)

BARNES, (Ca) BA 1899 Dalhousie JHU
James MA 1900 Dalhousie

) PhDp 1904 JWJ

BARNEY, (W) BA 1908 Smith Yale
Ida PhD m 1911 Yale
(1886-

discoveries

Lab spectr 1904 Prof phys Bryn Mawr 1917-31 Lab
spectroscopy

Mathematics 1922 Res assc Yale 0 1949-59 Photographic
astrometry

BARRETT, BA 1889 Rochester Kenwood 0 Spectroheliog 1900
Storrs Barrows
(1864-1937)

BARTKY, PS 1923 Chicago Chicago Theoret ast 1926
Walter PhD a 1926 Chicago
(1901-1958)

BARTON, BA 1903 Temple Penn Theoret ast 1911
Saxrnrel Goodwin PhD a 1906 Penn
(1882-1958)

BEAL, BA 1911 Kansas Pittsburgh Photog astrorn 1914
Arthur Floyd MA 1912 Kansas
(1888- ) PhD a 1917 Pittsburgh

Secretary Yerkes 0 1900-30 Stellar
Assc Chicago 1923-30 radial
prof ast velocities

Prof math Chicago 1943-45 Celestial
Dean Chicago 1945-55 mechanics

Director Flower 0 1920-28 Astrometry;
Asteroid
orbits

Fellow Pittsburgh 1914-16 Variation of
latitude
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BEAL,

William Otis

(1874-1930)

BEEBE,

William
(1851-

BELL,

Louis

(1864-192 3)

BENNETT,

Arthur Lowell

(1904-

BERMAN, (Br)

Louis

(1903-

BESTUL, 16

Sylvan M.

(?

BETHE, (G)

Hans Albrecht
(1906-

OS 1896 Earlham Chicago Theoret ast 1913 Act cbmn Minnesota 1928-30 Orbits
MS 1902 Chicago dept ast
PhD a 1926 Chicago

BA 1873 Yale Yale Mathematics 1882 Prof math Yale 1897-1917 Cornet

orbits

BA 1884 Dartmouth JHU Lab spectr 1902 Consulting 1893-1923 Pnysiolog.
PhD p 1888 JHU electrical optics

engineer

OS p 1926 Union Lowell 0 1926 Observer Yale 0 1931-40 Photoelect.
PhD a 1932 Princeton McCormick 0 photometry

Princeton Photog photon

BA 1925 Minnesota Mimi 0 1925 Adj prof U San 1975-81 Comet orbits
MA 1927 Minnesota Lick 0 Spectrophotom ast Francisco
PhD a 1929 Berkeley

(?) USNO Visual astrom 1930 Aid to USNO 1930-64 Astrometry
assc ast

PhD p 1928 Munich Munich Theoret phys 1938 Prof phys Cornell 1937-75 Hydrogen
fusion 00

Ui
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BIGELOW,7 (W) BA 1893 Smith Michigan Visual astrom 1896 Prof ast Smith 1911-34 Variable
Harriet Williams PhD a 1904 Michigart stars
(1870-1934)

DIRGE, BA 1909 Wisconsin Wisconsin Lab spectr 1910 Chrnn phys Berkeley 1933-55 Band
Raymond Thayer MA 1910 Wisconsin Washburn 0 dept spectroscopy
(1887-1980) PhD p 1914 Wisconsin

BOBROVNIKOFF,'8 (R) cert 1924 Prague Charles U Celest mech 1927 Director Perkins 0 1937-51 Physical
Nicholas Theodore PhD a 1927 Chicago Yerkes 0 Comet spectr comet theory
(1896- ) Chicago Molecul spectr

BOK,-9 (N) PhD a 1932 Groningen Groningen Stellar stat 1927 Assc dir HCO 1946-52 Structure of
Bart Jan HCO (1929) Director Mt Stromlo 1957-66 Milky Way
(1906-1983) Director Steward 0 1966-70

BOOTHROYD,2° BS 1893 Cob Ag Lowell 0 Practical ast 1895 Prof ast Cornell 1921-42 Spectroscopy
Samuel Latimer MS cc 1904 Cob Ag Dominion 0 Stellar spectr & geodesy Photometry;
(1874- ) Meteorite

BOSS, BA 1901 Harvard Dudley 0 Visual astrom 1901 Director Dudley 0 1915-56 Proper mot.;
Benjamin USNO Visual astrom Editor Astron J 1912-41 Stellar
(1880- ) statistics
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BOWEN,21 BA p 1919 Oberlin Caltech DV lab spectr 1928 Director Mt Wilson 1946-64 Nebular
Ira Sprague PhD p 1926 Caltech & Palomar 0 spectra
(1898-1973)

BOWER, BS 1912 Berkeley USNO Visual astrom 1913 Assc ast USNO
Ernest Clara PhD a 1931 Berkeley Berkeley Theoret ast Res assc Lick 0
(1890-

BOWIE,22 BS

William CE
(1872-1940)

BPACKETT, BA
Frank Parkhurst M7

(1865-

BRASHEAR,23 hs

John Alfred
(1840-1920)

1893 Trinity USC&GS Geodesy 1895

1895 Lehigh

1887 Dartmouth Dartmouth Solar spectr 1908

1890 Dartmouth SAO Solar bolom

Self-

trained

BROUWER, (N) PhD a 1927 Leiden Leiden
Dirk

(1902-1966)

Optics 1880

In charge USC&GS

of geod.

1924-26 Orbits

1932 -3 6

3909-36 Isostasy

Director Pomona 0 1908-33 Solar

constant

Lens maker 1880-1920 Optics
Act dir Allegheny 0 1898-1900

Celest mech 1923 Director Yale 0 1941-66 Celestial
(1927) Editor Astron J 1941-66 mechanics
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BROWN,25 (Br) BA 1887 Cambridge Cambridge Mathematics 1896 Prof math Yale
Ernest William MA 1891 Cambridge Act dir Yale 0
(1866-1938) ScD m 1897 Cambridge

BROWN, BA 1914 Park NU Visual astrorn 1916 Inst ast NU
Frederick Lyons MA a 1916 NU

(1890-

BROWN,26 grad 1876 USNA USC&GS Geodesy 1898 Director USNO
Stimson Joseph Washburn 0 Director NAO
(1854-

BROWN, BS 1880 Stevens Self- Practical ast 1885 Prof DePauw
Wilbur Vincent trained(?) math & ast
(1860-1928)

BROWNE, (Ca) no deg 1923-30 at GNU USNO Astrometry 1927 Asst ast USNO
William Malcolm GWU
(1906-

BUCHANAN, (Ca) BA 1906 McMaster Chicago Celest mech 1911 Visiting UCLA
Daniel MA 1908 McMaster prof ast
(1880-1950) PhD a 1911 Chicago

BUCHANAN, BS 1861 Lawrence NAO Theoret ast 1879 Computer NAO
Roberdeau (Harvard)

(1839-1916)

1907-32 Lunar

1918-20 orbit theory

1916- 17 Double stars

1898-1901 Planetary

1900-01 satellite
observations

1896-1928 Practical

astronomy

1928-37 Astrometry;

Time;

Orbits

1937-42 Celestial
mechanics

1879-1910 Eclipses
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BUCK, BS 1901 Maine Chicago Celest mech 1909
Thomas PhD a 1909 Chicago

(1881-

BURCKHALTER, hs Self- Ap photog
Charles trained (?)

Prof math Berkeley 1931-52 Celestial

mechanics

1885 Director Chabot 0 1885-1923 Solar corona
photography

(1849-1923)

BURNS, (Ca) BA 1903 Minnesota Lick 0 1904
Kelvin PhD a 1910 Minnesota Minnesota Ap photog
(1881-1958) Bonn Lab spectr

BURTON, BA 1901 Iowa USNO Visual astrom 1909
Harry Edward MS 1903 Iowa
(1878-1948)

BURWELL, (W) BA 1906 Mt Holyoke Mt Wilson 0 Stellar spectr 1907
Cora Gertrude

(1883-

BYRD,27 (W) BA 1878 Michigan HCO Visual astrom 1883
Mary Emma Carleton Visual astrom
(1849-1934)

CLDER, BA 1928 Wisconsin HCO PE photom 1933
William Alexander MA 1931 Harvard
(1906- ) PhD a 1933 Harvard

Ast Allegheny 0 1920-51 Radial

Asst dir Allegheny 0 1930-51 velocities

Prin ast USNO 1929-1948 Astrometry;

Satellite

orbits

Computer Mt Wilson 0 1907-1949 Stellar

spectroscopy

Director Smith 0 1887-1906 Teaching;

Astrometry

Prof Agnes Scott 1947-67 Photoeloct.
phys & ast photometry
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CAMPBELL,28 hs HCO Visual photom 1899
Leon

(1881-1951)

CAMPBELL,29 BS 1886 Michigan Michigan Theoret ast 1888
William Wallace Lick 0 Visual spectr
(1862-1938)

CANNON,3° (W) BS 1884 Wellesley HCO Stellar spectr 1897
Annie Jump no deg 1895-6 Radcliffe
(1863-1941)

CARPTER, BA 1922 Harvard HCO 1921
Edwin Francis MA 1923 Harvard Lick 0 Spectrophotom
(1898-1963) PhD a 1925 Berkeley

CARRIGAN, academy NAO Theoret ast 1901
William Thomas

(1865-1922)

CHAERLIN,31 BA 1866 Beloit Beloit Geology 1900
Thomas Chrowder MA g 1869 Beloit Michigan Geology
(1843-1928)

Pickering HCO

ast

Pres AAVSO

Director Lick 0

1932-51 Variable

stars

1919-21

1901-30 Radial

velocities

Curator HCO 1911-38 Spectral
ast photographs classes
Bond ast HCO 1938-40

Director Steward 0 1938-63 Photometry;

Nebular

spectroscopy

Asst NAO 1901-22 Perturbation

Chrrn Chicago 1892-1919 Planetesimal
dept geol theory
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CHANDLER,32 h.s. Harvard Mathematics 1877

Seth Carlo Astron J Theoret ast
(1846-1913)

CHANDRASEKHAR,33 (In) BA 1930 Madras Cambridge Theoret ap 1931
Subrabmanyan PhD p 1933 Cambridge (1936)

(1910-1995)

CHASE, BA 1886 Colorado Yale 0 Visual astrom 1890

Frederick Lincoln PhD a 1891 Yale

(1865-1933)

CHERRINGTON, BA 1931 OWN Lick 0 Spectrophotom 1935

Ernest Hurst Jr. MS 1932 OWU

(1909- ) PhD a 1935 Berkeley

CHESSIN, (R) PhD 1889 St. Petersburg Mathematics
Alexander S. CE 1892 Zurich Polytech Civil eng
(1865-

Editor Astron J 1896-1908 Almucantar,

Lat. variat.

Dist prof Chicago 1946-80 Theoretical
Editor Astrophy J 1952-71 astrophysics

Acting Yale 0 1910-13 Stellar
director parallax

Asst ast Perkins 0 1936-46 Dynamics of

comet tails

1894 Prof math WtJ 1901-10 Celestial

mechanics

CHRISTIE, (Br) BA 1927 UBC Dominion 0 Radial vel & 1928

William Henry photometry (1929)

(1896- ) Mt Wilson 0 Radial vel

CLEMENCE,34 PhD m 1929 BROWN USNO Astrometry 1930
Gerald Maurice

(1908-197 4)

Computer Mt Wilson 1929-46 Spectroscop.

binaries

Director NAO 1945-58 Planet mot.
Director USNO 1958-63 Numerical
Editor Al 1949-66 computation
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CLEMINSHAW, BA 1923 Cornell Michigan Stellar spectr 1934 Director Griffith 0 1958- Stellar
Clarence Higbee MS 1931 Case spectroscopy
(1902- ) PhD a 1934 Michigan

COBLENTZ, BS 1900 Case Cornell Lab spectr 1904 Physicist NBS 1905-45 Infrared
William Weber MS 1901 Cornell spectroscopy
(1873-1962) PhD p 1903 Cornell

CODDINGTON,35 PhD a 1902 Berlin Lick 0 Sky search 1898 Fellow Lick 0 1897-1900 Comet,
Edwin F. Berlin Theoret ast asteroid

?
) discoveries

COGSHALL, BS 1895 Albion Lowell 0 Mars features 1901 Prof ast Indiana 1923-43 Double star
Wilbur Adelman MA 1902 Indiana Yerkes 0 Visual astrom measurements
(1874-1951)

COlT, BA 1875 Syracuse Detroit D 1882 Prof Boston U 1884-21 Solar
Judson Boardman MA 1878 Syracuse Syracuse Theoret ast math & act prominences
(1849-1921) PhD m 1882 Syracuse

COLLINS, (Br) BA 1919 Oxford Oxford Mathomatics(?) 1936 Assc Nebraska 1952-56 Celestial
Oliver Charles
(?

MA 1921 Oxford prof ast navigation

COLLINS, 35 1881 Haverford Haverford Visual astrom 1892 Director Haverford 0 1892-1904 Double star
William Henry MA 1892 Haverford measurements
(1859- )
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COLTON,36 PhE a 1889 Michigan Michigan Classical ast 1895 Asst ast Lick 0 1895-97 Meteors
Allen L.

(?

COMSTOCK,37 PhB
George Cary LLB
(1855-1934)

1877 Michigan Washburn 0 Visual astrom 1879
1883 Wisconsin NAO Theoret act

CRAWFORD,- BS 1897 Berkeley Lick 0 Visual astrom 1901
Russell Tracy PhD a 1901 Berkeley Berkeley Theoret act
(1876-1958) Berlin Theoret act(?)

CREW,39 BA 1882 Princeton JHU Radial vel 1887
Henry PhD p 1887 JHU Lick 0 Radial vel
(1859-1953)

CRISSMAN,4° (W) (?)

Bertha Grier

(?

CROCKETT,4' BA
Charles Winthrop CE
(1862-1936)

Allegheny 0 Photog astrom 1921

1879 Mercer Rensselaer Civil eng 1889
1884 Rensselaer

Director Washburn 0 1889-1922 Atmospheric
refraction

Chrnn Berkeley 1936-42 Asteroid
ast dept orbits

Assc ed Astrophys J 1895-1941 Arc

spectroscopy

Computer Allegheny 0 1921-39 Stellar

parallax

Prof Rensselaer 1893-1935 Comet orbits
math & ast
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CRUMP, BS 1912 Eariham Michigan Spectr binary 1913
Clifford Charles MA 1913 Michigan Yerkes 0 Stellar spectr
(1891- ) PhD a 1916 Michigan

CUFFEY, BS 1934 NU HCO Color indices 1938
James MA 1936 Harvard
(1911- ) PhD a 1938 Harvard

CURTIS,42 BA 1892 Michigan Virginia Theoret ast 1897
Heber Doust MA 1893 Michigan Lick 0 Radial vel
(1872-1942) PhD a 1902 Virginia

CURTISS,43 BS a 1901 Berkeley Lick 0 Radial vel 1900
Ralph Hamilton PhD a 1905 Berkeley
(1880-1929)

DANIEL, BS 1908 Princeton Self-train Visual photom 1899
Zaccheus MA a 1909 Princeton Princeton Photometry
(1874- ) Allegheny 0 Radial vel

DARLING, BA 1902 Cornell USC&GS Geodesy 1919
Frederic Warren
(1879-

DAVIS, (W) BA 1933 Vassar Lick 0 Stellar spectr 1937
Dorothy Nell MA 1934 Mills
(1913- ) PhD a 1937 Berkeley

Director Perkins 0 1917-1929 Spectroscop.

binaries

Prof ast New Mex St 1966-76 Stellar
color

indices

Director Allegheny 0 1920-30 Nebular
Director Michigan 0 1930-42 photography;

Eclipse exp.

Director Michigan 0 1926-29 Stellar

spectroscopy

Ast Allegheny 0 1943-51 Comet discov

Spectroscop.

binaries

Assc USC&GS 1919-29+ Geodesy
math

Computer Mt Wilson 0 1942-47 Stellar

spectroscopy
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DAVIS, BA 1892 Princeton Princeton 1889 Director 1W, 1900-05 Positions &
Herman Stearns MA 1894 Columbia Columbia Photog astrom Maryland parallax
(1868-1933) PhD a 1895 Columbia of stars

DAVIS, CE 1878 Columbia Columbia Civil eng 1891 mateur 1891-1901 Theory of
John Woodridge planetary
(1854-1902) electricity

DIMITROFF, (Bu) BS 1927 Boston U HCO Photog photom 1934 Prof ast Dartmouth 1946- Practical
George Zakliarieff MA 1929 Harvard astronomy
(1901-1968) PhD a 1937 Harvard

DINWIDDIE, no deg 1895-00 at Virg. USNO Visual astrom 1900 Asst USNO 1900-06 Eclipse exp.
William Walter Ast.
(1876-1920) instrum.

DODSON, (W) BA 1927 Goucher Michigan Stellar spectr 1933 Ast 1949-57 Solar
Helen Walter MA 1932 Michigan Assc dir ME{O 1957- physics
(1905- ) PhD a 1934 Michigan

DOLE, no deg 1903-6 Harvard Self-train Meteor obs 1900 Asst HCO 1903-04 Meteor
Robert Montgomery HCO Asst Lowell 0 1904 showers
(1884- ) Lowell 0
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DOODY,44 (W) (?) Allegheny 0 Photog astrom 1928 Computer Allegheny 0 1928-41 Stellar
Esther M. parallax
( ? )

DOOLITTLE,45 CE 1891 Lehigh Sayre 0 Astrometry 1891 Prof ast Penn 1912-20 Double star
Eric Chicago Theoret ast Director Flower 0 1912-20 measurements
(1869-1920)

DOUGLASS,Ib BA 1889 Trinity HCO Ast photog 1889 Director Steward 0 1918-38 Planetary
Andrew Ellicott Lowell 0 Planet features observation;
(1867-1962) dendrochron.

DRAPER, BA 1923 Utah NAO Theoret ast 1927 Ast NAO 1940-53 Celestial
Glen Hilding mechanics
(1900-

DREW, BL 1887 Lawrence C Chicago 1896 Asst Lowell 0 1896-98 Planetary
David Abbott BA 1888 Lawrence C Lowell 0 Visual astrom Inst ast Indiana 1909-15 astrometry
(1865- ) MA 1890 Lawrence C

DUGAN,47 BA 1899 Amherst Amherst 1899 Prof ast Princeton 1920-40 Eclipsing
Raymond Smith MA 1902 Amherst Heidelberg Visual photom variables
(1878-1940) PhD a 1905 Heidelberg
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DUNCAN, 48

John Charles

(1882-1967)

DUNHAM, 49

Theodore Jr
(1897-1984)

DUNNE,

John Augustine
(1871-

EBBIGHAUSEN, 50

Edwin G.

(1911-

ECKERT, 51

Wallace J.

(1902-1971)

EDMONDSON,

Frank K.

(1912-

BA 1905 Indiana Lowell 0 Visual astrom 1904
MA 1906 Indiana Lick 0 Radial vel &
PhD a 1909 Berkeley theoret ast

BA 1921 Harvard Princeton Stellar spectr 1927
ND 1925 Cornell Mt Wilson 0 Stellar spectr
PhD a 1927 Princeton

hs HCO Visual astrom 1888

Ast HCD 1909-16 Comet,

Director Whitin 0 1916-50 nebular
Prof ast Wellesley 1916-50 photography

Ast HCO 1936-47 Spectroscop.

instruments;

Planet atmo.

Asst HCO 1888-1909 Meridian
circle obs.

BA 1936 Minnesota Minnesota 1939 Prof phys Oregon
PhD a 1941 Chicago Yerkes 0 Photog astrom

BA 1925 Oberlin
MA 1926 xriherst

PhD a 1931 Yale

BA 1933 Indiana

MA a 1934 Indiana

PhD a 1937 Harvard

Colunibia Photog astrom 1926

Yale Theoret ast

Lowell 0 Photog astrom 1934

HCO Spectrophotom

& stellar stat

1958-76 Photoelect.

photometry

Director NAO 1940-45 Celest mech;

Numerical

analysis

Director G. Link 0 1944-78 Asteroids
Pres AURA 1962-65
Pres AAS 1954-75
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EGBERT, 52

H. V.

)

EICHELBERGER,

William Snyder
(1865-

EINARSSON, (Ic)

Sturla
(1879-

EINSTEIN,54 (G)
Albert

(1879-1955)

ELFIN, 55

William Lewis
(1855-1933)

ELLERMAN,

Ferdinand
(1869-1940)

grad(?) 1880 Cincinnati Dudley 0 Visual astrom 1881 asst(?) Dudley 0 l885?-87 Comet
asst Washburn 0 1887-90 astrometry

BA 1886 JHU JHU Theoret ast 1889 Director NAO 1910-29 Orbit
PhD a 1891 JHD NAO Theoret ast computations

BA 1905 Minnesota Berkeley Theoret ast 1905
PhD a 1913 Berkeley

grad 1901 Zurich Zurich Physics 1915

(1933)

CE 1876 Stuttgart Strassburg Theoret ast 1881
PhD a 1880 Strassburg Cape of Visual astrom

Good Hope 0

hs Kenwood 0 Solar spectr 1892

Yerkes 0 Stellar spectr

Cbrnn Berkeley 1946-50 Comet &
dept ast asteroid

orbits

Member Instit. 1933-55 Relativity
Advanced Studies, theory
Princeton

Director Yale 0 1896-1910 Stellar

parallax

Ast Mt Wilson 0 1915-37 Solar

spectroscopy
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ELVEY, BA 1921 Kansas Yerkes 0 Spectrophotom 1921 Asst dir McDonald 1935-42 Spectro-
Christian Thomas MA 1923 Kansas photometry
(1899-1970) PhD a 1930 Chicago

EPPES,56 (?) USNO Visual astrom 1908
James B.

-

EVANS, MS 1893 Lehigh Penn Visual astrom 1894
Henry Brown PhD a 1901 Penn NAO Theoret ast
(1871-

EVANS, BA 1932

John Wainwright Jr MA 1936
(1909-

) PhD a 1938

FARNSWORTH, (W) BA 1916

Alice Hall MS 1917

(1893- ) PhD a 1920

Swarthmore HCO Stellar stat 1937
Harvard
Harvard

Mt Holyoke Mt Holyoke Astronomy 1920
Chicago Yerkes 0 Photog photom
Chicago

Asst USNO 1908-1916 Asteroid

& comet

positions

Cbrnn Penn 1931-40 Comet &
dept math asteroid

astrometry

Director Sacramento 1952-75 Optical
Peak 0 instruments

Director Whitin 0 1936- Photometry;
Prof ast Mt Holyoke 1937- Lunar

occultations

FATH,D/ (G) grad 1902 Carleton Lick 0 Nebular spectr 1909 Prof ast Carleton 1926-50 Photoelect.
Edward Arthur PhD a 1909 Berkeley Director Goodsell 0 1926-50 photometry
(1880-1959)

FISHER,58 BA 1892 Antherst Cornell Physics of 1922 Res assc HCO 1922-34 Meteors &
Willard James PhD p 1908 Cornell gases meteorites
(1867-1934)

00
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FLEMING,59 (Br,W) hs Scotland HCO Stellar spectr 1879 Curator HCO 1898-1911 Spectral
Williaxnina Paton astronomical classes
(1857-1911) photographs

FLNT,6° BA 1875 Harvard Princeton Practical ast 1881 Ast Washburn 0 1894-1920 Visual
Albert Stowell MA a 1880 Cincinnati Cincinnati Visual astrom stellar
(1853-1923) parallax

FORSYTHE, BS 1907 Denison Wisconsin Lab thermom 1911 Physicist G.E. Co. 1913-47 Optical
William Elmer MS 1909 Wisconsin pyrcmetiy
(1881- ) PhD p 1911 Wisconsin

FOWLE,61 ES p 1894 MIT HCO 1887 Res asst SAO 1924-40 Solar
Frederick Eugene Jr. SAO Solar bolom constant;
(1869-1940) Atmo. absorp

FOX,62 ES 1897 Kansas St Dartmouth Lab radiat 1903 Director Dearborn 0 1909-29 Photographic
Phillip BS p 1902 Dartmouth Yerkes 0 Spectroheliog stellar
(1878-1944) Berlin Ap spectros(?) parallax

FREDERICK, ES 1892 Kansas USNO Practical ast 1901 Asst USNO 1906-09 hberration;
Charles Warnock Latitude
(1870- ) variation

00
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FREDRICKSON,63 (?) USNO Visual astrom 1904
Matt

? -1919)

FREEMT\N, 35 1925 Chicago Chicago Coronal spectr 1928
Ira Maximillian MS 1926 Chicago
(1905- ) PhD p 1928 Chicago

FROST,64 BA p 1886 Dartmouth Dartmouth Practical ast 1887
Edwin Brant M7 1889 Dartmouth Strassburg
(1866-1935) Potsdam Stellar spectr

FROST, Manual training school HCO Ast photog 1897
Royal Harwood
(1879-

FUENESS,65 (W) BA 1891 Vassar Cincinn 0 Visual astrom 1894
Caroline Ellen PhD a 1900 Columbia Columbia Photog astrom
(1869-1936)

GALE, BA 1896 Chicago Chicago Lab optics 1906
Henry Gordon PhD p 1899 Chicago
(1874-1942)

GAMOW,66 (R) PhD p 1928 Leningrad GOttingen Theoret phys 1931
George Copenhagen Theoret phys (1934)
(1904-1968) Cambridge Theoret phys

Corp to USNO
asst

Prof phys Rutgers

Director Yerkes
Editor Astron J

1904-19 Asteroid &

comet

positions

1959- Cosmological

theory

1905-32 Radial
1902-35 velocities

Asst HCO 1897-1908 Faint

nebular

photography

Mitchell Vassar 1915-36 Visual
prof ast stellar

photometry

Jt editor Astrophy J 1912-42 Lab

spectroscopy

Prof phys GWU 1934-56 Theory of
stellar

models
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GAPOSCHKIN, (W) see Cecilia PAYNE-GAPOSCHKIN

Cecilia Payne

GAPOSCHKIN, (R)

Sergei I.

(1898-1984)

CERRISH,

Willard Peabody
(1866-

GILBERT, 67

Grove Karl
(1843-1918)

GINGRICH, 68

Curvin Henry

(1880-1951)

GLANCY, (W)

Anna Estelle
(1883-

GODDARD,

Richard Halsey
(1897-

PhD a 1928 Berlin Babelsberg 0 PE photom

grad (?) MIT HCO Ant photog

1933 Ast HCO 1948-65 Stellar
photometry

1886

BA 1862 Rochester Rochester Geology 1893
MA 1997 Rochester

BA 1903 Dickinson Yerkes 0 Photog photom 1912
MA 1905 Dickinson
PhD a 1912 Chicago

BA 1905 Wellesley Berkeley Theoret ast 1906
PhD a 1913 Berkeley

BS 1921 Dartmouth Yale Photog astrom 1927
MA 1930 Yale & photometry

Asst prof Harvard 1913-38 Design of
mech eng large

telescopes

Geologist US Geol Sur 1879-1918 Lunar

craters

& features

Prof ast Carleton 1912-51 Visual
Editor Popular Act 1926-51 astrometry

Asat ast Cordoba 0 1913-18 Lens

design

Director Shattuck 0, 1934-63 Terrestrial
Dartmouth magnetism
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GOEDICKE, BA 1935 Michigan Michigan Stellar spectr 1939
Victor Alfred MS 1936 Michigan Solar Phys 0
(1912- ) PhD a 1938 Michigan

GOLDBERG, BS 1934 Harvard HCO Quantum mech 1934
Leo MA 1937 Harvard & theoret ap
(1913-1987) PhD ap 1938 Harvard

GREEN, BA 1932 Princeton Princeton Lab DV spectr 1937
Louis Craig MA 1933 Princeton & quantum mech
(1911- ) PhD a 1937 Princeton

GREEN,69 BA 1913 Harvard Berkeley Photog photom 1917
Warren Kimball MA 1914 Harvard & radial vol
(1891-1964) PhD a 1916 Berkeley

GREENSTEIN, BA 1929 Harvard HCO Nebular photom 1937

Jesse Leonard MA 1930 Harvard
(1909- ) PhD a 1937 Harvard

GRIER, (W) see Bertha Grier CRISSMAN
Bertha

GUNN, BS ee 1920 Michigan Yale Elect measure 1929
Ross MS 1921 Michigan
(1897- ) PhD p 1926 Yale

Prof Ohio U 1953-89+ Stellar
math & ast spectroscopy

& photometry

Director MHO 1946-60 Theory of
Director HCO 1966-71 stellar
Director KPNO 1971-77 atmospheres

Chrnn Haverford 1942-76 Atomic wave
dept ast functions

Prof ast imherst 1921-56 Stellar &
asteroid

photometry

Ast Hale 0 1949- Nebular
Prof ap Caltech 1948-79 spectroscopy
Cbnn AURA 1974-77 & theory

Res phys NRL 1927-47 Theory of
Director US Weather 1947-57 solar

Bureau magnetism

-a
JI
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(?) Maudeville Planet features 1935
Walter H. 0 (W. H.

? ) Pickering)

HACKER, BA 1929 Colorado Princeton Stellar spectr 1934
Sidney Guy MA 1930 Colorado
(1908- ) PhD a 1934 Princeton

HADDEN, (Ir) ES 1904 Morningside Self- Solar features 1891
David Edward (pharmacy) trained(?)
(1866-

HAGEN,71 (A) no deg 1870-1 Muenster Muenster Mathematics 1888
John George, S.J. no deg 1871-2 Bonn Bonn
(1847-1930)

HALE,72 ES 1890 MIT HCO 1890
George Elleiy Self- Spectroheliog
(1868-1938) trained

HALL,73 BA 1882 Harvard USNO Visual astrom 1882
Asaph Jr. PhD a 1889 Yale Yale Theoret ast
(1859-1930)

HALL, BA 1930 Amherst Yale PE photon 1933
John Scoville PhD a 1933 Yale
(1908-1991)

Amateur 1935- Lunar crater
observations

Chrnn Wash State 1955-70 Stellar
math dept spectroscopy

Amateur 1891-1930 Sunspot

observations

Director Georgetown 0 1888-06 Atlas of
Director Vatican 0 1906-30 variable

stars

Director Yerkes 0 1895-1905 Sunspot
Director Mt Wilson 0 1904-1923 magnetism;

Spectrohel.

Director Detroit 0 1892-190
Prof math USNO 1908-23

Div dir USNO 1948-58
Director Lowell 0 1959-67+

5 Aberration;

Satellite

orbits

Starlight

polarizat.;

Elect. instr
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HAMILTON, (Br) BA 1907 Cambridge Oxford 0 Pract ast(?) 1910 Ast Lowell 0 1917-22 Planet atm
George Hall MA 1911 Cambridge Lowell 0 Planet features Ast Hamilton 0, 1924-35 Mars observ.
(1884-1935) Jamaica

H4OND,74 BS 1894 Michigan NAO 1898 Ast USNO 1917-34 Star
John Churchill MS 1896 Michigan USNO Visual astrom positions
(1871-1940)

HARPHAM,75 (W) grad a 1896 Carleton Goodsell 0 1892 Head Columbia 1897-1900 Photographic
Florence E. Chicago Theoret ast computer astrometry
(?

HARSHMAN, CE 1884 N. Ohio GWU Theoret ast 1895 Director NAO 1901-07 Celestial
Walter Scott MS 1892 OWU mechanics;
(1859-1924) PhD m 1894 GWU Orbits

HARWOOD, (W) BA 1907 Radcliffe HCO Photog photom 1907 Director Maria 1916-57 Variable
Margaret MA a 1916 Berkeley Berkeley Theoret ast Mitchell 0 stars
(1885-1979)

HAUPT, BS 1933 GWU USNO Astrometiy 1928 Ast USNO 1940-59 Aerial &
Ralph Freeman MS 1938 GWU GWU Statistical mech Asst dir NAO 1963-73 celestial
(1906-

) navigation

HAWES, (W) BA 1920 Radcliffe HCO 1921 Asst Vassar 1927-32 Spectroscopy
Marion Alberta MA 1922 Vassar McCormick 0 prof ast of Be stars
(1900-

) PhD a 1929 Michigan Michigan Stellar spectr

00
-1
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HAYES, (W) BA 1878 Oberlin Oberlin Mathematics 1893 Prof ast Wellealey 1904-16 Asteroid
Ellen orbit
(1851-

HAYFORD,76 CE 1889 Cornell USC&GS Geodesy 1889 Chief of USC&GS 1900-09 Geodesy
3obn Fillmore computing
(1868-1925) bureau

HAYFORD, (W) see Phyllis Hayford HUTCHINGS
Phyllis

HAYNES, BA 1905 Missouri Missouri Visual photom 1906 Prof ast Missouri 1923-50 Var. star
Eli Stuart NE 1907 Missouri Berkeley Theoret ast photometry;
(1880-1956) PhD a 1913 Berkeley Orbits

HAZEN,77 grad 1871 Dartmouth Sheffield Physics & 1883 Meteorol US Signal 1881-1900 Lunar effect
Henry Allen Meteorology on Earth
(1849-1900)

HEDRICK, BA 1886 Columbia NAO Theoret ast 1886 Ast NAO 1900-10 Astrometry;
Henry Benjamin Ast Yale 0 1910-18 Nutation
(1865-

HEDRICK,78 (?) NAO Theoret ast 1880 Director Georgetown 0 1906-14 Practical
John T., S.J. Cordoba 0 Visual astrom astronomy
(1853-1923)
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HECER, (W)

Mary Lea

HENRY, (W)

Marian Hawes

HENYEY,79
Louis George

(1910-1970)

HERGET, 80

Paul

(1908-1981)

HERRICK, 81

Samuel Jr.

(1911-1974)

HERTZ,82 (c3)

Hans Georg

(1915-

HETZLER,

Charles William
(1907-

see Mary Lea SHANE

see Marian Alberta HAWES

BS 1932 Case Yerkes 0 Nebular spectr 1937 Cbrrin Berkeley 1959-64 Stellar
MS 1933 Case Columbia Quantum mech act dept structure
PhD a 1937 Chicago

BA m 1931 Cincinnati Cincinnati Mathematics
MA m 1933 Cincinnati self-taught Theoret ast
PhD ma 1935 Cincinnati Berkeley Theoret act

BA 1932 Williams Berkeley Theoret ast
PhD a 1936 Berkeley

1935 Director Cincinnati 0 1943-78 Orbit

calculation;

Perturbation

1936 Prof ast UCLA 1952-62 Orbit
Cbrnn UCLA 1943-51 theory
act dept

Act NASAPhD a 1941 Yale Hamburg Theoret ast 1940

Yale Theoret act

BA 1929 Cornell Allegheny 0 Photog photom 1931

PhD a 1935 Pittsburgh
Asst ap Yerkes 0

1960-73 Celestial
mechanics

1935-39 Infrared

photometry

S
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HILL,83 (?) Self- Visual astrom 1888 Asst ast Lick 0 1888-90 Occultations
Charles B.

-

trained(?) of moons

HILL, grad 1887 GWU USNO Visual astrom 1889 Ast USNO 1920-27 Latitude
George Andrews variation;
(1858-1927) Astroruietry

HILL, (W) see Laura Hill McLAUGHLIN
Laura E.

HOFFLEIT, (W) BA 1928 Radcliffe HCO Spectr parallax 1929 Director Maria 1957-78 Variable
Dorrit MP 1932 Radcliffe Mitchell 0 stars
(1907- ) PhD a 1938 Radcliffe Pres AAVSO 1961-63

HOPFIELD, (P) BA 1917 Syracuse Berkeley Lab spectr 1923 Asst Berkeley 1925-30 Ultraviolet
John Joseph PhD p 1923 Berkeley prof phys spectroscopy
(1891-

HOWE,84 ES 1878 Massachu. JHU Math & physics 1901 Prof Case 1889-1902 Practical
Charles Sumner Ag. College math & ast astronomy;
(1858- 1939) Almucantar

HOWE,85 BA 1875 Chicago Cincinnati Visual astrom 1877 Director Chamberlin 1891-1926 Double stars
Herbert Alonzo MA a 1877 Cincinnati Boston U Theoret ast 0, Denver Nebular
(1858-1926) DSc a 1884 Boston U positions
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HUBBLE, 86

Edwin Powell
(1889-1953)

HUFFER,

Charles Morse

(1894-

HULBURT,

Edward Olson

(1890-

HUMASON, 87

Milton Lasell

(1891-1972)

HUMPHREYS,

William Jacobs

(1862-

HUNTINGTON,

Oliver Whipple
(1858-1924)

HUSSEY, 88

William Joseph

(1862-1926)

OS 1910 Chicago Yerkes 0 Nebular photog 1917 Ast

PhD a 1917 Chicago

Mt Wilson 0 1919-53 Galactic

recession

BA 1916 Albion Santiago 0 Radial vel 1917 Prof ast Wisconsin 1949-61 Spectroscop.
MA 1917 Illinois Wisconsin PE photom & eclipsing
PhD a 1926 Wisconsin binaries

BA 1911 31-lU JHU Lab photom 1915 Physicist NRL 1924-49 Ionosphere
PhD p 1915 JHU Director NRL 1949-56

of research

hs Mt Wilson 0 Nebular photog 1919 Ast Mt Wilson 1954-57 Radial

& radial vel & Palomar 0 velocities

of nebulae

BA 1886 Wash & Lee JHtJ Lab spectr 1896 Prof phys GWU 1911-33 Pressure &
CE 1888 Wash & Lee spectra;
PhD p 1897 JHU atmo physics

BA 1881 Harvard Harvard Mineralogy 1886 Director of private school Iron
MA 1882 Harvard Sorborine meteorites
PhD ch 1883 Harvard

BS 1889 Michigan Michigan Civil eng 1891 Director Detroit 0 1905-26 Double stars
Lick 0 Visual astrom Director La Plata 0 1911-17 Theoretical

astronomy
I
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HUTCHINGS, (w) ES 1926 NO Berkeley Radial vel 1932 Asst Whitman 1945- Galactic
Phyllis Hayford PhD a 1932 Berkeley prof ast rotation;
(1904- ) Orbits

HUTCHINS, BA 1883 Bowdoin Harvard Solar spectr 1887 Prof phys Bowdoin 1888-1927 Elements in
Charles Clifford MA 1884 Bowdoin Leipzig Physics)?) sun;
(1858- ) Rad. measure

HYDE, BA 1900 JHtJ JHU Lab photom 1912 Director Nela Lab 1908-23 Theory of
Edward Pechin PhD p 1906 JUT G.E. Co. radiation
(1879-

HYNEK,d ES 1931 Chicago Yerkes 0 Stellar spectr 1935

Joseph Allen PhD a 1935 Chicago

(1910-1986)

ISRPM,9° ES a 1893 Cincinnati Cincinnati Visual astrom 1892

Phillip
(?

IVES,- ES 1905 Penn JUT Color photog 1908
Herbert Eugene PhD p 1908 JUT

(1882-1953)

JACOBSEN, (Dk) BA 1923 Stanford Lick 0 Radial vel 1926
Theodor S. PhD a 1926 Berkeley
(1901-

Ast Perkins 0 1935-56

Director Dearborn 0 1960-86

Cbm Dept EU 1960-86

Asst Cincinnati 1892-97

Observatory

Physicist Bell Labs 1925-47
Pres Optical Soc 1924-25

Stellar spec

Photoelect.

instruments

Asteroid,

comet

positions

Photoelect.

cells

Prof Washington 1952-71 Variable
ast & math (Seattle) stars
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JACOBY,92 BA 1885 Columbia Cape of Visual astrom 1888 Prof ast Columbia 1904-30 Photographic
Harold PhD a 1895 Columbia Good Hope 0 astrometry
(1865-1932) Columbia Photog astrom

JANKS, BA 1895 JHU JHtJ Mathematics 1905 Thayer WtJ 1918-31 Geodesy;
George Oscar PhD m 1899 JHU prof math Gravitation
(1873-1931) astronomy

JANSKY,93 BA p 1927 Wisconsin Wisconsin Physics 1933 Radio eng Bell Labs 1926-50 Interstellar
Karl Guthe MA 1936 Wisconsin Bell Labs Radio eng radio waves
(1905-50)

JEFFERS, BA 1917 Berkeley Berkeley Theoret ast 1921 Ast Lick 0 1938-61 Astrometry;
Hamilton Moore PhD a 1921 Berkeley Orbits

(1893-

JENKINS, CE 1909 Syracuse Syracuse Civil eng 1909 Ast San Luis & 1909-37+ Stellar
Heroy San Luis 0 Photom & Dudley 0 astrometry
(1886- ) visual astrom

JENKINS,94 (W) BA 1911 Mt Holyoke Mt Holyoke 1911 Asst edit Astron J 1942-58 Trigonometr.
Louise Freeman MA a 1917 Mt Holyoke Allegheny 0 Photog astrom Asst ast Yale 0 1947-63 stellar
(1888-1970) parallax

JEWELL, (?) JHtJ Solar spectr 1895 Asst ap JHU 1904-09 Solar
Lewis Ellsworth spectroscopy
(?- )
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JOHNSON, ES 1930 Caltech Caltech Coronal polarim 1935 Res assc Caltech 1935-52 Solar corona
Josef Jerome MS 1932 OWU astrophys observations
(1899- ) PhD ap 1935 Caltech & theory

JONES, (W,Ca) BA 1935 Toronto Dunlop 0 Stellar photom 1936 Res asst HCO 1956-67 Solar
Florence Shirley MA 1936 Toronto HCO PE photom of (1939) prominence.s

(1913- ) PhD a 1941 Radcliffe galaxies

JONES,95 (W) BA 1927 Mt Holyoke Lick 0 Spectr binary 1927 Asst Lick 0 1927-31 Spectroscop.
Rebecca binary orbit

? -1966)

JORDAN,96 PhD 1889 Marietta Yerkes 0 Photog photom 1908 Director Allegheny 0 1930-41 Photometry;
Frank Craig MA 1892 Marietta Allegheny 0 variable
(1865-1941) PhD a 1914 Chicago stars

JOSE, (W) see Helen May PORTER

Helen

JOSE, BA 1929 Wash & Jeff OWU 1939 Assc dir Steward 0 1942-46 Artificial
Paul Douglas MA 1930 Syracuse Michigan Stellar spectr satellite
(1906- ) PhD a 1939 Michigan orbits

JOY,97 PhD 1903 Greenville Yerkes 0 1904 Ast Mt Wilson 0 1915-48 Stellar
Alfred Harrison MA p 1904 Oberlin Potsdam 0 Photom spectroscop.
(1882-1973) Mt Wilson 0 Solar spectr radial veloc
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JOYNER, (W) BA 1912 Smith Mt Wilson 0 Photog photom 1915 Computer Mt Wilson 0 1915-46 Stellar
Mary Cross photometii
(1889-

KAPLAN, (H) BS 1924 JHU JHU Atomic physics 1928 Cbmn UCLA 1940-44 Chemical
Joseph NE 1926 JHU meteorological aeronorry

(1902-
) PhD p 1927 JHtJ & phys dept

KARPOV, (R) BA 1930 Berkeley Berkeley Stellar spectr 1933 Asst prof Vassar 1940-44 Stellar
Boris George PhD a 1933 Berkeley ast photometry
(1903-

KARPOV, (W) see Rebecca JONES
Rebecca

EASTER, (W) see Katherine Prescott TINKER
Katherine Prescott

REELER,98 BA pa 1881 JHB Allegheny 0 Bolometry 1881 Director Allegheny 0 1889-98 Radial vel.;
James Edward Heidelberg Physics Director Lick 0 1898-1900 Nebular
(1857-1900) Berlin Physics photography

KEENAN, BS 1929 Arizona Yerkes 0 Solar spectr 1929 Prof act Perkins 0 1946-76 Stellar
Phillip Childs MS a 1930 Arizona spectroscopy
(1908- ) PhD a 1932 Chicago
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KENT, BA 1895 Yale JHU Lab spectr 1901

Norton Adams PhD p 1901 JHU Yerkes 0 Lab spectr

(1873-1944)

KIESS, BA 1910 Indiana Lick 0 Photog photon 1913

Carl Clarence PhD a 1913 Berkeley & radial vel
(1887-

KIMBALL, BS 1884 NH Ag GWU Solar radiat 1909

Herbert Harvey MS 1900 GWU
(1862-1944) PhD p 1910 GWU

KING,99 BS 1899 Berkeley Berkeley Lab spectr 1901
Arthur Scott MS 1901 Berkeley Bonn Lab spectr
(1876-1957) PhD p 1903 Berkeley Berlin

KING,10° BA 1887 Hamilton Hamilton Visual astrom 1887

Edward Skinner MA a 1890 Hamilton HCO Ast photog

(1861-1931)

KING, BA 1930 Pomona Princeton Solar spectr 1933

Robert Burnett PhD a 1933 Princeton
(1908-

KING,101 (?) USNO Visual astrom 1891

Theodore I.
(?

Cbrnn Boston U 1906-42 Lab spectros
phys dept

Phys to NBS 1924-57 wavelength
Principal standards

phys

Res assc Blue Hill 1932-39 Solar

Meteorol. 0, radiation

Harvard

Superint. Mt Wilson 0 1908-43 Thermal
phys lab excitation

of spectra

Superint. HCO 1893-1931 Photographic
photographs photometry

Phillips prof ast 1926-31

Prof phys Caltech 1952- Spectral

transition

probability

Comp to USNO 1891-1905 Astrometry
asst ast

0
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KOPAL, (Cz)

Zdenek

(1914-

KORFF, (Fi)

Serge Alexander

(1906-

KOVAL'KO,102 (R)
Michael S.

(1888-1954)

KRIEGER, (A)

Charles John
(1898-

KRON,

Gerald Edward

(1913-

KUIPER, (N)

Gerard Peter

(1905-1973)

KUNZ, 103

George Frederick
(1856-1932)

DSc a 1939 Charles U, Charles U 1937 Res assc HCO 1946-51 Theory of
Prague Cambridge Theoret dynam (1939) Chinn Victoria U, 1951-81 close binary

ast dept England motion

BA 1928 Princeton Princeton Lab spectr 1932 Prof phys NYU 1947- Cosmic rays
MA 1929 Princeton

PhD p 1931 Princeton

Dipl 1912 St Petersb Princeton Photog astrom 1927 Asst prof Swartbinore 1927-39 Stellar
Lic a 1924 Paris ast & math parallax &
PhD a 1927 Princeton prop. motion

EE 1922 Munich Tech Berkeley Stellar stat 1929 Asst prof St Louis 1929-40 Cepheid
PhD a 1929 Berkeley math & ast variables

BS 1938 Wisconsin Wisconsin PE photom 1938 Ast Lick 0 1952-65 Photometric
MS 1934 Wisconsin Berkeley PE photom Director Flagstaff 0,1965-73 instruments
PhD a 1938 Berkeley USNO

BS 1927 Leiden Leiden Stellar stat 1928 Prof ast Yerkes 0 1943-60 Statist, of
PhD a 1933 Leiden (1933) Director Lunar & 1960-73 nearby stars

Planet Lab, Arizona

grad(?) Cooper Union Cooper Union Chemistry & 1886 Agent for USC&GS 1883-1909 Meteorites
mineralogy precious

stones
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KUNZ,104 (Sw) PhD 1902 Zurich Zurich Physics(?) 1914

Jakob Cavendish Lab Experimental

(1874-1938) physics

LP,'05 (W) (?) Washburn 0 Visual astrom 1885

Alice Maxwell
-

LAMBERT, BA 1900 Harvard Harvard 1921

Walter Davis MA 1901 Harvard USC&GS Geodesy
(1879-1968)

LAMPLAND,'06 BS 1899 Valparaiso Lowell 0 Planet photog 1903

Carl Otto BA 1902 Indiana
(1873-1951) MA a 1905 Indiana

LAMSON,'07 (W) BS 1897 GWtJ USNO Theoret ast 1900
Eleanor nnie MS 1899 GWU
(1875-1932)

L?ND,-08 (G) PhD 1908 Berlin Berlin Theoret ast 1909

Gustav Leipzig 0 Stellar stat (1939)

(1880-1959)

Asst prof Illinois 1909-38 Photoelect.

to prof phys cell

development

Time ser Washburn 0 1885-87 Time;

Time ser Cordoba 0 1887-90 Visual

astrometry

Chief ast USC&GS 19? -49 Latitude
& gravity variation
section

Ast Lowell 0 1903-51 Planetary &
nebular

photography

Assc ast USNO 1925-32 Comet &
asteroid
orbits

Asst Yale 0 1941-59 Photographic

astrometry
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LARKIN,109 hs Self- Solar- 1879 Director Lowe 0, 1900-24 Meteor
Edgar Lucien trained terrestrial Echo Mt, Cal showers
(1847-1924) phenomena

LAVES, (G) PhD 1891 Berlin Berlin Celest mech 1892 Assc Chicago l90832 Celestial
Kurt (1893) prof ast mechanics
(1866-1944)

LAWTON,11° grad cl 1895 Michigan Michigan 1896 Computer USNO 1896-1901 Visual
George K. MA a 1897 Michigan Chicago Celest mech astrometry
(1873-1901) USNO Visual astrom

LEAVENWORTH," BA 1880 Indiana Cincinn 0 Visual astrom 1884 Prof ast Minnesota 1897-1927 Double star
Francis Preserved MA 1887 Indiana McCormick 0 Visual astrom measurements
(1858-1928)

LEAVIII,1-2 (W) BA
Henrietta Swan
(1868-1921)

1892 Radcliffe HCO Photog photom 1902 Asst HCO 1902-21 Cepheid

variables

LEE,'-1- BA 1907 Minnesota Chicago Spectr binary 1907 Director Dearborn 0 1929-47 Trigonometr.
Oliver Justin MS 1911 Chicago parallax;
(1881-1964) PhD a 1913 Chicago Radial vel.
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LEMON. BA 1906 Chicago Chicago Lab spectr 1912
Harvey Brace MA 1910 Chicago
(1885- ) PhD p 1912 Chicago

LEONARD,"4 BS 1918 Chicago Chicago 1921

Frederick Charles MS a 1919 Chicago Berkeley Stellar spectr
(1896-1960) PhD a 1921 Berkeley

LEUSC}RR,115 BA 1888 Michigan Lick 0 1897

Armin Otto PhD a 1897 Berlin Berlin Theoret ast
(1868-1953)

LEVY, (W) BS 1910 Berkeley Berkeley Thooret ast 1910
Sophia Hazel PhD a 1920 Berkeley
(1888-

LEWIS,116 BS 1888 GWU JHU Lab spectr 1895
Exum Percival PhD p 1895 J}{U Berlin Lab spectr
(1863-1926)

LEWIS, (W) BA 1903 Cornell NAO Theoret ast 1905
Isabel Martin MA 1905 Cornell
(1881-

LING, BS 1890 Cornell Denver Visual astrom 1900

Charles Joseph MA 1900 Denver
(1867-

Prof phys Chicago 1928-50 Lab spectros

Prof ast UCLA 1944-60 Meteorites

Chinn Berkeley 1907-38 Asteroid
ast dept perturbation

Prof math Berkeley 1949-55 Theoretical
astronomy

Cbinn Berkeley 1916-26 Ultraviolet
phys dept spectroscopy

of corona

Ast NAO 1930- Occultations

Prof Allegheny 1906-33 Asteroid &
phys College comet

& ast astrometry
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LITTELL, PhE 1891 Wesleyan USNO Visual astrom 1891 Prof math USNO 1901-33 Photographic
Frank Bowers MA 1894 UWU astrometry
(1869-

LOCNTHI, (W) see Dorothy Nell DAVIS
Dorothy

LORD, BS 1889 Wisconsin Wisconsin Practical ast 1892
Henry Curwen
(1866-1925)

LOSH, (W) BA 1920 OWtJ Michigan Stellar spectr 1920
Hazel Marie MA 1922 Michigan
(1898- ) PhD a 1924 Michigan

LOVETT, BA 1890 Bethany Virginia Visual astrom 1893
Edgar Odell PhD a 1895 Virginia Leipzig Mathematics
(1871-1957) PhD 1896 Leipzig

LOWELL,117 BA m 1876 Harvard Self- Planet features 1894
Percival trained (?)

(1855-1916)

LUBY, BA 1905 Kansas Self- Theoret dynain 1928
William Arthur MA 1919 Kansas trained(?)
(1872-

Prof act Ohio State 1900-25 Radial

velocities

Prof ast Michigan 1965- Stellar
spectroscopy

Prof ast Princeton 1905-08 Celestial

mechanics

Director Lowell 0 1894-1916 Study of

Mars

Inst Kansas City 1915-33 Theory of
math Jr College cause of
& ast sunspots
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LUYTEN, (N) BA 1918 Amsterdam Leiden Stellar stat 2921 Prof ast Minnesota 1931-75 Statist, of
Willem Jacob PhD a 1921 Leiden Lick 0 nearby stars
(1899-

LYMAN, 118

Theodore
(1874-1954)

LYON,

James Adair
(1876-1933)

LYONS,

Ulrich Sherman

(1894-

McCALLIE,

James Park
(1879-

McCUSKEY,U9
Sidney Wilcox
(1907-1979)

McDONALD, (W)

Sophia

BA 1897 Harvard Harvard Lab spectr 1904 Director Jefferson 1910-47 Ultraviolet
MA 1899 Harvard Cambridge Physics Physical Lab. spectroscopy
PhD p 1900 Harvard GOttingen Harvard

grad a 1900 Virginia Virginia Solar features 1897 Prof phys Tulane 1900-41 Sunspots;

Satellites

of Saturn

BS 1921 NU Yale 0 1921 Ast USNO 1944-61+ Stellar
USNO Visual astrom astrometry

BA 1900 Virginia Virginia Theoret ast 1909 Asst ast Virginia 1901-2 Theoretical
MA 1900 Virginia astronomy
PhD a 1903 Virginia

BS Ce 1929 Case Case Surveying 1936 Director Warner & 1959-70 Galactic
MS m 1930 MIT Harvard Radial vel Swasey 0, structure
PhD a 1936 Harvard Stellar stat Prof ast Case 1970-75

see Sophia Hazel LEVY
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McFARLAND, BA 1847 OWtJ OWU Mathematics 1876

Robert White MA 1850 OWU

(1825-1910)

McLAUGHLIN,12° BA 1923 Michigan Michigan Stellar spectr 1927

Dean Benjamin MS 1924 Michigan
(1901-1965) PhD a 1927 Michigan

McLAUGHLIN, (W) BA 1917 NU Michigan Spectrophotom 1922

Laura Hill MA 1922 NO
(1893- ) PhD a 1929 Michigan

McLOED, (?) Self- Theoret dynarn 1931

Noah W. trained)?)
-

McMATHj2- BCE 1913 Michigan Self- Photog instrum 1928
Robert Raynolds trained
(1891-1962)

MACMILLAN,'22 BA 1898 Ft Worth Chicago Celest mech 1909
William Duncan MA 1906 Chicago
(1871-1948) PhD a 1908 Chicago

McNALLY, BA 1915 Woodstock Georgetown Visual astrom 1925
Paul Aloysius, SJ NA 1917 Woodstock
(1890-1955) PhD 1921 Fordhain

Prof math Ohio State 1873-85 Eccentricity

of Earths
orbit

Prof ast Michigan 1941-65 Stellar
spectroscopy

Inst ast Vassar 1924-27 Stellar

spectro-

photometry

ANateur 1931-41 Variable

star theory

Director MHO 1931-61 Astronomical
motion-

pictures

Prof ast Chicago 1924-36 Celestial
mechanics

Director Georgetown 0 1928-48 Dark nebulae
00

Calendar
reform U)
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McNEILL, 123

Malcolm
(1855-1923)

MADDRILL,

James Davis
(1885-

MAKEMSON, (W)

Maud Worcester
(1891-

MANSON,

Edmund Sewall

(1875-

MARKOWITZ, (P)

Will jam

(1907-

MARRIOTT,124
Ross Walter

(1882-1955)

MARSHAK,

Robert Eugene
(1916-

BA 1877 Princeton Princeton Visual astrom 1878

MA a 1880 Princeton

BA 1903 Berkeley Berkeley
PhD a 1907 Berkeley

BA 1925 Berkeley Berkeley
MA a 1927 Berkeley
PhD a 1930 Berkeley

BS 1897 MIT Lowell 0
MS 1898 MIT HCO

Visual photom 1907

Theoret ast 1930

Visual astrom

BS 1927 Chicago Chicago Stat of

MS 1929 Chicago binary stars
PhD a 1931 Chicago

BA 1906 Indiana Penn Mathematics
MA 1907 Swarthmore Swarthmore Photog astrom
PhD m 1911 Penn

BA 1936 Columbia Cornell Nuclear phys

PhD p 1939 Cornell & theoret ap

Prof Lake Forest 1888-1923 Planet &
ast & math satellite

positions

Ast ILO, Ukiah 1907-12 Astrometry;

Geodesy

Asst prof Vassar 1932-57 Celestial
ast mechanics

1899 Prof ast Ohio State 1923-47 Proper

motion of

stars

1931 Ast USNO 1933-66 Motion of
Prof phy Marquette U 1966-72 earths pole

1927 Prof Swarthmore 1927-52 Double stars
math & ast Lunar motion

1939 Chmn Rochester 1950-64 Stellar

phys dept energy 00

source
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MARSHALL, BA 1929 OWU Michigan Stellar spectr 1932 Ast Cook 0, 1940-49 Analysis of

Roy Kenneth MA 1930 Michigan Penn stellar

(1907- ) PhD a 1932 Michigan spectra

MAURY,125 (W) BA 1887 Vassar HCO Stellar spectr 1889 Res assc HCO 1917-35 Spectral

Antonia classes

(1866-1952)

MAXWELL, BA 1923 Berkeley Berkeley Stellar stat 1927 Assc Michigan 1937-46 Comet &

Allan Douglas PhD a 1927 Berkeley prof ast asteroid

(1901- ) orbits

MAYALL, (W) BA 1925 Swartbmore HCO Spectra of 1924 Director AAVSO 1949-73 Variable

Margaret Walton MA a 1928 Radcliffe variable stars star spectr

(1902- ) & photom

MAYALL,126 BA 1928 Berkeley Lick 0 Galactic stat 1929 Director KPNO 1960-71 Radial

Nicholas Ulrich PhD a 1934 Berkeley velocities

(1906-1993) of galaxies

MEES,-27 (Br) BS 1903 London London Photographic 1914 Director Kodak 1912-47 Photographic
Charles E. K. DSc 1906 London development res lab research

(1882-1960) (Chemistry)

MEGGERS,'28 BA 1910 Ripon NBS Lab spectr 1917 Chief NBS 1920-58 Wavelength
William Frederick MA P 1916 Wisconsin JHU Lab spectr spectr standards

(1888-1966) PhD p 1917 JHU section
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MEHLIN,

Theodore Grefe
(1906-1971)

MELLISH, 129

John E.
-

MENZEL,

Donald Howard
(1901-1976)

MEPRILL,'3°
George Perkins

(1854-1929)

MERRILL,

John Ellsworth
(1902-

MERRILL, 131

Paul Willard

(1887 -1961)

METCALF, 132

Joel Hastings

(1866-1925)

BA 1927 Drake

ME 1930 Drake

P1-iD a 1935 Yale

(fl Self- Sky search

trained(?)

Yerkes 0
Yale PE photometry

1935 Prof ast Williams

1907 Amateur

BA 1920 Denver Denver 1924
ME 1923 Princeton Princeton Stellar spectr
PhD a 1924 Princeton

BS 1879 Maine US National Petrography 1888
MS 1883 Maine Museum

PhD g 1889 Maine

MS 1927 Case Princeton Photog photom 1931
ME 1929 Princeton
PhD a 1931 Princeton

BA 1908 Stanford Lick 0 Stellar spectr 1913
PhD a 1913 Berkeley NBS Lab IR spectr

grad 1890 seminary Self- Optics & photog 1904
trained sky search

1942-71 Stellar

photometry

1907-17 Comet

discovery

Director HCO 1954-66 Theory of
Pres IAU Coin 17 1964-67 astronomical

spectra

Geol. US National 1887-1929 Meteorite
curator Museum petrography

Prof ast OWtJ 1951-59 Eclipsing

variable

orbits

Ast Mt Wilson 0 1919-52 Variable
star spectra

Amateur 1904-25 Doublet lens
Comet

discoveries C"
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MEYER, BA 1906 JHU JHU Vibrations 1917

Charles Ferdinand PhD p 1912 JHU

(1887-

MEYER,'33 BS a 1907 Drake Lick 0 Nebular polarim 1919

William Ferdinand PhD a 1919 Berkeley

(1880-1948)

MICHELSON,'34 (C) grad 1873 USNA Berlin Physics 1878

Albert Abraham Heidelberg Physics

(1852-1931) Paris Lab interferom

MIKESELL, BA a 1935 Berkeley USNO Visual astrom 1935

Alfred Hougham no deg 1944-47 at GWU GWU
(1914-

MILLER, PhD 1886 Baldwin Princeton Theoret ast 1890

Dayton Clarence MA 1889 Baldwin & visual astrom
(1866-1941) DSc a 1890 Princeton

MILLER, BS 1930 Harvard Harvard Stellar stat 1934

Freeman Devold MA 1932 Harvard
(1909- ) PhD a 1934 Harvard

MILLER,'35 BA 1890 Indiana Chicago Mathematics 1900

John Anthony MA 1893 Stanford

(1859-1946) PhD m 1899 Chicago

Assc Michigan 1930-50 Infrared

prof phys spectroscopy

Prof ast Berkeley 1929-48 Spectroscop.

binaries

Chrnn Chicago 1892-1929 Astronomical

phys dept interferom.

Ast USNO 1936-48 Photoelect.
Ap USNO 1948- stellar

photometry

Prof phys Case 1895-1941 Motion of

earth in

ether

Prof ast Michigan 1955-77 Comets

Director Sproul 0, 1911-36 Stellar
Swarthmore parallax
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MILLIKAN,136

Robert Andrews

(1868-1953)

MINKOWSKI,137 (G)

Rudolph L. B.
(1895-1976)

MITCHELL,'38 (Ca)
Samuel Alfred
(1874-1960)

MITCHELL, 139

Walter Mann
(1880-1947)

MOFFITC,

George Wilbur
(1887-

MOHLER,

John Frederick
(1864-1930)

BA 1891 Oberlin Columbia Lab polarim 1916

MA 1893 Oberlin Berlin Physics
PhD p 1895 Columbia Gottingen Physics

PhD p 1921 Breslau Breslau Lab spectr 1933

(1935)

MA 1894 Queen's(Ca) JHU Spectr instrum 1898

PhD a 1898 JHU Yerkes 0 Photog astrom

BS ma 1902 Penn Princeton Solar spectr

PhD a 1905 Princeton

BA 1910 Iowa Lick 0

PhD p 1913 Stanford Stanford Elect measure

BA 1897 Dickinson JHU Lab spectr

MA 1890 Dickinson

PhD p 1897 JHU

1905

Director Caltech 1921-46 Cosmic rays

Bridge Lab

Ast Mt Wilson 1935-60 Nebular

(& Palomar) 0 spectroscopy
Supernovae

Director McCormick 0 1913-45 Stellar

parallax;

Eclipses

Asst Michigan 1910-13 Sunspot

prof ast spectroscopy

1911 Res assc Yerkes 0 1926-37 Stellar

paral lax

1896 Prof phys Dickinson 1896-1930 Solar

spectroscopy
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MOHLER, 140

Orren Cuthbert
(1908-1985)

MONK, (Br)
George Spencer
(1884--

MOORE,

Alfred Finley
(1884-

MOORE, (W)

Charlotte Eiruna

MOORE, 141

Joseph Haines
(1878-1949)

MOREHOUSE, 142

Daniel Walter
(1876-1941)

MORGAN, 143

Herbert Rollo
(1875-1957)

BA 1929 E Mich Michigan Stellar spectr 1933 Director MHO 1961-70 Solar
MA 1930 Michigan Chin dept Michigan 1962-70 spectroscopy
PhD a 1933 Michigan

BS pm 1914 Chicago Mt Wilson 0 Lab spectr 1913 Assc Chicago 1942-49 Lab
PhD p 1923 Chicago Yerkes 0 Stellar spectr prof phys spectroscopy

Chicago Lab spectr

BS 1908 Berkeley SAD Solar bolom 1917 Field dir SAO 1917-48 Solar
solar radiation
stat ions

see Charlotte Moore SITTERLY

BA 1897 Wilmington JHU Lab spectr 1903 Director Lick 0 1942-46 Stellar
PhD p 1903 JHU radial

velocities

BS 1900 Drake Yerkes 0 Ast photog 1907 Prof Drake 1900-22 Comet
BS 1902 Chicago Berkeley Theoret ast phys & ast discovery
PhD a 1914 Berkeley

BA 1899 Virginia Virginia Theoret ast 1901 Prin ast USNO 1929-44 Stellar
PhD a 1901 Virginia Pres IAU CorriTi 1938-48 astrometry

Assc ed ApJ 1942-48
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MORGAN, BS 1927 Chicago Yerkes 0 Stellar spectr 1931 Director Yerkes & 1960-64 Stellar
William Wilson PhD a 1931 Chicago McDonald 0 spectroscopy

(1906-

MORRISON, (Ca)

Joseph
(1848-

MOTZ,

Lloyd
(1910-

MOULTON,'44
Forest Ray
(1872-1952)

MULDERS, (W)

Elizabeth S.

(1907-1948)

MULDERS, (N)

Gerard F. W.

(1908-

MYERS, 145

George William

(1864-

3M 1872 Toronto NAO Theoret ast 1881 Ast NAO
MA 1872 Acadia Syracuse Theoret ast

PhD m 1884 Syracuse

BS 1930 CCNY Columbia Quantum mech 1941

PhD p 1936 Columbia

BA 1894 Albion Chicago Celest mech 1900

PhD a 1900 Chicago

BA 1926 UCLA Berkeley Theoret ast 1928

MA 1928 Berkeley

1881-94 Asteroid

perturbation

Prof ast Columbia 1962- Internal

constitution
of stars

Prof ast Chicago 1912-26 Celest. mech
Planetisinal

hypothesis

Computer Mt Wilson 0 1928-47 Solar

magnetism

85 1929 Utrecht Utrecht Astrophysics 1934 Assc to NSF 1959-69 Solar
MA 1933 Utrecht Mt Wilson 0 Spoctrophotom (1935) program spectroscopy
PhD ap 1934 Utrecht director

BL 1889 Illinois Munich Theoret ast 1898 Assc prof Illinois 1897-1900 Variable
1891 Illinois & visual astrom math & ast stars

PhD a 1896 Munich
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NASSAU,146 (Gr)

Jason John
(1893-1965)

NEUBAUER, 147 (Cz)

Ferdinand John
(1886-1952)

NEWKIRK,

Burt Leroy
(1876-

NEWTON, 148

Arthur

? -1927)

NICHOLS, 149

Ernest Fox

(1869-1924)

NICHOLSON, 150

Seth Barnes
(1891-1963)

CE 1915 Syracuse Edinburgh 0

MS 1915 Syracuse Syracuse Mathematics

PhD m 1920 Syracuse Cambridge Stellar stat

BA 1910 Oregon Berkeley Theoret ast

MA 1912 Oregon

PhD a 1917 Berkeley

BA 1897 Minnesota Minnesota

MA 1899 Minnesota Munich Visual astrom

PhD a 1902 Munich

(?) NAO Theoret ast

MS p 1892 Cornell Berlin Lab radiat

PhD p 1897 Cornell Cornell Lab radiat

1920 Director Warner &

Swasey 0,

Case

1917 Ast ILO, Ukiah

In charge Santiago 0

Assc ast Lick 0

1900 Asst Lick 0

1924-56 Stellar

statistics;

Red stars

1918-22 Spectroscop.

1923-27 binaries

1939-50

1906-07 Asteroid

orbits

1904 Asst NAO 1904-27 Lunar

positions

1898 Prof phys Yale 1916-20 Planetary &

Asst ed ApJ 1898-1904 stellar

radiometry

BS 1912 Drake Lick 0 Theoret ast & 1914 Ast Mt Wilson 0 1915-57 Radiometry;

PhD a 1915 Berkeley photog astrom Discovered
Jovian moons

C
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NININGER,'5' BA 1914 McPherson Self- Mineralogy 1923 Director American
Harvey Harlow MA b 1916 Pomona trained Meteoritics Meteorite
(1887- ) Museum

NUTrING, BA 1897 Stanford Cornell Lab polarim 1900 Phys Kodak Co.
Percy Gilman MS 1899 Berkeley Geophys USGS
(1873- ) PhD p 1903 Cornell

OGBURN, CE 1892 Vanderbilt Dudley 0 Visual astrom 1893

John Hutcheson
(1868-

OKEEFE, BA 1937 Harvard Chicago Stellar stat 1941
John Aloysius PhD a 1941 Chicago

(1916-

Prof Lehigh

math & act

1946-60 Meteorites &
craters

1912-16 Lab spectr;

1925-43 Mineral

analysis

1912-40 Asteroid

positions &
orbs ts

Geophys NASA, 1958- Origin of
Goddard Center Moon

OLCOTT,D BS Trinity HCO Visual photom 1911 Amateur
William Tyler MA 1896 Trinity Secretaiy AAVSO
(1873-1936)

OLIVIER, BA 1905 Virginia Virginia Meteor orbits 1911 Director Flower 0
Charles Pollard MA 1908 Virginia Director Cook 0
(1884- ) PhD a 1911 Virginia

PADDOCK,'53 PhD 1902 Brown Virginia Theoret act 1906 Asst act Lick 0
George Frederick MA 1906 Virginia Santiago 0 Radial vel
(1879-1955) PhD a 1912 Virginia

1905-36 Long-period
1911-36 var. stars

1928-54 Meteor orbit
1940-54 Double stars

1931-46 Spectroscop.
binaries C
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PAGE,'54 PhB 1904 Yale Yale Electrodynamics 1920

Leigh PhD p 1913 Yale

(1889-1952)

PAGE, BS 1934 Yale Oxford 0 Nebular spectr 1938

Thornton Leigh PhD ap 1938 Oxford

(1913-

PALNER, 35 1898 Berkeley Lick 0 Stellar spectr 1903

Harold King PhD a 1903 Berkeley

(1878-1960)

PALNER,'55 (W) grad 1887 Vassar

Margaretta PhD a 1894 Yale

(1862-1924)

Yale 0 Theoret ast 1889

PARASKEVOPOULOS,!bb DSc a 1910 Athens Greek Nat 0 1920

John Stefanos (Or) Yerkes 0 Spectr binary

(1889-1951) Mt Wilson 0

PARKHURST,157 35 1886 Rose Poly Self- Visual photon 1894

John Adelbert BA 1897 Wheaton trained)?)

(1861-1925) MS 1897 Rose Poly Yerkes 0 Visual photom

PATTERSON, (W) see Florence Shirley JONES

Florence Shirley

Prof Yale 1922-52 Radiation

math phys pressure;

Relativity

Prof ast Wesleyan 1958-68 DV spectro-

Astrophy Naval Lab 1971-76 photometry

Asst Lick 0 1903-06 Stellar

radial

velocities

Res asst Yale 0 1912-24 Catalog of

stellar

positions

In charge Boyden Sta, 1923-51 Astronomical

HCO photography

Assc prof Yerkes 0 1919-25 Stellar

ast photometry
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PAYNE-GAPOSCHKIN,158 BA 1923 Cambridge Cambridge Theoret ap 1925

Cecilia (Br,W) PhD a 1925 Radcliffe HCO Stellar spectr

(1900-1979)

PEASE,'59 BS me 1901 Armour Yerkes 0 Ast optics 1901

Francis Gladheim
(1881-1938)

PECK, BA 1885 Syracuse Strassburg Theoret act 1893

Henry Allen MA 1888 Syracuse

(1863- )
PhD 1896 Strassburg

PELTIER, hs Self-train Sky search 1925

Leslie Copus AAVSO Visual photom

(1900-

PEPRINE,-60 hs Lick 0 Ast photog 1893

Charles Dillon
(1867-1951)

PETERS, he USNO Ast photog l9OC

George Henry
(1863-1947)

PETTIT,16' BEd 1911 Nebr Norm Washburn Visual astrom l9l

Edison PhD a 1920 Chicago Chicago Spectroheliog

(1889-1962)

Phillips HCO 1938-66 Stellar

ast physics

Chmn dept Harvard 1956-66

Act Mt Wilson 0 1911-38 Interferom.;

Telescope

design

Prof ast Syracuse 1893-1918 Comet orbits

Member AAVSO 192 5-54 Comet discov
Variable

stars

Ast Lick 0 1893-1909 Jupiter moon

Director Cordoba 0 1909-36 discoveries;

Act photog

Photog USNO 1900-47 Photographic

astrometry

Act Mt Wilson 0 1920-55 Radiometry;

PE photomet.
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PFUND,'62 BS 1901 Wisconsin JHU Lab polarim 1908 Prof phys JHU

August Herman PhD p 1906 JHU

(1879-1948)

PHILLIPS, BA 1898 St. Xavier JHU Mathematics 1919

Edward Charles, SJ PhD m 1908 JHU Georgetown Visual astrom

(1877-

PICKERING.'63 BS 1879 MIT HCO Ast photog 1878

William Henry
(1858-1938)

PIERCE,164 BS 1928 Michigan Michigan Photog astrom 1931

Newton Lacy MS a 1934 Michigan Princeton Visual photom

(1905-1950) PhD a 1937 Princeton

PITh,'65 BA 1910 Swartl-unore Swartbmore Photog astrom 1915

John Himes MA 1911 Swarthinore Berkeley Theoret ast

(1890-1952)

POGO, (R) EE 1920 Liege Chicago Spectr binary 1928

Alexander MA m 1926 Columbia

(1893- ) PhD a 1928 Chicago

1927-48 Fe spectral

wave? engths

Director Georgetown 1925-28 Astrometry;

Observatory Lunar

occultations

Asst HCO 1887-1924 Visual obser
prof ast Mars & Moon

Assc Princeton 1946-50 Variable

prof ast stars;

PE photometr

Assc prof Swarthmore 1928- Stellar

math & ast parallax;

Binary mass

Historian Carnegie I. 1929- History of

ancient

astronomy

LI'
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POOR,166 BS 1886 CONY JHtJ Theoret ast 1888 Prof Columbia 1910-44 Celest. mech

Charles Lane MS 1890 JHU Celestial Anti-

(1866-1951) PhD a 1892 JHU mechanics relativity

POOR,'67 BA 1897 Dartmouth Princeton Theoret act 1904 Prof ast Dartmouth 1917-33 Asteroid &

John Merrill PhD a 1904 Princeton double star

(1871-1933) orbits

POPPER, BA 1934 Berkeley Lick 0 Spectrophotom 1938 Chmn dept UCL1 1951-63 Stellar

Daniel Magnes PhD a 1938 Berkeley Prof ast UCLA 1955-78 spectroscopy

(1913- )
& radial vel

PORTER,'68 (W) MA a 1928 Carleton Carleton Photog astrom 1931 Inst ast Mt Holyoke 1931-38 Lunar

Helen May occultations
-

PORTER,169 BA Norwich MIT Architecture 1916 Amateur 1905- Design of

Russell W. BA arch MIT Self- Teles design Assc Mt Wilson 0 1928- 200' mount

(1871-1949) trained optics

PRESTON, CE 1875 Cornell French VTC Astrornetry('?) 1882 Editor Publ USC&GS 1899-1906 Variation of

Erasrmis Darwin Cordoba 0 latitude;

(1851-1906) Gravity meas

PRINCE, (W) see Helen Walter DODSON
Helen
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PRITCHETT,170 BA 1875 Prichett USNO Visual astrom 1882 Prof ast WU 1881-97 Stellar

Henry Smith PhD 1894 Munich Supt USC&GS 1897-1900 astrometry

(1857-1939)

PUTNAN, BS 1890 Rose USC&GS Geodesy 1890 Asst USC&GS 1894-1910 Geodesy,

George Rockwell MS 1895 Rose

(1865-

navigation

QUIMSY,-" Self- Solar features 1890 Amateur 1890-1922 Numbers of

Allen W. (Reverend) trained(?) sunspots

? -1922)

R7NDALL, PbB 1893 Michigan Michigan Lab interferom 1911 Cbmn Michigan 1917-40 Infrared

Harrison M. PhD p 1902 Michigan phys dept lab spectra

(1870-

RAYMOND, BA 1905 Harvard Dudley 0 Visual astrom 1905 Ast Dudley 0 1918-40 Stellar

Harry positions

(1876-

RAYNSFORD,172 (?) USNO

George M.

(?

REBER,173 BS 1933 Ill. Tech Self-

Grote trained

(1911-

Visual astrom 1918 Computer USNO 1918-42 Occultations

to assc ast & comet

positions

Radio ast 1940 Staff NBS-Radio d 1947-53 Cosmic radio

Private research 1953- emissions
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RECHT,'74 BA 1920 Denver Chicago Theoret ast 1939 Director Chamberlin 1926-62 Comet &

Albert William ME 1924 Denver Observatory, asteroid

(1898-1962) PhD a 1940 Chicago Denver positions

REED,175 ME Princeton (?) Visual astrom 1891 Asst prof Princeton 1892-1901 Visual
Taylor ast astrometry
(?

REED, no deg 1889-92 Harvard HCO Visual photon 1890 Asst Princeton 1901-05 Visual

William Maxwell prof ast photometry
(1871-

REES,176 ME 1875 Columbia Columbia Geodesy 1881 Prof ast Columbia 1892-1907 Variation of
John Krom ME 1875 Columbia latitude
(1851-1907) PhD a 1894 Columbia

REESE, BA 1897 JHU JHU Lab spectr 1900 Spectr Lick 0 1901-03 Radial

Herbert Meredith PhD p 1900 JHTJ Spectr Yerkes 0 1903-04 velocities;
(1873- ) Prof phys Missouri 1921-44 Lab spectr

RENSE, ES 1935 Case West. Ohio State Spectrophotom 1937 Co-dir Space Phys 1956-78 Ultraviolet
William Alfonzo MS 1937 Ohio State Lab, Colorado spectroscopy
(1914- ) PhD p 1939 Ohio State

REUYL, (N) PhD pa 1927 Utrecht Utrecht Physics 1931 Asst prof McCormick 0 1938-43 Stellar
Dirk McCormick 0 Photog astrom ast parallax
(1906- ) 00
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RICE, BS 1893 GWU NAO Theoret ast 1892 Asst ast USNO 1902-07 Interpolat.

Herbert Louis MS 1894 GWU Prof math USNA 1907-33 theory;

(1869- )
Asteroid obs

RICHARDSON, BA 1926 UCLA Lick 0 Solar spectr 1931 Asst act Mt Wilson 1931-58 Sunspots;

Robert Shirley PhD a 1931 Berkeley (& Palomar) 0 Planetary

(1902- ) atmospheres

RIC1-ThOND,'77 (W) grad (?) Carleton Goodsell 0 Theoret act 1913 Computer Mt Wilson 0 1913-47 Satellite &

Myrtle Leila Mt Wilson 0 Photon astrom Pluto orbits

(?

RIEKE, (W) BA 1928 NU HCO Spectr parallax 1932

Carol Anger MS 1929 ND

(1908- ) PhD a 1932 Radcliffe

RIGGE,'78 grad 1870 St. Xavier Georgetown Theoret act

William F., SJ PhD a 1917 Georgetown
(1857-1927)

RITCHEY,'79 no deg 1883-87 Cincinn Cincinn Optics &

George Willis mech eng(P)

(1864-1945)

RITTER,'8° (?) Michigan Michigan Theoret ast

William McKnight NAG Theoret ast

(1846-1917)

Tutor Radcliffe 1933-36 Spectroscop.

act parallax

1895 Prof phys Creighton 1896-1927 Occultation

& ast predictions

1896 Act Mt Wilson 0 1905-19 Reflector

optics &

construction

1881 Amateur 1881-98 Perturbation

of asteroids
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ROACH,

Franklin Evans
(1905-

ROBERTSON, 181

A. James

(1867-1960)

ROBERTSON, 182

Howard Percy
(1903-1961)

ROBINSON,

Lirnmye Vernon

(1898-

ROE,

Edward Drake
(1859-1929)

ROSS, 183

Frank Elmore
(1874-1960)

ROSSITER,

Richard Alfred
(1886-

BS 1927 Michigan Perkins 0 1932 Phys NBS 1954-65 Astronomical
MS 1930 Chicago Yerkes 0 Stellar spectr spectroscopy
PhD a 1935 Chicago

BS 1892 Michigan NAO Theoret ast 1893 Dir NAO 1929-39 Eclipse

computing

BS 1922 Washington Caltech Relativity 1933
MS 1923 Washington
PhD mp 1925 Caltech

BA 1921 Texas Chicago 1931
MA 1922 Texas HCO Photog photon
PhD a 1931 Harvard

BA 1885 Harvard Yerkes 0 Visual astrorn 1915
MA 1886 Harvard
PhD m 1898 Erlangen

BS 1896 Berkeley Berkeley Mathematics & 1901
PhD m 1901 Berkeley celest mech

Kodak Co. Photog & lenses

BA 1914 Wesleyan Michigan Theoret ast 1923
MA 1920 Michigan

PhD a 1923 Michigan

Prof Caltech
math phys

Ast HCO

1947--El Cosmology

& relativity

theory

1931-32 Variable
stars

Director Syracuse 0 1919-29 Double star
Prof math Syracuse 1901-29 measurements

Prof ast Chicago 1928-42 Lens optics;

Photographic

sky survey

In charge LHO 1926-51 Double stars

C
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ROWLAND, 184

Henry Augustus
(1848-1901)

ROY,

Arthur Joy

(1869-1948)

RUDNICK,'85 (W)

Jessie
(?

RUDNICK,

Paul

(1911-

RUFUS, 186

Will Carl
(1876-1946)

RUSSELL, 187

Henry Norris
(1877-1957)

CE 1870 Rensselaer Rensselaer Physics 1887

CE 1893 Union Dudley 0 Visual astrom 1893

MA 1897 Union

BS (?) McDonald 0 Spectrophotom 1936

BS a&p 1930 Chicago McDonald 0 Spoctrophotom 1936

PhD a 1936 Chicago

BA 1902 Albion Michigan Stellar spectr 1915

MA 1908 Michigan

PhD a 1915 Michigan

BA 1897 Princeton Princeton Theoret ast 1899

MA 1898 Princeton Cambridge Photog astrom

PhD a 1900 Princeton

Prof phys JHU 1876-1901 Concave grat

Solar wave-

length stand

Asst Dudley 0 1893-1936 Stellar

Res assc Dudley 0 1936-48 positions &
motions

Asat McDonald 0 1936-39 Color index

of sky

Phys NASA, 1970- Optics &

Goddard electronics

Prof ast Michigan 1941-46 Cepheid

variables

Prof ast Princeton 1911-47 H-R diagram;

Res assc Mt Wilson 0 1922-42 Star evol.;

Spect theory

.-'
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SAMPSON,188 grad 1861 USNA USNO Visual astrom 1878 Asst USNO 1883-84 Comet
William Thomas positions
(1840-1902)

S1'NFORD, 35 1879 Carthage Berlin Elect meas)?) 1912 Prof phys Stamford 1891-1919 Lab spectr
Fernando MS 1879 Carthage
(1854-

SANFORD, BA 1905 Minnesota Santiago 0 Radial vel 1906 Ast Mt Wilson 0 1918-50 Stellar
Roscoe Frank PhD a 1917 Berkeley Lick 0 Nebular stat radial
(1883-1958) velocities

SAUNDERS, (Ca) BA 1895 Toronto JHtJ Lab bolom 1901 Prof phys Harvard 1923-41 Theory of
Frederick Albert PhD p 1899 JHtJ spectral
(1875-1963) series

SAWYER,19° hs Self- Visual photom 1878 Amateur 1876-1905 Meteors;
Edwin F. trained Variable
(1849- ) stars

SCHAEBERLE,'91 (G) CE 1876 Michigan Michigan Theoret ast & 1876 Ast Lick 0 1888-98 Meridian
John Martin visual astrom circle;
(1853-1924) solar camera

SCHILT, (N) PhD a 1924 Groningen Leiden 0 Stellar stat 1921 Ruth.prof Columbia 1936-62 Stellar
Jan Mt Wilson 0 Photog photom (1925) Director Rutherfurd 0 1933-62 statistics
(1894- )
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SCHLESINGER,192 BS 1890 CONY Columbia Photog astrom 1898

Frank MA 1897 Columbia

(1871-1943) PhD a 1898 Columbia

SCHWARZSCHILD,193 (G) PhD a 1935 GOttingen Gottingen Theoret ap 1935

Martin Oslo Theoret ap

(1912-

SCOTT, BS 1935 GWU USNO Visual astroin 1929

Francis Patrick MS 1940 Catholic

(1906-

SEAGRAVE,'94 (?) HCO Visual photom 1883

Frank Evans

(1860-

SEZRES,195 BS 1895 Berkeley Berkeley Theoret act 1899

Frederick Hanley Munich Theoret ast

(1873-1964) Paris Mathematics

SEE)-96 BA 1889 Missouri Berlin Visual astrom 1892

Thomas CT. J. MA 1892 Missouri & theoret ast

(1866- ) PhD a 1892 Berlin

Director Allegheny 0 1905-20 Photographic

Director Yale 0 1920-41 stellar

parallax

Higgins Princeton 1950-79 Stellar evol
prof ast by numerical

analysis

Superv. IJSNO 1955-70 Stellar

act astrometry
Comm pres IAU 1958-64

Pmateur 1883-1934 Variable

stars

Asst dir Mt Wilson 0 1925-40 Stellar

photometry

Inst ast Chicago 1893-96 Unorthodox
In charge Mare Is. 0 1899-1930 cosmological

USNO theories
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SEYFERT, 197

Carl Keenan
(1911-1960)

SHANE, 198

Charles Donald
(1895-1983)

SH7NE, (W)

Maiy Lea
(1897-

SHAPLEY, 199

Harlow

(1885-1972)

SHAW,

Robert William
(1904-

SHERMZN,

Orray Taft
-

SHORTLEY,

George Hiram
(1910-1980)

BS 1933 Harvard HCO Photog photom 1936 Ast McDonald 0 1936-40 Discovery of

MA 1934 Harvard of galaxies Prof Vanderbilt 1951-60 Seyfert

PhD a 1936 Harvard ast & phys galaxies

BA 1915 Berkeley Lick 0 Stellar spectr 1920 Director Lick D 1945-58 Solar speccr

PhD a 1920 Berkeley Distribution

of nebulae

BA 1919 Berkeley Lick 0 Stellar spectr 1919 Graduate Lick D 1919-1924 Stellar

PhD a 1925 Berkeley student spectroscopy

BA a 1910 Missouri Missouri Practical ast 1913 Director HCO 1921-52 Cepheid var.

MA a 1911 Missouri Princeton Visual photom Structure of

PhD a 1913 Princeton & theoret ast Milky Way

BS 1926 Allegheny Cornell Lab spectr 1935 Director Fuertes 0 1942-70 DV stellar

MS 1929 Purdue Cbmn Cornell 1942-59 spectroscopy

PhD p 1934 Cornell ast dept Astrochem.

(?) Yale Visual astrom 1885 JHtJ student (fl 1885-92 Stellar

JHU Visual spectr spectroscopy

BEE 1930 Minnesota Princeton Quantum mech 1936

MA 1932 Princeton

PhD p 1933 Princeton

Prof phys Ohio State 1949-80 Atomic spect
theory

I
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SILBERSTEIN, (P)

Ludwik
(1872-1948)

SITTERLY,

Bancroft Walker

(1895-1977)

SITTERLY,20° (W)
Charlotte Moore
(1898-1990)

SKELLET,

Albert Melvin
(1901-

SLIPHER, 201

Earl Carl

(1883-1964)

SLIPHER, 202

Vesto Melvin
(1875-1969)

SLOCUM,203

Frederick
(1873-1944)

PhD mp 1894 Berlin Berlin Mathematical 1916

physics (1920)

BA 1917 Princeton Princeton Theoret ast & 1922
MA 1920 Princeton visual photom
PhD a 1922 Princeton

BA m 1920 Swarthmore Princeton Atomic spectr 1932
PhD a 1931 Berkeley Berkeley Solar spectr

BA 1924 MU Bell Labs Radio ast 1933
MS 1927 MU Princeton
PhD a 1933 Princeton

BA 1906 Indiana Lowell 0 Planet features 1908
MA a 1908 Indiana

BA ma 1901

MA a 1903

PhD a 1909

BA 1895

MA 1896

PhD in 1898

Indiana Lowell 0
Indiana

Indiana

Brown Brown

Brown Yerkes 0
Brown

Planet specer 1903

Applied math 1910

Spectroheliog

Math phys Kodak Co. 1920-29 Theory of

relativity

Asst prof Wesleyan 1923-45 Eclipsing
ast variables

Res assc Princeton 1936-45 Spectr analy
Phys BBS 1945-68 Wavelength
Comm pres lAD 1961-67 standards

Staff Bell Labs 1929-44 Meteor radio
emission;

Coronavisor

Ast Lowell 0 1908-1964 Photography

of Mars

Director Lowell 0 1917-52 Radial

velocities

of nebulae

Director Van Vleck 0 1914-18, Stellar
1920-44 parallax

UI
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SLOCUM, (W) BA 1921 Smith Lick 0 Color indices 1930
Lois Tripp MA 1924 Smith & stellar stat
(1899-1951) PhD a 1930 Berkeley

SMILEY, BA 1924 Berkeley Berkeley Theoret ast 1927
Charles Hugh MA 1925 Berkeley
(1903- ) PhD m 1927 Berkeley

SMITH, BA 1923 Carleton Lick 0 Color indices 1926
Clifford Edward MA 1926 Swarthmore & stellar stat
(1903- ) PhD a 1936 Berkeley

SMITH, BA 1903 Minnesota Lick 0 Visual astrom 1903
Elliott PhD a 1910 Cincinnati Cincinnati Practical ast
(1875-1943)

SMITH,204 BS 1921 Caltech Caltech Lab spectr 1925
Sinclair PhD p 1924 Caltech Mt Wilson 0 Teles design
(1899-1938)

SNOW, (?) NAO Theoret ast 1904
Arthur
(1867-

SOLLENBERGER, BS 1913 Marion USNO Astronetry 1914
Paul

(1891-

Asst prof Smith 1934-43 Asteroid
ast orbits

Director Ladd 0, 1938-69 Theoretical
Brown astronomy

Prof ast San Diego 1946- Photo astrom
State & photometry

of stars

Ast Cincinn. 0 1911-43 Meridian
Director Cincinn. 0 1940-43 circle

observations

Asst phys Mt Wilson 0 1923-38 Developed a

ultraviolet

spectrograph

Sr ast USNO 1930-38 Asteroid
Asst dir NAO 1929-38 orbits;

Star tables

Prin ast USNO 1938-53 Time

determinat.
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SPARROW,

Carroll Mason
(1880-1941)

SPERRA,

William E.

(?

SPITZER,205

Lyman, Jr
(1914-

STEAENS,

Carl Leo
(1892-1972)

STEBBINS,206

Joel

(1878-1966)

STEPHENS, (W)

Jessica

STERNBERC, (W)

Elizabeth

BA 1908 JHTJ JHtJ Theory of 1911 Prof Virginia
PhD p 1911 JHU spectroscopes

(?) Self- Visual photon 1893 mateur
trained(?)

BA 1935 Yale Cambridge Nuclear phys 1938

MA 1937 Princeton Princeton Theoret ap &
PhD ap 1938 Princeton spectrophotom

BA 1917 Wesleyan Yale Photog photom 1923
PhD a 1923 Yale

BS 1899 Nebraska Wisconsin Visual photom 1901

PhD a 1903 Berkeley Berkeley Stellar spectr
Munich PE photom

see Jessica May YOUNG

see Elizabeth Sternberg MULDERS

1920-41 Theory of

spectroscope

1893-1913 Variable

stars

Chrnn Princeton 1947-79 Theoretical
dept act astrophysics

Director Van Vleck 0 1942-44 Stellar
parallax

Director Washburn 0 1922-48 Development

of PE

photometry
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STEPNE, BS 1928 Princeton Cambridge Statist mech 1933
Theodore Eugene PhD p 1931 Cambridge
(1907-

STETSON,207 PhB 1908 Brown Yerkes 0 Photog photom 1915
Harlan True MS 1910 Dartmouth
(1885-1964) PhD a 1915 Chicago

STEWART, DL 1891 Carleton Goodsell 0 Visual astrom 1899
De Lisle PhD a 1895 Carleton HCO Ast photog
(1870-1941)

STEWART, ES 1915 Princeton Princeton Theoret ast & 1915
John Quincy P1-ID p 1919 Princeton radial vel;
(1894-1972) magnetism

ST. JOHN,208 BS 1887 Mich Ag Harvard Lab spectr 1908
Charles Edward MA 1893 Harvard Berlin Lab radiat
(1857-1935) PhD p 1896 Harvard Yerkes 0 Solar spectr

STORER, BS 1923 Wesleyan Berkeley Spectrophotom 1927
Norman Wyman MA 1924 Wesleyan
(1900- ) PhD a 1928 Berkeley

STRPND, (Ok) PhD a 1938 Coperthagen Leiden 0 1938
Kaj Aage Gunriar Copenhagen Theoret ast
(1907-

Lect ap Harvard 1934-46 Stellar

energy

Director Perkins 0 1929-34 Photometry

solar corona

Observer Arequipa 0 1896-1902 Nebular &
Observer 1W, Ukiab 1905-10 asteroid

photography

Assc prof Princeton 1927-63 Spectral
ap theory

Ast Mt Wilson 0 1909-35 Gravitation

red-shift in

solar spectr

Prof ast Kansas 1967- PE photom;

Celestial

navigation

Director Dearborn 0 1947-58 Double &
Dci dir USNO 1963-77 rmiltiple

star systems
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STROMBERG,209 (5)

Gustaf Benjamin

(1882-

STROMGREN,210 (S)

Bengt G. D.

(1908-1987)

STRUVE,211 (R)

Otto

(1897-1963)

PhD a 1916 Lund Stockholm 0 Theoret ast 1916 Ast Mt Wilson 0 1917-1946 Stellar

motions

MS 1927 Copenhagen Copenhagen Visual astrom 1926 Director Yerkes & 1951-57 Theory of
PhD a 1929 Copenhagen & theoret ast (1936) McDonald 0 stellar

Prof ap I Adv Study 1957-67 constitution

Dipl 1919 Kharpov Yerkes 0 Spectr binaries 1923
PhD a 1923 Chicago Cambridge Theoret ap

SWICK, CE 1907 Cornell USC&GS Geodesy 1925
Clarence Herbert
(1883-

SWOPE,212 (W) BA 1925 Barnard HCO Photog photon 1928
Henrietta Hill MA 1928 Radcliffe
(1902-1980)

TAYLOR, BA 1934 UCLA Penn Visual photom 1940
Phillips Harwood MS 1936 Case
(1905- ) PhD a 1940 Penn

Director Yerkes 0 1932-47 Analysis of
Editor Astrophys J 1932-47 star spectra
Chmn dept Berkeley 1950-59 Star

Director NRAO 1959-63 rotation

Chief USC&GS 1924-42 Isostasy;
gravity Gravity;
& ast section Earth figij.re

Res asst HCO 1928-42 Variable
Res fel Mt Wilson 0 1962-68 stars in

Milky Way

Asst prof Drake 1942-44? Eclipsing
ast variables
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THIELE,213 (Dk) MS 1903 Copenhagen Copenhagen Theoret ast
Homer Kiel 0
(1878-1946)

THORNDIKE, BA 1927 Harvard. Berkeley
Samuel Lothrop PhD a 1932 Berkeley
(1905-

TINKER, (W) BA 1923 Berkeley Berkeley
Katherine Prescott PhD a 1933 Berkeley
(1901-

TITUS, BA 1933 Columbia Columbia
John PhD a 1938 Columbia

(1910-

TOLMAN,214 BS 1903 MIT MIT
Richard Chace PhD p 1910 MIT
(1881-1948)

TOMBAUGH, BA 1936 Kansas Lowell C
Clyde William

(1906-

1901

(1917)

Stellar stat 1932

Asst Lick 0

Prof Alma

math & ast

Theoret ast 1933 Inst ast Vassar

Stellar dynam 1938

Physical chem 1910

Photographic 1929
sky search

T0WNLEY,..LD BS 1890 Wisconsin Wisconsin Practical ast 1897
Sidney Dean MS 1892 Wisconsin Berkeley
(1867-1946) DSc a 1897 Michigan Michigan Theoret ast

1918-22 Asteroid
orbits

1954--70 Interstellar

matter;

var. stars

1943-47 Asteroid
orbits

Inst ast Yerkes 0 1938-42 Star systems
Phys White Sands 1952-55 Numerical

analysis

Prof Caltech 1922-48 Relativity &
math phys cosmology
& physical chemistry

Prof ast N M State 1955-73 Discovery of
Pluto;

Planet geog

Ast ILO, Ukiah 1898-1903 Photometry
Prof ast Stanford 1918-29 var. stars
& geodesy C
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TRUMPN,

Orley Hosmer
(1888-

TRUMPLER,216 (SW)

Robert Julius

(1886-1956)

TUCKER,217

Richard Hawley

(1859-1952)

TURNER,218

Arthur Bertrum

)

UPDEGRAFF, (W)

Alice

UPDEGRAFF,219
Milton
(1861-1938)

UPTON,22°

Wins low

(1853-1914)

BA 1911 Iowa Lowell 0 Radial vel 1915 Ast Lowell 0 1919-24 Spiral nebul
MS 1912 Iowa Yerkes 0 radial veloc

PhD a 1910 GOttingen GOttingen Photog astrom 1911 Ast Lick 0 1929-38 Interstellar
Allegheny 0 Photog astrom (1915) Prof ast Berkeley 1938-51 reddening;

Gravit. test

CE 1879 Lehigh Dudley 0 Visual astrom 1879 Act Lick 0 1893-08, Meridian

1911-26 circle
Director San Luis 0 1908-11 observations

BA 1892 JHU Penn Celestial mech 1903 Prof CCNY 1907- Orbits of
PhD a 1902 Penn Lick 0 Spectr binary spectroscop.

binaries

see Alice Maxwell LAMB

BS ce 1884 Wisconsin USC&GS 1884 Observer tJSNO 1899-02, Astrometiy;
MS 1886 Wisconsin Washburn 0 Visual astrom 1907-10 Comet orbits

Director NAO 1907-10 Time

BA 1875 Brown Cincinnati 1877 Prof act Brown 1883-1914 Meteorology;
MA a 1877 Cincinnati HCO Visual photom Solar eclip.
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UREY,2'
Harold Clayton
(1893-1985)

URIE,

Frank Dickinson
(1887-

VAN ARNAM
Ralph Newcoab
(1902-

VPN BIESBROECK,222
George (Be)

(1880-1974)

VAN DE KAMP, (N)

Peter

(1901-

VAN 223 (N)

Adriaan

(1884-1946)

VARNUM,

William Bentley

(1868-1936)

BS 1917 Montana Berkeley Physical chem 1924

PhD ch 1923 Berkeley

BA 1909 Michigan Detroit 0 Practical 1909

ast(?)

EE 1926 Cornell Cornell 1928

MS 1927 Cornell Yerkes 0 Spectr binary

grad ce 1902 Ghent Be Royal 0 Astrometry(?) 1905

DSc a 1903 Ghent Heidelberg Astrometry(?) (1915)

Potsdarri 0

DSc 1922 Utrecht Berkeley Stellar stat 1922

PhD a 1925 Berkeley Groningen Stellar stat(?) (1923)

PhD 1926 Groningen McCormick 0 Photog astrom

BA 1906 Utrecht Utrecht Astrometry 1912

MA 1909 Utrecht Groningen Stellar stat
PhD a 1911 Utrecht Yerkes 0 Photog astrom(?)

BA 1891 Boston U Dudley 0 Visual astrom 1894

Ryerson Chicago

prof

Ast to Elgin 0

director

Assc prof Lehigh

math & ast

1952-58 Isotopes in

meteorites;

Astrochem.

1910-31 Time

determinat.

1961-67 Binary stars

Prof ast Yerkes 0 192 6-45 Double stars
Stellar
parallax

Director Sproul 0, 1937-72 Planetary
Swarthmore companions

of stars

Ast Mt Wilson 0 1912-46 Stellar &
galactic

prop. motion

Computer Dudley 0 1894-1936 Atmospheric
to ast refraction;

Rt. ascens.
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VERY,224 BS 1873 MIT Allegheny 0 Bolometry 1878

Frank Washington
(1852-1927)

VYSSOTSKY, (R) Dipl 1912 Moscow Pulkovo 0 Astrometry 1913

Alexander N. PhD a 1926 virginia Virginia Photog astrom (1923)

(1888-

VYSSOTSKY, (W) see Eirma T. R. WILLIN4S

Emma Williams

WADSWORTH,225 BS ee 1889 Ohio State Ohio State Elec eng 1894

Frank Lawton Olcott Clark Interferometry
(1867-1936)

WAGMAN,226 BA a 1927 Wesleyan USNO Astrometry 1928
Nicholas Emory MA a 1928 Wesleyan Pittsburgh Lab spectr &
(1905-1980) PhD a 1937 Pittsburgh photog astrom

WALDO, BS 1872 Marietta HCO Visual astrom 1877
Leonard MA 1877 Marietta
(1853-1929) DSc m 1879 Harvard

WALLACE,227 (Br) educated as artist Self- Photog chem 1902
Robert James trained
(1868-1945)

Director Westwood 0 1906-27 Lunar tamp;

(personal 0) Detection of

oxygen Mars

Prof ast Virginia 1945-58 Stella

prop, motion
& photometry

Director Allegheny 0 1900-04 Design of

spectroscope

Ast Allegheny 0 1930-41 Binary stars
Director Allegheny 0 1947-70 Stellar

parallax

Asst HCO 1875-80 Time
Ast Yale 0 1879-88 detenninat.

Photo- Yerkes 0 1902-08 Increase of
physicist photographic

sensitivity
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WALTON, (W) see Margaret Walton MAYALL
Margaret L.

WARD, no deg 1885 Rochester

Henry Levi
(1863-1943)

WARE,228 (W) grad Vassar
Louise M.

(1876-1953)

Self- Natural history 1899
trained

Yerkes 0 Photog astrom 1902

Mt Wilson 0 Solar spectr

WARES, (Ca) ES 1933 Washington Chicago Hydrodynam & 1941
Gordon Webb MS 1937 Chicago Spectrophotom
(1911- ) PhD a 1941 Chicago

WATERFIELD, (?) Self- Visual & 1926
William F. H. trained(?) photog photoni

? -1933)

WATSON, BA 1933 Pomona HCO Meteoritics 1938
Fletcher Guard, Jr MA 1935 Harvard
(1912-1977) PhD a 1938 Harvard

WAITS, BA 1915 Indiana USNO Visual astrom 1911
Chester Burleigh
(1889-

Director Ward's Nat. 1884-87, Meteorites
History 1891-02

Museum

Carnegie Yerkes 0 1902-06 Solar
fellow rotation
Computer Mt Wilson 0 1906-42 rate

Res ap Space P1-iys 1963-72 Atomic

Lab, AFCRL transition

probabilitie

Staff HCO 1926-32 Eclipsing

variable

stars

Shattuck Harvard 1966-7 8 Meteoritics
prof educ

Prin USNO 1938-59 Meridian
ast observations

Lunar survey
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WENDELL, BA 1868 Bates HCO Visual photon 1868, Asst prof HCO 1898-1912 Star photon;
Oliver Clinton Ma 1871 Bates 1879 ast Comet-meteor
(1845-1912) orbits

WENTWORTH, (W) grad Boston U Boston U Theoret ast 1892 Amateur 1892-93 Comet orbits
F. Gertrude

(7

WESTGATE,229 (W)

Christine M.

)

WHIPPLE,

Fred Lawrence

(1906-

WHITAKER,

George E., Rev
(1836-1917)

WHITFORD,

Albert Edward
(1905-

(?) Yerkes 0 Stellar spectr 1933 Grad asst Yerkes 0

BA 1927 UCLA Lick 0 Spectrophotom 1931
PhD a 1931 Berkeley

BA 1861 Wesleyan Boston U Theoret ast
Ma 1864 Wesleyan
DD 1889 Fort Worth

BA 1926 Milton Wisconsin Lab spectr &
Ma 1928 Wisconsin PE instrum

PhD p 1932 Wisconsin Mt Wilson 0

1890

Chrrin Harvard

ast dept

Phillips Harvard

prof ast

Amateur

1931-34 Rotational
line

broadening

1949-56 Theory of

constitution
1970-77 of comets

1890-96 Comet orbits

1932 Director Washburn 0 1948-58 Interstellar
Director Lick 0 1958-68 absorption;

Spectrophoto
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WHITNEY,23° (W)

Mary Watson
(1847-1921)

WHITTAKER,231

G. C.

WHITWORTH,232

Ernest

)

WILDT,233 (0)
Rupert

(1905-1976)

WILLIAMS, (W)

Emma T. R.

(1894-

WILLIAMS,

Kenneth Powers
(1887-1958)

WILLIAMS,

Robley Cook
(1908-

BA 1868 Vassar
MA 1872 Vassar

(?)

Dearborn 0
Harvard Celest mech
Zurich Mathematics

USNO Astrometry

1881 Prof ast Vassar

1920 Computer USNO
to ast

1889-1910 Comet, aster

oid, & var.

star obser

1920-62 Time;

Lunar motion

55 (?) Yale 0 Photog astrom 1931 Res asst Southern 0, 1931-34 Lunar motion
Yale Stellar

photon

PhD 1927 Berlin Berlin 0 Photog astrom 1928 Cbmn Yale 1966-68 Opacity of
GOttingen Planet spectr (1935) ap dept solar
Mt Wilson 0 Stellar spectr Prof ap Yale 1957-73 photosphere

BA 1925 Swartbmore HCO Spectrophotom 1930 Inst ast Virginia 1932-44 Photometry
PhD a 1930 Radcliffe of globular

clusters

BA 1908 Indiana Princeton Mathematics 1928 Cbrnn Indiana 1937-44 Theoret ast
MA 1909 Indiana math dept
PhD m 1913 Princeton

BA 1931 Cornell Berkeley Atomic spectr 1935 Inst to Michigan 1935-45 UV stellar
PhD p 1935 Berkeley asst prof spectr;

ast Al mirrors
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WILLIS,

John Edwin

(1901-

WILLS,234 (W)

Doris M.

(?

WILSON, 235

Delonza Tate
(1862-1923)

WILSON,236
Herbert Couper
(1858-1940)

WILSON,237

Latimer J.

(?

WILSON, 238

Olin Chaddock

(1909-

no deg 1923 at OWU USNO Photog astrom 1920 Ast USNO 1929-44 Time;

Variation of

latitude

BA (?) Flower 0 Meteor stat 1931 Asst Flower 0 1931-37 Meteor

statistics

BA 1887 N Carolina Chicago Theoret act 1901 Assc prof Case 1911-21 Asteroid
MA 1896 Vanderbilt ast perturbation
PhD a 1905 Chicago Almucantar

BA 1879 Carleton Cincinnati Theoret ast 1881 Editor Popular Ast 1909-26 Time service
MA 1882 Carleton Director Goodsell 0, 1908-26 Variable
PhD a 1886 Cincinnati Carleton stars

(?) Self- Planet features 1910 Amateur 1910-40 Planetary

trained (?) observations

Kodak Co. Tales photog & mapping

BA 1929 Berkeley Caltech Stellar spectr 1934 Ast Hale 0 1936-74 Stellar

PhD ap 1934 Caltech spectroscopy

W-R stars
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WILSON,239 BA 1906 Carleton Virginia Visual astrom 1910

Ralph Elmer PhD a 1910 Virginia

(1886-1960)

WILSON, BA 1931 Swarthrnore Penn Double star 1935

Raymond Hiram, Jr MA 1933 Penn interferometry
(1911- ) PhD a 1935 Penn

WINLOCK,24° BA 1880 Harvard HCO 1880
William Crawford USNO Visual astrom
(1859-1896)

WINTNER, (A) P1-iD 1927 Leipzig Leipzig Mathematics 1925
Aurel Frederick (?) (1930)

(1903-

WOOD, BS 1936 Florida Princeton PE photom 1941
Frank Bradshaw MA 1940 Princeton
(1915-1997) PhD a 1941 Princeton

WOOD, BA 1891 Harvard JHU Lab spectr 1900

Robert Williams Chicago
(1868-1955) Berlin

WOODWARD,241 CE 1872 Michigan Lake Survey Geodesy 1885
Robert Simpson US VTC Photog astrom
(1849-1924)

Act Mt Wilson 1938-51 Solar

(& Palomar) 0 motion

Space sci NASA 1958-71 Numerical

orbit analys

Asst ast USNO 1880-89 Cornet orbits

Prof ast Colurnbian l88-96

Prof math JHU 1946- Celestial

mechanics

Director Flower 1954-68 Close double
& Cook 0 stars

Prof ast Florida 1968-

Prof phys JHU 1901-51 Lab spectr

Prof mech Columbia 1893-1905 Geophysics;
Pres Carnegie I 1905-20 Figure of
Assc ed Science 1894-1921 the Earth
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WRIGHT,242 (W) BA 1919 Brown HCO Photog photom 1931 Ast
Francis Woodworth MA 1920 Brown

(1897-1989) PhD a 1958 Radcliffe

WRIGHT,243 PhD g 1900 Heidelberg Heidelberg Geology 1925

Frederick E.
(1877-

WRIGHT,244 BS ce 1893

William Hammond
(1871-1959)

WYLIE, BA 1908

Charles Clayton MA 1912

(1886- ) PhD a 1922

WYLIE, BA 1914

Lloyd Ritchie MA 1922

(1892-
) PhD a 1932

WYSE,245 BA 1929

Arthur Bambridge MA a 1931

(1909-1942) PhD a 1934

Berkeley Yerkes C

Park USNO
Missouri Illinois
Illinois

Park NV
NV

NV

Wooster Lick 0

Michigan

Berkeley

Spectroheliog 1897

Visual astrom 1913

PE photometry

SAO 1961-71 Eclipsing

binaries

Staff Geophys Lab, 1906-44 Lunar survey
Carnegie I

Cbmn Comm Lunar 1925-39
Surface

Ast Lick 0 1908-44 Planet photo
Director Lick 0 1935-42 Nebular

spectroscopy

Prof ast Iowa 1939-54 Meteors &
meteorites

Visual astrom 1932 Asst to USNO 1936-46 Planetary
& theoret ast ast orbits

Prof ast Wittenberg 1946-60

Stellar spectr 1934 Asst ast Lick 0 1935-41 Eclipsing

binaries;

Nebula spect
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YENDELL,246

Paul S.

7 -1918)

YOUNG,247 (W)

Anne Sewall

(1871-1961)

YOUNG, (W)

Jessica May
(1893-

YOWELL,248

Everett Irving
(1870-1959)

ZINMER, 249

Meade Lafayette
(1880-1945)

ZUG,

Richard Seth
(1903-

(?) Self- Visual photom 1887

trained(?)

BL 1892 Carleton Yerkes 0 1899
MS 1897 Carleton Columbia Photog astrom
PhD a 1906 Columbia

BA 1914 WU Berkeley Theoret ast 1920
MS a 1915 Berkeley
PhD a 1920 Berkeley

CE 1891 Cincinnati GOttingen Mathematics 1897
MS m 1893 Cincinnati Cincinnati Theoret ast &
PhD a 1911 Cincinnati Visual astrom

PbB 1906 Union Dudley 0 Visual astrom 1906
MA 1908 Union
PhD a 1927 Michigan

BA 1928 Drake Yerkes 0 1928
MS 1930 Chicago Berkeley Color indices
PhD a 1933 Berkeley

Amateur 1887-1916 Variable
Member AAVSO 1911- stars

Inst to Mt Holyoke 1899-1936 Occultations
prof ast Variable
Director Williston 0 1899-1936 stars
President AAVSO 1922-24

Assc prof WU 1948- Comet &
ast binary star

orbits

Director Cincinn 0 1931-40 Comets &

asteroids;

Prop, motion

Ast Cordoba 0 1913-43 Fundamental
star

position

Ast Goodsell 0 1936-41 Stellar

photographic

photometry

0
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ZWICKY,250 (Bu) PhD p 1922 Fed Inst Zurich Inst Physics 1929 Prof ap Caltech 1942-72 Supernovae;
Fritz of Tecbn Caltech Theoret physics Clusters of
(1898-1974) Zurich nebulae
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